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ABSTRACT
THE FOTODIALOGO METHOD: USING PICTURES AND STORYTELLING TO

PROMOTE DIALOGUE AND SELF-DISCOVERY AMONG LATINAS WITHIN A
COMMUNITY-BASED ORGANIZATION IN MASSACHUSETTS

MAY
FLAVIA

S.

RAMOS,
M.Ed.,

B.F.A.,

1999

UNIVERSIDADE FEDERAL DO RIO DE JANEIRO

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Ed.D, UNIVERSITY OF

MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Directed by: Professor Robert Miltz

This study aims

at

building dialogue

examining people's perceptions of social

among culturally diverse groups by

reality

through the application of projective

techniques. In this study the projective techniques consist of a set of original pictures

drawn by the author based on
pictures

participants’ accounts

of their living

combined with the process of inquiry applied

in this study

situations.

The

set

of

comprise the

FotoDialogo Method.
This study conforms to the following objectives: (1) developing and testing an
original

model of inquiry and education which promotes dialogue and

(2) fostering dialogue skills

(3)

and

reflective thinking

self-discovery;

among disadvantaged

Latino

women;

promoting effective intergroup communication between health and human service

providers and their client population; and (4) developing guidelines for the production

of research and training materials

that

encourage effective intergroup communication,

and empowerment of traditionally disadvantaged groups.

VII

The research methodology is grounded
prmciples.

in qualitative

The research design stems from Paulo

and Henry Murray’s Thematic Apperception

Freire’s

and participatory research

Thematic Investigation Model,

Test.

This study was carried out within a community-based
organization serving the
Latino population in Massachusetts. The author
took a leadership role in
study, as moderator of the Latina

all

phases of the

Women ’s Dialog Group (LWDG), and of a

of

series

FotoDialogo Workshops addressed to health and human service
providers.

The

LWDG sessions were conducted entirely in Spanish—the participants’

native language
translated

and recorded by audio

by the author. Throughout

to protect participants identities

actual interviews,

The

tape.

These sessions were

this study

pseudonyms

and to maintain

later transcribed

and

for actual persons are used

confidentiality.

Accounts are based on

and transcriptions of dialogue sessions.

results

of this study revealed that the FotoDialogo Method can be a powerful

strategy for Latinas to break silence about their particular experiences of
oppression.

The

LWDG participants began a process of self-discovery which enabled them to analyze
and value

their experiences,

and to

The FotoDialogo Workshops were

frilly

participate in their

also effective in raising awareness

practitioners regarding intercultural communication,

sociocultural context in

community’s

and

which the Latino community

viii

is

in reflecting

immersed.

social change.

among
upon the
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GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS
Admire, to: “is a dialectical operation that characterizes man as man, differentiating
him from the animal. It is directly associated with the creative dimension of
language. To admire implies that man stands over against his ‘not F in order to
understand

Averbal: not

it.”

(Freire, 1985, p. 53).

linguistic.

Banking Education:

refers to the practice in

which an educator replaces

expression with a "deposit" that a student

is

self-

expected to "capitalize." (Freire,

1985).

CBO: Community-based
Channel:

a

organization.

medium wherein

a

message

travels

from source

Code: an agreed transformation, or set of unambiguous
converted from one representation to another.

to destination.

rules,

whereby messages

are

Codification: refers alternatively to the imaging, or the image itself, of some
significant aspect of the learner's concrete reality (of a slum dwelling, for
example). As such, it becomes both the object of the teacher-learner dialogue
and the context for the introduction of the generative word. (Freire, 1985 editor). The "codification" is not a mere visual aid, it is, to the contrary, an
object of knowledge that, in mediating between the educator and students,
allows its own unveiling to take place.

Conscientization: refers to the process in which people, not as recipients, but as
knowing subjects achieve a deepening awareness both of the sociocultural
reality that shapes their lives and of their capacity to transfonn that reality
(Freire, 1985, p. 93). Conscientization is more than a simple prise de
conscience. While it implies overcoming "false consciousness," overcoming
that is a magical or naive state of consciousness, it implies further the critical
insertion of the conscientized person into a demythologized reality (Freire,
1985).

Context: broadly, the environment of a message; narrowly,
following messages that bear on their significance.

all

preceding and/or

Culture: is the representation of lived experiences, material artifacts, and practices
forged within the unequal and dialectical relations that different groups
establish within a given society at a particular point in historical time. Culture
the
is a form of production whose processes are intimately comiected with
structuring of different social formations, particularly those that are related to
gender, age, race, and class (Freire, 1985).

XVI

Culture Circle:

is a group of individuals involved in learning to read and write, as
well as in the political analysis of their immediate reality and the national
interests. (Freire, P., 1985, p. viii.).

Culture of Silence:

is a term used by Freire to typify the mutism of the masses. It
describes the culture that has been alienated from the power responsible for its
silence. In the culture of silence the masses are mute, that is, they are
prohibited from creatively taking part in the transformations of their society

and therefore prohibited from being. Even if they can occasionally read and
write because they were "taught" in humanitarian — but not humanist — literacy
campaigns, they are nevertheless alienated from the power responsible for their
silence (Freire, 1985, p.50).
Decodiflcation: refers to a process of description and interpretation, whether of
printed words, pictures, or other "codifications." As such, decodification and
decodifying are distinct from the process of decoding, or word recognition.
(Freire, 1985). Decodification is the analysis of a concrete, existential, "coded"
situation. The aim of decodification is to arrive at the critical level of knowing,
beginning with the learner's experience of the situation in the "real context."
(Freire, 185, p.52).

Decoding: a transformation, whereby, by operation of code rules, a destination
an incoming message from one representation to another.
Destination: where a message ends,

i.e. is

alters

successively decoded and interpreted.

Dialogue: Paulo Freire refers to this word as a key factor in the process of critical
consciousness as a means of individual's self-realization and transformation of
reality. He uses the word dialogue with the meaning of a two-way
communication process, but also in the sense used by Hegel and Marx: (1)
Dialectic is the Hegelian process of change whereby an ideational entity, a
thesis, is transformed into its opposite, an antithesis, and preserved and
fulfilled by it, the combination of the two being resolved in a higher form of
truth, a synthesis; (2) Dialectical Materialism, the Marxian interpretation of
reality that views matter as the sole subject of change and all change as the
product of a constant conflict between opposites arising from the internal
contradictions inherent in all events, ideas, and movements. (The American
Heritage Dictionary, Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1982.). The word dialogue
comes from two Greek roots, dia (meaning “through” or “with each other”)
and logos (meaning “the word”). It has been suggested that this word carries a
sense of “meaning flowing through” (Isaacs, 1994, p. 353).

Distance Education: is a process in which a significant proportion of the teaching
conducted by someone removed in space and or time from the learner

is

(Perraton, 1986).

Educational Media: are tools
out of school.

Emblem:

for extending or

emiching teaching and learning,

a highly formalized symbol, usually in the visual modality.

XVII

in or

Encoding: transformation, whereby, by operation of code
message from one representation to another.

Epoch:

rules, a source alters a

a

particular period of history "characterized by a complex
of ideas,
coricepts, hopes, doubts, values, and challenges in
dialectical interaction with
their opposites, striving for plenitude" (Freire,
is

1971:92).

Epochal Unit: includes

a variety of sub-units (continental, regional, national,
contains themes of a universal character.

etc.);

Feed Mechanism:

a cover term for three types of self-regulated control systems:
feedback, feedforward, feedwithin.

Feedback: a kind of feed mechanism that functions to detect an error
communication system after the error has already occurred.

in a

Generative Word:

is a tri-syllabic word chosen from the "linguistic universe"
during
research preliminary to the literacy course. Example: /nve/n (slum). In

languages like Portuguese or Spanish, words are composed syllabically. Thus,
every non-monosyllabic word is technically, generative, in the sense that other
words can be constructed from its decomposed syllables. At the phonetic level
the term generative word is properly applicable only in a sound-syllabic
reading methodology, while the thematic application is universal. In Freire's
method, generative words are the words with which illiterate learners gain their
first literacy as Subjects of the process, expanding their original "restrictive
vocabulary universe." These words incorporate a meaningful thematic
application of the learners' lives.
Icon: a sign

is

said to be iconic

signifier

Index: a sign

is

and

its

when

there

is

a topological similarity

said to be indexic in so far as a signifier

signified, or

is

a

between the

denotata.

is

contiguous with

its

sample of it.

Instructional Technology: encompasses the variety of media hardware as well as
procedures for designing, managing, and evaluating learning systems
incorporating such media.
a uniquely human modeling system, such that signifiers (commonly:
sounds or their graphic representation) and signifieds (meanings) are coupled
over an infinite domain; verbal communication.

Language:

LDC:

Less developed country.

Message:

in

communication, a sign or string of signs.

Message, Conventional: a sign or a string of signs whose power
to depend on prior agreement.
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to signify

is

thought

Message, Natural; a sign or

of signs signifying the same things

string

m all places.

at all

times and

Multimessage: a

signifier that has a number of distinct meanings, the choice of
interpretation depending on the time and/or the place.

Noise; disturbances which do not represent any part of the messages from
a specified
source; unwanted signs.

Pragmatics: that branch of semiotics which studies the uses and the
messages; a term parallel to "syntactics" or "semantics".
Press:

effects

of

the term for an environmental force, a patterned meaningful whole, which
might affect the subject in a certain manner (Sanford et al., 1943,
p.l27).

is

affects or

Problematization or Problem-Posing: is a process of challenging commonly
accepted ideas, of posing more and more questions to dig beneath the
conventional explanations; it makes the individual question deeper structures;
its

objective

is

understanding.

Redundancy: a property assigned to a source by virtue of an excess of rules whereby
it becomes increasingly likely that mistakes in reception will be minimized.
Semiology: one

common synonym

for "semiotics".

Semiosis: the action of a sign, involving three subjects

--

a sign,

its

object and

its

interpretant.

Semiotics: (1) the doctrine, science or theory of signs; the subject matter of semiotics
is the exchange of any messages whatever and of the system of signs which
underlie them. (2) It is an attempt to decipher the rules governing our
communication process, and to bring them to our consciousness. Though its
name comes from a Greek root meaning "sign" and semiotics is often defined
as the study of signs, in fact it has become the study of the codes through which
people communicate, verbally and non-verbally. (Maya Pines, What is the real
message of Casablanca? Or of a Rose? New York Times, Sep. 28 -1982). (3)
Semiotics is the science concerned with the relation of sending or referring
back (Jakobson, 1974), where something stands to somebody for something
,

else in

some

respect or capacity (Peirce).

Signification: the meaning, or sense, of a message.

Source: where a message begins,

i.e. is

successively formulated and encoded.

Subject: The term "Subjects" denotes those
"objects",

which

are

known and

who know and act,

acted upon.
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in contrast to

Subliminal:
the

is

the individual s ability to perceive and respond to
stimuli that are below
or level of consciousness. The limen is a threshold
of awareness.
it stimuli are called supraliminal.
(Dudley, 1987, p.l8).

hmen

Above

Symbol: a sign without eithp similarity or contiguity, but only with
a conventional
link between its signifier and its denotata, and with
an intentional class for

its

designator.

Thematic Investigation: is an educational process which involves three
moments (1) investigation of thinking; (2) thematization; and

dialectical

(3)

problematization of social

Thematic Universe:

is

the

reality.

complex of interacting themes of an epoch.

Theme:

is the concrete representation of many ideas, values, concepts,
and hopes, as
well as the obstacles which impede people's hill humanization and

empowerment,

(ex: Domination/Liberation).

Third World:

is a concept described in ideological and political terms, not
geographical. The so-called First World has within it and against it its

own

Third World. And the Third World has its First World, represented by the
ideology of domination and the power of the ruling classes. The Third World
in the last analysis the world of silence, of oppression, of dependence, of
exploitation, of the violence exercised by the ruling classes on the oppressed
(Freire, 1985, p.l39).

is

Thought-Language:

is the association of sense images, linguistic signs and a person's
orientation in the world. It is the possibility of the act of knowing through
praxis.
particular system or way of living is the equivalent of a particular

A

form of thought-language.
Visual Literacy: (1) It is the ability to understand at a conscious level the visual
language used within a particular culture or cultures (Fuglesang, 1973). (2) refers
to the ability to understand and use images, including the ability to think, learn,

and express oneself in terms of images (Hortin, 1982, p. 169). (3) It is composed
of the processes of viewing, sensorimotor exploration, and nonverbal
representation which are housed in schemata or mental images (Sinatra, 1986, p.
58). (4) It involves an integration of critical viewing with critical thinking such
that a visually literate person is one who can identify, analyze, interpret, evaluate,

and produce visual messages

(Curtiss, 1989).
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CHAPTER

1

THE FOTODIALOGO METHOD: USING PICTURES AND STORYTELLING
TO KNOW OURSELVES AND OUR COMMUNITIES BETTER
The Development of a New Method
The FotoDialogo method which
the idea that development education

to

communicate with each

and

the object of this study,

to give

was developed upon

must evolve from the fundamental need of people

other, to reflect

meaning and mutual understanding,
living situations,

is

to

meaning

upon

their life experiences, to reach shared

become aware of the

forces

which

affect their

to their acts of learning.

Many educators, development workers, and community health

and human

service providers have struggled with the problems of miscommunication, low morale,

and apathy

in the

groups they wished to reach. Tliese problems are usually associated

with false perceptions providers and clients

—

or teachers and students

—have of each

other and of the situations sun'ounding them.

A

development practitioner working

in a

developing countiy, dealing with a

foreign culture and language; a health educator trying to promote birth control and safe

sex amongst a team of inner-city youngsters; and a community organizer teaching

conflict resolution

and

racial unity in a multiracial

crimes, violence, and poverty

may

neighborhood plagued with hate

find they share a

few things

in

common, one of them

being a lack of shared meaning between themselves and those they are trying to reach.

Shared meaning

is

a collective sense of what

is

important, and

The lack of shared meaning within communities and
differences inherent in the

life

why

(Senge

organizations stems from the

experiences, culture and social identities

1

et al., 1994).

(e.g.,

gendei.

social class, level of education, ethnicity) that influence

lives

and behave

intergroup

in the world.

commumcation

—

—an

Shared meaning

is built

upon

how people make

sense of their

essential element in effective

collective reflection

and mutual

understanding.

Many development and education programs
take into consideration the people-in-a-situation

values, needs, and resources

—when planning

to succeed because they

fail

—people’s ways of knowing,

their strategies

and developing

do not

their

their

curricula.

Thus,

at the heart

of building shared meaning

evolving ongoing processes in which people

at

is

the task of designing and

every level of the community or

organization, in every role, can speak from the heart about what really concerns

be heard

—by development

and each

practitioners, trainers,

other. This process

settings in

treat the

capitalized by the students.

dictated;

upon

it

is in

direct opposition to

method of education, a method practiced

which teachers

service providers,

of collective reflection inaugurates what Paulo Freire called

dialogical education. Dialogical education

the banking

human and health

them and

in

what

many traditional

program content of education

The program content of a true

Freire

named

educational

as a deposit to be

dialogical education carmot be

can only emerge from group dialogue as a process of action and reflection

reality.

FotoDialogo has been developed as a research and adult education method with

the

aim of understanding and overcoming the

root causes of the problems above

mentioned, and has been applied in the context of a community-based organization

working with minority populations

in

an American inner

2

city. It

therefore proposes the

utilization

engage

of tools to aid development education
practitioners and community people

in a

process of dialogue, self-discovery, and
mutual understanding.

The research process begins with
that people are

the unveiling of significant themes
and issues

most concerned about described

in narratives

and unstructured

conversations. Based on these themes a
series of codes or projective techniques
are

prepared by the researcher to

groups involved

in the research project, hi the case

of pictures are used to
tell stories

initiate collective reflection

initiate the

and dialogue with

different

of the FotoDialogo method, a

series

dialogue process and inspire research participants
to

and create narratives based on these

pictures.

This study takes place within the context of a
community-based organization

(CBO)

dedicated to providing education, health prevention,
and

to the Latino

Latina

empowerment programs

community. The research study focuses on two main

Women’s Dialog Group (LWDG),

constituting

human

series

their

concerns about the disabling effects

of low income and education associated with the underclass, and the

community

in the

United States

of workshops

service providers.

Both groups of participants expressed

the Latino

The

weekly meetings involving a

group of elderly Latino women; and (2) FotoDialogo Workshops,
a
addressed to community health and

projects: (1)

who have been

reality

and needs of

prevented by the dominant

society controlled formal institutions from developing their full capabilities and

validating their culture and language in constructive ways.

Latinos have not assimilated in the United States the

have traditionally assimilated.

If Latinos

way European immigrants

were following the European immigrant

assimilation path, by the third generation, they should be indistinguishable from Anglos.

3

—

In general, Latinos

A

identity.

show

a strong

commitment

to their culture, language,

study focusing on social identity (Hayes-Bautista,

and social

et al. 1992), that is,

an

individual’s identification (or lack of identification) with
different significant social

groups such as race,

components

class, gender, ethnic, religious, etc., indicates that there
are stable

in the social identification

of Latinos

in the

United States that are

maintained from generation to generation with virtually no change. There
are also

components, however, that change rapidly and profoundly from one generation to the
next.

There are four stable components of Latino social identity
defining

labels,

who

Latinos are: (1) Family

and tend

whether Latinos
terms, ethnicity

to

show

call

is

a high level of

strongly identify themselves with family

commitment

to their families; (2) Ethnicity

themselves Hispanic, Mexican, Puerto Rican, Latino, or other

considered one of the most important social identifications; (3)

Religious affiliation

them

— Latinos

that are central to

— while

religion

is

overall very important for Latinos, a majority of

identify themselves as Catholics; (4) Spanish-speaker identity, although

many

Latinos are bilingual, or even English dominant, they usually identify themselves as

Spanish speakers. These four elements

—

family, ethnicity, religion, and language

—

are

the key stable features of Latino identity which do not change over time (Hayes-Bautista,

et al. 1992).

Family, ethnicity, religion, and language are

among the most

salient

themes

in

conversations with the Latino participants in this study as well, and will be further

examined

in later chapters.

in this study also

Besides these social identity components, the Latino

demonstrated other patterns of behavior and psychological

4

women

characteristics,

such as the tendency to “subassertiveness,” a pattern, that
according to

research, prevails in Latino groups (Boulette,
1976).

humble

social class origins, subassertiveness

conformity, of the

Reflection

is

Among Puerto Rican women of

a pattern of culturally induced

women passively accepting their lot in

upon those

cultural characteristics

life

(Rogler

et al., 1983).

and participants’ perceptions of social

reality will take a center role in the dialogue sessions

with the Latina

Women Dialog

Group.

Turning to participatory and culturally sensitive approaches, human and health
service providers can revolutionize services to incorporate key cultural themes
and

collaborate with natural occurring phenomena, such as the use of natural support
systems
(e.g.,

paraprofessionals, folk healers, religious leaders, family, merchants,

etc.).

Dialogue building can enable community-based organizations working alongside
with community members to collaborate in a variety of forms. Through collective
dialogue providers

may be

able to establish a relationship with their clients based on

shared meaning, and see these clients as fellow

human

beings with strengths and

resources as well as problems and needs; recognize the importance of including a

network of social relationships

in the process

of understanding the forces

at

work

in a

sociocultural context involving multiple individuals and events; and take into account

the

way people

define their problems and construe their social realities. In this way,

community-based organizations can engage themselves
social

in a collective dialogue in

change and solutions to problems are based upon the

client/community.
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social reality

of the

which

One of the

basic assumptions implied in dialogical education

is

that to discover

valid solutions everyone needs to be both a learner
and a teacher. Education must be a

mutual learning process. The role of the program coordinator, or
situation in

which genuine dialogue can take

dynamic process

in

and participants are involved

place,

which education and development

In order to build dialogue both providers

orgamze small groups

and

and

afflicting individuals

up a

in a

are totally interwoven.

clients

to participate in dialogue sessions,

of the causes of problems

facilitator, is to set

their

need to get deeply involved,

and develop

critical

awareness

communities. Failure to do so

tend to result in confusion, elaboration of programs that are not suitable to the needs and
resources of the

community

in focus,

minority populations in the inner

and limited impact on service demands of

cities.

Dialoguers must be aware that dialogue
will eventually lead to social change, based

themselves and their ways of acting

in the

is

a process of self-transformation that

on the assumption

that as people transform

world they change the world

in

which they

live.

The FotoDialogo method aims

at

building dialogue

among culturally diverse

groups and individuals by examining people's perceptions of social
application of projective techniques and codifications

(e.g.,

This research approach of using pictures and storytelling to

collective reflection stems

from Paulo

Freire's

reality

through the

pictures and storytelling).

initiate

dialogue and

Thematic Investigation Model, and Henry

Murray's Thematic Apperception Test. This study uses a qualitative and participatory
research methodology grounded in humanistic education principles.
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.

The Thematic Investigation Approach
One

research approach that used pictures as

reveal people's

ways of thinking was

to reflect

upon

reality

and

the Thematic Investigation (TI). This approach

developed by the Brazilian educator Paulo Freire
universe in order to establish a

means

was

to investigate people's thematic

common code of communication between teachers

and

students.

Thematic Investigation

is

an attempt to research people's ways of knowing and

perceiving their reality. This method of research was employed
by Freire and his
colleagues in Latin America in their literacy campaigns in order to
develop a program
relevant to the illiterate learners. Freire's literacy

illiterates

a two-fold goal of teaching

how to read and wnte while raising their consciousness to critically analyze

their living conditions. Freire’s

illiterate

method had

method had

and underclass people, for

.

a profound impact

on the

lives

of the

.

—

The investigation of what I have termed the people's "thematic universe" the
complex of their "generative themes" inaugurates the dialogue of education

—

as the practice of freedom.

The methodology of that

investigation

must

likewise be dialogical, affording the opportunity both to discover generative

themes and

to stimulate people's

awareness in regard to these themes.
Consistent with the liberating purpose of dialogical education, the object of the
investigation is not persons (as if they were anatomical fragments), but rather

which men and women refer to reality, the levels
which they perceive that reality, and their view of the world, in which their
generative themes are found (Freire, 1997, pp. 77-78).

the thought-language with
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at

The Thematic
(2) thematization (by

Investigation involves three stages: (1) investigation of thinking;

means of generative words and other codifications'), and

problematization^ of social

The

first

reflected in their

To

(3)

reality.

step of the TI is the investigation of the people's thematic universe

ways of living and construing

investigate the generative

theme

is

about reality and people's action upon

reality.

Freire states that:

to investigate people's thinking

which

reality,

is

their praxis.

For

precisely this reason, the methodology proposed requires that

and the people (who would normally be considered objects
of that investigation) should act as co-investigators (1997, p. 87).
investigators

In the first stage

number of persons

of the investigation of thinking, the researcher needs to get a

to agree to organize informal meetings during

which they can

about the objectives of the research project. In these meetings the research
explains the reason for the investigation,

will be put.

It is

how

it

to be carried out,

facilitator

and to what use

it

important to emphasize that the investigation will be impossible

without a relation of mutual understanding and

In this stage investigators

moments of the

is

talk

life

trust.

and the people involved

in the situation observe certain

of the area, noting the behavior of the participants, the language

used, and the relations between the various components of a situation. In the second

stage investigators select

some of the themes, found

develop the codifications to be used in the

'

reality.

Codification refers attematively to the imaging, or the

The

"codification"

is

not a mere visual aid,

educator and students, allows

2 Problematization or

its

own

it

is,

in the investigation

of thinking, to

TI.

image

itself,

of

some

significant

aspect of the learner's concrete

to the contrary, an object of knowledge that, in mediating between the

unveiling to take place.

Problem-Posing

is

a process of challenging commonly accepted ideas, of posing more and more

questions to dig beneath the conventional explanations;

it

makes the

understanding.

8

individual question

deeper structures;

its

objective

is

The

investigation of thinking reveals to the investigators
the generative

relevant to the particular group or situation in
focus. For instance, the

Portuguese {slum)

is

a generative

word because

it

word

words

"favela" in

can generate other phonemes useful to

the literacy process. Pictures or photographs of
a slum, or a sequence of pictures

portraying scenes of life in the slum help the learners to
reflect upon a concrete
representation of their

own

living conditions.

The

pictures also allow the observers to

distance themselves from their reality in order to critically
analyze

The generative words
process in which

critical

it.

in conjunction with the codifications are the

illiterates learn

how to read and write

at the

same time they become

of their living conditions. Freire (1970, 1997) recommends

codifications represent situations familiar to the individuals

that these

whose thematics

examined, so that they can easily recognize the situations and
Freire (1970, 1997) contests that

key to a

their

own

are being

relation to them.

by stimulating "perception of the previous perception"

and "knowledge of the previous knowledge," decoding stimulates the appearance of a

new perception and the development of new knowledge.
It is

with the apprehension of the complex of contradictions that the

thematization stage of the investigation begins.

Some of the themes and

contradictions

observed in previous meetings are then selected and developed into codifications to be
used in the thematic investigation.

A codification may utilize the visual (pictorial or graphic), the tactile, or the
auditive charmels.

The

selection of pictorial or printed

media depends not only on the

material to be codified, but also on whether or not the individuals with

wishes to communicate are

literate.

Once

whom one

the themes have been identified and
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codified, the didactic material (photographs, slides, film strips, posters, reading
texts,

and so

forth) is prepared.

With

all

the didactic material prepared, the facilitator

ready to re-present to the people their

from the people return

to

is

own thematics. The thematics which have come

them—not as contents to be

deposited, but as problems to be

solved.

After preparing the codifications and studying

investigators begin the third stage of the investigation

all their

by returning

decoding dialogues. During the decoding process, the
individuals

own

by posing as problems both the codified

answers.

Due

to the cathartic force

possible thematic facets,

facilitator

to the area to initiate

must challenge the

existential situation as well as then-

of the methodology, the participants of the

thematic investigation process externalize a series of sentiments and opinions about
themselves, the world, and others, that perhaps they would not express under different

circumstances.

The

analysis of a concrete, existential, "coded" situation

decodification.

moving from

The "decoding",

what Freire

called:

or critical analysis of the coded situation, requires

the abstract to the concrete; this requires

whole and then returning

is

to the parts. This process

moving from

the part to the

of decoding requires that the

Subject recognize himself or herself in the object (coded situation) and recognize the
object as an existential situation in which he or she finds himself or herself, together

with other Subjects.

^ Decodification refers to

a process of description and interpretation, whether

of printed

words, pictures, or other

recognition (Freire,
"codifications." As such, decodification and decodifying are distinct from the process of decoding, or word
is to arrive at the
of
decodification
The
aim
situation.
"coded"
existential,
1985). Decodification is the analysis of a concrete,
critical level of

knowing, beginning with the learner's experience of the situation

10

in

the "real context" (Freire, 1985, p.52).

Having a coded concrete

situation helps people to observe the interdependence

of the factors that surround their situations, which leads to a
reality. Freire

used codifications

in his literacy

them

their living situation represented to

method

critical

perception of

to help illiterates reflect

upon

as pictures.

A common criticism about the codifications used by Freire in the literacy
campaign

in Brazil, is the fact that the pictures lacked cultural insight, they

significantly representative

were not

of women and people of color. Most of the codifications

focused on the work done by men, and emphasized the analysis of dominant-subordinate
relationship in terms of class contradictions, without extending this analysis to other

kinds of contradictions as in terms of gender and race relations.

When an

individual

is

presented with a coded situation in the form of a poster

or photograph, he or she tends to "describe" the situation in the process of decoding

This description of the coded situation

among

facilitates the

the parts of the disjointed whole.

meaning

as thought flows back to

decoding people exteriorize

and name the world

their

it

The whole

discovery of the interaction

(the codification) begins to gain

from the various dimensions. In

view of the world. And

their generative

themes

may be

it.

in the

all

stages of

way they think

about

found.

For Freire (1970, 1997), the process of searching for the meaningful thematics
should include a concern for the links between themes, a concern to pose these themes
as problems, and a concern for their historical-cultural context.

if the people's

thinking

is

magical or naive,

into action that they can change.

it

is

He

reiterates that

even

only in rethinking their assumptions

Only when people perceive

their concrete situation as

an objective-problematic situation can they become committed to changing

it.

People

emerge from

their

submersion and acquire the

ability to intervene in reality as

it is

unveiled. In this manner, intervention or historical awareness results from the

conscientization of the situation.

Once

the decoding in the circles has been completed, the investigators

undertake a systematic study of their findings. Studying their notes (or tape-recorded
sessions), the investigators begin to

affirmations

made during the

list

sessions.

the themes explicit or implicit in the

The themes should be studied

diverse perspectives and realms of social sciences.

The introduction of these themes

necessary, and corresponds to the dialogical character of education.

themes

is

the anthropological concept of culture.

culture, they express their level

in relationship to

As people

One of these

is

basic

discuss the world of

of awareness of reality, in which various themes are

implicit.

Freire's

Reflection

critical

concern with cultural contexts

upon and

analysis of people's

is

indicated in the following premises; (1)

ways of living must precede any

action of

education (1970; 1997); and (2) Investigation of cultural reality encourages the

discovery of antagonistic contradictions inherent in any social system (1971; 1989;

1997).

Language, the ways people communicate with each other,
themselves in the world, and

how they name their world are

how they situate

so relevant to the process of

communication that Freire called that association of sense images,
person's orientation in the world thought-language.

is

linguistic signs

A particular system or way of living

(Freire, 1970).
the equivalent of a particular form of thought-language
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and a

The

object of thematic investigation

is

the thought-language with

which people

refer to reality, the levels at

which they perceive

Each and every language

a distinct pattern-system in which the forms
and categories

is

by which individuals communicate with each
relationship,

and form

that reality,

and

their

view of the world.

other, analyze nature, organize types

of

their consciousness are culturally ordained
(Whorf, 1956).

Freire (1976, p. 70) suggests that:

Effective communication
direct their admiration

demands that the Subjects in communication
upon the same object; that they express it through

linguistic signs pertaining to the universe

will

comprehend,

in a similar

Effective communication also

demands

become aware of the codes being used
to the signs

to be effective, a

in

that the Subjects in

common

Each

code

is

the

for a process

culture

is

likely to

have

its

own

is

what semioticians

signification system,

out of linguistic and non-verbal codes (Eco, 1985). The insights provided by

become very relevant

applied to the analysis and exploration of people's thematic universe by means of

pictures.

These insights will be further examined

in the next chapter.

Because generative themes do not happen apart from people, but
parts

of

most elementary requirement.

semioticians regarding communication codes, symbols, and signs

when

communication

communication, and of the meanings attached

array of learned "meanings" and communication codes

called a signification system.

made

both, so that they

and sjonbols of their own thematic universe. In order

communication

The

common to

way, the object of communication.

of people's way of perceiving

reality

and acting upon

it, it

is

necessary that

educators understand these themes as well. Thematic investigation thus

striving towards awareness of reality

are integral

is

a

common

and towards self-awareness, which makes
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this

kind of investigation the beginning of an educational process or cultural action for
liberation.

The process of liberation
one;

it

always demands

new

is

never complete, for

it is

investigation, thematization,

not a

static

but a dynamic

and problematization.

Thematic investigation both as a methodology of research and as
action for freedom

is

cultural

a process of participatory research. Paulo Freire and his

colleagues in Latin America had an influential role in the development of the
participatory research method.

The

participatory research tradition

oppressed peoples in the Third World.
also

It

emerged

had

its ties

in the late

to

1960s from work with

academic social disciplines but

grew out of educational and community work. The goals of participatory research

were to gain collective knowledge

for education

and empowerment, implying a

confrontation of power relations and transformation of the status quo.

method of social

Participatory research has been characterized as: (1) a

investigation involving the full participation of the community; (2) an educational

process; and (3) a

An

means of taking

action for development (Hall, 1981).

international network of participatory researchers

was formed

in

1978

under the sponsorship of the International Council for Adult Education, and the
secretary general of that organization states that “participatory research

activity that

combines

social investigation, educational work,

is

an integrated

and action.” Some of the

characteristics of the process include the following;

(1) the

problem originates

in the

community

or workplace

itself; (2)

fundamental structural transformations and the
improvement of the lives of those involved; (3) the workplace or the

the ultimate goal

is
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community

involved in the control of the entire process; (4) the
awareness in people of their own abilities and resources is strengthened
is

and mobilizing or organizing

is

supported; (5) the term "researcher" can

community or workplace persons involved as well as
those with specialized training; (6) outside researchers are committed
participants and learners in a process that leads to militancy rather than
detachment. (Hall, 1981, pp. 7-8)
refer to both the

The Thematic Apperception Test
Projective techniques

—using

pictures and storytelling as a

individual attitudes, knowledge, and perception

in clinical psychology, psychiatry,

— have been

way to

assess

a research tool largely used

and cultural anthropology.

The concept of "projection" implies an assumption that humans tend to
their personal needs, inclinations,

(Pelto

& Pelto,

and themes

into verbal responses

and behavioral

procedure of these

tests consists

became popular

as a

after

The

basic

of asking informants to respond verbally to some kind

(oral, written, pictorial, other)

The use of pictures
attitudes

styles

1978). This Freudian assumption has been the basis for a variety of

personality tests, such as the Thematic Apperception Test by Murray.

of media

project

presented to them by the researcher.

means of measuring

an

article

"intelligence," "personality,"

by Britain (1907)

of imagination via pictures, following the

earlier

in

and

which he presents a study

methods of Stem.

Britain presented nine clearly stmctured pictures to a group of boys and girls

ranging in age from 13 to 20 years and had them write stories suggested by the pictures.

The

stories

length,

were analyzed according

to the use

and explanatory power, as well as

of the

first

for the presence

elements.
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person, use of details, unity,

of religious, moral, and

social

The thematic method of studying personality was

created by a psychiatrist

named

Schwartz (1932). Schwartz devised the Social Situation Picture Test, which he
administered to 40 delinquent boys aged 10 to 12

of eight clearly structured pictures depicting many scenes of a moral

test consisted

One, for example, shows a boy lying under a

nature.

sign; in the

was

He

to

whom he saw in juvenile court. The

tree fishing despite a no-fishing

background two other boys are seeing going to church. Schwartz's procedure

show each

picture for three minutes and then ask the

boy

to describe

what he saw.

believed the method to be a valuable complement in initiating the psychiatric

interview.

Henry Murray, both a psychologist and psychiatrist, became

known
article

as the

Thematic Apperception Test (TAT). This

published in 1935 by Christiana

of asking persons to

tell stories

fantasies, thus speeding

test

was

the father of the test

first

introduced in a

Morgan and Murray. They explained the method

to their pictures as a short cut for getting at unconscious

up the progress of analysis

for patients

who

did not need or

could not afford complete analysis.

The

TAT consists of a set of 3

1

pictures with a variety of content, including a

small boy looking at a violin; a farm scene with a

and a

girl;

a

man plowing, watched by a woman

man and a woman in a semi-embrace,

restraining the

man; an

elderly

which the

woman appears to be

man and a younger man apparently in conversation;

woman and a child; a woman and a young man;
suggesting social interaction (Pelto

In the

in

& Pelto,

a

and a number of other pictures

1978).

TAT each subject receives a set of 20 cards from the total of 31, the

age
particular cards used varying as a function of
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and

sex.

The

set is

divided into two

series

of 10 pictures each. The

while the second series

is

said to be

wording of the instructions
This

is

consists of relatively realistic everyday scenes,

first series

more unusual, dramatic, and

for the first test

The

precise

as follows:

is

a test of imagination, one form of intelligence.

you some

bizarre.

I

am

going to show

one

at a time; and your task will be to make up as
dramatic a story as you can for each. Tell what has led up to the event

shown

pictures,

in the picture, describe

what

is

happening

at the

moment, what the

characters are feeling and thinking; and then give the outcome. Speak

your thoughts as they come to your mind. Do you understand? Since you
have fifty minutes for ten pictures, you can devote about five minutes to
each
After

(Murray, 1943, p.3).

story.

at least

a one-day interval the second session should be given.

The

directions for

the second session are:

The procedure today
freer rein to

is

the

same

as before, only this time

your imagination. Your

first

you can give

ten stories were excellent, but

you confined yourself pretty much to the facts of everyday life. Now I
would like to see what you can do when you disregard the commonplace
realities and let your imagination have its way, as in a myth, fairy story,
or allegory. (Murray, 1943, p.5).

The two assumptions underlying the
emotional

states,

and sentiments expressed

subject's personality;

and

(2)

The

interpretations

of TAT

are: (1)

The needs,

in the stories represent attributes

press'* variables

of the

represent forces in the subject's

apperceived environment, past, present, or future (Murray, 1943). In scoring

major attention

is

given to the needs present in the hero (central character of the story)

and the presses directed toward him or
a qualitative basis, there

is

no

certain

is

manner

her.

The

interpretation of

TAT is made mostly on

single standardized scoring procedure for

One way of analyzing TAT responses

Press

stories,

is

by examining the themes and

TAT responses.

styles

of action

which affects or might affect the subject
the term for an environmental force, a patterned meaningful whole,

(Sanford et

al.,

1943,

p.

127).
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in

in

a

tat stories in order to make inferences about characteristics such as aggressiveness,
dependence, sex conflict,

The system

etc.

as a whole, while influential, has not been adopted

psychologists. Reasons for

its

limited adoption are attributed to the fact that Murray’s

theory of personality, from which the

insufficiently validated,

by many

TAT system of analysis is derived, has been

and also to the

TATs time consuming administration (Murstein,

1963).

Despite numerous criticisms about the method,

TAT has been used in a number

of cross-cultural studies, as for example, William Henry's (1947) comparison of Hopi

and Navajo children; and, comparisons of James Lake Indians and white respondents

in

psychological characteristics (G. Pelto, 1967).

An example of a TAT-like test that takes into consideration specific cultural
features

Center

is

at

TEMAS,

a thematic apperception test developed

Fordham University

as a projective technique

by the Hispanic Research

comprised of chromatic pictures

I

depicting Hispanic/Latino characters interacting in familiar urban settings (Constantino,
1978). In the testing procedure of TEMAS, an examinee tells a story about each picture,

identifying the characters, their relationships, the setting and the events, and what will

happen

in the future. Subsequently, thematic content is

examined

for adaptiveness

of

nine personality functions: interpersonal relations, aggression, anxiety/depression,

achievement motivation, delay of gratification, self-concept, sexual
judgement, and

identity,

moral

reality testing.

Psychometric studies conducted with the

TEMAS technique demonstrated that

Puerto Rican children are significantly more verbally fluent in telling stories about
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.

TEMAS pictures than about TAT pictures, and that children are more likely to respond
in

Spanish to

TEMAS

and

in English to the

TAT (Constantino et al.,

Other projective techniques were modeled
the Picture Attitudes Test (PAT).

The

after

Murray's

1983, 1981).

TAT,

as for

example

PAT was used in a study for assessing attitudes

toward psychiatric treatment and hospitals. Three picture cards were used to tap

attitudes

toward both psychiatrists and psychiatric hospitals. These pictures would consist

.

.

.a

male "Patient-Doctor"

picture,

picture,

.

an equivalent female "Patient-Doctor"

and a "Psychiatric Hospital"

were drawn by a professional

of.

picture.

artist to

Twelve preliminary sketches

the author's specifications depicting

The sketches were carefully
examined and the three judged most provocative were made into finished
drawings by the artist, and then photographed and printed. The Patient-

these basic situations in different ways.

Doctor card appropriate to the

TAT instructions. The subject's productions are recorded

with the usual

and the procedure
(Reznikoff et

patient's sex is presented to the subject

al.,

The responses

is

then repeated with the Psychiatric Hospital card

1959, p.262).

to the

PAT cards are analyzed with respect to

several parameters,

including: identification of the situation; affective intensity; formal characteristics of the

story;

emotional tone of therapeutic situation; perception of patient's

psychiatrist; perception

of hospital

situation;

outcome of therapeutic

role; perception

of

situation.

Other projective techniques for the assessment of attitudes of hospitalized
"picture interview"
psychiatric patients have been devised. Caudill (1958) developed a

consisting of 12 cards depicting various aspects of hospital

life

and

activity

which were

a set of four
presented to patients in the hospital under study. Libo (1957) developed

"picture impressions"

which depict

patient

and doctor

in different situations as

instrument for measuring patient-therapist "attraction."
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an

Less structured than the TAT, PAT, picture interviews,
and picture impressions

were the experiments using inkblots developed by the
Swiss
Rorschach, after World

War I,

ftinctioning.

The Rorschach

symmetncal

inkblots.

to understand the

psychiatrist

complex problems of total-personality

ink-blot test consists of ten pictures in the

The cards

form of

are presented to the respondent in a standardized
order,

and the subject reports what the figures resemble or suggest.
Rorschach
a

method

for the

Hermann

set out to devise

measurement of "imagination." He became impressed with the

evidence that the subject s perceptual reactions, while yielding
information about the
imagination, were at the

same time

telling a great deal

more about the person.

Other studies have been developed more recently using pictures or photographs
to assess subject s skills,

knowledge, and attitudes with respect to different issues and

domains.

For instance, a paired-comparison
performing food-related
importance of food

activities

test consisting

was used to

assess parental judgement regarding the

activities for their children to learn

photographs of one family was produced to

of photographs of children

test

(Anderson, 1981); and, a

how subjects

set

of

of different ages, genders,

educational backgrounds and marital status categorized and reacted to each photo, and

how they scored on an instrument designed to measure positive

feelings toward family

life(Blinn, 1983).

Concerns over validity and
studies are

reliability

mentioned by many researchers

of projective techniques

in cross-cultural

in psychological anthropology.

that
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Edgerton says

most studies employing projective techniques have not only

failed to

meet

rigorous standards of scientific method, they have failed to measure up even to

minimal common-sense

criteria

of adequacy

in the collection or interpretation

of

data (Edgerton, 1970, p.339).

Despite the harsh criticisms, projective techniques have been largely applied,

combined with other data-gathering techniques,
Cross-cultural researchers have been

to cross-cultural research.

more favorably disposed toward TAT-like

techniques compared to other projective techniques such as Rorschach inkblots. Perhaps

because interpretation of

reliability

and

many research

validity.

TAT protocols tends to be seen as possessing both greater

Re-drawings of the standard Murray

TAT set have been used for

problems, and effective design and administration of picture stimuli

techniques in cross-cultural research has improved significantly (Henry 1956, Sherwood
1957, Goldschmidt

& Edgerton

1961, Spindler

& Spindler 1965).

Edgerton points out the positive aspects of projective techniques

in

some

contexts, he says that

TAT-like picture stimuli have been found useful
attitudes, values, beliefs,

social

and

cultural

in the investigation

and role-behavior of many

phenomena

sorts

—

all

of

viewed

rather than expressions of individual or

"group" psychodynamics (1970, p.341).

Dialogical Education as Cultural Action for Liberation

To

exist,

humanly,

is

to

name

the world, to

change

it.

Paulo Freire

You do not suppose a man can understand the name of a
thing, when he does not know what the thing is?
Plato
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as

specific

Dialogical education opens the
conscientization process has as

its

way to what

aun the

condition as objects of reality in order to
liberate

elite.

Freire called conscientization\

liberation of men

and

The

women from their

become Subjects ^ of their own

— and

actions

to

themselves from the social construct of reality imposed on them by
the dominant

This process develops through a dialectical analysis of the individual and
his/her

relationship with the world, with other people, and with society and

its

structures.

Paulo Freire reveals a philosophy of education deeply committed to the processes

of human commumcation. True education

is

a

two-way communication process

does not end in the transmission or exchange of messages but
(critical analysis)

Freire

that

in the problematization

of its contents.

makes

explicit the nature

of his pedagogy of communication when he

emphasizes the need for dialogue in the implementation of any educational program, and
the necessity for equal

power

basis

between educators and students.

Freire (1970, 1997) regards dialogue as a

the word.

He

finds within the

word two dimensions:

of transformation of the world
of dialogue: action and

women cannot

fact

is

bom

in

Thus, dialogue

order to

action and reflection.

in the interplay

reflection. If dialogue is a

live in silence.

mediated by the world,

human phenomenon whose

name

is

®

Conscientization refers to the process
of the sociocultural reality that

in

The very

of the two constitutive elements

the encounter

the world.

The

among people,

act of naming the

world

is

in

its reality.

their lives

and

of their capacity to transform that reality (Freire,

1

985,

93).

®

act

which people, not as recipients, but as knowing subjects achieve a deepening

shapes

The term "Subjects" denotes those who know and

act, in contrast to "objects",
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is

human phenomenon, men and

an act of existence, of acting and reflecting upon

awareness both

essence

which are known and acted upon.

p.

Freire

human

is

so conscious of the mutability of the world and the dynamic
nature of

perception that he affirms: "Once named, the world in

namers as a problem and requires of them
Dialogue, in Freire

s

sense,

is

a

new naming"

its

turn reappears to the

(Freire, 1970, p. 76).

not an act of one person's "depositing" ideas in

another, nor the simple exchange of ideas to be "consumed" by the
discussants.
yet

is it

a hostile, polemical argument between people

imposition of their

own truth.

Dialogue

is

are

committed

to the

an act of creation, for by naming the world

together people are engaged in a process of changing

Only dialogue, which

who

Nor

and themselves.

it

requires critical thinking,

is

also capable of

generating critical thinking. Without dialogue there

is no
communication, and without communication there can be no true

education (Freire, 1997,

The

role

of the teacher

p. 73).

in a dialogical,

problem-posing^ education

impose the program content of education as information
students. Rather, the teacher

becomes

part

is

not to

to be deposited in the

of a student-teacher, teacher-student

relationship and organizes a "representation" to individuals of the things they

know more

about.

It is

want

to

through dialogue that student-teachers discover both their

—

objective situation and their awareness of that situation

the various levels of

perception of themselves and of the world in which and with which they
People's views of the world in which they live, their

naming of it,

live.

is

impregnated with anxieties, hopes, doubts, or hopelessness. These views imply

^

It

is

important here to

clarify

the difference between the concepts of "problem-posing" and "problem-solving"

understand Freire’s approach. Problem -posing makes the

commonly accepted
and analyzing

ideas, of posing

contradictions;

with symptomatic treatment,

its

individual question

more and more questions

objective

is

to dig

and therefore

into

it

is

"is

in

order to

a process of challenging

beneath the conventional explanations

understanding. Problem-solvinq
easily falls

deeper structures;

of reality, of raising

a more pragmatic concern with immediate

relief,

the conventional extension exercise of looking for technically

appropriate solutions" (Kidd, 1982, p.26).
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significant

themes which can serve as the basis

for the

program content of education.

Consequently, the concrete, present, existential situations must be the starting point for
organizing the program content of educational and community action.

Many community and educational plans
them according

to their

people-in-a-situation to

own perception of reality,

because their authors designed

without taking into account the

whom their program was directed. We

view of the world, manifested

people's

fail

must

realize that

in their actions, reflects their situation in the

world.

Human
relationship

beings, because they are conscious beings, exist in a dialectical

between the determination of limits and

their

own freedom. As they

separate themselves from the world, their activities, and their relationships with others,

as they locate the seat of their decisions in themselves, people

which

overcome the

situations

limit them: the "limit-situations."

Professor Alvaro Vieira Pinto has defined these limit-situations "not as the

impassable boundaries where possibilities end, but the real boundaries where
possibilities begin; they are not the frontier

which separates being from nothingness,

but the frontier which separates being from being more" (1960, p. 284).

limit-situations in

how they are

It is

not the

and of themselves which create a climate of hopelessness, but

perceived by people

at a

future, their history as a

rather

given historical moment.

Because human beings can tri-dimensionalize time

and the

all

consequence of their

own

into the past, the present,

creations develops as a

The
continuous process of transformation within which epochal units materialize.
concept of epochal-units

is

better laid out in Freire's words:
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An epoch

characterized by a complex of ideas, concepts, hopes,
doubts, values, and challenges in dialectical
interaction with their'
is

opposites, striving toward plenitude.

many of these

The concrete

ideas, values, concepts,

representation of

and hopes, as well as the

which impede man's full humanization, constitute the themes
epoch. TTiese themes imply others which are opposing
or even

obstacles

of that

antithetical; they also indicate tasks to

be carried out and fulfilled.
Thus, historical themes are never isolated, independent,
disconnected,
or static; they are always interacting dialectically with
their
opposites.[...]

The complex of interacting themes of an epoch

constitutes

"thematic universe" (Freire, 1971, p. 92).^

its

Freire suggests that liberating actions

upon an

historical

correspond not only to the generative themes but to the

way

in

epoch must

which these themes

are

perceived. This suggestion carries another requirement: the investigation oi
thematic
universe.

In order to achieve humanization,

dehumanizing oppression,
in

which men

apart

absolutely necessary to surmount the limit-situations

are reduced to things” (Freire, 1970, p. 93).

Freire gives the

characteristic

“it is

which presupposes the elimination of

example of "underdevelopment" as a

limit-situation

of societies of the Third World, a theme which cannot be understood

from the relationship of dependency. The task implied by

overcome the contradictory

relation

this limit-situation is to

of these "objecf'-societies to the metropolitan

societies.

Until this basic contradiction

is

overcome, Latin America and the

of the Third World cannot develop.
liberation, there

can be no

real

It

rest

can only modernize. For without

development of dependent

societies.

(Freire, 1985, p. 127).

^Consult Glossary of Technical Terms for definitions of the following terms: thematic universe, epochal-units, generative

themes, and thematic investigation.
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Any given
universal themes,

society within the broader epochal-units contains,
in addition to the
its

own particular themes,

diversifications can be found within the

units.

same

These sub-units may be perceived

themes

may be

simply

"felt"

relationship to the whole.

its

own

limit-situations.

society,

in different

which Freire called epochal sub-

ways by

without being perceived in

The

fact that a

Thematic

The

different people.

true significance or in

its

theme sometimes cannot be "named" or

perceived gives an idea of the consciousness level of a given
society. The perceived
"lack" of a generative

theme can only reveal

people's consciousness

understanding of their

is

a limit-situation of oppression in

submerged. Because “when

reality,

apprehending

it

men

[and

in fragments

women]

which

lack a critical

which they do not perceive

as interacting constituent elements of the whole, they cannot truly

know that

reality”

(Freire, 1971, p. 95).

The task of the

dialogical teacher, according to the

investigation and of problem-posing education,

is

methodology of thematic

to investigate the generative

themes

contained in the thematic universe of a given social group; then to re-present that
unveiled thematic universe to the people to be discussed and analyzed, not as a lecture,
but as a problem; and to help the people distance themselves from their contextual
reality in order to critically analyze

it

in its concrete representation.

Purpose of the Study

—based on

This study explores the extent to which the FotoDialogo method

principles

media)

of dialogical education, and the application of projective techniques

—can be

the

(print

a tool for promoting shared meaning and mutual understanding for the
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empowerment of Latino women and consciousness

raising

of health and human service

providers within the context of a community-based
organization.

Sigmficant research has been done in the field of development
communication

with the purposes of enhancing the use of media in educational
programs; developing
appropriate instructional design strategies; fostering

community participation and

personal growth, and creating social marketing strategies for
promoting health products,

and changing

traditional behaviors

and

beliefs.

Visual literacy studies in developing countries have repeatedly apply
pre-testing

of visual aids to assess people s way of reading visual
for designing printed materials that

lingual,

signs, leading to

communicate important messages

new approaches
to illiterate, multi-

and remote populations. Results of these studies have shown that perception of

perspective cues, shapes, colors, and context in pictures are culture-bound (Birren, 1961;

Eco, 1985; Fuglesang, 1973; Walker, 1979).
Semioticians have observed the ways people derive meaning from visual signs,

and the rules governing the ways they communicate meaning through
also established a very strong link

signs.

They have

between culture and visual perception. Other studies

have suggested that interpretations of pictures can reveal

social

and

cultural aspects

of

the viewer (Matsumoto, 1992), supporting the notion that socialization plays an

important role in the

way people

perceive and read the world (Berger

& Luckmann,

1967; Schutz, 1962; Whorf, 1956).
Psychologists have continuously tested optical illusion figures that have indicated

differences in visual perception

among

distinct cultural
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groups (Block

& Yuker,

1989;

Davis

& Carlson,

1970; Farb, 1978; Hill, 1915;Necker, 1832; Price- Williams, 1966;

Rubin, 1915; Segall

et al, 1966).

Edgerton (1970) acknowledges that

these and other studies of visual perception have been primarily the

of psychologists, but the possible

social

and

cultural implications

work

of

perceptual differences both between and within cultures should attract

more

from anthropologists,

attention

for if perceptual abilities are

sensitive to cultural influences as these studies suggest, then

imperative that

we understand the

differentiation as well as the possible effects
intra-

and

inter-cultural

The Thematic

it

is

sources of these perceptual

communication

of such differences upon

(p. 344).

Investigation (Freire, 1971) and the Thematic Apperception Test

(Murray, 1943) are the two research methods that stand out for their use of pictures

(codifications

of social

and projective techniques) as means

reality.

for revealing individual's perceptions

Even though these two approaches

purpose, they share a

investigate people's

are distinct in both

common assumption that pictures

ways of thinking and perceiving

methodology and

can be used as tools to

social issues.

A major distinction between Thematic Investigation and TAT is that in the TI
a

means

to education, critical awareness,

and empowerment of its

research

is

whereas

TAT is used as a tool by the researcher to test his/her hypotheses.

subjects,

In Thematic Investigation the research questions emerge from living situations,

and are posed by the people involved
research,

where

in the situations themselves. In

most

traditional

TAT has been more commonly used, questions stem from research

hypothesis asked by the researcher himselfrherself.

A common problem among many social service organizations, educational
programs, and information campaigns

is that

cultural differences, construed

unequal power basis and social functions of providers
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upon the

(e.g. trainers, teachers.

communication

practitioners)

and

their clients (e.g. participants, inner-city
duelers,

disadvantaged populations), are overlooked as
powerful influences on communication
patterns.

These differences

in the

other, describe events, set norms,

ways

clients

and providers communicate with each

and diagnose problems can generate obstacles

to

dialogue and the consequent emergence of true
education.
In a pluralist society issues of ethnic identity
can not be overlooked.

Categorization of ethnicity

may be

charactenstics (Gordon, 1964).

based on

cultural, social, psychological, or biological

Eugeen Roosens (1989), suggests

that ethnicity offers to

mdividuals a “communality in language, a series of customs and
symbols, a

and appearance, and so

forth,

which can penetrate

life in

many ways”

style, rituals,

(pp. 17-18).

He

also asserts that these "ways of being" contribute to the content
of individuals' self-

perceptions.

Individuals' self-perceptions can be revealed in

is

the

way

in

which people

refer to themselves.

The

many different ways, one of them

labels people use to refer to

themselves can be a statement of identity. For example, African Americans

in the

United

States use different labels to refer to themselves: Black, Black Americans, Afro-

Americans, and African Americans (Gudykunst, 1994). The same way Latin Americans
in general,

and Puerto Ricans

Puerto Ricans,

in particular, refer to themselves as Latinos, Hispanics,

New Ricans, and Boricuas. Each label carries in itself symbolic meaning,

revealing individual's self-perceptions, and socio-political awareness. Therefore, the

labels individuals choose to refer to their ethnic group

them. Gudykunst suggests that
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membership can

tell

a lot about

effective

communication requires

that we support other's self-concepts
ethnic identity. Personal and social
identities Ire
we view ourselves, how we view others, and

mcludmg their preferred
both important
others

m how

view us (1994,

Ethnic identity

how

p. 59).

one among many other

is

social identities that influence the

people communicate. For example, gender,
social
orientation, occupation, religion,

and so

forth,

way

class, disability, age, sexual

can be sources of misinterpretation and

ineffective communication.

Male-female communication can be considered a
form of intergroup

communication, since there are important differences

communicate. Intergeneration interaction

Young people

is

way people communicate. Gudykunst

particular

ways men and women

another form of intergroup communication.

tend to view elderly people as less desirable interaction
partners than other

young people or middle-age people (Tamir,
the

in the

communication

1984). Social class identity also influences

argues that “our class identity and our status in

situations (e.g., are

students, physicians or patients) influence our

we

superiors or subordinates, teachers or

communication” (1994,

People tend to sort other people into social classes when they

common
beliefs

criteria

and

p. 69).

interact.

The most

used for sorting ourselves and others are income, occupation, education,

attitudes, style

of life, or kind of family (Jackman

& Jackman,

Social and ethnic identities play a very significant role in the

ourselves and others, and

how we

"the world" also prescribe the

are

ways

in

viewed by

others.

1983).

ways we view

Our perceptions of "others" and

which we communicate with them, and behave

it.
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in

Intergroup interactions of all sorts are
ubiquitous. However, they deserve
careful

when they happen

attention

to be polarized in e.g., social-service
type

development agencies, and adult education
programs,

of organizations,

for this polarization

may allow the

emergence of a dominant view, prescribed
solutions and knowledge not necessarily
congruent with the needs of the client group.
Despite the significance of the available
research in the fields of development

communication, semiotics, psychology, anthropology,
education, and applied research

methods
effective

to mvestigate cultural differences

by means of pictures, and

to foster intergroup

communication, no attempt has been reported to create
materials

that

systematize the findings and procedures of these
studies.

Community-based organizations, health and human

services agencies, schools,

and international training programs would benefit from a
technique

that

promote

dialogue between distinct cultural groups, by revealing the
sociocultural discrepancies

among

client/provider groups via the interpretation of pictures and
storytelling.

Training materials that are coupled with a research methodology
which

encompasses the findings and
in various settings

traditions

where there

is

of the above mentioned studies could be useful

a need for intergroup understanding, dialogue, and self-

discovery.

The broad

objectives of this study are: (1) to develop materials that could be used

as tools in training and research to unveil different

distinct cultural groups; (2) to

examine the ways

in

ways of seeing

social

problems by

which individuals pertaining

to

diverse cultural groups derive meaning from pictorial representations of social reality;
(3) to explore the likelihood

of picture interpretation and storytelling to become
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instruments in the investigation of people's signification
systems and perceptions of
social reality, (4) to explore the possibilities of
fostering dialogue via codifications

and

projective techniques.

These objectives emerged from the underlying assumptions
dialogue there
education

is

that:

“Without

no communication, and without communication there can be no

(Freire, 1997, p. 73); in order to

true

make communication possible, one needs

a

signification system (Eco, 1985); in order for a process of
communication to be
effective, a

likely to

common code

have

its

own

is

the

most elementary requirement; and

signification system,

made

that each culture

is

out of linguistic and non-verbal codes

(Eco, 1985).

Based on these assumptions, and on the

theoretical foundations guiding this

study, the fundamental question leading this study

If each culture is likely to

a

common code

dialogue, as

have

in order to

means

its

own

is:

signification system,

communicate

and individuals need

effectively with each other,

for true education, be fostered

among

how can

individuals of different

cultures?

This study also explores

class,

how cultural

differences (e.g., gender, ethnicity, social

and age) influence personal and collective growth as well as ways of learning

may be more

women. The main

suitable for Latino

and human service professionals
their participation in the Latino

goal of this research has been to

—
group—and
— provider group—how they have

understand from the perspective of both Latino

that

women

as client

health

benefited from

as

Women ’s Dialog Group

Workshops.
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sessions and FotoDialogo

Taking these issues

into consideration the following
questions

were formulated

to guide this research project.

Primary Question

How, under what circumstances and with what results is the
FotoDialogo®
Method appropriate as a tool for building dialogue across
cultures,

narrowing the

communication gap between health and human service
providers and
clients, and empowering Latino women
in inner-city settings
in the

their

United

States?

Implementing Questions
a)

Can we know more about people by the way they attribute meaning to
pictures, and
give meaning to their stories? To what extent can interpretations
of pictures and
storytelling reveal

Moreover,

any aspect of the signification system of an individual or group?
and storytelling be used to assess cultural differences

how could pictures

among groups and
b)

c)

individuals?

If people

can tell more about themselves by means of interpreting pictures, then,
could this practice be developed into an instrument for assessing people's
ways of
seeing social reality?

How significant are the differences in perception and interpretation of situational
pictures

among

individuals of different cultures (gender, sexual orientation, class,

language, ethnicity, and social function)?

d)

groups attribute different meanings to the same picture/situation, could
their differences be brought together for discussion? If so, could this type of
If different

discussion lead to dialogue across distinct groups?
different sigmfication systems foster dialogue

e)

What would be the

How could the unveiling of

between conflicting groups?

implications of using pictures and storytelling for inter-cultural

understanding and dialogue?

f)

g)

Under what conditions does
community development?
In

this

approach to education lead to personal and

what ways do the community-based organization, the health and human

providers, and the Latino

women

service

benefit fi-om this approach to education and

communication?
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Method to

^

™y of

FoloDialogo
^

operate as a tool of empowerment
education and dialogue building?

Significance of The Study
This study
social workers,

may brmg

a heightened awareness

communication

practitioners, social

among teachers,

market researchers, and development

workers concerning issues related to power
imbalances found

in the relationships

between providers of education, health and human
services and

may be of interest

This research
justice

and the

effects

in the fields

to educators

who

their client population.

are concerned with social

of banking-education tendencies which are
limiting to the

development of human

working

health educators,

potential. This study

may also

full

be relevant to practitioners

of human communication and materials development
for training

and education among diverse populations; intergroup
communication; development
communications; and multi-cultural organizational development.

Clarification

The assumptions,

and Delimitation

definition of key terms,

and exclusions concerning

are here presented in accordance to the context and setting in

this study

which the research takes

place.

Assumptions
The assumptions about
which

I

approach

that brought

this study

me to live

culture,

communication, education, and research with

have evolved from a sequence of personal

in different parts

life

experiences

of the world, communicate with people from

diverse sociocultural backgrounds, learn different languages,
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work

in a variety

of

organizational settings, and test
the world as a Latin

practitioner,

my own

inherited conceptions

American woman from

and graphic

artist.

Brazil, educator,

of my place and

role in

communication

The proposed study will be based on the
following

assumptions:

Effective

communication— which implies empathy, openness
to learn and
understand others' signification systems,
and seeing through the eyes of the other-IS
an mtegral part of the process of true
education, development, and empowerment
•

Individrals belonging to diverse cultural
groups (e.g., gender, ethnicity, age, and
swial class) are likely to develop distinct
perceptions of social issues; be differently
affected by those issues; have varied
problem solving approaches to them; express
their

needs and name their situations according to
patterns of communication
of their cultural group.

characteristic

If people are better

equipped to understand other people's perception
of social reality
they will become more sympathetic toward other
people's self-defined
problems and

therefore better able to respond to their needs.

•

The use of projective techniques and

codifications in the forms of pictures and
expand client/provider conceptual knowledge of each other,
and
increase the possibility of more client-based problem
solving strategies.
storytelling can

•

Pictures and storytelling can bring about individual's
accounts of social issues, and
about themselves in a subjective and non-threatening manner.

•

Variation in interpretation of living situations via pictures by
diverse groups can
serve as a way to clarify issues and increase people's awareness
of them.

•

Learning can emerge from exploring various interpretations of pictures and
creations
of stories by individuals pertaining to different sociocultural backgrounds.

•

Externalizing individual perceptions of living situations via pictures and storytelling
can help solve intra-personal, inter-personal and inter-group conflicts that are

fomented by differences

Definition of

in perception.

Key Terms

In the context

of this study culture will be defined by the unequal and

relations that different groups establish within a given setting,
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which

dialectical

are connected with

the structuring of ethnicity, race, social class,
gender, sexual orientation, physical ability,

language, age, size, and social function identities.
In the context of this study

instead of intercultural

I

prefer to use the term intergroup communication

commumcation because

its

focus rests on the communication

between groups within an organization who may belong
culturally diverse, but nonetheless are

and providers) and are

at the

to the

members of distinct

same time

same

ethnic group or be

functional groups

(e.g., clients

intrinsically interdependent.

Sigpification system refers to the association of social constructs,
concepts,

symbols, language, functions, pertinent to a particular
the world at a particular time and place.

It is

way of thinking,

being, and seeing

a system of codes and signs arbitrarily

correlated according to culturally established rules. Thematic universe

is

also used to

describe this world of "meanings," correlations, and interacting themes related to lived

experiences of individuals and groups.

True education

is

a process in which individuals share knowledge, information,

and experiences through dialogue with the aim of mutual development

enhancement of society. In

true education

knowledge

arises

for the

from communication among

teachers and learners, and results in critical awareness of the social reality that shapes

their lives.

political

Social reality

is

viewed as the surrounding

material, cultural, social

and

environment.

The word dialogue

is

used with the meaning of a two-way communication

process, as well as a group conversation in which participants develop shared

meanings and perceptions.

It is

also regarded as a key factor in the process of critical

consciousness as a means of individual's self-realization and transformation of reality.
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Client and provider are terms used in this
study to describe the

commonly

dichotomous dynamics between those who
"provide" educational, health and human
services and those

used

who

"receive"

them

as clients. Although these terms are

m research, I prefer to use the terms practitioners and particinants to describe

working as educators, counselors, group

who

commonly
those

community organizers and those

facilitators,

are voluntarily participating in development
and education efforts.

L atino and

Hispanic are terms used concomitantly in

from Latin America and the Caribbean.

I

the panethnic term

(i.e.,

Many people bom

a term used for

all

in

it

is

linked to the oppression

Mexico, Puerto Rico, and Cuba find

of these cultures combined) Hispanic archaic

and offensive (Gonzalez, 1992). However, the Puerto Rican participants

seemed to

people

particularly prefer the term Latino/a instead of

Hispanic which has acquired a derogatory connotation
and

of people from Latin America.

this study to refer to

in this study

identify themselves as either Hispanics or Puerto Ricans, rarely as
Latinos or

Latinas. Hispanic

commonly used

is

also a term used

by the United

States

in statistical research to refer to people

Mexican, and Caribbean

origin.

The frequently used

Bureau of Census, and

of Central and South American,

criteria to define

what

is

a Latino or

Hispanic are: country of origin, primary language, surname, country of origin of parents,
location of birth, and self-disclosure

(Humm-Delgado and Delgado,

1983). For the

purposes of this study, self-disclosure will be the definition of choice.
Minority
people

who

is

used in

this study for lack

of a better word and

refers to a majority

find themselves outside the sphere of political and economic dominance

(Freire,1987) due to their ethnicity, language, and social class.
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of

gfflaminiteedorsanization

which

are

is

a term used to refer to
those nonprofit agencies

committed to the education process,
empowerment, health and well-being
of

the surrounding community,
and

whose sewices

are directed primarily to
disadvantaged

and minority groups.

E mpowerme nt

is

a subjective experience, and
process through which individuals

and groups become aware of their
human potential and gain control over
their
destiny.

It is

participation

Smce

lives

and

also a process of social
transformation that promotes social
action, and

of individuals, groups, and
organizations
the

in efforts to effect social
change.

number of technical terms and new
concepts

course of this study

I

mcluded a glossary of technical terms

are vastly used in the

to help define these terms in

the context they are used.

Exclusions
The proposed study

is

directed toward the development of
research techniques

and training materials designed

to facilitate dialogue

between socioculturally

distinct

groups within the context of a community-based
organization. The problems and issues
identified

m this study will generate information that is only valid within the context

of

the study. Although, the approach to identifying
those issues might be useful in other
similar settings, neither the process nor the
product of this study

comprehensive assessment of Latino women’s needs

communication

communication patterns among

intended to be a

in inner-cities, or

in organizational settings in general. Its

potential of projective techniques

is

main objective

of intergroup

is

to explore the

and codifications for investigating diverse

culturally distinct groups,
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and for fostering dialogue and

self-discovery

health and

among

human

a particular group of
participants (e.g., elderly Latino

service providers).

The FotoDialogo pictures-used

as codifications

and projective techniques-

were custom-made and based on
Latino women’s accounts of their

lives.

pictures were used in diverse
settings, they might not be
suitable for

The

issues revealed in the Latina

Women’s Dialog Group

m the project. Also the questions raised by health and human

dunng the FotoDialogo Workshops

all

Although these

kinds of groups.

sessions are also limited to the

experiences and social reality of a
limited number of elderly Latino
part

women, and

women, who took

service professionals

are specific to the situations they
experience in their

areas of service.

Research Methodology
The research methods used
science approach which

is

in this study are

more concerned with

grounded

in the interpretive social

observation, description and generating

hypotheses in contrast with the positivist approach
which seeks to

between variables (Silverman, 1993,

p. 21).

test correlations

The choice of research design and

instruments has been guided by the attributes of
qualitative research methods.
Qualitative research

researcher's functions

is

characterized by the following criteria and respective

(Bryman, 1988; Denzin, 1970; Hammersley, 1990; Silverman,

1993):

•

Empathic the researcher attempts to understand events, actions, norms,
and
values from the perspective of the people being studied, and
to explicate
subject's interpretation of social reality; focuses on "meaning"
rather than on
behavior; learns everyday conceptions of reality; and interprets
them through
.

sociological perspective.
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Esgtop: the researcher describes everyday settings and
"micro^fe'ar'"**

dS L

contexts; prefers

^ stng>e setting or group,
focusing on the
‘fe; gives

hack to participants a cultural
phenomena being studied; generalizes
from

description rfth

to?h

Cantexhal: the researcher analyses actions and
meanings in their social and
hston al context ,s concerned with
meaning, function of social action
“d
symbolic mteraction; acknowledges
the relativism of social reality
or the
;

over time

md settLg^'""‘’“°"
feiWe:

•

the researcher chooses to study
naturally occurring data
(observation rather than experiment)
favoring open and relatively
unstructured designs; prefers data
collection methods which increase
the
possibility of coming across
unexpected issues.

^ploratory the researcher avoids imposing
concepts,
:

theones

at

^

definitions, and
early stage, preferring inductive,
hypothesis-generating research

rather than hypothesis-testmg

which may present a poor

fit

perspectives.

with participants'
^

S ubjective: the researcher attempts to learn
participants' symbolic world;
values qualitative data, and the use of words,
images, and structures rather
than numbers; assumes that quantification
plays a

subordinate role; rejects

natural science as a model.

These characteristics are

in accordance with the humanistic
philosophy

of

education expressed in the works of Paulo Freire—
which will be discussed in detail in
the next chapter. Humanistic approaches
value "wholeness in

& Rowan,

human

inquiry" (Reason

1981), and build the type of knowledge gained and the validity
of the analysis

on deep understanding.

The research methodology employed

in this study relies

on

Freire’s

Thematic

Investigation and Murray’s Thematic Apperception Test, and on
a humanistic approach
to education.

The research methods depart from
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the premises that dialogue

is

the sine

qua non condition

for true education,

and

that effective

communication occurs when

people refer to the same contents of
reality, using correspondent
codes of

commumcation.

It

also takes into account

commumcating with each

other;

women’s ways of knowing and

emphasizing relationships and subjective feelings
over

objective outcomes.

This research
organization

(CBO)

is

based on a case study carried out

at

a community-based

serving minority populations in an inner-city
setting. The services

provided by this organization are primarily:
training of trainers, health and popular
education,

community development,

counseling, and

Client and provider groups were treated as

assumed

to

have

its

own

interests,

two

services.

distinct cultural groups,

each

norms, values, and self-concepts.

In this case study a combination

employed

human

of data collection methods (triangulation) were

to investigate the issues affecting the client
population

and intergroup

communication within the community-based organization. Participant
observations,
questionnaires, interviews, focus-groups, projective techniques,
and codifications

comprise the research tools used

in this study.

Instrumentation and Data Collection Methods
All the original instruments, such a

s

written questionnaires, and interview

questions and guidelines are enclosed in the Appendices.

Participant Observations
Following the guidelines of the thematic investigation process, during the
preliminary stage of the investigation

—

—

investigation of thinking
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I

observed the

research setting in order to
assemble data related to the
oommunity-based organization,
the city, and

its

population. In

many circumstances

fonnulated general questions
such

as:

What

is

I

acted as a participant observer
and

going on

in this setting?

What do people

m this setting have to know in order to do what

they are doing?

What purposes do

What patterns of communication

most frequent?

Who does what? What is

serve?

the general climate of the
setting?

use?

are the

Where

is it

located?

How IS the space arranged? Are there posters

What kind of language do

they

they

on the walls, what kind? Are there

any educational materials or
publications? What kind of messages
do they convey?
I

took part in numerous staff meetings,
classes, training sessions,
workshops, and

community events whenever possible, and kept
a
These observations provided

I

of

my observations.

insight into the inner-city setting,
the organizational culture

of the CBO, the socioeconomic
status

written record

situation

of minority populations

of health and human services available

in the city,

and the

to them. After participating in
these events

got acquamted with the people and programs
involving the Latino population in the

region,

and began

to pinpoint

some of

their educational needs.

Questionnaires
Once

the site

was

selected,

and preliminary observations were made a

written questionnaires were developed.

The

questionnaire

first

— was

explaining the nature and purpose of the research

human

service professionals associated with the selected

questionnaire

was

to determine the

—preceded by

set

of

a letter

sent to various health and

CBO. The purpose of this

first

socioeconomic and demographic profile of health
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and human service providers,
determine the type of sen-ices and
programs they provide,
their clientele, etc.

Other written questionnaires were
distributed among other education,
health and

human

service providers

who participated in the FotoDialogo Workshops.

These questionnaires included both
open-ended and multiple-choice questions
related to respondents

demographic

data, opinions,

needs, goals, role as providers, and
their

and impressions regarding

comments about

their

the services and programs

they provide. Respondents also provided
written feedback to the FotoDialogo

Workshops.

The demographic data

collected in the questionnaires provided
the necessary

cntena for identification of cultural differences
between provider and

client groups.

It

also helped to delineate subjects' social
function profile.

Demographic data was collected by means of open-ended

(in order to

allow

respondents to freely express their preferred "labels")
and multiple-choice questions. The
cultural variables

and demographic indicators included

in the questionnaires are

indicated in table 1.1.

Table

1.1

Cultural Variables

Cultural Variables:

and Demographic Indicators Used

Demographic

Ethnicity

Race,

2.

Sex

Gender (maie/female); sex

3.

Social-Ciass

Average annual

nationality,

insurance plan,
Social-Interest

Group

Group

Questionnaires

Indicators:

1.

4.

in

language, and ethnic heritage.

(family)

orientation (heterosexual,

income; source of income

charity); educational

affiliations

and community

homosexual, bisexual).

(family, job,

government,

achievement; occupation.

participation (religious, political, unions,

professional associations, anti-defamation leagues, advocacy, youth, women's,
volunteer groups, and others).
5.

Age

6.

Physical Ability

Age group.
Nondisabled and disabled.
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Interviews
Interviews were carried out at different
stages of the study.

I

interviewed key

people from both client and provider group
to gather information about

what they do, what they see happening around
them, and how they

who they are,

relate to

each other.

Interviews were also used to pre-test the
projective techniques and codifications.

Once

the materials were completed, picture-interviews
were conducted

mdividually with people from both provider and client
groups to
visual cues as culture indicators. Single in-depth
interviews

number of elderly Latino women who

test their

were carried out with a

became members of the Latina Women’s

later

Dialogue Group. These interviews were semi-structured, and
included a

ended questions related
services offered

participation.

It

to respondents

by the CBO, needs,

perception of

demographic

aspirations, type

also required participants to

draw

profile, opinions

and

level

set

of open-

about the type of

of community

their lifelines,

an exercise in which

respondents select five most sigmficant events in their lives and indicate them
in a linear
chronological sequence from the time they were

bom to present.

The interview questions were based upon

the subjects' vocabulary,

which

I

learned during the period of observation. According to interactionism, interviews are
essentially about symbolic interaction (Silverman, 1993),

and

interviewees are viewed as experiencing subjects

who

their social worlds; the

primary issue

actively constmct

which give an
main ways to achieve this
unstmctured, open-ended interviews usually based upon prior, inis

to generate data

authentic insight into people's experiences; the
are

depth participant observation (Silverman, 1990, p. 91).

Key-informant interviews were carried out with the executive director of the

CBO;

a university professor

who conducted research on the natural
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support systems of

Latino elders

m Springfield; and a religious community

Latmo population
and conducted

in the region.

in a relaxed

leader

who worked with the

These key-informant interviews were semi-structured

and informal manner.

Focus Groups
Focus-group interviews are a form of qualitative
research method adapted by

market researchers from group therapy. Focus-groups
are usually employed to obtain
information about target-audience perceptions,
beliefs and language; and to evaluate

markets and

test

product introduction and promotional

of five to twelve participants and a moderator or group

A focus-group consists

activities.

facilitator. In

a focus-group

interview participants are allowed to interact rather than
being interviewed one

—

time

^the

group setting causes the opinions of each person to be considered

discussion.

group

The sigmficance of this techmque

is

to let issues

and questions

in

at

a

group

arise

from the

itself

Focus-group interviews can provide valuable information

at different stages

of

the materials development process. Focus-groups can be used to identify target-

audience’s knowledge and behavior regarding a specific health issue during the planing
stage; to explore audience’s perception

and

to

of the proposed message

examine the effectiveness of draft materials

in project

development;

at pre-testing stage.

For the above mentioned reasons, a focus-group inspired format was applied
several dialogue sessions with Latino

addressed to health and
perceptions of social

human

reality,

women, and

in the

in

FotoDialogo Workshops

service providers in order to reveal participants’

name the most

recurrent issues in their communities and
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lives,

and

test the materials

used in the study. The themes,

stories,

anecdotes resulting

from the focus-groups served as
the basis for the on-going
production of pictures used as
codifications and projective
techniques, and to the development
of the FotoDialogo

Method.

Pr oj ective Techniques and

Cod ifications: The Fotonialogo®

Pirtnro«

FotoDialogo Pictures were the projective
techniques and codification materials
used to mvestigate participants'
perceptions of social

of the community-based organization,
and of the
signification system.

reality,

of themselves

in the context

cultural units contained in their

These pictures evolved from

scripts or participants' accounts

of

living situations, descriptions of
events, personal histories, metaphors,
and lifeline
stories.

The FotoDialogo

Pictures were used as the focal point of the
Latina

Dialog Group sessions, which were conducted
entirely
projective techniques and served as group
facilitator.

I

in Spanish.

I

Women’s

designed the

tape-recorded most of the

dialogue sessions, took notes during sessions, and
kept a personal journal to record

my own feelings and thoughts during the research process.
During the dialogue sessions the
the

LWDG reflected upon the issues triggered by

custom-made projective techniques/codifications. By doing

were taking a second look
issues.

By becoming more

in connection with other

women

this the Latina

at identified

women

problem-

informed about the issues affecting them, understanding the

cycle of oppression and adopting a systemic analysis of their problems,
participants

were able

to detach themselves

from feelings of shame and
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guilt

and use

their losses

and experiences as the basis
engage

in

for their self-development, thus
preparing themselves to

community education and

During the

initial

phase of the dialogue sessions the projective
techniques/

codifications consisted of a

mix of drawings

in interviews with the Latina elderly,

progressed

X

I

5.*^^”

constituted

drew more

action.

I

and few

sketched based on the stories provided
clips

from magazines. As the group

x 11” pictures which were

8.

later reduced,

mounted

to

cardboard paper, and laminated. These thirty
black-and-white pictures

what we called the

FotoDialogo Picture-Cards,
Ethnopictures

I

FotoDialogo Picture-Cards.

In addition to the

developed a series of fourteen diversity pictures—

to be used in conjunction with a social diversity
awareness

questionnaire (see FotoDialogo Ethnopictures Pre-testing
Questionnaire, Appendix B).

The FotoDialogo
of gender relations and

Pictures included: images of women at different ages; images

roles;

images of families; images of violent

acts;

images of

situations related to substance abuse; images related to hospital settings,
doctors,
patients,

and death; media images targeting the Latino population; images of school

settings;

images of street violence; images of people dancing, drinking, smoking,

smiling, crying; images of Christian icons; images of incarceration; and images of

of people of different

races, genders, religions, occupations, dress

The FotoDialogo Picture-Cards

as well as the Ethnopictures are included in

diversity: pictures

codes, ages, etc.

Appendix

A (see Projective Techniques & Codifications:
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FotoDialogo Pictures).

Site

The
the North

site

selected for this study

End of Springfield,

the oldest Latino

it is

and Sample Selection
is

a community-based organization located in

Massachusetts. This

community organization

CBO was established in
The

in the city.

CBO

1968, and

was founded

in

response to the deteriorating conditions of the Latino community
in the region and
since

its

inception has promoted

community advocacy and

residents around housing, employment, health and

human

action for

services.

CBO has shifted its focus toward public health prevention.

low income

Most

recently the

Since 1989 the

CBO has

provided a wide variety of services, and culturally and language specific health
education and prevention programs addressed to Latino, Vietnamese, Russian, and

African American populations.

and population

is

provided

The source of the

in

A detailed description of the research site, its location

Chapter

3.

material for this study

comes

fi-om key-informant interviews

includmg in-depth and focus-group interviews with Latino elderly and young women;

and interviews with the CBO’s executive

Group

(LWDG) project,

elders at the

the

CBO; and

fi-om another existing

fi-om the FotoDialogo

Women’s Dialog

program

for Latino

Workshops which were sponsored by

CBO.
The

LWDG consisted of a small group of elderly Latino women who

participated in

to

which emerged

director; fi-om the Latino

weekly dialogue sessions

develop dialog

skills

at the

CBO. The purpose of the

and reflective thinking among elderly Latino

FotoDialogo method. The

LWDG started off with a core group of

LWDG was

women

using the

six elders,

and

during the course of the year included the participation of approximately twenty
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women.
Chapter

A detailed explanation of the LWDG project and its participants

given in

4.

The FotoDialogo workshops involved
a group of health and

directors of

region.

is

human

a series of training sessions addressed
to

service professionals, social workers,
policy makers, and

community-based organizations serving minority
populations

The workshops were open

center in Springfield.

to the public

and took place

The purposes of the workshops were

at

a

community health

to provide training

receive feedback on the FotoDialogo method;
share with other health and
service professionals the

knowledge

develop with them dialog

skills

intercultural

communications.

that

in the

had been generated

in the

and

human

LWDG;

and

and reflective thinking applied to intergroup and

A

detailed account of the FotoDialogo

design, materials and outcomes can be found in Chapter

5.

Workshops

Table 1.2 provides a point

by point description of the FotoDialogo research design.
Table 1.2 The FotoDialogo Research Design

What
1

.

Site Selection

How
•

Letters

were sent

to

community-based organizations working

with Latino population in Western Massachusetts, followed by
phone calls. Criteria for selection of site was based on interest,
feasibility,
2.

3.

Instrumentation and

•

and philosophy of education embraced by CBO.

Qualitative research methods: Focus-groups and key informant

Data Collection

interviews; questionnaires; participant observations; projective

Methods

techniques and codifications; dialogue sessions.

Investigation of

•

Conducted focus-groups and key-informant interviews with
people working in several local CBO’s, and health and human

•

Collected brochures and publications that indicated type of

Thinking

service agencies.

4.

Elaboration of

services, programs, funding sources, mission,

Organizational

selected organization.

Profile: Mission,

•

and history of the

Distributed questionnaires with demographic questions to

History, Programs,

associated health and

and Organizational

educators, and program coordinators at the

Culture

human

service providers, health

CBO.
Continued next page.
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Table
5.

1.2 continued.

Assessment of
Community’s Needs
and Resources

Facilitated needs assessment sessions
with client population
using participatory research methods.

Participated in and observed staff meetings,
attended program
workshops, health fairs and health education
presentations

sponsored by the

and

patterns,

CBO. Observed the emergence of themes,

issues; focused

on descriptions of situations; and

reviewed related hterature.

I^e: During the

time

I

was conducting

this study

I

was

working as an outreach network development
consultant for a nonprofit organization which
emerged
from a partnership amongst several health and human
also

CBO where this study

service agencies, including the

took place. This situation allowed

commumty resources and

other

6.

Development of

First set

Projective

Latino

Techniques and

access to several

of hlack-and-white pictures were drawn based on
s accounts of their life experiences, issues and

women

situations described during single interviews with elderly

Codifications

7.

me

information.

women, and focus-groups with teens.

A combination of drawings and clips from newspapers and

Creation of the

magazines were used in the

FotoDialogo

elderly Latino

Method

initial

women. These

dialogue sessions with the

pictures

were shown

to

participants for feedback. Participants’ reactions to and
interpretations of the pictures were taken into account in the

development of the
8.

Foundation of the
Latino

Women’s

final set

of pictures.

A final set of thirty pictures (original drawings) were used
during the Latino

Women’s Dialog Group

as projective

Dialog Group

techniques and codifications. The process of using these

Project

pictures to create stories, or re-create

women’s own

life stories

was named FotoDialogo.
9.

were asked to develop story-lines based on the
FotoDialogo pictures. The facihtator posed problem-questions,
and tape-recorded the group dialogue sessions. When analyzing
Participants

Thematic
Investigation:

Codifications,

Decodifications

&

the stories created

hy

participants using the FotoDialogo

Problematization of

picture-cards the participants focused

FotoDialogo

of each

Pictures

story;

for cause

and

on the overall outcomes
sequence of pictures; use of language; rationale

effect; description

of characters;

contextualization; problem-solving strategies; stereotypes;

description of situations; and self-identification.
10.

Development of
Dialogue Sessions

Organizing the data into major themes, patterns, and common
issues portrayed in the stories was the focus of the dialogue

and FotoDialogo

sessions.

Workshops

In the

LWDG a group of elderly Latino women (client group)

met weekly and engaged in dialogue related to the issues
brought up by the interpretation of pictures and stories they
created or recounted.
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Continued next page.

Table

In the FotoDialogo

1.2 continued.

Workshops addressed

to health

and human

services professionals (provider
group) the
used, as well as a discussion of
issues

same pictures were
emerged in the LWDG

dialogue sessions.
•

Participants (provider group) reflected
the other (client) group’s
reality.

They

upon tlieir perceptions of
perceptions and construct of social
also discussed the implications
of their ways
of

seeing and perceiving social reality
to intergroup

communication, and provision of servdces that
are culturally
sensitive. In these workshops the
researcher acted as group
facilitator and cultural mediator.
1 1

.

Evaluation of

•

Informal formative evaluation and exit-interv'iews
were carried

LWDG and

out with the

LWDG

participants. FotoDialogo Workshops
were
followed by a processing session, and
evaluation questionnaire

FotoDialogo

Workshops

in

which health and human

serv'ice practitioners provided
feedback to the researcher on the FotoDialogo
method and
dialogue process.

Data Analysis and Processes
Although the FotoDialogo method has been inspired by two
research
the

TAT and the Thematic Investigation, the analysis of

and responses

to the pictures

anthropological approach as

social

is

it

traditions:

data generated by this

method

not solely based on a psychoanalytical or

has been with the

TAT,

neither aims at critical analysis of

environment with the intention of generating community

action, as

it

has been the

case with thematic investigation method. The process of analyzing
the FotoDialogo
pictures and stories stems from a multi-disciplinary approach, including
an interpretive

tendency in cognitive psychology and semiotics perspective, concerned with the

meanings created by people

in the

Jerome Bruner (1990)

process of interpreting social

reality.

refers to a cognitive revolution as “a

approach to cognition concerned with meaning making''

aim of this cognitive revolution “was

to discover
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and

(p. 2).

He

more

interpretive

further asserts that the

to describe formally the

meanings

that

human beings

created out of their encounters with the
world” (p. 2). This

interpretive approach

activities that

is

in sync

with semiotics since

human beings employed

the world, but of themselves” (Bruner,

in constructing

1

on the way participants

analysis focuses

code-system to make sense out of the

“it

990, p.

2).

focused upon the symbolic

and

making sense not only of

In other words, the FotoDialogo

infer relationships

arbitrary,

in

among

signs,

how they use

a

culture-bound connections between signs

and meanings.
For instance,
signify

heavy

in the

Gore-Tex ad

in

which the image of cats-and-dogs

rain (^signified), the correlation

arbitrary concept

its

people describe

and each culture-group

own

(e.g.,

ways they

etc.

is

an

is

very

code-system. These signification systems are tools with which

reality, and,

I

and signified

teenagers, elders. Latinos)

conversely through which reality

are vivid visual images present in our language, in the

metaphors,

signifier

used in the English language. Not every culture shares the same

signification system,

likely to create

between

(=signifier)

is filtered

way we tell

to them.

stories, the

These

choice of

also believe that participants projected their signification systems in the

interpreted

Intercultural

and gave meaning to the FotoDialogo

pictures.

and intergroup communications are also imbedded

making way individuals

interpret the world,

in the

meaning

and make sense out of each other’s images.

Robert A. Levine commenting on ethnographic cross-cultural research on group
differences in personality says that

“when

ethnic groups in a region interact, they

inevitably develop images of each other, and these images

part

become

of the belief systems of their respective cultures” (1970,
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institutionalized as

p. 392).

During the dialogue sessions the
gender issues; race and ethnicity; social
participation.

divisions,

The themes

which

oc^al Class

^

class; health

and well-being; and community

are organized into the following
categories and sub-

will be described in detail in Chapter
4.

Themes: The American Experience; Growing

|
^co: The tapact On Women’s
1

women disclosed certain themes related to

Education;

Up Poor In Puerto

Work History: From

o Assembly-Lmes; Migration.

Plantation Fields

^tional Culture, Race, Ethni city, And Language: The PitnpnQmnc nf
Cultural Identity: Latinos, Hispanics, Boricuas,
Or Puerto Ricans?; SelfPerception: Internalized Oppression; Language
And Acculturation; Intergroup
Relations: Ethnocentrism, Racism, Prejudice
And Discrimination.

j

Gender Related Themes: Grandmothers, Mothers, Daughters,
And Wives: The
Family Cycle; Marriage, Divorce, And Domestic Abuse:
The Plight Of Battered
Women; Cultural Expectations: Gender Roles; Family Values And
Collectivism.
Health

And

Well-Being: Mental Health; Substance Abuse: Drugs And
Alcohol;
And Illness; Folk Healing, Santeria, And Black Magic.

Loss, Death,

5-

Community Participation: Community Issues; Natural Support Systems;
Community Organizing And Community Mapping.

Faith

And

Religion;

These themes cannot be considered

in isolation, for they are

mutually

interdependent. In the FotoDialogo process both participants and facilitator
are

engaged
reality,

in the conscientization process through analysis

of perceptions of social

and analysis of social contradictions. Therefore our dialogues around

issues of

social class, ethnicity, gender, health,

community participation, and

women’s

histories served the purpose

of revealing different aspects of the Latina

women’s

social identities.

As Goldenberg (1978)

puts

it:

the re-creation of

“In a fundamental

need for a sense of self is oriented toward the reconstruction of one’s
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past,

way the
toward the

discovery of one’s

racial, sexual,

and ethnic prehistoiy, and toward
recapturing the

roots of one’s group heritage”
(p.l74).

Through FotoDialogo the group
actions. In this process participants

reflects

Based on

their perceptions

its

past, present,

become aware of their

more, to question the boundaries of their
action.

over

own

of social

and as members of a

achieve comcientization as they

reality, the

social group.

fulfill their

power to become

ifeedom; and determine a

women

the existmg social contradictions taking
into account their
individuals,

inherent

and future

new course of

analyze and interpret

own experiences

The ultimate goal

is

as unique

that participants

needs for a sense of self, a sense of

personal impact, and a sense of transcendence.

Table

comparison

1.3 presents the

to the

main

characteristics

of the FotoDialogo Method

in

Thematic Investigation and Thematic Apperception Test.

Table 1.3 Comparative Characteristics between Thematic
Investigation, Thematic
Apperception Test, and FotoDialogo Method.

Research

Thematic Investigation

Thematic Apperception Test

FotoDialogo Method

Method:

Data Collection
Techniques:

Participant observation; inInterviewing;

depth

intervievi/ing;

codifications

Participant observation; in-depth

projective techniques

—

interviewing; focus-groups;

pictures of
(pictures

living situations

generative

use of

use of

and

words—

followed by group

The

and

subject

story telling).

is

asked

to

tell

stories about a set of picture

experiential learning

group

activities;

and use of projective techniques
(pictures

and

storytelling).

scenes.
discussions.

Participants are

asked

to

tell

stories

both individually and collectively

about a set of picture cards. This
process

is

dialogue,

the

Assumptions:

Investigation of cultural
reality

leads to

perception of

critical

reality.

The needs, emotional
states,

and sentiments

expressed

in

the stories

represent attributes of the

followed by group

and discussions based on

themes expressed

in

the stories.

investigation of sxiocultural reality

leads to

critical

perception of

reality.

Externalizing individual perceptions

of living situations via pictures

and

subject's personality.

Continued next page.
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Table

1.3
storytelling

continued.

can help solve

intra-

personal, inter-personal and inter-

group

conflicts that are

differences

in

fomented by

perception.

The themes, needs, emotional
states,

and sentiments expressed

in

the stories represent participants’

perceptions of and experiences with
social reality.

Purpose of
Research;

Consciousness

raising.

Critical analysis of social

environment and

and

Research

structures.

its

used

is

thematic universe

a

in

is

used

to

order

common

code of communication

assess

differences

measure

to

investigate people's

to establish

and analysis of

in

Dialogue building, consciousness
raising,

personality dynamics. Test

individual relationship with

society

Comparative studies about
culture

individual

perception;

intelligence,

self-development and

transformation.

engage in a meaningmaking process of analysis and
Participants

interpretation of their self-

imagination, attitudes, and

perceptions, and their relationship

Used as a
complement in initiating

with sxiety

personality.

the

psychiatric interview.

assess

between teachers and

its

individual

differences

students.

and

stmctures.

Projective techniques are used to

in

complement

and group

perception, and as a

in initiating

the dialog

process.

Research

is

used

to investigate

people’s thematic universe
to establish a

order

in

common code

of

communication between participants
and practitioners.
Methodology:

(1) Investigation of

Uses ambiguous

thinking; (2) Thematization

that the subject vrould

by means of codifications;

to

and

"projective' in

(3) Problematization

ofsodal

and

generative words help
illiterates

learn

how to

of their living

is built

and ways of knowing;

Thematization by

and

storytelling;

means

and

(3)

(2)

of pictures

Dialogue

established by the

research and non-formal education

researcher.

The

made on

conditions. Applies

to

sessions. Applies participatory

same
critical

assessment of group’s needs,

on set parameters

interpretation of

become

(1) investigation of thinking,

interests,

response

read and write at the
time they

have

be imaginative and

the situation. Analysis

reality.

Codifications

so

stimuli

methods. The interpretation of

TAT

is

a qualitative basis.

FotoDialogo

is

made on

a qualitative

basis.

Test results are used to

assess personality

traits.

participatory research

methods.

Researcher’s
Co-investigator and

Psychoanalyst; outsider.

Role:
coordinator;

Group moderator and dialogue
facilitator; full participant in

full

the

learning process; outsider (she

participant.

not belong to either group of
participants or practitioners).
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does

Organization of Dissertation Chapters
This study

is

organized into six chapters. Chapter

1

is

the introduction to the

study and descnption of the FotoDialogo
method. Chapter 2 presents the theoretical

foundations and major trends in the fields of
education and communication which

provide the background for the development
of materials and application of the

FotoDialogo method. Chapter 3 delineates the sociocultural
context of the Latino

community and

the community-based organization where this
study takes place.

Chapter 4 describes the evolution of the Latina Women’s
Dialog Group, and provides
a detailed account of the lives, picture-stories, and
experiences of the
participants.

the study.

It

LWDG

also presents an analysis of key issues and themes
that

Chapters

is

a portrayal of the FotoDialogo Workshops.

emerged during

It

includes the

processes applied and materials used in the workshops; feedback from
participants;

demographic

profile

of health and human service providers; and delineates the

requirements for building community dialogue using the FotoDialogo method.

Chapter 6 presents the conclusions of the study, as well as

of adapting the FotoDialogo method

to other settings.
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it

presents the implications

—

CHAPTER

2

foundation of humanistic education and
SEMIOTICS, DEVELOPMENT COMMUNICATION
STRATEGIES, AND INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION TO
MATERIALS
AND RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT IN NON-FORMAL EDUCATION

lui

In this chapter

and research

initiative

I

discuss the issues involved in implementing any educational

aimed

at social

change and human development both

in

developing nations as well as with disadvantaged and minority groups within

developed countries. Since

this study

has been greatly influenced by the teachings of

Paulo Freire, and the major tenets of dialogical education, the theoretical foundation
of
humanistic education

is

further examined.

Prevailing challenges to building dialogue across cultures are associated with
issues concerning intercultural communications and the contexts in
interactions take place, hi this sense, the relevance of semiotics

which

intercultural

—

the study of signs

the various development communication strategies, and development paradigms are

important matters in deciding on the approach to materials development and research
applied in non-formal education.

I

also present a

number of examples of print media used

campaigns, and analyze their effectiveness

in

in

information

conveying messages to multicultural

audiences. These examples are presented to demonstrate the correlation between
culture

and visual perception. Various research studies have shown

that differences in

perception of social reality seem to be linked to differences in the cultural norms

adopted by a particular cultural group. The concept of visual
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literacy

is

thus taken to a

higher level of analysis,
for

i,

will serve to study
people's

way of seeing and

interpreting social reality,
not only visual signs.

In the FotoDialogo
method, the projective techniques
or codifications-

presented to research participants
in the form of pictureswere used to investigate
individuals’

social

ways of thinking and seeing

the world in an attempt
to rediscover their

and cultural heritage, and give
new meaning to

their life experiences.

importance of investigating people’s
perceptions of culture and social

The

reality is

implied in Freire’s philosophy
of education as the praxis of
liberation and the action

and reflection of people upon

their

world

in order to

Background

transform

Rtnriy

to

My own professional experience as a teacher, trainer,

and development

m the fields of non-formal education, international education,

consultant

marketmg

it.

research, and graphic design has
convinced

me of the

social

importance of looking

materials development from a client’s,
target-audience’s, or learner’s perspective-

depending on the type of program

we

are looking

at—and to consider

print

media as

powerful tools in the process of investigating
people’s ways of learning and seeing the
world.

The expenences of being a woman from Latin
America, and having worked
several countries have also taught

social class, language,

for dialogue

among

and

me to take culture

ethnicity) seriously,

distinct

and helped

groups and cultures
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and social identity

(e.g.,

in

gender,

me realize the amazing need

in the process

of creating knowledge.

at

making meaning, and making sense out
of a shrinking world immersed

in the greatest

communications revolution of all times.
In a

has brought

growing global community the exchange
of products, programs, and ideas

new challenges

developing nations, and

to education

and development communications, both

among the disadvantaged groups

In this post-cold-war era,

where

products, and countnes have been clustered
together in
different languages

and culmres, the need

within the developed countries.

more exposed to

societies are

for dialogue

in the

foreign

common markets,
and

media and

sharing

cultural understanding is also

growing.

Threatening worldwide epidemics, such as AIDS,
have imposed

on the spread of information

that

new demands

needs to be appropriate to distinct target audiences

around the world. Social marketing approaches
have been applied to information

campaigns

in both

developed and developing nations

in order to

impact behavior and

sell

health products and ideas. Information campaigns
and social marketing efforts represent

attempts at planned social change (Kotler

& Zaltman,

1971; Rogers, 1973; Paisley,

1981).

The information programs
toward a certain issue

(e.g.,

AIDS

that

have succeed

in raising people's

consciousness

prevention, infant mortality, and family planning) are

the ones applying messages and approaches that are closely related
to the thematic

universe or sigmfication system of a target audience. These programs are
investing in
social research in a similar

way as

advertisers invest in

consumers research.

Investigating the thought-language, the social codes of conduct, the

knowing, and the symbols used by a particular group
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is

ways of

a significant process in

developing materials that convey
appropriate messages
build dialogue

among them. Examples of media

to different audiences,
as well as

information that failed to convey
their

messages because the audience's
way of seeing was not taken

into account

is

abundant

in

the field of development
communication.

Messages

that

have to communicate

fast

and accurately, influence
individuals

behavior, challenge accepted
social values and beliefs
need to be carefully planned in

order to maintain a level of
sensitivity and respect to the
target audience's values and
culture.

The work

force that develop these
information campaigns and materials

multiculhtral. People

from different venues,

is

also

ethnicity, language, gender,
sexual

onentation, and religion are working
together to generate knowledge, ideas,
and
solutions.

How,
have a

then, in such a diverse atmosphere
can individuals understand each other,

common code

own values

of communication, and create materials

but those of their target audience?

messages by means of pictorial language

that

do not

reflect their

How can the materials producers create

that are pertinent to the signification

system of

a particular culture without taking for
granted the simplicity of visual signs?

Visual codes as verbal codes are not universal.
Each culture has developed

own code of visual

language, as each individual

picture according to his/her

own

living situations can also vary

are defined in different

experience of it. People's

from

ways so

may attach different meaning to

its

a

way of seeing their own

different cultural perspectives,

and

if their

problems

will be the solutions to them. For instance, white,

middle-class, educated social workers

may have
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a perception

of their African American

or Utino, poor, non-educated clients
that
result

of the

is

very far from the

clients' self-concept.

As

a

social workers' biased perception
clients might receive social services
that

are not relevant to them, or might
be given information materials that are
not

representative of their perceived reality.

The nature of any information campaign

or educational program, as well as the

definition of "problems," are relative to
the values, context, and culture

campaign or program has been launched. One can
say
emerges as a solution"

to

that

where the

an information campaign

something that some organization has defined as
a "problem,"

but the nature of the problem

is

not limited by the organization's definition and
might not

even be perceived as a "problem" by the target population.

The problem
see,

is

to understand

from what perspective people are seeing what they

and what meanings they are attaching

to the reality they see.

Understanding what

our differences are, and the correspondences of signs and
meanings, could be a starting
point for building dialogue across cultures.

The
interesting

issue of effective cross-cultural or intergroup

when

communication

particularly

applied to the development of messages by means of printed materials.

How does one know if the intended message is being conveyed?
communication universally understood?

How do people

questions have led researchers to consider

commumcations: the way

way these codes

is

in

Are codes of visual

"read" visual messages? These

some important

points in cross-cultural

which people communicate by means of visual

are interpreted

by various audiences; and

visual signs across cultures.
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the

way people

codes', the

see and "read"

The

issue of visual literacy, mostly in
developing countries,

to the spread

of information based on

is

of major concern

pictorial messages.

Pictures are often considered to be
a universal intercultural code of

communication. Based on

this

assumption, ftmctional literacy and other
development

information programs depend heavily on
visual aids (Zimmer

The assumption that pictures communicate
population

is

a fallacy.

agricultural extension

dangers of the tsetse

worker

fly.

may be true what you

because the

flies are

who was

among

is

1978).

to

any target

the case of an

lecturing to a group of cattle farmers
about the

For that purpose he had brought along a picture
of the

member of the

say about this disease on

audience commented with him:

cattle,

but

it

cannot concern us,

may

illustrate the discrepancies

culturally distinct audiences.

Some

found

in the interpretations

distinct cultural groups.

As

The
buildings,

longer than

is

longer than line

BC. However,

make

is

world tend to see the

BC

p. 103).
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of

are

When this

to people living in "round" worlds (rural Uganda), they say

(Von Oech, 1986,

is

straight lines

a mental adjustment and think of them as right angles.

shown

line

AB.

windows, and books as parallelograms, but since they know they

same exercise
longer

AB

fact is that people living in a rectilinear

rectangles they

among

for instance, in the Sander Parallelogram figure
2.1 (Peter

Farb, 1978), most people assume line

10%

of

"optical illusion" figures tested

across cultures have indicated, to a certain extent, differences
in visual perception

actually

about

fly

not so big in our district" (Fuglesang,
1973, p.l3).

Other examples
visual signs

same information

One example of this, among many others,

half a yard in length. After the lecture, a
It

the

& Zimmer,

BC

is

A

C

Figure 2.1 The Sander Parallelogram
Source: VonOech, R. (1986). ^kick in the
seat of the pants.

Similar to the Sander parallelogram

is

New York:

Perennial Library.

the Muller-Lyer illusion (Price- Williams,

1966, p. 398) in which the two horizontal lines have the
same length, but the arrowhead
figure

perceived to be shorter than the tailed figure.

is

In the Muller-Lyer illusion,

it is

hypothesized that the horizontal line

is

unconsciously seen as the edge of a rectangular object such as a
box. In the arrowhead
figure

it

would be

assumed

same

a fi-ont edge, in the tailed figure an inner edge. Since an
inner edge

to be further

away

it

would have

to be actually longer in order to appear the

as the fi"ont edge (Walker, 1979, p.45). This

influenced people are by perspective cues, and

The Muller-Lyer

example serves

how

illusion (figure 2.2) has

to demonstrate

how

"believing" influences "seeing."

been applied in cross-cultural studies

determine the influence of culture on visual perception.

and Herskovits (1966) reported wide

is

to

A study by Segall, Campbell,

cross-cultural variations in susceptibility to several

geometric "optical illusions" figures. The investigators found support for the hypothesis
that people

who

live in "carpentered

environments" tend to be more deceived by optical
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Illusions,

such as the Muller-Lyer illusion
than people

dominated by human-made angularities
(Pelto

who

& Pelto.

live in

1978).

environments less

The study showed that

certain optical illusions are
systematically related to cultural
background.

a.

b.

Figure 2.2 The Muller-Lyer Illusion
Source. Price-Williams, D. (1966). Cross Cultural
Studies
Psychology Penguin Books.

.

In

Brian Foss (Ed.).

New Horizons

in

.

A later cross-cultural study of the strength of the Muller-Lyer iUusion as
function of attentional factors (Davis
interpretation

compared

& Carlson,

a

1970) partially supported an attentional

of the cross-cultural differences among subjects of an
African sample

to those

of an American sample.

Attentional factors

in the picture before

them

may well

explain

why certain viewers

focus on one element

instead of taking in the entire picture as a whole. This

is

demonstrated in Marshall McLuhan's (1962) example of a film showing sanitation

methods

to remote tribesmen.

McLuhan

reported that in one scene the audience
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saw

only a chicken moving through the
background and missed completely seeing
the
demonstrator, thus missing the intended
message.

Another intngumg example of visual perception

pygmy illustrated
first

in a stoty told

time fi-om his village deep

herd grazing

many miles away,

by C.M. Turnbull (1961).

in the forest into

Ba Mbuti

A Pygmy was brought for the
When he saw a buffalo

he asked: "What insects are those?"

When he was told

it.

Automatic allowance for distance when judging

size

was not

a familiar skill to a

m a forest where the range of vision was very limited. This story supports

the theory that visual perception

(e.g.,

the case of the

open savanna.

they were buffaloes, he absolutely refused
to believe

Pygmy hvmg

is

is

influenced by the kind of environment people live
in

rectilinear" or "round" worlds; forest or savanna),

and

their locus

of attention

(i.e.,

detailed or holistic).

Psychologists have played an important role in verifying individual
differences in
visual perception

designed to

test

by developing and

testing optical illusions.

Some of the

puzzles

perception became ubiquitous, as for instance the ambiguous
rabbit/duck

of Joseph Jastros (Block

& Yuker,

1989); the goblets/two

women's

profiles, a figure

ground piece of trickery created by Edgar Rubin (1915); the old woman/young

drawn by

cartoonist

W.E.

Hill (1915);

naturalist

brain

named Necker (1832).

(Middleman

& Wood,

first

same drawing, by a Swiss

In these pictures, one's eyes play a visual

1991).

woman

and the reflexive cube picture where one sees

the inner and then the outer surfaces alternatively in the

and

game on the

Semioticians have also studied the ways people

derive meaning from visual signs, and the "rules" governing the ways they communicate

meaning through

signs.
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Umberto Eco says that
content units that can

"so called signs are transitory
couplings of expressive and

become differently coupled and

correlated in different systems or,

within the same system, in different
contexts" (1985, p. 177).

Context

is

often the crucial factor in resolving
the significance of a message.

The

color psychologist Faber Birren
(1961) demonstrated experimentally that the perceived

shade of a color depends upon the color
context

in

which

it

occurs.

He

did this by

systematically varying the color of the
background surrounding different color samples
(Hall, 1976).

In a study of national flags,

Eco (1985) observed that

and identify hues of chromatic units according

different cultures categorize

to different content systems. Distinct

symbolic values were assigned by different countries to
the same color, as for example,
the color red symbolizes in different places
simultaneously: bravery, blood, courage,
faith, soil,

and animals (Eco, 1985, p.l74).

According
cultural units.

to Eco, the colors

of national flags are expressions correlated

The symbolism of these

colors cannot be grasped by the

perception of the physical pigments, but can communicate

code

common

in the signification

Understanding the
audience

is

paramount

in

its

mere

to

optical

content only through a

system pertinent to those countries (Eco, 1985).

S 3/mbolic significance

message development,

of colors or certain visual forms
for a

to

an

misplacement of a given sign can

jeopardize the informational content of a message.

I

once observed

that has a

in

Somalia a case of "multi-message "

number of totally

the time and the place

—

distinct

—

a conventional gesture

meanings, the choice of interpretation depending on

effect occurring in a
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media campaign promoting family

planning.

A poster designed by an Italian artist, intended to convey

multiplicity of choices of birth control
devices, failed to carry

audience.

The poster portrayed a woman with many arms

birth control device displayed

woman with

so

on the top of the poster

many arms was

interpreted as a devil

its

information on the

message

to

its

Somali

up, each pointing to a different

in a semi-circle.

by the

The

picture of the

target audience,

who even

refused to look at the poster because of a fear
of being affected by black-magic. The

image overpowered the

"devil"

birth-control message.

Umberto Eco (1985) suggests

that the puzzle

neither a psychological nor an aesthetic one:

through a linguistic system.

He

it

is

we

face in producing signs

a cultural one, and as such

also asserts that "in order to

it is

is

filtered

make communication

possible, one needs a signification system" (Eco,
1985, p. 161).

A picture used to advertise Gore-Tex garments illustrates the impact of language
on the

translation

of visual

signs.

The

text says:

Gore-Tex keeps you warm and dry

regardless of what falls out of the sky. The picture shows cats and dogs
falling out of

Only those

the sky.

symbolism of the

familiar with the English metaphor

picture,

and capture

its

would be able

to

comprehend the

message. For those not familiar with the

expression "raining cats and dogs" the picture would pass for a surrealistic painting, and
the

message of "warmth" and "dryness" would not be conveyed.

equivalent expression to "raining cats and dogs"

is

"raining penknives." If the

company were

to advertise

would have

be changed from cats and dogs to penknives

convey

its

to

its

In Portuguese the

same

products in Portuguese speaking countries the picture

message.
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falling out

of the sky to

Visual images, symbols, and pictorial
representation are completed

of the viewers (Zimmer

& Zimmer,

1

973) after passing through a

filter

in the

mind

of life

expenences, previous knowledge, and
other subjective associations.
People see what they expect to see
(Bruner,

Goldberg

& Middleman,

1

980; Swain.

they want to see (Middleman
notion that there

(Bruner, 1986;

and the knower

is

no

& Wood,

reality separate

Goodman, 1 984; Kant,
is

986; Bruner

& Postman,

1

949;

989), what they have learned to see, and what

1991). These concepts

fit

with the constructivist

from the thoughts of the person doing the
seeing
1

965), and yet, that

an intimate part of the known" (Belenky

What can be
to visual stimuli is

1

1

"all

knowledge

et al,

is

constructed,

1986, p. 137).

learned about cultural differences in regard
to individual responses

somewhat

illustrated in a study

of American- Japanese

differences in the recogmtion of universal
facial expressions

cultural

by David Matsumoto

(1992). In this study a set of photos were presented to
two groups of college

undergraduates, one recruited from an American university,
and the other from a

Japanese university. The facial stimuli included
48 posed photos of six universal

emotions (anger, disgust,

emotion portrayed
alternatives,

fear,

happiness, sadness, and surprise). Observers judged the

in the expressions

and rating the overall

by selecting a single emotion term from a

intensity

of the expressions. The

list

of

five factors analyzed

were: judge culture, judge sex, emotion, poser culture, and poser sex.

Two

of the

findings suggested that:

(1)

Americans are more accurate than Japanese

disgust, sadness,

and surprise] of the

at

recognizing four [anger,

six emotions, regardless

of the culture or
sex of the poser being judged. (2) Neither the culture nor the sex of the poser
affected American's judgements of the photos, whereas females were more easily
identified than

males by the Japanese (Matsumoto, 1992,
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p. 80).

Matsumoto explains

that the fact the Japanese

were worse

at

perceiving the

negative emotions emphasizes the importance
of group and collectivist issues in

Japanese society. In Japan, the display of
negative emotions
disrupt the social order.

American

culture,

is

on the other hand,

discouraged as they

stress individualism,

and

consequently accepts the expression of negative
emotions, resulting in higher accuracy
scores from the Americans (Matsumoto,
1992, p. 81).

Edward

T. Hall explains that:

Like most of Japanese behavior, attitudes toward
showing emotion are
deeply rooted in a long past. At the time of the
samurai knights and
nobles, there

was

survival value in being able to control one's
demeanor,
because a samurai could legally execute anyone who
displeased him or

who wasn't properly respectful

(1976, p. 67).

This explanation serves to remind us that no culture happens
in a vacuum. The
so called social rules governing our attitudes and behavior, both
consciously and

unconsciously,

may also

According

to

interfere with our

Matsumoto, the

ways of perceiving what we

fact that the

see.

Japanese more accurately identified

female photos than male photos suggests differences

in the acceptability

of emotional

display for males and females in Japan. Japanese males are strongly discouraged to

display emotion, in comparison to Japanese females.

The

findings from this study

show that

there are variations in the perception of

emotions across cultures. They also suggest that interpretations of pictures can reveal
social

and

cultural aspects

of the viewer, as Matsumoto explains: “Differences

in the

perception of emotion also appear to be linked to differences in the cultural display rules

governing the emotions” (1992,

p. 82).
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In Matsumoto's study the
emotions are presented in picture
form (posed photos),

which makes plausible the association
of this study with other
the

ways

studies in visual literacy-

Individuals pertaining to different
cultures "read" visual representations.

In a visual literacy study
carried out in

of a "healthy smiling boy" for use
audience in order to

Zambia (Fuglesang, 1973)

in a nutrition

test the suitability

campaign was shown to the

of the picture

respondents stated

The

healthy and fresh in a rain

style,

shower. Nevertheless, the inteipretations
given by the respondents were

Some

target

for the specific puipose.

approach used the Westernized
toothpaste-advertising

intended message.

a photograph

far

from the

that:

"He has a skin disease"

(the raindrops were perceived as
blisters) "He
has the beginning of leprosy" (the
highlights on nose and both cheeks
were seen as paleish skin changes or peeling),
"He is blind or has an eye
disease" (the highlights in the eyes were
seen as trachoma or a similar
distortion of the eye," "He has a single
deformed front tooth" (the

shadows between the

Most of the

front teeth

were

visual literacy surveys are

lacking). (Fuglesang, 1973,
p.86)

done with the

communications. Pre-testing of printed materials
that are

more

is

done

suitable to the target audience. Rarely,

intent

of improving applied

in order to

however

develop messages

are these studies used to

unveil the signification system of its audience.

One may question why the Zambian respondents saw
single picture.

conditions?

Could those

diseases, identified

so

many diseases

by the audience, be

part

in a

of their living

A discussion on the problems the respondents were faced with could had

been drawn from

their interpretations

of the

picture, but this

that particular study.
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was beyond

the scope of

Once, participating

on family planning and

project

much

in the

development of educational materials for
a health

birth control

methods

in

Somalia (1986),

I

realized

how

pre-testmg" pictures can teach about
people's sociocultural values.

The people working

in the project

realized—

after pre-testing

materials— that the concept of "controlling"
the number of children
suitable to the religious beliefs (accepted
in that

God. Later, a team of communication

some

in a family

community) of acquiescing

practitioners

worked with

printed

was not

to the will

of

local graphic artists to

create a poster that attempted to reflect
the signification system of the target
population.

Agriculturists

other.

know that trees grow healthier

The same concept was linked to

if they are

the idea that babies

grow healthier

"apart" fi-om each other. Therefore, the idea
of "child spacing"

by the

target population, consisting

or birth control. Consequently,

spacing, depicted

two

sets

all

if they are

bom

was more widely accepted

of agriculturists, than was the idea of family planning

posters,

aiming to communicate the concept of child

of trees: one with many trees cramped together, looking very

the other set portrayed a group of trees with

sick,

planted apart fi-om each

some space

in

between them,

looking very healthy. Below the two sets of trees were two pictures,
one of a healthy
family with only three smiling children, and another one with six
malnourished children

and sad-looking parents. This time, the communication practitioners thought they
would
get their

message

across. But, there

posters were limited to the nuclear

was another problem. The

family—the

families portrayed in the

parents and the children. In that context,

a "healthy family" should be portrayed as the entire extended family, including
relatives

of both parents. So, the

deviating factor, a noise

—

fact that the poster family

that is a disturbance
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all

was not complete was a

which do not represent any part of the

message iiom a specified source, or
unwanted signs

in the

message- misleading the

audience's interpretation of the
message.

All these cases indicate differences
in translation of visual
representations of
living-situations across cultures,

taken mto account

and

that differentiated signification
systems should be

m any attempt to communicate with another culture.

The content of a

signification system

world into categories. The way

depends on symbolic,

i.e.

in

which people organize or categorize

cultural principles.

produced for practical purposes, according
(Berger

& Luckmann,

their "world"

These cultural signification systems are

to the material

needs of a given community

1967; Cassirer, 1957; Eco, 1985; Hall,
1976).

Referring to "world",

By

depends on our cultural organization
of the

Eco

explains that:

"world,”

I do not necessarily mean
physical world: Euclid's world
not a physical one, but a possible universe
organized into points,

is

lines,

planes, angles, and so forth.

It is a self-sufficient universe
in which there
are neither ravens nor unicorns, but only
cultural units such as the

concept of similitude and none such as the concept
of love and iustice
(1985, p. 162).

This concept of a possible universe in Eco's terms can
be related to what Paulo
Freire has referred to as thematic

universe—iheiX

set

of cultural units organized

into a

signification system.

Schutz (1962) affirms that an individual's knowledge

down to him/her by his/her parents and teachers
called

by the American

relationship

social psychologist

between self and

is

socially derived, handed

as his/her social heritage.

Those were

George Herbert Mead: significant

significant others
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is

others. Tlie

usually referred to as primary

socialization.

The

social significance

of primary socialization

usually excludes any alternative realities.

lies in

the fact that

As Berger and Luckmann put

it

it:

The

child does not internalize the world of
his significant others as one of
worlds. He internalizes it as the world, the
only existent
and only conceivable world (1967, p. 154).

many possible

This only-conceivable-world" theory
different cultures manifest different behaviors

may explain why individuals

socialized in

even when confi-onted with similar

situations.

The

fact that

our social and cultural heritage, language, and our
primary

socialization have influenced our

(Berger

& Luckmann,

ways of thinking and seeing the world

in certain

ways

1967; Schutz, 1962; Whorf, 1956; Eco, 1985), lead us to question

the equivalence of visual signs across cultures; and to
consider the possibility of using
visual signs to reveal people's signification systems.

The Teachings of Paulo
Paulo Freire was the

first

educator

who

Freire

brouglit the concept of investigating

people’s thematic universe prior to any attempt

at

teaching

how to

read and write, or

elaborating the content of any educational or development program.

The teachings of

the Brazilian educator have tremendously influenced adult educators and

communication
referred to

and

practitioners all over the world.

utilized the materials generated

either in literacy

programs or

social

change

Paulo Freire says that "not only do

makes them, but they can recount

Many of these practitioners

have

by Freire’s philosophy of education

efforts.

men

[and

women] make

the history that

the history of this mutual making”(1985, p. 71).
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Looking

at Freire’s

background

that

personal history helps us understand the social
and political

gave

rise to his

Paulo Freire was

philosophy of education.

bom on

September

19,

1921 in Recife, a port city of

northeastern Brazil. His parents were of the middle
class but suffered financial
reversals

durmg

the Great Depression, forcing the family to experience
the agony of

hunger. That was not Freire's

law as a means of earning a

first

living,

contact with poverty, nor the

he worked as a welfare

last.

and

official

of the Department of Education and Culture of the Social Service

Pernambuco, which brought him
involved

at that

in direct contact

After abandoning

later as director

in the State

with the urban poor.

of

He was

also

time in adult education, directing seminars and teaching courses

history and philosophy of education at the University of Recife, where he

in the

was awarded

a doctoral degree in 1959.

In the early 1960s Brazil

was going through very unstable

times.

Numerous

reform movements were flourishing under the auspices of socialists, communists,
students, labor leaders,

among

and Christian

the mral poor and

its

militants. Fighting the

widespread

illiteracy

consequent disfranchising, peasant leagues and other

popular cultural movements were aimed

at

consciousness-raising and nation-wide

was during these times of reformist changes

literacy

campaigns.

became

the first director of the University of Recife's Cultural Extension Service,

which brought the

It

literacy

programs

now known

as the

that Paulo Freire

Metodo Paulo Freire

to

thousands of peasants in the northeast.

The Metodo Paulo

Freire, in addition to

absorbed a political role because only the

its

literate
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consciousness-raising effect,

population over eighteen was

allowed to vote. Freire's team worked throughout the nation from
1963 to 1964
teaching adult

illiterates

how to

read and write in as short a time as forty-five days.

methods were incontestably

Freire's

reaction

among the

politicizing,

and

their results quickly created a

Brazilian military and land-owners opposed to the possibility of

radical social change.

A

drastic action against social

change was taken by the Brazilian military when

they overthrew the Goulart regime in April 1964. All populist movements were

suppressed and Freire was thrown in jail for his "subversive"

activities.

After seventy

days in prison he was sent into exile in Chile.

The same
to reflect

upon

action that brought Freire into imprisonment and exile brought

his reality

"alienated", "naive",

and

that

him

of Brazil. Freire often refers to Brazilian society as

and "messianic"

for trying to import the structure

democratic state without the conditions necessary for the

critical

of a national

construction of a

democracy.

The people of Brazil witnessed establishment of a

republic, the

abolition of slavery, the growth of industry in the last part of the

nineteenth century, and the rapid expansion of industrial society during
the 1920s and 1930s (which continued at an even faster pace after

World War

II)

as a culture of silence (Collins, 1977, p. 11).
.

Freire refers to this "culture

of silence"

in

many of his works

not only to

describe the Brazilian culture or any particular culture, but as a term to define a state of

being characteristic of many dependent societies, and traditionally subordinate groups.

According to

Freire, this

mode of culture

is

“a superstructural expression that

conditions a special form of consciousness,” and “the culture of silence

overdetermines the infrastructure in which

it
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originates” (1985, p. 72).

Understanding the

announcing

its

intricate

dynamics of the "culture of silence" and

very existence has been the main purpose of Freire's conscientization

process.

This culture

is a result of the structural relations between
the dominated
and the dominators. Thus understanding the culture of silence
presupposes an analysis of dependence as a relational phenomenon that
gives rise to different forms of being, of thmking, of expression,
to
those of the culture of silence and those of the culture that "has a

voice," (Freire, 1985, p.72)

Latin American societies are characterized by a rigid hierarchical structure
by
j

the lack of internal markets; by the exportation of raw materials and importation
of

manufactured goods; by a precarious and selective educational system; by high
percentages of illiteracy and disease; by alarming rates of infant mortality; by
malnutrition;

by a low

life

expectancy; and by a high rate of crime.

The combination of all these
countries,

their lack

is far

from being a

result

factors, so frequently

observed in Third World

of the laziness of its people, or their

of achievement motivation as many

inferiority, or

may believe. According to

Freire (1971),

the following are the factors that most affect development in the Third World: (1) the

dependent relationship between the Third World and the "Metropolis;"

(2) the

divergent play of interests between dominant and subordinate societies; (3) and

imperialism, as an invading and destroying presence.

As an
to

adult educator in Brazil, Freire realized that his

overcoming

were learning

illiteracy. In the

how to

process of learning

how to

work was not

restricted

read and write, peasants

read the world, to have a voice, to liberate themselves from the
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social construct

of reality imposed on them by the dominant

chosen by Freire

in literacy

Although Freire

The methodology

programs attempted to perform both tasks simultaneously.

methods and writings

s

elite.

reflect a

profound awareness of class

oppression they have omitted the significant effects of gender oppression
on

development. Referring to

this issue in

human

an interview with a Brazilian newspaper Freire

announced:

Being the progressive man I am, I like coherence and have learned very much
from women. I was not like this before. I am from Pernambuco and, you know,
the Northeast

marked by

Europe has helped
Critica

O

a very strong

machismo. But, the passage through
(Ultima Hora, Paulo Freire
Machismo Brasileiro Rio de Janeiro, June 6, 1986).'
is

me to revise my machismo.
.

After his expulsion from Brazil, Freire worked in Chile for five years with

UNESCO and with the Chilean Institute for Agrarian Reform in adult education
programs. Freire's writings on his Chilean experiences
cultural aspects

lives

and a thorough investigation of the culture and customs

of illiterates.

He had to work

For Freire, education
students are learners.

He

is

that shape the

not only with a different language in Chile, but with

completely different kinds of urban and rural

cultural

reflect a special regard to

illiterates.

a dialogical process in

which both educators and

argues that dialogical action can create the possibility of real

change because investigation of cultural

reality

encourages the discovery of

antagonistic contradictions inherent in any social system (Collins, 1977).

Toward the end of the

1960s, Freire's

influenced his thought significantly.

He

left

work was marked by another change

Latin America to
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come

to the United

that

States,

where he taught

as a Visiting Professor at Harvard's Center for Studies in

Education and Development. Those years were marked by violent unrest
States

and

when

United

in the

opposition to the country's involvement in Southeast Asia brought police

militia to university

campuses, and

violence on the streets of American

racial conflict

cities.

Freire

had since 1965 erupted

was influenced by

into

the course of

events as well as by the minority spokespersons and war protesters involved in them.
Freire’s reading of the

American scene

led

him

to the realization that

repression and exclusion of the powerless from economic and political
limited to the Third

World

definition of the Third

the

countries and cultures of dependence.

World from

theme of violence became

He

life

were not

extended his

a geographical concern to a political concept, and

a greater preoccupation in his writings

from

that time

on

(Collins, 1977).

After almost one year in the United States, Freire
invitation of the

World Council of Churches.

the Office of Education took

from churches,

social

him

to

Freire's

work

Geneva

at the

as a special consultant to

many parts of the world

movements, governments,

for

left

in response to invitations

international agencies and

universities.

In the late 1970s Brazil

went through a new wave of changes toward

democracy. As a consequence of the processo de abertura
the Brazilian political system

to the country

^

many political

—

a passagem peia Europa

era assim antes.

me ajudou,

new Amnesty law was

the democratization of

issued in 1981 bringing back

exiles including Paulo Freire. There he

Original text in Portuguese;

com as mulheres. Eu nao

a

—

Como homem

progressista, gosto muito

worked

first

de coerencia e tenho aprendido muito

Sou de Pernambuco e o Nordeste e marcado por urn machismo muito

tambem, a revero machismo.
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as a

forte,

mas

—

university professor at

UNICAMP,

Sao Paulo, and

the State of Sao Paulo. Freire passed
Freire’s life experiences

away

later as Secretary

of Education for

May, 1997.

in

and immersion

in the lives

of the poor, the

illiterate,

and those whose voice have been silenced had a profound
impact on the shaping of a
philosophy of education for liberation.

The Principles of Humanistic Education
“Liberating education consists in acts of cognition, not
transferals

of information.

”

Paulo Freire

Freire demonstrates a

dynamic conception of the world and of the human

being. Reality does not consist of a determined entity but, on the contrary, the reality

of the material world and of men and

women

is

in a "process", in

permanent tension

to

"become more."

Only through people’s action can
Through

this

human

the individual can

action

become

the world be transformed and "re-created."

— which implies

a dual process of action and reflection

self-actualized as a person and in relationship to other

individuals.

Freire's (1971)

Subject

ever

who

acts

assumption

that a person's ontological vocation

upon and transforms

his/her world, and in so doing

new possibilities of fuller and richer
Freire distinguishes culture

is

is

life

to be a

moves towards

individually and collectively.

from nature. Nature

is

the given world, and culture

the world that emerges from human's action over nature and

itself.

La cultura no es otra cosa que la reflexion y la accion del
hombre que trata de dar respuesta a las interpelaciones o
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is

Ilamadas que

la realidad le presenta. En esta
realidad se incluye
realidad material que los hombres
y las
instituciones humanas
la
realidad
historica.
y
For eso, el hombre
siempre es sujeto active de la cultura, es creador
del mundo

lo

mismo

la

al

compreenderlo y dinamizarlo, (Sanchez, 1978,
p.23).
In this sense, culture

nature.

Human

reflection

and

is

everything that people do in face of what

given by

is

beings have permeated the distinct epochs of
history through their

action.

Each epoch

carries different

noted that the theme of our epoch

is

themes and aspirations. Freire has

the contradiction: oppression

& liberation. Freire

defines oppression as

Any situation in which "A" objectively exploits "B" or hinders his and her
pursuit of self-affirmation as a responsible person is one
of oppression.
Such a situation in itself constitutes violence, even when sweetened
by

false generosity,

because

historical vocation to

it

be more fully human (1997,

Freire adds that “liberation

[and

women] upon

their

interferes with the individual’s ontological

world

is

a praxis: the action

in order to

transform

the dichotomous duality oppression/liberation

education

— an education

—an education

and reflection of men

(1970, p. 66). Solving

possible by

means of a

critical

that incites people to think critically, to question

authority, to seek alternative

reality

is

it”

and

p. 37).

ways of naming

that fosters dialogue

the world, and perceiving

and heightened levels of

consciousness.

That process of critical education
education for

its

dialectical nature

The term "conscientizagao"

is

often referred to as problem-posing

which leads

to "conscientization" (Freire, 1971).

refers to learning to perceive social, political,

economic contradictions, and

and

to take action against the oppressive elements of reality.
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The conscientization process has
from

their condition as objects

of reality

as

its

aim the

in order to

liberation

of men and

women

become Subjects of their own

actions. This process develops through a dialectical
analysis of the individual and his

relationship with the world, with other

men and women, and

with society and

its

structures.

According

to Freire, this conscientization process develops through
three

stages. In the first stage the consciousness

of nature as an object.

It is

"immersed" or "submerged"

is

own

not aware of its

In the second stage the consciousness

something

distinct

from himself or

herself,

is

situation

and

its

power

to

in the

world

change

it.

"emerged". The person sees nature as

something that can be known and

dominated. The person in this stage becomes aware of the relationship among the
situations in his/her surroundings

and

starts acting

In the third stage, the consciousness

feels

and

acts as responsible for

his/her reality,

"inserted", in other words, the person

what happens around him/her

as an active Subject of

and as an agent of history.

Each of these

knowing

is

upon them.

reality.

three stages of consciousness includes a corresponding

The submerged consciousness

of knowing. The person

relies

way of

on a "magic" or "mythical" way

in this stage lacks a critical attitude

towards

reality.

Consequently, this person searches for fantastic explanations in which magic and
mythical reasoning play an important

role. In this stage the

person

around his or her basic needs, such as eating, sleeping, dressing,
consciousness lacks

its

historical dimension.
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is

etc.

centralized

The submerged

The individual does not have

a vision of

the totality of his or her situation and tends to give
magical solutions and fatalistic

reasoning to his or her problems.

As

nature and culture impose

dialogue increases, people

s

more challenges upon people and

the ability for

consciousness evolves into an emerged stage. This

transformation occurs, but not without tension and fear of change,
as Freire suggested:

Aun cuando

suele ser vencida, una comunidad cuyo pensar
preponderantemente magico es invadido por ciertos elementos culturales,
revela su resistencia a la transformacion que operan estos elementos
(1969
p.26).

In the

emerged stage of consciousness the individual becomes aware of a

broader array of needs and desires beyond the basic survival needs.

more open

to change, to

new perspectives and

attitudes.

He

or she

Commitment to

life

becomes

deepens

through community action and a dynamic vision of the world. The person realizes the
historical

distinct

dimension of his or her existence, and sees history as the succession of

human answers

to the world's challenges.

The way of knowing

this

emerged consciousness

is still

naive because

characterized by the simplicity of its interpretations of problems;
the past over the present time; and by valuing authority in

the reverence for

distinct

myth

persists,

even though

in

all its

its

it is

tendency to value

manifestations. Here

forms and meanings the mythology

from the magical thinking. Here the myths take the forms of the country,

order,

leaders, stars, sports champions, etc.

The

ability to dialogue is

that the discussions

still fragile. It is

among people

very likely in this stage of naivete

take the form of arguments for the sake of the

highly emotional tone. This characteristic can lead to fanaticized and intransigent
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is

attitudes,

which

Freire considered "sectarism", different

"radical" attitude,

which would be more

characteristic

from what he would

of the

call a

critical thinking.

Sectarism, fed by fanaticism,

is always castrating. Radicalization, nourished by
always creative. Sectarism mythicizes and thereby alienates;
radicalization criticizes and thereby liberates (Freire, 1971, p. 21).

a critical spirit,

An

is

inserted consciousness can only arise in an open-society, in a society in

which people have a voice.

When the

consciousness he/she thinks

critically

individual reaches a stage of inserted

and replaces mythical explanations with a deeper

consideration of the causal relationships between things and happenings.
vision of the past gives

way to

attention to the present

A nostalgic

and a projected vision of the

future (Freire, 1971).

People in a stage of inserted consciousness are open to continuous change and
constant revision of their situation. They do not reject the past, but instead they

critically investigate

and questioned.

it

and make

New values

participation, democracy,

it

part of their reality. Authority

emerge as a

of this

result

is

demythologized

critical thinking,

such as

and freedom. Prescribed solutions are replaced by solutions

generated by the interested group.
Freire believes that the only

is

way

for

through conscientization by means of a

men and women

critical

to

become "humanized"

education in which they would

achieve their ontological vocation to become fully human. Subjects of their

situation,

and be able to consciously construct

This pedagogy makes oppression and
oppressed, and from

their reality

its

that reflection will

history.

causes objects of reflection by the

come

their necessary

the struggle for liberation (Freire, 1970, p. 33).
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and

own

engagement

in

The

educator's role

is

to help

men and women go through

each stage of

consciousness (table 2.1), moving from magical to naive,
and finally to
thinking.

Table

2.1

Ways

The conscientization process

Freire’s Conscientization

of Thinking

is

critical

the core of a truly humanistic education.

Development Process

Attitudinal

Mode

Stages of Consciousness

Critical

Radical

Inserted

Naive

Sectarian

Emerged

Magical

Fatalistic

Submerged

Freire believes that the conscientization process happens not only through an
intentional educational program, but also through structural changes happening in
society.

However,

critical

thinking does not develop spontaneously,

it

happens through

a critical educational process. This educational process has to emerge from

participation, action,

on people. Without

and dialogue.

this

cannot

It

education for

massive accommodation

at the social,

This massive accommodation

is

come from

critical

the top-down, or be imposed

thinking and dialogue, what

economic, and

political levels

we have

of human

is

affairs.

what Freire called "Cultura do Silencio" (Culture of

Silence).

This culture of silence,

from his experience

filled

with ignorance and lethargy, as Freire realized

in Brazil in the early

situation of economic, social,

and

1

political

960s,

was

a direct product of the

whole

domination of which people were victims.

Freire also pointed out that the educational system

maintenance of that culture of silence.
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was

a

a

major instrument for the

—

—

Education for liberation implies that dialogue
thinking. Dialogue

women, and

is

a

means

to self-actualization,

is

the core feature of critical

and transformation of men and

the world. Freire also emphasizes the fact that there

method

for a liberating education, but there are people

process

who

engaged

is

no

particular

in the liberation

carry the attitudes and action appropriate to foster such a process.

The required

qualities

an educator ought to have in order to foster dialogue

with the people, as Freire (1971) suggested,

are:

humbleness,

faith, trust,

hope,

critical

thinking, and love.

Humbleness
eradicate

being,

is

human

consists in recognizing that theoretical

suffering. Faith in the

human

no matter how ignorant or submerged

capable of looking critically

Trust in the people, and in

its

can be overcome, no matter
a person to reflect

society,

upon

at his or

of others

from

in the culture

may

critical

how established

it

may

that

any historic situation

be. Critical thinking is as a

way

is

as a condition that

own

educator should avoid

education, knowledge

knowledgeable upon

is

for

his or her relationship with the world, with other people, with

falling into their

and speaking

be,

her world in a dialogical encounter with others.

subjugation

makes possible
masochism

at all costs

—

all

the rest, that

or domination

what Freire called "banking

education", a concept of education that denies people their

reflecting,

of silence he or she

sadism.{¥xQ\xQ, 1970).

The

to

human

being, conviction that every

knowledge and values. Hope

and even with God. Love

sustains people

knowledge does not help

power of thinking,

their voice, as Freire explains “in the

a gift bestowed by those

who

banking concept of

consider themselves

whom they consider to know nothing” (1971, p.
85

58).

The banking education
which

defined by the following attitudes and
practices,

is

reflect oppressive society as a

a)

b)
c)

d)
e)
f)

whole:

the teacher teaches, the students are taught;
the teacher knows everything, and the
students
the teacher thmks and the students are
thought

the teacher talks and the students listen
the teacher disciplines, the students are

know nothing;
about;

—meekly;

disciplined;
the teacher chooses and reinforces his or her
choice, and the students

comply;
g)

the teacher acts and the students have the illusion
of acting through
the action of the teacher;

h)

the teacher chooses the program content, the
students
consulted) adapt to it;

i)

the teacher confuses the authority of knowledge with
his or her own
professional authority, which she and he sets in opposition
to the
freedom of the students;

j)

the teacher

is

mere objects

(who were not

the Subject of the learning process, while the pupils are
(Freire, 1997, p. 54).

A humanist attitude gives us a different perspective (Freire, 1970,
is

no teacher nor

(1)

student, but a teacher-student and a student-teacher. In other words,

nobody educates anybody;

people educate themselves
this

1997): There

(2)

among

no one can educate himself or herself alone;

(3)

themselves, mediated by the world. According to

humanistic approach “education must begin with the solution of the teacher-

student contradiction, by reconciling the poles of the contradiction so that both are

simultaneously teachers and students” (Freire, 1970,

p. 59).

The immediate consequence of the above mentioned

tenets

is

that

it

becomes

impossible to think of administering any kind of imposed thematic, official
curriculum, or educational program that does not take into account people's
participation in their elaboration.

The acceptance of an education based on dialogue

implies that participation should begin with the elaboration of the program; and the
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acknowledgment

that teachers/students are equally mediated

The opposite of this would be

by the world and

society.

a cultural invasion.

In order to counteract an oppressive banking education

which mirrors

oppressive society, Freire suggests a problem-posing education. Problem-posing
education, as a humanist and liberating praxis, posits as vital the idea that people

subjected to domination must fight for their emancipation. For “in problem-posing
education,

exist in the

men

[and

women] develop

world with which and

Whereas banking education

in

power

their

to perceive critically the

which they find themselves”

way they

(Freire, 1971, p. 71).

power, Freire declares, problem-posing

inhibits creative

education involves a constant unveiling of reality. Students, as they are increasingly

posed with problems relating to themselves

in the

world and with the world, will

feel

increasingly challenged and forced to respond to that challenge.

Reflection upon and analysis of people's ways of living must precede any

action of critical education.

Any educational

effort, to

dialectical relationship with the social context in

be sound, must be based on a

which people

In Learning to Question Freire cites an interesting

institutions motivated

by the

desire to help are strongly

live.

example of how people and

imbued with the

authoritarian

ideology which overestimates scientific knowledge and advanced technology, and
under-rates popular wisdom.

The following

is

an example of what

"banking education" in the sense that the situation lacks what

and people's
I

is

we

could

call

required for dialogue

participation.

could

tell,

for example,

of how,

in Equatorial Guinea, various aid

organizations which were wanting to contribute to solving the problems
of the people of Guinea put forward a proposal to increase fish

production, since they were aware that the people were undernourished
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and

that

diet.

To

it

was

that

therefore necessary to increase the protein
value of their

end they gave assistance

to mechanize production and
proposed that the products should be preserved.
Preservation would be
by means of refrigeration. But producing ice in

a tropical country

—

as

European countries— involves the use of energy. And
where was
energy to be found? Energy is produced by
means of oil or electricity.
in

And how can
finds

we

it

be obtained in a country which has no electricity
and
difficult to purchase oil? But it does definitely
become possible
it

open to appreciating popular techniques, or coming
to
them again, willing to seek out the methods of preservation
traditionally used by the people. And their methods
use energy found in
nature, energy from fire (in a land covered with
forests and woods,
if

are

appreciate

wood

IS readily at hand) or from the heat
of the sun (in a tropical
country the sun shines all the year round). So that problem
of
preserving products is solved by using traditional methods

(Freire

&

Faundez, 1989, p.88.).

Criticizing the authoritarian ideology of those aid organizations,
Freire remarks
that "this ideology of whiteness,

knows"

(Freire, 1989, p. 88).

anything.

It

brought with

even considering
not.

if this

it

is

the center that knows, while the periphery never

The organization

in question did not ask the population

the answer of technology in the form of refrigeration, not

was

the appropriate technology for that given population or

Antonio Faundez commenting on

Freire's

example, wrote:

Any project to

assist the development of these peoples should aim not
only to discover together with the people what their needs are, but also
to discover the traditional forms of satisfying those needs. Only

subsequently to those steps would

we

be able to suggest techniques

developed by other cultures, simple techniques which can be quickly
We could call those techniques appropriate

taken up by the people.

technology. However, this whole educational process
educational process

— of solving

— and

it

is

an

the problems of the people must,

I

from empirical knowledge, which is the power of the people
to solve their problems. Moreover, Paulo, not asking the primary
insist, start

questions in order to find the appropriate answers entails considerable

consequences
to eating

at the cultural level.

smoked

fish

would have

A population culturally accustomed
to

change

their habits if an

technology, like refrigeration, were introduced. (Freire

1989, p. 89).
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imposed

& Faundez,

The above example

raises

many questions about

invasion, appropriate technology, and

issues related to cultural

empowerment of the people through

self-

determination and participation. Actually, these are
key issues in the field of

development—both
programs
just to

in the

developed nations as well as in LDCs.

in literacy, health education,

community development,

mention a few, one ought to consider the

undertakings.

a particular

When action towards

community one needs

social

When planning
or family planning,

cultural implications

of such

change comes from an organization outside

to consider that

Although they are undeniably a genuine attempt

at helping the people
mally to solve their basic problems, the proposals by national
and

international organizations are doomed to failure if they do
not take into
account cultural factors, factors of social organization and of the
people s empirical knowledge, knowledge of their techniques and of
their real needs. (Freire

It is

& Faundez,

1989, p. 90).

also important, besides taking into account people's needs and
knowledge,

to investigate their

ways of thinking,

their beliefs

and

traditions.

There are many beliefs and traditions which, when unknown can prevent
educators and community people from finding appropriate solutions to their problems.

For example, an Aymara mother

women that giving
in learning to

in Bolivia told Freire

milk or eggs to babies exposes them to the risk of being backward

speak or not even learning to speak

their babies neither

of a belief among Aymara

milk nor eggs.

at all.

So the Aymara mothers give

Any educational campaign aimed

at

teaching these

people that milk and eggs should be given to babies for their proper development

would probably

find serious resistance to

its
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implementation.

There are beliefs the origins of which

and

we

are ignorant of, but

which we

they

we— have to discover," says Freire (1989, p. 92). In the case of the Aymara

women,

the origin of their belief was later discovered through
dialogue during a

cultural circle.

A popular educator dramatized a situation from colonial life as a way

of codification. In

this dramatization, this dialogue, the

his audience replies to his various questions

word

"health."

So

the

on

popular educator drew out of

diet so as to arrive at the generative

Aymara women discovered the

origin of their belief..

The colonialists would instill into the minds of the colonized people,”
some of them said, “that eating eggs was dangerous.” And so, instead
of eating eggs, they sold the eggs their hens laid to the colonialists at
rock-bottom prices. Basically the belief in the harm that eggs could do
had its origin in the colonialists' interest in keeping the eggs for
themselves! (Freire

& Faundez,

1989, p. 92).

Before setting in motion proposals for change, one must
situation

of the group to

whom the proposals

project to change society

It is

common to

are being

must be an exercise

take advantage of that passivity to

made. Freire affirms

elite utilizing the

encourage passivity

"fill" their

cultural

that "any

in rediscovery at all levels" (1989, p. 93).

observe the dominant

their political or educational activities to

know the

banking concept

in the oppressed,

in

and

to

consciousness with slogans which create

even more fear of freedom. So, presenting the oppressors’

—

the colonizers'

— slogans

as a problem, helps the oppressed to "eject" those slogans from within themselves.

It is

the process of helping people to free themselves from their "internalized

oppressors" and from their magical beliefs; to

empower themselves

in the course

action in order to reconstruct their social reality and revise their possibilities of

becoming

"fully

human,"

that

Paulo Freire called: cultural action for freedom.
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of

The Implications of Development Paradigms
pedagogy

Freire's

of his pedagogy

is

is

above

all

to

Communications

a pedagogy of communication.

based on the anthropological concept of culture,

communication plays an

essential role. Culture

is

The foundation

in

which

forged in the communication process

between individuals mediated by the world.
According
the culture

economic

to Freire (1976), dialogue implies a mentality that cannot flourish in

of silence, which

structures.

He

is

marked by domination, imperialism, and

also argues that even

when there

is

static socio-

some form of

communication between subordinate and dominant groups, or between the "Center"
and the "Periphery,"

this

kind of communication

is

not characterized by "dialogue,"

but by paternalism.

The

so-called "culture of silence" represents the mutism of the masses, which

characteristic

in the lack

of all colonized peoples

—and oppressed groups— and which

of communication between dominant and subordinate

is

is

rooted

societies.

A dependent society is, by definition, a silent society, according to Freire. Its
voice

is

not an authentic one but an echo of the "Metropolis' voice" (Freire, 1979, pp.

63-65). Thus, communication and liberation are coinciding phenomena.

be dichotomized, for liberation

Aware
is

is

They cannot

a process that emerges through communication.

that education reflects the

an instrument of the dominant classes,

dialogical education in a society in

power

structure,

and

we may question:

Is

that "banking education"

it

possible to practice a

which communication among the

strata is non-existent?
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different social

When

analyzing the development process of Brazilian culture, Paulo
Freire

considers the role of mass-media communication in the
transition from "closed
society to

open society

.

On

one hand, he points out the alienating character of mass

media, which contributed to the massification of people and their
consequent adoption

of a non-critical attitude towards information.
that the

means of mass-communication,

On the

other hand, Freire recognizes

in the period before 1964,

(when

the

conditions for a democratic transition were present in the Brazilian political

life),

brought up "irmovative influences" that were spreading from the large centers to the
smaller and less developed ones (Freire, 1967, p. 91).

recommended

that Freire

It

was

precisely for this reason

the use of the mass-media messages as auxiliary resources in

the process of popular education.

Freire (1967) characterizes the use of mass

media from the top-down, without

taking into account people's knowledge and culture, as manipulation and cultural
invasion. His concept of communication

that cannot

is

that

"communication implies a reciprocity

be broken. Therefore, there are no passive subjects

in

communication"

(Freire, 1976, pp. 66-67).

Freire believes that "education

the

mere

is

communication,

is

dialogue, as far as

it is

not

transferring of knowledge" (Freire, 1976, p. 69) and, that the process of

human communication cannot be detached from
this belief comes his criticism

of rural extension.

He

its

social-cultural conditioning.

of the "modernization" approach, and, more

charges that the tendency of extensionism

propaganda and persuasion techniques.
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is

to rely

From

specifically,

on the use of

Paulo Freire explains that when rural extension workers
first difficulties in

difficulties arise

communicating with peasants, they do not

from the

fact that

start

experiencing their

realize that these

human communication cannot be detached from

socio-cultural conditioning. So, instead of taking this fact into account, and
reflecting

upon

“the rural extension workers simplify the issue by explaining

it,

it

as the peasants'

inability to dialogue” (Freire, 1976, pp. 72-3).
If we think

of the time period

Method, writing his most

significant

in

which Freire was developing

works such

as

his Literacy

Pedagogia do Oprimido, and

Educagao Como Pratica da Liberdade, we may ask what kind of "culture" was
predominant

at that

the limit-situations that

in other

had inspired

Freire's thematic universe?

his formulation of a

words, what "paradigm" was in vogue

In terms

to,

What was

time in history.

at that

What was

pedagogy of liberation? Or,

time?

of development theories, two paradigms, views, or schools were next

or in opposition to each other: modernization

underdevelopment. While the

first

and growth versus dependency and

paradigm can be considered the oldest and most

deeply rooted view, the dependency theory in Western thought came from Latin

America.

The modernization vision was dominant
it

has given

way

until the

second half of the

1

960s, but

since then to the dependency theory.

These paradigms help us understand the visions and dilemmas faced by Freire
and his Latin American colleagues

in the

1960s and 1970s, in regards to social change;

the role of mass media; imperialism and cultural invasion;

and, socio-economic development.
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community participation;

Modernization and Growth
The

central element of this

identification

paradigm

is

the metaphor of growth, and the

of growth with the idea of progress (Nisbett, 1980), Development

is

thus

conceived as organic, directional, cumulative, irreversible and purposive. The
modernization paradigm considers underdevelopment in terms of perceptible,
quantitative differences between rich and poor countries.

Development

in the

modernization sense, means bridging, by means of imitation processes, the gaps

between

traditional

and

modem

quantitative, predominantly

sectors.

As

criteria for

comparison, a number of

economic and growth indexes variables are applied.

Critics argued that the modernization concept

is

a disguised

synonym

for

"Westernization", namely the copying or implantation of Western mechanisms and

institutions in a Third

World

context.

In the modernization paradigm the

message going

&om a sender to a receiver.

can be summarized

channel to

Whom

in Lasswell's

communication process

is

seen simply as a

This hierarchic view on communication

formula (1948): "Who says What through Which

with What effect?

”

Researchers in the 1940s found that people were more influenced by personal
This
contacts and face-to-face persuasion than by the mass media (radio and press).
finding gave origin to the so-called "two step flow of communication

Berelson,

& Gaudet,

1944).

The

first

(Lazarsfeld,

formulation of the two-step-flow hypothesis was

opinion leaders and from these
the following: "Ideas often flow from radio and print to
to the less active sections

of the population" (Lazarsfeld

et al.,

1944, p.l51). Thus, two

into "active" and
elements are involved: (1) the notion of a population divided
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"passive" participants, or "opinion leaders" and "followers"; and (2) the notion of two-

step-flow of influence rather than a direct contact between "stimulus" and
"respondent".

Since that time, the role of personal influence has acquired a high status in
research on campaigns and diffusions. Central to the view of Lemer (1958, 1963), one

of the main representatives of this communication paradigm,

"empathy"

(i.e.,

only in

modem

society,

which

participant" (Lemer, 1958, p.50).

Lemer, claimed

the concept of

the capacity to see oneself in another fellow's situation).

hypothesis of his study was that "high empathic capacity

style

is

is

is

The major

the predominant personal

distinctively industrial, urban, literate

Schramm (1964) and Pool

(1966), building on

combining

that "a developing country should give special attention to

mass media with interpersonal communication" (Schramm, 1964, p.263)
media co-ordinate the interpersonal groups

and

that contribute the

or

let

"the

network of face-to-face

contact in a society" (Pool, 1966, p.l 10). So, in their opinion, mass media are the

"movers" or "motivators" for change and modernization.

Another approach, developed by Rogers (1962; Rogers

&

Shoemaker, 1973),

is

concerned with the process of diffusion and adoption of innovations in a more
systematic and planned way. According to Rogers and Shoemaker (1973), there are
four steps in the process of diffusion and adoption: (1) the knowledge of the
(persuasion);
innovation itself (information); (2) the communication of the innovation

the innovation (adoption or rejection);
(3) the decision to adopt or reject

confirmation of the innovation by the individual. The role of the media
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and

is

(4) the

concentrated

on the

first stage,

and “personal sources are most important

at the

evaluation stage in

the adoption process” (Rogers,
1962, p.99).
Critics

of the modernization paradigm charge that the
complexities of the

processes of change are too often ignored, that

consequences of economic,

and

that resistance against

political,

&

is

paid to the

and cultural macro-processes on the

local level,

change and modernization cannot be explained only on
the

basis of traditional value orientations and norms,
as

1979,

attention

little

many seem to imply (Roxborough,

Smith, 1973).

Dependency and Underdevelopment
The dependency paradigm was bom
the

dependency theory

one of the

first

is

in Latin

America. However, the father of

considered to be the American, Paul Baran (1957),

to articulate the theory that

who was

development and underdevelopment are

interrelated processes.

According to dependency theory, the strongest hindrances

to

development are

not found in the shortage of capital or management, as the modernization theorists
charged, but must be sought in the present international system. The obstacles are thus

not internal but external. This also means that the development in the Center

determines and maintains the underdevelopment in the Periphery. The two poles are
structurally cormected to each other (Servaes, 1987).

The
tradition,

political

early dependency theories were based

and

after a time,

on European Marxist research

were presented as variants

economy, primarily oriented

to the study
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in the tradition

of Marxist

of dependent and peripheral-

capitalist societies.

Over the

years, the dependistas developed into
theorists

who

studied capitalism as one comprehensive
world system with mutually changing
hierarchies, or they concentrated

on the formulation of theories and

political

models

with analyses of repressive bureaucratic
and military regimes and populist experiments
(Servaes, 1987).

In general,

most dependistas accept

that,

Western media products, a conservative and
culture

IS

together with the high volume of

capitalistic

ideology of consumption

transmitted and established. In this sense, they
challenge the points of

departure of the modernists and, in particular, those
of the diffusion theorists

assume

that the

media play an important

role in processes

of social change.

According to Canclini, "dependency theory provided the means
of domination, demystifying imperialism and
sole reason for the

its

who

for the critique

manipulation of consciousness

masses not behaving with revolutionary energy

—

the

that corresponds to

their historic interests" (1988, p. 471).

These concerns about imperialism,

cultural invasion,

voiced in numerous theatrical works disseminated

and domination were

in Brazil at the outset

of the 1970s

by the Popular Culture Centers. One of these, Jose da Silva and the Guardian Angel,
portrayed an average day in the

of imperialism on everyday

life

of a Brazilian

in order to reveal the

minute effects

life.

From

the moment he wakes up and switches on the light Jose pays his
dues to foreign companies (Light and Power). And so it goes on when
he cleans his teeth (Colgate Palmolive), drinks coffee (American

Coffee Company), when he goes to work whether in a Mercedes Benz
bus or walking in his Goodyear soles, or when he goes to the cinema to
see a western (Hollywood produces

Even

more than half the films shown

in

when he simply breathes the air, this
conditioned by Westinghouse. Made desperate by so many royalty
Brazil).

inside the cinema,
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is

payments, he decides to kill himself. But then the Guardian Angel
appears, with an English accent, in order to collect Smith and
Wesson's
royalties

from Jose (Boal, 1982,

p. 23).

This conceptual approach, in which

all

aspects of popular

life

derive from

macro-social powers, characterized the majority of sociological, communications
and
educational studies during the 1970s and 1980s. The media (television, radio,
advertising), as the cultural sectors

most closely luiked

to the multinational

corporations, confirmed the fertility of dependency theory and contributed to over-

estimating the impact of the dominant on popular consciousness (Canclini, 1988).

Although dependency theory flows from
paradigm, the

critics

dissatisfaction with the modernization

of the dependency point of view charge that

it is

not capable of

explaining the complex post-colonial reality (Bernstein, 1979; Brenner, 1977; Hansen

&

Schultz, 1981; Tail, 1975; Leys, 1977; and Warren, 1980).

for

example, a lack of internal class and

state analysis

Common criticisms

are,

within the Periphery; excessive

economic approaches; a naive view of production forms; an over emphasis on

external

variables as the cause of underdevelopment and dependency; and an erroneous

evaluation of the inter-nationalization of capital and production (Servaes, 1987).

Interdependency

As

the world changes,

new

challenges are posed. With the end of the Cold

War, the formation of new blocks of power, the extinction of the Soviet Union and

banned communist

state; the

its

growing of a globalized and capitalized world economy;
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and from the criticisms of the modernization and dependency paradigms,
a new
viewpoint on development
This
there are

is

emerging.

new development model of interdependency (Servaes,

no countries

that function

any nations whose development
In contrast to the

is

autonomously and

1987) assumes that

self-sufficiently,

nor are there

exclusively determined by external factors.

more economically and

politically oriented

approach

in the

modernization and dependency paradigms, the central idea of interdependency
lack of a universal development model. According to this view, development
integral, multidimensional,

and

dialectic process that

The interdependency model takes
areas: (1) the

structure,

is

the

an

can differ from society to society.

into consideration three general

problem

mutual dependency between the macro-level of the society or a given

and the micro-level of the social actions involved;

autonomy of organized

subjects;

and subordination versus
and

is

and

(3) the relationship

(2) the position

and the

of domination, dependency

liberation, selective participation

and emancipation of power,

interest contrapositions (Servaes, 1987, p. 222).

The interdependency model of development

is

based on the following

principles: basic needs, endogeny, self-reliance, ecology, participative democracy, and

structural

changes (Servaes, 1987). In the realm of communication research, Servaes

affirms that:

The former hierarchical, bureaucratic, and je/?<7er-oriented
communication model has been replaced by a more horizontal,
participative, and rece/ver-oriented approach. The emphasis is now
placed on communication as a process, i.e., the exchange of
"meanings," and the importance of this process,

i.e.,

the social

and social institutions that are the result of and are
determined by these communication processes. The present vision is
relational patterns
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based fundamentally on interactive,
participatory, and two-way
communication on all levels of the society.
(1987, p. 225).

This pomt of view on development
and communication

is

suitable to a

pedagogy of liberation based on the concept
of "dialogue" and "problem-posing"
education. Although Freire’s thoughts
on education, communication and
development

seem

to be rooted in the

another model, shares

dependency theory, the interdependency model,
also called

many of his

views, and approach to development and
education.

A comparison between two ideal-typical models for policy-making
research are set side-by-side in Table
2.2 (Servaes 1987

Kronenburg, 1986), printed next page.
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&

and

1988 adapted from

A Comparison between Two

Table 2.2

Research

Ideal-Typical

Models

for Policy-Making

Conventional Model
Assumption about target
group;

People lack abilities and resources to
develop themselves. They are helpless.

Motive for cooperation:

People need

to

be helped. Charity.

and

“Another" Model
People do have

develop

abilities to

themselves. These can be mobilized.

People are able

to help

themselves.

Empowerment.
Valuation of knowledge:

Learning relationship:

western knowledge
1

is

superior.

eacner-student; know-all versus know-

nothing.

1

raditional

Everybody
the

same

knowledge
is

is

equally relevant.

a teacher and student at

time;

everybody has something

of interest to share.
Attitude:

Paternalistic.

Objective of policymakers or

Implementation of project objectives.

Empathetic.

researchers:

btnving towards a

Time perspective:

Short term.

Long term.

Approach

F^roblem-solving.

Problem-posing.

Type

to

common

vision

and

understanding for self-development.

problems:

Executing tasks.

of work:

Listening to people. Analysis and
provision of information.

Agent of change:

Policymaker or researcher.

People themselves.

Change seen

Improvements.

Transformation.

Targets, objects.

Subjects.

Means

An

as:

People seen as:
Participation

seen as:

to

achieve ends.

Structure of organization:

Hierarchical, vertical.

Type

Formal,

of organization:

static.

Type of work:

Technical-economic.

Design

Productivity

criteria:

integral part of the project.

Horizontal, two-way.
Informal, dynamic.

Educational-organizational.

and economic growth.

Needs and

criteria for well-being

formulated by people themselves.

Leadership position;

Project leader.

Selection of leaders:

Appointed by higher authority.

Coordinator.

Preferably selected by people

themselves.

Leadership qualifications:

Relationship with people and

Decision-making, management,

Cooperation, delegation, receptive,

authoritative.

adaptability to

Expert-counterpart; authority centered.

Shared leadership; shared

new circumstances.
responsibility.

colleagues:
Effect of

Type of

absence of leader

solutions;

Project activities slow down.

Development process continues.

Symptom

Aimed

curing.

at elimination of root

structural

Mode

of communication:

Type of communication media

Monologue, consultation.
Mainly

causes;

change.

Dialogue.

mass media.

Mixed;

mass media as

well

as

interpersonal communication.

used:
Direction of ideas

and

Top-down, one-way.

Bottom-up, two-way.

Blue-print. Project approach.

Open-ended. Process approach.

By donor agency or higher

Usually by people themselves.

infonriation:

Planning format:

Initiative for

evaluation:

authority.
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D evelopment Co mmunic ation

The

field

Strategies and Materials Developmpnt

of development seems to be one of the most
diverse

workforce. The knowledge,

skills,

and

attitudes usually required

in

terms of its

from development

practitioners are technical knowledge, language
skills, and adaptability. In the field of

development communications, language

skills are

not enough. All the qualities

described by Paulo Freire as necessary for true
dialogue

hope, and

critical thinking) are relevant for the

the field of development or

communicating

(e.g., love, faith,

humility,

communication practitioner working

in a culture that is not his or her

in

own-

independent of geographic location.

The

field

of socioeconomic, communications, and community development

within the United States has been characterized by a growing
population of

immigrants
individuals

—

in

many

in

need of health and human services, education, and

cases low-educated and economically disadvantaged

Because effective development communication depends on

training.

users, practitioners

should be able to assess their needs, attitudes, perceptions, and behaviors, prior to the

implementation of any development communication project.
Materials development, social marketing, and visual literacy are themes usually
associated with development communications. These themes require field practitioners
to be in fine tune with cultural aspects that

may

interfere with the

outcomes of an

information campaign, an educational program, or an evaluation of existing

development

projects.
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Development communication includes the
evaluation of communication technology to

all

study, analysis, promotion, and

sectors of development, and

is

based on

the premise that development problems are
massive in scale requiring immediate
solutions.

Some of the
education

health,

field.

and

first

applications of development communication were in the

Recently applications have been extended to agriculture, population,

nutrition, addressing

radio, theater,

development problems via

television, print media,

and a variety of folk media. Development communication programs

have benefited from hybrid systems of communication
instructional media, social marketing,

There are different approaches

strategies

based on

and participatory approaches.
in

communication

strategies.

The Academy

for

Educational Development's Clearinghouse on Development Communication has
characterized the four following categories of development communication strategies:

media-based strategies
instructional design strategies

participatory strategies

marketing strategies

Each represents

a particular approach on

various development needs.
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how to

use communications to meet

The media-based approach emphasizes

made

in terms

of the appropriateness of the medium chosen

media) to convey a specific message,

The

the "medium." Considerations are

its

(i.e.,

TV,

radio, print

cost and benefits, and message distribution.

instructional design approach focuses

on individual learning as the

fundamental objective. Instructional designers are plan and systems-oriented. This
strategy

is

based on three key stages: (1) pre-program planning and development, (2)

instructional intervention,

and (3) an ongoing monitoring and evaluation system with

clear results in knowledge, attitudes,

and behavior. The planning and development

stage involves the collection of information needed in order to implement an effective

program design which

is

developed according to budget, selected audience,

communication channels, and behavioral

goals.

The

intervention stage assures cyclical

changes to reduce audience's fatigue and permit a continued renewal of audience
involvement. The monitoring and evaluation stage permits the planner to detect

problems and make interactive changes

The

in educational strategies.

participation strategies consider

community cooperation and personal

growth as the central organizing principles. The social revolution of the 60s and 70s
focused even greater attention on communication as a means to liberation and social
binding. During this period a whole genre of non-formal education methods and

techniques became trendy such as the use of tape recorder, folk media, song, theater,
puppets, and games. Such practices and the wide spread of popular education

movements

in Latin

America contributed

to a

potential.
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new

understanding of communication's

The

principles of marketing are applied to social
marketing,

considered a
for

new

which has been

organizing strategy that relies heavily on
communication as a vehicle

promoting health products and changing

notion of social marketing

was

traditional behaviors

codified in 1975

and

beliefs.

The

when Kohler published Marketing for

Nonprofit Organizations.

No matter what communication

strategy

is

selected

it

must be adapted

to

regional differences in culture, media use, and language.

The impact of communication techniques
political,

will vary according to the social,

and geographical environment where they emerge.

The Social Marketing Approach
"Why

can't you sell brotherhood

and rational thinking

like

you

sell

soap"?

(G.D.Wiebe, 1952).

This question posed by Wiebe
field

many years ago was paramount

in launching the

of social marketing. The underlying question was "Can the principles used

in the

marketing of products be applied to the marketing of ideas, particularly those deemed
beneficial to society?" (Salmon, 1989, p.l9).

Information campaigns and social marketing efforts represent attempts

planned social change (Kotler

& Zaltman,

1971; Rogers, 1973; Zaltman

at

& Duncan,

1977; Kotler, 1978; Paisley, 1981). Examples of information campaigns and social

marketing
cigarette

are:

massive health interventions designated to eradicate AIDS, stop

smoking or prevent premature heart

birth control strategies. Other

attack, or to

promote family planning and

examples include sophisticated multi-media
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efforts

by

political

groups attempting to elect candidates and influence
the social agenda

(Salmon, 1989).
Social marketing, a term

communication,
ideas

IS

in

result

vogue

to the level

of development

of the audience's behavioral

of the campaign. The ultimate goal of many information campaigns

social change, implying that the desired

skills,

in the field

the leading force in information campaigns where
the "selling" of

commonly measured according

change as a
is

is

much

outcome should

knowledge, and attitudes towards a certain issue

change

reflect a

(i.e.,

in people's

health, education,

agriculture, civil rights, etc).

Nevertheless,

we

cannot forget, as Salmon (1989) put

engineer change in society

is

upon the ends pursued and

the

The
to the

conflict

means employed

of forces present

in

one

in

"Any

which not

effort to

all

persons agree

to achieve these ends."

most information campaigns

is

usually related

fundamental tension between social control and individual freedoms, because

social marketing efforts, in

(e.g.,

a value-laden activity,

it:

one way or another, employ mechanisms of social control

the passage of laws, the inculcation or modification of social norms, the

promotion of new values,

The

social marketing process can be divided into three phases: (1) the

definition of a social

activities;

and

An

etc).

problem meriting intervention;

(3) evaluation

(2) implementation

of the effectiveness of those

information campaign

is

of campaign

activities.

a form of social intervention prompted by a

determination that some situation represents a social problem demanding social action

(Salmon, 1989). Depending upon the context,
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this social situation

can be described as

some

individual or group, a change agent or agency, aiming at changing individual or

group behavior,

By

attitudes, or

knowledge.

defining certain situations as "undesirable" or "in need of change"

and then prescribing
organization

is

efforts to change individuals and groups, an
attempting to control the process of change, to adapt

economic environments in a manner which
deemed desirable by the change agency (Salmon, 1989, p.21).

political, social or

That some condition

problem or

threat

is

problematic means only that

it

relative to the values, context,

is

has been defined as a

by someone or some group (Edelman, 1964; Cobb

The nature of any information campaign,

its

& Elder,

1983).

as well as the definition of "problems," are

and culture where the campaign has been launched. One

can say that an information campaign emerges as a "solution" to something that some
organization has defined as a "problem," but the nature of the problem

by the organization's

definition

is

not limited

and might not even be perceived as a "problem" by the

target population.

As Wallack
in the

vacuum

(1981, p. 221) has observed, "...these campaigns do not take place

but confront strongly vested financial interests and deep-rooted well

established values."

I

am

sure

many development

interests invested in

political

practitioners

some information campaigns

maneuvers made

have noticed the play of financial
in

developing countries, and the

in order to define an existing

problem

in

accordance with an

organization's interest. For instance, family planning and population control strategies

usually promote the use of birth-control devices

etc), the

(e.g.,

condoms, diaphragms,

pills,

use of which benefits the producers of such devices; nutrition campaigns are
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attached to

some

specific product (e.g.

baby formulas, soy products,

on agriculture practices are associated with the
use of fertilizers,

to

etc.);

information

mention a few.

Given that no single definition of a problem is
uniquely accurate, the
power to control the framing or defining of an issue is
of paramount
importance

if an organization is to gain acceptance
of its proposed
solution (Salmon, 1989, p. 25).

Usually the power to define the situation resides
with government,

development agencies, corporations, and other
social

power and

resources, and access to the

institutions possessing legitimacy,

mass media. Yet, some campaigns

conducted by socially disadvantaged groups seeking

are

to induce systemic change.

Goals of campaigns can be classified as evolutionary or revolutionary

in

regards to change. Tlie former can be viewed as maintenance
of the system or

transmission of the status quo, the

seeks to alter basic societal

latter, in contrast,

assumptions, laws and nomis (Salmon, 1989,

Paulo Freire's Literacy Method

p. 25).

good example of a campaign

in Brazil is a

tiied to induce revolutionary change. In general, this latter type

be less

common and

power

of campaign tends to

less successful than the former.

The power imbalance
the direction and the

that

in defining the causes

means used towards

to define a situation as a

location of the problem, the

problem

of certain problems will also

social change.

carries with

domain of society

to

it

As Salmon

alter

explains, “the

the ability to define the cause or

which change

efforts will be applied”

(1989, p. 27).

For instance,
typical response

if a sufficiently large

might be to

call for

number of individuals

die of lung cancer, a

information campaigns to get smokers to stop
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smoking; alternatively, a response
might be to eliminate federal subsidies
of tobacco
growing, or to control the spread
of tobacco products advertising.
The direction

which the resultmg change
directly

problem

effort is applied (system versus
individuals) follows

from the problem definition

Frequently the
is

to engineer

in

that prevails.

response on the part of an agency that
has defined a

initial

ways of changing behaviors of individuals
or victims

by a problem rather than addressing the
systemic roots of the problem

itself,

affected

a

derivation of the notion of "blaming
the victim" (Dervin, 1980).

Many information campaigns
intent

of changing individual behaviors

If well

aimed

are

(i.e.,

at

promoting health education with the

breast feeding, nutrition, hygiene habits).

conceived, repeated over time, and reinforced
through interpersonal

intervention, the

campaigns may very

1989, p. 28). At the same time,

of health

is

it

likely begin to influence behaviors
(Salmon,

has been argued that the most powerful determinant

socioeconomic status and

that

by elevating the standard of living and

eliminating poverty and illiteracy, the greatest amount
of health enhancement could be

accomplished (Levin, 1987).
After defining a situation as "problematic" an organization
must decide

whether to intervene and,

if so, in

applications of social values.

what manner. Either choice

The attempt by organizations

will involve further

to foster

planned social

change via information campaigns may be perceived by some people as a

threat to

individual freedom. John Stuart Mill (1859) expressed this sentiment in his

On

Liberty:

He cannot rightfully
better for

him

to

do

be compelled to do or forebear because it will be
because it will make him happier, because in

so,
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the opinion
to his

of others,

to

do so would be

own feelings and circumstances

wise, even right. With respect
the most ordinary man or woman

has means of knowledge immeasurably
surpassing those than can be
possessed by anyone else.

The dilemma faced by change agents
efforts to

improve society through planned

to influence others, and,

is,

on one hand, the realization

social

on the other hand, the

that

change are predicated upon the need

realization that manipulation

of the

behavior of others constitutes a violation of
their essential humanity (Kelman,
1969).

Zaltman and Duncan (1977) describe four major
categories of strategies,

n^mt\y power, persuasion, normative-reeducative,

andfaciliiaiive. These strategies

can be differentiated in terms of the degree of
personal freedom each one allows—as
is

represented in the following continuum

Persuasion

—

line:

Normative-Reeducative

^repressive strategies

Power

it

Facilitative

freedom-enhancing strategies-^

strategies are those in

which

a

change agency imposes change on some

group, usually through a legal mandate or control of financial
resources

(e.g.,

Supreme

Court decisions on racial integration and abortion; law enforcement on
the use of seatbelts, etc.).

Persuasion strategies tend to be effective in cases in which resources available
to the

change agency are limited; the change agency must create needs, motivation and

commitment on
is

the part of the change target group, and resistance by the change target

anticipated (Salmon, 1989).

The

strategy of persuasion

but less repressive than that of power

(e.g.,

is

considered manipulative

"propaganda" campaigns, commercial

advertising).
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The normative-reeducative
than either of the

first

strategy

exists

is

manner upon exposure

seen as most effective

and lack awareness of some solution to

campaigns;

AIDS

The fourth

considered far more freedom-enhancing

two, and assumes that information can be
considered neutral and

that individuals will act in a corresponding

This type of strategy

is

when
that

to that information.

individuals believe that a problem

problem

(e.g.,

public information

prevention education).
strategy

is

that

of facilitation,

resources available to a system that

is

in

which an organization makes

interested in changing but

which lacks

certain

material ingredients to change. For this type of change to be
effective, a change target

must be aware of a problem and must want

to change, resistance

must be minimal, and

the only barrier to change must be lack of resources (Salmon,
1989).

Many private

foundations and governmental agencies provide grants to organizations seeking to

improve communities, promote the

No

arts or

matter what kind of strategy

is

otherwise benefit the public welfare.

chosen by the change agency, the definition

of social phenomena as problems, the locus of change proposed, and the selection of
facts to

be presented,

“all

involve the imposition of value judgements and attempts to

influence individuals” (Salmon, 1989, p.35).

Public and individual interests are defined in terms of a specific culture and

economic,

social, psychological

interests include

economic

and

spiritual values.

Some

its

inventories of these

such conditions as health and the maximization of individuals'

satisfaction (Schumpeter, 1965); wealth, well-being, affection, skill, respect,

enlightenment, freedom and power (Lasswell, 1962); and enhancement of individual

freedom (Kelman, 1969).

Salmon argues

that there

public mterest, and “thus
efforts are

little

is

hope

promoting anything but

In the

no single
that

we

interests

definition regarding

what constitutes the

can validly argue that our campaign
valued by some, but not

all” (1989, p. 37).

words of Warwick and Kelman (1978):

There

is very little consensus on what
constitutes personal well-being
and individual freedom on the definition of the
"ideal man" to which
social change ought to be directed. The choice
of goals in this area
depends on one's view of what is good for man, of what
is happiness,
and of how individuals should relate to the state and
surrounding

—

society (p.393).

Gerald Dworkin (1979) and John Kleinig (1984) have analyzed
a number of
social interventions in terms of the concept of paternalism,
defined as "the interference

with a person

s liberty

interests or values

of action justified by reasons of welfare, good, happiness, needs,

of the person being coerced" (Salmon, 1989,

p. 38).

Salmon

also

suggests that:

The paradox of paternalism is that the goal of self-fulfillment is
achieved, in part, through the abrogation of personal freedom. Thus the
term "benevolent manipulation" is used to describe paternalistic efforts
change someone for his or her own good, or
agency's vision of that good (1989, p.38).

to

Not every campaign

will be

judged

at least, a

effective, largely

cannot be defined in absolute terms. Instead,

it is

change

because effectiveness

a subjective determination resulting

from expectations and values of the evaluator.
Information campaigns are not merely mass media campaigns, although most

employ mass media vehicles

in conjunction

Some campaigns have

with interpersonal delivery systems.

attempted to change highly involving personal habits

while others have attempted to influence ephemeral and
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trivial

behaviors.

Some have

been heavily funded by governmental
agencies, while others have
efforts

relied

on voluntaiy

and small budgets.

The various impacts
rather than

resulting

from a campaign may occur over
generations

weeks and thereby be overlooked. An
example of this occurs with

development campaigns designed
reducing the birth

rate,

for such

outcomes as preventing infant mortality,

or improving the health behaviors
of residents of developing

nations.

The contextual

factors surrounding a

communication campaign cannot be

overlooked. Campaigns are not conducted
in a social vacuum; they represent
one

mechanism of change

in direct competition

with others.

Kurt Lewin's notion of how change occurs
time

the result of a

is

Some of these

is

that "a behavior at

dynamic balancing of forces working

some point

in

in opposite directions."

forces can be considered driving forces, whereas
other, opposing forces

can be construed as restraining forces. The interaction
of these two
creates an equilibrium point at

which a behavior

is

"frozen."

sets

offerees

To induce change

,

i.e.,

to

"unfreeze" a behavior, one must either increase the magnitude
of the driving force or

decrease the magnitude of the restraining force,

at

which point a new equilibrium

will

emerge.
Furthermore, “campaigns represent only one social force

and restraining forces” (Salmon, 1989.

p. 44).

among many driving

Other driving and restraining forces

stem from a variety of social influences. Religion, education, social

class, family

and

peer groups constitute powerful forces operating simultaneously with a campaign on

an individual or system.
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Ibe Somali Case: An Example from
An

interesting

multicultural setting

the

Fioirf

example of development
communication campaign

comes from

my experience working as a materials

in

a

development

consultant in Africa.
In 1986,

1

was

hired by the Johns Hopkins
University/ Population

Communication Services
International

Mogadishu,

I

to

work

in a project

Development (USAID)
realized that

I

in

funded by the United States
Agency for

Mogadishu, Somalia. Upon

would be working with

a

my arrival

in

team from the Curriculum

Development Center, a Somali governmental
organization,

in a national

campaign

combating female circumcision.

The campaign
to

my departure

itself fell like

to Somalia, that

I

a

bomb

in

our hands.

would be working

the impression that the local
government

in

I

was not even aware,

such a campaign.

was being pressured by outside

1

was under

forces,

as international development agencies,
to launch that campaign combating

prior

such

pWomc

circumcision in the country.

It is

important to locate the time and circumstances
in which that campaign

was launched
1979, a

in order to

understand the involvement of outside donors. In
February of

World Health Organization (WHO) conference on

"Traditional Practices

Affecting the Health of Women" was held in Khartoum,
the capital of Sudan. Thus

began a cautious campaign against the practice of female sexual
mutilation ("female
circumcision") in Africa. This practice predominates in approximately

40%

of that

continent's geographical area. These practices are carried out
ritually on girls,

and female

infants.

Tht pharaonic circumcision
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is

women,

without a doubt physically painful

and psychologically harmful

to the

women

subjected to

done by a midwife with no
anesthetic of any
festive atmosphere,
followed

surrounded by her female

When we were
nurses,

realized the

I

sort. TTte

by refreshments, and

visiting the village clinics
in

Besides

her body has been removed, she

and give

of diseases

that,

may

when

a girl

(e.g.,

many

in their lives.

The

are: infections, tetanus,

that a vital part

of

experience extreme apathy and
depression.

Many pharaonized women eat

babies are

girl

prolepses, tumors).

grow up knowing

less

they menstruate, have sex,

during their pregnancy because they

believe a small baby will hurt less
during delivery.
attitudes,

in a

Somalia to interview a number
of

women usually experience extreme pain when

birth.

circumcised

amount of suffering pharaonized
women undergo

fever.

is

circumcision often happens

gifts to the

most frequent problems resulting
from circumcision

Pharaonized

Usually the operation

relatives.

TTte pharaonic circumcision
can hide a lot

hemorrhage, and

it.

As

a consequence

of those

bom malnourished.

Despite the pain, and the existing educational
and religious campaigns against

female mutilation,

many women

In countries like

on a

still

take their daughters to be circumcised.

Sudan and Somalia the pharaonic circumcision

large percentage of the female population
across

Many people
quo, as the

He

consider

Muslim
assured

it

is

performed

economic and academic

levels.

a religious custom, others do not dare to go
against the status

leader interviewed by Lightfoot-Klein suggested:

me that there was

nothing in the Koran about the pharaonic.
custom brought over from Egypt in ancient times," and had
nothing whatsoever to do with religion." There was a religious
book
called the Sunna from the works of the Prophet, "which
mentioned
ei^t degrees of circumcision short of the pharaonic, the first degree
being no more than a ritual scratch, which satisfies the requirements
of
It

was

"a
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religion completely."

He

himself was "very

practice the pharaonic," and

^dest form of the

much

against that barbarous

m his religious capacity advocated the

sunna. Did he have any daughters?

mat had been done about them? They have all been Indeed he had
pharaonized. How
was this possible m view of his stated
beliefs? One could not go against
custom he

said.

Custom was too

strong in the people.

defy custom. (H. Lightfoot-Klein,
1989,

Knowledge alone
informed about what

is

is

not enough to change behavior.

good or bad

for

No

one could

p. 13).

him or herself, what

One may be

well

brings happiness and what

causes pain. Yet without support from
society, religion, family, and peer
groups, that

"knowledge"

may be

blurred by other factors such as fear
of rejection and exclusion.

Therefore any information campaign dealing
with deeply rooted values should focus
not only on providing information but
also on questioning those values, and
on

providing alternatives to behavioral changes.
In the context

problem-posmg

strategies

strategies. Telling

circumcised

is,

of the Somali campaign combating female
circumcision,

would have been

more appropriate than problem-solving

Somali mothers they should not take

their daughters to be

m my opinion, a naive approach to change. If the mothers are afraid of

the consequences their daughters

change

far

would

suffer if not circumcised, they

would not

their traditional practice, because they believe society
will not guarantee the

success of their choice.

Telling the

women to

Circumcision for Somali

change

their behavior is a

form of blaming the victims.

women is not a matter of choice,

it

is in fact

a social

and

religious duty they feel compelled to undergo.

Any attempt by government to change

traditional social behavior

have any effect without a conscientization process involving the whole
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would not

society, not

just

women. Dialogue among

women, and

the different societal groups,
religious leaders, men,

would help

elders

to create a structural support
for behavioral change and

sustained efforts to combat an
oppressive practice against
In short, public information
social

women.

campaigns and social marketing

change have to deal with issues such

as:

efforts

aiming

at

mobilizing community support for

change; social barriers to change;
social values implicitly and
explicitly promoted by

campaigns, and social power of change
agents.
In the process

circumcision, the

artists

IS

was

of developing strategies for a campaign
combating female
obstacle

first

I

encountered in working with the team of
graphic

the resistance towards print media.

The Somalis frequently

stated that theirs

essentially an oral society that relates
well through storytelling, songs,

and

that they are not

materials.

However,

accustomed
I

to

communicating messages by means of visual

noticed in the city of Mogadishu that drawings
and paintings

were commonly used as emblems on walls
marketplace.

It

was

and drama,

also

common to

to advertise the things sold inside the

see large murals used as political propaganda.

These drawings, wall paintings and murals were not
used

for decorative purposes nor

were they simply an expression of the love of art, but rather
represented a conscious
use of visual means of communication.
In a country like Somalia,

which has

a very high adult illiteracy rate, the

for effective visual materials for social marketing

was obvious.

The campaign against female circumcision
Female circumcision

is

in

Somalia was very complex.

not like a drug that people get addicted to because

them pleasure, or helps them

to escape

from

their situation,
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need

it

brings

even though there

is

some

peer pressure irrvolved

ir,

both.

Some

anti-drug campaigns are
based on information-

giving, and appeal to
individual's choice and free
will, as for instance,
"Just

Say No'' campaign. Drugs
with few exceptions are not

Nancy Reagan's

socially accepted,

therefore campaigns combating
a social evil are perfectly
reasonable- even a

drugs

is

justified. But,

how can we justify a campaign

tradition, a socially required
practice, a “religious”

women JUST SAY NO? To
In the initial phase

To

society?

combating a well-accepted

custom? To what would these

To

security?

their elders?

To God?

of the campaign, as part of the
assessment of the audience

belief system, the team decided
to create a poster to be
pre-tested in

nie

pre-testing of the poster

level.

was aimed primarily

of the poster to see

The poster portrayed on
ritual.

some

The

artists

draw

a

if they

the

left

pointmg

to a text in

artists tested

were conveying what they had intended.

hand side a scene of the female circumcision

mother and a uniformed nurse holding a

the right-hand side of the poster there

local clinics,

at assessing people's visual
literacy

Before testing the message, or the
poster, as a whole, the graphic

different parts

war on

was

a picture

is

on

a table.

On

of a sheik holding the Koran

which the Prophet told the parents

not mflict any pain on their daughters. The
text

girl

to treat their children well and

written inside a bubble

coming from

the sheik's mouth, in a cartoon fashion.
In the pre-testing phase,

circumcision scene,

many women

because they "knew" when a
her, not only

two

when

showed

did not interpret

girl is

as in the picture.

the artists

it

the picture of the

as "the girl

being circumcised there are

The

is

being circumcised"

many people around

figure of the sheik did not inspire
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much

respect

because "He
relate to a

is

no. Somali, he looks
Pakistani," a

said.

So they could no.

non-Somali sheik.

The sheik
same perspective

figure

was

also perceived as floating
because he

level as the

women

in the scene.

of separation between the
women and the
during a

woman

girl's

circumcision.

So

Ihe

artists

sheik, because he

the artists framed the

was not put

at the

had to create some form

would not be with them

two scenes

separately inside

squares.

Another tentative solution was
to draw the mother holding
her daughter's hand
and bringing her to the nurse
to be
to place the sheik.

cut.

In this version the artists

The drawing of the sheik was

the

same

were not clear where

for both posters. Since the

sheik had his right hand held up
in an attempt to stop the
action, the

know who
were

artists

did not

the sheik should be stopping,
the mother or the nurse. Both
alternatives

tested.

Other pictures related to the topic of
circumcision had been pre-tested before

by the same

artists. In

circumcised-the

one case a picture meant to

girl is

around the

watchmg

girl's

mad

legs

is

girl,

and she was

tied

down with a

girl

who had been
hand-was

up because she was mad. Tying

part of the healing process after the
operation.

the pre-testing asked villagers for
suggestions.

girl sitting

a

standing up and holding a stick with
her right

perceived as a picture of a
sticks

illustrate

The

artists

The second version shows

stick next to her leg. This picture

was recognized by

all

a

the

villagers asked.

Another strategy developed

for the

same campaign was

followed by pictures illustrating the scenes being
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told.

the use of storytelling,

In Latin

America the use of photographs
accompanied by written

m the pictures similar to cartoons is very
Illustrated

popular.

is

to create a sto.y-line

by photographs with some
narrative and dialogues
evoking action and

romance. This style of print
media
after the popular

is

called/o/ouovc/u (photo-novel).
This style took

form of soap-operas or

tele-novelas, as they are called
in Latin

Many information campaigns apply

America.

The idea

text inserted

to capture audience's
attention. In Latin

this

America

youth and under-educated people.
The text

is

geme of photo-illustrated
this

geme

is

narrative

popular mostly

among

short and written in colloquial
language,

plus the pictures help the reader
to complete the message if
the text

is

not completely

understood. This kind of photo-text
interplay works well with
Latin American

audiences because tele-novelas

Thus, influenced by

are, to a large extent, part

my own

cultural heritage,

fotonovelas as one of the strategies to be
tried
circumcision.

widespread
difficulties

in

1

was aware

that

in the

I

of their thematic universe.

suggested the use of

Somali campaign against female

photographs and televised images were
not as

Somalia as they were

in Latin

America.

I

was

also aware of the

encountered in conveying messages through
pictures to a

illiterate target

population. Also, from the technical point
of view, photographs would not be our
best

choice for various reasons:
(1) In Somalia,

in

order to take pictures, a person needs to

apply for a photo-permit issued by the government,
otherwise the mere act of shooting
pictures

is

considered

pictures taken,

many

printing facilities

pictures

illegal; (2)

Somali people

in general

do not

like to

have

their

believe their souls could be captured in a
photograph; (3) The

we had

access to were not very good in reproducing photos,
the

would come out blurred and hard

to read;
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and (4) The

artists

involved in the

project

were not professional photographers,
and they were not

skilled in taking or

developing black-and-white pictures.
In addition to

all

these logistical factors hindering
the process of making photo-

stones similar to the Latin American

style, there

were other reasons

to believe

photographs would not be the most
appropriate means to communicate with
an
audience not used to them. Nevertheless,
the Somali

artists liked the idea

picture interplay in a cartoon-like
fashion to convey their messages.
So,

with a compromising strategy, which
Since the

would take
publicly.

artists

pictures

were not very

among

They would

we named:
skilled in

of text-

we came up

photo-tracing.

drawing

facial expressions, they

themselves, to avoid involving other people,
or doing

trace the pictures with a fine black

facial features. After tracing

marker for more definition of

over the pictures, they would black out the
background

leaving only the main subject outlined, then they
would use tracing paper to
picture

mto an outlined simple-to-read drawing. After having

the artists

it

would paste them up

in a story sequence,

squares or bubbles (see figure 2.3). Unfortunately

I

all

make

that

the pictures needed,

with some written text inserted
left

in

the country before they start

pre-testing these materials.

My short-termed experience in
problems one

may encounter

problem a development

in the field

practitioner

developing country. At least in
not knowing the country and

Somalia gave just a hint of the kinds of

may

of development communications.
find

is

A common

defining his or her role in the

my case this confusion resulted from various factors:

its

culture well

enough

to be able to

communicate with

people effectively; feeling powerless and unable to make significant changes; not
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understanding the power play

development agency,
campaign; realizing

committed

among

different organizations (local
government,

local organizations)

and the

my own conflict of vaiues;

to or affected

by the

local society;

interests

and benefits involved

in the

being perceived as an outsider,
not

and belonging to a

different

signification-system.

Figure 2.3 Pictures produced by Somali artists for
a health education brochure (1986)
with the author’s assistance.

My experience in Somalia has brought me invaluable knowledge and
awareness of the need to develop research tools that communication
practitioners and
educators could use to reveal that complex signification system contained
in a culture.
I

have also learned from that experience that before we

whom we
education

are

—

communicating no dialogue can

in the Freirean sense

really happen,

— can develop.
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really

know the people

with

and therefore no true

Semiotics and Development Communications
Freire suggests that "effective

communication

communication demands

direct their admiration

upon the same

through linguistic signs pertaining to the universe

comprehend,
In the

we know

if

in a similar

are admiring the

subjects grasp similar meanings from the

to materials

find

I

it

common to

set

common to

p. 70).

of semiotic questions:

both"?

it

both, so that they will

same object of communication? What

linguistic signs "pertaining to the universe

these questions

object; that they express

way, the object of communication"
(1976,

above statement Freire has planted a

we

that the Subjects in

How do

are the

How can different

same object of communication?

relevant to mention the study of semiotics and

its

In regard to

implications

development.

Semiotics was founded by a Swiss linguist, Ferdinand de Saussurre, and
an

American philosopher, Charles

S. Peirce, in the early part

growth was also strongly influenced by the French

of the 20th century.

structural anthropologist

Its

Claude

Levi-Strauss.

Semiotics

communication.

is

the discipline

It is

which studies both verbal and averbal systems of

thus relevant to the problems of human interference and message

exchanges involving cross-cultural communications.

There

is

substantial disagreement

on the extent

to

which

pictorial perception

depends on culture, certainly a major source for human individual differences (Sebeok,
1976). Stick-figures, cartoons, sketches, paintings, photographs and a host of other

images are

possibilities for pictorial representation, with varying degrees
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of accuracy;

the perception of all depictions,
moreover, varies across species, cultures,
and times

(Sebeok, 1981).

Semiotics

is

an attempt to decipher the rules governing
our communication

process, and to bring

them to our consciousness. Though

Greek root meaning "sign" and

become

it is

its

a

the study of the codes through which
people communicate, verbally or
is, first

to separate

an

act, called "the signlfier,"

meaning, called "the signified."

When

a

man

offers a

woman

a red rose, for instance, the signifier

of giving the rose, but the signified
little importance (Pines, 1982).
act

To understand the
that

name comes from

often defined as the study of signs,
semiotics has

nonverbally. The method of semiotics

from

its

is

romance. The rose

signifier

by

its

history of use, or

the received ideas that

we

reality, but

carry around in our heads

— meanings

by other aspects of a

given culture. According to Marshal Blonsky, the key
question

Says Blonsky, "signs do not mirror

the

itself has

signified, the semiotician looks for connotations

have been attached to a

this before?"

is

is:

"Where have

I

seen

bring echoes of some of

—

old narratives, myths, events or

values" (Pines, 1982).

The analyses of sociopolitical events from
said, "are applicable in negotiations

a semiotic perspective, as Godvich

of all kinds, as well as

communication with people from other cultures"

in establishing

(Pines, 1982).

Semiotics, “the pivotal branch of the integrated science of communication”

(Jakobson, 1970, p. 33),

is

concerned with the formulation and encoding of messages

by sources, the transmission of these messages through channels, the decoding and
interpretation

of these messages by destinations, and
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their signification.

Every form of physical energy propagation
(e.g„ chemical,
tactile, electric,

Any

messages.

bemgs

optical, acoustic,

temperature-based, and others) can be used
as a channel for conveying
living entity can be either a

message source or destination.

Human

are unique in being able to process
both verbal and averbal messages.
Averbal

messages

are,

by definition not

one another according

linguistic.

to several criteria

Averbal messages can be distinguished
from

of semiotic relevance.

A

message can be

conventional, natural, or a multimessage.

Convenlionat messages are those whose power
to signify

on some prior agreement, presumed

to

have been reached

at

is

thought to depend

some temporal juncture

and thereafter accepted as a matter of custom.
The meaning of a conventional message
is

invariably circumscribed to a time and place.

So-called natural messages, on the other hand, have
the power to signify the

same things

at all

times and in

all

places, precisely because their interpretation
does

not presuppose a familiarity with the conventions of a
particular group. Example of
natural averbal messages are

what physicians

call

symptoms, or smoke coming from a

fire.

By contrast,

there

is

also something designated as a "multimessage",

i.e.

a

conventional gesture that has a number of totally distinct meanings, the choice
of
interpretation depending

gesture

meaning

on the time and the place.

An example

of a multimessage

different things in different countries, such as "thumbs-up"

nodding of the head; or the raised hand gesture, such

that the

form a

circle,

and which

places

may be

which

for

Americans

signifies "O.K.",

interpreted as an obscene gesture.
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thumb and

;

is

the

forefinger

in other cultures

and

a

A message can be defined as a selection out
.mportant component
takes place. Context

is

is

the

message context, or

of a code by a source.

setting, in

which the

A very

entire transaction

often the crucial factor in
resolving the significance of a

message.

The message received by
message sent by the source;
not agree with

message

its

the destination

in other

Messages can also be
most messages are

seldom

identical to the

is

between input and output, or what
causes a

called noise.

classified as iconic, indexical.
or symbolic. In actuality,

a combination

Umberto Eco affirms

in practice,

words, the output of the channel
generally does

input. TTie discrepancies

to be unclear or obliterated,

is,

of two or

all

three aspects.

that “icons, symbols,

and indices are types of semiotic

functioning, and signs are the result of
just such global interaction of these
modalities”

(Eco, 1985, pp. 177-8).

An

iconic message

is

one which resembles— according

some conventionally accepted criterion— some
agent of the
refers.

Images, such as drawings or photographs, are

Western cultures: there

is

real

commonly

world

to

to

which

it

utilized icons in

an assumed isomorphism between the pictorial

representation and the thing represented.

It is

important to notice that iconic relations

can be grasped only by those already informed of the
code, or convention being used.

An

indexical message

is

one which "points to" an object or

is

a sample of it.

I

noticed in Somalia, a country where written language became
formalized in the early
1970s, and

still

has a high rate of illiteracy, that indexical messages were drawn
on the

walls of markets and stores, replacing verbal signs. For instance,
pictures of camels

were placed where camel meat was

sold.
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A symbolic message is one whose relationship to
represent

is

arbitrary,

and

is

the object that

it

intends to

understandable because of a pre-existing
social

convention which specifies that the
message

will, to all

who

concur, stand for thus-

and-so. For example, the Statue
of Liberty, initially created to represent
a classic
virtue,

became

the symbol of the United States
of America, or

New York City as

its

port of entry. Advertisement
agencies have extensively explored this
symbolism.

The
emblem.

technical

An example

recognized as a

word

for highly formalized

of an emblem

way of designating

symbols

in the visual

mode

is

the abstract wheelchair design, widely

is

access to a handicapped person. Figure
2.4 shows

examples of emblems, which we tend

to read as signs

of danger, or information on

where one can find a telephone, food, restrooms,
camping

area, etc.

Other emblems are

not so widely recognized, like the ones used
in garments for washing instructions.

^ X A
Figure 2.4 Example of

f

© © A (D

Emblems

Each mode of communication

—

iconic, indexical, symbolic, or

emblematic

has a set of advantages and a corresponding set of disadvantages,
which “are both

context-bound” (Sebeok, 1976, p.l21).
It is

relevant for those working in the field of applied communications,

especially those in developing countries, to be able not only to analyze messages
from
a semiotic point of view but also to investigate the context in
are developed.

It is

which these messages

important to understand the signification system of each given
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culture in

which one communicates,

its

rules, taboos,

different signifiers to
refer to the content

"signified" or intetpretation

that the puzzle

psychological nor an aesthetic
one:
a linguistic system.

"We

of a message may

of the same message by

Eco (1985) suggests

it

is

and language codes. The
use of

we

its

drastically

receiver.

face in producing signs

a cultural one,

and as such

it is

are dealing with verbal
language insofar as

about visual experiences,
and

we

modify the

must, then, understand

how verbal

it

is

neither a

filtered

through

conveys notions

language makes

the non-verbal experience
recognizable, speakable and
affable" (Eco, 1985, p.l 59
).
In order for a process

of communication to be

most elemental, requirement. But
the notion of code
order to

make communication possible, one
needs

Awareness of the

multiplicity

called signs are transito^^
couplings
differently coupled

and correlated

effective, a

is still

common code is the

vague. Eco says that "in

a signification system"
(1985,

of codes and sub-codes makes

of expressive and content

in different

systems

or,

it

p. 161).

clear that "so

units that can

become

within the same system, in

different contexts" (Eco,
1985, p. 177).

nie content of a

signification system

world into categories. The way

depends on symbolic,

i.e.

in

depends on our cultural organization
of the

which people organize or categorize

cultural principles.

These

their "world"

cultural signification systems are

produced for practical purposes, according
to the material needs of a given
community.
There can be no units without a system.
in

An example of this is the different ways

which cultures make the continuum of colors
pertinent, thereby categorizing and

identifying hues or chromatic units according
to different content systems. In a
study of
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national flags,

it

countries to the

is

interesting to observe the symbolic values assigned

same

by

different

color.

Red, for example, symbolizes bravery, blood and courage in
many
countries (Afj^anistan, Austria, Italy, Bulgaria, Burundi,
Chile, Ecuador,
etc.), but it also represents animals in Bolivia,
faith in Ethiopia, soil in

Dahomey. White, almost universally, stands for peace, hope and purity,
but in Congo Kinshasa, hope is represented by blue which,
for the
majority of countries, stands for sky, sea and rivers. (Eco,
1985,

The

p. 174).

colors of national flags are expressions correlated to cultural units.

symbolism of these colors cannot be grasped by the mere
physical pigments, but can communicate

its

optical perception of the

content only through a code

signification system pertinent to those countries.

The

common in the

According to Eco, "the name of colors,

taken in themselves, have no precise chromatic content: they must be viewed within the
general context of many interacting semiotic systems" (Eco, 1985, p. 173).

Another

classic

example given by many semantic books

is

the fact that

Eskimos

apparently have four words to designate four types of snow, while Europeans have only

one word for snow and consider relevant only one specific

state

of H 2 O in opposition to

other states like ice and water. Thus, Eskimos see, perceive and think of four different

things in the

water. This

same way Europeans perceive and speak of two

means

that a given culture organizes or

practices, or practical purposes relevant to

that Freire suggests, in his

its

"names the world" according

way of living.

method of thematic

different things: ice

It is

precisely for this reason

in order to find out, with the

people themselves, their ways of living, thinking, and naming the world.

To say that

a signification system makes communication processes

means

that

one can usually communicate only about those
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to given

investigation, that investigators carry out a

thorough observation and analysis of life in the community,

possible

and

cultural units that a given signification system
has
1985, p. 163).

made

pertinent (Eco

Thus, a signification system can be said to be
culture-bound. But, since cultures are not
stagnant entities,

we

can also infer that signification systems are also time-bound.

It is

generally believed that:

The

social function of communication is the ensuring
of continuity in
society through access to the experiences and ideas of
the past, expressed
in (loosely speaking) symbols for transmission
across space

and

time. This

tlirougli

the time-binding function of social communication. Man's

is

time-biding ability arises from his usage of language, number,
gesture,
picture and other symbolic forms, enabling him to transcend
the
limitations of inlierited characteristics and the seemingly insurmountable
of "time." (Neelameghan, 1979, p.l03).

barrier

Tliere are people trying today to design reasonably fail-safe

communicating infonnation

vitally important to

humankind

repositories), such that the message's effectiveness

years.

It is

assumed

that

incomprehensibility,

However,

scientists

will

for

up

to 10,000

decay to the point of

necessary to utilize a system that goes beyond linguistics.

and communication experts not only have

that linguistics definitely will

communication

it

nuclear waste

would be maintained

spoken and written languages

making

(i.e.,

means of

to take into consideration

decay with time, but also that other forms of averbal

will be affected

by the changes occurring

in signification

systems

1

0,000

years from now.

A Message
If

to a Very Different Culture...

communication among human beings from

can be puzzling, imagine

how

extraterrestrial civilizations.

difficult

It is

not

it

my

would be

to

different cultural backgrounds

communicate with

intention to investigate the intricacies of
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cross-galaxy communications. Yet,

communicate outside of our

The

first

3,

was

like to refer to just

by means of pictorial

communicate with

such an attempt to
signs.

extraterrestrial civilizations

1972, with the launching of the Pioneer 10 spacecraft from Cape

Kennedy. Pioneer 10 was the
the spaceship

would

solar system

serious attempt to

occurred on March

I

a pictorial

first

man-made

object to leave the solar system.

Aboard

message sent from Earth by means of a plaque. By

extrapolation the Pioneer 10 plaque will be referred to as an example of a crosscultural

communication

message. The message

anodized aluminum
metal engraving

is

in

is

which the

shown

recipient

in Figure 2.5.

plate, attached to the

is

unknown

It is

to the sender

of the

etched on a 6-inch by 9-inch gold-

antenna support

struts

of Pioneer

10.

Such

a

believed to remain recognizable for a period of one billion years in

a space environment.

Carl Sagan and Frank Drake decided on the content of the message with the

approval of NASA. The
identical plaque

human

was launched

figures

in

were drawn by Linda Salzman Sagan.

1973 on the Pioneer

1 1

spacecraft,

mission. Carl Sagan explains the purpose of the message,

how

it

An

on a similar

was designed, and

defines the meaning of each of its elements in scientific terms.

The message

itself intends to

communicate

the nature of the builders of the spacecraft.

share with the recipients; Science. At top

the locale, epoch, and something of
It is

left is

the hyperfme transition between parallel and

written in the only language

we

a schematic representation of

antiparallel proton

and electron

spins of the neutral hydrogen atom. Beneath this representation is the binary
number 1. Such transitions of hydrogen are accompanied by the emission of a

radio-frequency photon of wavelength about 21 centimeters and frequency of

about 1,420 Megahertz. Thus, there is a characteristic distance and a
characteristic time associated with the transition. [...] On the right margin is the
binary number 8 (1—) between two tote marks, indicating the height of the
Pioneer 10 spacecraft, schematically represented behind the man and the
woman. [...] The rough sizes of the planets and the rings of Saturn are also
131

schematically shown.

A

schematic representation of the initial trajectory of the
spacecraft launched fi’om Earth and passing by Jupiter is also
displayed. Thus,
the message specifies one star in about 250 billion and one
year
in
(1970)

10 billion. (Sagan, 1973, pp. 18

-

Figure 2.5 Message Aboard Pioneer 10
& Agel, J. (1973). The Cosmic Connection.

Source: Sagan, C.

By means of this message, engraved on a
scientists believed they

are and where we

about

its

scientific

visual code? Is

we

it

The

Press,

p. 18.

gold anodized aluminum plate,

intent

of the message seems

appropriate for the target audience? Is

are?

The answer

communities on Earth have had

When describing the
worth mentioning

New York; Anchor

could communicate to our extraterrestrial neighbors who we

live in the universe.

representation of who

about

20).

is

it

clear, but

how

a fair

debatable. According to Sagan,

little

difiBculty

decoding the message.

Pioneer 10 plaque Sagan (1973) makes two assumptions

in regard to cross-cultural

message development. His assumptions
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only language

are: (1) "It is written in the

(p.l8);

and

"A

(2)

that the laws

share with the recipients: Science."

scientifically sophisticated civilization will

understanding the message"
Sagan's

we

is

that science

Sagan's statement that "physics

is

the

a universal language.

code

in the universe,

I

do not doubt

and agree with

same throughout the galaxy" (Sagan, 1973,

p.

considering the variety of codes and languages used in

communications among peoples of the Earth,
scientific

is

of science are applicable everywhere

19). Nevertheless,

difficulty

(p. 19).

assumption

first

have no

—

or language

—was used by

I

would not be surprised

if a different

extraterrestrial civilizations. If that

was the

case the information contained in the plaque would not be conveyed effectively.

The decoding process
"written"

on a

flat surface.

is

already limited by the fact that the message

If for

some reason

the intended audience

was

was

organically

deprived of the sense of sight, or was not used to communicating by means of a

dimensional medium, even

if familiar

with the scientific language,

it

bi-

would not be

able

to read the message.

Sagan's second assumption implies a belief that the decoding of the message

dependent upon the superiority of the
audience

is

assumption

sophisticated

is

enough

often shared by

it

is

recipient. This belief implies that if the recipient

will be able to read the message. This kind of

many of us on Earth when communicating among

ourselves.

It is

media

quite frequent to observe,

specialist or

communication

most often

practitioner

in

development conununications, the

blaming the target population

for

its

This
backwardness, ignorance, or inability to understand a simple pictorial message.
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practice ignores the evidence that

communication

is

a

two-way process.

In order to

decode a given message a recipient has to have a code system
equivalent to
sender.

Even

science,

is

scientists like Carl

Sagan believe

of the

that

that a very codified language, such as

universally shared. This belief is clearly depicted in the following

conclusion:

There

of course, the possibility that the message on Pioneer 10
invented by human beings but directed at creatures of a very different
kind may prove ultimately mysterious to them. We think not. We
think we have written the message
except for the man and woman
is

—

—

in a universal language.

The

extraterrestrials cannot possibly
understand English or Russian or Chinese or Esperanto, but they must
share with us common mathematics and physics and astronomy. I
believe that they will understand, with no very great effort, this message

written in the galactic language: "Scientific." (Sagan, 1973, p. 30).
In terms of the graphic representation of the Pioneer 10 message,

Gombritch

also pointed out that portraying an arrow as a sign of the spacecraft's trajectory

prove to be misleading.
civilizations that

He

maintains that arrows would be understandable only to

have evolved, as ours have, from a hunting

Gombritch's account by saying that
to understand the

may

“it

Sagan

does not take a very intelligent

meaning of the arrow. There

of a solar system and ends, somewhere

society.

is

a line that begins

in interstellar space, at a

refutes

extraterrestrial

on the

third planet

schematic

representation of the spacecraft” (1973, p. 28). Here again, Sagan

is

placing the

burden of communication on the reader's "intelligence" rather than on his or her
cultural heritage.

Signs, as

social codes.

Gombritch has implied, are

The decoding of signs

is

culturally learned, as are languages and

not a test of one's intelligence, but a process

contingent on one's cultural experience.
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The graphics of the Pioneer 10 message have been reproduced
widely by the
mass media, and

have received support as well as criticism not from the

their authors

target audience, but

were not directed

by the represented population. Most of the
map, which was the

at the pulsar

rather at the representation of the

Many women

of the message, but

correspondents were not satisfied with the graphic representation

drawn incomplete—that

woman

appears too passive;" "the

woman

is

without any hint of external genitalia;" and so forth and so

is,

woman wrote

Another

scientific heart

comments

man and woman.

of the couple, and complained that "the

on.

critical

regarding the power relationship between the female and

the male figures:

The male

in the

image

is

holding up his right hand which the creators

say represents a universal symbol of good will. The woman's distance
looks unassertive and as if she is unaware of what is going on, letting
the

male take on the

of ultimate communicator. Her legs
any moment to become his sexual

cultural role

are set apart as if she

is

ready

at

(Libby Hubbard. Letter to the Collegian Editor. Amherst,
Massachusetts; Aug. 28, 1991).
slave.

Sagan opposes some of the above criticisms by saying;
were made by my wife and were
based upon classical models of Greek sculpture and the drawings of

The

original drawings of this couple

Leonardo da Vinci. We do not think this man and woman are ignoring
each other. They are not shown holding hands lest the extraterrestrial
recipients believe that the couple is one organism joined at the
fingertips.^ The man and the woman are not shown in precisely the
same position or carriage so that the suppleness of the limbs could be
communicated. [...] The man's right hand is raised in what I once read
in an anthropology book is a "universal" sign of good will^. [...] Only

2

Sagan used

interpreted the

3

right

this

argument because

it

is

said that in the

mounted conquistador zs one animal

The raised

right

hand symbolizes

hand

in

that no

greeting

weapon

is

is

—

historically

absence

of

indigenous horses, both the Aztecs and the Incas

a kind of two-headed centaur,

connected with

militarism, but in a negative way:

being carried (Sagan 1973:29).
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The raised and empty

"

one of the two people is shown with hand raised in greeting, lest the
recipients deduce erroneously that one of our arms is bent permanently
at the

am

I

elbow (1973,

p. 20).

sure the explanations given by the authors of the message were not

satisfying justifications for the perceived unbalanced

female and male. One

woman wrote

that she also

power

relationship between the

wished to greet the universe, “with

both arms outstretched in womanly salutation.”

While some individuals complained about the female being's lack of external
genitalia, others

published a

were offended by the existing representation. The Los Angeles Times

letter

from a

irate

reader that went:

was shocked by the blatant display of both male and female
sex organs on the front page of the Times. Isn't it enough that we must
tolerate the bombardment of pornography through the media of film
and smut magazines? Isn't it bad enough that our own space agency
officials have found it necessary to spread this filth even beyond our

I

must say

I

solar system? (Sagan, 1973, p. 25).

The

Map

Tell

New York Daily News headlined the

about Earth

plaque because

it

of human beings,

I

doubt

if

any

to

Other Worlds.

story in typical fashion: "Nudes

An article

in Catholic

Review

and

criticizes the

"includes everything but God," and suggests that, rather than a pair

it

would have been

better to

extraterrestrial not familiar

have portrayed a pair of praying hands.

with the Catholic signs and codes of

reverence would be able to associate "hands" with God.

Another concern not so well expressed by the viewers of the Pioneer 10 plaque,
but by the authors themselves,

out

somehow

differently

is

the issue of racial representation.

The plaque came

from what the authors had intended.

which the engravings were made, we
made a conscious attempt to have the man and woman pamacial. The
woman was given epicanthian folds and in other ways a partially Asian

In the original sketches from
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appearance. The man was given a broad nose, thick lips,
and a short
"Afro" haircut. Caucasian features were also present

We

in both.
had
to represent at least three of the major races
of mankind. The
epicanthian folds, the lips, and the nose have survived into
the final
engraving. But because the woman's hair is drawn only in
outline, it

hoped

appears to

many viewers

as blond, thereby destroying the possibility of
a significant contribution from an Asian gene pool.
Also, somewhere in
the transcription from the original sketch drawing to
the final engraving
the Afro was transmuted into a very non-African

Mediterranean-curly

haircut (Sagan, 1973, p. 27).

There were also complaints

that the Pioneer

1

0 message

was designed by

very limited group of humans and thus was neither representative
of the
a

whole nor perhaps as informative

in the British press

demanded

that

as

it

human

a

race as

could be (Sagan, 1978). Editorials published

any future similar enterprise be engineered by a

large international group of scientists and lay people.

One may ask "Why

all this

fuss about a

message

never reach any extraterrestrial civilization?" Or

yet,

in a spacecraft that

"Why are we

might

so concerned about

our image projected to some million years in the future?" As Sagan suggested, "the
greatest significance of the Pioneer 10 plaque

message

to

is

not as a message to out there;

it

is

as a

back here."

The Pioneer 1 0 plaque, without any

intention of serving as a codification of a

concrete situation to be critically analyzed, ended up becoming such a medium.

As an

analogy, Paulo Freire could have used the plaque as a codification addressed to our

societal

group

—

generate dialogue

plaque.

The

—

so concerned with racism, sexism, and Eurocentrism

and foster

conscientization. There

is

in order to

a lot of food for thought in that

reactions that the plaque stirred in women's, religious, and ethnic groups

in regard to the

human

representation could have been a
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good example of

decodification, even though the decoding process did not
happen in a cultural circle,

but via mass media.

The Pioneer 10 plaque, and

all

the turmoil

it

provoked,

is

a

good

illustration

of

the fact that the educational process not only happens
in schools or in cultural circles,

but

more than anything

and reflection upon

its

is

a cultural and historic process begiiming with

human

action

deeds, and in the cultural transformation generated by their

conscientization.

The plaque aboard

the Pioneer 10

was not

the last attempt to

communicate

with extraterrestrial civilizations by means of visual signs. Other pictorial messages

were sent aboard the Voyager, two spacecraft launched

to the stars

September

a gold-coated copper

5th, 1977.

phonograph record

Affixed to each Voyager craft

as a

message

is

on August 20th and

to possible extraterrestrial civilizations that

might

Among other messages,

encounter the spacecraft in some distant space and time.

each

record contains 118 photographs of our planet, ourselves and our civilization (Sagan
et. al.,

1978). This time, after the 1972 experience, the designers of such inter-galactic

messages have become more careful about what and how
extraterrestrials.

I

As

to

communicate

Carl Sagan acknowledges;

found myself increasingly playing the role of extraterrestrial.

would look

to

at pictures

and

try to

imagine that

I'd

[...] I

never seen the subject

How could the photograph be misinterpreted? What was
ambiguous? How could scale be deduced? That bird in the distance
before.

flying past the

arm

—

I

man, a wing

knew that the

didn't, couldn't

it

bird

tip partly

was

obscured by the man's outflung

a second creature in the distance, but if I

be a growth on the man's arm? (1978,

p. 77).

Sagan's "playing extraterrestrial" manifests his expanded awareness of cross-

cultural

communications, so important

in

message development. Sagan
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in his attempt

to

communicate appropriately with

extraterrestrials has shared

one of the most important realizations

practitioners

in the field

with communication

of cross-cultural visual

communications: that pictures do not communicate by themselves, but are interpreted
according to the viewer's previous knowledge of the objects and content of the

message.

Sagan (1978) explains
physicist Philip Morrison and

pointed out to

him

"universal" even

that his

new mode of thought was

influenced by

by the science-fiction author Robert Heinlein. Each

that the concept

on Earth, and

that

of "picture" as

human

we

understand

it is

by no means

beings from cultures that do not use

pictures have to be educated to the concept before they see photographs as Westerners

do.

And Sagan

even

if they

says:

"How

dangerous to assume that ETI could understand pictures,

were tremendously

intelligent!" (1978, p. 77). This

exclamation denotes a

very different understanding of the visual literacy issue in comparison to Sagan's
previous assumptions.

Many of the
attempt to

It

photographs in the Voyager are followed by their silhouettes

make them

clearer to the extraterrestrial looking at them, as

also occurred to

insurance.

me that

Sagan put

in

it:

silhouettes of photographs might be a kind of

A silhouette maximizes the figure/background contrast and

we separate the various objects in a photograph by their
It's a way of saying "This is what we want you to see in this

might show
outlines.

picture" (1978, p. 78).

Even

if silhouettes

visual messages, at least

it

do not prove to be helpful

shows

that scientists are

literacy.
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in training the viewers to read

concerned about audience visual

an

The Issue of Visual Literacy

in

Cross-Cultural Communications

Do you know a word that doesn't refer to something?
Have you ever picked and held a rose from R,0,S,E?
You say the NAME. Now try to find the reality it names.

Rumi

It is

a

common

assumption that pictures are some kind of universal

intercultural language.

Based on

programs depend heavily on visual

communication

assumption

this

aids. Since pictures

practitioners tend to

assume

to the adult illiterate looking at them.

read,

many development communication

and that visual communication

They
is

that they

can be seen, teachers and

must communicate information

realize too late that pictures also

also a language to be learned

need

(Zimmer

to be

&

Zimmer, 1978).
Society, culture and environment determine the

ways people communicate. Our

significant others are responsible for our primary socialization, a process in

ways of perceiving the world and behaving

which our

in society are laid out.

People use different codes to convey information through both verbal and nonverbal languages. Each society develops

ways of perceiving the world according
Thus, visual literacy

is

its

to

own means of communication, and

its

values, beliefs, and

ways of thought.

the ability to understand the visual language used within a

particular culture or cultures.

^Moyne,

J.

&

its

Barks, B. (1984).

Open Secret: Versions of Rumi Threshold Books, Vermont:
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p.

73.

own

Symbols need

decoded by the reader

to be

in order to

process of decoding messages, either verbal or non-verbal,

is

be understood. Tliat
rather subjective as

& Zimmer stated:

Zimmer

People do not get the same information from the things they
see, even
though they may be looking at the same things. For the meaning
of any
language, visual or verbal,
spaces. Rather

it is

symbols. (Zimmer
Despite

all

in us.

is

not in words,

We have

& Zimmer,

letters, lines,

colors or

learned to attach meaning to these

1978, p. 20.).

the commonalties between verbal and visual language, the decoding

process and the development of those two means of communication are related to
different functions

and

intelligence

right side

of the human brain. According

skills

development,

of our cerebral cortex organizes

the left side.

The

it

is intuitive,

and

most recent research on

brains, or

work

its

latter is rational, analytical

language. The right brain

images;

we have two

to the

in a

completely different

logical,

way from

and controls the domain of

imaginative, and creative.

Its

language

is

that

of

controls the visual, auditive, and emotional sensations.

The decoding, or understanding of visual symbols
in the right brain

is

is

a

related to skills developed

responsible for the ability to combine parts into

wholes and to recognize patterns and

other hand,

is

hemisphere, which specializes in images and spatial configurations.

In other words, the right brain

different

one divided into two. The

domain of the

left

relationships. Verbal language,

many

on the

brain hemisphere, which specializes in language,

numbers, and linear relationships.
In general, the concept of "illiteracy"

verbal language.

The term

read and write, but

it

"illiterate" is

is

best understood in the context of

used to describe a person

also encompasses a

who

is

unable to

wide range of definitions. According
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to

The

American Heritage Dictionary, the word

illiterate

means: (1) having

little

or no formal

education; (2) marked by inferiority to an expected standard of familiarity
with

language and

literature; (3) violating prescribed standards

of speech or writing; (4)

ignorant of the fundamentals of a given art or branch of knowledge.

We all know that different languages have different words to describe the same
and

objects,

we have

common

that if we

to find

ways

want

to

communicate with people who do not share our own,

to

communicate with them

in their language, or to find a

language to both, for example sign language. But, not even nonverbal or

body languages

are universal codes. Visual codes can also differ.

For instance, consider

number of totally

An example

distinct

a

multimessage,

i.e.

a conventional gesture that has a

meanings, the interpretation depending on time and place.

of this multi-interpretation of the same gesture

with the thumb and forefinger forming a

United States

circle,

so familiar to

this gesture essentially signifies that

however, the same gesture

is

something

the raised

OK.

In other countries,

may mean something completely different:

for example, in

Japan, "money", in the South of France, "zero" or "worthless"; in Brazil,

obscene comment or
again, in

some

insult, as

other areas

Messages, in

it

it

nothing

is

conveys an

at all (Morris, 1977).

always more or less context-sensitive. Context

the crucial factor in resolving the significance of a message.

symbols

it

did in Greece more than two thousand years ago;

may betoken

brief, are

gesture,

Americans. In the

all

is

hand

The

is

significance of visual

strongly related to the cultural context of a certain group of people.

from visual
drama by
language. Many can tell the main
their make-up, props and costumes. Some can "read" the meaning of a
In different places, people learn different kinds of things

characters in a religious

holiday food displayed on dishes. The ingredients, preparation.
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often

arrangement and location of the dish may all contribute to this meaning.
Some people can look at a painting on the wall of a building and know

how that

god

certain

worshiped

is

inside, or a marriageable daughter

lives there, or ice is for sale. If we

visual symbols,

we do

Zimmer, 1978,

p. 23).

It is

do not know the reason for these
not get the same meaning from them. (Zimmer

clear that not all peoples of the world

even non verbal language, and
But,

how

that

many people

about visual communication!

can be understood

all

Is

communicate

in the

are illiterate in their

&

same verbal

own

or

language.

there a universal core of visual codes that

over the world? In the West, especially in the industrialized

countries, people have been overexposed to visual codes of communication, and have

developed

skills that

make them

able to easily understand messages

posters, textbooks, manuals, graphics,

level

of sophistication has reached the

and the

like. In the

on

billboards,

realm of the fine

arts the

of abstraction, and has crossed the

limits

We have transcended the concept of

boundaries between the real and the surreal.

portraying things as perceived in the physical world, and have accepted the idea that

the

artist's

interpretation of reality can represent feelings, emotions, thoughts, and

sounds, or in

many cases, might

deliberately carry

no prescribed message

However, high-technology, mass-media, and the prompt access
and computer screens are not available to

all

peoples.

at all.

to information via

Even within

TV

the industrialized

countries there are different levels of access to information, and different levels of

visual literacy

among the

population.

Inhabitants of some remote villages in Asia, Africa, and in other places have

never seen a photograph in their
also unable to read

and

lives, or

write. Their

watched a

slide

show

main source of information
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or a movie, and are

is

based upon oral

communication. Traditions are passed from generation to generation by
word of

mouth, and in

this process

of oral communication, people have developed

memorization reinforced by society and the environment.

skills

of

Stories, tales, proverbs,

and

anecdotes have survived for centuries through means of oral communication.

Andreas Fuglesang, a photographer and educator who has worked
developing countries, notes

in

that:

The importance of a good memory

for the survival of the traditional society

is

evident. There are
entirely

no written sources and aids. The continuity of life is based
on the preciseness of a very visual and live memory. In periods of rapid

transition,

when

memory

literacy increases,

fades out.. .and the spirits die.

(Fuglesang, A., 1973, p. 27).

Visual or pictorial literacy pertains not only to the ability to read visual

messages or understand the content of a given
the

message

is

a

dynamic element with a

dialectical

communication, the meaning of a message
sender, the

means through which

interpretation.

The

it is

is

any communication process

picture. In

meaning. In a two-way

dependent upon the intention of the

conveyed, and the receiver's perception and

receiver's perception can be influenced

by environmental

factors,

physical ability, culture, education, personal experience, and so forth and so on.

Like 'written language, pictures provide a form of symbolically coded
experience, and in

many cases

the learner

the cues of pictorial expression and

must be consciously aware of

how they are

used, in order to

properly decode their meaning (Walker, D., 1979, p. xiv.).

Understanding pictures depends not only upon the development of
certain skills, such as the ability to decode visual signs and symbols, but also

upon the

structure of mind that the individual has developed through his

life

and within which he or she perceives the surrounding world. Knowledge and
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experience play a great role in the
literacy level

way we

perceive things; therefore, the visual

of an individual will vary according to the amount and type of

visual stimulation that he or she receives from the environment.

The perception of pictorial
are both objects themselves

material raises special problems because pictures

and surfaces treated

to allow us to see

something else as

well.

People

who

are exposed to different kinds of stimuli, provided

environment, will also have a different
abilities to

way of looking

at the

by the

world, and different

recognize reality in pictures.

C.M.Tumbull, who made some
sixties, tells a story

for the first time

which

Ba Mbuti pygmies

studies of the

illustrates this point in a excellent

from his village deep

in the forest into

way.

He

in the early

brought a

Pygmy

open savanna.

When the Pygmy saw a buffalo herd grazing many miles away, he asked what
kind of "insects" they were. When he was told they were buffaloes, he
absolutely refused to believe

and he was very alarmed when the Landrover
the "insects" were growing steadily in size. The

it,

moved nearer and he saw that
pygmy thought he had been charmed by some
actually

charmed

by, as a forest

sort

of magic. What he was

Pygmy, was, of course,

his inexperience of

horizontal distance perception (Fuglesang, A., 1973, p. 65.).

The Sander Parallelogram and
by "knowledge" our perception can
data according to

how we

be.

experience

development of perspective

the Muller-Lyer illusions

Our mind modifies and

reality.

in the history

as

it

comes

is

interprets perceptual

demonstrated by the

of art. Since the Renascence geometrical

perspective has had a great influence on the

The image

This fact

show how influenced

way we

learn

how to

read pictures.

to the retina is in exact geometrical perspective,

every feature being halved in size with the doubling of distance, as in a
photograph. However, because we know that a person who is walking

away from us

is still

the

same

height, his
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image

is

subtly modified in

our minds by perceptual size scaling.
The optical shrinkage is
compensated for by what we know to be true—
that his size is constant
It pamtmg represents
primarily what is stored in the brain of
the artist,
It IS not surprising that
perspective came late in the history of art.
It is’
for this reason that so much of our
older art looks flat. Perspective was
discovered by the painter-architects of the
Renaissance who were

showing how their buildings would look from
various
The formal rules of geometrical perspective
were finally
down by Leonardo Da Vinci. (Walker, D.,
1979,

interested in

points of view.
set

p. 21.).

The perspective
illusion

drawn on

pictures are devices used in order to create
the

of depth and distance on a bi-dimensional surface,
as a way to translate

language into plane.

bom.

lines

It is

We have informally learned these conventions since we were

the photographic image,

principles, that has

It is

spatial

accustomed

which records the world according

modem people to

seeing perspective in pictures.

important to understand that perspective

pictorial convention,

to strict optical

is

nothing more than a

which

is based on the linear geometrical
convention that two parallels apparently mn together at the horizon.
It
is one of the most important cues to perception
of depth and distance

and thereby also

to the sizes

of objects

in pictures

(Fuglesang 1973 p

73).

There are also significant studies (Hudson, H., 1962) about the
ability to read the perspective cue in line drawings.

it.

They see

The answer

is

illiterates'

that they

do not read

the perspective lines, but they do not interpret them.

Considering

how differently people

cultural backgrounds, level

education, and experience,

perceive visual messages according to their

of industrialization, visual stimulation, level of formal

we

can infer that visual literacy

developing countries, but everywhere.

is

an issue not only

in

We see images with our eyes, but we interpret

them with our experience.
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The assumption

that pictures are a universal intercultural language has

Communication through means of visual symbols

incorrect.

communication

is

a learned process,

Pictures, in order to

convey the

right

is

varies

as well as verbal

from culture

to culture.

communicate a desired message, must

values, beliefs, and perceptual

paints a thousand words

which

mode of the

target audience.

To

fit

the cultural

say that a picture

not always true. Pictures need to be carefully designed to

messages to the

right people.

The growth of social marketing has increased

the need for

products such as billboards, point-of-purchase displays, posters,

stickers, buttons,

proven

newspaper

ads,

comic books,

direct mailing,

new

flyers,

graphic

pamphlets,

and packaging,

enriching our understanding of how print can interact with other media.
In planning graphic instructional materials for illiterate audiences, a teacher,

trainer, or

communication

literacy level.

practitioner should take into account the audience's visual

Problems encountered

in the field

often associated with poorly designed materials.

of development communication are

Some

visual messages, despite the

appropriateness of content, are not appropriately designed to be "read" by a visual
or semi-literate audience.

illiterate

can interfere greatly
Culture, context, symbolization systems, and literacy level

with the ways people "read" the pictures presented to them.
pictures

more

easily if certain factors are considered

Illiterates

can understand

when they are produced

or

selected.

Common problems
communication

in visual literacy

practitioners

working

in

have been described by numerous

developing countries where print media
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is

not

easily available.

Many other examples

of problems in visual literacy are found

Audio-Visual Communication Handbook, compiled by Dennis

W.

Pett

in

from an

by Peace Corps: Indiana University. For example, a viewer may not be able

original

identify the subject of a flat photograph if he or she

sequence of drawings or photographs, the viewer

not used to this medium. In a

is

may

see each illustration as a

separate entity without relation to the sequence. TTie viewer
characters

shown

Although the

comic-book fashion

in

left to right

in other cultures.

sequence

is

life.

it

in pictures

may not

may seem

as in the story of the tsetse

The symbolic

way an audience

be the natural sequence

phenomenon of perspective. To

be tracks that do meet or dwarf-sized

inch drawing of a mosquito

—

to frame.

can be confusing, and

is

radically

to the

others, they

trees.

Illustrations that are larger or smaller than life size

his area

recognize that

People accustomed to graphic conventions see converging

railroad tracks and small distant trees as a

may seem to

may not

same ones from frame

natural to us,

Also depth perception

different than that in

are the

to

may be

confusing.

A

six

viewer to be a giant insect not found

in

fly.

significance of color or certain visual forms

understands a given message.

Some

may

influence the

cultures have unvarying symbols

of identification for position, status or sex. The omission of these symbols from an
illustration

may negate the

artist's intent.

For instance,

in

one case pictures of girls not

wearing beads were taken to be pictures of boys with large breasts

where

women wear beads.

one sex.

An example

Actions portrayed

may be

in a

community

interpreted as applying to only

of this was a poster urging that villagers be inoculated which
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showed

a doctor giving an injection to a

woman. As

a result,

few men

participated in

the program.

Recommendations have been made

in order to

circumvent some of the above

mentioned problems. For instance, a photograph of a single subject with the
background
in the

detail eliminated stands out clearly.

The

details

of the people and objects

foreground can be seen clearly and make identification and understanding

Drawings may seem

to be truer representations

easier.

of reality than photographs because

drawings are simplified and concentrate on important elements.
Pictures are records of certain experiences, and if the viewer has not had a
similar experience, he or she cannot understand the picture well.

on the kind of illustrations people
countries.

Awareness about the

practitioners avoid

communications

on print media

visual literacy issue can help

development

However, having a
with a set of recipes on

list

how to

problems

in their

own

communication

some of the common "mistakes" encountered

in the

situation, different

are used to seeing

A great deal depends

in cross-cultural

field.

of common problems does not supply the practitioner
design appropriate visual materials. For every

arise

which may not have been

new

identified before.

Language, Thought and Symbolization
Language, according to Paulo
people's thematic universe.

how they

situate

Freire, is the core

element in the investigation of

Language, the ways people communicate with each other,

themselves in the world, and
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how they name their world

are so

relevant to the process of communication that Freire called that association of sense

images, linguistic signs and a person's orientation in the world thought-language.

For the communication practitioner concerned with
pictorial

messages to the

illiterate villager,

language

is

how he

or she will convey

a gateway to understanding the

community’s way of thinking.

Analogous

to the expression of "raining cats

advertisement mentioned earlier

—

and dogs"

is

messages.

eat like a bird" is a colloquial expression used in

somebody shows

a poor appetite.

southern Zambia would express

it

(Fuglesang, 1973, p. 58). There

is

Tonga woman,

for instance, food

the soil. But

once

if,

like a half pound

in a while,

mental process

this

—

The Tonga woman
way: "You eat as

some languages

in the

if you

Gwembe Valley in

have bought

not something she normally buys.

you buy

it,

bottle

you can afford only a

of cooking

are so vivid in people's

it"

Food comes from

tiny, precious quantity,

oil.

mind that they

are part of their

a process extremely influential in visual perception. These proverbs

form what Fuglesang called "semantic pockets"

in the language,

which he considered

be of vital importance to the communication practitioner.

They

to say

a myriad of ways of thinking about food. For that

is

of sugar or half a

Such colloquialisms

Gore-Tex

familiar with such vocabulary he or she

may effectively apply their concepts to convey educational

that

in the

are other colloquialisms or proverbs used in other

languages. If the communication practitioner

"You

—used

[proverbs] are in

many ways

clues to people's mentality and

therefore also to the psychology of the message. They are mostly very
"visual" and can easily be illustrated and linked up to a wider topic.

(Fuglesang, 1973, p. 58).
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to

There are many expressions and colloquialisms borrowed from other cultures
circulating

among English

speakers, as for example the term "cool." This term

borrowed from an Yoruban

The

ability to

was

ideal.

keep physically cool

indicator of position in Africa, but

in subtropical climates is a special

also refers to the Yoruba ideal of
remaining morally and intellectually cool: rational, composed, serene,
and in control. Our own society’s expression "be cool" or "stay cool" are

descended from

this

it

African ideal. (Camegie-Mellon

Museum of Art.

Ekite. Yoruba, Nigeria. Epamask.).

The expression "be cool" has been so well

integrated into our society, despite the

lack of its semantic correspondence, that the advertisement industry has aheady profited

from

it.

Who doesn't want to be cool? The thing is to know how to recognize the signs

of "coolness of being."

The

issue of recognition

is

put in question by Cherry, C.(1957) in the following

quote:

We are performing acts of recognition every instant of our waking lives. We
recognize the objects around us

and act
he says;

in relation to

them.

—

doors, chairs, lamp, posts

—and we move

We can spot a friend in a crowd, recognize what

we can read handwriting; we

distinguish smiles

from gestures of

How is that these objects and signs
can set up distinct responses in us? How do the keys find the right locks? (p.

anger. Social

life is

rendered possible.

it

256).

The keys

to the interpretation

of signs and symbols are found

with and knowledge of the world. The
related to the context in

which we

way we

in our experience

perceive certain events and issues

are situated. Semioticians assert that:

A symbol has a different meaning when interpreted by persons
actualizing different cultures or strata within a culture.... A block in social
actions, e.g., a class conflict, carries a reflex

medium and hence
interpret the

into our thought.

"same" symbol

back into our communicative

We then talk past one another. We

differently. (Mills,

p. 63).
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C.Wright, in the Reader,

is

also

Thus, what helps us to understand symbols

is

our previous knowledge of them,

as well as our ability to correlate the units of
an expression

form by a sign function

to

its

content unit. Signs carry no message in themselves
for they are "something which stands
to

somebody

for something else in

some

respect or capacity" as C.S. Peirce has stated

(Eco, 1976, p.l62).

Freire even suggests in his writings that a particular
system or

the equivalent of a particular form of thought-language.

known

linguist,

way of living

Noam Chomsky,

is

a well-

provides some basis for Freire's assumption about the association of

language and thinking:

We have observed that the study of the creative aspect of language use
develops the assumption that linguistic and mental process are virtually
identical, language providing the primary means for free expansion of
thought and feeling, as well as for the functioning of creative
imagination. (Chomsky, 1966, p. 31).

Verbal language plays such a significant role in the process of thinking and

naming the world

that

it is

necessary, for those working in the field of visual

communication, to understand
in

how thought-language

which individuals perceive and
Observing the ways

in

influences and shapes the

ways

create visual messages.

which the

local people express themselves in their

language, their use of experiences, taboos, daily-life functions and colloquialisms can

help the communication practitioner or researcher to understand the basic

thinking in that particular cultural group.

Of all

As Hayakawa (1965)

way of

suggests:

most highly developed,
most subtle, and most complicated. Now, human beings have agreed, in
the course of centuries of mutual dependency, to let the various noises
that they can produce with their lungs, throats, tongues, teeth and lips
forms of symbolism, language

is

the

systematically stand for specified happenings in their nervous system.

We call that system of agreements language
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(pp. 26-7).

The process of language
and the ways

in

acquisition, the use of language in communication,

which language defines the

structure of our consciousness are

important issues to consider in intercultural
communications. Through language,
culture

becomes

existential: that

is, it

becomes

part of the identities

and

self-

conceptions of the members of society, and forms the
basis of their reasoning and
reflection. In the following quote

Benjamin Lee Whorf suggests

that language

is

the

foundation of our consciousness:
Actually, thinking
it

that

we have

is

most mysterious, and by far the greatest light upon
thrown by the study of language. This study shows
is

forms of a person's thoughts are controlled by inexorable laws
the pattern of which he is unconscious. These patterns are the
unperceived intricate systematization of his own language
shown
that the

—

readily

enough by a candid comparison and

contrast with other

languages, especially those of a different linguistic family. His thinking
language— in English, in Sanskrit, in Chinese. And every

itself is in a

language

is

a vast pattern-system, different from others, in

culturally ordained the forms

which

are

and categories by which the personality

not only communicates, but also analyzes nature, notices or neglects
types of relationship and phenomena, channels his reasoning and builds
the house of his consciousness (1956, p. 252).

We use language to express our feelings and thoughts, to communicate with
others,

and even to think within ourselves. Language has helped perpetuate habits and

traditions,

communicate knowledge and

and constitutes our uniquely human

Many authors
T.

(J.S.

social practices

from generation

to generation,

ability.

Bruner, B.L. Whorf, H. Mead, A. Schutz, P.L. Berger, and

Luckmann) have suggested

that language provides the cultural frames for the

entrants to a society, and that culture

becomes constituted
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in the

mind

new

as a reality.

We cannot dissociate language from a symbolization system. And
focus put on language as a

human beings

way of construing

much of the

social reality involves the ability of

to use various symbolic vehicles in
expressing

and communicating

meanings.

Man s

experience of his world is constructed from two
basic sources:
the data supplied to the brain by his senses,
and the symbols of his
language. Together, by representing the world
of phenomena, these
create the contents and structures of his
consciousness.

{Language and

Open

Social Reality,

Language

University Text. Oxford University Press: 1973).

one symbol system. Symbol systems—or codes of meaning—
are

is

the vehicles through

which

thouglit takes place. Visual

imagery

is

just a

form of this

symbolization mechanism so rooted in language. The process of
symbolization

more complex than

the

mere labeling and

is

differentiation of objects. Symbolization

is

the transformation of sense data into socially meaningful
categories.
In addition to a vocabulary,

human

beings have also created sets of rules which

regulate the values of symbols, the relationship between one symbol and
another, and

the appropriate

ways

in

which symbols can be expressed.

Howard Gardner (1985)
been key

in the evolution

in his

book Frames of Mind states

of human nature, giving

rise to

that

symbol use has

myth, language,

art,

and

science.

Ernest Cassirer, author of The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms, suggests that our
construction of reality

is

based upon the availability of a vast collection of mental

conceptions or symbolic forms. Rather than presupposing a reality independent of

symbolic forms, Cassirer claims that our

reality is created

language in fact constitutes rather than reflects
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reality.

by symbolic forms,

that

Perception and meaning are not

—

causally determined by or obtained from the
objects in the external world; rather,

“meanmgs

arise

from within and are brought

to bear

upon

the flux of objects and

experiences” (Gardner, 1982, p. 43). For Cassirer,
symbols are not simply tools or

mechanisms of thought. They

are the functioning of thought

of activity, our sole ways of making"

reality

itself, vital

and synthesizing

creative forms

reality.

Any knowledge which the

individual has about his objective world is
constructed through the interaction between sensory signals
and their
symbolization. Although phenomena impinge on his consciousness
heat, light, sound, etc.

—

he differentiates these phenomena through the
symbols which he has from representing them. Objects are therefore

constituted in his

symbols.

As he

mind

as concepts

—

as chains

of remembered

learns to associate symbols with sensations and to

develop control over symbolic activity, he learns to identify features of
environment and to project possibilities and hypotheses. In other
words, symbols sensitize the individual to see, hear, smell, etc. what
his

has been symbolized. The acquisition of new symbols provides further
means of differentiating what might previously have appeared
\md\i^QVQnX\^\.Qd.{Language and Social Reality, Open
1973 ).

University Text. Oxford University Press:

S>rnbols are social categories. They are cultural products which are constituted
in the

mind and become

realized in

In order to illustrate

human

how vast the

action.

differences in perception of the

same

stimuli

can be. Marshal R. Singer, an expert in intercultural communication, devised an
exercise

which he describes

Approach.

He

in his

book

Intercultural Communication:

has run this exercise hundreds of times in

many

Singer put four symbols on the board (see figure 2.6), one

seminar or class participants to write on a piece of paper
to their minds.
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different societies.

at a time,

all

A Perceptual

and asked the

of the meanings that come

+

Figure 2.6 Singer's Exercise in Visuai Perception
Source: Singer, M.R. (1987) Intercultural communication:
Pittsburgh.

New Jersey:

The answers
participants.

The

Prentice Hall.

A perceptual approach.

University of

p. 17.

to Singer's exercise varied enormously,

participants were, for the

most

students or mid-career civil servants. There

is

part,

depending upon the

speakers of English, graduate

reason to believe that

if the exercise

was

presented to unschooled individuals in remote villages the
answers would vary even

more.

The two most common answers given

religious sense

Now,

— and

since

"plus"

in the

symbol

are: "cross"

—

in the

mathematical sense.

more than half of the

Christians, that
fi-om the

—

for the first

participants I get are educated
not really a surprising result. Also, since most

is

more developed

fi-equent response
real surprises

—

came

parts

"crossroads"

for

-

is

also not surprising.

me when I did this

[...]

all six

The

first

exercise at a United Nations

school in Costa Rica with a group of senior Central American
servants fi*om

come

of developing countries, the third most

civil

Central American Republics and a Spanish

interpreter. Virtually every answer I got for that symbol suggested Latin
Catholic romantic symbolism: "death and transfiguration," "life after

death," "love," "sacrifice," "eternal life," "suffering," "God's son,"

"redemption," "crucification," "resurrection." These were just some of
the meanings that

were suggested

to those people by that symbol. Not
having been raised in a Latin Catholic culture, there was no way I could
see those meanings in that symbol. (Singer, M., 1987, p.l7).

When

Singer did the exercise with a group of university students

at the

University of Malaya in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, virtually every Malaysian of

Chinese extraction saw the symbol (+) as the Chinese number ten because that

way the Chinese

write the

number ten.
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is

the

For the second symbol the responses
were even more revealing. In one
group
participants, a

man from Egypt,

the State of Israel said:

"I

will not

perceiving the symbol as something
representing

draw

that symbol!

I

give

my life to oppose

it! It

stands for everything evil in
this world! Death! Destruction!
Murder! Torture!

Violence!

I

will not play

When
class,

games with such a symbol!"

Singer did this exercise with a group
of predominantly Jewish, middle-

American students from New York

wine,"

"Mogen David

associate with that symbol.

many

a

the third

like:

"Manischewitz

American Jew could

symbol was carefully designed as an

Nazi swastika ^ depending upon the audience

to 100 percent associated

The fourth symbol seems
it

he got answers

other meanings that an

Though

Aryan (Indian) symbol and not
anywhere from 60

city

products," "Jewish star," "Star of David,"
"peace," "chicken

soup," "high holy days," and

people saw

(Singer, 1987, p. 18).

to be

it

with Hitler, fascism, or Nazi Germany.

more ambiguous than

the

as a "squiggle" or a "signature" or a "corkscrew."

developing countries saw

it

first three.

Many

More people from

as a "river," or a "snake," or a "puff of

smoke" than people

from developed countries.
I

once did

this exercise at a graduate school of nursing, and
more than
60 percent of the participants in that group saw it specifically as an
"interuterine device (lUD)" or simply as a "coil" or a
"birth-control
device." But if you've never seen an lUD, there just is no way
you can
know what you don't know. (Singer, M., 1987, p. 19).

After observing so

much

disparity of symbol perception

may conclude

that

symbol but

our minds” (Singer, 1987).

5 Hitler's

in

symbols have no

meaning. “Meaning resides not

intrinsic

swastika always points to the right, no matter

how

and interpretation we

it
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is

turned.

in the

.

The

activity

which individual

of symbolization has considerable
implications

realities

for the

ways

in

develop. People’s inability to
recognize that symbols are

subjective creations and that there

is

no necessary permanence

between symbol and object symbolized

is

in the relationship

an aspect of what Matx has called
"false

consciousness"

For most of us the symbolization of
objects and

their sensory recognition occur

almost simultaneously. Symbols and the
objects they represent become inseparable.

Andreas Fuglesang

in his

book Applied Communication

Countries (1973), states that "a language

symbols which have developed

is

has to

know

all is

Developing

a social convention, a system of signs
and

in a specific society, a set

people have agreed to use according to certain
rules."
language, after

in

of words and concepts which

We have to agree that

“all

symbolic. Yet if two people are to communicate
effectively, each

with some degree of accuracy what the symbols they
use mean to the

other” (Singer, M., 1987, p.l8).

Each language with
particular

its

own

set

of vocabularies and system of logic has a

way of canalizing thought. For

instance, there are

some vernacular

languages that do not have very elaborate terms for the variety
of color hues. There

only one

name

The sensory
language

is

for green

quality

a tool

is

and

that is "leaf,

one name for blue and that

simply synonymous with the thing

which permits the person

to describe

concrete way.
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itself.

is

"sky", etc.

In this case, the

and handle

reality

only in a

is

The way
knowledge

in

which

a particular social group
handles reality

culturally prescribed.

is

Our knowledge

is

and acquires

socially derived, as Schutz

explains:

Only
his

a

smal fraction of man's stock of
knowledge

o,™

soaa

fy

^lal

l

at

hand originates

in

individual experience.

The greater portion of his knowledge
is
derived handed down to him
by his parents and teachers a^s his

heritap. It consists of a set of
systems of relevant typification of
’
tSTica solutions for typical practical
and theoretical

probtos, of

^ical

precepts for typical behavior
for granted beyond question
by the

All this knowledge

(...)

is

taken

respective social group and is thus
socmdy approved knowledge"(...) Socially
approved knowledge
consists...of a set of recipes designed
to help each member of the group

of ^^O-day

n
o« “r
a‘of
(1962,
p.348).
Every individual inhabits a
teachers, colleagues,

social

a typical

life in

world consisting of families,

with our ways of perceiving and defining
the world reinforced

The

friends,

and marriage partners. Some of these
individuals, so called

significant others, are particularly important
in shaping our lives.

socialization.

way

social significance

of primary socialization

usually excludes any alternative realities.

in

They provide us

om primary

lies in

the fact that

As Berger and Luckmann put

it

it:

The child does not internalize the world of his significant
others as one
of many possible worlds. He internalize it as the
world, the only
existent and only conceivable world.... It is for
this reason that the
world internalized in primary socialization is so much

more entrenched

in consciousness than

(Berger, P.L. and

worlds internalized

Luckmann,

In The Social Construction

centrality

of language

in the

T.,

1

967, p.

in
1

secondary socialization.

54).

of Reality, Berger and Luckmann emphasize the

development and maintenance of individual

realities.

Every individual is bom into an objective social stmcture within which
he encounters the significant others who are in charge of his
socialization.

These significant others are imposed upon him. Their

definitions of his situation are posited for

thus

bom

him

as objective reality.

into not only an objective social stmcture but also an
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He

is

objective social world.

him modify

it

The

in the course

significant others

of mediating

it.

who

They

mediate

this

select aspects

world to
of it in

accordance with their own location in the social
structure, and also by
virtue of their individual, biographically
rooted idiosyncrasies. The
social world is "filtered" to the individual
through this double

Thus the lower-class child not only absorbs a
lower-class
perspective on the social world, he absorbs it in
the idiosyncratic
coloration given by his parents (or whatever
other individuals are in
selectivity.

charge of his primary socialization). (Berger

The

It is

language that must be internalized above

Fuglesang has observed that
are in

"all

in

vogue

in

to an illiterate villager

process of understanding

only one thing

at

levels concerned with the

conmmnication of

based knowledge" (1973, p.24). This concept of a rationally

based knowledge so much
nonsensical

all.

experts and professionals in development

one way or other on different

scientific or rationally

in the

1967, p.

specific contents that are internalized in primary
socialization vary, of

course, from society to society.

work

& Luckmann,

our Western ways of thought

who

reality.

may sound

does not have the same language tools to use

According to rational thinking

a thing can be

a time, whereas for the so called primitive or magical thinking a

thing can be several things at the same time. Let us take a simple example of the
application of logical thinking given by Fuglesang:

"Lion"

is

which we define by a set of criteria. The
by our agreement as what constitutes "lion-ness":

the sign for a concept

criteria are established

(a)

It is

a

mammal;

(b)

It is

a beast of prey; (c)

It

has four legs and paws

We can identify the lion in reality from
the definition, the conceptual description of
We are using the concept
with sharp claws; (d)

It

roars, etc..

it.

as a rational tool describing and understanding reality. According to the
criteria

we have

agreed to use in defining a

options: the object

Everything which
significantly, this

we
is

observe in reality

lion,

we have

A LION or

it

only two

is

NOT A LION.

in fact the rest

of the world. Most

insignificant abstraction

LION/NOT LION

not a lion

little

is

is

called a logical universe. (1973, p. 24).
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is

The same

either/or lines

of thinking. Fnglesang notices
to the illiterate villager.

which they

that the

in

which

the tree

is

both the

we

in

see the world from

We sec and name the world according to our
all

our language.

may vary enormously according to

our cultural heritage, and the environment

would

spirits.

have learned from our significant
others

gender, class, religion, race, physical
ability, and above

the "expert"

exist

thought-language.

we were socially conditioned to

the perspective of our significant
others.

This sense of reality

ways

the dry boughs off

we define reality are deeply rooted in our

"reaer the world according to
what

What

tree,

and the sacred abode of their
ancestors'

our particular environment. In a
way,

to

to magical or non-linear

law of the logical universe
does not seem to

To the villagers,

collect their firewood,

The ways

We

of thinking do not apply

in

which we

live.

call reality is, to the villager,

our social conditioning,

As Fuglesang affirms:

not

defined
m the same way. In other words, there is no clear borderlineclearly
between
the

and die apparent, between "reality" and
imagination for the villager.
But that is from the point of view of the
"expert". From the point of view
of the villager, it just means that this experience
of his own mental and
spmtual life is as concrete as the stones he carries
in his hands. The
academic rejects the idea of a miracle, because it
CONTRADICTS HIS
CONCEPTS of reality. To the villager, miracles are if not daily
at
least normal happenings 1973
p. 25 ).
(
real

—

,

Here Fuglesang regards magical-thinking as a valid
way of thinking.
wntings, Fuglesang does not
beliefs in miracles nor does

show any

of a

According to

Freire, this

state

from

he consider magical-thinking an expression of the

submerged consciousness. Paulo
characteristic

intention to dissuade the villagers

In his

Freire,

their

villager's

on the other hand, regards magical-thinking

of submerged-consciousness, typical of closed

mode of consciousness
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structures.

cannot objectify the facts and

as

problematical situations of daily

submerged lack what he called

atoticms

life.

He

believes that people

whose consciousness

is

"structural perception."

m then hves either to some super-reality or to

Of *“<=!>

ftots

and

something

(Freire,“ry^^^^
Freire argues that the piupose
of true

commumcation— is
thinking

"fully

to help people to

move

education- as a process of two-way
progressively from magical to critical-

m order to change the world and achieve their ontological

human." He also believes

vocation of becoming

that until people evolve to that
stage

of critical-thinking,

as an expression of an inserted
consciousness, they will not be able to
liberate

themselves and perceive the structure of their
their social conditioning

and will

their daily situations in a superior

actions, therefore,

People

reality.

act in a fatalistic fashion, finding
the explanation for

power, or in their

a

who think magically will

dilemma

for educators

its

practitioners.

but

Here

I

own particular way and will require

and communication practitioners.

summary, the principles of humanistic education,

in particular his

reality,

for their problematical situation.

and development communication

different responses fi’om educators

Freire

"natural" incapacity. Their

not be oriented toward transforming

believe that each situation will present itself in

In

own

have the character of defensive or therapeutic
magic.

toward pleasmg those superior beings responsible

we have

They will remain oppressed by

method of thematic

investigation

the teachings of Paulo

—and

the communication

processes involved in conducting research in culturally diverse
environments were
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taken into account, and observed to a
certain extent, in the development of
the

FotoDialogo method and the formation of the
Latina Women’s Dialog Group.

The examples from

field experience,

and the

literature

development communication, non-formal education,
and

concerning semiotics,

intercultural

communication

also contributed to the elaboration
of the FotoDialogo Picture Cards.

The next chapter

was developed.

will describe the context in

Particular emphasis will be

which the FotoDialogo method

employed

in describing the circumstances

surrounding the Latino population and their
community-based organization.
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CHAPTER

3

This chapter provides an overview of the
physical, organizational, and cultural
context in which research participants where
immersed during the time of the study.

Since

chose a qualitative method of inquiry, and took a
participatory research

I

approach to collect and interpret data,

I

feel

compelled to provide a detailed

description of all the elements that comprise the context
and universe of the study.

looking

at

the different

components surrounding the

lives

of the people

in a context

are actually tracing the roots of their signification system
and thematic universe.

The following diagram

(figure 3.1) illustrates the different

components

consider relevant in setting the context of the study. These components will be

described in detail in this chapter.

Figure

3.1

Diagram of Research Context
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By

I

we

Description of Research

The preliminary phase of my dissertation
and a program with which
agencies, and visiting a

(SAU) not only had

to

research

work. After contacting

few of them,

I

was

selecting a site

many community-based

realized that the Spanish

American Union

a variety of programs working with a multi-ethnic

population, a long history of service to the community,
but also a philosophy of

education which would not collide with
than any other rational, as
executive director took

support

I

I

me

my own. In addition, more important

later realized, the

in

people

at

SAU,

with open arms, and provided

the staff, and the

me with all the

needed.

Thus, in March 1995,

1

started going to

SAU on a regular basis to observe

the site; participate in staff meetings and health fairs; be a participant
observer in

health education workshops addressed to Latino, Afiican American, and

Vietnamese groups; take part
sing along with the

Despite

people,

I

was

all

still

AIDS

very

research model. Then,

fiaistrated

I

de La Salud” musical rehearsals;

education songs and dance to their salsa rhythms.

the excitement

constant audience, and

group of Latino

in the “Pleneros

I

had about finding a place and a group of

because none of these programs involved a

needed an ongoing group

someone

told

me

to develop the

proposed

about the Latino Elderly program, a

men and women who meet on a weekly basis to

socialize, play

dominoes, eat lunch together, and discuss their problems. Hence, one day
with the Latino Elderly program, introduced myself,
if they

would

like to collaborate

met

my project, and asked them

with me. They jumped right into
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I

it.

We began

with a needs assessment technique using a community-mapping exercise.

Suddenly the dominoes had been replaced by crayons, markers,
newsprint.

The few

participants,

quiet, small

post-its,

groups of players turned into a large group of

and the room became a vivid, loud, and active learning space. This

process took us a few weeks.

I

had told them

in the

beginning that depending on

what emerged from these discussions a plan of action would follow.

them

that

research.

I

needed

to interview

Once

I

left

me with

(LWDG)

also told

for the single interviews,

which

a biased picture of the community's needs.

new project

decided to develop the

Dialogue Group

I

individually for the purposes of my

some people

Only the women volunteered

unquestionably

—

I

had

to

—

the Latina

Women's

compromise some of the goals

group, had set up from the beginning.

initial

and

that

Even though the men participated

we, as a

in the

needs assessment process, they were excluded from the project that

emerged from

it.

Tfre decision to

have a women-only group was deliberate.

Based on some of the women's accounts from the interviews, and the gender
dynamics

I

had observed

in the group,

I

knew we would not be

open dialogue, discuss issues of oppression, and share our

able to have an

life stories in

the

presence of men.

The Latina Women’s Dialogue Group
and continued

until April, 1997.

August, 1995. The

sessions started in February, 1996

However, preliminary research began

in

LWDG consisted of a core group of five (and sporadic

participation of other fifteen) elderly Latino

women (mostly Puerto Ricans)

living in Springfield.
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The research

project

was developed

at the

Spanish American Union,

located in Springfield, a city of Western Massachusetts.

Inc.,

SAU is a community-

based health education and training organization serving the Latino community
since 1968.

The following

section describes the environment where the elderly Latino

women live, the context in which the

study developed, and the organization from

which the project evolved.

The Location
Springfield

is

the third largest city in Massachusetts.

Metropolitan Statistical Area

and the urban center

is

the fourth largest urban concentration in

for twenty-three cities ranging

to small picturesque rural

The Springfield

New England villages.

from densely

The

City,

settled

New England
urban centers

comprised of seventeen

neighborhoods, covers 32 square miles with an overall density of about 5,000 persons
per square mile with a total population of 157,000.
In 1995, the United States Department of Housing and

Urban Development

designated Springfield one of 65 Enterprise Communities (EC). The
12 of Springfield’s 36 census tracts and includes approximately

population.

Most of

30%

EC

incorporates

of the

city’s

these neighborhoods are racially diverse, and represent a

concentration of over

60%

of the City’s minority and immigrant populations—African

American, Latino (largely Puerto Rican), Vietnamese, and Russian. The Immigration

and Naturalization Service designated Springfield as an immigrant resettlement

community.
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Physical deterioration and social disorganization are most prevalent in the

densely settled

EC

neighborhoods. In

many EC neighborhoods,

per capita income for

members of minority groups and immigrant populations drops well below
Springfield’s poverty rate

74%

is

the

40^ highest of all U.S.

EC

of the Hispanic children under five within the

The

greater Springfield area has the

The death

For example

cities.

neighborhoods

Commonwealth’s worst

$5,000.

live in poverty.

infant mortality

AIDS and

rate,

and the highest teen pregnancy

HTV

related diseases, alcohol and drug use in Springfield also exceed the state rates.

Educational attainment

EC

is

rate.

another problem. Only

zones have completed high school or

unemployment

rate

its

equivalent.

of 17%, almost twice the

force participation rate of only

rates for breast cancer,

45%

of the

54%

Coupled with an

city average, is

EC

of the residents of the

an unusually low labor

households (1990

US

Census

data).

The Latino Community
In the City of Springfield the majority of the Latino population lives in the

neighborhoods, primarily in the North End. Today the North End

individuals,

80%

of Puerto Rican descent (1990 census

data).

is

home

EC

to 10,000

Most of the Latino

housing. The
population lives in low income congregate housing units and public

most

significant trend over the past decade

is

Hispanic origin population. Even though the

the increase in the neighborhood’s

total

population dropped, the Latino

population increased dramatically.

Puerto Ricans comprise about

15% of all

Latinos residing in the U.S. Although

concentrated in large numbers in
Puerto Ricans are a relatively small group, they are
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the urban areas of New York,

Massachusetts (Gonzalez

New Jersey,

Connecticut, Illinois, California, and

In the State of Massachusetts, Puerto Ricans

et ah, 1989).

are the largest Latino ethnic group.

The US post-war expansion allowed the massive migration of Puerto Ricans

to

the United States. “Migration served as an escape valve for the social pressure of

persistent high

unemployment and extreme poverty” (Melendez, 1993,

Puerto Ricans began migrating to the mainland

1940’s for economic reasons. They
skilled manufacturing jobs in

left

US

in large

p.80).

numbers

in the late

Puerto Rico for the lure of plentiful, low-

New York City.

With

many

the decline of these jobs,

continued their Northeast migration to Connecticut and Massachusetts to work as
seasonal farm laborers, typically at very low

About 60% of Puerto Ricans
Puerto Ricans, endowed with

rates.

United States are

in the

US

wage

citizenship

still

island-bom.

by congressional

in this regard.... Puerto

have generally been seen as privileged

fiat in

1917,

Ricans have

been asked to explain why the formidable advantage of dual citizenship has not
served to thrust them ahead of other newcomers in the US ethnic queue or at
least helped them to maintain their position on the escalator to full
assimilation. (Bonilla, 1993, p.l86)

Despite the fact that Puerto Ricans are citizens of the United States

envied by

many other migrant

groups, they

still

—

a status

rank lowest in socioeconomic

status.

Puerto Ricans generally have the lowest rates of participation
proportions of
in the U.S. workforce, the lowest earnings, the highest
unemployed and families living in poverty, most of these with a woman as

Among Latinos,

head. In most regards this situation

is

now worse than

it

was

at the

beginning

of the decade (Bonilla, 1993, p.l84).

The dual

citizenship status of Puerto Ricans have allowed

and forth from the island to the mainland with
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ease,

and

them

to

move back

to maintain their ties with the

home

country in a

way no

other Latino group has ever been able to do. This fact also

plays a significant role in the Puerto Rican “assimilation” into the mainstream culture.

Constant circulation, the ever present prospect of repatriation, the selfcontainment and isolation of many communities, the uncertainties and
pressures of US

—

and demands for unconditional assimilation all require
adjustments that satisfy neither the demands of US assimilationists nor the
strictures

life

of traditional nationalists

in the

home

countries (Bonilla, 1993,

p.186).

The Latino population has been severely
economic landscape
industries

affected by the changes in the

in Massachusetts. Low-skilled jobs in the

and agriculture which have been

traditionally held

manufacturing

by Puerto Ricans and

other minority groups have progressively vanished, and Latinos find

compete

for the jobs

which

are available

it

difficult to

due to limited education, language

barriers,

health problems, and family obligations. There are also other factors that hinder

Latinos’ opportunities in obtaining work, such as discriminatory practices in hiring and

promotion. The low educational levels of Puerto Ricans in the

state

of Massachusetts

highly contributes to this state of affairs. According to the 1985 U.S. Census, only

53.8% of Puerto Ricans 25 years and older had four years of high
75.6%

for the general population (Gonzalez et

al.,

school,

compared

to

1989, p.lO). The barriers to higher

educational achievement of Puerto Rican youth are explained in the following terms

by Gonzalez and
Today,

his colleagues:

after

more than four decades of community

struggle and

numerous

studies demonstrating the persistence of discrimination, the educational system
remains a fundamentally hostile institution for Puerto Rican youth... All across

the United States, Puerto Rican students are

still

confronting the same

problems: the lack of second language practices and personnel

to assist the

Spanish-speaking child’s adaptation to a linguistically different school
the use of class and culturally biased instruments for measuring their
intellectual capabilities; insensitivity, paternalism
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and discriminatory

setting;

attitudes

and practices among school personnel; under representation of Puerto Rican
professionals; and the unequal distribution of existing resources between
suburban and inner-city schools, where the majority of our children are located
(1989, p.lO).

Language retention

is

a major characteristic of the Latino community.

people in the community are monolingual, especially adults

The Census Bureau has determined
“linguistically isolated.” This

that

means

who

many of the North End

that

are over

Many

40 years

old.

residents are

no one over fourteen years old

in the

household speaks English “very well.” For Puerto Ricans the preservation of language

and cultural identity

is

a form of resistance to cultural and linguistic domination.

Puerto Ricans have shown a proclivity not to abandon their culture, language

and

identity. In Puerto Rico, despite

ongoing Americanization of the

88 years of American rule and

clear,

culture, Puerto Ricans continue to speak

Spanish and to use Spanish as the language of instruction (Rodriguez, 1989,
p.l7).

Although increasing numbers of younger Puerto Ricans speak English, a
majority are

still

Spanish language dominant. This situation, of course, makes

difficult for Latinos to fully function in

it

an English speaking society which places

little

value on bilingualism.

Many adults

in the

community try

second language (ESL), but find
needs. People in the

that there are not

community cannot

The problems which

to enter

programs which teach English as a

enough

ESL programs to meet their

afford to pay for private classes.

exist in the Latino

community

are often justified

by non-

Latinos as a result of Latinos’ personal deficiencies, in a “blaming-the-victim”

of thinking. However, poverty and

all its

mode

consequences are symptoms of the American
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culture of inequality

which

is

based on an “interpretation of unequal outcomes given

the assumption of equal chances” (Lewis, 1978, p.8). Lewis also
explains that:

Disadvantage (poverty, unemployment, and ill health) can be understood in a
number of different ways. It can be interpreted as the result of hard luck; it can
be interpreted as an inherited destiny, as in those societies which have known
extensive poverty as a tradition;
inequalities

it

can be interpreted as a function of structural

and the propensity of the economically strong

economically weak... (1978,

The ideology of domination

to exploit the

p. 6).

—a multifaceted phenomenon encompassing

colonialism. Eurocentrism, racism, sexism, homophobia, and classism

—

contributes to

the vicious cycle of unemployment and poverty, and their consequences which are

observed in increased violence, drug addiction,

problems

in the Latino

AIDS and

other health related

and other ‘minority’ communities.

Despite these socioeconomic difficulties the residents of the North

End possess

a strong sense of community collaboration to address these issues. Concerned

community

residents have organized efforts in their neighborhoods to bring about

change. Community-based organizations have been creating grassroots development

programs

to challenge local political leaders to

examine the root causes of “poverty

amidst unparalleled wealth, desire for material luxuries, lack of hope, education,
opportunity and purpose" (Gonzalez et

In the Latino

carried out

community where

al.,

1989, p.l7) in Latino communities.

this study

took place, such efforts have been

by the community-based organization Spanish American Union. The

following section describes this organization and the programs which have been

developed to respond to the needs of the Latino community.
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The Community-Based Organization
The

site

selected for this study

called the Spanish

the North

a

is

community-based organization (CBO)

American Union (SAU),

End of Springfield,

established in 1968,

is

also

known

as

La Casa Hispana

located in

Massachusetts. The Spanish American Union, Inc.

the oldest Latino

community organization

in the city.

It

was

established in response to the housing shortage created, at that
time, by the

construction of Interstate 91 resulting in destruction of housing
stock in the North End.
Initially

SAU promoted community advocacy and action for low income residents

around housing, employment, health and human services
deteriorating conditions of the Latino

In 1989,

SAU’s

community

in

response to the

in the region.

focus shifted toward public health prevention. Since then

SAU

has provided culturally and language specific programs that embrace the concepts of

whole health and the “Medicine Wheel of Well-Being.” This philosophy defines
wellness in terms of physical, emotional, spiritual, social, and intellectual health. For a

long period of time

Currently,

SAU provided a wide variety of services to the Latino community.

SAU serves

Latino, Vietnamese, Russian, and African

American

populations.

For the purpose of collecting data regarding the various programs offered by
the organization,

Ms.

MML,

its

mission, and history

I

interviewed the executive director of SAU,

using an open-ended interview guide (see appendix B).

The reconstruction of the
to set the context in

organization’s vision, mission, and history

which the research process took
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place.

is

relevant

The mission ofSAU is to promote the health and well being
of the Latino
community through empowerment education programs and applied research
that foster individual,

Among some
which

community and

of SAU’s programs

initially attracted

me to the

is

institutional change.

the

organization.

Baystate Medical Center to train community

Women’s
The

Health Connections (WHC),

WHC is a collaboration with

women as health promotion workers to

conduct language and culturally specific health education

activities in Springfield.

WHC is a multi-lingual, multicultural community health education program, in
which health educators organize community women and train them as health
community workers to conduct community health education in community
women’s homes. This program

settings, in

and cervical
stages of women’s

breast

we

particularly looks at issues around
and other issues affecting women across different
The primary goal of this program is to organize what

health,
lives.

women’s health circles. They are generally small groups (eight to ten
women). It is one way to create networks around women to begin to talk about
call

issues

and

women
(MML)

roles that

their families.

During the

initial

have, and to promote their

phase of this case study

I

sat in

observed some of the charlas^ given by health educators

community. Later

it

would be

I

realized that

women’s

health and that of

WHC staff

meetings, and

at several sites in the

none of those groups met on a regular

a challenge to organize an ongoing group with the

participated in the

own

health circles. For that reason

from the Women’s Health Connections

I

basis,

and

that

women who

switched

to the Latinos Unidos, a

my attention

program involving

Latino elders. The Elder Health program, funded by the Greater Springfield Senior
Services provides health promotion and disease prevention education for 50 Latino

elders,

60 and older,

in a social

and community development context.

We have another program called Reaching Out To Latino Elderly. In our
Latino Elderly program

'

Charlas

is

the word used to

call

we

actually have three components.

workshops and study

circles in Spanish.
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One

is

twice a

week

a social gathering of Latino elders at S AU, in

which

activities are

provided for elders, such as dominoes, or just get together and seat and

do

arts

and

crafts.

There

is

a hot lunch as well.

It is

also a time

when

talk, or

elders can

This program has also allowed
They have made trips to Connecticut, to
developing networks with other Latino elders. They were

be together to think about outside

activities.

elders to connect with other elders.

Boston, and started
very involved, this

last year, for

example, in a

New England gathering of

Latino elders, so that they could have input into the White House Conference

on Aging. That conference happens every twelve

years,

input for policies that affects the aging population.

It

was from

the Latina

this

live

a

way to have

elders speak

no English

at all.

that

The vast majority of this

afflictions related to substandard

housing conditions, lack of education, unemployment,

work

is

(MML)

project evolved.

group has experienced extreme poverty and the

60’s and 70’s to

it

group of elders, called Latinos Unidos (“Latinos United”),

Women’s Dialog Group (LWDG)

Most of the

and

isolation,

and poor health.

Many of them have come

in factories or in tobacco fields.

to the

US

in the

Some of them have come

to

with their children and relatives more recently.

Another component of this group (Latino elderly) is some health promotion
work that we are doing, in which we have gotten ftmds from the Campaign for
Human Development to train ten to twelve elders that will be divided into two
teams that are going to ... buildings. These are buildings where the elders live,
and they are going to be organizing in those buildings. The idea is that they
to
will be connected to a health educator, who will be working with them, first
get to

know who

are there,

program

we

—

and then

to folks

the building, develop their relationships with folks that
using the community rooms in those buildings -bring the

is in

who

are calling Visitas.

cannot get out from the buildings. That

who

are part of

they are reaching out with elder women.

strives to

the

component

We have had elders already involved, who have been

trained in health promotion,

SAU

is

Women’s Health

Connections. So,

(MML)

develop and maintain programs that are based on a philosophy

action towards social change need
of empowerment and on the understanding that any
to evolve

from a bottom-up collective

effort.

The writings of Paulo

Freire have largely

organizations (CBO), and the impact
influenced people working in community-based

of this

is

participatory methods of
seen in community development efforts applying
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education to increase the ability of groups
and individuals to take control of their lives

and to advocate for social change (Fingeret,
1984). Besides the

empower Latino
assist elders

The

who

on

elders to act

who

own

and

SAU also provides programs to

behalf,

cannot participate in collective action.

one

third

their

efforts to educate

is

Elder

at Risk, a

are confined in their

program that was set up to work with elders
homes, and maybe being at risk for being homeless

These elders are generally referred

from the Visiting Nurses Association,
Community Police, or even firemen, sometimes
family members, and sometimes we get an
anonymous call... These are very
frail elderly, and this is a brand-new
program that started this year in July, and
It IS one of the two funded
Elder at Risk for minority elders. We do home'
visits, we have a case worker who will
go out and assess the situation, and
work with the elder. We spend a lot of time trying to develop a
relationship
or

some

with them.

program

to us

other officials like

We often bring in other elders who already are in the elderly

that

confianza

—

may want to come

trust.

SAU is one the

along for the

visits as a

way to

build

(MML)

few agencies providing human and health

services to the

elderly population in the area, and the only one with extensive
programs addressed to

the Latino elderly population in the entire region. These efforts bring
to the fore the
situations

many

elderly Latino

men and women

are facing

language barriers, and lack of understanding of the

There are many folks

US

due to poverty, migration,

system.

who just moved to this

area, who do not know anybody,
which existed for a long time, but
has never been able to reach out to the Latino community for reasons of
language barriers, and understanding of Latino culture... we are seeing more
and more elders who used to be part of extended families being really losing

and they are

elderly.

So

this Elders at Risk,

that connection to their families.

There are also

lots

of elders

who

are raising

when they are dealing with a lot of their own
health issues. We have also come across elders who were raising their own
adult children who were mentally disable for some reason, and they are still
their grandchildren at the time

caring for

them

in their elder years.

All these programs at

women take part

in several

SAU

We had a few of those cases. (MML)

are intertwined

of them. There

is
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one

and many of the Latino elderly

women

in the

LWDG who

is

proud

of being a member of the Pleneros. Los Pleneros de La Salud
traditional Puerto

Rican music,

Latino youth. Los Pleneros de
a

HIV/AIDS

is

a

band which plays

la plena, to diffuse health education

La Salud are

part of the Proyecto

messages

Vida (“Life

to

Project”),

prevention program funded by the Massachusetts Department of Public

Health (DPH).

In this

program these

folks

who have come

forward, have been trained as

health promotion workers but also learned a

new technique,

a

new approach

in

which to bring out this HTV/AIDS education message to the community. It has
been a real exciting program, and we have learned a lot about Plena, its history,
its

roots.

level, to

We have lots of opportunities for people to expand at our community
have opportunities to use more of the cultural

health education, that

men’s group,

men

— big

also

what Proyecto Vida

is

about.

—

to explore

it

had the opportunity

started out as a

men who had sex with
from many different

to participate in

some of the Los Pleneros de

When I

first

la

came

in

SAU I wanted to be everywhere, to know everyone, and try to understand

what the organization was
programs which gave
raison d’etre, which

community

had

(MML)

Salud musical rehearsals and attend few of its performances.
contact with

It

forms in ways to do

about issues related to

issue within Latino culture

perspectives.

I

is

in particular to talk

art

me

is

all

about.

I

was

a participant observer in most of

SAU

insight into the agency’s philosophical underpinnings and

directly related to the needs

its

and aspirations of the Latino

in that area.

We have some collaborations... we have an after school program called Sisters
Empowerment Project, and that is with the YWCA, two days a week for Latina
teenagers

who

live in this

neighborhood.

SAU offers

space for young teenagers

talk about issues that are important to them.

They

also get

to get together

and

out of the

go to plays, go to poetry readings, go white water canoeing,

city,

etc.

(MML)
The

SEP

Sisters

Empowerment

Project (SEP)

is

a teen-pregnancy prevention effort.

three neighborhood
consists of after-school discussion/activity groups held at
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centers.

I

with, but

spent few afternoons with the

became unfeasible

coordinator

who was

SEP

a group

girls,

for the dialog project.

I

had planned

The group had

contracted by an outside agency, and that

work

to

own program

its

made communications

and control over group meeting time and location a mission almost impossible.

SAU has also been involved in research projects which are directly related to
the population with

whom I became finally attached.

We are doing some field work with the New England Research Institute. We
just finished a five year study of elders in the city of Springfield. We are
working on the preliminary data, and the analysis of that data
continuing one part specifically for Latina Elderly. (MML)

SAU’s
development

efforts extend

its

—where

and hospitals

the majority of Latinos live.

End Task Force was

fully

hopes of

programs to encompass a broader community-

effort involving all the agencies, schools,

area of Springfield

called North

beyond

in the

When

I left

in the

North End

the project, the so

developed and functioning as an organization.

We are part of an initiative that is starting right now in the North End called
The North End Community Health Task Force, in which
organizations are coming together to establish a network
population-based outreach in the North End.

In

many ways

all

in

the North

End

which we can do

(MML)

the programs and educational methods applied by the

organization are client-driven.

I

guess our clientele

community

as a

is

whole

specifically the Latino
is

community. Primarily, the Latino

a poor community. So a lot of our issues have to do

with poverty related issues.

We have been asked often by the DPH, who

primarily funds our work, to also extend our assistance and our support to the

Vietnamese, the Amerasian, and the Russian community, which
through the

Most of

Women’s Health

Connections.

we have done

(MML)

the public health services performed

by the organization

are

outside of the agency. Workshops, music performances, and health fairs are
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done

all

outreach activities usually organized in collaboration with
other agencies. However the

main focus of SAU

is

the North

End

area for

its

concentration of impoverished Latino

population.

We are located in the North End. A lot of our services are outside of the
we go

organization, so

community

is

transportation

work out

a lot out into the community.

located in the North End.
is

The majority of the

We are very accessible, but I know that

a big issue, always. That

is

why we

tend to do a

lot

of our

We find that whenever we do hold events here we
always have to make arrangements for transportation. We also need to make
arrangements for child care. And there is not a lot of space here at SAU
in the

community.

(MML)
The outreach methods used

vary,

and locations where they go are spread

throughout the community and places where Latinos tend to gather from churches to
beauty shops.

Certainly

we do

community

a lot of fliers, and brochures.

We go to key places in the

like the health center, schools, the libraries,

bodegas the
churches— churches are very, very important. There is a Hispanic Ministry
Association, if you can get stuff to them when they meet they will share that
information with their congregations. The churches never have a problem in
getting people to anything,

reach

women. At

it is

amazing! Beauty shops,

a national level

Avon

it is

another

way to

has been very involved in breast health

information, so they have trained their representatives to bring outreach
materials to their clientele

when

they are selling

Avon

products.

We use a

similar idea to go with beauticians, because there are several beauticians in our
community. So, we have gotten to know those women very well. (MML)

There

is

not

much

clarity regarding the

organization, and from what

I

number of people served by the

observed there are no mechanisms used by the

organization to record those numbers.

We probably serve about ten thousand people. But that number has a lot to do
with the fact that

we do

a lot of community wide affairs,

when you can

reach a

of people. We organize a lot of those kinds of activities or participate in
those kinds of activities. I think it is hard to measure how many people we are
lot

serving in that capacity.
2

(MML)

Bodegas are small multi-purpose grocery

stores.
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Critical education theory,

to social

empowerment

training,

and participatory approaches

change are among the tenets embodied by the leadership

tenets have guided

SAU. These

at

and influenced the way programs are developed and

how people

are

treated, at least in theory.

One of our guiding principles is that in order for them to be changed, people
must be involved in their own development. There is one way in which we
would say that we would know if there has been a success. Are people really
involved in their

own development? Are they making any personal change?

Have they had that personal change connected to their family and to their
community life? We do not think that there can be that kind of change unless
people are involved in their
information but

if

we have

own

development.

You can

the three pieces of information

we

are at risk for breast cancer; 2.

Women should do

really

want

we

also can

do

them

self-breast

a lot of

we

women to know:

should have mammographies after the age of 50. That
have. But

give

a discussion about breast health and

1

.

can give out

All

exams;

is critical

women

3.

Women

information to

of understanding other issues that

that in the context

have affected women. Having a discussion. why being in touch with your
body is such a difficult issue. .creating a space where women can discuss that.
.

.

.

If we are teachers

taking place

given

it

it is

and learners

in that process,

when that kind of learning

not only giving information, but connecting

in a context

where people can think about

people might be saying. That

is

that,

the kind of work that

and

we

listen to

think

is

to bigger issues,

it

is

what other

important.

(MML)
There

is

a struggle within the organization to encourage participatory learning,

avoid the lure of banking education, and

imposed by

same time comply with

the

demands

and federal agencies and other organizations who provide funding

state

SAU. Funding

at the

to

has been a most serious problem, especially since funding for social

services have been cut

by the

State of Massachusetts.

The learning environment
education

who

is

participatory. That are

consider themselves educators

who

some people who do

health

are depositing information

so there can be behavioral change. But there is also the health educator who is
not really looking at behaviors but at the context and the realities that impact
on people’s health and well-being. We tend to orient ourselves more towards
that. It is

not enough to say

we

are

working
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in

poor communities, therefore

poor people are going to have poor health. It is important for us
to think about
why are we poor? Why be blaming ourselves without looking at the
circumstances? (MML)

Amongst the

barriers faced

thereof, of both material

by the organization are the

availability, or lack

and human resources. Building the capacity of health

educators and group facilitators to practice what the organization preaches
requires an

immense amount of energy and time
The biggest

that the organization cannot always dispose.

Money is a big issue. But there are
other barriers, like people wanting to be involved and transportation is an issue,
child care is an issue. There is also capacity issues.
want the organization
barrier

is

always the survival.

We

to

be diverse,

at different

we want

the organization to reflect the community, but

places in our development. Everyone has different

ways of thinking how

we

are

all

skills, different

work is done. Often that gets in the way of really
growing as an organization. Lack of resources. We spend a lot of time
thinking how we are going to survive, and that takes away from ways that we
can be more available. But there is a lot of spirit, resiliency, a lot of hope!
the

.

.

(MML)
The executive

director, a charismatic leader herself, is also

creating a participatory environment within the organization and

deep understanding of the issues affecting people

who

committed

its staff.

to

She shares a

are underprivileged, and

marginalized by a culture that has devalued their ways of being as people of color,
immigrants, poor, Latino, and women.

We have staff, we have volunteers, board members, people who are allies and
friends, we do have computers, fax, copier, phones, physical space. We have a
third floor that

we would

like to get renovated.

The

staff is very diverse,

some

of us are bilingual, some of us are not. Some of us speak five languages, we are
men, women, young, old. Some of us have high school education, some of us
do not. Some of us have college education. We struggle a lot with computer

We are diverse in terms of race, class, ethnicity. We are multi-lingual,
multi-cultural. We certainly have learned a lot from ourselves in terms of how
literacy.

generous

we

can be, and

at

times that can be very challenging.
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(MML)

In order to circumvent

some of the

barriers

imposed by forces acting both

inside and outside of the agency the director searches
for collaboration and shared-

leadership as problem solving strategies.

I

think the best

way to circumvent those

responsibility and leadership. There

barriers

is

to try to share that

no way we can do all, either in the way
we work within the organization or even outside the organization. If we are
going to do an event, how can we share the event organization with other
people?

We need to structure ourselves to do that kind of work with more

collaboration.

or write

is

And even within the

more proposals

that builds

in

such a

on the strengths of the

agency,

how can we

way that there

is

be more team-oriented,

less categorical funding, but

different kinds of programs?

(MML)

The Leadership
The leadership

at

SAU— including board members, program directors,

predominantly female. Four Latino and African American

staff, is

women

white male constitute the Board of Directors; and four multicultural
Latino

man

woman.

are

program coordinators. The executive

director

All volunteers working at the agency are Latino

is

a

and

and one

women

and one

Mexican American

women.

The Organizational Culture
In short,

SAU’s

organizational culture manifests itself as an

interwoven relationships, programs, and community development
relationship

amongst members inside the organization

programmatic approaches are rooted

is

work

The
and

methods. The inside-

together in the development and

implementation of programs, and the programs are participatory
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initiatives.

typical of Latino cultures,

in the popular education

culture emphasizes collective action: people

amalgam of

in themselves.

Relationships are established
related

a personal level

at

and personal issues are tender, and people tend

professional expectations.

and familial

—people

The atmosphere within

eat together, chat,

—boundaries between work-

to support

each other beyond

the organization

is

usually

warm

sometimes gossip, and share personal

incidents.

Innovation, risk-taking, and spontaneity are encouraged by the executive
director

and program coordinators to accommodate new forms of expression and ways

to diffuse information. People’s life-experiences are as valued as their formal

education

—both

staff and participants are

encouraged to take leadership roles without

any special qualifications.

The organizational
leadership

is

culture of S

predominantly female.

AU is strongly affected by the fact that the

A study of international non-governmental

organizations led by Nelly Stromquist (1987) suggests that women-led organizations

tend to provide

women with

skills, critical

knowledge regarding

their conditions,

and

positive and comprehensive approaches to education and other services.

It is

often the case that

women NGOs

run programs that combine

skills

with

awareness. They also tend to provide simultaneously organization and
mobilization skills by making

women

active participants in the activities.

(Stromquist, 1987, p. 6)

It is

also the case that

many of these women

run organizations are successful,

but their success cannot be measured in economic terms, and they function on limited

—which

is

also true about

SAU.

Nevertheless, the supportive and familial

climate provides the strength necessary to the organization’s survival.
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This organization, as
financially.

many other CBO’s,

needs to re-invent

It

long, doing so

community

it

organization

much with

so

its

because

it

has served and empowered through

is

has counted with the support of the
In that sense the

its efforts.

an open system (feeding and being fed by

its

environment), organic,

and feminine. However, the same

this organization so attractive to the Latino population

norms—which

strengthens

it— also make

of view of the outside dominant

new trends,

funding. If the organization has survived for so

little it is

flexible, ever-changing, resilient,

make

continuously to keep up with the

itself

and community needs to guarantee

struggles to maintain itself afloat

culture.

vulnerable

it

From

when

that point

and

qualities that

fitting to its cultural

evaluated from the point

of view the organization can

be seen as lacking objectivity, efficacy, and the ability to show clear and concrete
results

from

its efforts.

Empowerment
documented research

is

not a measurable outcome, and

SAU lacks the

correlating the impact of its programs to measurable

improvement of the community and health standards of its

residents.

I

research and documentation of programs’ impact on Latino population
goals of the North

all

support of

End Task

Force. That being the case

the organizations in the North

End

it

believe that

is

one of the

will affect not only

SAU

but

serving the Latino population.

The History of the Organization
Every organization has a destiny:

a

deep purpose that expresses the

organization’s reason for existence. .choosing to continually listen for that
.

sense of emerging purpose

community from

is

a critical choice that shifts an individual or a

a reactive to a creative orientation. (Senge et
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al,

1994, p. 298).

In order to understand the destiny

back

in

and emerging purpose of SAU we need

time and reconstruct the history of this community-based organization. The

members of the Board of Directors have moved
intervention to

The

go

to

community health development

history of the organization

community,

in particular

is

SAU programmatically from crisis
in search

of the organization’s destiny.

reflected in the life-stories told

by the elders

in our

LWDG.

gave her account of the organization’s history

in

by members of the

The executive

director also

an open-ended single interview.

SAU was initially established as a crisis-intervention organization providing
assistance to the Latino population with housing problems.

It’s

mission was primarily

defined as a reaction to existing community problems.
In the 60s there

was

this big

exodus of Latinos leaving the region of Holyoke

to

come looking at the housing services in the City of Springfield. The city of
Holyoke was trying to get rid of Latinos. It was known policy for city
government of Holyoke at that time to literally bum down their buildings so that
would not be low-income housing. There was no political voice for the
community at that time. In fact this issue just got resolved this year in a class
action suit against the City of Holyoke. I ended up going to court last week when
the final suit came to a close and the City of Holyoke had to rectify that whole
situation that happened some time ago. So the beginning of our organization rose
from a need of people to organize and to advocate for themselves. That was how

there

SAU got started. This is the oldest Latino organization in Western Mass. (MML)
At

that time the organization

was

called

La Casa Hispana, and

it is

known among Latinos. The new name Spanish American Union
implications regarding people’s ethnic identity and the

way they

how it has been

carries controversial

label themselves.

became SAU in 1968, when it was incorporated by 8 individuals, the people
who hand carried the chapter to Washington DC. It is called Spanish American
Union because we were supposed to bring together the "Spanish people" and the

It

“Americanos,” the Caucasians, or the whites, or whatever language we used at
‘Let’s bring the gringos and the Hispanics together! That's why we
that time.
’

.

call

it

.

union.

It is

reflects the level

interesting to

me

“Spanish” people...

of awareness of where we
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we

are not Spanish.

It

are as Latinos, or Hispamcs, because

we
so

We would like to change our name but its

are definitely not Spanish people.

much

history attached to that name.

Not only

widely recognized throughout the
anybody. (MML)

but

it is

for the people in the

state legislators,

by

community,

city politicians,

The name La Casa Hispana (“The Hispanic House”) even thougli not
politically correct a

term as

as

could have been, had a very practical purpose to serve

it

time of emerging cultural awareness,

human rights movement, and an

by

at a

increasing

Hispanic political representation.

The whole concept was

to organize, to have a voice in the Latino

community.

That term “Hispanic”

used everywhere, the Hispanic voters

and they

use
first

it

because that

is

a federally designation that

is

always put us

down

in

1970

so

we had to

by the

was

either

be Caucasians. So,

here Caucasian, black, Hispanic”... that

will

was

in

for people

Caucasian or blacks.

1970 he said “Oh!

who spoke

it

is in

Spanish...

(MML)

“That's us!”

The

.

into being in 1970. Tlie

officially

as Caucasians, because there

We were not blacks,

.

US govenmient for
my house, when the census used to come, my father

time Hispanic was used was

the purpose of census. In

—

came

.

history of the organization has been plagued with a struggle to maintain

its

values and leadership, as well as to engage in political maneuvers to survive.

I

came

in 1989.

incredible

mess

At

that time

SAU was being closed down, there was an

in this organization,

and there was a very good

political

movement among the Latino leadership in this community to close down SAU.
That was happening for lots of reasons. There was going to be this one-stop
shopping of all services for Latinos
massive building, that needed
resources. But apparently
get the
this to

money for
happen

community. There was a huge,

to get renovated,

and needed

to get a lot of

took something extraordinary to get the building, to

the organizations.

Some

big political decision

the city for funding.

.

.

.SAU

was made

for

some kind of

to all these Latino organizations. That included

commitment from

right before the big

move,

into that building, to not be part of one of the groups that

move
move into that building. They voted on it, and it was a last minute
Well, when SAU pulled out, it was like a domino effect, many of the

decided not to

were going
decision.

all

it

in this

to

other groups pulled out as well. So, to this day
that took place after that.

Now,

SAU is blamed for the fall-out

that everybody pulled out,

all

of this

rental

had been promised by other groups was not going to be there.
Because SAU took the leadership not to be part of this, and everybody followed
we were considered
suit, and somehow we had something to do with all of that,

income

that
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.

.

very “bad.” The reality was that people were not trusting the power brokers

were making

all

who were

these decisions for the Latino community,

who

not even

community around
community? (MML)

Latinos. This issue continues being a struggle for the
leadership:

For

who makes

decisions for this

SAU the struggle to stay afloat involved dealing with political issues that

were happening outside of the organization, on top of an
and mend scared personal relationships amongst the

effort to rebuild its reputation,

political,

community, and Latino

leaders.

The following

is

a narrative illustrating that process of struggling, rebuilding, and

redefining the organization’s goals, mission, and vision. In this process of rebuilding the

organization the stakeholders were also forging the organizational culture and

reinforcing the values that

It

we now

see operating at

SAU.

began with will power, commitment, and determination

When I was recruited for this position,
director's position

because

no one wanted

.

.

to take the executive

SAU was going through a very difficult time. There

was a mess here. SAU had a funded program by the Dept, of Social Services
(DSS) to run a DSS unit. To run a DSS unit you have to deal with very big
issues, life

and death

issues,

we

At

are talking about families in real crisis.

that

time the executive director had been fired for sexual harassment, there were
people
several harassment suits against the executive director. There were

were hinders pulling out. As the
nothing when I
hinders were pulling out it was creating instability. There was
came to SAU except this web of programs, people coming for services but
very committed to fight to
to serve them. A board of directors who were
leaving this organization

left

and

right, there

nobody

became a very personal vendetta between the people in the
It became very
board against those folks who were trying to close us down.

the end, because

it

vicious and very personal.

The
I

(MML)

well
leadership built trust and support by gathering

came

at a

time

when I haven't known how to run an

known allies.

organization.

.

.

.

The people

would have to meet in
running the organization had benchmarks that I
would have to think about a new vision,
the next four months. This organization
not replicating other propams. Some of
a new mission and programs that were
functional board, filling in the
those benchmarks also included creating a

who were
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.

vacancies on the board

— there was a lot of rebuilding,

a lot of development

knew and I trusted and those were the
people I recruited to be on the board, because it was going to be very difficult to
have folks from the community to be on the board at that time when their
allegiance may not be to SAU. There was such personal vicious attacks that were

work. So

thought about the people that

I

I

,

going back and forth that were not in the best
organization.
that's

what

So

did.

I

I

had

to

interest

have people on the board

of rebuilding

that I

this

knew and trusted, and

(MML)

The shared vision emerged from personal mastery,

current reality, and collective hope.

Then I began to talk to the board about a new vision for this organization. The
work I was doing before was in public health, in health education, that's why all
my relationships were with the DPH. That was my background, and I didn't want
to do crisis intervention work, even though there was a lot of crisis in this
community.

It is

(MML)

interesting to observe the impact that an individual’s vision

and personal

mastery can have on the future of an organization. Charlotte Roberts says

that:

Shared vision and personal mastery are almost always simultaneous pursuits. In
the context of what they want for the organization, people are inevitably drawn

back to reconsider what they want for themselves, what current
and what they feel called to do (1994, p. 346).
This view seems to be shared by

SAU leadership.

reality they see,

.

We couldn't replicate services that other organizations were doing, then we
decided to do prevention education. At that time nobody knew what prevention
was, they didn't even understand the concept of prevention. But it was really

doing community organizing, action
things of that sort. Then I started recruiting and
that time. I
hiring people to rebuild the organization. It was only three of us at
met with the DPH and my allies, the people that I knew there. They were willing

community development work,
planning, community planning,

it

to fund the first health education

was

really

program

in Springfield for Latino

women, we

‘Mente Sana en Cuerpo Sano.’ That was how we started our health
Latino
education work with that one little program of health education for

called

it

women.

.

.

.That

At this point a
People began to learn

was how we

started rebuilding.

(MML)

great deal of advocacy and capacity building

how to

learn together,

and
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were

to redefine leadership.

instituted.

Even though we had

new

we knew where we wanted to
go for funding, people really didn't understand how health promotion and
prevention worked. We had to understand it better ourselves. So we had to do a
lot of self-development, and self-training, and talk to the people who were doing
this kind of work. But we also had to rebuild not just internally, we got to rebuild
a

of these

externally, because all

End community had

idea and a vision, and

political fights that

affected us. People didn't

Latino leadership in Springfield,

I

was

sort

of an outsider,

not Puerto Rican, there was a very big issue.

The organization and
primarily on

its

issue.

(MML)

leadership

became

was another big

the city, that

mission;

its

were going on

I

in the

North

know me. I was not part of the
I

was

Latina, but

lived in Amherst,

stronger

community development and the

when it

I

I

was

didn't live in

started focusing

health and well-being of

community members.
I

finally learned to stop reacting

decided that

we would

and to stop the bickering and the

fighting.

I

spend more time focusing on ourselves rebuilding our

who did want to work with us. So slowly but surely
erode that bad Karma that existed and the way we really rebuilt that

relationships with the people
it

started to

was by

leadership
to roll

community work. We showed people what our
and what our work was going to be about. So we began

getting involved in

was

all

about,

up our sleeves and go down

how we

rebuilt the organization-

by being

was through

actively involved, and that

organization.

As the

in the trenches,

it

really

where we

are

now as

an

(MML)

organization evolved the need to build connections with other agencies,

share the vision, and

grow beyond

its initial

partnerships the organization also redefined

To be

is

and do the work, and that's

leadership, tlirough advocacy,

patterns with other people

boundaries became clear. In creating

its

role

we were

and reinforced

involved in a

lot

its

mission.

of coalition building.

we brought a perspective that other people didn't bring, we confi-onted
niche
public health issues that no one had confronted before. .So we got a little
for ourselves that's how we rebuilt the organization. (MML)

Either

.

At the end, community involvement and support were the basic
success and sustainability.
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factors for

The

is a group that was very critical in some of that
you need to have community support. We could had done
all the community work we wanted in the world, but if we didn't have
community support and people involved in the organization we were not going to
be able to have that kind of credibility. That was very important to us, having that
level of involvement from the elders in the community. (MML)

elderly people,

I

think that

turn around, because

The organization’s values emerged from
maintain

itself as a

whole. These values permeate several realms of action within and

around the organization. They are reflected
different roles they play as staff, partners,

SAU

I

also

became immersed

In retrospect,

I

in the different

and

in that “field”

ways people

When I came

clients.

commitment and determination

interact in all

in contact

with

and influenced by those values.

think that the limitations and difficulties

process of developing the Latina

in

the struggle to survive, develop, and

Women’s Dialogue Group
The

to continue the project.

I

encountered in the

strengthened

fact that the

my

LWDG was

alignment with the vision and mission of the organization also brought up the

support and trust necessary in that endeavor. Focusing on the purpose of the

was extremely important

to avoid losing track of what

we were

LWDG

doing, and building

connections inside and outside the core group by sharing our views. Engaging

dialog

became very important

in the process

in

of community learning.

The Latino Elders and Their Support Systems
The Hispanic community
elderly (55

in the

United States

and older) comprise approximately

Nevertheless, the nation’s Latino population

is

is

4%

is

primarily young.

The Latino

of the Latino population.

growing and aging

at a rapid

pace and

(Hayes-Bautista,
expected to continue to do so well into the twenty-first century

1992;Treas, 1995).
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The Latino

elders are

becoming a group

tremendous social service needs due

that

to the effect

is

increasingly

more

diverse, with

of poverty and racism, and having

high levels of functional disabilities (Castex, 1994; Espino, 1993).

A study of the needs of Latino elderly (utilizing data provided by the National
Association of Hispanic Elderly) indicates that the ethnic identity of the Latino elderly
is

1

made up of 59.3% Mexican American, 15.8%

8.8% other Hispanic. The sexual composition

—48.6% males and

1

.4% females;

65.5; marital status

5

for

a doctor,

a priest,

2% used an agency, 1% used a counselor, 1% used a psychologist, and 83%

did not utilize any services; and mental health problems

40% were
262).

5

—not married 47% and married 53%; mean education
use of formal networks
psychological problems — 8% used
5% used

mean age
years;

Puerto Rican, 6.2% Cuban, and

:

depressed,

The study

43% had worries,

and 21.9% had

— 13% had family problems,

fears (Starrett et

al,

1989, p.

also indicates that the Latino elderly in the United States live in very

poor conditions with a mean income below $ 5,000.00.

Although the Hispanic elderly are
utilize these services.

in

need of psychological services they under-

There are more elders turning to informal networks

(i.e.,

church,

minister, folk healer) than to the available formal helping networks for mental health

and psychological support.

The thematic universe of the Puerto Rican

elders in the

LWDG is embedded in

the subjective dynamics of the elders relationship with the surrounding world

physical and socioeconomic environment); their past

culture,

and migration);

their

mental health

(e.g.,
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(e.g.,

(e.g.,

country of origin, history,

depression, anxiety disorders); and

their natural support systems (e.g., family, friends, church, folk-healers,

and

neighbors).

Baker (1975) provides a general definition of natural support systems:

most communities there exists a network of individuals and groups who
band together to help each other in dealing with a variety of problems in living.
Such groups which provide attachments among individuals or between

In

individuals and groups such that adaptive competence

with short-term crises and
systems.

The word

“natural”

is

improved

in dealing

transitions are referred to as natural support

life

is

used to differentiate such systems from the

professional care giving systems of the

Delgado and Humm-Delgado (1982),

community

list

(p.l39).

four major types of natural support

systems: (1) family/friends, key neighbors; (2) religion; (3) folk healers; and (4)

merchant/social clubs. Within the Latino culture the family

is

probably the most

important support system. However, the Latino definition of “family” differs from that

commonly accepted

in the

United States. As noted by Mizio (1978)

in her analysis

of

Puerto Rican families:
Practitioners. .need to recognize that Puerto
.

Rican definition of family goes

beyond the family of origin so that it encompasses not only those related by
blood and marriage but includes those who are tied to it as well through
custom. Reciprocal obligations and supports exist in these relationships (p.7).

The concept of family within
in the

many

roles

and

responsibilities

the Latino culture

it

encompasses.

is

It is

extensive, both in size and

also noted that children,

husbands, friends and neighbors provide a very reliable source of support to the Puerto

Rican elder

women during everyday life

specifically, daughters are the

most

and

crises

(Sanchez-Ayendez, 1988). More

reliable support

even when an older husband

is

present (Sanchez-Ayendez, 1992). Nonetheless, reliance on family as primary
caregivers can prove troubling for elders due to societal changes as
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Winbush

suggests.

Families today are faced with numerous

new

challenges not evident in the past,

—

which raise questions about the families’ ability to overcome and to
overcome without assistance. For example, family caregiving today is taking
place in a societal setting characterized by changes in family composition,
technology and social advances, life threatening health problems, and a
devalued attitude towards family (Winbush, 1992,

The

literature indicates that the percentage

p. 131),

of Hispanic elders living alone

is

approximately 30%, with the vast majority living with their spouse or other relatives
(Carp, 1969;

Woemer,

1979). However, there

living alone could be greater to

is

indication that the

number of elders

what has been reported previously. Delgado (1996)

suggests several factors contributing to this finding:

First,

Puerto Rican Elder migration, particularly

uprootments,

may have

potential caregivers.

from

involved multiple

systematically resulted in the leaving behind of

rural to

industrialization. Second,

either “acculturated”

it

Namely, every uprootment resulted

support system. This erosion, in turn,
elders migrated

if

it

may have

in

some erosion of the

started in Puerto

Rico as

urban areas as part of urbanization and
is

possible that potential caregivers

may have

and adopted a new value system that minimizes familial

responsibilities, particularly

towards parents. Third, potential caregivers

be struggling economically and socially in their

own

lives

may

and may not have

the resources, energy, time, or willingness to accept the responsibilities that go

with being a caregiver (Delgado, unpublished paper).

Women have historically been the primary,
women,

too, provide support to those in their family

Delgado

states that natural support

in history.

helping.

and often only, caregiver. Elder

He

network (Delgado, 1996).

systems have a cultural base and are deeply rooted

also says that elders are instrumental in carrying

The concepts of mutuality and

on

this tradition

of

obligation are central to a Puerto Rican elder’s

conceptualization of natural support system (Delgado, 1996).

Recent research (Gallagher, 1994) has highlighted the role of elders as
providers of assistance, continuing a lifelong process of helping. Elderly members of
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the family are often entrusted with child care functions ranging from baby-sitting to

adoption (Sotomayor, 1973; Torres-Gil, 1978). Also,

home maintenance

functions

allow family members, particularly mothers of young children, to undertake outside

employment.
Latino elders play instrumental roles in

elders serve as a bridge

between

traditional

all

and

natural support system areas. Latino

modem culture

and provide the

cultural roots to youngsters developing their identity as Hispanics (Enrique, 1980;

Sotomayor, 1973). Hispanic elders also assume an important role

in the process

cultural value transmission through their experiences in the native country,

and

of

their

consequent knowledge of customs, belief systems, and language (Delgado, 1981).

Second

to the family, religious institutions also benefit

provided by Hispanic elders, both in

(as

members of the

generally

fall into

congregation).

official capacities (as ministers)

Key

and unofficial

responsibilities in cultural value transmission

such cultural traditions as religious beliefs and celebrations.

Most of the Puerto Rican
growing up

from the services

in the culture

elders have been exposed to folk belief systems

and have

at

times utilized folk healers and botanical shops as

part of their natural support system.

Although there

is

generally a great fear of the unknown, folk healing practices

(Delgado,
have been a part of the culture since the Taino Indians inhabited Puerto Rico

African
1996). These belief systems have also been influenced by

(Yomba and Bantu)

system of belief is
and Spanish conquerors/settlers (Harwood, 1977, 1981). This

based upon the notion that occurrences such as

illness, misfortune,

and bad luck can be

and that earthly events and
the result of spiritual intervention (Delgado, 1980)
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—

conditions can be influenced by the metaphysical (Delgado, 1996). This belief system

has a rich history within the culture and a great impact on the

and construe

think,

way Puerto Rican

elders

their social reality.

Community-based agencies can too become

in effect part

of the natural support

system of Puerto Rican elders. Mostly agencies that reinforce accepted cultural values
such as personalismo (the need to relate to individuals versus institutions) and

familismo (importance of family as providers) also offer a greater comfort

level to

Latinos seeking services (Delgado, 1995). Similarly, language, verbal (Spanish) and
non-verbal, serve to facilitate communication (Curt, 1976), and a shared history
eliminating or minimizing fears of being discriminated against for being Puerto

—

Rican

also

combine

to create

an atmosphere of acceptance and caring (Delgado,

1995).

The

LWDG was viewed by the participants as a “support group.”

was regarded by the

own

elderly

women

as the place

where they could

The

LWDG

talk freely (in their

language); where they had an opportunity to discuss difficult issues which they

would not discuss with

their family

members

or friends; a friendly group from which

they could gather support and ideas to solve everyday

life

problems; and a place

where they could express themselves and be heard.

The
system.

LWDG progressively became part of the elderly women natural support

The

LWDG meeting were sometimes perceived by the elderly women as

spiritual gatherings,

and the group

facilitator

was

at

times compared to a priest,

or a

and
“healer” for the ability to bring up difficult and painful issues in a constructive
supportive way. At no point

I

claimed to be a healer or
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spiritual leader

of any

sort,

and

never introduced the
despite

the

LWDG as a support group in the psychological sense. However,

my attempts to convey the contrary, the

elderly

women

continued to refer to

LWDG as a support group.
The Latinos Unidos
Gathering data about the Latino elders in Springfield involved several methods

including review of literature, participant observations, interviews with the elders, and

key-informant interviews.

interviewed three key-informants

I

who were

either in close

contact with the Latino elders in Springfield or were involved in research with that

population or both.

One of the

key-informants was Prof. Melvin Delgado,

interviewed personally on February

Women’s Dialogue Group
Prof. Melvin Delgado,

Macro-Practice

at

is

1996

—

at the

formation stage of the Latina

(see The Puerto Rican Elders in Springfield: Interview With

Appendix

Melvin Delgado

8,

whom I

f).

a Puerto Rican Professor of Social Work, and Chair of

Boston University. The

last 15

have been focused on Latino communities and

years of Prof Delgado’s research

their natural support systems.

He

has

recently conducted research with the Latino elders in Springfield. In his study. Prof

Delgado also includes consultations with an advisory board composed of Puerto Rican

members of the Latinos Unidos group

elders

who

study.

Prof Delgado found

are

at

SAU.

In the Springfield

that:

Among the Latino community in Springfield 9 out of 0 names are Puerto
disability.
Rican. Out of the 700 PR elders we interviewed 360 had a functional
1

much more disable at much younger age, and with
and whites. Most
greater severity that their cohorts who are Afi-ican-Americans
some got there
of the Puerto Ricans in Springfield come fi'om rural areas, and
so many
are
There
by working in the Connecticut Valley picking tobacco.

Puerto Rican elders are
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elders

who

many years. They

are there for so

Casa Hispana

is

so important. That

is

are very isolated, that

the extent of their contact.

is

why La

Our sense

is

that Puerto Ricans are not using formal systems. In
Springfield there are not
many people who are bilingual, bicultural. However we pictured that they had
their families, neighbors, religion, a rich natural support
system. That
the case. They are not using formal systems, nor they really have their

systems.

was not

own

We did a focus group with the elders, and what the elders said was

“There are so many needs, that a lot of the churches are not really focusing on
us. We had a life, and we are welcome there, but our needs are not
the needs
being addressed.” (Delgado, 1996)

Delgado also acknowledges

Prof.

tremendous impact on the

that migration

and displacement have had a

elders’ support systems.

We did another focus group with the elders, and one elder stated very
eloquently: “I

Juan. But,

left a rural part

of Puerto Rico (Las montanas), and

when I went to San

When I went

I

went

to

San

Juan, a part of my system stayed behind me.

San Juan to New York, part of my system stayed behind in
San Juan. Even those who were here, they got their own lives.” The other
elders were saying “Yes, yes, yes.” So what they were saying was as you
uproot you leave part behind. Eventually, when they got to Springfield they
have left most of their support systems behind. For the elders with whom I

came
better

fi’om

across there
life.

was

a series of steps that they have taken in search of a

But, in search of a better

life

they have also lost part of their

lives.

(Delgado, 1996)

The Latinos Unidos group
elders in

Western Massachusetts

level, migration,

1995

members. The Latinos Unidos

women

in

good sample of the Puerto Rican

terms of their needs, social

class, educational

and support systems.

On September 20,

and

represents a very

50 years and older,

I

is

was formally introduced

to the Latinos

Unidos group

a group of approximately one hundred Latino

who meet weekly at SAU to

socialize, play

men

dominoes,

participate in health education charlas, conferences, and other events. Usually there

a core group of twenty to thirty

These Latino elders come

to

members who

SAU primarily to
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participate in the

is

weekly meetings.

socialize with each other,

and immerse

themselves in the so typically Latino warmth and familial atmosphere present

at these

meetings.

There were many things going on when

There were two groups playing dominoes; and a
baby’s blanket she had made. After

I

came

I first

woman

selling raffle tickets for a

introduced myself I asked them to introduce

themselves by telling their names and where they were bom.
newsprint

—

were about

there

thirty

of them. Then

Cuento Del Burro ” (A Donkey’s Tale)
donkey. The message of the

meeting room.

into the

—

tale is that

I

I

wrote their names on

asked for a volunteer to read “El

a tale about an old man, a child, and a

we

cannot please everyone

at

the

same time,

because different people perceive and expect different things from different

used the

I

carries a

tale as

an icebreaker for discussion. The Donkey’s Tale

message

that could be

familiar pass-time for

short, funny,

used for reflection. In addition storytelling

most Latinos. Following

that, a

woman

Everybody laughed and

volunteered to

tell

a donkey-joke.

Before

we

ran out of donkey-jokes,

something different that day,

is

I

told

them

in the

situations.

is

and

a

group

that helped us relax too.

that

we were

going to do

going to draw a community map. The large

we were

group was divided into three small groups and each group was to draw a map of their

communities including

its

physical characteristics, material and

human

resources.

Although the community-mapping exercise did not provide a detailed view of
the

community’s needs and resources,

elders talked about

life.

was

some of the problems

share similar problems.

everyday

it

They

started

a

good

start for a

broader discussion. The

affecting them, and realized that they

naming some of the major

Economic problems seemed

to bind
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them

all,

all

issues they face in

and the consequent

effects

of poverty were blatant. As they talked,

I

wrote on newsprint the issues mentioned by

them: inappropriate housing accommodations; noisy

streets; violence; drugs; lack

of

social support; isolation; lack of transportation; lack of
preventive medicine;

communication problems due

to the language gap; discrimination

on the

part of health

and human services agencies; lack of security; and feelings of fear and anxiety.

Some of the
(e.g.,

elders connected those community-issues to their health problems

high-blood pressure, tension,

stress,

and depression). Some others drew signs of

hope (rainbow), peace (white dove), enlightenment

One of them

(cross).

talking about youth gangs said:

youngsters will be illumined!

One woman draw
all

of this.

the

most

”

”

Another

remarks was “What can I do?

Group members lamented
anymore, which aggravates
said the

safety

woman replied:

a flying-horse, and said: “I wish I

their

pharmacy was closed

these

“Christ will save us all!

had wings

many

to take

me away from

the fact that they did not have a local

pharmacy

problem of getting medicine when they need

They

it.

officers patrolling the streets.

picture of a tree and wrote:
”

things...

“Under

They

this tree there

feel afraid all the

affects all

they abuse older people.

of us

in the

community, we

”
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man

are people doing bad

When I asked him what he meant by “'bad things"' he

added “This problem

They

also mentioned the lack of

time because their communities are infested with gangs, and drug dealers. One

drew a

among

different ways,

”

for lack of security.

and the absence of police

spiritual faith

“Maybe one day

Feelings of powerlessness were expressed in

common

and

(light/sun),

said “drugs," and

live in fear, they assault us,

—

At the end of the community-mapping
felt

good because we

all

activity a

have problems, but we don

’t

woman

said: "This (exercise)

anyone about these

talk to

problems ...” So we talked about creating support systems by focusing on common
problems and searching

common

for

goals and solutions.

At noon, lunch was served preceded by
members.
told

me

sat

I

next to a

came

she

a prayer

woman from Colombia

to the U.S. four years ago.

"I

made by one of the group

and chatted with her during lunch. She

had too many problems

in

Colombia.

Here I have economic problems. The problems I had there were not economic.

”

woman had

in the

1 1

children

whom

she

US. She complained about the

was taking ESL

left

back

in

Colombia. She has two cousins

fact that there are not

classes but the schedule

many ESL

was not convenient

classes available. She

for her.

people in our table complained about the ''white blue-eyed people

who

treat

I

them with

looked

This

Some

other

in the agencies'’’

disrespect.

at the

newsprint on the walls and the long

list

of community problems

and grievances identified by the Latino elders during our community-mapping
exercise:

•

Inadequate housing, noisy

streets, trash

thrown on the

streets,

bad odor

in

the hallways of buildings.
•

Racial discrimination

•

Language problems
insufficient free

•

"The racism

(i.e.,

ESL

is

classes).

People doing drugs in the

streets; the

affecting the elderly population

who

drug problem in the community
feel unsafe

Lack of safety and police

•

Lack of a

•

Lack of adequate public transportation.

patrol in the

pharmacy.
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and

community.

•

local

brutal!”

lack of language interpreters in the hospitals,

afraid.

is

At the end of the meeting

human

a staff member

to

announce the walk against

rights issues, primarily against Latinos in the prisons of Norfolk

I

many of the

realized at that point that

serving terms in those

elders

members who

and Walpole.

had sons and daughters who were

jails.

The vast majority of the Latinos Unidos

them

came

are Dominicans, a

Puerto Rican. There are few other

Colombian woman, and a Spanish couple. Not

few who

are “elderly,” there are a

is

are under 55 years old.

Most of them

all

of

live in

the vicinity of the organization.

The following week

I

met with the Latinos Unidos

what we had done the previous week, and engaged
this exercise participants

community-mapping

make

exercise.

a

placed

group what

all

we were

me to

thinking, and a

did a review of

of problems they have identified in the

list

From

that

list

they select the most critical problem and

this

problem.

newsprint from the previous week on the wall, and explained to the

going to do.

preferred to draw, and

few called

We

in a “problem-tree” exercise. In

begin to analyze the root causes and consequences of

I

again.

some

Some

participants wrote

down their

problems, others

others shared incidents or anecdotes with the group.

explain their problems in private. This was an exercise in

way to

ecological approach to

help participants

some of the

name

their

A

critical

problems and develop an

issues affecting their lives

by seeing the

interconnectedness of various seemingly distinct issues.

I

and tried to reframe
listened to their issues, incidents, and anecdotes

one word or sentence, which
problem-tree. Almost

all

I

them

wrote on stick-on notes and pasted them up to the

of them mentioned issues related to language and
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in

The

discrimination.

not speak English.

greater majority of the group

Some of them

in a

and English.

When I asked them “Why is

we

elected

it

as our

theme

of them attributed their language problems to their
others viewed

it

participation and representation.

of not speaking English. Then

I

for

language a problem?” other themes emerged:

I

realized that the group

very heterogeneous in terms of their ways of thinking and consciousness

Some

issues

to confront.

racism and discrimination. At this point of our discussion

learning.

who do

A number

combined represented the major

Since language was the emergent issue
discussion.

out of Puerto Ricans

rudimentary English, although they cannot read

or write. Thus, language and ethnic identity

had

made

are illiterate in both Spanish

of participants can communicate

the elderly Latinos

is

own

level.

was

Some

laziness and lack of interest in

as a consequence of their lack of political

They spent
asked them

a long time discussing the consequences

why they did not

speak English. One

response was:

Because we are immigrants from Puerto Rico, and many of us came from the
country side and didn ’t have a chance to study English back home.

The discussion focused on

how different people had
who went to good
those

who

left

the inequalities of English teaching in Puerto Rico, and

different opportunities to study English. Consequently, those

schools, or

home

had a college education

in

PR would be

better off than

seeking better economic opportunities.

Socioeconomic inequalities which lead

to

impoverishment and lack of proper

problem. Group
basic education were found to be the root causes of their language
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members recounted many

stories illustrating

how

alienated they

felt in

the U.S.

because they did not speak English.

One

elder

man

in the

group

said;

The Latino population

in trouble

is

because

we

don’t vote.

When we

write a petition stating a problem that affects 100,000 people only 2,000
sign. So, the representatives think that the problem only affects a tiny

group of people, and they are not concerned with that. But, if all of us
were.united we would be able to change the politics, and receive better
services.

To what another man

We
is

—who was not present

in

our

first

meeting

—responded:

are not here to talk about politics, or political issues.

The

senorita^

here to inform us about the services available to us in the community,

not to talk about politics.

At

that point

I

had

to intervene

points of view were welcome.

He was

get involved in party politics, but

and re-direct our discussion.
right to say

we were

I

started a

new

activity, the

most of the group members did not know how
on newsprint

not there to collect votes or

community, and

about political issues related to the

Every time

reiterated that all

there to share our views, opinions, and

feelings about the problems concerning our

fair to talk

we were

I

in that context

way people viewed their

and write.

I

draw, or express themselves verbally. This was not easy,

I

had

me

that

usually write things

keep them as a record, but the participants had the option

to

would be

problems.

group coordinator reminded
to read

it

to train

to write,

myself to rely

on different means of communication other than written language. Nevertheless, some
of the elders knew

how to

write,

and wrote

in their

own

language their thoughts. One

man, Ismael wrote:

3

Senorita

means

deference. The

men

miss,

in

young lady

in

Spanish, and

the Latinos Unidos group

called

is

used before a single-woman’s name as a way

me

"senorita" while the
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women

called

me

by

my

to

show respect and

first

name.

The worst problem we have

is that

we

don’t

know how

as we should
m places where we live. We don’t like people correcting us, and when
they
to

behave

do
should not happen.
Sometimes we make unnecessary noises that bother
those living around us, our
neighbors, and this should not happen. Sometimes
we complain about things
without having the right to do so.
It

we

overreact, and treat

This text refers to the discussion

them

disrespectfully,

we had around

and

this

Latinos feeling discriminated in the

U.S. Ismael was on a blame-the-victim mode, as
he internalized the oppressive

messages that would justify discrimination against Latinos.
He was basically saying
“they are right and

we

are

wrong”

—

a message he had assimilated throughout his

life. 1

asked Ismael what he meant by “Latinos not behaving as they
should” and he replied

Playing music loud, talking loud, making noises,

The experience of being displaced
have generated among

and

attitudes will

common among

become more

Mercedes, one of the eldest

said: ''This is

is

legs.

drew

When

I

a tree with

among

in are recurrent

Lunch was being served and

I

other about the language theme. That

no

in the field. ..like the fields

”
that.

the elders.

themes

Memories of the

still

talking to each

the beginning of the dialog process.
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past,

in the elders’ conversations.

could hear some of the elders

was

roots, but with a

asked her what she meant by her

a tree and a chicken

another recurrent theme

of the places where they grew up

self-

clear later in our dialog sessions.

of Puerto Rico. I grew up around chickens and trees, just
Nostalgia

to

oppressed groups (Freire, 1970). These

in the group,

round base next to a chicken with four
drawing she smiled and

—common among immigrants—seemed

group feelings of inadequacy, and triggered the

this

blaming, guest attitude also
feelings

”
etc.

After the Latinos Unidos meeting
to see a presentation

we went to

the Springfield Prevention Center

of Plena. The pleneros presented

prevention, and talked about the Proyecto Vida.
nice Latino dinner. This

was

a

good chance

for

songs on

their

ADDS

The performance was followed by

me to

a

get closer to the elders in a

neutral ground, and to chat with people from other organizations as
well.

Another week had passed and
day because of the
share

rain. I

some of their

was our third meeting. Few people came

this

this

did a brief review of the previous weeks, and asked them to

stories, events,

and experiences related

to the

themes we had

discussed before: language and discrimination. They talked about generalities and the

need for more interpreters

more

at

the clinics.

Then

“What happens when you

specifically:

I

re-fi-amed the question, and asked

try to

them

communicate with people who

cannot understand you?” One of the elders, Alfredo replied: “Why should I talk about

my problems

ifyou

Alfredo seemed quite angry and
to explain to

him

problems before we could work on

when

I

realized

remember seeing him

we had to

I

it

was

name and
I

would not be able

a great discussion question,

how hard

first

strategies to solve them.

there to facilitate the dialog process, but

was

did not

I

the dialog process, that

Alfi'edo’s question

”

are not going to solve them?

before.

I

tried

analyze the

also explained that

I

was

“to solve” any problem.

however

I

became very

to lead a discussion with that group,

frustrated

and wrote

in

my

journal:

I

am having a hard time

paradoxical as

it

may

explaining to people what

sound, sometimes

I

I

am trying to

am embarrassed to

student doing research in a community-based organization.

impression that what
addition,

I

I

am doing

is

I

do.

As

be a doctoral

have the

meaningless to the people involved. In

have no real attachment or commitment to the community in focus.
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I

wish

I

didn’t have to explain

who I am.

It

distances

me

even more from the

participants (Journal Entry, October, 1995).

thought

I

we

did not

concrete situation. They

all

make much progress

this time.

Nobody talked

about any

had complaints, the same ones we heard before, such

as

lack of interpreters in the hospitals, housing problems, lack of a pharmacy near their

homes, a health insurance
frustrated with

I

me

thought

had related

I

too,

I

that does not cover all their needs, etc.

had no answers

to be

to their problems.

should had brought them some information about the questions they

to health insurance, social security,

know much

They seemed

about those issues myself.

I

and welfare

—even though

I

did not

talked to the program coordinator to see if we

could bring someone from the Department of Public Health (DPH) to clarify some of
the elders’ questions.

I

volunteered myself as a translator

if they

couldn’t find a

bilingual person.

The messages Latinos

receive

—and

internalize, about being inadequate,

deviant, and inferior are a leitmotif in a racist and oppressive environment that

devalues Latino’s ways of being. In one of the Latinos Unidos meetings
misfortune to translate for a police officer

was

filled

had the

a talk about safety. His speech

with stereotypes of Latinos being undisciplined emotional creatures.

Responding

to

an elder

who complained

in the city, the officer said:

we do

who gave

I

“The foreigners have the obligation

not have to speak Spanish.

When the

about the lack of Latino or bilingual officers
to learn

our language,

”

elders mentioned the crime problems in their neighborhoods, and the

fact that there are so

many

kids doing drugs on the streets, the officer replied: “Every
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child should have a mother
drugs,

He was

etc. ”

and a father

home

at

to take care

fault

and a

result

Latinos have a different schedule from
they are tired—so

it is

us.

comments

the officer said:

They eat when they are hungry, they sleep

not unusual to see them on the street late at night. ”

The white, blue-eyed, 6

ft,

tall

male

officer kept using

pronouns such “us” and

“them” to distinguish the non-Latinos from the Latinos, ignoring the
talking to a group of “them.”

factors that

following

1

.

Group

I

a

was choking on

month of working with

were hindering the

is

list

size:

avoid crime,

of their lack of compliance with the

system. In addition to other condescending and racist

After a

to

implying that the problems occurring in the Latino

neighborhoods are the Latinos

when

of them,

of what

The group

I

full

the

words

the Latinos Unidos

as

I

I

fact

he was

translated for him.

started thinking about the

development of the dialogue process. The

had observed during those few weeks with the group.
is

usually too big for this type of discussion

—20

to 30

people. Participants get distracted and tend to form smaller subgroups.

2.

Group dynamics: The group dynamics and the level of participation varies
who is present. The frequency of group members varies constantly.
Probably 70% of the group remains the same every week, but there is a fluctuating
attendance and a flow of newcomers every week. We lose momentum every time
we move a step back to accommodate new members. I also noticed that not
depending on

everyone

3.

in the

group

is

willing to be engaged in the dialog process.

The room is not
not enough tables

accommodate everyone comfortably;
work; the room is located between the
there are
main entrance, the restroom, and the kitchen where there is a lot of movement of
Location:

large

enough

to

for small group

people crossing.

4.

Myself:

My language skills in Spanish are good from a standard point of view.

many of the Puerto Rican idioms, regional expressions, and other subtleties
make me feel like an outsider. I am also afraid to sound too academic.

miss
that

I
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believe that the major barrier standing between the Latino elders and myself

I

stemmed from
of social

who

the inherent nature of our relationship

class, ethnicity,

did not experience

—

age and education. In reality

life

the

I

reflective

was

of the contradictions

a foreigner in their world

way they did, and they knew

it. I

was a

student trying to conduct a research project that would probably bring

myself than to a group of impoverished Latino elders
bear that in

mind and

doctoral

more

in the inner city.

I

benefits to

would have

to

struggle with those issues for the entire time the research project

lasted.

I

feel like a fish-out-of-water

I

am

wherever

I

go.

a Portuguese-speaking white Latina,

not so widely represented in Western

I

Mass

am not Hispanic

I

neither Anglo.

belong to an ethnic group which

is

to be easily recognized or

On one hand it serves me as a protection shield against prejudice,
on the other hand it distances me from other Latino groups. (Journal Entry,
stereotyped.

September’ 95)

When people from diverse
orientation)

come

backgrounds

(i.e.,

age, ethnicity, class, sexual

into relationship, they are in the presence of what Patricia Hill

Collins (1990) calls “interlocking systems of oppression.”

Exploring our relationship to these systems of oppression and opportunity
means speaking about privilege and power, anger and conflict, hurt and
violation, betrayal and isolation, as well as about friendship, love, joy, and
generosity of spirit (Taylor et

I

told the Latinos

al.,

Unidos group

1995, p.l

1).

that next time

selected group of people at the library—an adjacent

I

also mentioned that

told

them

basis.

I

and a

woman

I

would

like to interview

that the interviews

in the

I

would be working with a

room next to

self-

the conference room.

people individually on a voluntary

would be around

group started talking about her

their life-stories.

life.

She told us

I

just said that,

that she

had

citizen to get a green
married three men, two for love, and one to help an Ecuadorian
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card.

She never had children of her own, but she had adopted two of
her nephews and

one of them was dying from

had not seen him

AIDS

in the Southwest.

for a long time.

Next day to

that

meeting

developed an interview question-guide for the single

I

interviews with the elders, and started drawing
techniques.

She was very sad because she

The next time

I

came

some

pictures to use as projective

Unidos was

to the Latinos

to conduct the single

interviews with volunteers from the group.

I

m at the attic, which is the third floor of SAU. Nobody uses

who

and remodeled a little room for
meetings. There is no heat in this room, and
I

fixed

feel

it

belong here.

I

.

.

it,

just the teens,

Empowerment
somehow a forgotten place.

their Sisters
this is

Despite the freezing weather I’m conducting the single

interviews with the elders at the

attic. Between the interviews and the afternoon
People are getting used to see me coming here every
Wednesday. Not everybody knows or understands what I am doing, but they all

sessions this

seem

is

to respect

my place.

whatever

I

am trying to

do here. The executive

participated in a similar kind of qualitative research conducted

me

fellows from CIE, has provided

with a

lot

of support and

director,

who

by one of my

flexibility to

do

what I want. I feel comfortable coming here and doing my own thing.
However, every time I meet with the elderly group I need to explain again and
again what I am trying to do with their help. I need volunteers for the single
interviews. All the elders

seem

reluctant,

look for excuses such as “I don

draw.

”
I

have the feeling they

’t

and afraid to

know how

feel they

to write,

”

They usually
know how to

participate.

“I don

’t

need to know something to be

The idea of me interviewing them just to talk about themselves
seems quite odd to them. Today when I came to recruit volunteers for the
single interviews I heard a man saying to a woman: “Go because you know a
”
lot!
I don’t know what he was referring to. “Know a lot” of what? Maybe he
was talking about the group itself, since that woman had been there for the
interviewed.

longest time (Journal Entry,

When I entered the
brought a video of her

wanted

me to

November

1995).

meeting room Carlota took

trip to

Tucson

for

see her son (in the video)

me

who

to see.
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aside and said she had

She told

has been

years.

me

HTV

me

to take

it

home. She

infected for the last

two

The woman

I

interviewed this day, Luz, also had a son

She cried durmg the interview, “Today
She talked a

warmed up
inside her

little

to

about her

late son,

me, and as she held

handbag with the

other.

of her children and grandchildren.

the first anniversary

is

and

we went on

—she had

so

much

my arm with one hand,

bed

’s

death. ”

she searched for her wallet

me

the pictures

We talked for about two hours. By the time the
I

wish we could had

to say.

which was her second grade. She

me

of my son

She opened her wallet and showed

Luz became very emotional when

She told

died from AIDS.

with the interview questions. She

“interview” was over, she started talking about her
husbands.
stayed longer

who

still

I

asked her about her

keeps

all

last

year in school,

her grade cards with her good grades.

she takes them out of a box every night and kisses them before going
to

—those were her sweet memories of formal
Not only Luz, but

all

the other

women

schooling.

in the

group placed a great value on

formal education, and regret the fact they were not more educated. The majority of

them did not

among

finish elementary school.

those one

English.

Some of them

woman taught herself to

Some of them went back to

never went to school, and

read and write in Spanish, and to speak

school later in their adult lives but found hard to

balance work, family obligations, and school

at the

same

time.

Thus

their experience

with adult education and/or English classes were either short-lived or discontinuous.

The Sisters Empowerment

On

October’95, the

first

time

I

went

Girls

to observe the Sisters

Empowerment

group there was a health educator giving a presentation on eating disorders
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( i.e..

bulimia, anorexia nervosa).

The woman presented a film

strip

showing media images

of women, and questioning fashionable standards of beauty. After presenting the
film
strip the health

educator asked the

what they knew about bulimia. The

girls

not respond. The presenter probed them further and got few responses.
the presentation

disengaged
talked

was expected

—one

girl

presenter

girls

girl’s

Abdul!” Another

Even though

seemed completely

mentioned

room.

that she

had a friend who was anorexic, while the
is

comment and went on responding to
girl said that

distributed handouts

the girl’s

else in the

was asking “Do you know a rock star who

ignored the

did

spent the whole time writing her journal, and the presenter

more than anyone

One of the

to be interactive, the girls

girls

anorexic?
her

own

”

The presenter

question: “Paula

her father was an alcoholic while the presenter

on the food pyramid. Once

again, the presenter did not listen to

comment.

Apparently the presenter tried her best to provide a group of teens with what

most adults would believe teens would
failed to listen to the

young women’s

like to see

and talk about. Nevertheless, she

voices, and to reflect

upon

their

own

experiences

related to the subject of discussion.

During those months

workshops on tobacco
various audiences

individuals to

I

which

I

observed health educators conducting

cessation, breast cancer,

and other health education topics

to

could not avoid noticing that despite the efforts of these

make

participants’ voices.

topics, are

in

their

workshops participatory they

failed to listen to their

These health educators are certainly knowledgeable of their

equipped with instructional materials that seem to be perfectly appropriate

to their audiences,

and provide good

illustrations

frequently noticed a certain void in the audience

of the participants to talk about themselves,
talk about all these things in their

Voice

“is a

of their subjects. Nonetheless,

—an

their issues, their

own

on the

part

experiences, and to

own terms.

powerful psychological instrument and channel, connecting inner

and outer worlds” says Gilligan (1993,

p. xvi),

and

element in true dialog as means to true education.

women who

unfulfilled eagerness

I

its

expression

It is

is

an essential

very important^

tend to learn through relationships and connections

—^mostly for

—

to be able to speak

one’s experience, and to be able to do so in safe company.

I

observed health educators giving talks instead of talking with their audiences;

presenting information instead of generating knowledge; giving examples instead of

asking for participant’s accounts of their situations. In

were responding

to their

own

many

cases the health educators

urge to teach more than to a need to learn with.

The Experiential Learning Cycle
The following week I was scheduled
girls. I

knew that I had

situation, or

engage

workshops with

to

do

my best to

in teacher’s

teens. Since

practically quenched.

I

I

meet with the

was engaged

as

I

Empowerment

had observed so many times

in research

instinctively.
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title

in other

my urge to teach was

have anything to teach those

program coordinator asked me what would be the
“Communication!” almost

Sisters

avoid falling into a banking-education

monologue

really did not

to

girls.

When the

of my presentation

I

said

—
Experiential Learning seemed to be the most appropriate method to engage the

young women

in a learning process in

recipients of information.

The

Experiential learning

experience

is

which they were

active participants instead of

experiential learning cycle

is

illustrated in figure 3.2.

conceived as a four stage cycle: (1) immediate concrete
the basis for (2) observation and reflection; (3) these observations
is

are assimilated into a ‘theory’

from which new implications

for action can be

deduced; (4) these implications or hypotheses than serve as guides
create new experiences (Kolb, 1976, p.3).

in acting to

concrete experience

reflection

active experimentation

&

observation

abstract

conceptualization

Figure 3.2 The Experiential Learning Cycle

— learning by

Experiential learning

reflecting

upon our

direct experience

takes place often in our daily lives. Structured experiential learning takes place in a

group. Leadership in the group

essential factors affecting

how

is

provided by the designers of the structure. One of the

individuals function as learners in a group

collaborative working together.

Most people

realize

another by both giving and receiving support as

and

human

act

would

and exercises

reflect

and

that

would serve

relate to their

way communication

own

I

need for one

gathered a series of

as concrete experiences

life situations.

their

beings (Geyer,1975).

Following the experiential learning theory precepts

activities

upon

is

These

upon which

the teens

activities included: the one-

exercise; a values clarification exercise using story-telling;

community mapping; and

life-lines.

The purpose of these
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exercises

was

to get to

—

know

ourselves, reflect

young women

upon our

social environment,

.

and create a safe space for the

to tell their experiences.

The One-Way Communication Exercise

We started with the “one-way communication exercise” (Goad,
work

this exercise the participants

sits

down with

picture

—

that

in pairs

of learners and communicators. The learner

a pencil and a blank piece of paper. The learner’s task

was given

to the

communicators

—according

communicator can engage

and discussing what

made

restrictions

an open discussion about communication

coordinator

The

commented with me

girls talked

don ’t

about their

trust you

own

that she

-

”

To which the

You try to communicate

—and from

it,

we

there

both exercise and discussion. The program

had never seen the

to them.

girls

girls

“You

being so talkative.

try to tell them... they

The program coordinator

few times, “Let’s not

control the context of the discussion

reactions to

in general.

experiences, boyfriends

and things relevant

about your teachers?

in

and neither

any form of two-way communication

the exercise most difficult

The teens seemed very engaged

draw the

to

talk,

We processed the exercise itself—observing the girls’

with each other.

initiated

in

is

to the verbal instructions

provided by the communicator. The learners cannot see the picture or
the learner nor the

1982, p.97). In

tried to

talk about boyfriends,

how

responded:

with teachers, but they don’t hear.

They don’t answer you. They say “go back

to your seat!” That

makes me

mad.

—

I

get frustrated

I

get frTJStrated,

when

I

don’t understand what the teacher says

mad, and

taking medicine.

.

.1

I

get out

on other people. I’m hypertensive,

break things, get into
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many times.

fights.

.

I

m

The

girls

expressed their frustration with teachers, principals, and adults in

general for not listening to them, and not taking

from teachers can be detrimental to the

girls’

them

seriously.

Lack of attention

psychological and educational

development as Latina young women: “Teachers and other adults expect very
them, the limited amount of feedback they receive
bilingual, bicultural females are not

Taking

girls seriously

knowledge
Taking

that has

girls

knowledge, as some

and

other hand.

to maintain this

become

women

realize things that I did not even

lost to

seriously

women in the

The young women

”

and when they

The

Latino

know

I

is

feel close to

including sign language.

Springfield.

vulnerability,

”

knew

before.

good when they communicate

when you

talk to friends,

spend time

someone, “Holding hands feel good...

and violence

and hopelessness. Being

You can’t

expressed “I

”

signs used

by

different gangs in

the Latin Kings and Queens, Nieta, Familia, and Solids.

gang members has been a way of life

-

1995, p. 128).

Women’s Dialog Group have

They showed me some of the

conflicts

et al.,

about different ways of communicating with people,

They mentioned

They talked about

feelings,

an important step in uncovering

also talked about feeling

girls also talked

own thoughts,

knowledge, and even to uncover

them. (Taylor

well with people, “Communication goes well

together,

discouraging, and their needs as

encourages them to take their

and experience seriously,

of

acknowledged or addressed” (Vasquez-Nuttal and

On the

Romero-Garcia, 1989, p.74).

is

little

in

in the streets,

and

their

own

feelings of

and out of gangs, and being confronted by

for those four inner-city girls,

—you

stay out of membership
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said:

don’t stay out of environment.

“Probation” means you get thirty days to think
to the gang.

who

if you really

want

to

belong

—

-

You can say ‘I am solo’ no membership to any gang.
You gotta be careful who your friends are. My brother got chased and
beaten up.

-

You need to

get beaten in

—

get into a fight

gang).

—

I

m not scared.

can’t

I

watch

my back.

I

—and beaten out
out of
—where everything
(to get

a

live there

happens.

-

You cannot do

The

girls talked

anything.

about themselves, family members and friends

gang members. The words used
the youngsters

seemed

inner-city crime

girls’

to describe the violence suffered

pour out of a

to

—not out of

the

city

who were

hit

by

by and imposed upon

—my only means of knowing about

paper

mouths of fifteen year-old

girls.

The following

are the

headlines:

-

He got hit with a gun on the
He was shot twice.

head.

They shot him right there in front of his house.
If you don’t ‘represent’ you get beat up by your own gang.
My cousin is crazy. He was in a gang but didn’t fit. He used to be a
bodyguard. They messed up his face forty guys jumped him. Next time he

—

goes to jail, he says,

-

They jumped

jump

us, the

it

going to be for murder.

is

Queens. They put a green

—

so they could

us.

selling drugs,

jumping people.

When asked about the
“Protection. But

it

goes

to

a

advantages of belonging to a gang, one of the

They talk about

”

fights, gangs, guns,

about not being heard. “People get

my father punch

windows.

girls said

limit.

Talking about communication for those

brother,

on us

My mother gets scared at Halloween —because of my brother—he was

-

it.

light

girls

was

also talking about the lack of

and violence. But they also

mad to get their anger

”
off,

talk about silence,

says Ruthie,

each other. I get punched myself on the stomach

”
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“wy

—1 break

In Lizzie’s family anger

up and walk

like

is

zombies. I’m the most violent

The young women seem
the US.

”

expressed in a different way, '’my family ... they shut
one.’’'

to agree that “in Puerto Rico things are

Vianca says “they don

’t

like

me

belonged there. I don ’t feel I belong here

there. ” Lizzie

either.

worse than

adds that “I didn

in

’tfeel 1

”

In several conversations the girls displayed a sense of cultural alienation, of not

belonging anywhere. Being in two cultures can produce intrapsychic or interpersonal
stress

according to the degree to which a person

while

at the

same time take

The Values

new and

hold to

strict traditional

values

conflicting values (Soto, 1979).

Clarification Exercise

Another time
girls.

in

tries to

This time

we

I

had the opportunity

to

meet with the

Sisters

Empowerment

started the session with a values clarification exercise.

I

told

them

a

parable and asked them to rank the five characters in the story according to their moral

standards. Afterwards

we

talked about values in general and

talked about family values and

who they consider

as family.

how we

We

learn them.

When the

girls talk

about

family they talk about their usually large extended families, including grandparents,
step-parents, siblings, half-siblings, cousins, etc.

Among Latino

cultural values that

most

affect the socialization

of children are

interdependence and cooperation, as well as the importance of the immediate and

extended family (Carrasquillo, 1991). In Latino communities “the welfare of the
family, the community... is

more important than
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the welfare of the individual.

The

—
individual exists first— as sister, as father, as

padrino—and

last as self’

(Anzaldua,

1987, p. 19).

Gender

issues surfaced

the newsprint into

when we

two columns: the

got to the

ideal

woman

list

of an ideal person, so

and the ideal man.

When

we

split

describing

the personality traits of an ideal girl the girls listed:

Funny with an attitude. She doesn’t take shit from nobody. Respects elders.
Nice, pretty, cute, and sweet. Not a bitch she does not play around with

—

everyone she meets. Uses clean language around adults. She is a virgin until
she is old enough
around 18. She should be out of her parents’ house after

—

18.

She stays

in if she gets pregnant, though.

The double standard
blatant.

Vianca complained

play cops, but you can

’t

the girls used to describe ideal

that

“You want

because you

’re

a

to

men and women were

do what they do

girl. ”

Although the

—climb

trees,

go places,

girls object to the

way

they are brought up, they seem to agree with their family’s double standard

need more freedom than women. ..they don

’t

need

to

care about their reputation.''

Girls are under pressure to shape themselves in accordance with the dominant

cultural values

of femininity and womanhood. This creates a tension when the

ideals

of femininity are those of selflessness, and the ideals of adulthood are those of
separation and independence (Gilligan, 1982). In Latin American cultures girls are

raised to be respectful, conforming, dependent, obedient, and virtuous; their families

protect

them and

in return expect loyalty to their values (Bernal, 1982; Falicov, 1982;

Garcia-Preto, 1982; Garcia-Coll and Mattel, 1989; Moitoza, 1982; Vasquez-Nuttall

and Romero-Garcia, 1989).
Tension and conflict about being bicultural frequently surface
daughter relationships.

Some

mothers, particularly those not
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in

bom in the

mother-

United States,

are in a difficult position if they try to hold

on to

traditional cultural values while not

being culturally and linguistically competent in the

example of this
educators, a

conflict

came out

woman from El

new dominant

in a conversation

Salvador, while

we

I

culture.

had with one of the health

Cubano-sandwiches

ate

An

at

a bodega

nearby:

My daughter is twelve years old. Now I am concerned because she does not
seem

to realize she has

become

a senorita

—

be doing the same kind of things as before.
her body.
[.

.

.]

I

.

.

try to

culture

I

young woman

—and should not

careful about
biking and skating don’t seem to be appropriate for a young lady.

keep our traditions

can understand but

The Latina

a

A woman has to be

I

girls in the Sisters

at

home. There

are things about the

American

will never adopt.

Empowerment Program mention

the difficulty

they have with the difference in values and the “clash of demands in the transition

from home

to school” (Garcia-Coll

more freedom seem

to conflict with strict rules at

behavior for boys and

As we

and Mattel, 1989,

p. xiv).

The

home, which define

talked about being

women, and being

girls

daughters,

we

exaggerate things, does not care what other people

less

girls’ description

concern with

The home and school

norms of

of an ideal mother

girl’s reputation

cultural clash,

also discussed

described an ideal mother as ''Not too

responsible, caring, giving, respectful, clean, nice, positive about

and

clear

girls.

an ideal mother would be. The

The

girls desires for

is

does not

"

think.

traits

among most Hispanic

efforts the girls

families.

have to make to comply

with family restrictions can contribute to their psychological stress in
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She

reflect their desire for less strict rules,

—common

and the

self,

strict.

what

later

adolescence, as Taylor, Gilligan, and Sullivan observed in their
Understanding

Adolescence Study.
For Latina and Portuguese

girls, cultural

good woman center on maintaining

conventions of femininity and being a

loyalty to their families

and adhering to
engaging
in sexual activity. [.
By tenth grade, however, a number of the Latina and
.]
Portuguese girls appear to display signs of depression or self-silencing, which
may be related to their efforts to comply with family restrictions, particularly

cultural

and familial

restrictions in speaking about sexual interest or

,

sexual restrictions, or to resolve the conflicts between the expectations of their
cultures of origin and the dominant culture (1995, p.41).

The same authors
persistence of patriarchy,

al.,

also suggest that “the persistence of racism, like the

is

a sobering historical and psychological reality” (Taylor et

1995, p. 212). For instance, the Sisters

child

—

the one they

would

like to

have

Empowerment

in the future

green or blue eyes, well shaped lips, and a nice
beauty are in clear contrast with their

None of the

girls in the

group looks

own physical

like the

—having
”

tan.

girls

The

described the ideal

''straight

girls’ ideals

blonde hair,

of physical

appearance and ethnic

way they want

identity.

That

their children to be.

picture of an ideal child could also reflect the girls’ longing to be something else than

themselves, as they have internalized the dominant (Anglo-Saxon) standards of beauty.

Despite the limitations the social environment imposes on them, and the
negative messages they receive from a racist and patriarchal society these

for a brighter

“I want to

go

and promising future
to college,

In the present time

in

like to

hope

which education and career comes before

be a veterinarian, have

what they

girls

do

is

my own family—husband and kids.

to “have fun,
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family.

play games, and come here.

”

”

Community Mapping
The same community mapping
Latinos Unidos and the Sisters
elders experienced

much

exercise

was proposed

Empowerment with very

to both programs:

different results.

difficulty understanding the concept, the girls

had no

problem visualizing a physical map of their community and pointing out
relevant sites to them.

The

map was

girls’

laid out as

an

aerial picture

Whereas the

to the

most

of their

neighborhood, encompassing a radial area of ten blocks around Main Street

downtown. The map includes
fields; school;

churches;

stores; location

street

names; parks; basketball, baseball, and handball

some of the community-based

agencies; markets; liquor

of festivities, car crashes, and shootings; the buildings where they

McDonalds; and the

street

comers where gangs hang out (Latin Kings, Queens, Nieta,

Familia and Solids). They also drew pictures of people fighting on the

The community map

community needs and
in relationship to

streets.

exercise helped the group focus the discussion on

resources, and provided a graphic picture of where the girls are

each other, and to their community resources. The geographic

reference, sites and situations described

made

live;

—they provide information about

by the

girls are significant selections

they

the girls’ surroundings, locus of attention, and

types of interactions those girls have with their environment.

Girls’ Lifelines

The

lifeline exercise

elders preferred not to

also

had

was

draw the

also used during the interviews with the elders.

lifeline

themselves, asking

difficulty placing events in a linear sequence
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me to

do

it

for them.

The
They

and providing accurate dates of

events.

The

on the other hand, drew

girls,

accuracy and linearity (see figure

their

own

with amazing time

lifelines

3.3).

Vianca’s Life-Line
I

was bom

my

Grandma

My first

First boyfriend

period

died.

cmsh.

and

94

95

1981

92

Arlym’s Life-Line

My first

My first
I

was bom.

trip to

I

My cousin
died.

Philly.

tooth.

1980

93

I

was bom

82

I

came

86

My uncle died.

87

First boyfriend.

88

First kiss.

91

When

92

I

got

My cousin was bom.

88

First kiss.

90

Got

92

My sister got pregnant.
I

93

my virginity)

Went

out with a kid for a year.

when
I

I lost

I

got dumped.

for first time.
I

My grandma died.
I

got jumped.

I

broke up with

my
I

15,

my real

love.

love (boyfriend).

and

six

months with

1st love.

got cheated, lied, hurt.

95

Went to Puerto
96

I

messed with a

certain person!

(happy, happy, joy, joy!)

Figure 3,3 Sisters

Empowerment

swear

wouldn’t get pregnant.

Turn
95

High Meadows.

went

my period

My first

Arlyn’s

wasn’t too happy.

I

to

was

94

Something very important happened.
I lost a friend. I was having a happy
but

I

95

81

never had a close friend.

friendship

94

I’m bom.

my period.

(Lost

life,

High School

will also

1980
to Spfld.

93

94

I

Puerto Rico.

in

I first

in

and

remember
dumped.

friends.

Bobby.

93

I’m

Lizzie’s Life-Line

Ruthie’s Life-Line
1981

Lost

with

92

85

81

went out

kiss.

Girls' Lifelines
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Went

to

Rico.

High Meadows.

f

Among the
the

first

most

common

time they had their periods-which in
Latino culture means to become a

senorita, a

woman; death

gomg to high

school.

in the family; first love

the hfelmes

m detail,

and

first kiss;

it is

to “I never

hard to

tell

had a

close friend.

”

Since

we

that

did not process

with certainty that her becoming sexually active

associated with not having any close friends,
and

maybe lacking

mentioned 'dosing a friend” as "something very
important”
her unhappy.

losing a friend; and

Only Ruthie mentions losing her virginity—
she writes

withm parenthesis and next

IS

relevant events captured in the girls’
lifelines were:

Lizzie referred to the time

when

intimacy. She also

in her life

she "got jumped

which made

a fact she described

m an earlier session when we talked about gangs and violence. Primarily the major
life-events reported

by the

girls

were related

to their connections or disconnection to

others within the close circle of family and friends.

Listening to and recording the voices of poor Latina
significant as a process in itself, since

numerous

women became

extremely

studies of minority or “at-risk”

populations are cast in terms of deficit or deviance

—they usually generate discussion

about, but rarely with those populations (Taylor et

al.,

1995). Michele Wallace

suggests that “high visibility together with [an] almost total lack of voice'”
(1990, p.5)
represents a problem for

women

Most Latina women and

other

of color

in the public sphere

women of color in

and popular media.

inner-city settings find themselves in

a socially marginalized position that does not grant a public hearing of their experience

and knowledge.
Unfortunately, due to scheduling difficulties,

girls.

Even though

the time

I

spent with the girls
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was

I

could no longer meet with the

brief,

and the

Sisters

Empowerment Program

did not occupy the center stage of my research project,
the

memories, pictures, and situations shared during our encounters contributed

development of the pictures

I

which

created,

later

became

to the

the FotoDialogo projective

techniques.

The

girls’ stories

Women Dialog Group,

and perspectives also served as a backdrop

me

and helped

and younger generations of Latina

The Latino
During the time

I

understand the profound gap between the older

women

Elderly

in the

the

and

women

young women from the

raised

by the

women

face, their conflicts

their relationship with family. All the

them have been

Women

women from the

the

Program. Listening to the young and the elderly
the issues Puerto Rican

US.

and the Latino Young

was interviewing

was simultaneously meeting with

for the Latina

SEP

Latinos Unidos group

Sisters

helped

me

Empowerment

understand some of

of values and cultural

girls are

traditions,

Puerto Ricans, and some of

elders in their family. In the Understanding Adolescence

Study, Taylor, Gilligan, and Sullivan suggest that

A first step in making connections across the lines of social difference that
create disconnections and distortions in relationships

differences between and
difficult

and painful to explore (1995,

Some of the
difficult

among women and

issues brought

up

and healing

effects

reflecting
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to investigate the

with both elders and teens were

upon painful circumstances had

— described by some women

feeling of relief {desahogo).

is

But these differences can be

p. 143).

in discussions

and painful to explore. However,

liberating

girls.

in

I

our dialog sessions as a

After being involved with both Latino elderly and
youth groups

I

started

drawing some parallels between the two groups regarding
the most recurrent themes
our discussions and informal conversations (see table

3.1).

in

The common themes

discussed by the two groups were related to AIDS/fflV
epidemic—AIDS has become
a pandemic, and the raising

numbers of people infected with

Latino population in Western Massachusetts

is

the

HIV

virus

among the

alarming; death; poverty and

dependency on government programs; racism and discrimination; education,

cultural

assimilation or social adaptation; religion; family; substance
abuse; and violence.

Table

3.1

Comparison between Latino

THEMES

and the Latino Young

Elderly

lATINO ELDERLY
Members of the Latinos Unidos Group

Women

LATINO YOUTH
Members of the Sisters Empowerment
Program

HIV/AIDS

Many

of the elders

have

lost their children

other young relatives due to AIDS.

them volunteer
patients,

in

Some

hospitals assisting

and belong

to

AIDS

and

Some
who

of

of the Latino girls

know of friends

are HIV carriers.

AIDS

prevention and

education groups.

The

Death

elders have lost

many

of their loved ones,

spouses, children, parents,

siblings,

and

frail

&

of the elders

who

are

or fighting cancer, diabetes, and heart

disease fear

Poverty

Some

their

own imminent

social

classes of Puerto Rico. The majority

Government

from the country side where they worked

Programs

plantation fields, to the cities
in

factories— most

lost their

due

to

crime. Suicide attempts

common among

among teens

are

the inner-city

population.

Dependency On

worked

have

AIDS, drugs, accidents, suicide, and

quite

death.

Most of the elders come from the lower

of the youth

parents, siblings, and friends

friends—who died from natural causes, AIDS,
or drug overdose.

Some

moved

where they

in

Most of the

girls

come from

families, or families

the

(single mothers)

working class

headed by women

on welfare.

either

women worked

in

the manufacturing industry—or were

unemployed

receiving welfare assistance.
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Continued next page.

"

Table

3.1 continued.

LATINO YOUTH

LATINO ELDERLY
The
Racism &

elders complain about the

way

treated by white Americans working

Discrimination

and

health

social service agencies.

The teens complain about the way they

they are

are treated by their peers

the

in

They

in

school,

and

the \wide spread of derogatory

feel

they are discriminated against because they

stereotypes held against Puerto Ricans.

are Hispanic and do not speak English. Puerto

They also

Rican elders also discriminate against other

between African Americans and

ethnic groups, usually

new immigrants such

Haitians, Dominicans,

and Central Americans.

as

talk

and among

about

different

racial conflicts

Latinos,

groups of Latinos.

Racial conflicts with African Americans and

Americans are also mentioned.

Italian

Education

&

Most

Cultural

Assimilation

Or

Social Adaptation

of the elders

to the

US

Some

of

them are

majority can not

Rico,

the group

little

illiterate in

They tend

into the

to

Most teens have been educated

mainstream

forth

language, cultural values,

religion,

Religion

The

Roman

Catholics.

in

to

is

the

US

and seem

culture.

others—often

a small

religion,

in

not

They

comparison

negative terms.

“Somehow we are

said

in

comment much about

unless they refer to their parents’

beliefs or church-going activities.

Protestant denominations. Religion occupies a

the

in

the elders'

lives.

The church

is

a

we

One

different.

percentage of Pentecostals, and other

center role

to

system. However,

and the dominant

The teens do

the group are

There

in

tend to think of themselves

girl

majority of the elders

active

bilingual, bicultural,

Ricans, are perceived as so, and face a

origin

and eating

the US.

in

all

constant conflict between the culture of

their

habits almost intact, despite the time length

they stay

the

they identify themselves as Puerto

Puerto

between the

and the mainland. They keep

are

function well

US

ties to

in

American public school system. They

Spanish, and the

keep strong

and migrate back and

island

came from PR

formal education.

speak or read English. They

never assimilated
culture.

in

with very

girls said

One

of

“My mom is reiigious, and
”

celebrate Kings' Day.

place for social gatherings, counseling, and
support.

Family

The teens keep a

Latino elders are very family-oriented and

regard their

extended family as

their

with relatives both

most

important social group, and source of support.

They also

v/illing

to sacrifice time

The level of
interdependency among family members

resources

in

the

US and

abroad.

We are more together’

referring to the high level of

feel obligated to their family

members, and are

They say

great deal of contact

and

interdependency and cooperation within
Latino families. Family configuration

for their relatives.

varies from single-parent families; single-

is

multiple partners; married

very high. Family configuration varies from

parent

single family units, to large extended families,

and divorced parents. Teens mention

and small

to large

the elderly

women

number

of children.

Many

mention having abusive

of

vi/ith

having problems with step-parents, stepsiblings, half-siblings,

and abusive

parents.

partners.

Continued next page.
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Table

Substance Abuse

3.1 continued.

LATINO ELDERLY

LATINO YOUTH

Most elders mention problems

themselves, their spouses, or other relatives

The teens mention the high incidence of
drug use among their peers. One teen
was embarrassed to say her mother was

have had some problems connected

a drug addict.

substance abuse within

related to

their families.

Either

to the

use

of alcohol, crack, cocaine, marijuana, and/or

women

tobacco. Most of the

in

the group were

either the daughters, wives, mothers, or sisters

of alcoholic males.

The

Violence

elders complain about violence

The teens complain about gangs

the

in

streets, the lack of police patrol in their

peers being shot to death; and

neighborhoods, and

threats to their security.

their felt lack of security.

Tito’s Story: Listening to a Male’s

Even though no man from
interviews,

fifties.

Tito

I

is

the Latinos Unidos volunteered for the single

a self-made entrepreneur

I

usually parked

Caribbean food.

He was

curious about what

I

who hangs

my car. He

was doing with

meaning

at all

I

was

at

on the

little

in his

SAU, and owns an empty
where he

sells

SAU, and had been

very

the Latinos Unidos.

what we as a community could learn from
have learned

out at

also has a food trailer

always around when

project, trying to create a story based

I

Voice

had an informal conversation with a Puerto Rican man who was

nearby, where

on a

fighting;

real

I

told

him

that

I

lot

was working

pieces of people’s lives and see

that.

word research has either a bad connotation or no
among some of the community people. I also learned not

that the

to

introduce myself as a doctoral student, because they either think that I am a
medical doctor, or someone with whom they cannot be at ease. So, for them

on a project
(Journal Entry, December’95)

am

a volunteer working

for the university,
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which

is

not a

lie.

I

me

Tito looked at

want

hear

to

my story? ”

animatedly told
Tito

Jersey to

was

left

work

me his

with a mischievous look in his eyes, and asked “Do you
I

said “yes,”

and we both stood up

1

964,

when he was

Green Giant’s asparagus

eight-years old. His father

went

to California

tobacco and do house chores. His older
turned 21 he

left for

the

2 1 years old.

plantation. His

Rico. Tito never went to school. The family with

when he

hallway while he

adventures as an immigrant.

Puerto Rico in

at the

in the

and

left

first

came

to

New

mother died when he

Tito with friends in Puerto

whom he

sisters also forced

US, escaping from a

He

life

made him

lived

him

to

work

rolled their

for them.

So

of hardship, exploitation,

and poverty.
All Tito had

was an

farm worker and lived

moved to

tobacco plantation.

at a

summer time and

at

but does not

a

building he later

wife,

is

He worked

read and write.

He

later laid off,

in the

and

tobacco fields during

fixing everything he could.

came

to buy.

He

Tito’s complaint with a

He worked

repair appliances and

as a “super” in the

lives alone.

—who was one of

to talk to

punch on

how to

sign his name,

got married, had three children, separated from his

time ago his nephew

months of rent. Tito went

He knows how to

learned

had a child with another woman, and now

Some

mainland as a

heard about a bus which came to fetch

functional, but not fluent.

know how to

handyman

who

was

to the

a cigarette factory the rest of the year.

Tito’s English

became

in a tent at the plantation field. Tito

Hartford with five other friends,

workers, to work

He came

airfare ticket, nothing else.

him about

his tenants

the matter, and the

his face. Tito hit the
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—owed

Tito three

nephew responded

nephew with an

iron bar

to

fracturing his skull.

The nephew went

to the hospital,

and Tito went to jail, but not

for

long.

Tito

very

is

critical

of the Puerto Ricans

move away from the neighborhood. He

Some
want

who move up

the social ladder and

said:

own

Puerto Ricans are like Judas, they deny their

people, they don’t

North End. They get educated and don’t want to associate
They stick to the gringos and talk bad about Hispanics.
Then they get into politics, and come back to the North End for votes but
they have not sown anything here, how could they harvest anything?
to live in the

themselves with

us.

—

Tito

is

a religious

man who

is

very committed to his community in the North

End. This conversation with Tito was important because

it

added a male voice, and

had only listened

to the

women’s

story also provided a point of reference and context for

when

Latino

male character to the

the

men

picture.

So

in their lives, although

I

far

I

never shared Tito’s

stoiy’

a

Tito’s

stories.

women talk about

with anyone else in the

group.

In

many ways

from place

Tito shares with the

women

a history of uprootments

to place for survival, hard work, poverty, physical

—moving

and emotional abuse,

feelings of inadequacy and discrimination. Nonetheless, Tito’s “maleness” allowed

him

to climb the

economic ladder by freeing himself from family

from the idea of self-sacrifice

for the sake

of others.

Most of the women did not adventure themselves
were

in abusive situations as Tito

their husbands, their children.

was

a threat to their lives, or

women

—

had been

For these

when

obligations, and

the

women

they were

women

as Tito did, even

The most

when

traditional Puerto

endure the hardships of their environment, the violations to their
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they

stayed with their families,

separation occurred only

left.

when

there

Rican

self-

development, and the denial of their freedom. They
do not talk about
breaking loose as a weakness on women’s

themselves as victims, but as

pam,

pillars

to “give the other face, ”

giving in to drugs, alcohol,
in order to take care

The
strictly

part, but rather as a virtue.

this resistance to

They do not

of strength. They value their strength to sustain

and to survive

all

and vices~as men

without “falling into the trap of

do,

”

or to deny their family obligations

of themselves.

socialization of males

and females

in traditional Latino cultures follows

defined sex roles that are based on certain traditions and
archetypes.

traditions are

—which

marianismo

—which

machismo

Being a macho

see

is

is

such

based on the worship of the Virgin Mary, and

based on the exaltation of masculine and heroic

in Latino cultures

Two

means

attributes.

to be strong, courageous, adventurous,

and

able to provide for and protect one’s family. Anzaldua argues that by
aligning

aggressively masculine, sexist, sometimes violent behavior with

machismo

is

“actually

an Anglo invention... an adaptation to oppression and poverty and low self-esteem”
(1987, p. 83).

In Latino cultures “girls are raised to be respectful, conforming, dependent,

obedient, and virtuous” (Taylor et

al.,

1995, p. 60).

“Associated with marianismo are

the values of decente, referring to virtuous and proper behavior, and verguenza,

referring to

Taylor

modesty or embarrassment about female body” (Scott

et al.,

1995, p. 61). According to this tradition

morally and spiritually superior to

men

women

et al.,

1988 cited

in

are believed to be

(Stevens, 1973), and are expected to emulate

the Virgin Mary’s virtues.
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The

risks

women are

allowed to take are different from those taken by their

Women risk their economic

male counterparts.

security, their health,

and

happiness to save other people’s economic security (even

when

doing

women risk is

it

for themselves), health,

self-sacrifice,

whereas for

men risk means

Some of the women
abusive partners

the

—when

and happiness. For these

the

in the

their

humanness. For those

confused with

LWDG reported going back to take care of their

— years

“turn the other face

women to

be humana

regardless of their needs, memories, and feelings.

actually a risk

they think they are

adventure, courage, entrepreneurship.

men needed them

women thought if they did not

their

some of those women took

is

after
”

being separated, because

they would be stripped of

to be giving, forgiving,

Going back

to safeguard their

and loving

to their ex-husbands

humanidad. The

was

women

did not go back because they were in need, but because they were needed by their ex-

husbands.

We will

the Latino elderly

see illustrations of this sense of duty and self-sacrifice throughout

women’s

lives as they describe

themselves in the

LWDG sessions.

The Formation of the Latina Women’s Dialogue Group
By the end of January’ 96,
library

room, myself as group

take part in dialogue sessions.

interest in the dialogue

as

we had

facilitator,

agreed previously

we

start to

meet

at the

and a small group of elders who wanted

to

We did a survey with the women who expressed

group to find out when would be the best time of the week

for

us to meet. The majority thought that Wednesdays afternoon, following the Latinos

Unidos program would be the best time, since they would have been already there.

However, when

I

came

that

Wednesday and asked them who was going
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to stay for the

I

dialogue session they were
transportation

were afraid

was

After few probing questions

all quiet.

a major problem since walking

that they

would not have

The program coordinator

told

a ride

was

I

difficult for

back home

realized that

them. The

women

after the dialogue session.

me that SAU had

a contract with

PVTA which

provided a van to transport the elders back and forth from meetings on Wednesdays

and Fridays. So
Friday morning,
unresponsive,

I

asked the ladies

when

if they

they could use the

some of them made

a bad salesperson trying to sell

would

rather have the dialogue meetings

PVTA van to

go back home. They were

indistinguishable faces to the suggestion.

them an item they did not

names and telephone numbers, and

told

them

I

would

desire.

Anyway,

I

I felt

on
still

like

took their

try to find a solution for the

transportation problem, and see if we could schedule our group meetings on

Wednesdays afternoon.
I

talked to the program coordinator about the transportation situation, and she

was not very hopeful

that

we

could get a van to take the

women

back home

in the

afternoon.

Fm just so eager to start the dialogue project.

I

have the feeling

that if the

women

start coming to the sessions the group will grow. But they don’t know
what a dialogue group is. I am not sure if I can explain to them what it is
don’t know myself how this will turn out to be. I know the elders know me
now, and seem to trust me somehow, however I still feel as an outsider.

—

yet

(Journal Entry, January’96)

One of the

older

women

the dialogue group. She called

in the Latinos

me

Unidos group was interested

aside and told

me

that she could

in joining

no longer stay with

us because she had to take care of two of her grandchildren because her son was
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in jail.

The

matter-of-fact attitude

surprise me.

They seem

some of the

elders

have about

problems tend to

their

to look at tragic situations just as life the

way

it is,

as

routine. (Journal Entry, January’ 96)

At
elders

state

this

time of the year

after the holiday season,

Many of them go to

lives.

of mind

after

Carlota

the island for

spending time with

came back

many changes

Navidad and come back

occur in the
in a different

relatives.

fi'om Arizona today, she

seemed eager to talk to me. She
who has full blown AIDS, but she got
pneumonia on her way there, had to be hospitalized, and therefore could not
stay with her son. When she came back from Arizona she and her husband
went to Puerto Rico for Christmas. Her husband did not want to come back to
the US, neither wanted Carlota to stay there with him. She told me she has
been abandoned, and that now they are separated after fifty years of marriage.
told

me

she went to

visit

her son

(Journal Entry, January’96)

Taking into consideration
elders

I

reality,

all

the difficulties

I

had

to face

by working with the

started looking for sources of support to carry out the dialogue project. In

working with the elders was not

my first choice. I was

ongoing group of people who would be willing

to participate in interviews,

discussions, focus-groups without any obligations on

model of leadership

training,

primarily looking for an

my part to

fit

community development, counseling,

Unidos was an already organized group of elders who met weekly.
group

at the

organization which allowed

had proposed
director,

However,

to do.

and a room where

Another problem
organization

—

I

was not

dialogue group that

I

I

to

all I

in

any prescribed

etc.

It

me the needed flexibility to

The Latinos

was

the only

develop what

had was the verbal support from the executive

conduct the dialog sessions.

had was the lack of legitimacy

to

make

decisions within the

a paid employee, or a supervised volunteer of any sort.

was

I

trying to develop

was not one of the organization’s
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The

programs, and therefore would not get
goodwill, or

comes

make

much

and legitimate power, and

things happen. Thus

I

I

for support

time as a

basis.

Women Dialog Project and

from donor organizations and foundations

logistical support,

facilitator;

it

lacked both legitimacy and power to

on a more established and legitimized

it

when

decided to seek funds to develop the dialog project and to

wrote a project proposal for the Latino

I

pay for

—despite people’s

support from the staff

respect from the participants. Latinos can be very formal

to credentials

implement

much

that

would provide

searched

the frmds to

such as transportation for the elders; guest speakers;

my

and other resources, including organizational overhead.

With written support from

SAU I applied for about thirty small

grants with no

success (see Grant Application Letter of Inquiry, Appendix M). In the process of

applying for grants

sources.

Most

I

learned a great deal about the limitations imposed by funding

grantors are

bound by

a set of policies, values,

and

restrictions

which

they use as criteria to measure the feasibility and relevance of projects they consider

for funding. Usually grantors’

agenda

is

driven by research trends and statistical data

related to the geographic region, type of population, and focus of research project.

Funders are interested

match the nature of a

The

in concrete, objective

and measurable

results

which do not

qualitative, exploratory dialog project.

LWDG project objectives and qualitative research methods did not

what was expected from a project dealing with Latino

elderly

women

in

fit

with

Western

Massachusetts, and therefore were an obstacle to obtain any funds.

First

of all there are very few grants available to fund projects focused on the

region. Also funding for
elderly in comparison to those funding youth programs in the
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the elderly tend to go to the

more

service-oriented, health-focused, and assistential

programs. Whereas for youth programs there

is

more funding

preventative, and social-intervention approaches.

(table 3.2) for funding

research population.

came

across the following criteria

imposed by a number of foundations according
believe the criteria reflects

I

I

for educational,

some common

and practitioners hold about the needs of elders and youth

to age group of

beliefs researchers

in the inner cities.

Table 3.2 Criteria for project funding based on age-group.

Youth projects are usually

limited to:

Elderly projects are usually limited to:

Educational programs: youth seen as future

work

Remedial assistance: elderly seen as
needy and frail.
Service-oriented approaches: focus on

force.

Prevention and behavioral modification

approaches: focus on youth at-risk (e g.,
health education and prevention of
HIV/AIDS, teen-pregnancy, substanceabuse, and street violence).

assistance to circumvent barriers to health
care and well-being of aging population
(e.g.,

home-visits, case

management,

counseling services, and recreational
activities).

Projects that apply clinical methods, oneon-one supportive assistance, and
information on health care, nutrition,
disease prevention and treatment.
Projects that encourage support from a

Projects that apply hands-on group

performing
leadership training.

activities,

arts, sports,

and

Projects that encourage peer-group support
and leadership.

After the

repeatedly,

I

first

decided to continue the

my time was

of professionals.

attempt of applying for project funding and being rejected

LWDG with whatever resources

consequences of that decision were that
group;

team

limited to

two

I

became

week with

began

work

in

my own car back to their homes after every meeting.
The evolution

of,

Women’s Dialog Group

processes applied

in,

the group since

and themes discussed

I

had

women

in the Latina

will be described in detail in the next chapter.
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The

to transport the elderly

to

I

had.

the sole facilitator of the dialog

to three hours per

to support myself otherwise; and that

I

CHAPTER 4
THE LATINA WOMEN’S DIALOGUE GROUP
In this chapter

evolved, the processes

how the

describe

I

we

Latina

Women’s Dialogue Group (LWDG)

followed in the dialogue sessions, the themes that emerged

from the interviews with the Latino elderly women, and some of the

The

naiTatives

in the

are

analyzed according to their respective generative themes,
class,

and

in

view of the

literature

The process of creating

by

FotoDialogo
—provided
recounted by group members —
described and

the group using the FotoDialogo method.
stories as well as in the lifelines

stories created

on these

story-lines

e.g.,

gender, race, and social

topics.

and reflecting upon them via dialogue and

references to the literature led us to the understanding of the circumstances involved in
the Latina

women’s

social oppression

choices, behaviors, and living situations, including the impact of

on

their health

and well-being, and

their participation in

community

action.

The puipose of the

women to

LWDG project was to enable traditionally disadvantaged

develop communication, leadership, and reflective thinking

their life experiences into educational tools for

and change. The

initial

program on dialogue

As
became

the

skills to turn

community development,

self-reliance

proposal for the project outlined a twenty- week training

skills

building addressed to Latina

LWDG evolved we redefined

a self-discovery journey for all of us

its

women’s

needs.

purpose, structure, and duration.

—and a

stage in

which a

cast of

characters, life-situations, and the re-telling of women’s stories were performed.

had approximately forty dialogue sessions from beginning

women

participated in the dialogue sessions,

to end.

however only

core group throughout the project.
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six

It

We

About twenty

of them constituted the

The primary goal of the
consisting of women

LWDG

project

was

to

form a learning group

who committed themselves to:

•

listen to

•

learn to respect each other’s differences

•

support each other in their learning endeavor
share their history as Latina women in

•

one another

Springfield
discuss issues affecting the local Latino
population

•
•

reflect

me

life

upon

their life experiences, behavioral
patterns,

and

of others

their

impact on

upon the impact of migration, language, education,
race, ethnicity
gender, age, and social-class on their identity,
and construct of social reality
become educational resources to their families, friends,
and community
reflect

•

The primary assumption was
reflective thinking skills

that the strengthening

would enable

participants to

of communication, and

become more

effective change

agents within their families and community, and also
enable them to convey their

knowledge and experience

to other

women, thereby

creating a multiplier effect of the

dialogue project.

The

LWDG was founded on the

belief that group reflection can lead to mutual

understanding and shared meaning, and that

all

the time a group spends reflecting, and

building shared meaning turns the action into a self-discovery and change
process.

Psychologist Patrick

De Mare

(1991) suggested that large group “socio-therapy,” or

dialogue, could enable people to engage in understanding and altering the cultural

meanings present within society

—

to heal the sources

of mass conflict and violence or

ethnic bigotry, for example. Isaacs (1994) also suggests that the purpose of dialogue
“to create a setting

where conscious

is

collective mindfulness could be maintained” (p.

359).

In

August 1995 we

(1) the Latino elderly

from the

Sisters’

initiated a

needs assessment process involving two groups:

from the Latinos Unidos Program, and

Empowerment Program.

I

(2) the

facilitated this process,
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young women

and gathered data

from

women from both programs

through a series of single and focus-group

interviews. Pre-program interviews with
participants took place at the Spanish

Amencan Union. The mterviews

included questions related to participant’s
personal

needs; demographic data; participation in
community activities; and description of life

experiences to determine individual and group interests
to supplement existing
information.
related to

The purpose of the interviews was

community development,

Several

from the

have the groups identifying issues

individual development and health needs.

common themes emerged from

Sisters

to

both the Latinos Unidos as well as

Empowerment Program. The themes

focus-groups as affecting Latina

women

identified in interviews

in Springfield were:

and

racism and cultural

discrimination; language barriers; lack of substantial formal education;
gender biases,

and behavioral patterns detrimental

to

women’s development and emancipation;

alcoholism and substance abuse within family;

HTV/AIDS

street violence;

domestic violence;

epidemic, and the consequent loss of loved ones.

All the issues above mentioned were usually accompanied by feelings of loss

and shame. Self-blame and embarrassment were also associated with issues such as
alcoholism, domestic violence, and incest. These issues have led

some of the

participants to demonstrate signs of depression, learning disabilities, violent behavior,

and substance abuse

As people

—

feel

as they reported.

ashamed and responsible

talking about or confront their problems openly.

problems or

attribute

them

to fate or other

for their losses they tend to avoid

They deny

the existence of their

magic causes, overlooking

and considering them as a natural part of their

lives. In

their

problems

most cases participants do not

perceive the connection between their problems and the system surrounding them.

They

are often

unaware of the

debilitating cycle

of oppression affecting generations of

poor, under-educated, and unemployed Latino immigrants in Western Massachusetts.
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The

individual problems expressed by the

two groups of Latina women

are not

isolated cases, they are symptomatic of
oppressed groups, and they have affected the

self-esteem, personal growth, and well-being
of individuals in the community.

Women’s Dialogue Group” was developed with those

Latina

purpose of the project was to bring Latina
listen to

and support each

other,

women together to

and devise

issues in mind.

The
The

talk about their lives,

strategies for self-education, self-reliance

and empowerment.

The

project consisted of informal meetings

we

called “dialogue sessions.”

The

dialogue sessions involved group-discussions and dialogue
based on projective

techniques or codifications. The projective techniques,
codifications, or what

we

called

FotoDialogo Pictures (see Projective Techniques and Codifications:
FotoDialogo
Pictures,

Appendix A) were employed

and feelings related

as a

way to

to issues associated with loss

help participants disclose thoughts

and shame; share

common

experiences; develop a shared vision; and replace oppressive messages with
healthy

images of themselves,

their

communities, and their social identity group.

The dialogue sessions were conducted

entirely in Spanish.

projective techniques and served as group facilitator.

I

I

designed the

tape-recorded most of the

dialogue sessions, took notes during sessions, and kept a personal journal to record

my own feelings

and thoughts during the research process.

Most of the

LWDG participants were fifty-five to seventy-year-old Puerto

Rican women, living in the North End of Springfield. These

women

were already

involved in some of the programs offered by local agencies working with the Spanish-

speaking population.

Many of the women who come

have already internalized

their sense

ignorance, and dependency.

beings

who have

the

power

They

to a social

agency for assistance

of powerlessness, impotence, incompetence,

rarely describe themselves as resourceful

to learn

and teach. They rarely recognize
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their

human

own

living

experience as a learning process and tool that can be used to educate other

become agents of their
Most of the

self

women to

and community development.

LWDG participants are grandmothers, mothers, and sisters who

already have a great impact on the future of the children and youth surrounding them.

They

are responsible for conveying to the youth the messages learned

significant others, families,

from

their

and social environment. They will pass to the next

generations the values they hold as truth, both consciously and unconsciously.

The development and implementation of the LA\DG
steps

—not always

project took a series of

in a linear fashion, as idealized at the beginning.

The following

is

a

list

of the steps taken and issues discussed during the

dialogue sessions.

1

.

2.

Single pre-project interviews with participants.

A series of dialog sessions in which a group of women engaged themselves in:
•

Individual presentations; design of program objectives and establishment of
group-norms; assessment of community and individual problems.

•

Discussing gender issues and gender roles from a cultural perspective; and
reflecting

upon

their

own

lives as

women.

•

Discussions about family issues; drawing of family diagrams; and
reflections upon events presented in the women’s fotonovelas (i.e.,
sexuality, domestic abuse, death of loved ones, substance abuse and

•

Exploring issues of oppression and social diversity related to gender,
and ethnicity; and learning about oppression theory.

•

Discussing community issues; participation in community projects; and
mapping the needs and resources of local community.

•

Dealing with personal change.

alcoholism).

3.

Project evaluation

was

class,

attained through informal ongoing conversations and exit-

interviews with participants.

Projective Techniques and Codifications:

During the dialogue sessions the
the

The FotoDialoqo Pictures

LWDG reflected upon the issues triggered by

custom-made projective techniques/codiflcations. By doing
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this the Latina

women

—

were taking a second look
issues.

By becoming more

connection with other

in

women

—

at identified

problem-

informed about the issues affecting them, understanding the

cycle of oppression and adopting a systemic analysis
of their problems, participants

were able to detach themselves from feelings of shame and

and experiences as the basis

guilt

and use

their losses

for their self-development, thus preparing themselves
to

engage in community education and action.

During the

initial

phase of the dialogue sessions the projective techniques/

codifications consisted of a

mix of drawings

provided

and few

in the interviews,

drew more

8.'^^”

x

1

1” pictures

clips

I

had created based on the

stories

from magazines. As the group progressed

which were

later

reduced, mounted to

x

I

5.

cardboard paper, and laminated. These thirty black-and-white pictures constituted

what we called the FotoDialogo Picture-Cards. In addition
picture-cards,

I

to the

developed a series of fourteen diversity pictures

FotoDialogo
Ethnopictures

—

to

be used in conjunction with a social diversity awareness questionnaire (see Projective

Techniques and Codifications: FotoDialogo Pictures, Appendix A; and FotoDialogo
Ethnopictures Pre-testing Questionnaire, Appendix B).

Interviews with the Latina Elderiy

A series of
participation, social

(see Interview

The most
lifelines

questions related to participants’ demographic data, community

and health needs were used

to guide the interviews with the elders

Guide For Single Interviews with Latino Elderly Group, Appendix

significant part

women whom I

instead they preferred to

F).

of the interview for this study was the drawing of participant’s

and the questions related

of the elderly

Women

to the

most important happenings

in their lives.

None

interviewed wanted to “draw” their lifelines themselves

tell their stories

and have
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me draw the

lifelines

on paper.

The

five

formation of the

mterviews

I

women who volunteered

for the single interviews

—

prior to the

LWDG—also became part of the LWDG core group.

identified the

most recurrent themes, and based on them

From

these

started sketching

the FotoDialogo pictures.

Ihe Latina
Not

Elderly

all

Wo men:

Their Stories. Lives, and Concerns

women in the Latina Women’s Dialogue Group were

the

individually, nor all the participants

when we

interviewed

were present the day we drew family diagrams, or

created personal life-stories using the FotoDialogo picture-cards.

Although the

re-telling

of personal history has a profound

effect

on women’s

breaking silence, one needs to be aware of the potential effect of the
researcher’s role

and social location
the inquiry

women

I

is all

(i.e.,

class, race,

gender) on the participants’ perception of what

about. Undoubtedly

interviewed were willing to

my

‘outsider’ position played a role in

As

tell.

what the

other qualitative researchers

acknowledged.

Any telling of

“a story” may be affected by race, ethnicity, gender, class, age,
sexual orientation, religious background, personal history, character an

—

infinite list

of possible factors

between people. (Taylor
In spite

et al.,

that

form the scaffolding of relationships

1995, p.l4)

of the limitations imposed by cultural and

linguistic differences

on the

dialogue process, the dialogue sessions, interviews with elderly and young women, and

workshops with health and human service providers
roles as educators

and change agents within the current

When women
orientation)

come

initiated a

from diverse backgrounds

(i.e.,

deeper reflection on our

social system.

age, ethnicity, class, sexual

into relationship, they are in the presence

of what Patricia Hill

Collins (1990) calls “interlocking systems of oppression^

Exploring our relationship to these systems of oppression and opportunity
means speaking about privilege and power, anger and conflict, hurt and
violation, betrayal and isolation, as well as about friendship, love, joy, and
generosity of spirit. [. .] Exploring women’s relationships with other women
.
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girls, as

well as

women’s

relationships with men and boys, lead
us to ask
relationships can be or become
transforniatte' be
toward a just and caring society and in
preventing

how and whether these
effective

m working

mL

(Taybr e\\k,
Everyone has a stoiy to

empowering moment.
visited

many of these

realized this

I

life-stories.

has never had a chance to hear her
to her

own

life-story,

important to say

women’s

stories, lives,

that

much

For a

telling

was her

it

later in the

life stories is in itself

dialogue process

woman whose voice has been

on tape meant

life!

own

of our

own voice—the mere

and recording

and

and the

tell,

act

is

re-

silenced—who

of having someone listening

that she

The following

when we

an

had something very

an account of the elderly

and concerns.

Luz’s Story
I

interviewed Luz on

SAU. Luz,
warmth and

a dark skinned
strength.

She

Luz got married

1,

1995

woman was bom

is

directly to anyone. Yet, she

November

at the

attic—a

in Cidra, Puerto

little,

Rico

unheated room

in 1931.

Luz

at

radiates

not shy, not afraid of making eye contact with, or speaking
is

gentle,

to the father

humorous, and unassuming.

of her

first

three children

—

a

man who was

twenty six years her senior, when she was fourteen years-old. Luz was seriously

abused by her husband and ended up leaving him and

their children.

She

later got

custody of all her children. At the age of twenty-eight Luz became engaged, but never
got married to the father of her nine children. Luz’s partner
senior.

Both Luz’s husband and companion

was eighteen years her

are deceased.

am 64 years old. I had 12 children, now 1 1 are left. Seven girls and five boys. I
got married once, had three children, then separated from my first husband. Later
I

met the father of my nine children, I separated from him too after I had my little
Then my second ex-husband got sick, and I went to help him in his house. I
was living alone, my kids were going to school. ... Nobody marries and stays
I

son.

with the first partner forever, this is the basis of suffering... then the children are
another stage. I never got my family involved in my marriage problems. In my
first marriage my mother-in-law was too much... my husband was her only child,
a gambler, he was very bad... I left him and my three children with his mother.
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Luz

s

family diagram (fig.4.1)— an exercise

sessions provides a graphic picture of Luz’s

life,

we

did during one of our dialogue

her family structure, her children, and

her losses.

Codes used

in family diagrarrn

male
I

^

Q

female

husband or partner

^

Imked by blood
Imked by

mamage or

partnership

X

diceased

participant

Figure 4.1 Luz’s Family Diagram

Luz

talks about her children with a

mix of pride,

nostalgia,

and sadness.

son, who died, got polio when he was six years old. He got a "corcunda”
(hunchback). The doctors gave him powerful drugs. I believe this had to do with
his addiction to morphine later on. He became a drug-addicted. The oldest
son is
an alcoholic. He used to drink all day long. Since I came here he got ill, he told

The

me at that time “You can live well now because I will not

live longer.”

However

he was able to quit drinking, and still lives. I was 16 when he was bom. My son
who died, almost didn't drink, he liked dmgs, was irresponsible. He had three
daughters, worked as a mechanic in Rio Grande at a vocational school. He
worked in restaurants, and did some cleaning jobs. He did not study much. He
was not so bad with the dmgs at that time. He didn't want to be operated. He kept
working and having his treatment, got married, had three daughters, got
separated, quit working, and lived on SSI money... then he got himself into
dmgs. The one who “bottled” himself... there was nothing I could have done...
One of my daughters is schizophrenic, she's 30 years old and has two daughters.
She is in and out of mental hospitals. During her first pregnancy she stayed at the
hospital. The first girl does not talk, the other one seems to have something
wrong with her. Evelyn, another daughter, is 32 years old, studied special
education and adopted her two nieces. She has her own children too. She was
still single when she took the girls under her protection. Her husband married
her, even though she had the girls. They have three children of their own. One of
them is a “prietorra” (black-skinned). I pray to God that her marriage never
spoil. That man is so good, a hard worker, doesn't drink, is a catholic who works
for the community. The girls' father is a dmg-addict who works at a harbor.
When Clara realized he was dealing dmgs she left him. She works for the
National Guard. She got a degree in administration and brought up her son on her
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own. Last year Maribel came

She studies to become an executive
studies languages and computers. Another
one
IS an accountant at the municipal
hospital. (Luz)
secretary.

Luz has

to visit.

The youngest daughter

relatives in Springfield,

Rhode

Luz’s seventeen year-old nephew was killed
for

and Puerto Rico. This year

Island,

He was

in Puerto Rico.

shot at the beach

some kind of dispute he had with another young man. Luz maintains

strong ties

with her relatives in Puerto Rico. Even though she lives
alone she often has relatives

spending time with her

in her small

apartment in Springfield.

My daughter Clara came here to the US, first to Rhode Island. One day she
offered

when

me

a plane ticket to

came

I first

come and

to this country.

I

visit her.

think

I

came

So

I

came.

to the

US

I

cannot remember

in 1980...

I

ended up

not going back to PR. I had a niece and a cousin who lived here
in
Massachusetts, so I came and stayed.
daughter went back to Puerto Rico. I
have been living in the same apartment in Springfield for the last six years.
Now
Clara is at home with me, my little daughter, she's visiting from Puerto Rico.
My
grandson lives with me, he's 23, he's my first grandson, Clara's son. He has lived

My

with

me

all

the time. (Luz)

Despite the difficulties Luz experiences with the language, the feelings
associated with racism and discrimination, and the distance from family
thinks her material
I

go

life is better in

to Puerto

tickets. I don't

the United States than in Puerto Rico.

Rico three or four times per year, my daughter sends me the plane
want to live in anybody's house. In Puerto Rico there is no

"disability plan.”

So

me

for

is

better to stay here in the

— SSI and Medicare.

receive disability
I

don't

want

Luz worked

to

be involved

all

her

life,

in

my

since she

help her family in the plantation

fields,

USA then in PR because

can always go and
children's lives. (Luz)

was

and

Puerto Rico until she became disabled and

was

members she

I

a child.

later

She quit school

worked

moved to this

when my children were

visit

as a

in

I

my children, but
second grade to

chambermaid

at a hotel in

country.

growing. Then I became a maid
in a hotel in Puerto Rico. The hotel was part of a chain, like Holiday Inn. One
day there was an explosion in one of the elevators at the hotel. Nothing happened
to me, but since that time I became ill and could no longer work. I kept working
to
at the hotel. Sometimes I was the only one working the night shift from 6
2 AM. I had to wait until morning because I had no transportation nor money to
pay for a cab. Then I got very sick and had to stop working. (Luz)
1

a house-wife

still

PM
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Luz’s father’s death had a great impact
on her
old

when

her father died. She

felt

life.

so desolate that she ran

Luz was about twelve years

away from her home

in a

small village to the city of San Juan,
where she stayed for four years until
a cousin

found her and brought her home.

When my father died,

I felt

very

lonely...

got to the streets, not like a prostitute
’PO^^^nt. Since I met the father of my’
oAer children I am back
omer
touch with my family. During the time
I was
husb^d my daughters wanted to study but he did
not help
them.
themTale^Hn^^
Later I got an apartment and then my
daughters finished their studies eot
^
mamed, and there they live. All I need is the love
they give me. (L^)
I

m

’

Luz’s formal education was cut short by
the demands of a large family living

poor conditions
’

in a rural village.

^

’

was Ae

in

study.

eldest

I

never finished

my second year

m my family, the only one who could help my fatherofinschool.
the fields
I

My father worked all the time, he used to rent a piece of land fi-om the

who had more l^d, worked on his plantations, and

My

people

sold whatever he could

harvest.
mother worked in a tobacco plantation. There was no
factories in
those times, only hard labor, agriculture. (Luz)

Later

m life Luz had a chance to continue her studies up to fifth grade—she

treasures her educational achievements dearly

The

hotel

timsh

where

I

—an experience she

worked paid our English and evening

my fifth grade.

I

kept

all

my grade cards

will never forget.

classes.

So

in a box, they're all

I

was

I take them out and kiss them, hold
them tight, my little treasure...
studied English since I came here, I don't speak anything.
(Luz)

night

Even though Luz did not have much of a formal education she

able to

"AB." Every
I

never

places a great

value on learning, and acknowledges the value of life experiences
as a source of

education and personal development as well.

We learn at all stages of life. It is like a learning process that begins at first grade
and continues

until one graduates fi-om college. From the moment we begin
to
develop a consciousness we begin to learn. Every seven years of our lives a new
stage begins, we mature and learn. The beginning stages of life brought me
suffering. Thank to God and to my parents who taught me not to fear, to
face any
kind of work. .1 was able to overcome my difficulties. (Luz)
.
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Luz also appreciates

the moral values taught
by her

parents-and reinforced by

her strong faith in religion-which
has largely influenced the
life,

and helped

she has lived her

others.

everybody, without excuses

'^ith

At a

way

certain point in our conversation
Luz’s eyes

became more

brilliant,

and

I

tears

flooded her cheeks. In a teary voice
she told me.

Today IS completing one year that I lost
my younger son ... I look at thinas with
temper^ce.. Aen later I react. I think
"how Jould I have doneXs?" I wfntTo
Puerto Rrco for the death of my son...
he had AIDS. I shut down, I don
He
died m my arms. I keep gomg strong,
with courage, praying. I am not one^f
those '^ho^^plod^ no. My son was
39 when he died, he was going to be 40
years old, he died November
1, 1994. He was one of the youngest.
Vuz)

W

Luz

talks about her feelings

puzzlement. She

descnbmg her

is

around her son’s death with a sense of pride
and

proud of being strong, and puzzled by

it

disconcertmg issues in

is

herself black.
is

is

one of the most

my conversations with the Latina women.

measured and named by shades of skin color from very
white

though Luz

She went on

son’s funeral and the ordeals she had to go
through. In the process she

revealed certain values, assumptions, and prejudices.
Race

is

as well.

a dark-skinned

woman, and has black

Moreover Luz has

In Latin

America race

to very black.

Even

curly hair, she does not consider

internalized a colonialist-racist

view of “blacks” which

expressed in the following statement:

During the funeral I received a lot of help and support from a "morena"
(black
woman)... Not all blacks are the same, she was very nice... that was a
humanitarian gesture. (Luz)

When Luz
colonialist-racist

says that “not

all

blacks are the same” she

is

challenging the

assumption that blacks are not ‘Very nice.” Luz had the proof that

“some” blacks can

actually be nice

that she understands that this

is

and humanitarian, however she gives the impression

not the norm.
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Community participation has given Luz a
likes to

be mvolved in

all

sense of meaning and fulfillment.
Luz

of community projects, and knows

sorts

how to

develop and

maintain long lasting relationships
with people. Through her relationships
Luz became

acquamted with many of the programs and
services
Church

is for

Luz the center of her social

life,

in the

community. The Catholic

and the source of her strength and

happiness.

wanted

go to church so much... and that was how
I met Genara Helena
mess, and then at church meetings.
What I like most iii my life’ is
^
Sunday mess, help with the
cor^union, work with the pnests, helpmg our
Lord in hospitals. I thank God for
I

Rosa,

to

Ana

at

help other people.

^

I also like to help my
^
neither, an Evangelic who lives alone. I give her food, take
her for walks. .^.I
don t like violence, and the lack of communication
with the youth. I wish we

could

make

the youth

more understanding.

I

am

involved with these issues with

We are trying to make kids trade their

Cln dren's mess.

vio ent toys for T-shirts. We also go to the
streets with the priests preaching nonviolence. I see too much drug addictions and
youth prostitution. Our communitv
is becommg a little safer smee
the Boston Police helped us with our
protests

We

agamst violent acts.
are still working on it.
had meetings at churches, at
the City Hall...we are trymg to stop the violence,
the gangs, the deaths. There are

We

people mfected with AIDS.

AIDS. (Luz)

Luz

My daughter is helping a friend who has

also takes part in several programs at the organization
including the Latinos

Unidos program, which she

refers to as “the group.”

I am with this group for more than three
years. I joined the group since the time
we were with the nuns at La Casa Gris. I used to be lonely, I was glad to find the

group, meet people. I found out about the group through Dona
Isadora. We met
each other at the Catholic Church, Iglesia San Francis. At least this way
I have a
chance to go out a little more. I volunteer at the church, I help people at the
Municipal Hospital, we visit nursing homes. I joined the group so I wouldn’t
be
so lonely. Being part of this group helps me a lot. I get up in the morning with
the
idea that Til be here. I come to the charlas with the police
this helps distract my
mind and enlightens me. Since I had a stroke my mind has not worked so well, I
tend to forget things... coming here helps me, gives me a chance to exercise
walk here and to focus my mind. (Luz)

—

—

—

When Luz talks

about the services provided by the community-based

organization she cannot dissociate the people

which

is

also true for the other

—

members of the
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the staff, from the programs they run,

group.

The

ability organizations

have to

emulate the values offamilismo mdpersonalismo
to the Latino

community. As Luz

is

®

"“

ma“e°feeutme'’

She

likes to

elders a

make

friends because she does not speak English.

living in a English-speaking

major constraint they find

social environment,

1 am also grateful to
caring with me, she gives me a

extend herself to everyone, and talk to
people everywhere she goes.

feels limited in her ability to

Language-^r

in reaching out

said,

M.M.L. She took me m, she has always been

Luz

an asset they have

in

society—is

for

Luz and

for

most of the other

communicating with other people, adapting

and accessing human and health services

to the

effectively.

is one of my problems. I think that
if I knew how to speak English well
1
d have made more friends. People tiy to understand
me, if I knew it better I
would have more friends, and would be able to help more. I
would be able to
help everybody. When we go to the hospitals I look
for the Hispanics, it’s a pity
that I cannot communicate with the Americans.
(Luz)

English

wou

At some point of the interview Luz looks up
an answer up

there.

She

is

trying to

to the ceiling as if she

answer the question

I

is

asked about her needs. She

reframes the question in terms of her problems and worries instead
of needs.

does that she
If she

had

starts to describe certain situations in

to state her needs perhaps she

does not see as repairable.

Luz takes

By describing

full responsibility for

for not being able to deliver

her

life,

would have had
situations

looking for

to

When Luz

and her feelings about them.

make demands

for things she

and acknowledging her own feelings

dealing with her needs, and sometimes blames herself

what

is

expected of her

(e.g.,

converse in English, take care

of her family).
Yesterday I had a problem.. .I'm worried about my health. My mother is 83 years
and she is sick in Puerto Rico. She has been with her five children. My sister
is taking care of her. My younger sister has died. I was invalid (handicapped) for
quite a long time, walking with a cane and everything... (Luz)
old,

When Luz said

she worries about her health and goes on talking about her

mother’s health, she assumes

I

know what

she
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is

talking about.

Luz

is

worried about her

health because she feels she

her sick

is

unable to

mother—as most women

in

fulfill

her duty as a daughter-to
take care of

Latino cultures are expected to
do.

Carlota’s Story
I

Rico

interviewed Carlota on October
18, 1995. Carlota was

in 1926. Carlota is a light-skinned

participates in the Latinos

and green-eyed

She

likes to tell dirty jokes,

and ^Ilike

in Isabela, Puerto

woman with red-died hair.

Unidos meetings with her husband who

because of an operation he had on his throat.
Carlota
sociable.

bom

is

unable to talk

likes to talk a lot,

to read,

and do

and

crafts. ”

paradoxically Carlota’s constant complaints
about her health—she

is

She

is

very

However,

diabetics, has a

pacemaker, and high blood pressure—coupled
with her loneliness and need for

companionship sometimes turn the other

more

woman away from her, making her feel

even

lonely.

Carlota participated in veiy few dialogue sessions,
she usually had doctor

appointments in the afternoon. Nonetheless, she often came
to the Latinos Unidos

meeting and lingered

after lunch to chat

with the

LWDG women and myself

have been a member of the group for almost two years.
My niece brought me
I like it because it helps me forget my
problems, make fiiends, it’s fantastic'
1 he people here are helping me to
find an apartment; they take

I

here.

doctors;

who

IS

Carlota

her

He

s

son

my heart.

is in

they gave

dying of AIDS. (Carlota)
s

"What I miss

life:

destroying
her.

make my appointments;

”

me

me to the
a plane ticket to go visit my son

disease has drained most of her energy to focus on other issues
in

the

most

is

my son who

She often despises the

is far away...

My son has AIDS and this is

fact that her

son

is

a hospital in Arizona, and Carlota does not have the

dying so far away from

means

to visit

often as she wishes. Eveiy time Carlota talks about her son, she adds that he

her

nephew whom she

is

him

as

actually

adopted.

never had my own children. My children are from my two brothers. I adopted
my daughter when she was nine-days old. She was the daughter of my brother
I
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X"anXf-raiJ:eXf&^^^
Carlota

comes from a very

large family of many siblings

Somehow she seems to be proud of her father’s

and

half-siblings.

sexual prowess and white-looks.

We were fo^ altogether, now only four of us remain alive.
I have forty brothers
sisters from the same father. My
father was a handsome tall man he
had

and

VI
had twelve bds

woman

all

children with my mother. I am the’eldest.
He
vu another woman.
wiA
Even though he was not married to any

his children earned his

almost everyone has

name. There

my family name.

Carlota’s parents were farmers

is

a place in Puerto Rico

campesinos, as she

says— who worked

plantation fields in the country side. After her
father’s death Carlota’s

downturn

she had to

where

(Carlota)

work to support her mother—after they

life

in the

took a

lost everything

they had.

My father died when I was about twelve years old (1938). He was the support

the tamily, and

hous^My

loved him very much. After his death we had to leave
the
mother sold everything we had, the chickens, the house,
everything

tor tifly pesos.

worked

of

I

I

worked

as a

maid

at the plantation fields.

.

in family-homes to support my mother. I also
.we cried because we did not have what to eat

(Carlota)

The death of Carlota’s mother marked another

shift in Carlota’s destiny, as

W^en my mother died (1952) I came to the United
fiiend.

.

.

to place.

but her brother
I

didn’t have

was

after

money to

me, so

eat.

.

.and

I left.
I

States.

Then

suffered.

I
I

I

she recounts:

came alone. I had a
moving from place

started

was

in

Brooklyn,

New

York.
After one year living in
her.

She

left

New York,

Carlota married a

man who physically abused

him, and embarked in a sequence of froistrating relationships.

one year (1953) I married a man who liked to fight, he was in the navy. .he
I have married four times. The first husband mistreated me; the second
one was a drunk; the third one I married for him to get the papers ^the green
card; in 1987 I married my actual husband, whom I knew since I was sixteen
years old. He had seven sons, two of them died from AIDS last year. The first
one died in New York, and the second one was in Puerto Rico. One of them was
a drug-addicted and the other had a brain tumor. Both of my husband’s sons had
In

.

beat me.

lived in

—

my house. My husband’s ex-wife still lives in Puerto Rico.
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(Carlota)

Carlota

worked

receives government

however she can

as a seamstress in

assistanc^SSI and

read, write,

New York for many years, retired, and now
MEDICARE.

and speak English

She has no formal education,

fairly well.

never went to school. I learned how to read
and write with a brother-in-law. I
earned how to speak and write
English working in the streets of New York
have been
this country for 43 years. (Carlota)
I

m

m

Sometime

after this interview Carlota’s last

to Puerto Rico. Carlota

weekly and being

who

was

left

alone,

husband also

left her,

I

and went back

and depressed. She was then seeing a counselor

treated for depression. Carlota gets

some support from her

daughter,

drives her back and forth from meetings and
doctor appointments, as Carlota said “/

have a daughter who

lives

here in Springfield. She

is

married and has four children. I

have 8 grand-grandchildren, two brothers, and 40 nephews
and nieces.'^
In one

of our dialogue sessions Carlota and Luz shared

feelings about having a son with

of our

their thoughts

AIDS. Luz’s son have passed some time

LWDG sessions Carlota came to me to talk about her son.

conversation in

I

and

ago. After one

recorded this

my journal.

Carlota shared with me for the first time that her son is gay, and that his lover
is a very nice man who is helping her son cope with
the illness and the reason
why her son is in Tucson. She asked me to keep this a secret. Today Luz
shared with Carlota her own experience of having a son dying from AIDS. She

focused primarily on her religious faith as her source of strength. Carlota told
later that this was helpful for her. The other women in the group criticize
Carlota on her back because they think she complains too much about her life
and she does not seem to be able to live alone, without a man. They believe
that cornplaining against life’s travails is a sign of lack of faith
for those who
believe in God do not argue with Him, or doubt His divine plan. Sometimes I
have a hard time confronting this issue the acceptance of people’s different
ways of coping with their problems. I think it was good that Luz listened to
Carlota and shared with her a common problem. Carlota cried in the meeting
today. She was not feeling well and asked me to take her to the clinic. She told
me she has four doctors, all women, and said “I even don’t have a chance to be
examined by a good-looking man.” Carlota’s jokes are not well taken by the
other woman in the group. Her type of jokes combined with her complaints
make her look weak, vulnerable. The other women in the group value the
appearance of strength, resignation, and compliance with one’s destiny.
(Journal Entry 12/1 1/96)

me

—

—
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Hilda’s Story

I

m

Rico

interviewed Hilda on

1932. She

to be very sure

is

November

a dark-skinned

15, 1995.

woman, very

of herself, and was tentative

Hilda became a

member of the

about the group from friends

at the

bom

Hilda was

in

Rio Piedra, Puerto

quiet and reserved. She does not

in her responses to

my questions.

Latinos Unidos about one year ago. She heard

church.

^ey came to my house for a visit, something from the church.
in this

many

seem

I

like to take part

group because one gets to hear about many interesting topics. We learn
things that we can do. They also help us find housing, do our grocery

shopping, they write letters to social services, they send people to clean our
homes... I am very happy with these services. (Hilda)

Hilda used to work in a toy factory in the Bronx,
factory in Puerto Rico inspecting copper-sheets. She
family, her father

had a small business

in

New York,

and before

was brought-up

in a

that in a

working

class

Rio Piedra, and her mother was a seamstress.

Hilda has a fourth grade education, and took a two-year course in fashion design. She

came

US

to the United States in 1964,

in 1975.

this,

Hilda speaks a

bit

went back

What Hilda misses the most
is

He

is

and returned

to the

classes here too.

are her parents

”

who

died,

and her children

in Puerto

many nephews and nieces.

has four children but they don’t live with him.

My son

my daughter is forty-five.

She is the one who is sick.
married and has two daughters. She has AIDS and is now at the hospital.

forty-one years old, and

She

in 1968,

divorced and has two daughters, two sons, and

My son lives with me.
is

Rico

of English as she says; “I came from Puerto Rico with

and I have taken some English

Rico. Hilda

to Puerto

(Hilda)

Hilda’s daughter died months after this interview. Hilda had a hard time

expressing her feelings, and showing her emotions. She only talked
to,

and when she talked she was very brief and unassertive. She

months before

its

closure.
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left

when
the

she was asked

LWDG few

Hilda said that what she liked most about her
States: “/«

Puerto Rico we cannot leave the house

activities shortly after

tried to leave the

gang

of uprootments and

they

life

was threatened,

to live in the United

in the evening. Ifeel safer here.

in Hilda’s life

moved to the United

his life

was

They

”

have too many drug problems, crime, mugging.

Among the most sigmficant moments

life

was her young son’s gang

States for the first time.

When her son

Hilda’s apartment vandalized, and a series

underground followed.

When I came here

in 1964 my youngest son got into.
a gang. This affected my
nervios (mental health). I had to take my son out of school and send him
to
Puerto Rico where he could hide fi-om the gang. We all went back to PR. Later
the gang rnembers were either in jail or dead.
son was 1 years-old when
.

.

My

got into

They

he

1

homes. one day they came to my house and
destroyed everythmg I had at home. They took the curtains down, they took
everything they could, and they broke whatever they could not take with them.
They took even my scissors. There were more than a hundred kids in that gang.
We had to go underground because we were threatened by gang members. The
school didn’t do anything about it. .The gang kids lived in a basement here in
Springfield. .they left their parents like my son did. Then when we went to PR
my son changed his life. (Hilda)
this.

left their

.

.

.

.

Nereida’s Story
I

Rico

November

interviewed Nereida on

in 1941.

She

is

8,

1995. Nereida

a fair-skinned, small-fi-amed

was bom

woman. She does

not

in

Ponce, Puerto

come

to the

Latinos Unidos meetings very often, neither she participated in the dialogue sessions

with

much

fi-equency.

She said

has to take care of an alcoholic brother

showed up
I

does not feel well most of the time, and that she

that she

who

is

in

and out of

hospitals.

However

she

fi’om time to time.

have come here for four

years.

I

suffer fi-om depression.

.

.my counselor told me

about this place, and my daughter brought me here. This group has helped
lot, because I got to meet people. (Nereida)
Nereida’s

abused by her

life is filled

me

a

with disappointments, betrayal, and abuse. She had been

father, stepfather,

husband, and son. She tends to isolate herself, and
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I

avoids having close relationships with people. Her
conversations are usually scattered,

and she tends to focus on herself and her painful memories.
don’t know anyone, Pm a person who locks herself in
a room. .my daughter
and her husband leave for work and I stay home. I help my daughter
in the house,
and then I lock myself up. I was in a mental hospital for a while.
.they gave me
electroshock. I had lost my mother when I came here...five
years ago. This was
I

.

.

in Puerto Rico, no,

I lived here but they called me from Puerto
Rico because my
mother didn’t want to bathe, or eat, or nothing. So I went there to take care
of
her. I took care of her until she died. She used to push
me. .1 would fall. .my
.

.

knees got hurt. (Nereida)

Nereida was diagnosed with depression when she started having suicidal and
homicidal thoughts triggered by her husband’s

affair

with another woman, and

consequent separation from family. Nereida’ s health problem was also aggravated by her
taking care of her mentally

was married.

ill

mother.

when I realized my husband already had another woman. I did
depression was and that was the beginning. I went to a doctor and
told him I wanted to kill myself The doctor gave me some pills. I would spend
my days in bed half awake half asleep. I was dealing with my mother too who did
not let me sleep at night. I am single. I lived with the father of my children for
seventeen years, then we split up. He met this other woman in a ballroom, he
went out with her, she got pregnant, and he left home. One day I got out ready to
I

not

.

.

know what

—

—

kill her
I bought a knife
I drank a load of rum. But I found her mother
house instead. .They had to move several times. They had three children

in the

.

together. (Nereida)

Nereida moved from
with her alcoholic father
turned seventeen she

home to home

when her mother

moved

in with her

as a child.

left to live

She lived with her parents, then

with another man.

When

mother and stepfather to escape her

Nereida

father’s

abuse, just to be again sexually abused by her stepfather. Later Nereida became her
stepfather’s caregiver.
I was brought up by my father who was an alcoholic, and I didn’t have any
padrino (Godfather) of any sort, nothing. My father looked over my brothers and
myself alone because my mother left us to go with another man. She left my
father because he drank too much and beat her too much. We stayed with him.
He beat us up too. I stayed with him until I was seventeen years old, then I went
to live with my mother. My mother lived with a man who was not my father. My
father used to beat me, and give me blows on the head. My father was alcoholic,
so I went to live with my mother and her husband. .One night my mother went
to fetch some herbs to make tea at two in the morning. Her husband got up
was seventeen years old ^when I woke up he was on top of me. He got on my
.

—
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bed

.He disappeared for two weeks. .They had small children.
mother: “Mom, I will go, so he can come back.” At that time
.

.

.

.

.

I

my

told

was no food
st^ps or coupons, nothing l^e that. So I left in two days. He came
back after I
left, and my mother stayed with him
because she depended on him
economically. He never apologized. Unfortunately he had a
tumor in his lungs
and I had to take care of him until he died. My father wanted to
abuse me too.
He used to come home drunk and tell my brothers to go downstairs. .then
he
would climb into my bed, and I could not understand anything. I tried
to push
him away. .he would punched me on the head. The nei^bors scolded
him. He
would climb into my bed and scream and I did not know what he wanted.
So I
would cry and scream in bed. A neighbor would come and ask me “What
is
happening to you?” and I could not say a word. Another woman took
me with
her and wanted to denounce him. My father died he smoke too
much and got
there

.

.

—

have a brother who is alcoholic as well, and has
have five brothers. (Nereida)

cancer.
here.

I

I

Nereida grew up

in a

lives

humble, impoverished surrounding. Her alcoholic father

moving from job

struggled to survive

He

cirrhosis.

to job, he

wound up

in

an

illegal business.

My father worked carrying sugarcane. Then he worked as a mechanic in a gas
station.

He worked

at night.

.

.and

was

assaulted once.

They took him,

tied

him

mugged him, and left him in the bathroom—they tried to kill him. When the
owner came and saw him tied up like that. he never went back to work. Then
my father started making a living selling bolitas an illegal game in which he
was paid in dollars. (Nereida)
up,

. .

—

—

Poverty, patriarchy, alcoholism, and culturally-defined gender roles prescribed
the roles Nereida

would play

in her life

home

Nereida’s mother leaving
attainment, as she explained:

dropped out ofschool.

‘‘‘‘I

—

went

to

as a victimized, nurturer, submissive

also

woman.

had an impact on Nereida’s educational

school up to sixth grade.

When my mother

left

I

”

Nereida had twelve children, and three of them lived

—her son died from

Nereida suffered another great impact

in the

US. Not long ago

a drug overdose.

had three children here. I had a son here. .one night they called me. .they
found him dead. He died from a drug overdose in Holyoke. He lived with a

I

girlfriend.

.

.

.

He was very healthy, worked hard, nobody could tell. He

.

started with

the nose-drug, the one they call “Manteca” or something like that, or heroine.
Oh! God, this ended up complicating my depression. I cried and screamed of
anger. This

was

He had three

in

—nine months ago. My son was thirty-two years old.
My son used to work in the gun factory in Holyoke. He

January

daughters.

came to me few times to ask for money. I would tell him “I don’t have any
money” then he would shove me around. He was desperate for drugs. He started
with marijuana when he was in Puerto Rico. We don’t know if he killed himself
or if the drug was poisoned. Each time I think of him I have chills. My boy was
256

so handsome.
seamstress. But
. .

I like
I

feel like drinking but

I

to

forgot,
I

—my mother taught me how

sew
I

feel

trembling inside,

don’t do

it.

I

I

to sew, she

feel like shrinking.

was a
Sometimes

have hallucinations. .My nervios .1 miss
I threw away all his pictures, and
.

.

.

my son. The loss of my son was too much.
tried to hide all the

memories of him. (Nereida)

Nereida sees her counselor once a month. She says she gets moral support from
her daughters and by reading the bible. Nereida

is

also the caretaker of her grandchildren.

My daughters—one is twenty-nine, the other one is thirty years old. I live with
my daughter in an apartment. take care of my daughter’s children. My daughter
I

drives a school bus. But these kids are too active, they

They say they have

make

too

much noise.

attention deficit disorder. (Nereida)

Isadora’s Story
I

interviewed Isadora on October 25, 1995. Isadora was

bom in Caguas,

Puerto

Rico, in 1926. She has six children, five sons and one daughter; thirty-six grandchildren

and four grand-grandchildren. Four of Isadora’s children
PR.

When

live in the

US, and two

are in

Isadora talks about her children she focuses on their achievements and

occupations.

My daughter

is a secretary and a teacher; one son does TV installations at stores;
another son is a painter, he makes signs; the other ones do more rough work, they
are factory workers. (Isadora)

What
life

—

Isadora refers to as “rough work” {trabajo brutd)

is

what she did

all

her

factory and farm work.
as a seamstress in a factory in Puerto Rico. Here I worked at the
father was a carpenter. When I was eight years old my father
tobacco fields.
was working in carpentry ^he was climbing a platform, fell down, and fractured
I

worked

My

—

My

He could no

mother started working, washing and
longer work.
ironing people’s clothes, raising small animals, working in a farm, selling milk to
support us. I had to quit school in ninth grade to help my mother. I started
were thirteen children eight
working in a textile factory when I was fifteen.

both legs.

—

We

girls

and

five boys, the ones

Nowadays

who were

not married were dead. (Isadora)

Isadora receives government assistance

(e.g.,

SSI, SS, welfare) and

has Medicare health insurance. She has a disability and had undergone several hip and

knee surgeries for the

last five years.
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Despite her physical condition, Isadora

community. She volunteers
activities,

worked

and advocacy

in

is

a very active

member of the

many community development projects,
During the time she lived

efforts.

in Puerto

Catholic church

Rico Isadora

as a volunteer in a public hospital, assisting patients with tuberculosis. She has

lived in the United States for forty-six years. Isadora volunteered for

many years

in a

youth program dealing with juvenile delinquents. She played the role of counselor,
advocate, and catechism teacher. Isadora often mentioned her experience as a youth

counselor in our dialogue sessions.

worked as a volunteer for many years with a youth program. That was a job for
people with school education. I had to do everting bring the kids back and
forth fi-om school
if the cook was not there, I had to cook for them; if there was
I

—

—

no counselor,

—

I

was

their counselor, secretary, teacher, etc.

I

started as a

counselor I had taken advanced classes that I did not understand. They taught
us how to deal with teens, get to their hearts. The trainers were both Latinos and
Americans. The counseling classes were in Spanish and English. (Isadora)
Isadora does not speak

myself nothing
the Latinos

”
else.

much English

When I asked

she says, “I know a

Isadora for

came up with

to fendfor

how long she has been a member of

Unidos group she did not respond promptly,

calculations before she

little bit

for she

needed to make her own

a number.

Perhaps three or four years .no, more. My son was eleven years old when I was
working with the teens. he is now thirty years old. So it has been about twenty
the
for Americans only
years. There was another (elderly) group before
Puerto Ricans did not have anything. La Casa Hispana did not have this group
^they
yet. La Casa Hispana was more in touch with the community in the past
had more programs for the elders, the youth, housing, counseling ^they had
more social services. Now they are working with the tobacco program, AIDS,
breast cancer, but they don’t have the programs that help people with their bills,
take them to the hospital, give them clothes, no. We used to have 495 people in
this group, then 185 people. We split up into small groups. For me is a pleasure
^they call me at home
to be with this group. This group offers me love and care
like
to help the
always
organizer.
I
party
the
am
when I don’t show up
English,
but they
know
education,
school,
many of them have
coordinators
give them
their
trust,
bring
up
have
to
don’t know the needs of the people ^they
.

.

.

.

—

—

—

—

—

^I

—

love. (Isadora)
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Isadora s response to

her needs

question focused on the collective needs of the

Latinos Unidos group, and perhaps her need for leadership, and
support to do the things

she wants for the group.

We need a larger space for this group. They say there is no money for that, but
know they could do

I

with our help. Since I am not the coordinator I cannot do
the things I want. We have so many needs in this community. I used to
be the
secretary of this group
we did some fund-raising and bought the pots and pans
for the kitchen so now we can cook here. I sent many letters to banks and
agencies requesting food donations ^we can do this kind of things, but we need
support from the agency. Now they have a restaurant cooking for us and they pay
$ 6.50 per plate. We went to Boston to see if we could get some help, but we
came back with our wings down because we didn’t get anything. (Isadora)
it

—

—

The Latinos Unidos group plays more than a
provides her the opportunity to exert her leadership

social role in Isadora’s

skills,

life. It

and gives her a sense of

family, connection with other people, and the feeling of wholesomeness she so

much

values.

What

I

like is to

—share with them.

be united with family

respect everyone

I

I

know. I cannot complain against any agency here in Springfield. My children
visit me, the ones in PR come here too. To close that gap
.the family. .1 have
been seeking union and friendship with the community this fills that whole that

—

.

.

.

my parents left when they died. (Isadora)
Isadora’s dedication to and involvement with

Isadora feels valued and respected by the

community projects have paid

community she

loves; she feels that she has

accomplished many things successfully. The community has also
Isadora’s dreams and expectations

off.

fulfilled

which her family could not afford

some of

to grant her as a

child.
little we celebrated “El Dia de Los Reyes'” (Kings’
had a shoebox with herbs inside which I put underneath my bed hoping
but my box was always
that the Kings would leave a gift for me inside the box.
empty. I cried every year and my mother comforted me. One day a cousin of
mine left a doll underneath my bed. I thought the doll was a gift for me, I was so
happy! Later I realized the doll was not for me and my mother made me return
the doll to my cousin. I still have a box underneath my bed. .now it is full of
I

remember when I was

Day).

I

.

.

.

'

E! Dia de Los Reyes

Magosor

Kings’

Day

is

commemorates the day the Three Wise Men, who,
their gifts to the infant Jesus. In this

a religious holiday celebrated by

Roman

following the Star of David, found their

day people may exchange

gifts,
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Catholics

in

January.

It

way to the Messiah, and

and/or make donations.

offered

things people give to me.

gifts

I

also have a doll-collection, because

throughout
my adult life people m the community have given me dolls. I love
them'
(Isadora)

Isadora’s relationships with

women

in the

men have been troublesome. As

several other

group Isadora has experienced physical abuse, betrayal,
and coping with

alcoholic husbands. She has also had the experience
of being the sole provider for her

m a culture where men are supposed to be the breadwinners for the family.

children

However

Isadora

is

not sorry for her

life,

but proud that she

made

it

in her

own terms.

have been divorced, married, widowed, and single. I married the first
time
sixteen years old and had five children. We stayed together
for
sixteen years, then the marriage got sour. My husband did not
provide for the
family he was a soldier he started beating me. I got separated from
him when
my youngest son was three-months old. I brought up my kids working. When I
was twenty-eight years old I got married again and had one son. That marriage
fell apart as well. The man was a drunk, womanizer, and
a gambler. He used to
I

when I was

.

work

.

at a crystal factory. (Isadora)

Angelica’s Story
I

interviewed Angelica on February 16, 1996. Angelica, a black Puerto Rican

woman, was bom

in Santurce, in 1929.

Angelica got married when she was thirty-nine years old. She always say she
married “late.” Angelica

is still

married to the same husband,

who

is

a

little

younger

then her. Angelica never had any children, but feels very close to her nephews and
nieces.

Two

of Angelica’s

sisters live in the

United States, one

in

New York and the

other in California. Her elder sister died five years ago in Puerto Rico (see

The twenty-one year old son of one of Angelica’s

sister

We

died recently in

fig. 4.2).

New York.

am here with my husband.
never had children. I have nephews, nieces, and
a sister who live in new York. Here I have a nephew, his wife and daughter.
When I retired I came to the US. I used to work in a health clinic of the
municipal government. I was an office manager, I had to put lab test results into
the health records. I did that for 21 years. Before that I worked in a textile
factory.
husband worked in a bookstore shipping. My parents died a long
time ago.
father was a carpenter and my mother a housewife. I married late,
when I was thirty-nine years old. (Angelica)
I

—

My
My
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Codes used

in family

male
I

diagams
female

I

husband or partner
linked

by blood

linked by marriage or

partnership

X

diceased

participant

Figure 4.2 Angelica’s Family Diagram

Angelica and her husband came to the United States four years ago. They

went to

New York city and then moved to

husband, Manolo, lived in

New York

for

Springfield one year ago. Angelica and her

many years, and moved

recently because they got tired of the hectic
at the

first

life

to Springfield

and dangerous surroundings they had

Bronx.
Angelica and Manolo learned about the Latinos Unidos because they had

noticed the

name of the agency “La Casa Hispana” when they were

stopped by to find out what the place was

What Angelica misses

the

most

is

all

passing by bus, and

about.

having family around, and being

in a

environment where she can go wherever she wants without depending on other people

to

translate for her.

miss having family around me. I was brought up with lots of family. I wished
we were all together in the same place. I would like to go back to PR, but my
husband likes to stay here. One would like to live one’s last years of life close to
wherever I
family, in one’s own country, plus one’s own language. There I go
I

is
want, people understand me. Here we need help for anything we do. English
we
but
too,
community
Latino
a
was
Bronx
not that easy. Where we lived in the
Here
nervous.
very
was
husband
my
were not in a place for elderly people. .and
we are more calm, thank God! Where I live now almost everyone is Itali^.
family. I like
There are a few Hispanic families. Here one feels at home. .it’s like
the relationships we have. (Angelica)
.

.

but she
Angelica has a high-school equivalency. She does not speak English,

when she was
can understand some. She said that she had English classes
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in school, but

never practiced speaking, so

spoken English. Angelica

now she

can understand the written language better than the

refers to her years in school as “a beautiful time
in

my life!”

Celia’s Story

I

never interviewed Celia. She came to the dialogue sessions few
times and took

part in the family diagram exercise (fig. 4.3). Celia

was bom

in

Orocobes, Puerto Rico,

in 1927.

Celia got married

when

she was fourteen years old to a

man who was twenty

years her senior. She gave birth to six children, but three of them died

She has been a widow

infants.

for forty-five years,

subsidized apartment in Springfield. Celia looks

and

frail,

and afraid of her neighbors. Three of her children are
in the hospital

with cancer. Celia

is

when

they were

lives alone in a small

and complains of feeling lonely
alive,

however her

oldest son

happy to say she has ten grandchildren and

is

three

grand-grandchildren.

Codes used

in

family diagrams

o

fenule

husband or partner
linked by blood
linked by marriage or

partnership

X

diceased

participant

Figure 4.3 Celia’s Family Diagram

The

Several

LWDG Women’s

womenjoined the

Fotonovelas

LWDG at different stages.

Some of

these

women

participated in the creation of personal fotonovelas during the dialogue sessions. In this
activity

each person was asked to

tell

her

own personal
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life-story using the

FotoDialogo

pictures, thus creating her

own

fotonovela.

I

made

several copies of the FotoDialogo

picture-cards for the participants to
choose, and then paste the cards to
newsprint paper
to illustrate their stories.

some of them asked me
The followmg

is

Most of the women wrote
to write the

their

own

stories

words while they told the

on newsprint, and

story.

a translation and description of the
fotonovelas created by the

LWDG women based on their life-stories using FotoDialogo

pictures

-as taken

from

newsprint, including picture codes and
sequence.

Luz’s Fotonovela

(YWl)

Myself. (SITS) I am in love. I was thirteen
or fourteen years old (SITS)
ani talking to my mother about my
boyfriend. (SITS)
got married and we
are dialogumg. (SIT4) Here we are: my
husband, myself, aid my mother. She
was against my marriage. (C2)
first child. I was fifteen years old.
(SIT12)
Here we are the entire family myself and my
twelve children. (YM2) One
sons became addicted to drugs. Here he is smoking
marijuana. (SIT7)
sick—he got AIDS. (PI) I am praying to God for my
son’s health.
nn”r^°^
^LBl)
Jesus on the cross and myself. (SITIO) Here is
when my son died
I

We

My

m my

—

December he would be completing

On

thirty-nine years.

He

died on

November

1,

Carlota’s Fotonovela

(SITl) My mother and myself (SIT 9) I got married when
I was sixteen years
old. I could not have my own children, so I adopted
two kids. (SIT 3) My
daughter was nine days old, and my son was six months old. My
daughter got
married and had four daughters.(C2) My granddaughters have given
me eight
grand-grandchildren. This is my baby! (Cl & YWl) These are my
granddaughters. (SIT 4) This is me when I got married to my husband.
(SIT2)
Me and my granddaughter. (EWl) This is my loneliness. I feel very lonely.
(P2) My sick son. The doctor gave him a month to live because he
has AIDS.
(SIT7) My husband when he was sick. Separation from my husband. (SBLl)
Myself asking God for everything. There has been one year that I lived alone
with these problems. But I have faith in God.
Isadora’s Fotonovela

(YWl)

Tins is me when I was single. (YMl) I met a musician, we got engaged. I
married him. (C2) I had my first child when I was twenty-five years old. (SIT
2)
My husband holding the baby. (Cl) My first daughter when she was ten-years
old. (SITl 2) Then I had all this family
six children. (SITl) Here I am with my
little daughter. (SITl 1). Some of my kids went to secondary school. (SBLl)
We
were very religious. (SIT3) We were very happy—my husband and I. (SIT7)

—

Later

my husband got sick and died. (EWl) Then I stayed alone, when I was
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—
^ty-five years old. (SIT18) I lived with my granddaughter
who took care of me.
1 hey put me m a niusmg home
because my granddaughter could no longer take
care of me. Now I live alone, I have people
who help me.
Angelica’s Fotonovela

(Cl) My childhood. (SITl 1) My school age time. (SIT
8) My youth, and my
mother. (SIT3) My father. (SITl 3) My father and his
family doctor. (SIT 1)
grandniece. (SIT2) My father and his first male grandchild.
(P4) My first nephew and niece
my older sister’s children. (SITl All my
nephews and nieces. (C2) One of my nephews. (SITIO) My father 2)
in bed, sick.
I am next to his bed. (SITS) I got
married when I was thirty-nine years old. I
didn t have children. (SBLl) My celestial father, whom I
have always

—

trust.

Laura’s Fotonovela
(C2) Myself in my childhood. (Cl) Myself as a girl. (SIT3) We are
married, I
was twenty years old. (SITS) In our honeymoon. (SITl 2)When I had my
family five sons and one daughter. (SITl 1) The children are in school.
(YMl)
My oldest son who plays the trombone. (M2) My second son who plays

—

Here I am with my daughter. (PI) Here I am at Catholic
church. (SBLl) This is when I met Jesus, when I was young. (EWl) Here I
am
alone with my loneliness. (YWl)
only daughter. She is thirty-six years old.
basketball. (SITl)

My

She got married, divorced, and is alone with a nine-year old daughter. (SITl
My husband with his doctor. My husband lives with me. We have a good 3)
marriage.

Isabela’s Fotonovela

(SIT 12) My children and myself (SITl) My daughter and I. (Cl) My daughter
Maria. (SITl 1) My children at school in Puerto Rico. (SIT8) My grandmother
and I. (SBLl) When I put all my faith in God. (P2) When my son died. My son
was killed in Florida in 1989 when he was twenty nine years old. (YWl) When
I lost my son.(SIT5) My husband and I. We were very different, we were
always separated, we did not get along well. (EWl) Myself alone. My husband
died and I stayed alone. (C2) My last child for whom I suffered the most. I
almost died when my son was bom.

Margarita’s Fotonovela

(SBLl) The church, my second home. Since I was little I started going to
church. It was the only religion I have ever known. (PI) Praying. When I had a
problem I prayed to be more obedient to God. (SITl 2) This is when I had all
my children, and I had them studying at school. (SITl 1) My children went to
school. I went to school up to second grade. (SIT9) This is when I was young
and got married. I fell in love, and got pregnant with my first child. I had my
first child when I was twelve years old. My husband was eighteen years old
he was my first cousin. I stayed at my parents’ house. (C2) Here I am, when I
was nine years old, a little chubby with long hair. My hair is still long. I
offered

my hair to the

Holly Mary for
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my mother’s health.

Since then

I

have

—

never had my hair cut again. (SIT 10) When
her bathed, fed, and took care of her.

—

my mother was

sick in

bed

I

helped

Marta’s Fotonovela
(SITS) Here in this picture
is when our first child was

am next to the mother of all my youth. (C2) This
bom and was a boy, what a joy! (SIT 9) When my

I

—

husband and I got married in 1958. Soon after that I got pregnant. Here in
this
picture you can see my husband s hand on my belly
he was trying to hear our
child s heartbeat. (SITS) This is when we used to go eat at a
restaurant on the
weekends, and dance afterwards. (SITIO) This is when my husband got sick
his health got worse because he did not Imow he was diabetics
he was
hospitalized for a while. (Wl) This is when my husband came out of the
hospital
I am looking up, happy, and grateful to God
it was a miracle that
my husband got well. (SIT4) This is when my husband got to go out alone. I
became malicious and one afternoon I followed him I saw him with another
woman. I carried bad intentions in my heart, but then I thought about my
children. .1 turned around and kept walking. (YM2) At that time I smoked
already, but when I saw him with another woman I smoked even more.
Smoking was like a relief for my nervios. However, take a look at next
picture
I suffered for smoking so much. (SIT7) TTiis is when they took me
out of the operation room
where I stayed for five hours. In this surgery they
took my lung off because I smoked too much. This was in December, 1995.
(PI) Everyday of my life I am grateful for surviving that operation. I have

—

—

—
—

.

—

—

—

recovered very fast for such a complicated operation like that, my doctor says.
These are the miracles He does! Thank God, I am healthy! This is the story of
my life. Thank you very much my friends, and thank you Flavia for giving us
this opportunity to express ourselves. God bless you! (EWl) This is how I am
now, very happy and content.

The following

is

an excerpt from

my journal

which

I

wrote after the fotonovela

sessions.

Today

brought back to the group the fotonovelas they did last week. This time
them more pictures I decided to have the group reflecting
upon what they did. I asked them to pinpoint the critical moments in every
story, and had each individual talk about how those moments relate to their
lives in general. We had all the newsprint paper spread on the walls
with
their own fotonovelas. Marta, who was not present in last week’s session,
brought her completed fotonovela to this session because I had given her the
pictures, newsprint, and markers when she came at the end of last session. As
Marta talked about her story the other women made comments to support her.
I

instead of giving

—

act of getting up and presenting something, “being like in a theater” was
already a challenge for her. She did it so well that the group clapped at the end
of her presentation. She looked embarrassed, surprised, and content at the same
time. She was so thankful for the opportunity to express herself and share her
feelings with other women. The issues expressed in Marta’s story were not
unknown to the other women in the group, and triggered some other issues not
so obvious. I wrote on newsprint the critical issues of each story as they

The

presented.

I

also suggested that

we

talked about the critical issues in the
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—

—

—

context of women’s lives
where women find themselves, what they have
learned, how they are supposed to behave, act, and think.
Luz talked about the
way she was abused by her husband, how she left him— after he had
beaten her
so badly that she had to be hospitalized with a deep
wound on the back of her
head while she was pregnant. Margarita was also constantly
harassed by her
husband—
matter what I did he would push me around^ She also left
him
with two of their children, and ran away with her youngest
daughter. Margarita
told us how her husband cheated on her and brou^t
his mistress to their home.
Nereida s husband cheated on her too. One time she caught her
husband and
his mistress together and was ready to kill them both,
but she changed her mind
at the last minute. We talked about the lost of trust,
abuse, and betrayal. Marta
disclosed her self-destructive behavior destroying her health
by smoking
excessively to relieve the emotional pain. Marta is a lung cancer survival
and
she recently had a surgery to remove one of her lungs. I have noticed
that the
women are not naming their issues, yet they are, however, expressing them
in a fi-ee flow of emotional discharge. Each time they talk
about the same

—

—

issue, or describe the

same event they seem to become stronger, more
It seems that the re-telling of their stories

confident, and sure of themselves.

make them more powerful and
history.

”

in control.

In that session the

women

•

Lost of trust

“the

•

Physical and psychological abuse
all

As Marta

said:

“We are making

(Journal Entry, September 4, 1996)

men

listed the critical issues in their stories as:

husband has a

beat their wives.

”

lover, cheats

''most

on

his wife.

men make women

”
suffer,

almost

Consequent family disintegration, separation and

divorce.

Health problems: tobacco smoking, lung cancer, disease, and operation.
Death of spouse and consequent economic problems, lack of assistance,

•

•

and loneliness.
•

Children’s problems: son doing drugs; son and daughter having AIDS;
death of children.

•

Faith and religion as source of strength.

As

the group discussed the critical issues other themes emerged such as the

issues of drugs

and AIDS

in the

community. This

will be described in

more

detail later

in this chapter.

Other FotoDialogo Stories Created by the
The

LWDG participants were encouraged to create stories using the

FotoDialogo picture-cards.
sessions,

LWDG

We did this kind of activity several times in our dialogue

and used the themes

that

emerged from the

stories as the core

of our group

dialogue. In the following example the four stories were created individually and then
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shared with the group.

When the participants

them what themes did they

finished presenting their stories

see portrayed in their stories.

dilemma between work and

asked

I

They mentioned “romance,

relationships, family values, importance of family

members, disease and death.”

am working

Here

I

story

is

in this novella and this is my leading man. The title of
this
“Forbidden Love.” So here we are kind of infatuated. .But I have to
think—because we work together and this could create some kind of a problem
at work. We are not very sure about this. .1 would also
like to talk with my
mother and ask her how she sees this love and work situation. She is an older
person so whatever she tells me I will follow. I am thinking what I am going
to
.

.

do.

Then I met

very

this little friend

—you know

wise— and I am talking to the

me some

advice.

I

would

like to

girl

and

do things

there are
to

some

right.

I

would

who are
see if they can give

children

my mother to

like to

know

if I

could

my love and my work at the same time. Personally, I think I would like to
my job because it is part of my life — and if this relationship would cause
scandal then I would have to leave my job and this would be very pitiful!

keep
keep
a

—

(Luz)
In Luz’s story the cultural values

of respect for the elders and the implicit

parental authority are reflected in her asking her mother for advice on a personal issue.

The

story also presents her inner conflict around

work and romance, and her

confusion about what would be the right thing to do. Even though the plot

of Luz’s imagination, the issues related to the choice she needs
to other choices she

and look for work

had

to

make

in the past

when

to

make

is

a product

are correlated

she was forced to leave her children

to support herself in order to escape

from her husband’s constant

blows.

Most of the times

the

women

in the

LWDG create stories using the

FotoDialogo cards they do not detach themselves from
start the story

by talking about a

themselves and their
pictures as if they

own real

fictitious character

lives.

were looking

at a

examples of imagination turned

their plots.

Even when they

they wind up talking about

When they present their stories they show the
family photo-album. The following stories are

into reality.
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—

Here I am very old, and lucky because I have my grandchildren around me. I
have my granddaughter who I love next to me. I have my daughter and her
husband she is happy, thank God! I wish I had all my children and
grandchildren right here next to me. But they are all so far away. I have three
grandchildren in Hartford. Here I have one son who is sick, he has cancer of
the esophagus—he is thirty-three years old. I visit him. .But I have problems
move because of my heart and the diabetes. This is my own life ^three
children, my grandchildren, and my grand-grandchildren. (Celia)

—

.

—

to

—

This is my character a youth. The day in which I got married. This is my
husband, and my nephews who are fmishing their studies. They are my sister’s
sons I never had any children but they are to me the sons God did not give
me. I have eight nephews and nieces all together. I have a niece who lives in
Brooklyn, NY. There is another one who lives here. The other ones live in
Puerto Rico. This character is my husband he likes to drink beer. I have
fought against this, but at this point I don’t think he will stop drinking. I have
nothing else to say because I don’t have a large family. (Angelica)

—

—

—

Family and relationships are the primary

—both nuclear and extended—

Family

cultures.

Familismo

is

also a cultural

is

fabric of the

LWDG women’s stories.

a highly valued institution in Latin

trait,

and a way

in

which individuals

American

are

connected to the outside world. In addition, family members constitute the bulk of the
Latina

women’s

When

natural support systems.

sometimes the

tend to be melodramatic,

room

LWDG participants create fictional story-lines, the plots

filled

with danger and impossibilities, and often leave no

for change. In the following story Isadora

nevertheless the story
I

is

the character of her

imaginary, and she recounts her

have a skin disease

—

is

—

own

own

story,

death.

there are white spots, red spots, and black spots on

my

tumor in an area of my
head that cannot be operated. This is my nurse. I cry and cry and she does
everything for me. Because this is a contagious disease she needs to wear mask
and gloves. The disease is so contagious that they put me inside a crystal ball
no, no! It is not a crystal ball, it is one of these rooms with a little window
through which I can talk to people. The terrible disease killed me. I died!
skin

this is a contagious disease.

I

also have a brain

(Isadora)

The Latina Women’s Dialogue Group Sessions and the Emergence
Generative

of

Themes

This section describes the various processes and activities in which the Latina

women engaged

in order to reveal their thematic universe
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and signification systems

signalized

by a number of generative themes depicted

in their life stories, fotonovelas,

and FotoDialogo sessions.

The Power Flower Exercise: Reflection on Our Social
Besides the FotoDialogo picture-cards
activities

during our dialogue sessions.

we engaged

One of these

Identities

in different kinds

activities

was

the

of

Power Flower,

an exercise adapted by Barb Thomas (1991), included in the book Educating For A

Change. The objective of this exercise
group

in relation to those

who

is

to identify

who we

wield power in our society.

as an introduction to the different forms of oppression.

newsprint paper, and the participants
in

power positions

— on

of the flower. Then
personal location:

filled in the

I

are as individuals and as a

We used the power flower

drew the power flower on

dominant social

identity

— of those

the outside circle; they located themselves on the inner circle

we reviewed the power

flower as a group and reflected on

How many factors do we have as a group that are different from the

dominant social identity? And

how have these

differences affected our lives and

ways

of being?

We worked with the following dimensions:

gender, race, ethnic group,

language, religion, family type, social class, age group, education, and geographic

region (current and origin). The

LWDG women identified themselves as:

Gender: women. Ethnicity: Latinas, Hispanic, Puerto Rican. Language:
Spanish-speaking. Age group: elderly. Religion: Roman Catholic. Geographic
region of origin: the country side, campo, Puerto Rico. Current geographic
region: City of Springfield.

When I asked them to

indicate

on the outer

circle

they saw as the dominant group in the United States, the

of the Power Flower what

women put:

Gender: men. Ethnicity: Anglo-Saxon. Race: white. Language: English. Age
group: adult. Religion: Protestant. Geographic area: Most of them live in

urban and suburban

settings.
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The day we did

the

Power Flower we had

a visitor—a 28 year-old

volunteers at the community-based organization. Having a younger

group ignited a discussion about age

women were

—

real

and age of birth

woman who

woman

certificate

in the

—some of

the

registered at a different date of actual birth. This discussion led to

another dialogue on stages of development and learning.

believe adult age

the dominant one because

it is when one develops one’s
seven years old you begin to be a child this child
enters the realm of sin, according to the Catholics. When a child completes
seven years, she has had seven years of life experience. She would be learning
in life’s school
because life is a daily school. Every seven years you learn a
new experience. (Luz)

I

capacities.

is

—

When you are

—

Talking about gender one

woman

said; “In Latin

America the men

rule;

”

another one reinforced the concept of male dominance within the cultural context by
saying: “In our culture

“"The

women

are

When I
the

is

the

man who

dominates.

"

And

another

woman added to that

’’

still fighting.

asked the

women

Power Flower and observing

in the

group what they had learned by just looking

at

the cultural differences between the inner and outer

circles they said:

That the traditional culture of each region is distinct. For example the
Christmas tradition our tradition is different from the Christmas tradition
they have here. We celebrate El dia de Reyes on January sixth. Here they don’t
celebrate Reyes. Here they celebrate Santa Claus, we don’t celebrate Santa
Claus. The music is not the same.

—

Initially the

women discussed the most

superficial cultural traits,

and

later the

dialogue evolved into a reflection on social dynamics, and power issues.
are the ones in government. The whites have the power and
because, you know, Puerto Ricans
therefore they put us in lower categories
don’t make anything, the ones who make money are the ones from here. It has

The whites

been always

—

like this in Puerto Rico.

(LWDG)
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I

The women
Puerto Rico,
as a

refer to white

when they

as a reality both in the United States and

say the whites have the power;” and to American colonialism

form of economic subjugation of Puerto Ricans

who make money are

ones

In terms

in the island

when

they say “the

the ones from here.”

of geographic region of origin the

campo. They explained to

The

dominance

women

said they

me that the word “rural” means remote

agricultural areas or the country side

is

called campo.

come from

the

regions of the island.

The Latina women

often

describe the treatment their children receive in the American public schools as
discriminatory, racist, and coercive.

They say that teachers cannot understand

Latino ways of being, “/n Puerto Rico people talk

from

the campo, because they have

when Puerto Rican

children

come

in

loud voices

more freedom, they

live in

—mostly

the

if they

open spaces,

to the U.S. they are forced to adapt their

”

come

and

that

ways of

being to a white urbanite model of appropriate behavior.

The group

is

also aware that the

dominant language

imposes a barrier to non-English speakers regarding

in the

United States

their access to services at several

levels.

The fact that the dominant language in the United States is English, for me it
means that I always have to look for someone who can translate for me when
go anywhere. They tell me at the doctor’s office “You need an interpreter.” I
feel

bad with

this

—sometimes we want

to explain certain things in our

I

we want
we cannot speak English. If you
your own interpreter with you.

to talk directly to the person,

own way,

but

want to do things fast you need to bring
Sometimes the doctors get irritated because everything takes

longer.

We also had an interesting discussion about types of family—nuclear,
extended, single headed

—and what

constitutes family for them.

A traditional family has a father, a mother, and the children. I have my aunts
who are my family here. My parents are in Puerto Rico. My children,

—

someone has a friend like a family member
consider some people my family. I have a friend here who is like my family.
My neighbors are my family. When I came here I was sick, they did eveiy^hing
for me, they are my family. It is like having their blood running in my veins.
grandchildren, cousins. .Wfren
.
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The blood of God’s

love. If something happens to someone in my family,
one
of my brothers, or cousins, it is like it happened to me. I don’t have
family
here, but I have a family who loves me amongst my friends.
Family is my
blood relatives, and all the beautiful friends I have. (LWDG)

The Latina women

s

The Latino family

concept.

concept of family
is

is

much

broader than the dominant

defined as a tight knit system of people

support, nurture, and offer help to others in need regardless of blood

who

ties.

can

This

confirms the already discussed concept of Latino family as inclusive of people beyond
kinship.

The Spaceship Game
Another exercise we used

in

our

game I have adapted and modified from
told the group that

we were

LWDG sessions was the Spaceship Game. A
several other similar

there

was

They had

to

their choices

imagine that they were living

a major cataclysm on the planet Earth.

would have

simulations.

with the other members of

in the future, at a

They were among

to leave the planet in a spaceship that could only

time when

the survivors and

accommodate one

hundred people. They would have to decide on the destiny of future generations
outside the planet by choosing

who were

them “So, who do you think should go
The

first

other

I

who

start a

said “The children!,

acted like a group moderator probing the

They would take only
Teachers, doctors,

and

”

new

When I

asked

civilization?”

followed by the

agreed that they should save the children.

someone should take care of the

history

going to be in that spaceship.

in the spaceship

response came from Angelica,

women who

'"People

and priests.

and religion.

I

going to play a game that had to do with decision making,

and that participants would have to negotiate
the group.

games and

women’s

responses. Realizing that

children, the group decided to bring adults as well.

who

are under 40 years of age and with a profession.

University students,

”
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young people who are studying

After a long discussion about what kind of things and people a
civilization

would need, we

listed the priorities,

which were: food and

agriculture (30%), health

(10%), education (10%), government (10%), housing (9%), defense
(6%),

arts

(6%),

religion (5%), industry (5%), rescue services
(5%), and banking (4%). For each
priority the

group decided

how many people they would take

in the spaceship.

group also had to decide on the gender breakdown of the people
the end the

women

The

in the spaceship.

At

selected three out of the fourteen ethno-pictures to go with them.

During the course of the discussion the group was faced with a few dilemmas

and had to compromise on a number of things, such
years-old,

knowing

that they

On

people carry with them.
with their strength

would miss
the other

and creativity,

”

as:

not taking anyone over forty

the history, experience, and baggage older

hand they would take the “younger generation

and “without the old habits.

excluded themselves as elderly women. As a sign of their
as both

women and

elders they stated that “Elders cannot

reinforced that later by saying that

“Women have fragile

own

internalized the oppressor’s

They

deliberately

internalized oppression

do anything,

characters. ”

statements combined seem to carry a sense of worthlessness, a

among people who have

”

”

and

The two

common

view of themselves

feeling
as worth-

nothings.

The male dominance, and
in the

way they decided on the gender breakdown of the

over

women 2.3

30%

female. For

would be

Some

the consequent overvalued nature of men are blatant

times.
all

better than

They would

start a

“new

workers. They chose

society”

composed of 70% male and

positions of power and leadership they had no doubt that

women,

men

men

as well as for occupations requiring physical strength.

other choices were based on (sexist) stereotypical ideas, such as male doctors

and female nurses, or male clerks and female
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secretaries.

“We need strong hands to plow the land. ”
“Men can do everything. ”
“Women can milk the cows, and take care of small animals.
“Women have more fragile characters. ”
“Women don work much in construction. ”

”

’t

The women’s choices
and

intellectually superior to

in this

game

reflected a belief that

women. Although,

with other statements made by the same

men

these beliefs are not

women at

are physically

all

consistent

When

different times.

using

FotoDialogo they portrayed female characters as being more responsible, committed,

and

spiritually stronger than their

leadership should be

male counterparts. However, they believe

composed by men. As they put

it:

“The majority

should be men, because they have stronger personalities.

seemed

to

”

On the

in

that the

government

other hand, they

have a clear idea of what a humanitarian and democratic government must

be:

We need a government in which people make the laws, and they are the ones
organize ever^hing. A government that educates its people.
That leads with humanitarian laws of mutual respect and justice. A

who command and

government that does not abuse its power, that does not abuse poor people.
most important law is that of love thy neighbor.

The women
diversity.

in the

They tend

group show a limited view of world’s population and

to notice

daily concrete experiences.

more what

Some of their

is

around them, and what surrounds

responses express their

own

Tlie

etlinic

their

range of

experience with languages and nationalities. They chose English as the universal
language, even though they do not speak

experience that English
rest

is

it.

They have learned from everyday

the dominant language, Spanish

is their

language, and the

caimot be named because they do not belong to the realm of the group’s concrete

experience.

People organize themselves via communication. We need to have group
meetings in which people can express their opinions. We would have to choose
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—

few ^oups
English

IS

that can understand each other. English speaking
people, because

the universal language, and Spanish too.

(LWDG)
This also has a relation to the

They

way these women

They

refer to other Spanish-speaking people outside Puerto

Sometimes they do not even acknowledge the
language.

They say

many

society.

the spirit.

According

the spaceship?”

question,

I

we can

at

me

as if

I

not

curasy dos monjas

means Roman

At the end when

cacique indio de Puerto

most fundamental

I

—

in a

and food for

the body,

When they decided to take

sense.

Then

like to take in

clarified

I

my

Since you are taking five clergy

etc.

like to take?”

Then, they

“Catholics, three priests and

is

said:

two nuns.” For

God’s only son, and the

rest

would

else.

asked them to choose three people from the ethno-pictures

Rico’'',

2 a Mexican American singer

# 2 a Puerto Rican Indian

—

"Selena,

'‘‘Indio

Guarione, un

"Francisco, un abogado Latino;

# 7 a lawyer

una

perceptions. Later, they decided to replace # 2

who

in different countries.

are Catholic priests, Jewish rabbis, Protestant

Catholic, Christ

in the spaceship they chose:

eyed woman,

live. ”

was not making

monks, Muslim sheiks,

have to be named something

1

for religion as the

how many of what religions would you

religion

Rico as Latinos.

asked them “What kind of clergy people would you

by saying “You know, there

Catolicos, tres

go

ethnicity.

speak the same

spoken

them ‘To survive we need food for

They looked

ministers, Buddhist

people,

to

Without spiritual nurturing

five clergy people,

fact that they all

different Spanish accents

The Latina women consider the need

to

own

instead, that non-Puerto-Rican-Latinos speak a Spanish dialect—

probably because of the

them

identify their

French.

rarely call themselves Latinas, if given a choice they always
say they are Puerto

Ricans.

new

And maybe

’’

artista Tejana,

—

the Indian

and #

according to their

— with #

4, a white-blue-

according to them could be more useful than the Indian. This
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”

showed complete disregard

decision

Rican Indian, likely

their ancestor.

for indigenous peoples, in this case the Puerto

Again they have chosen or valued something

outside themselves, and devalued what has been devalued in themselves by prejudice

and ethnocentrism.

The Latina women have described themselves
Spaniards,

and the black Africans combined in one

as:

“We are

the Indians, the
”

race: Puerto Rican.

Now they

correlate that Indian part of themselves with a good-for-nothing, as one of them said:

“The Indian will not be missed. What
beautician, she will be

we

After

newsprint

•

I

an Indian good for? Nothing. Let 's take

the

”

useful.

discussed these issues, and after seeing the percentages on

— including

“What have we

more

is

—

the gender imbalance in the spaceship

learned fi-om this exercise?” and the

learned

how people

asked the group

I

women responded:

organize themselves, and what

we need

in order to

create a society.
•
•

I

learned that

we

can create a

I

learned that

we

should integrate

privileges,

new

society without violence and diseases.

women

into society, give

and encourage them to do the same things

that

them more

men

do.

Using FotoDialogo Picture-Cards
In one dialogue session

I

used the following introduction to

initiate the

FotoDialogo:

Here we have

—

Cl, YWl, Wl, EWl) let’s say that these
same woman at different stages of her life. This woman
teenager, adult, and elderly woman. Let’s collectively create a

five pictures (C2,

pictures represent the
as a baby, child,

story about this

woman throughout the

stages of her life using the remaining
life fi-om childhood to maturity.

pictures to illustrate different events in her

happening in this woman’s childhood? Who does she have around
her? In what kind of environment does she live?

What

is
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The following

is

an excerpt from

my journal

describing what happened after

I

introduced the dialogue session:

Isadora got up and started acting like a little girl—
playing Maria’s role. Instead
ot using the pictures and taking turns to create
the story collectively, Isadora
changed the rules of the game and acted according to
her own rules— she
finished the entire story by herself I have noticed
that Isadora constantly
challenges the leadership in the group
if she fails to influence the group by
mtellectual means, she tries to manipulate the
other women by changing the
subject abruptly, not following the agreed upon
rules, starting parallel
conversations, or simply fleeing the group with the
excuse that she needs to do
something else. She seems to constantly seek praise and
acknowledgment for
the leadership roles she has taken as a community
organizer. She has

—

demonstrated some difficulty

in being a team member during the dialogue
sessions. After Isadora finished her show, Celia
took a picture and started
talking... (Journal Entry, 1996)

The

LWDG sessions did not always run smoothly. The women in the group

had different personal needs and
without interfering too

much

interests.

To keep

the group focused on the issues

with the group dynamics was a constant challenge for

me

as a facilitator. Despite certain conflicts and personal styles,
the FotoDialogo stories

were created
by the

collectively.

The following

is

an example of a FotoDialogo story created

LWDG using a set of picture-cards to illustrate a woman’s
(SIT6) This
older,

is

and she

Maria’s father—he went to jail.
feels very sad that her father

life.

(YWl) Here Maria

is

a

little

(Cl) This is Maria
her and Maria is very happy to see

is still

in jail.

when she is 9 or 10. An uncle came to visit
(SITU) Maria is at school she is preparing

—

him.

herself to be something in
the future, have a diploma, have a job, and be able to have a better life. (SITS)
Here Maria is older she is talking to her mother. Maria is asking for advice

—

about some work she is thinking in doing... she is also comforting her mother
for she has suffered with her husband in jail. The father went to jail because he
was abusing his wife Maria’s mother. So Maria is consoling her mother.

—

(YM2)This

is Maria’s brother, who is smoking marijuana, getting himself into
consequence of the problems with his father. Maria is already
growing up in a broken family living in pain until she gets to her old age

vices, as a

—

—

—

completely alone. (SIT9) Maria grew up and got married to a delinquent
steals, uses drugs, and commits crimes. (P3) He ended up behind
bars, so Maria went back to stay with her mother. It is always like this

man who

women don’t marry well

and go back

to live with their mothers.

(SIT13) Maria

many years of being in jail, becomes ill
maybe he has tuberculosis and has someone who takes care of him (SITIO).
(EWl) Maria is a lonely old woman. When Maria was young she went to high
gets old, and her husband, after so

—
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school. After she finished high school she went to college— and I don’t
know
she got married, she should had gone further. Maria is older and her
husband is very sick in jail. (PI) Maria got desperate and started going to

why

God for her husband’s health and her own consolation. (SITl)
older and has a little granddaughter
and here is another grandson

church to ask

Maria

is

—

(SIT2). Here is Maria’s father who came out of jail. (SIT7) Maria’s son is
very sick, he is at the hospital—he has AIDS. He is very ill. Here Maria is
older and she is going to take care of her husband who is ill
^through her
suffering with her husband she is getting old faster. She already knows she will

—

be a widow. (SBIl) She goes to church to get the strength from the Lord to
keep going until the last minute, the last moment of her husband’s life. Here
Maria’s husband is already in death’s arms. (P2) Here he’s dying, and crying

(LWDG)
In this story the
lives(e.g.,

women projected

several issues they have faced in their

domestic abuse, incarceration, broken families, drug addiction,

caring for an ailing husband, a son dying from

have observed

in their

AIDS,

community. Not only these

loneliness);

social issues

own

illness,

and other issues they

were pointed out

in

Maria’s story, but also the inter-play between individual lives and social issues
surfaced in the dialogue. For instance, Maria’s father going to jail because he had

abused his wife not only breaks the family, but changes

becomes
brother

its

dynamics as well. Maria

a parentified child, taking care of her mother’s emotional needs. Maria’s

becomes

a drug addict, escaping from his responsibilities. Maria plays the

expected role of the nurturer,

and

spiritual,

values of marianismo in Latin cultures

in this story play the stereotypical role

self-sacrificing

—while her

woman

brother,

of the irresponsible,

and

—exemplifying

the male characters

all

selfish,

the

and immature

anti-

macho male.
Maria’s story encompasses

women themselves,

many of the

situations experienced

and serves as a springboard

for their questions:

woman get married if she had the

opportunity to study

questioning of Maria’s choices in

life

and get a

by the Latina

Why would a

better life? This

reveals a deeper level of questioning culturally
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accepted norms, and poses the investigation of broader cultural
issues such as gender,
social class,

and

ethnicity.

When asked about the

critical points, or

turning points in the story,

responded with the following observation: “To start with drugs—one
drugs, then goes to jail, there he gets a disease, gets sick
critical phases

of a human

viewpoint of human

life

drugs, prison, disease,

life:

reveals a

Luz

starts using

and dies. These are

and death.

submerged consciousness

in

”

Luz’s

which

the four

fatalistic

life is

described

as a series of uncontrollable events leading to death. This fatalistic and limited

of the world leaves out other
system

in

possibilities

which human beings

situations. This

are

way of thinking

—considering
choices —
of analyzing
situation

and ways of being, and does not consider the

immersed

—and people’s power

to

change

groups of people. The more
situations the broader the

their

tends to lead the participants to blame the victims in a

the fact that their problems were a result of their

instead

view

own

personal

the social factors surrounding certain situations and

we talked

about these

common

women’s view of the world

got,

experiences and living

and more questions were

posed.

Another time we used the FotoDialogo picture-cards

how I

in a different

way. Here

is

introduced the activity:

We are going to pass these cards one by one.
and the next one has to continue with a different card but
following the same story. We are going to create a story together. This is an
exercise in creativity and imagination. We will try to keep the sequence of the
story using different pictures
the picture you have in your hand.

Today we

are going to play cards.

One person

starts

—

The following

are

examples of story-lines created by the

LWDG using the

FotoDialogo picture-cards:

(SIT7) This is a man who is sick in a hospital. He has a doctor examining him.
He must be very sick because he is very thin. He must have a contagious
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I

disease because the doctor has a mask on his face. (SITl) This is the wife of
the man who is in the hospital
she came to visit him with their daughter. She
is very afflicted. This has to do with the time my father was sick
on a hospital
bed. .1 was taking care of him. The woman is his spouse, and this is me when I

—

.

my mother to assist him. It also reminds me when he was
drmking too much, laying in bed. but I don’t want to remember this. He
never came out of the hospital, when he did he was dead. They say when one
leaves this world for the other we have to forget them.

was going with

.

.

—

(P3) This is like a son who is in jail he is suffering because he knows about
the problem his father has. His mother is also sick and she is getting old. He is
sad because he cannot get to them to his family. He is desperate that nobody

—

comes

He

got in trouble, and is now behind bars. (YM2) This one
and part of the suffering. He is very nervous, mentally ill
(nervios), and is smoking too much
like someone who has a nervous
problem. One wants to be alone to see if he can get some relief from his
problems. He is smoking a cigarette this is the idea that smoke calms the
mind. He is thinking about how he can console his family, or console himself.
is

to visit him.

part of the family,

(SIT3) Here

—
—

we

can see two very happy people dancing. It seems that the
They are happy, thanking the Lord, they are celebrating.
This looks like me when my husband left me I got sick of my mind. I had a
hard time alone with my three children, but at some point I told myself
“Nereida let’s have fun!” Nobody could stop me on Fridays and Saturdays
father left the hospital!

—

—

went dancing!

This

is like

father left the hospital

and

my life, not everything is pain,

is

home

right? (SIT2)

with his grandson. (SIT6) Here

is

The

the old

man’s grandson who is now a grown-up man and a drug-addict, alcoholic,
problematic. Here the police is arresting him. (Ml) This man, when he left the
hospital had a great celebration
he got so drunk that his sight got foggy.
They are celebrating now because he got out of jail. He is drunk. He sees things

—

in double.

can see here that the man was in the hospital. This is my brother-invery ill, had cancer, and died from cancer. The doctor gave him
six months to live. When he went home I went to take care of him because he

(SIT7)
law.

I

He was

He drank too. (SIT 13) This man belongs to
He went to see a doctor for a checkup. He has to go for his
regular visits. (SIT9) He went to the doctor and heard that he was doing much
better. When he came back home he wanted to celebrate the good news, and
started to hug her. (EWl) I think the young man is sick again because his

did not have anybody to help him.
that

same

family.

mother looks very apprehensive, sad because her son
related problems.

TWs

is like

my brother’s

story. I

—alcoholism

sick

is

am the

one who takes care
he has a giant belly,

—

of him. My brother is hospitalized almost every month
and his legs are swollen. He is in treatment.

In this FotoDialogo story the

women inserted their own

the narrative. Their lives and those of their characters

realm of social

reality. In several

FotoDialogo
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seem

stories,

to

mental

living situations into

belong to the same
illness,

tobacco

I

smoking, drug use, and alcoholism are issues that are treated both
as root causes and

consequences of social oppression by the
about these issues

we drew

LWDG women. In a later dialogue session

a diagram (Fig. 4.4) on newsprint to help us understand the

interdependence of all these issues. The diagram was drawn based on the

women’s comments and

LWDG

suggestions.

Newsprint/ Themes

Figure 4.4 Diagram of Social Issues

in

the Latino

Community

During our dialogue about substance abuse the Latina
People

women

said:

who

are using drugs and alcohol are out of everything, they are out of
.Sometimes they get into drugs because of their friends, gangs, bad
influence. It is part of their curiosity, but then they cannot leave it. They don’t
have older people to guide them the parents are irresponsible, don’t Imow
where their children are. I worked for a long time with juvenile delinquents
had to take those kids home and the parents were not responsible. They did not
know where their children were. They are marginalized by society, they have
economic problems.
control.

.

—

Here the

women start making connections

—

between individual behaviors and

broader social issues, such as poverty, unemployment, and discrimination. These
issues will be further discussed in this chapter.
In combination with the FotoDialogo picture-cards

we

also used a set of text-

cards containing quotes on social oppression theory (see Text-Cards, Appendix C).

The

LWDG women discussed the meaning of these text-cards, and tried to relate them
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.

to their

FotoDialogo

some of the

women
the

s

stories.

text that did not

As

vocabulary.

members of the group

After reading the text-cards together

seem

for

to be clear, or that contained

we began to

re-write

words not used

in the

example when we read the definition of oppression, and

tried to explain

it

to themselves.

.

Oppression is when someone feels pressured. .Or like in the case of my
daughter she has an oppression that makes her cry and cry. It is when a
person feels abandoned. .feels that there is no one to help, to give her
support.
It is to be out of society, without will power.
(LWDG)

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

After this dialogue session

The women

in the

I

wrote

my observations

in

my personal journal:

group defined the word oppression not

in

terms of broad

social structures, but mostly as a feeling of estrangement, abandonment, and
alienation. The women tend to believe that people are to blame for their

problems

—

they are irresponsible, or crazy, or ignorant. They see a fragile
relationship between the socioeconomic structure (the system) and people’s

They trust the system in the sense that “people can find the help
they need. The system can feed, educate, and support, and it is up to the
individuals to know how to use it to their benefit. The women show empathy,
situations.

”

compassion for, and a certain complicity with those who stray from the law.
There seems to be a collective understanding that certain kind of criminals
have been victimized by the circumstances and therefore should not be
punished for being the victims of social inequalities mostly if they are drug
addicts or if they are selling drugs to make a living. They all have the hope that
faith can save and change people
they express a deep belief in inner
transformation. They believe people can change their lives if they transcend

—

—

themselves. (Journal Entry 9/18/96)

The

application of text-cards in connection with the FotoDialogo stories

most challenging task
in the cards

was hard

for the Latina

in

which the

to read

women to

—

it

LWDG engaged themselves.

contained too

understand.

Even

I

was

realized that the text

many new words and complex

after revisions the text

the

was

still

comprehend. Nevertheless, some of the most fundamental concepts about

concepts

hard to
social

oppression was finally grasped by the group. The word oppression was replaced by

abuse

—

the

structure,

machine

way the women

experience social oppression, and the terms system, social

and ideology were combined and translated

—la maquinita del poder.

These terms
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into

one concept: the power

—abuse, oppression, and

the

power

machine—were used
the Latina

women’s

concomitantly throughout the process of naming and revealing

social reality.

During one of our dialogue sessions

asked the group

I

“How

can one break the

vicious circle of oppression?” and they responded:

Doing community work, participating in church activities; doing volunteer
work at the hospital; listening to music; keeping myself entertained with

—

church activities; helping other people because if I only get involved in my
own problems I cannot help anyone; going out, participating in community
projects but not getting personally involved in

I

asked Luz

how

did she

work

in the

community problems. (LWDG)

community without

getting personally

involved. She said:

don’t let my mind or my deep emotions get in the way of my work. I get
involved with my human feelings but not those feelings that oppress me. For
example, if I go to a house where the family is suffering because a family
member has AIDS I have gone through that myself, but I am not going to
pass my own suffering to them I am going to share with them how God gave
me the stren^h to survive, and support them. One needs to have resignation to
accept the things God gives us. If we understood the nature of faith the things
of this world would not sadden us.
I

—

—

The themes generated
to the

—

in the dialogue sessions

group in the form of a diagram

(fig.

were compiled, and re-presented

4.5) containing the generative themes,

the equivalent social issues, and the system that encompasses

We will

see through the

more prevalent

color, than those

of social mobility.

and

all.

LWDG women’s narratives that the social oppression

forces have been

Even though the

them

in the lives

of the poor, women, and people of

generative themes are intertwined in the FotoDialogo stories

in dialogue sessions, they

were clustered

into broader categories such as

gender, race, and social class for the sake of clarity and analysis.
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Figure 4.5 The

LWDG

The themes

mental

illness

Model of Social Oppression

are organized into the following categories,

which

will be

described in detail in this chapter:

4.

Social Class Issues
National Culture, Race, Ethnicity, and Language
Gender Related Themes
Health and Well-being

5.

Community

1.

2.
3.

Participation

These themes cannot be considered
interdependent.

However,

I

The way

in

women have

these

which they were organized

believe that in the case of the

and national culture seem

in isolation, for they are mutually

to prevail over

found themselves

have played are largely affected by

women

LWDG,

arbitrary.

issues of social class
in

and present, and the gender

which

roles they

primary social identities as poor people of

— whose consciousness has been forged

color

The goal of

somehow

gender and health. The conditions

in the past

their

in the

is

the dialogue sessions

in a colonized patriarchal society.

was primarily to engage ourselves

in the

conscientization process through our perceptions of social reality, and analysis of
social contradictions.

We considered as fundamental conditions of this process;
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(1)

the need of a sense of self, (2) the need of a sense ofpersonal impact; and
(3) the need

of a sense of transcendence, as proposed by

Ira

Goldenberg (1978)

in his

book

Oppression and Social Intervention. Therefore our dialogues around issues of social
class, ethnicity,

and gender, and the re-creation of women’s

histories served the

purpose of revealing different aspects of the Latina women’s social

As Goldenberg

(1978, p. 174) says, “In a fundamental

identities.

way the need

for a

sense of self is oriented toward the reconstruction of one’s past, toward the discovery

of one’s

racial, sexual,

and ethnic prehistory, and toward recapturing the roots of

one’s group heritage.” While the need for a sense of self is retrospective in nature,
“the need for a sense of personal impact

is fully

directed toward the dynamics of the

present” (Goldenberg, 1978, p. 176). The development of this sense of personal impact
is

rooted in reflection over past, present, and future actions. In this process participants

become aware of their
their

own

inherent

power

to

freedom, and to determine a

process by which

human

become more,

new

to question the boundaries of

course of action. Self-determination

is

a

beings cease to be objects of their reality to become Subjects

of their destiny.

The universal need to experience a sense of control over the conditions under
which one lives is what is meant by the term self-determination. It connotes a
mode of being in which one’s actions in the world define the meaning of one’s
humanity (Goldenberg, 1978,
Finally, the

limits

p. 176).

need for a sense of transcendence

is

what binds us

of time and space, and ultimately provides meaning

experiences. According to Goldenberg,

ourselves and the groups from which

“It is also

we

initial

beyond the

to our transient life

the vehicle by

derive our

all

which we go beyond

heritage or toward

which we

gravitate” (1978, p. 178).

The diagram

(Fig. 4.6) represents the cycle

of dialogical education. In the

the participants
dialogue sessions, through the use of FotoDialogo and reflection,
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reveal their perceptions of social reality. Based on
these perceptions, the

analyze the existing social contradictions taking into
account their

own

women

experiences as

unique individuals, and as members of a social group.
The ultimate goal

is

that

participants achieve conscientization as they fulfill their
needs for a sense of self, a

sense of personal impact, and a sense of transcendence.

Figure 4.6 The Cycle of Dialogical Education

Social Class Issues

The
poverty.

LWDG women’s lives have evolved in the context of

Economic

shifts

powerlessness and

both in the United States and Puerto Rico have marked the

women’s experiences of migration, low-wage jobs,

welfare, exploitation, and racial

discrimination. In order to understand the context in which their histories span

need

to look at the

epochal units enclosed

in their dialogue.
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These epochal

we

units are

related to the Latina

women’s socioeconomic

prevailing social values in the

situation in the United Sates,

and the

American system.

The American Experience
For the

last

two decades (1970s

to early 1990s)

Americans have experienced

hard economic times, slow economic growth, and a
fading American Dream.
Inequality in income, earnings, and wealth has increased
over the past twenty years,

and poverty has remained high (Wolff, 1992). Due to
economic

shifts (i.e.,

technological changes, a decline of the manufacturing sector,
and the globalization of
the

economy) “employers have reduced

experienced workers. As a

result,

their

demand

and through no

for less-skilled

fault

workers have more difficulty finding jobs” (Danzinger

and

less-

of their own, millions of

& Gottschalk,

1995, p.3).

This period has been a time of economic distress for the working poor, the

unemployed, and welfare recipients

alike.

The most disadvantaged has benefited

least:

less-educated workers gained less than more-educated workers; and blacks and

Hispanics gained less than whites.

incomes and poverty

rates

We have observed a wide variation in median

by race and

ethnicity,

by age, and by gender. As Danzinger

and Gottschalk (1995) have reported.
In any year, non-Hispanic whites are better off (that is, they have a higher
median standard of living and a lower poverty rate) than blacks, Hispanics,

and other minorities; non-elderly adults are better off than children and the
elderly; married-coupled families are better off than female-headed
families; workers with more education are better off than those with less
education (p.67).

The American population has become
diverse.

By

increasingly

more

racially

and ethnically

1991 one in four Americans lived in a family whose head was either black,

Hispanic, or a

member of another nonwhite

of the population living

in families

group. Between 1949 and 1991 the portion

headed by Hispanics increased
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fivefold,

from

1

.8 to

8.9 percent (Danzinger

economic progress

& Gottschalk,

1995). Nonetheless, Hispanics have

two decades.

for the last

made no

&

In trying to explain this fact Danzinger

Gottschalk say that “rising Hispanic immigration and other changes have led to labor-

market discrimination against Hispanics or to
traditionally held

Statistics

more

relevant

by Hispanics” (1995,
and

facts

—

less

—

are meaningless.

They become

within the context of a social structure that allows the

existence and prevalence of these facts and numbers.
poor,

for jobs

p.74).

if treated in isolation

when analyzed

demand by employers

women, and people of color

in the

the

United States coexist within a system that

No

oppresses and victimizes these groups.

The problems experienced by

matter

if the issues

we

are describing are

related to gender, race, or class. All “isms” (e.g., sexism, classism, colonialism,

racism) revealed in the Latina

our dialogue sessions

was used

we

women’s

stories are

forms of human oppression. During

often cited the following definition of oppression, which

to explain FotoDialogo stories in

which some form of oppression was

presented.

Oppression is, above everything else, a condition of being, a particular stance
one is forced to assume with respect to oneself, the world, and the exigencies
of change. It is a pattern of hopelessness and helplessness, in which one sees
oneself as static, limited, and expandable. [...] Oppression, in short, is a
condition of being in which one’s past and future meet in the present and go
no further. (Goldenberg, 1978, pp. 2-3)

—

Ira

Goldenberg

in his

particular structures through

be labeled.

He

book Oppression and Social Intervention describes
which

forms of oppression express themselves and can

describes these structures as containment, expendability, and ideology.

“All forms of oppression seek

movement

all

the

first

and foremost to contain or

limit the range

of free

available to a particular group” (Goldenberg, 1978, p.4). Containment

be physical or psychological, but

its

function

development of people.
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is

to both isolate

and control the

may

Expendability

is

the second structural characteristic
of oppression, and

many forms and assumes
unifying theme

is

a variety of guises depending

one which stresses Xhtfact

on the

“it

takes

situation, but the

that within a given

group of people

individuals can be replaced or substituted
by others with no loss to the whole”

(Goldenberg, 1978,

p. 9).

Here the assumption

is

that certain groups, types, or classes

of people are both expendable and replaceable.
The

LWDG women illustrate this

form of oppression with the story of migrant workers:

He may be a worker from another country whose family is
away from him, and
he feels lonely, depressed. He would like to be home
with his family, but he
has to work to support them. He feels depressed,
and starts smoking, drinking
alcohol, and gettmg into drugs. I heard from a friend
of mine who works in a
farm that a Mexican man spent a lot of time under the tents
in a tobacco farm
and he was complammg of health problems, but he was afraid
to go anywhere
because he could get in trouble as an immigrant. Despite feeling
very sick he
contmued working at the farm until he finally died of respiratory
complications. I think he was suffocated by the heat. The heat
in the tents is
very high. When it’s 80 degrees outside, it could be 100 degrees
inside the
tents. It is very common to see people, mostly school
children, getting
dizzy

and fainting inside those

tents.

(LWDG)

These contexts of exploitation and expendability occur mainly
called the

world of work where the

effortless substitution

in

what

is

of machines for people and

people for people emphasizes what has come to be accepted as a “dominant and
inevitable fact of life” (Goldenberg, 1978). Related to the concept of expendability are

those social structures which tend to compartmentalize people and the ways in which

they

live.

Compartmentalization refers to the variety of ways in which people are
prohibited from developing an integrated style of life; that is to say, a way of
being that is not arbitrarily interfered with by the ever-narrowing roles, models,

and images that define what is or is not acceptable in the many crucial settings
that directly affect one’s existence (Goldenberg, 1978, p. 11).

The

third

and perhaps the most important of the structures through which the

oppressive experience

is

mediated: ideology. Ideology in Goldenberg’s words
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is

“a

structure, for

it

serves to shape and control our responses
to events which impinge

themselves upon our consciousness”
(1978,
oppression

is

the doctrine

ofpersonal

p.

1

1).

The

ideological

schema of

culpability.

m

Stated
its simplest form, the doctrine
ofpersonal culpability is a socially
conditioned psychological set. Its purpose is
to both encourage and predispose
^
individuals to mterpret their shortcomings
or failures, their essential
mcompleteness, as evidence of some basically
uncontrollable and, perhaps
unchangeable personal deficit. The doctrine of
personal
detract

and

culpability serves to

one from focusing attention on the systemic
constraints to
growth It encourages the internalization of blame
and the heaping
abuse upon
f
oneself. (Goldenberg, 1978,
pp. 1 1-12)
distract

This ideology of personal culpability perpetuates
the myth of personal

deficiency—“the myth
principal author of his

is

maintained by making the victim believe himself to be the

own victimization”

(Goldenberg, 1978,

p. 12).

In an oppressive system the exploited individual
or group incorporates, adopts,

and

identifies

This concept

with the message she
is

is

asked to accept about herself and her group.

similar to the metaphor used by Freire of the oppressed hosting
the

oppressor within themselves.

We refer to this inner acceptance of the dominant

ideology and values as internalized and horizontal oppression, referring to
intrapersonal, intergroup or

There

same group oppression. As Luz once explained:

who is rejected by society. We are rejected and
own group. Sometimes we get angry at people like us
for very little things, we get mad and stay away from each other. It is not only
the society who rejects us, who pushes us away we push ourselves to be
we

is

a certain group of poor

reject ourselves, our

—

marginalized.

To understand

the concept of social oppression in the United States and

impact on the poor, women, and people of color

American
first

society.

we

used the Goldenberg’s models of

Goldenberg portrays two models of the American

model the American society

is

its

society. In the

portrayed as an hourglass, with the upper part

representing those core values which American society defines as crucial to
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its

identity, consistent

fitifillment

on the

with

part

its

historical

mandate and

essential for the experience

of its people. “Stripped of all accompanying

of

rhetoric, these

values revolve around the attainment of goods
and power” (1978, p.57).

At the base of the hourglass

race—“and

at least in theory the

are all the people, regardless of class,
gender, or

model

is

one of people striving to gain access through

a hypothetical access channel to the goods
and

power they have been conditioned

to

accept as indicative of both self-worth and social
meaning” (Goldenberg, 1978, p.57).

Goldenberg defmes the terms goods and power

in the following

manner:

Goods simply refer to those material things that both guarantee survival
and, if
possessed in sufficient amounts, can be utilized to significantly
ease the burden
of one s existence. (. .) Power, on the other hand, is the ability
to control or

.

influence directly or indirectly the conditions under which
one lives.
(Goldenberg, 1978, p. 59).

The American ethos

is

based upon a

set

of assumptions about those things

it

values the most: (1) goods and power are not limitless;
(2) they will, under no
conditions, be shared equally

among

the people; and (3)

major referent for any analyses concerning the manner

it is

in

the individual

who

the

is

which goods and power

are

acquired or not acquired, used or misused. These assumptions prescribe the

development of a “socioeconomic system which of necessity must be exploitative

in

nature” (Goldenberg, 1978, p.60), and the emergence of an individualistic and

competitive mentality. The most intriguing aspect about the assumptions
illusion they create about the intrinsic equality

system. This view makes

it

among

is

the initial

the people of the existing social

appear that the resulting oppression

is

not systematic but

individual-based.

By focusing almost exclusively on the individual as the principal actor in the
unending drama of survival and transcendence, a scenario is created whereby
“success” and “failure” need never be thought of in terms beyond personal
capacity, energy, motivation, and luck. (Goldenberg, 1978, p.60)
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Goods and power,

we assess

as social values, define and
dominate the

manner

in

which

ourselves and our relationship to
others. In Goldenberg’s
Differentiated

Model, the hourglass becomes more
complex, but

its

basic structure remains

unchanged. The Differentiated Model
includes the forces that combine
to determine
the

way

in

which the system

operates. These forces are the

employed to convey the message

m life;

mytfa—the

belief that

all

that

media-tbt

varied

goods and power are the most important

ways
factors

people have an equal chance of gaining
access to the

goods and power they have been taught to
covert;
formal, public, and private settings

whose primary

md formal social institutioasresponsibilities revolve

around the

tasks of both socializing citizens, and
facilitating or inhibiting their access
to goods

and power. “Social institutions mediate the
process which ultimately determines

whether or not individual and group striving will
come

to fiuition” (Goldenberg, 1978,

p. 67).

An

example of the unequal treatment granted

American public school system

is

to minority children in the

enclosed in the following dialogue;

The Springfield schools

are getting better now, because the school
Hispanic, and he has seen the situation. He went around
classifying all the schools in Springfield, one by one.
He promised all Puerto
Ricans: “I will take you out of the basements and closets,”
because Puerto
Ricans were put in basements and closets in those schools,
whereas

supermtendent

is

Americans had

large classrooms

the

——

where the kids could run and play. Special
by the name that those kids need to be treated

education classes you can tell
with special care were being held in cold, damp basements. I
worked in
schools around here, and I saw how Hispanic children are treated.

The kids
misbehave to call attention, because they are mistreated and humiliated.
I
always tell the PR children: “Kids show to them who you are, not what they
think you are.” (Rosalba)

Dilapidated school buildings, and poor classroom environments only represent
the physical aspects of a learning experience characterized by fear, the denial of
individuality,
for shaping

and the affirmation of conformity,

what

is

control,

and coercion as mechanisms

considered appropriate behavior (Kozol, 1970). The Latina
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women

in the

LWDG have witnessed the dilapidation of their children’s

orchestrated

by those

in charge

characters

of their education.

children well in the schools—they
do not let
The Puerto Rican children come from a
different
cu mre but they do not explain this in
school. They should have more
bi^
schools. The children come from
parents
with little education, the American
schools punish them for being
they
themselves the way they do. They treat
Puerto Rican
children as if they were retarded.
(LWDG)

Aem express themselves.

wL

Goldenberg explains

this situation

by asserting

that:

historical reasons, including the
institutional dynamics
associated with the acquisition, retention,
and transfer of resources, entfre

groups have been either virtually excluded
or seriously handicapped

fhTfemaM
This reality

Model. Not

all the

in the

m

is

reflected in the reordering of the people in
the Differentiated

people begin their journey from the same place.
“Rich people,

white people, and males enjoy a position of privilege,
and theirs

is

a legacy of

advantage in a society which denies the existence of such
legacies” (Goldenberg,

1978

.

p.

67 ).

Growing Up Poor

in

Puerto Rico: The Impact of Poverty on
Education

Women’s

My father was a good man. he was very nice with us. He was a
merchant and had a small business in town. He never allowed us to
work behind the counter. he would tell us to go home and help my
mother, or do our homework from school. He was a good man
.

.

.

.

(Hilda)

Not every women

in the

LWDG had the same opportunities to education as

Hilda had. Most of them had to work from an early age to help their families and thus
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achieved very

little

education.

As Laura

“The poor are the most oppressed. Iwas

said:

My parents did not give me the school education to achieve anything,

born poor.

equip myself to climb up the ladder from where 1 could had been a

The reading of text-cards helped

the text-cards

As

we

more.

”

the group analyze the issues emerging from

the FotoDialogo stories in the light of oppression theory.

among

little

to

The following quote was

discussed during our dialogue sessions:

of the oppressed are concerned, the sins that have been
and mothers become the functional ground out of
which their own lives must grow. That ground is certainly far removed from
the mythical starting point that is supposedly shared by all. (Goldenberg, 1978,
far as the offspring

visited

p.

upon

their fathers

66)

Commenting on the quote

the

women

said.

—

About the offspring of the oppressed I cannot understand this part. What
are the “sins” that have been visited upon our parents? That they did not send
I would
Let’s say that my father was a well educated man
us to school.
have.
My
continue
to
I
had
have tasted what he tasted. What my parents
very
being
despite
come,
parents were both illiterate. The home from where I
always
they
poor,
but
poor, was full of ideas and principles. We grew up very
taught us some principles of how we should be, the love for God, God above
.

—

. .

all

things,

of reason.

.

and respect for

others. All

my life I have

learned a

lot, I

have the use

(LWDG)

Social class issues have dictated the
the content of their education, the

they would play later in

ways

in

ways they learned

which the

women were

to read the world,

socialized,

and the roles

life.

—

have learned everything I know observing the elders I was brought up by a
I learned how
cousin. I became orphan and observed eve^hing my cousin did.
how
to do
knew
I
because
life
in
suffer
not
did
I
and
to wash clothes, cook,
how
to do
me
told
one
no
and
married
got
clean
to keep the house
things
I
since I
because
school,
to
me
sent
never
They
knew.
anything because I already
nervous
always
was
I
slave.
a
as
me
treated
was brought up by my cousins they
both verbally and
and grew up in fear. I was afraid of life. They mistreated me
I left home
again.
cousin
my
from
heard
physically. After I got married I never
lived.
sister
other
my
where
house
when I was fifteen and went to my uncle’s
and we
died
mother
My
other.
each
We were orphans and were separated from

I

—

—
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—

stayed with
(Laura)

my father,

but he never

The majority of the women

in the

knew what was

to

have a piece of land.

—

group married young

and started bearing children as young as thirteen years

old.

were just trying

much

older

men

Marriage for them was

viewed as a way out of poverty and misery. Some got married
their families, others

to

to escape abuse

from

to survive.

home because the poverty was oppressive. Sometimes we did not have
eat. I slept in hammocks in tents set up in the plantation fields. One
feels suffocated.
I left with my husband when I was fourteen years old
I got
married. I was fifteen when I had a pair of twins who died after one month. I
did not go to doctors. People told me that the babies died because of the “mal
de ojo” (evil eye). When I married my husband we went to live in Ponce. My

I left

what to

.

—

.

—

husband worked in the sugarcane, petroleum. I helped my parents every
week I would send them some money for the expenses. My marriage was
happy. We had seven children, three of them died. My husband was 35 years
old when we got married, he was a widower and had two sons I brou^t them
up. Despite the poverty of my family I was happy as a child. (Celia)
.

.

—

Work

From

History:

Most of the women
Puerto Rico

—

in the

Plantation Fields to Assembly-Lines

—

group came from the campo

and, with few exceptions, have

worked from an

country side of

^the

early age in the

plantation fields as peasants. Despite the low wages, hard work, and poor environment
the Latina

women seem to hold

fond memories of their bucolic past.

This reminds me of a place in Puerto Rico where I used to go.
It was a valley like this, with mountains and a waterfall. .1 used to take my son
the one who died. His school in El Verde was not very far from
to that place
it. We used to go to that place in the weekends too. It was ftm! This brings me
good memories. Near that place there were also some stables. I liked to look
at the horses! This woman could be one of the social workers who spent time
with us. This reminds me of the time when my son worked in a farm in Puerto
Rico. My father worked at the farm as well. I stayed at home helping my

TAT picture^:

.

—

.

mother make food

2

Picture

#

2 of

first

for the factory workers.

series of TAT. Country scene:

in

The

the foreground

is

field

a young

was so
woman

.

green, so

with

books

in

her hand;

in

the

reproduced by special

looking on. (Mural by Leon
is working in the fields and an older woman is
Apperception Test Manual. Harvard
permission of the U.S. Department of Justice). From: Murray H.A. (1971). Thematic
Kroll,

background a man

University Press.
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much pineapple! The father is plowing the field for sowing,
standing, resting, because she seems to be pregnant. When we lived

beautiful, with so

the wife

is

we had some

in the country side

working

little machines to sow. There were women
used to plant plantains, potatoes, tobacco. We
used bulls to plow the field. This is a field... like one of

in the field too.

I

didn’t use horses, we
those in the Island. I grew up in the country side.

The landscape and

that relationship the Puerto

environment was drastically changed

(LWDG)

Rican

women had with their

in the fifties. In 1950, the

government of Puerto

Rico launched the Operation Bootstrap, a modernization program aimed
industrialize the

economy. The

industrialization of Puerto

incentives to private investors, tax exemptions to
space, a large labor pool, a government willing to

new

to

Rico was fostered by

industries, subsidized factory

accommodate

the

demands of

foreign capital, and financial and military protection to investments assured by the
island’s colonial relationship with the United States. “During the 1960s, the

manufacturing sector overtook agriculture as the leading employer
position

now held by the

in the island, a

professional and related services sector” (Rios, 1993, p.91).

This fact has been reported in the

LWDG women’s narratives.

Most of Puerto Rican land have been converted into residential areas, factories,
and tourist sites. Everything comes from the United Sates. We used to plant
everything... they eliminated the agricultural programs. It is the government’s
they provided assistance but did not provide incentives for people to
fault
father had all kinds of trees, fruits, and herbs. Then, the mansions
work.

—

My

took the place of our plantation fields. They have beautiful houses and
American factories, that is all they have. The minimum wage in Puerto Rico

is

less than here. Construction and electricity companies pay up to fifteen dollars
per hour, but the stores and factories pay less than here. (L\^G)

The change
also

in the

economy and

had an impact on the women’s

the consequent

lives.

the proletarianization of Puerto Rican

demand

Manufacturing

women. By

for female workers

activities

played a key role in

1952, the two leading sources of

tobacco,
manufacturing jobs were the apparel and food industries. “Apparel and

employed 75 percent of all women

in the

manufacturing sector” (Rios, 1993,
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p. 91).

Isadora’s story portrays the evolution of low-skilled
female

workers— from

plantation fields, to domestic work, to the factories.

my husband and I separated I could not find a good job in the factories
because I did not know how to operate the industrial machines.
I was still
livmg in the country side. I worked in the fields planting
^AHien

was

beans, bananas,

also

washing

nanny. Later

I

learned

textile factory.

etc. I

clothes, cleaning houses

At

how

and taking care of children as a
to operate the industrial machines and got a job

that time

at a

was making 75

cents a day. I was able to sew 60
sleeves a day—doing piece work. I bou^t a piece of land
by the river. There
was a little house with electricity and running water. Everything was fine
until
the first rain.
The roof was full of wholes, and the floor got covered with mud
and sand from the river bank. (Isadora)
.

I

.

Five manufacturing sectors employ a majority of women workers:
apparel,
textiles, leather products, electrical

machinery, and professional and scientific

instruments.

^e majority of the women in Puerto Rico’s manufacturing sector are working
in large assembly-line factories that are

market.

foreign-owned and produce for export

Women are also concentrated in relatively low-paid industries with

lower rates of profit. (Rios, 1993,

p.

95)

Carlota’s training in the Puerto Rican manufacturing industry

her find a job in a sweatshop in the

would

later help

New York’s garment district.

Since I came here I never looked for food stamps. I always worked as a
seamstress
I did not know what to do. Today I know how to use seven
different kinds of sewing machines. I used to hide myself from people so they
would not see I was not eating. I worked without eating to save the money to
buy milk for my daughter this was in the 50’s. (Carlota)

—

—

Isadora’s previous

work experience

also helped her find seasonal jobs that kept

her on and off welfare, as she recounts:

in tobacco farms and at the cigarette factory. When I
farm my boss was a German man who taught me many
things. When I was in Puerto PUco I always worked in factories sewing pants,
pajamas, and woman’s brassieres. When I came here I already had some work
I

worked

started

for

many years

working

for the

experience.
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Angelica

who married at a much older age than the

other

women

in the

group

had a longer histoiy of employment, and
seemed to be more concerned about her
work
related situation than

some

The only tunes
factory

I

other

felt

life issues.

despair

m Puerto Rico and
to help

me

I

was when I didn’t have a job. I used to work
was laid off—I couldn’t find anything for a

in a

while

find a job.

I

finally got a job

government. Problems come and go, and
nothing

lasts

working for the
one-hundred years!

A new international division of labor has created a demand for
workers. “Where job opportunities for

men workers have

women

declined, developing

countries have experienced a growing feminization
of their labor forces” (Rios, 1993,
p. 90).

The female-typed export-oriented

of women

in the

industries have

employed a high proportion

Puerto-Rican manufacturing sector fi-om 1952 to 1980.

The success of Operation Bootstrap was such that by
1963, plants promoted by
the bconomic Development Agency employed
almost 70,000 workers
However, about 60 percent of the new jobs were held by women,
leaving most
of male unemployment unaffected. (Rios, 1 993, p. 97).
The feminization of labor has
the Latino

contributed, to a certain extent, to the perception

women hold about present Puerto

Rican

men

as being ^^lazy, not responsible

for their families, and taking advantage of their working

gender roles in a traditionally patriarchal society
she

comments on

is

a picture of an Afi-ican-American

wives.''

A hint of this shifting

expressed in Angelica’s story, as

man holding

a child:

He is a happy father with his first son. He is in a beautiful marriage, without
any problems. He is financially stable, well dressed, healthy. His wife is
working. This
father stays

The

is like

the picture of my

home with

nephew—the mother works

the kids until she

positive aspect of this gender-role shifting

and the

comes back.

is

refuted by Isabel,

who

says that:

Since the beginning of the world the man has worked and the woman is the one
has always done all the house chores. But now there is this thing that a

who
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woman has

to

do everything, take care of the house and children, and
support

her husband because the

man

does not work.

Other aspects of the male-joblessness situation and
discussed by the

its

impact on families are

LWDG.

Women are more responsible than men.

It is

their

duty to take care of their

home and family. The men leave, have children like crazy, don’t care about
working—the women give them everything. There are very few men who work

Now the state laws are changing, but before everybody lived on
government assistance. There are some men who take advantage of the young
women on welfare. .This is now, not before. In the past the men worked to

here.

.

support his family. It is the government’s fault! The problem is that the
government maintains them. In the past men had kids and left them begging
without help. We have seen many changes since Luis Marin^ got into power.

The

welfare, protection of children without fathers, school lunches...

Some of the women’s comments show a
way they

class consciousness depicted in the

describe their characters in the FotoDialogo stories

code or perceived attitude towards

(LWDG)

—

either

based on dress

life.

(EWl) She is like 68 years old. She looks like D. Lola, a woman who comes
here sometimes. She is happy, well dressed. She does not seem to be worried
about anything. By the way she has her hair fixed I can tell she liked her youth.
an active woman, she works as an office manager. She seems like
likes to take care of herself, her hair is well groomed. She comes
fi-om the Virgin Islands and lives by herself in New York. She lives alone.
Nowadays most people live alone, mostly in NY. (LWDG)

She

is

someone who

This type of class consciousness reveals one of the most painful truths about
the living conditions of the underprivileged

been devoted to basic survival; “less and

—

that

most of the individual’s

lifetime has

less energy, physical or psychological, is

available to deal with questions of meaning or choice” (Goldenberg, 1978, p. 72).

^

Puerto Rican Governor Luis Munoz Marin became an international spokesperson for Operation Bootstrap.
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Migration

The

colonial relationship between the U.S. and Puerto Rico

of migration among Puerto Ricans distinguishable from
America. Puerto Ricans have held legal
States since 1898,

Caribbean travel

when

at the

status as

all

II

the history

other migration from Latin

immigrants to the continental United

Puerto Rico became a U.S. possession.

end of World War

makes

New facilities for

encouraged Puerto Ricans to escape

chronic overpopulation and underemployment and seek improved economic
opportunities on the mainland (Fredrickson

marketable
paid

wage

skills or material resources,

& Knobel,

1980). Arriving with

few

most immigrants found employment as low-

laborers in manufacturing and the service industries in metropolitan areas,

particularly

New York City and Chicago.

Some of the women
where they worked

at

in the

group came

sweatshops, and later

first to

moved to

farms located in the northeastern states have attracted
region, and have

become

for

some of the women

New Jersey and New York,
Massachusetts. The tobacco

many

in the

Puerto Ricans to this

LWDG a source of

seasonal

income, combined with other government assistance programs.

The
jobs

is split

LWDG women’s analysis of the exploitative nature of these seasonal farm
between the farm owners’ and the migrant workers’ voices,

as illustrated

in the following dialogue.

(YM2) He

looks like a farm worker, a cowboy, his hands and face are rough. I
to entertain himself, and maybe to relax the tension caused
by his preoccupation with his family, or his financial situation. If he is the
owner of a ranch for example, he might be facing economic problems without
any assistance. You know, they have to comply with government restrictions,
sometimes they have to follow many regulations that are almost impossible,
like taxes, insurance, situations involving the health department, and
environmental problems. For instance, if you use pesticides you run the risk
that people who buy your vegetables will get sick, will get cancer, but if you
don’t use pesticides your fhiits and vegetables will be ruined. You are between
a rock and a hard place in this situation. The environmentalists are against the
use of pesticides because they say pesticides can cause cancer, especially in

think he

is

smoking
,
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On the

children.

you don’t use

other hand, there are many insects that destroy the plants, if
you don’t harvest anything. This is a dilemma!

pesticides

If he is a

worker he might be pressured to work too many hours, making little
very hard work, but it is also entertaining. We worked in a group
with other women. We worked during the summer. They used to pay us
$
4.25 per hour, to work eight hours a day, with no benefits. It is not good for
the health. The spray they use gets into our noses and lungs, and makes us
cough, and feel really sick sometimes. The people who apply the spray dress
like astronauts, but we didn’t have any protection. When the liquid gets dry
it
turns into a white powder on the top of the leafs. When we shake them up we
inhale that powder. It causes headaches, pain in the throat, and allergies. I also
had an accident in 1979 with the needle in the machine we used to sew the
tobacco leafs. My fingernail never grew again. They never paid me anything
for that, and I could not complain because I was doing things under the table.
"Hiis was God’s punishment for doing illegal things! I was working at the same

money.

time

I

It is

was

collecting social security.

The reasons
However, they

(LWDG)

women to move to the

that caused the Latina

United States vary.

are primarily rooted in socioeconomic factors.

We would like to be a state —because the programs they have here would cover
Now one can go to the doctor if he has Medicaid. Social Security

the island.

—

in Puerto Rico they don’t have what we have here. In PR
very rich and very poor. These people do not pay taxes that
could help the poor. There is too much of a contrast between the rich and poor.
They have crime, drugs, everything. Why are we here? It is all the same with
the difference that here we are cold. There we could eat from the fields. I did
not come to stay I came to visit. I was in treatment and someone told me that
here they could cure me. So I continued the treatment here I got SSI, an
apartment. My health has improved. I would have to pay a lot of money to
have the same kind of treatment in Puerto Rico. I came to improve myself, to
learn English, and help my daughter to improve herself. (LWDG)

here

is

different

there are

many

—

When

I

asked the

—

LWDG participants what are the advantages of living in the

United States compared to Puerto Rico they said that “government assistance, health
insurance, social services

is

and welfare are

better here.

—working

very difficult to find work in Puerto Rico

same as

”

before,

and

that they

would not be able

dependent on family members, as one

don ’t

like living

woman
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They

in the

also mentioned that “it

plantation fields

is

not the

to live there without being

said

with them, and being dependent.

”

”

“my son has a big house

—but I

—

The

benefits

type programs.

Among these

system refer to antipoverty-

government assistance programs

Act of 1935 which established the major
Social Security,

US

or “advantages” offered by the

are: the Social Security

programs that are

social

unemployment compensation, and Aid

still

in operation

to Families with

Dependent

Children (AFDC). The years 1964-1968 saw a major expansion
of social welfare

programs such as the Food Stamp Act of 1964, which provided coupons

when buying

food; and the 1965

Amendments

to the Social Security Act,

established Medicare and Medicaid (Danzinger

The Supplemental Security Income

whose

past earnings qualify

economic

deficits

them

for only

and a philosophical

& Gottschalk,

which

1995).

(SSI) program, enacted in 1972, provides a

guaranteed annual income for elderly persons
or

to be used

who

are not eligible for Social Security,

minimal

benefits. In the 1980s,

shift in anti-poverty policy

under the Reagan

presidency led to cuts in spending in the areas of education, job training, and

unemployment programs. Spending was

also reduced for

lunches, legal services, and social services. President
to the

Food Stamps, school

Bush was regarded

as inattentive

problems of the poor during the 1990-91 recession. This perception contributed

to the election

of President Clinton, who emphasized the new consensus

that

supplementing the earnings of low- wage workers should be a top priority of
antipoverty policy. Later Clinton implemented his controversial welfare reform on the
basis that:

time to honor and reward people who work hard and play by the rules. That
means ending welfare as we know it not by punishing the poor or preaching
to them, but by empowering Americans to take care of their children and
improve their lives. No one who works full-time and has children at home
should be poor anymore. No one who can work should be able to stay on
It’s

—

welfare forever. (Clinton, 1992)

Nowadays, government programs have provided
poor and minorities

at

a time

when market

less

cash assistance to the

forces have increased their need for such
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—

help—reinforcing

the doctrine

ofpersonal culpability among those who

are left at the

margins of society, as Danzinger and Gottschalk have suggested;

The popular belief that anyone who works hard can get ahead in America
fosters the view that those who remain poor must be personally
responsible

for

their poverty. Behavioral trends, such as increases in
out-of-wedlock
childbearing, divorce, and participation in illegal rather than legal
economic
activities, do contribute to keeping the povei^ rate high. But
poverty remains
high primarily because of the major economic trends of the past two decades
the slow gro^^dh and rising inequality that have made it more and more
difficult
for many families to escape poverty. Another contributing factor
has been the
lack of public policies to counter those trends (1995, p. 176).

Exorcising the oppressor’s ideology out of the oppressed mind ought to be the

major task of an education for liberation rooted

in critical thinking. Nonetheless, this

has been one of the most challenging tasks in which

we have embarked,

for

may succumb through no fault of their own to the ravages of
systematically induced suffering, but the doctrine of personal culpability
remains the basic ideological rationale for their pain” (Goldenberg, 1978, p.
“People

National Culture. Race, Ethnicity, and Language Related

Culture related issues are prominent in the Latina

women’s

Themes

discourse, and the

definition of what constitutes culture has also taken part in our dialogues. Culture can

be defined as including everything that

is

of shared meanings (Geertz, 1973), or

it

Edward

is

T. Hall (1959) put

culture” (p.l69). In

it:

“culture

human made

(Herskovits, 1955), as a system

can be equated with communication as

communication and communication

Roger Keesing’s (1974) view,

culture

is

is

ordered not simply as a collection of symbols fitted together by the analyst
but as a system of knowledge, shaped and constrained by the way the
human brain acquires, organizes, and processes information and creates
“internal models of reality.” (p.89)

These internal models of reality created by

different cultures, groups,

and

individuals contain the basis of our social identities, prejudices, and the stereotypes
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we

develop about other groups and cultures. Keesing’s definition
suggests that our culture
provides us with a system of knowledge that allows us
to

with others and
definitions

how to

we need to

know how to communicate

interpret their behavior (Gudykunst, 1994). In

view of these

further consider the dimensions of culture.

The Dimensions of Culture
Although the definition of culture
boundaries between countries,

we

is

not limited to political or national

cannot underestimate the relevance and supremacy

of national cultures. The impact of national culture on individual’s socialization and
values

is

paramount. Nevertheless, within each culture there are several subcultures

whose members share many of the values of the
that differ fi'om the larger culture.

culture, but also

have some values

We can name a number of subcultures based on

ethnicity, sexual orientation, levels

of physical

ability, age,

and social class of groups

within a larger culture.

There are several dimensions of cultural variability which can be used
explain communication across cultures.

Among these

to

dimensions are individualism-

collectivism and low- and high-context communication.
Individualism-collectivism

is

the major dimension of cultural variability used

to explain cross-cultural differences in behavior. Individual goals and expectations

from others can be quite
cultures.

distinct

among members of individualistic

or collectivistic

For instance, members of individualistic cultures tend to promote

self-

realization:

Chief among the virtues claimed by individualistic philosophers is selfEach person is viewed as having a unique set of talents and
potentials. The translation of these potentials into actuality is considered the
highest purpose to which one can devote one’s life. The striving for selfrealization is accompanied by a subjective sense of rightness and personal
well-being. (Waterman, 1984, pp.4-5)
realization.
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Collectivistic cultures,

on the other hand, require

In this system

^oup

accountability

is

that individuals

fit

into the group.

dominant, responsibility is shared and
of the emphasis on collectivity, harmony
and cooperation among the group tend to be emphasized more than individual
function and responsibility. (Saleh & Gufwoli, 1982, p. 327)
activities are

collective... Because

In individualistic cultures, “people are supposed to look after themselves and
their

immediate family only,” whereas

in collectivistic cultures, “people

belong to

ingroups or collectivities which are supposed to look after them in exchange for
loyalty” (Hofstede

& Bond,

1984, p. 419). Individualistic societies emphasize

individuals’ initiative and achievement; whereas collectivistic societies emphasize

group

affiliation.

Greely (1989) argues that individualism-collectivism differences can

be applied to religious denominations; for instance, Protestants are individualistic and
Catholics are collectivistic.

Collectivistic cultures

emphasize goals, needs, and views of the ingroup over

those of the individual; the social norms of the ingroup, rather than individual
pleasure; shared ingroup beliefs, rather than unique individual beliefs; and a value on

cooperation with ingroup members, rather than maximizing individual outcomes

(Gudykunst, 1994). Triandis (1988) observes that ingroups have different rank-orders

of importance in
in Latin

collectivistic cultures, for

American

example, the family

is

the primary ingroup

cultures.

The way people

in individualistic

develop their self-concepts tend to
call the different self-conceptions

differ.

and

collectivistic cultures see

themselves and

Hazel Markus and Shinobu Kitayama (1991)

independent construal of self and interdependent

construal of self Independent self-construals predominate in individualistic cultures

whereas interdependent self-construals predominate
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in collectivistic cultures

(Gudykunst, 1994). According to Markus and Kitayama the sense of individuality
that

accompanies an independent construal of self involves the concept of
oneself as an agent, as a producer of one’s actions. One is conscious of being in
control over the surrounding situation, and of the need to express one’s own
thoughts, feelings,
actions to others.
Such acts as standing out are often

^d

.

.

rewarding because they elicit pleasant, ego-focused emotions (e.g.,
pride) and also reduce unpleasant ones (e.g., finstration). Furthermore, the acts
of standing out, themselves, form an important basis for self-esteem, (p.246)
intrinsically

While people who

are based

themselves as unique individuals
deciding

how to

behave, people

on the independent construal of self see

who do

who

not need to take others into account in

are based

on an interdependent construal of self

tend to see themselves as part of a social relationship, and in connection with others.

Markus and Kitayama (1991) acknowledge

that the sense of self-conception that

accompanies an interdependent construal of self emphasizes an
attentiveness and responsiveness to others that one either explicitly or
implicitly assumes will be reciprocated by these others, as well as the willful

management of one’s other-focused

feelings and desires so as to maintain and

One is conscious of where one
belongs with respect to others and assumes a receptive stance toward these
others, continually adjusting and accommodating to these others in many
aspects of behavior. ..Such acts of fitting in and accommodating are often
intrinsically rewarding because they give rise to pleasant, other-focused
emotions (e.g., feeling of connection) while diminishing unpleasant ones (e.g.,
shame). .because of the self-restraint required in doing so forms an important
basis of self-esteem, (p.246)
further the reciprocal interpersonal relationship.

.

.

Social identities in individualistic cultures
self construals,

seem

to be

based on independent

identities in collectivistic cultures tend to

and social

be based on

interdependent self-construals (Gudykunst, 1994). Individualism and collectivism both
exist in every culture, but

one tends to predominate. Individualism tends to

predominate in the United

American and Caribbean

States,

whereas collectivism predominates

cultures.
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in

most Latin

Whereas individualism-collectivism provides
framework

for understanding cultural similarities

a convincing explanatory

and differences

in interpersonal

communication, Edward T. Hall’s (1976) low- and high-context scheme focuses upon
cultural differences in

communication processes.

Hall (1976) distinguishes cultures on the basis of the communication that

predominates in the culture.
information
little is

is

A high-context message is one in which “most of the

either in the physical context or internalized in the person, while very

in the coded, explicit, transmitted part

low-context message, in contrast,

is

one

in

of the message” (Hall, 1976,

p. 79).

which “the mass of the information

A

is

vested in the explicit code” (p.70). Without any doubt, the level of context influences
several aspects of communication:

High-context cultures make greater distinction between insiders and outsiders
than low-context cultures do. People raised in high-context systems expect
more of others than do the participants in low-context systems. When talking
about something that they have on their minds, a high-context individual will
expect his [or her] interlocutor to know what’s bothering him [or her], so that
he [or she] doesn’t have to be specific. The result is that he [or she] will talk
around and around the point, in effect putting all the pieces in place except the
crucial one. Placing it properly
this keystone
is the role of his [or her]
interlocutor. (Hall, 1976, p. 98)

—

The

literature

on

intercultural

communication suggests

context, individualistic cultures tend to

members of high-context,
fashion.

—

communicate

that

members of low-

in a direct fashion,

collectivistic cultures tend to

communicate

Donald Levine (1985) describes communication

in the

in

whereas
an indirect

United States (an

individualist low-context culture) in this way:

The [U.S] American way of life, by contrast, affords little room for the
cultivation of ambiguity. The dominant [North] American temper calls

and direct communication. It expresses itself in such common
“Say what you mean,” “Don’t beat around the bush,” and “Get to the

clear

as

for

injunctions

(p.28)
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point.”

Not

surprisingly, cultural differences play a

tremendous impact on intergroup

and cross-cultural communications. In the case of the Latina

women the

dimensions of

national culture (e.g., Puerto Rican) coupled with ethnicity and language have proven
to be a barrier to effective
culture,

communication between them and members of the dominant

and have made for a

American

culture.

difficult integration or cultural adaptation to the

U.S.

We can say that the U.S. North American and Latin American

cultures are positioned at opposite ends of the continuum of cultural dimensions (see
table 4.1).

Table 4.1 Comparison between Latin American and U.S. North American Cultural
Dimensions.

LATIN AMERICANS:

U.S.

AMERICANS:

•

COLLEQIVISTIC CULURE

•

INDIVIDUALISTIC CULTURE

•

SOCIAL IDENTITIES ARE

•

SOCIAL IDENTITIES ARE

•

BASED ON INTERDEPENDENT

BASED ON INDEPENDENT

SELF-CONSTRUALS

SELF-CONSTRUALS
•

HIGH-CONTEXT

LOW-CONTEXT

COMMUNICATION

COMMUNICATION

Cultural Identity: Latinos, Hispanics, Boricuas or Puerto Ricans?

“Our

cultural identity

is

our social identity that focuses on our membership

our culture” says Gudykunst (1994, p.48). Although

this identity

influence on people’s communication patterns in everyday

life,

in

has a tremendous

most people

are not

aware of its influence. This awareness becomes accentuated when we find ourselves
another culture or in a situation in our culture where

we

are interacting with

in

members

of other cultures.

George DeVos (1975) suggests
of a group’s cultural background

that ethnicity involves the use

to separate

it
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from

others.

Howard

of some aspect

Giles and Patricia

Johnson (1981),

in contrast, see

an ethnic group as “those individuals

who

identify

themselves as belonging to the same ethnic category”
(p.202). Hence, categorization of
ethnicity

may be

based on cultural,

social, psychological, or biological characteristics

(Gordon, 1964). Eugeen Roosens (1989) suggests that asserting
an ethnic identity
helps us define

who we

are.

He

states that our ethnicity offers

communality in language, a series of customs and symbols, a style, rituals, and
appearance, and so forth, which can penetrate life in many ways. These
trappings of ethnicity are particularly attractive when one is continually
confronted by others who live differently. ..If I see and experience myself as
a
mernber of an ethnic category or group, and others fellow members and
outsiders—recognize me as such, “ways of being” become possible for me that
set me apart from the outsiders. These ways of being contribute
to the content
of my self-perceptions. In this sense, I become my ethnic allegiance; I
experience any attack on the symbols, emblems, or values (cultural elements)
that define my ethnicity as an attack on myself
(pp. 17-18)
.

The

labels people use to define themselves

—

may

also affect one’s identity. For

example, panethnic terms such as Latino and Hispanic are misleading as they imply

homogeneity across the groups included under the term. The
regarding their ethnic group membership can

Puerto Ricans

who

are

engaged

in a process

tend to call themselves Boricuas
to align themselves with the

Hispanics.

The

(i.e.,

tell

labels individuals use

a lot about themselves. For instance,

of re-definition of their cultural allegiance

indigenous group). Others, showing a proclivity

mainstream U.S. American

culture, call themselves

LWDG women used the following labels to identify themselves:

We are Latino Puerto Ricans. We are part black, African, and part Indian. We
are a mix of Spanish, Indian, and Africans.
am black Hispanic. We are the
Puerto Rican race. We are a colony of the United States. Like ourselves —the
I

—

Puerto Ricans are Puerto Ricans American bom Puerto Ricans. But if we are
of color the United States look at us from a racial basis. It also depends where
you are bom. Some Puerto Ricans call their U.S. bom children Americans,
even though the parents are Puerto Ricans. This is a controversy others say
no although their children are bom here if the parents are Puerto Ricans the

—

—

children are Puerto Rican too.

(LWDG)
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Ethnic identity

is

experienced in different ways by different ethnic groups in

the United States. European Americans'^, for example, can choose whether to express
their ethnic identity (Alba,

1

990), whereas African Americans, Asian Americans,

Native Americans, and Latinos have no choice whether or not they want to express
their ethnic identity.

Mary Waters (1990)

points out the fact that

The reality is that white ethnics have a lot more choice and room for maneuver
than they themselves think they do. The situation is very different for members
of racial minorities, whose lives are strongly influenced by their race or
national origin regardless of how much they choose not to identify themselves
in ethnic or racial terms, (p. 157)

I

the

want

to point out that race

and ethnicity

are not

commonly used terms among

LWDG women. Sometimes they refer to their ingroup as our lineage, ourselves,

nosotros Puertorriquenos. They rarely define themselves in terms of race or ethnicity,

and when asked to do so they use the
as authorities.

Race

is

When

labels given to

asked to define race, the

one’s color.

It’s

women

from where you come.

that color is the color of one’s skin

two

them by those who they perceive

—

explained;

It’s

one’s origin.

We

suppose

—they
your eyes —then you

the white color, the black color

are

depends on the color of your skin, your hair,
make up what color you are. If one has good hair, blue eyes, or something like
^this one is white, from white descent. The census classifies people like
that
if it is
that for political reasons. They write on the paper how your hair is
and your skin color, the color of your eyes, et
straight, or curly, or kinky
cetera. Then they tell you who you are, and what your color is. (LWDG)
races.

It

—

—

—

Puerto Rican’s ethnic identity in the United States
cultural,

and

racial distinctiveness.

To some

is

a

compound of class,

extent the ethnic group displays the

characteristics of the inner-city poor generally.

However,

and the continued accretion of newcomers from
Puerto Rico reinforce cultural uniqueness in the urban environment. Although
the Puerto Rican population represents many degrees of racial admixture as
evidenced in a wide variety of physical types, non-Hispanic Americans have
residential concentration

This term

is

used to

refer to white people from

European descent.
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—

1

tended to lump its members together as part of a “brown” race. (Fredrickson
Knobel, 1980, p. 61)

The Puerto Rican women
their ingroup, primarily those

group are aware of the distinctions present

in the

of social

class,

&

in

and consequent level of education

attainment and English language acquisition.

We are all Puerto Ricans, but there are different cultures among ourselves. Not
Puerto Ricans are the same. Some studied a
less than others. (Margarita)

all

a

little bit

more and some

studied

little bit

Even though

the Latina

women seem to

be

critical

of the colonial relationship

between the United States and Puerto Rico, and the Puerto Rican dependency on the
U.S. economy, they do not consider independence as a viable option, as Luz once said:

The revolution in Puerto Rico. .it was organized by Luis Munoz Marin
helped by the Nacionalistas^. The streets of San Juan were packed with
people many people got killed. Pedro Albizu Campos wanted to kill Luis
Marin because they wanted a free Puerto Rico. The Nacionalistas wanted
independence. Later they saw it was impossible. I believe Puerto Rico should
never be independent. >^at for? For it to become like El Salvador and
.

—

Nicaragua?

Luz’s comment shows evidence of the strength of the colonial arrangement,
despite the political challenges and decades of social and economic
persistent,

to Puerto

massive unemployment and chronic economic

crisis.

“Even with

difficulties, the application

Rico of welfare-state measures, such as food stamps and the continuous

emigration as a social safety valve softened the social impact of the crisis” (Carrion,
1993, p. 74).

The lack of support

women in the LWDG,
to the success

^

for the

and shared among the majority of Puerto Ricans,

of FBI repression against pro-independence armed

Pedro Albizu Campos was the anti-imperialism leader

Puerto Rico’s main

independence movement expressed by the

political parties are:

of the Nationalist Party, which inspired the

the pro-commonwealth (PPD), founded by Luis

pro-independence (PIP).
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Munoz

is in

struggle,

new

part

due

and the

fact

struggle for independence.

Marin; the pro-statehood (PNP); and the

that the U.S,

regime has criminalized the Puerto Rican
independence movement

(Cintron, 1993),

The independence movement
serious difficulties. Since the island
differentiate themselves

labor union rights, they

in Puerto

Rico has always been plagued by

was wrested from Spain, U.S.

rulers strove to

from the authoritarian Spanish governors: they
guaranteed

weakened

the hold of the Catholic

Church on

civilian life, they

put into place a massive education program, and
they sponsored a public health

program. These efforts contributed to the emergence of
a curious alliance between
Puerto Rican society and the U.S colonialists. Finally,
“the merging of the partial

democratic revolution with the crystallization of U.S. hegemony
served to dampen the

development of the island’s pro-independence forces” (Cintron,
1993,

p. 203).

We can not discuss social identity and people’s self-perceptions without taking
into account another important sociopolitical

phenomenon,

that

of colonialism and

its

consequent cultural imperialism, dependency, and domination. As Paulo Freire
(1970)

acknowledges.

Societies which are dual, “reflex,” invaded, and dependent on the metropolitan
society cannot develop because they are alienated; their political, economic,

^d cultural decision-making power is located outside themselves, in the
invader society. In the

last analysis,

former: mere transformation; for

development

—

that

is

to the interest

Cultural invasion, as a

the latter determines the destiny of the

it is

mechanism of oppression, tends

view and values of the dominant

“resort (stimulated

—not

to

their
(p.

142)

impose the world

culture over those of the subordinate group. In this

process of cultural domination the oppressor
resulting powerlessness

their transformation

of the metropolitan society,

makes them

by the oppressor)

fearful

is

“housed” within the people, and

of freedom. In

this state, the

to magical explanations or a false

their

oppressed

view of God,

whom they fatalistically transfer the responsibility for their oppressed state” (Freire,
1970, pp. 144-145).
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to

Cultural invasion has shaped
the Latina
identity both as

group living

members of a lower

w
women’s
consciousness and

social

social class in
i
Puerto Rico, as well as an ethnic
>

in the mainland.

Freire explains the

phenomenon of oppression,

imperialism, and domination in

the following terms:

When, however members of the oppressed,
to rebel

and

reject the values

and actions of the dominant

order to justify their failure, say that

because they are mgrates,

several instances

when

are inferior

or of mixed blood' (Freire, 1970, p.l37).

m LWDG women’s stories. The Latina women recount

they have been discriminated against, and
blamed by the

American public school system
humiliated by the health and

communicate

culture, “the professionals, in

members of the invaded group

shiftless, diseased,

This fact has been illustrated

minority, or “invaded” group begin

for their failure to

human

keep

their children in school; or

service professionals for their inability to

in English, or express themselves properly.

Self-perception: Internalized Oppression

The

LWDG women seem to strongly identify themselves with their ethnic

group. Strong identification with one’s ethnic group

mean

that

,

however, does not necessarily

one always regards her ethnic group positively and proudly. The degree

which people are biased toward

their ethnic

group
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is

to

a function of their collective self-

—

esteem. Collective self-esteem

is

the extent to

memberships positively (Crocker

& Luhtanen,

Sometimes the Latina women
According

which individuals evaluate

their

group

1990).

refer to their ingroup quite negatively.

to their accounts the Latinos in their

community

are not organized as a

group, are constantly involved in personal disputes that consequently
drain any sense

of community and ethnic unity.

Sometimes a person does not like you and will try to hurt you not for a social
cause but for a personal dispute. This happens too. In our lineage this happens
iTiore
within our racial group. Because sometimes we want to be bigger than

—
—we

others

We live in a world of envy and hatred— and you

feel inferior.

know envy and hatred

The apparently low
a product of continuous

can not

let

collective self-esteem shared

bombardment on

affirmation by the outside group.

(LWDG)

us see the good in others.

their group’s

As Tamir (1984)

by the

LWDG women may be

ways of being, and

the lack of

points out “Lack of affirmation by

others can lead to a vicious circle of decreasing self-worth and continued negative and
self-effacing encounters” (p. 36).

The Latina women

self-concept has been eroded by

the messages they hear about themselves, and the stereotypes of Puerto Ricans they

have adopted

(i.e.,

lazy, stupid, worthless),

which they use

to explain their ethnic

group’s failures, as Angelica once said:

—

We

[Puerto Ricans] are so afraid there is something missing in us. There are
some Puerto Ricans who do not have jobs and do not look for jobs. The

—they work
Puerto Ricans
the government gives them coupons (food stamps)—they want everything
Dominicans come and look
stores, they

Here

know how to

too, they give

for jobs

sell,

anywhere

them help but they have no

The media has played

in the fields, in the

how to make money.

are lazy
free.

alternative.

a powerful role in perpetuating negative stereotypes of

Latinos by broadcasting news that portray Latinos as criminals, drug dealers, corrupt,

womanizers and women-beaters.
In the United States there are different kinds of Puerto Ricans. There are those
who are the big drug traffickers, and those little branches like the drug

—
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dealers in our community. People here think
bad about Puerto Ricans. Usually
the PR cultural events are in fme print inside
the newspapers, but the crimes
are usually on the front page. (LWDG)

The

picture of the Latino

young man

as criminal, drug addict, or

gang member

has been well internalized in the Latina women’s
minds.

people who are in gangs... because he is frightened
Maybe he killed a gang member and is afraid. He is someone from
the streets.
1 he g^gs live on the streets, they
cut away from their families and do what
they please. They use drugs and other things. He
looks like a Latino, because
the Latmos are the ones who are in gang s (Hilda)

The negative messages and

stereotypes promoted by the social institutions

(i.e.,

the media, schools, law enforcement) and learned by Latinos
and non-Latinos are so

pervasive in the U.S. American context that the Latina
their

own

school

inherent powerlessness

— and

think their

—confirmed by

their inability to see with their

own

own

women began to

their children’s failure to stay in

eyes, speak their

own

—

voices, and

minds. As Goldenberg (1978) points out “one of the clearest

expressions of the mounting and internalized sense of powerlessness
passivity

believe in

is

the growth of

a curious passivity punctuated only by outbursts of violence, usually

directed toward oneself or others similarly oppressed” (p.lO).

(SIT 11) of a group of students in the classroom... there is
always one student who is the most dumb this oppresses her, makes her sad
because the others know more. Here is this Hispanic girl who is very sad. But
if she studies hard she will be just like the others, and won’t feel oppressed. If
she wants to move ahead she needs to get this out of her mind because this
thing about being oppressed is in her mind. One asks God for help to move
ahead, and puts the oppression aside. (Laura)
In this picture

—

—

The

belief that oppression

analysis of oppression

is in

—viewed from

the

mind of the oppressed contradicts an

a phenomenological perspective

—

as an

experience perpetuated by the presence of social structures which both comprise and

mediate that experience.

It

also denies “the existence of certain social imperatives
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which manifest themselves through the promulgation of practices aimed

at

containing

or otherwise limiting the development of people” (Goldenberg,
1978, p. 15).

—“by means of

In our dialogue sessions a serious effort at conscientization

which the people, through a

true praxis, leave behind the status of objects to

the status of historical Subjects” (Freire, 1970, p.

we had

141)—was

imparted.

assume

The dialogues

surrounding issues of ethnicity, language, racism, and discrimination were

part of that effort of naming, problematizing, and giving

new meaning to

all

our

experiences.

Language and Acculturation
The language spoken by the people

in a

group

is

a major

way to

define the

boundaries between their ethnic group and others. Language can serve both purposes

of alienating a certain ethnic group
enjoyed by the dominant culture

among

its

members

intimacy to those

The

—

—by blocking access
as well as asserting

—by preserving

who

share the

cultural values

to benefits

its

survival,

and privileges

and connection

and providing comfort and

same language.

LWDG women’s stories illustrate both cases. However, feelings of

isolation, frustration,

speaking individuals’

The language

and tiredness are often expressed as a
difficult interactions

barrier has

result

of the Spanish-

with a dominant English-speaking culture.

markedly interfered with Puerto Ricans’ education and

occupational advancement.

My sons, for instance, came to this country with A+ grades. When we came to
country there were not many PR here, the majority were Polish, Dutch, and
Americans. The school kept my son in the same grade for two years because he

this

didn’t

know English. He

got so fiirstrated! (Rosalba)

“Frustration involves feelings of intense discomfort stemming from the

blockage of paths towards goals. .Frustration, in
.
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turn, often leads to aggressive

behavior as people try to vent their negative feelings” (Brislin,
Cushner, Cherrie,

Yong, 1986, p.250). The

firistration

&

experienced by members of minority groups

generated by hard to reach goals and ethnocentric standards
imposed on them by the

dominant culture can have serious consequences on members of
minority groups.
Alienation, withdrawal, aggressiveness, and violence are

minority groups

accommodate,

show

in

response to racism and social oppression

assimilate,

Although

from achieving

is

emerges from an

who

little

to

do with the

criticizes his

becomes angry with her
takes

it

all

child,

channeled onto vulnerable objects,

original fhistration (Pettigrew, 1980).

employee,

who

who

is illustrated

in turn argues

kicks the dog,

who

so

by the proverb

with his wife,

chases the

The

cat,

who

who

finally

out on an innocent mouse.

The Latina women
hostility.

culture.

frequently not directed at the agents that actually keep people

called horizontal aggression or horizontal oppression

about the boss

they don’t

inability to attain desired goals,

their goals. Hostility often gets

scapegoats that have

when

and adapt to the norms and goals of the dominant

frustration

aggressive behavior

some of the behaviors

in

our group recount numerous situations of ingroup

Within the large category of Latinos there are several subcultures defined by

differences in religion, national culture, social class, and levels of cultural adaptation.

Even

the churches discriminate. Hispanics discriminate each other if they are
not from the same religion. They also have class discrimination. The
Americans who are up in the social ladder discriminate against those who are
below them. The Latinos do the same. There is discrimination against those
who don’t speak English. (LWDG)

Non-English speakers
health and

human

in the

United States not only find

services properly, but are also

made

difficult to access

to feel inadequate, unable to

speak for themselves, and inferior to those of the main culture. Interactions with health
professionals, and social service agencies personnel have been for the Latina
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women

marked by

feelings of frustration, powerlessness, and self-blaming
as their

FotoDialogo

stories indicate.

(SIT 13) The doctor gets tired of the patient if he asks the doctor
too many
form of oppression, the way the doctor treats the patient. In
this moment with the doctor, when one does not
speak his idiom, and the
doctor wants to move on because he has many patients waiting
for him
he
gets upset because with us he has to wait, he doesn’t like
this. This has
happened with me. Sometimes when I go to my doctor she has a bunch of
things. This is a

—

patients waiting for her

then I come without speaking her language, without
knowing how to explain myself—I have noticed she gets irritated because she
has to wait for someone to come and help me. This makes me feel
so bad. .1
.

feel that the doctor feels

uncomfortable because I cannot speak her language.
The only thing that consoles me is that I don’t know her language but she does
not know mine either
so we are equal. But many people feel depressed with
this... I always look for someone who speaks English to come
along. There are
some places where they have bilingual people, sometimes they have
interpreters. The first thing I put on paper is that I need an interpreter.

—

(LWDG)
Latinos are punished

when

they are not able to communicate in English, and

are not sufficiently rewarded

when

are fully bilingual.

Do you know what? When they need bilingual people to work in the offices
they hire Puerto Ricans. Like my son who was working as a janitor and at the
same time he was doing clerical work, and translating for people who don’t
speak any English - but all that for the same pay! People get tired. (Isadora)
Many Latino

leaders

demand

public-schools to acknowledge that foreign-

language background requires special programs. Others go further: they want public
schools to encourage the maintenance of foreign-language ability and to teach children

of their

own

ethnic culture. Despite the funds provided for bilingual programs by

federal legislation (1968), and continuous efforts to

expand federal support

for

bilingual and bicultural education programs, and affirmative action laws in the field of

employment, “Puerto Ricans themselves frequently
opportunities have been

insist that their

hampered by a lack of education

language barrier” (Fredrickson

& Knobel,

1980, p. 62).
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economic

fostered by an ethnocentric

Intergroup Relations: Ethnocentrism, Racism, Prejudice and
Discrimination

The

history of intergroup relations in the United States

and discrimination against those considered

is

marked by prejudice

racially or culturally inferior

by a

dominant or majority element.

The minimum

qualifications for membership in the privileged majority have
been a white skin and European ancestry. ..At times there have been efforts to
make the core group not merely white and Protestant but also “Anglo-Saxon”
(Fredrickon & Knobel, 1980, p. 30).
.

The Spanish-speaking,

Latino, or Hispanic minority in the United States

comprised primarily by immigrants from Mexico, Puerto Rico, and
descendents.

The members of this

((Fredrickon

Cuba— and their

ethnic category have been distinguished from

“Anglos” not only by language and culture but
characteristics resulting

is

also, in

some

instances,

by the

racial

from a background of intermixture with Indians and/or blacks

& Knobel,

1980). Thus, Spanish-speaking Americans have been the

victims of a combination of ethnocultural and racial prejudice.

William Graham Sumner (1940) defines ethnocentrism as “the view of things
in

which one’s own group

is

the center of everything, and

rated with reference to if’ (p.l3).

superiority of one’s

(Pettigrew, 1980).

own

It

all

others are scaled and

also refers to the unquestioned belief in the

ethnic group and the consequent inferiority of other groups

The opposite of ethnocentrism

is

cultural relativism. '‘‘‘Cultural

relativism involves trying to understand others’ behavior in the context of the culture

or group of the person engaging in the behavior” (Gudykunst, 1994, p. 78).

Prejudice can be either positive or negative. Basically, prejudice
for or against

something without adequate basis” (Pettigrew, 1980,

p.l).

is

“an opinion

Gordon

Allport (1954) defines negative ethnic prejudice as “an antipathy based on a faulty and
inflexible generalization.

It

may be

felt

or expressed.
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It

may

be directed toward a group

as a whole, or toward an individual because
he [or she]

is

a

member of that group”

(p.lO). Furthermore, as Pettigrew
(1980) acknowledges, “prejudice does not operate in

a social

and

institutional

vacuum;

it

thrives in a contained environment

of ingroup

privilege and outgroup exclusion”
(p.5).

By the same token,
rejection

all

who

bigotry refers to a zealous ingroup devotion and
consequent

of outgroups. ^^Xenophobia goes

are seen as different

further;

it

involves a fear of and aversion to

and strange” (Pettigrew, 1980,

p. 3).

Besides being victims of prejudice, bigotry, and xenophobia,
the Latina

have also held prejudiced views of other minority groups
(outgroups). Their

seems

to be directed primarily towards minority groups

competitors in the race to achieve goods and power

whom they perceive

(e.g.,

women

hostility

as

Dominicans, Cubans, and

Haitians).
If drugs did not exist Puerto

Rico would have been a quiet place. Besides that
depends too much on the US. They have no sources of income. There are too
many Haitians and Dominicans going to Puerto Rico they are bringing drugs.
There is too much crime, prostitution all are from different countries. The
Cubans went to PR to work hard. Some of them went there to deceive they
became real crooks. They are the most crooked people. Behind “las bancas de
bolitas” (illegal lottery game) there was a lot of drug dealing and money
laundry. The Arabs too
they always have business selling things. These ones
do not deal drugs like the others. The basis of divorces are those who get
married to get the residency. The nature of Puerto Ricans has allowed for this
to happen
a Dominican man marries a Puerto Rican woman to get the
residency. I had a niece who married a Dominican and she supported him. A
it

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

Dominican girl married a PR man she divorced him after she got her
They had two children she left him after she had everything she
wanted. Puerto Rico is a country which is very open to people who come from
abroad. They should find a way to help Puerto Ricans first. Puerto Rico should
residency.

be for Puerto Ricans

!

(LWDG)

Overgeneralizations of psychological characteristics to large
called stereotypes,

mark many

antagonistic group attitudes

bom

human

groups,

from ethnocentric and

prejudiced social categorizations. The term stereotype, taken from printing, was

introduced in 1922 by Walter Lippmann.

He

thought of stereotypes as “pictures in our
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heads” that were acquired
culturally rather than through
personal experience
(Pettigrew, 1980). Miles
stereotypes: (1)

assume

we

Hewstone and Rupert Brown
(1986) point

to three aspects

of

categorize others based on
easily identifiable
characteristics; (2)

we

that certain attributes
apply to

most or

all

of the people

in the categoty,

and

that people in the categoty
are different than people
in other categories with
respect to

these attributes; and
(3)

we assume that individual members of
the category have the

attributes associated with their
groups.

David Hamilton and

his associates (1992)

suggest that

stereot^es operate as a source of
expectancies about what a groun as a whole
about what attributes indivi(duaf
group
memh
members are likely to posses (e.g., Juan Garcia).
Their influence cSi be^
pewasive, affecting the perceiver’s
attention to, enco(Jing of inferences
about
and judgments based on that information.
And the resulting intemretah^^^
mferences, and jud^ents typically are
made so as to be consistSt with
preexisting beliefs that guided them.
(p. 142)
’

For mstance, a commonly held stereotype
of Puerto Ricans

is

that

of the

“welfare recipient.” Tlie assumption that
most Puerto Ricans migrate to the mainland
to benefit

from government programs can lead

to serious misunderstandings,
as in the

case of Rosalba...

at

anted

went

school because he could

not get the courses he
m High Schod, and he was not domg so well m the
other courses. He

to talk with the Principal,

and that man said; “You Puerto Ricans are
you want is to live out of welfare!” That was what
he said. My son told
him Not us, because my mom works, my father is disable,
but my mother
works. Another time my younger son dropped out
of school to go to work
and his teacher came to my house and told me: “If
you don’t send your son’to
school I am gomg to denounce you to the Welfare
Office.” I told her, “We
don’t live on welfare, everyone works here. If my son
left school is because
they treated him badly, and he preferred to work.” Both
my sons work, one is a
mechanic and the other a repairman. My son did not want to finish
high school
because he was so recriminated in school. This was the reason
why I came here
(to the US)
^to give my son the best education,
but the teachers pushed him
out of school. Now he is going to pay for a technical course.
lazy, all

—

Group stereotypes emerge from

a

human need to

categorize and maintain

meaningftilness, which can lead to distortions and misattributions.
However, these
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distortions can also rationalize
individuals’ actions toward an
outgroup. “Stereotypes

can justify categorical rejection or
acceptance of an outgroup, and can
even justify
such systems of exploitation as slavery”
(Pettigrew, 1980,

Racism, both individual and
biological ingroup superiority, and

institutional, is

is

also based

p. 13).

founded upon the notion of inborn,

on an ethnocentric view of race and

culture. Pettigrew (1980) states that
^individual racism includes both prejudicial

attitudes

and discriminatory behavior, and

based upon the assumption of the genetic

is

mferiority of the outgroup,” whereas, “by
contrast, institutional racism refers to
the

complex of institutional arrangements

that restrict the life chances

and choices of a

socially defined racial group in comparison
with those of the dominant group”
(p. 4).

Racial discrimination

also abuse.

Oh! Yes! This is true. The abuse of
abuses
his
power. I saw this on
the man fi-om
?
AVIS vi^o m^treated those who were Hispanics. The group filled
a complaint
gainst him. They always abuse those Latinos who don’t
have their papers.
They would have to lose their jobs so they endured the abuse
until they say
It s enough!
Here there are lots of Latinos who work for nothing,
^ and thev
^
are putting up with it. (LWDG)
is

TV—

^

When
custom they
political

racism and discrimination become institutionalized through
either law or

result in substantial inequities in

power, creating a vicious

of one group

at the

circle that

group access to wealth, social

works

to

status,

and

enhance the power and prestige

expense of another. The Latina women’s group discussed several

forms of racism and discrimination. At some point the
status to that

of African Americans

to that in the

United

women compared their social

in the U.S. inner-cities;

and racism

in Puerto

Rico

States.

—

The black Americans are in a worse situation than us these never get to be
Americans ^they stay the same, they will keep being “niggers” living in poor
neighborhoods. Blacks are discriminated in Puerto Rico b^ut not as much. There
are blacks in different positions, there are doctors
they have the same
opportunities in school. In Puerto Rico was different. In the United States they
gave them freedom, but they did not give them equal rights and opportunities.
Here they had to fight. In Puerto Rico the situation is easier for people of color.
In Puerto Rico there is more racism than here
class, color, religion,

—

—

—
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.

everting

matters! No, there is no racism
there! In PR they give more
opportunities to the foreigners than to
the Puerto Ricans themselves.
The white
Americans, white Cubans, Haitians, and
Dominicans get the best The
Americans own the best places in Puerto Rico.
(LWDG)

The

LWDG women often refer to discrimination as a concept inclusive

racism, prejudice,

and ethnocentrism. However,

discrimination

the concept of institutional racism.
“Discrimination

of exclusion against an outgroup,
rather than their

knowledge or

racial or cultural,

is

is

of

closely related to

basically an institutional process

based simply on

who

they are

abilities” (Pettigrew, 1980, p.
4).

For instance, my son works at Morgan Square,
he has all the qualifications
be a manager, but they don’t give him that job,
they always give it to an
American. My son does everything such as plumbing,
painting,

to

electricity

carpeting.

.

.

the

qualified”

manager does not know how

to

do those jobs
•’

(Rosalba)

Usually, prejudice and discrimination together act in
concert to safeguard

economic and
fears

political interests.

“Negative group attitudes can arise from competitive

of marginal and vulnerable groups” (Pettigrew, 1980,

p. 19).

think that racism against Puerto Ricans happens because the PR
are moving
Nowadays there are more PR kids graduating from college, there are more
PR kids who know other languages, there are more Hispanic stores, there is
I

up.

more political representation, and the people who are native here are afraid that
the Hispanics will take their place. There is also a lot of envy between
the
Puerto Ricans and the Dominicans. (Luz)

The Puerto Rican women

are

aware of their “privileged”

status as U.S. citizens.

Moreover, they have expressed sympathy for and understanding of the aggravating
circumstances their undocumented Mexican farm co-workers have experienced. As
is

described in the story of Pedro.

.

(P5) I think Pedro is a lonely person who does not know how to deal with
many problems. He was abandoned, or maybe a victim of discrimination,
racism like what we are facing here. He cannot get a job because he is

—

Hispanic, he cannot have access to any kind of assistance because he
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is

an

so

it

different because

Confirming the

we

Mexicans who are
are citizens... (LWDG)

undocumented For us

is

LWDG women’s observations, Fredrickon & Knobel (1980)

point out that:

By choice and

circumstance, “illegals” are among the most unprotected and
disadvantaged classes in the United States. Fearful of detection
and expulsion,
th^ are largely without the protection of the laws, isolated from agencies
of
public welfare, and in some ways at the mercy of employers,
(p. 60).

The women
discrimination

in the

—named

group classify racism into two kinds of institutional

legal

and

racial discrimination

—

against Latino groups.

For us Puerto Ricans, racism results from the confusion the authorities
make
between people who are noble and decent and those who are not. They know
that in every nation, including theirs, there are good people
and bad people, and
that we shouldn’t judge an entire group by the behaviors of one or
two people.
The majority of Puerto Ricans come here to work. They come to study, to
better themselves, and to give their children a better life. Sometimes
bad luck
strikes, and the son of good people gets into trouble, gets in the streets,
sells
drugs, does bad things. But they should not judge the whole family because of
one son. That is a decent, hard-working family who are struggling for the good
of the community and even for the country. That same person might have
been a soldier in war defending this nation. However, because of one person
who is failing the whole family is discriminated, mistreated, and neglected.
Puerto Weans don’t get good jobs here. Puerto Rican kids are also
discriminated in the schools. People here have a very bad stereotype of Puerto
Ricans, and they constantly single them out. They think PR children are bad,
cannot behave themselves, are abnormal they don’t think that a PR child has
the same abilities and talents as any other American child. The kids learn how

—

not to trust anyone. (LWDG)

It is

not unusual that observers underestimate the force of situational and

societal pressures

and overestimate the force of a person’s dispositions on his or her

behavior. “This tendency

enhanced

may not

be purely a cognitive process, for

in a society such as ours [U.S.

upon values of individualism.”

is

probably

American] that places particular emphasis

(Pettigrew, 1980, p.

1

1)

Despite the critique over institutionalized racism, the Latina
racist attitudes

it

women

expressed

towards African Americans and Puerto Rican blacks. All of the
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women

in the

group are of mixed

race,

with the exception of Carlota.
However, they tend to

devalue or deny their African ancestry.

around the race issue

Br^da,

We can see the conflicting views and opinions

in the following dialogue:

my daughter had a Negro trigueno

pictoe to

kill

the cockroaches.

I

told her

black, so black, so ugly? (Margarita)

[black] boyfriend
I use his
girl as
as you going out

pr^

“A

boyfriend asked

me who was that

and very

(Luz)

My little sister was very negrita [black]

pretty.

I would not like my children
to marry blacks
the children suffer—they have identity
problems. I told my son

is

that

“Don’t

imj^egnate a negra (black woman) because
you are going to have
If you have a black child.” Later
he did not want

probkms

whiter—he has an
children from different men.

(Rosalba)

-

to recognize his

identity problem.

The woman has

My son and her never lived together
^

My granddaugliter tells me “Ai avuela, am black, am ugly, the kids
in
I

rny school

tell

me.”

I

don’t

I

know from where

I

got

all

these negritos (black

have I had—three very morenos (dark skinned)
grandchildren
Now I have two, because the third one got killed. My daughter is lightskinned but her husband is black. My grandson’s name
is Sam Davies. He
was bom in Puerto Rico, but he is not a Puerto Rican looking
type. He is
kids).

I

black, black like Mirta’s husband.
negrito.

I

used to

tell

him

that

He

is like this

he looked

[pointing to Angelica]

like a rain-cloud.

I

love this

negritol (Luz)

—

In Puerto Rico white people are discriminated as well
they call them
plumillcis (small feather or hoax) or ^^gringos
They say God is white.
They portray Jesus as a white man, but I don’t believe he was white. I saw
a
video during a retreat in which Jesus had dark skin and short hair.
Wherever the Virgin Mary appeared she had the color of the people living

of the apparition. La Virgin Caridad de Cuba es negrita! In
Japan the Virgin appeared chinita (Chinese-looking) like them. The Virgin
of Fatima is white she appeared in Portugal. (Isadora)
in the place

—

Although each of the Spanish-speaking ethnic groups

in the

United States

encounters different degrees of prejudice in the U.S. American society, the central
sources of ethnic antipathy are similar. Nevertheless, Cuban Americans have been

spared

much of the

racial bias directed at

Mexicans and Puerto Ricans

largely because

blacks and other dark-skinned racial mixtures were underrepresented in the
to the

mainland (Fredrickson

& Knobel,

1980).
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movement

The Cubans’ privileged

position in the United States and their
entrepreneurial

success in Puerto Rico has stirred some
negative attitudes

women. Other scapegoats

among the

are the Dominicans, Haitians, and
African Americans.

Usually the negative feelings the Latina

women

express against the outgroups emerge

as a result of competitiveness, and
a perceived sense of inferiority

Puerto

Ricans—who have

Puerto Rican

internalized their inherent

on the

part of the

dependency on the United States

and the colonialist values.

"

“id now you see
90 /o f?
Dominican. They love the American dollar, but they
don’t want to
lose their independence. They don’t want
to depend on anyone. They tell us

You

are slaves,

United States.

move

we

are free!”

They say

like that.

“You

are slaves of the

We tell them “If you are happy being free why do you

to the other side?” The Cubans come here
with nothing and all of
sudden they are on the top. I ask myself if we Puerto Ricans
are lazy? They
have told me themselves that “the lowest and most vulgar
race are the
Puerto Weans.” They go to PR and do the work Puerto
Ricans do for much
less— if PR do It for five pesos they do it for four pesos. This is
the class of

we

When I worked at the hotel, I worked with many
are very arrogant and proud of themselves. One
time I heard
a woman saying “I hate the Puerto Rican shit-eaters!”
I went to her and said
“You are stupid, if you know we are shit-eaters why do you come here
why don’t you stay in Cuba?” (Luz)
rivalry

Cubans

have.

—they

-

The Dominicans are taking over New York, they own a lot of things, and
they are making changes. The Puerto Ricans are not changing
anything,
they are always fighting. There are many people who come from the
Dominican Republic, Haiti, even China who go to Puerto Rico first, and
then enter in the U.S. as Puerto Ricans to collect social security. (Rosalba)

-

talking about the Dominicans
my sister and I have dealt with many
On the part of my nephews almost all are Dominicans, but thank
God they all came out good.
sister’s friends were very nice, and they
used to tell us that we don’t fight enough, that if things were bad we didn’t
I

—

was

of them.

My

do anything to change them, they said: “It’s your fault.” They had business
where the Puerto Ricans were afraid to go, and they worked until one in the
morning and nothing happened to them. (Angelica)

Since most of the Latina

women

in the

group have lived in the

than twenty years, they have a historical sense of the race relations

groups of city dwellers, and the impact of
ethnic communities. In the last

city for

among the

new waves of immigrants on

more
different

these various

two decades they have witnessed the physical and
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social

shut

decay of their community, plagued by high
unemployment rates-caused by the

down of many manufacturing

and also an increase

industries—an increase

in the

number of Hispanics,

in crime.

i^g

that time there was not many Puerto
Ricans here. At that time we used
to mvite the few Puerto Ricans we met
at the farm to eat with us.
were very
united. You wouldn’t see these people in
the streets as you see them now. This
very nice and clean.
didn’t have drugs.
^
we didn’t see anything
the streets. TTere were many Italians living
up the street at that time. .But
only up the hill because that was their neighborhood.
In the past (70’s) that
area up there was a war zone, no Puerto
Ricans were allowed to cross the
street without getting into a fight with the
Italians. Years later a lot of other
people came to this area, like the Puerto Ricans,
Dominicans, and all other
nationalities kept coming here. Since they came,
many things changed in this
area. Mostly after the Dominicans came.
The Dominicans are bringing a lot
ot dmgs here. Tliey are ruining the neighborhood
with their drugs. Also the
blacks don’t get along with the Puerto Ricans. The
“morenos” (African
Americans) don’t’ get along with the Haitians either, even though
they are
morenos (blacks) like them. The Jamaicans here are discriminated
against
by the same “triguenos” (African Americans). They fight against
each other
because they want the area for themselves, they want to have
control over the
place. (LWDG)

We

We

m

.

.

.

.

.

The

.

relationships between minority groups in the inner-city are usually
rough.

Even though they
other,

.

engaged

share

many common problems,

in isolated efforts to protect their

they seem to be

own

at

odds with each

group’s interests.

When these

groups occasionally join efforts with each other their interaction seem to be imbedded
in stereotypes

and prejudice about each other’s group.

The African Americans can be very

bad. I remember at some point when we
got together with people from various neighborhoods to picket around the
welfare department because they had stopped supplying us with winter clothes.
We, the Hispanics, all went there with nothing in our hands, but the blacks got
there with knives, and clubs, and they got inside and destroyed whatever they
could. When we saw what they were doing we left, and went home. Next day

when we went to the welfare office there was nothing standing, the computers
were broken, everything was out of place. So we got together and decided that
we would go straight to the State House to talk with the Governor. We rented a
bus and went. When they saw the way we managed things they gave us winter
clothes
and the blacks got theirs too. (Isadora)

—

Community

organization

is

the

mechanism by which previously

vulnerable individuals band together to identify and pursue
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common

isolated

and

goals. “For the

poor,

community organization

is

probably the most effective

establishment whose power has to

some degree always

oppressed people separated from one
another, ever

at

way of confronting an
on

rested

its

each other’s throats

quest for small individualized favors”
(Goldenberg, 1978,

keep

ability to

in the frantic

p. 108).

Gender Related Themes
The

women

s

literature

on gender and women’s ways of knowing
has suggested

that

self conceptions are rooted in a
sense of connection and relatedness to

others (Belenky et

al,

1986; Gilligan, 1982; Miller, 1976; Taylor

focus on family relationships, and the roles

women

et al., 1995).

The

have played as daughters, mothers,

grandmothers, and wives become even more salient
in the context of a collectivistic
culture such as the one in
surprisingly, the

gender issues,

visited

themes

in particular to the

through in their

In the

most

which the Latina
in

women have

learned their values.

our dialogue sessions were those related to

gender bound experiences these

FotoDialogo

stories the

have been

women

female characters are usually portrayed as

struggling for survival, giving and forgiving

companions, and victims of varied forms of oppression. The

came out sometimes powerless and depersonalized

LWDG women’s voices

as they tried to describe situations

of extreme oppression, chronic violence, widespread addiction

demeaning work, and lack of community

The

women

lives.

caregivers, self-sacrificing

women

Not

are usually

among

the

silent position represents

most

socially, economically,

an extreme

external authority for direction (Taylor et

Most of the women

support. In other

in this small

in denial

al.,

to drugs

women’s

and alcohol,

studies the silent

and educationally deprived.

of self and

in

1995; Belenky et

dependence on

al.,

1986).

group experienced some form of neglect and

physical and/or sexual abuse by a family member.
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Some had been abandoned by one

or both parents; others
experienced the death of parents
or siblings

at a

very early age

Oftentimes, alcoholism fueled the
parents’ uncontrolled behavior.

nte women’s voices grew

stronger as they

unmasked

the

myths of their own

inherited powerlessness, and
began renaming their experiences
of struggle as a fight
for voice

and

As Belenky (1986) and

self-assertion.

tasks that these

We witness

her associates point out:

developing an awareness of their
ovm minds are the
accomplish if they are to cease beine eithf-r ^

women must

in these

women’s

testimonies the

life histories

of women whose

access to power, education, and
self-determination have been hindered
by a number of
factors including cultural beliefs
rooted in patriarchal

—and

familismo

values-mochiimo, marianismo,

religious traditions.

Grandmothers, Mothers, Daughters, and Wives:
The Family Cycle
Although the themes related
families

emerged

at different

to the roles the

women

have played

in their

times in our dialogues, without any sense
of

linearity,

here, for the sake of clarity, these themes
are arranged in a quasi chronological
order:

beginning with the roles the
roles as

women have played

mothers and wives. In most cases the

connection with the past

when

As Rosalba

women show

and evolving

a sense

—and

as actors in their

own

into their

of continuity and

they describe their experiences as daughters

observers of their mothers’ lives
wives.

as daughters,

lives as

as

mothers and

explains in her FotoDialogo story:

(Wl) I chose this picture because it reminds me of my mother.
mother was
a joyful person, but at the same time she was very negative.
mother was
always scolding me. One time my mother got sick and had to be
hospitalized.
told her that it was for her health’s sake, but she told me
that I was trying
to get rid of her. When my father died I felt deeply, but I did
not feel as much

My
My

We
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—

when my mother

died.

forgiveness. After

myself

was

I

feel

guilty because of this,

I felt

my mother died I was able to

good

that

my mother. God

was

I

gave

and have asked God

for

forgive her, and forgive
able to do this for her soul
because my mother

—

me

experiences in life that helped me understand my
mom. I went through the same things she went through in her life, so I was able
to understand and forgive her. She was a very generous person with the
neighbors, with the neighbors’ children, she shared everything she had with
everyone. Sometimes we lacked things in our home because she had given
them away to other people. I think she was different with her family. Perhaps
because my rnother was very young and my father an older man. I noticed that
my mother cried too often I think she got her fhistrations out on us. I have
done the same to my children. I have treated my five sons the same way.

—

Reflective thinking,

shown

in the

way the women

reflected

back and forth

looking over their past and present, searching for causal relationships linking
behaviors and situations

—was not unusual among

the

LWDG women.

her associates (1986) argue that in order for reflection to occur,

engaged
that

in the sharing, expanding,

Belenky and

women need to

be

and reflecting on each other’s experiences, and

“such interchanges lead to ways of knowing that enable individuals to enter into

the social and intellectual

life

of their community”

(p. 26).

Loyalty to family, and parental unquestionable authority were values the

women would not contest,

despite their expressed feelings of resentment and distress.

With no exception these women have demonstrated an insurmountable sense of duty,
compassion, and commitment to their parents
self-realization.

As

in detriment

other authors have suggested,

of their

own freedom and

women tend to take the

roles of

caretakers and nurturers, often putting other people’s needs as primary to their
(Gilligan, 1982; Miller, 1976;

Belenky

own

et al., 1986).

picked this one (SITS) because I had an experience with my
mother. My mother was very tough with me, I was nasty with her too. My
husband was terrible he drank, beat me I had to sleep around the house to
take care of my babies. 1 didn’t dare to go to my mother, because my mother
was strong. I felt bad during those times. My father died and left a piece of land
for us. My mother with my brother-in-law and their children took the land and
months, I had
I was left with nothing. I took care of my mother for twenty-two
I went there [to Puerto Rico] to take care of her
this love for my mother.
when she was sick. I had to go because my sister who lives there is a nurse and
I

want

to say that

I

—

—

.

.
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could not take care of mother and work

at the

same

'S?'
She had eight children, but only my sister and
my arms at the age of 95. (Margarita)

Many of the women

in the

group had

My mother had a

time.

looked like a

^

I

are

left.

lost their fathers at

little girl

My mother died iS

an early age. In most

cases the death of their fathers marked a
drastic change in the roles their mothers
played, and a dramatic learning experience
for the

women

as they

had

to redefine

themselves in order to survive.

My mother was a housewife, a slave like the others, but when my father died

she had to learn how to work for money. I was the
her and observed everything she did. She started

little one who stayed with
washing clothes for people
who had more money than us. She washed adult clothes and baby clothes
as
well. One day I asked her “Mammy, why don’t
you let me wash the little
clothes and pay me for that? This way I learned how
to make my own
money washing clothes in the river. (Isadora)

—

The
seem

relationships the

to follow

women

any particular

maintained with their fathers and mothers do not

pattern.

Some women

said to be closer to their fathers,

whereas others could never break the silence barrier between themselves and
fathers.

home

their

Luz’s reaction to her father’s death was so drastic that she ran away from

at the

age of twelve.

—
—

admire a young person who has confianza with her mother this is the most
life. Although I did not have that confianza with my mother I
carry with me the image of a woman who gave me the world
she is my
mother, she is my treasure. I started being more open to my mom when my
father died. She did not give me the opportunity. Later I began to understand
that she did not have that trust in her childhood either
.in her puberty, her
youth, she probably lacked having that “confianza” because she never
developed that with us. She gave to us the same that was given to her. Thus we
never had a dialogue, or anything. Sometimes I talked to my father that is
I

beautiful thing in

.

why I

my home nine days

.

—

my father died. I was

gone for four years
without anyone knowing where I was. I was twelve years old and went to San
Juan with my cousin. I ran away. I kept walking until I got there. After four
years I met a cousin of mine who had a truck. I told him where I lived and he
came to pick me up and take me home. I went home but I did not stay there.
left

after

(Luz)
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As

most lower-social-class Latino

in

and children

is

families, the relationship

typically hierarchical, and the children’s position

female child’s case

—

is

—mostly

in the

one of passive submission, subservience, obedience, and

respect for parental authority. Kohn’s (1977, 1980) observations

problems

between parents

may

account for the

common among poor women:

The

social forces that operate on a family during the daughter’s formative years
continue to shape her experience. Thus families, schools, and jobs that involve
poor women are likely to be very hierarchically arranged, demanding
conformity, passivity, and obedience
all unsupportive of continued
intellectual growth. The same institutions that are provided for the privileged
are more likely to encourage active, creative thinking and lifelong intellectual
development, (cited in Belenky et al., 1986, p. 156)

—

The women
authority,

refer to their relationship with parents as

and distance. Although they

families, this trust

is

seldom translated

talk about

having

one of respect,

trust (confianza) in their

into intimacy.

—

trust we have in our families, in our mothers
if you have a problem you
can talk to your family members about it they will give you advice and you
get relief. I used to turn to my mother for everything, but I know nowadays is
no longer like that. One goes to the mother because one trusts the mother more
than the father. When I had my father I could trust him very much. I never told
my mother when I became a “senorita.” I had so much respect for my mother
that I could not tell her either
I was eleven years old when I became a
senorita. I was in the bath and thought that I had cut myself. I did not know
what to do. I would put tliree or four panties and had all my clothes stained
with blood. (LWDG)

The

—

—

What

the

communication

women

in

refer to dialogue with their parents is usually

which the parent

primarily advice-giving.

tells

The children

the child what to do, and

are expected to listen

questions, or challenging their parents’ wisdom.

The ways

one-way

how to

behave;

it

and obey, without posing

in

which these women have

—named

learned the facts of life are rooted in unequal basis of power and authority
respect

—and banking

prescribed knowledge.

education, by which

As Belenky,

women have

been the recipients of

Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule noticed about
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is

as

silent

women, “these women had

treated their mothers

lovers, as well as their teachers, as authorities

had never experienced active partnership

Accepting that the world

is

and even

whom they were

and

their friends

obliged to please. They

in a truly equal relationship” (1986, p. 126).

hierarchically arranged, the received knowers

channel their sense of self into their growing capacity to care for others (Belenky
1986). Antonieta,

who had never met her mother,

et ah,

recounts her difficulties in

submitting to her father’s authority, relating to his needs, and hearing his complaints
despite her endless efforts to please him;

I

never

felt

my father’s tenderness,

was an “ogre.” He was my

father,

I

could not even look

and

I

was

my father
at my
on me that I

at his face,

his first daughter.

Even now,

my father still treats me like a child. He tries to impose things
don’t want. Sometimes I cry I feel that I do everything for him, however he
thinks I don’t do enough. When this happens ever^hing goes through my
mind the memories, those things that stay here and are never erased. My
father thinks that he has authority over me. I am not like this with my
age

—

—

Thank God I did not learn from my father. I never met my mother, I
know how she could have been with me. I have this respect for my
father... He is a good person. If I need help he helps me. But he makes me feel
bad. Perhaps he was treated that way
without tenderness and love.

daughters.

don’t

—

(Antonieta)

Even when

the

women

hint at criticizing their parents they always add that

“they are good people,” or that they are the
learned

how to

be. In these

women’s

against parental authority. Although

way they

are because that

was

the

way they

stories there

were no accounts of rebellion

many of them

told of beatings, incest, and

abandonment, none protested. For some of them “things just happened” without any
explanation. Sometimes they blame themselves for their

had deserved to be punished,

as

own victimization,

as if they

Alba argues:

cannot complain against my mother. My parents punished me a lot, but
because I was too rebellious, not because they wanted it. I don’t know why
parents have to call their children’s private parts to scold them, or why they
have to say “I love you so much that I am going to split your head?” (Alba)
I
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—

Alba’s question stirred up another conversation on child abuse to which

Rosalba added;

—

why there

are so many youngsters in jail
they prefer to go to jail than
home. Tliey find support in the streets. Nobody knows what these
kids are going through. Everyday we hear the news about the street children
in Brazil, in Venezuela, everywhere, more and more in Puerto Rico, and here
in the United States as well
however, the problem is at home, the
mistreatment, the abuse. There was a time when I treated my children like that.
This was when they were eleven, twelve. However, I realized the wrong I was
doing, and began to have a dialogue with my children, talk to them. It is true
that sometimes they did things that made me feel like kicking them. But they
learned. The oldest is thirty years old now, and so far they have never been to
jail, or on drugs, or anything. The younger ones got married before they were
twenty, but they give me no problems, they help me. If I had not broken the
chain from my mother, if I had followed on my mother’s footsteps, perhaps I
would have been today one of these mothers who go visit their sons in jail. Or
maybe my sons would have been dead, or on drugs because they couldn’t bear
the situation at home. (Rosalba)

This

is

to stay at

—

Although most of the

women

in the

group realize the damaging consequences

of extreme child punislmient, they hold on to the traditional cultural values of parental
authority and unquestionable rights over their children. Children’s rebellious behavior
is

never accepted, and fierce reactions against a parent’s violent behavior

Luz

discouraged, as

When I
us

—

I

told

Your

my
is

my children

—my husband was not an angel with

kids “The day you raise this hand to hit your father, with this

will not eat.

father

severely

recounts:

got married and had

hand you

is

You won’t

eat because

I

am the

a sinner, a drunk, a lost soul, but he

is

one who will hurt it.
your father and you shall

respect him.”

Much of the women’s

relationships with their

own

children

is

a reflex of what

they had experienced and learned as daughters. Either by trying to raise their children
in a different

parents, the

way, or by imitating the same patterns of child bearing used by

women’s

point of reference

is

often their

own

their

upbringing.

My daughters are eveiything for me. I never get myself involved in their
matrimonial problems. I always try to show them the right path. They are good
daughters they don’t drink, don’t smoke, don’t go to parties I raised them
like that, the way I was raised. Thank God I never had any problem with them.

—

—

I

try to

be a better parent. (Antonieta)
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.1 never mistreated my children, I raised
them with respect, yes, but not with
abuse. I have one son who works for social services in Puerto
Rico, and the
other ones are here. One son died not long ago in Philadelphia.
I had eighteen
children. (Margarita)
. .

The women
their teens,

s

children have also followed similar paths: they marry early, in

have children (not necessarily

with their children as single parents. In
the father

is

portrayed as a

lazy

in this order),

many

bum,” and

situations

sometimes divorce, and

when the

quite often the

live

family stays together

woman becomes the

sole

provider for her family. This situation has been described in the previous section
on
social class issues.

&

SIT 8) is when I had my first grandchild. My daughter was
she had her first daughter. My granddaughter grew up, she is 29
years old, has three kids, and a husband. She is very nice with me. She drives
me around. I have four grandchildren, but she is special. She was bom when
her mother was fifteen and she also had her first child at fifteen. My daughter is
forty-three now, and has eight grandchildren. Her husband is not bad, but he is
a lazy bum.
daughter supports him since they got married. She was on
welfare for a while, but she learned how to work with the computer, and now
she is working. (Carlota)
This (SIT
fifteen

1

when

My

Early marriage and child bearing have imposed several barriers to women’s
education, emancipation, and career development. Often these

dependent on

their

dependency leads

male partners, or on welfare. Sometimes

to a vicious circle

narrates the story of a

women become

this situation

of

of poverty, abuse, and further dependency, as Luz

young woman who resembles her own

life story:

girl looks very sad, like someone who has her thoughts some place
someone with a very big problem in her life. She is thinking “Oh, my
God, what should I do?” She is in a no-way-out situation. We can compare this

(YWl)

This

else, like

to our

own problems. When we had our children with us, and the children had
And we found ourselves with violent and vain husbands who

—

their problems.

from us but didn’t want

That
can relate this to my own
life, when I was raising my children in a small apartment. I could not leave the
house, I could not look for work. I could not solve so many problems one has
when one has small children. I used to spend the whole week waiting for the
money that would come on Saturdays waiting for the money to buy food. I
waited for Saturdays to come, but the money was never enough, and the

wanted
is what

to take everything
it’s

happening with

to give anything at

this girl, in this process.

—
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I

all.

problems remained the same.
the kids.

I

My husband was not sociable or responsible with

would ask him

“I’m not going to do

to take the children to the park,
these sissy things!”

In both female-headed families as well as in families in

most of the

present,

responsibility for child rearing falls

and he would say

which the

fathers are

on the women. The

women

in

the group never mentioned their husbands or partners as providers of
moral support,
or as partners in their children’s education.
situations in

which they had

On the

contrary, they recount

numerous

to bear the responsibility for nurturing, supporting,

and

dealing with their children’s problems on their own.

I almost lost my daughter. I was not home, but a neighbor told
me that my daughter had taken two containers of pills my son called the

The other day

—

and the ambulance came. I told her later “Hija, don’t do that again
because we are decent people, what are the neighbors going to say when they
see all these people in the house? They are going to think that we are criminals,
that we are mistreating you. Don’t do this again.” She has a boyfriend who
calls her all the time to tell her that he does not love her. I had to intervene. I
called him and said “Look muchacho, if you don’t want my daughter don’t call
her anymore, leave her alone.” She is 23. I went to church to pray for her.
Since she was little I have done everything for her. She lives with me and her

police,

brother. (Margarita)

Single-headed families in the American inner-cities are increasingly more

common. One can
Springfield a

easily observe

by just walking the

number of Latino men

streets

on the

EC

zones in

—apparently unemployed—standing on

comers, or bodegas. One can also see a number of young
strollers

of the

streets in the afternoon.

The

street

woman with their babies

in

LWDG women have also noticed the

increasing numbers of female-headed families in their communities, and the changes
the traditional Latino family has suffered.

women have become
irresponsible, lazy,

roles

have been reversed,

the breadwinners of their families, whereas the

and careless

(SIT 12) This
the

The gender

is

way things

fathers.

As Marta

nowadays

—she and her
Men
—homes with no
336

deemed

children. This

fathers.

they don’t care about their children. Right

are

points out:

a family of a single mother

are

men

now a

is like

are not responsible,

cousin of mine had to

move

—
—

near US
she has five kids
and the children’s father was very irresponsible,
he did not want to work she is the one who is seeking help

She

and everything.

town in Massachusetts. I remember seeing the man
when he was crazy, smoking all the time, and spending all their money without
looking for work shortly after that he was leaving her. This
is a very common
situation
irresponsible men, and single mothers struggling on their
own to
IS

living in a small

support their children.

The women

also talked about the changes they have seen in family

compared the ways they used
children are with

to

life.

They

be with their parents in the past, and the ways their

them now. Sometimes

it

is

hard to determine

if the

changes are due

to primarily a generational factor, or if other factors besides time are
involved, such as

culture and geographic location, since the majority of the

grown up between

women’s

children have

the United States and Puerto Rico.

my sister now having problems with her fifteen year-old daughter. The
goes to the discos and comes back at five in the morning. It is hard for us
to understand that, because in our times we did not disobey our parents. I
I

see

girl

remember when

I was 23 years old, a friend from work invited me to go to the
beach for the weekend. My mother told me: “Where do you think you are
going? I don’t know these people.” I never challenged my parents, so I didn’t

go. (Angelica)

Marriage, Divorce, and Domestic Abuse: The Plight of Battered

Most of the women
with older

men when they were

women and those
upheld.

in the

Women

LWDG either got married or started living together

still

in their teens.

The marriages contrived by these

of their parents conformed to the gender-role stereotypes the culture

Many of these women had

witnessed domestic abuse in their childhood, and a

few had been victims of physical or sexual abuse themselves. The majority of the
Latina

women

in the

group have been married more than once, some of them have

been divorced, some are widowers, and a few
exceptions these

women have

and the majority of them

—by

still

live

with their husbands. With few

experienced some sort of domestic abuse in their
the time they

were interviewed
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—were no longer

lives,

“at

risk

of being abused by a

father,

husband, or son. In some cases the perpetrators of

the alleged abuse had either died or

cases the

women themselves

relationships

In

abuse

and seek

moved

had taken the

out of the

initiative to

way they

move

lives,

and

in other

out of abusive

legal protection.

one of our dialogue sessions the

the

women’s

see

it

women

discussed the various forms of

and the way they think the system considers domestic abuse

and violence against women.
There is sexual abuse, there is physical abuse, and mistreatment. There is also
abuse of trust when someone uses another person for things he shouldn’t.
If
the law did not acknowledge that there is also verbal abuse I would not
be able
to divorce from my husband when I had to formulate a divorce on
the basis of
abuse both verbal and physical. The sexual abuse... We have seen this many

—

—

times on

TV

.

Like the prostitutes

who

presented their case against the abuse

and cruelty they have suffered. There are people who fall into this because they
don’t find what to do, so they put up with the abuse. There are women like that

—

who

prostitute themselves because they cannot find a husband
and they
cannot be without a man. It is also because they can make money easier that
way. I know because I have met many women like that I maintain friendships
with everyone. Many of those women were left without husbands, and
prostitution was an easy way to make money. To defend themselves they carry
a razorblade hidden in the fat part of their bodies. (LWDG)

—

The women described
against

women. They

reported cases that happened in their families and

communities, and also their
ending,”

when

the

several cases of domestic abuse and violence

woman,

own

like

and be empowered by her own
families

which wound up

cases.

action.

jealous, so confused in his

wife, but he didn’t

know

There were other cases in the women’s

tragically, as Isabel recounts:

said, “It’s like the case

—she

left

of my cousin

mind

that

cases had a “happy

Luz, was able to free herself from her abuser,

husband stabbed her fourteen times

woman

Some of these

that

“My niece

mental hospital.”
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her.

—her

PR

three daughters.” Another

who

killed his wife.

one day he took his

he killed

in

He went

pistol

He was

and

insane and

so

killed his

was put

in a

—

Isadora also mentioned the domestic disputes

among her neighbors:

My neighbors—the woman was abused by her husband. He broke her arm
once

she did not

know how to tell this to anyone. Then he gave her a blow
One day she took evei^hing she had in the fridge to

that fractured her nose.

throw at her husband. She was taking everything out and throwing things out
the window, even her clothes. In the evening the husband came with the
police,
She is crazy! he said. Her father came to help her. They had two children
one adopted from her mother and one of their own.

Luz

tells

her sister’s story as an example of domestic violence, and urges the

women not to blame
their

own

the victims of violence, for they cannot be held responsible for

suffering.

This

was

is

a true story.

When we

—she was manied

lived in the

campo

man with

(country side),

when my

sister

bad temper. He knew how to
work, he worked around the island collecting things. At that time you could
make good money doing that. When he came back home she had everything
ready. But he always got home angry at something or some client... She was a
negrita who had her house clean. She was darker than me, and had kinky hair.
She had make-up on like Isadora. My sister had to have her lips very red to
wait for her husband. If he got home a little earlier and she was still finishing
the house chores
he forbade her to keep her working clothes on he would
little

to a

a

—

beat her.

—

We did not get involved in her problems. God took her away. When

we

least expected she died. That day she went to work by the brook and
complained of a headache. She went home, ate, went to bed and never got up
from her sleep. When her husband realized he was alone he suffered so much,
he still suffers from nervios (mental problems). After my sister passed away, he
married a very young woman and had a wedding ceremony he never had with
my sister. What did his new wife do after three years of marriage? She left him
and went away with his brother. During that time he learned how to clean and
cook because his wife didn’t do anything for him. My sister who did everything
for him
that one was beaten for any stupid reason. So the man was
humiliated by a woman who never gave him a son he had to be humiliated to

—

—

repair his mistakes. (Luz)

Luz

—who, not

like her sister,

has survived the beatings

—

also narrates her

own

story of coping with domestic abuse, and finally breaking the cycle of violence.

(P5) This

is

a

man

in his twenties.

This

is

a very hard time in a person’s

life.

of that age I had many problems. I had a home and children, but
I had a man who abused me, who was not gentle, and didn’t
happy.
I was not
He was not a good example to the kids. He used to
children.
take care of the
throw hot coffee on me, beat me up in front of my kids. I was living in the
dark. After a while you say “Enough! No more of this!” One time my husband

When I was

.
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.

beat

Ae

kids and they beat their father back.

I

thought that

if

I let it

so

in th^t situation
to leave that place. I went to

mv sons
s7l
mv

looked for the best solution, and that was
S.S te^ house. I could uever
go to mother's house, because she waf,^
eTderly
^
^^'^^n^i^^^’nottogivehertrouble^
Later
my
hncK
^
husband
took me to court because I had left the
kids behind. The social
workers helped me m that case. When the
situation was resolved I went back to
^
'"“king hard, and
^th tune
bmeT^
u a paying for the
With
I finished
apartment. Also, one of my neighbors sold
me a lottery ticket that helped furnish the apartment.
So, I started anew life
where eve^hmg was mine. It felt like awakening
fi-om a long sleep. Being
mother
father to my twelve children gave me
a lot of strength to deal with
other situations m life. (Luz)

ed

Not every women who

left their

However, the ones who were able

husbands

felt as

to break the cycle

empowered

by their ex-husbands, and

in

Luz

did.

of violence acknowledged that

they found themselves in a better situation than
before. Often these
stalked

as

some cases maintained

women were

a close relationship with

their abusers.

This [picture of couple drinking (SIT5)] reminds me of those
times when I was
with my husband. When I went out with my husband I used
to have a glass of
beer or wine. I was a woman who had many sufferings in
her life I could not
solve my problems without drinking some beer. I lived with
my husband for 25
years in Puerto Rico. We had a house, our children with us
my husband
mistreated me, pushed me around. He was very jealous
everyday he kicked
me out of the house, and thi eatened me. One day I left I had to leave him. I
took my little daughter with me, and the other children stayed with him.
I
rented a room for me and my daughter—I worked at that time at a
tobacco
factory. My husband kept checking on me to see if I had another
man he
wanted me to go back home, but I did not want any more suffering. Then my
husband came to the United States, and I came later. Here was even worse.
Today I am in the Lord’s path, in those times I didn’t go to church. I used to
drink a bottle of rum everyday. (Margarita)

—

—

—

.

—

One of the major
or

when they

are left

by them,

women were reluctant
their children

violence

family

—

is

setbacks for
is

women, when they decide

the custody of their children.

Most of the Latina

about leaving their homes because they were afraid of losing

—when they had

to

do

it

in order to flee a situation

or leaving the children to the care of others.

a lifetime

to leave their partners

commitment which

the

Motherhood

women embrace
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of domestic
in the Latina

with passion, thus

abandoning

their

own

children

is

considered an abominable

Rogler and

act.

Hollingshead in a psychological study of Puerto Rican families
explored the important
role

of the mother within the family. The authors wrote:

The values of the

make motherhood

culture

a trust so elemental it may be said
mother nurses him at all hours of the day
and night, suffering througli his illness. She displays her feelings for her
children by embracing, kissing and fondling them. She often
makes poignant
declarations of her love, vowing that she would die for her children.
(. .) The
woman demonstrates her worth by fulfilling the sacred trust of motherhood

to be sacred.

When

the child

is

sick, a

.

(1965, p. 382).

woman who

Conchita, a

I

lived apart

from her children

—

told us in tears:

carry this burden for fifteen years. The father of my children threw me out of
I didn’t lose my children for that, they still love me.
But it’s my

the house...

my husband threw me out of the house because he saw me with a
who was my son’s godfather. He thought the man was my lover. That
was a calumny! He said if it was not for my mother he would have killed me.
Today I felt that I could trust you. and could talk. I felt that you are women
like myself.
Sometimes we are afraid to talk because we fear that people are
torment.

.

.

friend

.

.

going to

criticize us,

thankful to

In the

.

.

God

women’s

that

and talk bad about us.
today I can talk.

I

kept quiet for so long.

.

narratives, situations involving jealousy or suspicion

partners’ adulterous behavior often triggered violent disputes, and, in

marked the onset of physical abuse, abandonment, and
FotoDialogo story-line created by the

life

.

I’m

of

many cases,

threatening episodes.

A

LWDG illustrate this fact.

—

(SIT 4) Maria’s husband was already tired of Maria’s fights so he got a
mistress. One day Maria followed him and found him dancing tightly with

—

woman. Maria got furious, grabbed a pistol but when the husband
saw Maria with the pistol he got frightened. Maria thought, and thought “I have
children to take care of. .” She considered that it was not worth to go to jail for
that. (M2) Here is Maria’s son asking for peace. He is asking his father to stop
beating Maria. Maria’s son was called Jose. Jose went with Maria to her room
to comfort her because she was crying. Jose was afraid when he realized that
his father had beaten Maria. He was thinking “If you hit my mother I will hit
another

.

I will forget you are my father!” (SITS) This is an incompatible couple. I
have the impression that Maria arrives at this place with the intent to kill. The
man has another woman here he becomes aggressive, he is trying to defend
himself. (SIT6) Here comes the police because they formed a fight in this

you,

—

place.

So they take them

all

to jail. (P3)
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The man

is still

in jail

because his wife

.

?''' happened in a party.

When his

wife

arrived she
'-Tsaw him dancing with
the other woman—right there she
started the fight She
had a gun hidden in her purse— she took the
gun out. They were dating,
happy, when Maria arrived and everything
was over. This is MY picture, a
.

portrait

of my

was exactly

After the

This

life

is

my husband, his

women

about crimes of passion.

me

rnuch.

I
I

and myself.

with a beard.

My husband

(LWDG)

finished telling “Maria’s Story” they engaged
in a discussion
.

One never knows what one
on

mistress,

like this, trigeno (dark skinned)

.

is capable of doing.
When my husband cheated
bought a knife to kill him. I wanted to kill him because
I loved him too
knevv where he was. I had few shots of rum. I
went to his mistress
.

.

.

.

. .

met the lady— she was so poor, the small hut so humble.
I thought
about my children who were still very small, and then I
changed my mind. That
stopped me from killing my husband. Many years passed
and we continued

place.

1

.

fighting, until

day he came

I

left

to the

.

my kids. My husband kept following me around. One
place where I lived with my cousin to see iff had “wm
with

macho'' [a man] in the house. He came and looked around, in
the bedroom in
the bathroom, eveiywhere. He didn’t find any macho.
Even though I had a
macho, I didn’t keep him in the house. (Nereida)

Nereida had dealt with an adulterous husband since her children were

little,

as

she recounts:

remember when

I was married and my kids were little I used
to have a safe in
of money evety week. One day my husband broke it and stole
all the money from it. At that time it was a lot of money. Initially
he denied he
did it, but he ended up confessing. I was so mad, that was the money that I had
saved fi'om my work. That was not the first time he stole my money. I think
he did that because he had a mistress and he had no money to keep her.

I

which

I

put a

bit

.

The ways

in

which the women coped with

their abusive

of them were very submissive and afraid to say anything

.

husbands varied. Some

to anyone, or in denial

themselves that they were being victimized; some others adapted themselves to a
pattern of violence in

which “fighting back” was the name of the game; some others

decided to leave, despite the price some had to pay for their
their children behind).
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own freedom

(e.g.,

leaving

——

Isadora described

how

she fought back at her husband’s

first

attempt to slap

her:

When I got married to my first husband I knew he
and

my husband was

would spend

in the

drank.

I

had

—they would give him some

army

my first child

passes... so he

five days drinking, dancing,

and being with women. I watched all
anyone about these things. One night my
husband came home so drunk that he almost fell on the top of our sleeping
baby. .1 got so mad, I pushed him away and he fell on the floor. “You need to
be slapped!” he shouted. I did not wait for him to get up. I grabbed the broom
and started poking him with the broomstick. A neighbor heard his screaming
and thought I was going to kill him she took the broom away from me. Since
that time he never told me I needed to be slapped again. He would get drunk
and stay quiet.
this in silence,

I

would not

talk to

.

—

In a dialogue about domestic abuse,

Latina

women

and the ways

women cope with

abuse, the

said:

Five months ago a man was put in jail in Puerto Rico because he beat his wife.
After thirty days in jail he went back and beat his wife again. These women are
masochists! For me they are afraid of their men. There are so many women
who have put restraining orders against their husbands. .when the man finds
out he comes and kills the woman in her house. I have a daughter who got
married when she was fourteen years old. Her husband beats her, and hits her,
and kicks her. One time she hit him back with a block of concrete and opened
his head. She stayed with him. She never denounced him, she only took him to
the hospital. Her daughters are the same
they learned how to defend
themselves! The first time your husband beats you is the worst beating
because if you put up with the first one you will put up with a thousand more.
So do what you got to do. One time I was ironing my husband’s shirts and he
came and smacked me on the face with a book ^he was a 6 ft. tall and 250 Lb.
man nevertheless I held the iron and pressed it against his hairy chest
opening a clearing in that dark forest. This may be a violent behavior, yes.
But if you are beaten by a man you are not going to step back and cry you are
going to hit him back so he will learn. (LWDG)
.

—

—

—

.

.

—

While

this

group of women were adepts of the “fight-back game,” and had

coped “successfully” with
violence, Luz,

their abusive partners

who had been

by responding

to violence with

able to break that cycle of violence, gave the group

another alternative:
also leave him. At least this is what I did. One time he beat me so bad
daughter whom I was
that I had to be hospitalized for three months.
me
so severely that the police
beat
is mentally ill. He
carrying in my womb

You can

My

—
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—

I

came and took him. However

I

did not

let

him

stay in jail

for too lone because I
womed about his mother. His mother was very nice to me.
Then she died and
he ke^gomg With his brutality until I left.
He never believed
I

couMleave

him. TJe day I did not come back home he
took me to court—he thought he
could hurt me. But he had a record, everybody
knew he abused me so all the
laws went against him.

—

The Latma women have

talked about staying in abusive marriages
and

protecting themselves by fighting back their
abusers; or fleeing the situation and
protecting themselves by legal means; or yet,
not doing anything until death set the

couple apart—even

if that

meant the victimized woman’s death. However, divorce

rarely considered a viable alternative to troubled
marriages.

The major reason

is

for this

rejection of divorce— at least in principle—
seems to be a strong belief in and loyalty to

the

Roman

Catholic Church, which does not recognize divorce

among

Catholics.

Other reasons for the women’s reluctance to get divorced
from their husbands, as they
mentioned, are related to socioeconomic situations in which the
low-skilled

women

did not feel prepared to enter the workforce and maintain their
means for survival.

As

Isadora explains:

women thought— I thought—that if we got separated fi-om our
how to work we would not know how to live
without a husband. In those times men were the breadwinners of the family.
The man worked and the woman stayed at home. The woman was a little slave
who cleaned, and cook, and ironed. Men did all the shopping they would
buy even the panties for their wives. I had a life
I learned how to make
moiiey. Perhaps because I had learned how to make my own money I was not
afraid of been left alone, or that I would suffer, no. But I wanted to save my
marriage because I was married in the Roman Catholic Church. Of course I
In the past

husbands and we did not know

.

—

.

—

—

—

he did not do any shopping, did not take the kids to the doctor
do everything alone. I put up with that until I had my fifth child. When
was expecting my fifth child my husband went to Japan. ’NA^ien he came back
fi-om Japan I did not care if I stayed alone. I learned how to fight for my kids
while my husband was drinking, and jumping up and down. I learned how to
suffered

had

to

I

I never thought about ending my marriage, but when things fell
asked for the divorce. My youngest child was two years old. I took a
vocational course and learned how to sew with industrial machines. Then I
went to work at a textile factory. My first husband still lives in Puerto Rico, he
has been married four times so far. He spent his whole life running after me.
Every time a spouse died or left him he would come looking for me. But we
never got back together. I always told him “Let me think. .”

fight alone.

apart

. .

I

.
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Angelica,

who

got

man ied

in her thirties,

to enjoy a stable relationship with her
husband,

I

\ras

r^ing an

article

parent

about divorce

who keeps the

—

never had any children, and seemed

had her

it

own

opinion about divorce.

makes me sad

kids does not

children.

—

because the children
the other parent see the
the parents talk badly about

let

It is very bad for the kids. Mostly
when
each other. More than 75% of the couples end up
separating
I don’t say
divorcing because most people don’t get married. The
children begin to know a
bunch of daddies and mummies and get confused.

—

Cultural Expectations:

After the

women

in

Gender Roles

LWDG have created a few FotoDialogo stories involving

situations of domestic abuse,

and narrated

their

own

stories I suggested to

them:

I will read your stories and you will think about
what themes are emerging in
these stories, and what they mean to you
what is the relationship between
these themes and your own experiences in life? What is the woman’s situation

—

in these stories?

The women examined

the

Women have the

main topics

in the stories they created

and responded:

women are the victims, the most abused.
have planted. The parents are very hard, they
do not try to understand their children. They live in a world that is very
different from the present one. The woman is the one who suffers everything.
The husbands blame their wives for everything. Women are blamed for
everything. Women have been mistreated all the time. There are some man
who are lazy, vicious they don’t work and have no money to keep up with
their addictions
so they beat their wives and children because they cannot
have the money to buy drugs. Women stay with their men because they love
them. No, it is because they are aft-aid of them! Sometimes they hope things
will change. Sometimes the woman is threatened. There are some women who
are battered and like to be abused. They like their husbands to be rough with
them to beat them, to use them. There are some women who are fearful, who
worst situation. The

They harvest what

their parents

—

—

—

are aftaid to live alone with their children

beatings and the abuse.

No

matter what motives impel a

fact is that as

—these women

prefer to bear the

(LWDG)
woman to

stay in an abusive relationship, the

an oppressed individual she turns herself into an object, rendering herself

empty and devoid of human

choice. While involved in the abusive situation she acts in
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ways she does not

feel,

and endures behavior

find repulsive and unacceptable.

that

under other circumstances she would

As Goldenberg (1978)

points out:

A situation becomes oppressive when an individual is forced to tolerate
behavior

m

himself [or herself] and others for which there is no legitimate
rationale other than survival. It is a situation in which
the oppressed individual,
for reasons deeply rooted in fear, alters his or her
customary behavior to face a
threat which he [or she] has no power to control or
change. The act is
demeaning and there is a loss of integrity, (p. 37)

Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule (1986) suggest that “the
extreme

women

sex-role stereotypes that silent

experienced

(p. 29).

The women

accept reflect the powerlessness they have

in the

group also considered the changes

in sex-role

stereotypes they have observed in comparing their mothers’, their own, and
their

daughters’ situations.

think that in the past women put up with everything because they were afi’aid
All seemed so oppressive
where would they go with their children?
They put up with the blows and the abuse to have a home for their children.
I

of life.

.

—

.

Before they did not have any sort of assistance. Now there are laws to protect
them. Wornen have become liberated. When a person is religious, and brought

up by religious parents, who were also brought up by religious parents like my
grandparents the woman withstands! We did not have laws to protect women
in the past. Men took their rights because it was the style of life we lived. Not
now. In the past, men thought that when they took a wife they had taken a
slave. Thus the women were enslaved. With the women’s
liberation... nowadays women have the same rights as men. (LWDG)

—

Not
liberation.

all

the

women

Some of them

woman,” and tend to

in the

group share the same opinions about women’s

associate the

image of a liberated

cling to traditional gender roles in

demeanors are highly

differentiated.

It

seems

that

woman

with a “man-like

which men’s and women’s

change and ambiguity brings

confusion and instability to these women’s self-conceptions. Belenky and her
associates (1986) observe that:

Sharp dichotomies and intolerance of ambiguity mark the moral thinking, as
well as the thinking in general, of the received knowers. An act is right or
Conventional sex-roles standards establish a routine
wrong, good or evil.
.

.

.
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for settling self-other conflicts

women choose
The
constraints

when they

predictability of traditional
it

Men choose the

occur.

self and

others (p. 46).

norms

— ‘men

will be

imposes on both sexes, appears to be more

unpredictable, ever changing, and challenging

men’

—

despite the

settling than the

new norms.

—

we used to have a very healthy and sane life a life in which
couples understood each other women worked at home, worked in the field.
The husbands bought everything for their homes. But, now life has changed so
much, women have taken more than what they should. Now women want to be
more “man” than “woman.” There are women in the streets smoking like men,
drinking like men. Women should not do these things. The women before...
We had the obligation to clean, iron, wash, cook for and take care of our
husbands. When I was eight years old I used to help my mother to wash
clothes
this was helpful because I learned a lot. (LWDG)
In the past,

—

—

When the women
do not mean dialogue and
roles that

in

effective

had been assigned

men and women
engage

refer to “a life in

any

to

which couples understood each other” they

communication, but they rather mean the gender

them, and to which they had molded themselves. Thus

“understood” what roles each other should play without having to

sort

of negotiation. The group seems to hold very clear norms of

conduct that are considered appropriate for women, and that help
reputation

and honor

—veiy important values

in Latin

American

women protect their
cultures.

The women

commented:

We learned that a woman had to be loyal to her husband, dress with modesty,
do not talk to men in the street. A woman should maintain her woman’s pride
and honor. If you don’t respect yourself nobody will. If you don’t behave
yourself in the street they will not respect you they will say you are “easy.”
There are women who will tell you everything they do with their husbands.
There are men too who are fresh and will tell you what they do with their
women. Do you think this is good? I feel very bad with this. these things are

—

.

.

not supposed to be said.

For the

silent

women, “conventional feminine goodness means being voiceless

as well as selfless” (Belenky et ah, 1986, p. 167). Nevertheless,
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some of these women

.

realize the limitations that their socialization

.

.

have imposed on them. For instance,

Rosalba gathers that some of the observed gender differences are not
biological or due
to the inborn nature

that

machismo too

of men and women, but are primarily a product of socialization—

is

a learned behavior.

He seems to be like my husband who does not express his feelings or thoughts.
He is always quiet. It bothers me because sometimes he is in a bad mood and I
don’t understand why. He does not talk, he only watches TV. He says that
is
because his family is in Puerto Rico. But I think he would be the same if we
were

there. This

feelings,

According

machismo.

is

and they

.

they learn since they are

.

live like this until they die

to the Latina

women,

the

most

behavior are related to (1) controlling attitude

sexual appetite

—

often described as

men’s uncontrollable sex

drive,

striking characteristics of macho

(2)

and involvement

The occurrence of extramarital

women

in the

in

men’s lack of control over

womanizing behavior, sometimes used
in extramarital affairs;

inability to express their feelings, or articulate their

Several

to hide their

—many times manifested

and abusive behavior;

authoritarian, threatening,

little

of a heart attack. (Rosalba)

to explain

and

(3)

common among this population.

group described countless situations in which they found

husbands having mistresses, and oftentimes supporting more than one family

-

men’s

emotions verbally.

affairs is quite

Their feelings and opinions about adultery vary, as

their

we

their

at a time.

see in the following dialogue.

&

PI) is when my husband got sick. He is in intensive care.
This (SIT13
He spent one week at the hospital. The following week he was doing well,
and was already with his mistress. We are no longer together. We are still
married but he is there and I’m here. We have been married for 38 years.
.

-

Those are the

-

They blame

devil’s temptations.

.

the devil for everything!

.

.

These things just happen. Men are like
their money, for their social security.

.

Nobody takes anyone from
this.

anyone.

Women go after older men for

.

-

You are wrong.
don’t realize

. .

there are

when

many people who

are living very well

and they

the devil gets into their business... The devil destroys

everything...
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don’t think men’s behavior has anything to do with
the devil. They say
when the little head thinks the big head stops reasoning. In church
they
say until death due us apart, but that is not what happens.
My husband has
always been a womanizer. His women took us apart.
(LWDG)

I

that

Generally a man’s womanizing behavior

male

s

behavior.

blatant in the

from

The double standards used

women

s

discourse.

their marriages range

taken for granted, as part of natural

judge male and female conducts are

The reasons these women give

from magical

sorcery, or the “devil’s temptations”
fault for not

to

is

—

as if men

—

to being the

being a “good wife,” or the mistress’

for

men’s straying

were victims of some

women’s

fault for

fault

—

sort

of

either the wife’s

being greedy and

ill

intentioned.

(SIT4) .Then the married couple had this baby. The wife killed her husband
and his mistress, and went to jail. The ^andmother took the baby and brought
. .

the

little girl up. This is a stupid situation! It is stupid because the dead are
in
peace and the ones who survive are suffering. This situation happens all the
time. This happens when the person is jealous and does not have any mental
control. It is the man’s fault because he went out with another woman. Though
the wife was the one who lost control, and killed for jealousy. Perhaps the man
felt oppressed and looked for romance outside his family environment. There
are many things happening in a man’s life. Many times the woman stops taking
care of herself She thinks “I already have a husband, I don’t need to take care
of myself, or dress up, or anything,” so she let’s herself down. When the
husband comes back from work he expects to find his fiancee at home not a
maid. But there are men who don’t like to come home and find his wife too
made up because they may think the woman was out doing something, flirting
with other men. There are women who like to provoke a fight too. They have
the house dirty, don’t cook.
It is the women’s obligation to take care of the
house, clean, and cook. And look good too. And when the man sees this even
if he is bad
he changes. (LWDG)
.

.

.

.

.

.

—

—

The Latina women’s

women as
desires

been

objects

—they

on demand.

still

—

are expected to please

In a culture

“the actions of these

the immediate

(Belenky

self-conceptions are rooted in stereotypical images of

of silence the women’s own voices as Subjects have

women

commands of authorities,

et al.,

and take care of their men’s needs and

are in the

form of unquestioned submission

not the directives of their

1986, p. 28). In these circumstances
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women

fail to

own

to

inner voices”

develop their

selves,

and tend

to see themselves as remarkably powerless

and dependent on others

for survival.

We have observed that when these women, by their own action, are able to
break the cycle of violence, and speak their minds, their
self-conceptions also change.

Although they

still

maintain an interdependent construal of self, and see themselves in

connection with others, their sense of care and sensitivity to the needs of
others

of powerlessness and

fi'om a position

Women’s
traditionally

seem, these very same
in a

and empowered

state

of being.

care for and sensitivity to the needs of others are the traits that

have defined

development

fear to a giving

shifts

their “goodness.”

traits are

world

in

those that

However,

mark them

as paradoxically as

it

may

as deficient in moral

which “the conception of maturity

is

derived from the

study of men’s lives and reflects the importance of individuation in their development”
(Gilligan, 1982, p. 18).

The commonly accepted stereotype of women’s thinking

as

emotional, intuitive, and personalized has contributed to the devaluation of women’s

minds, particularly in individualistic, low-context, technologically oriented cultures,

which value rationalism and

objectivity

(Sampson, 1978; Belenky

—

et al, 1986).

Women

who

tend to operate within a morality of responsibility and care

who

tend to operate within a rights morality based on abstract laws and universal

principles

—

more

are

likely to reject the strategy

as

opposed to men

of blindness and impartiality. Instead,

“they argue for an understanding of the context for moral justice,” and claim that

“moral choice must also be determined inductively from the particular experiences
each participant brings to the situation” (Belenky

et al.,

1986, p.

8).

We noticed the emergence of this kind of contextual morality in our dialogue
sessions.

When

in a discussion

looking

at the picture

of the incarcerated, the Latina

women engaged

about crime and punishment, and what constitutes justice.
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(P3) This person is behind bars. One should not say “Good that he was put in
because he did something bad, killed, or who Imows what” we cannot

—

jail

someone else’s suffering. Who knows what happened for someone
to this, what this person have carried inside his heart since he was a
Nobody knows how he got to this point. We need to give a hand to those

rejoice with
to get
child.

who are incarcerated. I think they should have the death sentence for people
who commit crimes. It’s in the bible “an eye for an eye. .” We don’t know
how to judge. We tend to judge people without taking into consideration why
they committed the crime. A person who has been oppressed all his life is
sometimes driven to commit a crime. Like Nereida, who was so traumatized
.

.

.

God’s justice. This world is a
God’s hands, and
prey “Illumine my heart, guide me. .” with faith in God and repent, you will
overcome. I was in a hospital for three months, because I was badly beaten by
my husband. However I forgave him, I didn’t want him to go to jail. We have
to love others like we love ourselves. My daughter married a drug-addicted and
had three of his kids. He was living in the streets. He spent some time in jail...
he said that they spitted on his food, tied his arms over his head, and abused
him. She left him, and he was killed. (LWDG)

that she almost killed her husband.

world of tests and temptations.

...I trust

If you put these issues in
.

The tendency
the situation

is

to

judge a situation by taking into account the context

occurring

is

implicit in one of the

women’s

women

which

assertion “ITe tend to judge

people without taking into consideration why they committed the crime.
these

in

quote biblical text like “an eye for an eye” they

still

”

Even when

consider the

circumstances surrounding the person committing a crime. Gilligan (1982) points out
that:

one begins with the study of women and derives developmental
constructs fi-om their lives, the outline of a moral conception different from
that described by Freud, Piaget, or Kohlberg begins to emerge and informs a
different description of development. In this conception, the moral problem
arises from conflicting responsibilities rather than from competing rights and
requires for its resolution a mode of thmking that is contextual and narrative
with
rather than formal and abstract. This conception of morality as concerned
of
the activity of care centers moral development around the understanding
fairness
as
morality
of
conception
the
as
just
relationships,
and
responsibility
and rules, (p. 19)
ties moral development to the understanding of rights

When

The women’s moral judgments
and care to being based on universal
the voice

from which they speak.

I

oscillate

from being centered on responsibility

principles, such as those of religion, depending

noticed that
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when

the

women

speak from their

on

own

voices they tend to focus on context and
consider the circumstances surrounding
each

and every situation presented

to them.

On the

other hand,

when

their voices are

powerless, they speak with the authorities’ voices,
since they cannot trust their ability
to understand

what

is

being presented to them, they rely on the
continual presence of

authorities (e.g. parents, teachers, priests,
spiritual guides) to guide their actions and

thoughts.

Commenting on

the dialogue session

we had around moral judgment

I

wrote in

my personal journal:

After the women finished telling their stories and made
their comments about
the picture of the incarcerated,” I told them from
where that picture came. I
had traced it ovei a picture of a woman who is doing life in prison
for

having
had endured many years of physical and emotional
abuse. Then I asked them to complete the circle of our discussion.
We started
by talking about death, hell, heaven, and the final judgment. I asked them
how
would they judge the cases they had created? What was their criteria for
justice? What would they take into account when judging that
person? The
responses varied. No matter what rationale they used, religion and the bible
seemed to have a heavy weight on their thoughts. Depending on their
killed her

husband

after she

individual interpretations of bible text, their reactions to criminal acts
from ultimate punisliment to complete forgiveness. “The person

oscillated

who

commits a crime should pay for his sin; ” “We should forgive those who have
made us suffer, no matter what they have done. ” The woman who said that
was severely abused by her husband, but refused to press charges against him.
“I took care

of the father (my ex-husband) before he died. Every day I went
from my house to his to prepare his food, and help him when he was sick. He
had diabetes. Then his health declined, he was taken to the hospital, and
”
died.
For most of these women the ideal human being is exemplified by the
image of Jesus a super-human entity with an endless capacity for love,
forgiveness, sacrifice, and humiliation; and identification with “Hail Mary full
of grace,” who was also a mother who had a son on her own, and had to endure
the pain of seeing her son crucified. These women value themselves and other

—

people

when

they are able to emulate those archetypal ideals.

“The person who

now

As

they said:

should endure her suffering with resignation;
“We should consider all the circumstances surrounding the person who
committed the crime, because we don ’t know what drove the person to do
”
evil.

is

in jail

(Journal Entry, 4/17/96)
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Health and Well-Being Related Themp^t

Now that we have described the social

issues brought

up

in

our dialogue

sessions, the question of how these issues
(i.e, classism, sexism, and racism)
have

affected the

mmd and bodies of the Latina women still remains. What, in reality,

is

the

impact of oppression on the oppressed’s health
and well-being?

Mental Health
Goldenberg (1978) defines as symptoms of oppression
the withdrawal

(into

drugs or some other sort of chemical dissociation);
violence (toward those either
similarly oppressed or

randomly selected as symbolic of the oppressors), and despair

(the deep, unabating sense of meaninglessness of

life).

Not

surprisingly, these

symptoms

are present in almost every instance of the Latina

damaging

effects

women

s

of these symptoms and

emotional

instability,

women’s

lives,

and the

their root causes are manifested in the

disguised under several mental illnesses

—named

depression, anxiety, dissociative disorders, and other adjustment disorders—
and

substance abuse. The

women

in the

LWDG usually refer to the symptoms of

depression, anxiety, hostility, withdrawal and fear as problems with their nervios.

The passages
life stressful

a

in

situations

woman who has

which the

on

LWDG women talk about the devastating impact of

their health are

numerous. One example

been diagnosed with major depression

is

Nereida’s case

for several years.

As my friends here, I have suffered much in this life. Since I came here my life
has been more tranquil. However, not long ago I lost my son, and this has been
a cause of suffering for me. I caimot sleep, I feel very nervous all the time,
there are days when I cannot even talk, and others when I talk too much. This
group has helped me a lot. Now I have a brother who is in a hospital, and I’m
the one who takes care of him. My brother drinks too much alcohol. The doctor
told me that he has a pancreas and liver infection. I have four brothers from
father and mother, and two half-brothers from my mother. The siblings from
father and mother were raised by my father alone. My mother left my father
because he drank too much too. So we grew up alone with my father. I had to
take care of my mother who was mentally ill, and this affected me very
much I became mentally ill myself When I came here they told me I had

—
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I even didn’t know what that was. They put me in a mental
where they gave me electroshocks. After that I went to another clinic
to rest. They burned me from inside, they opened my veins. I used to drink a
lot to get rid of that feeling.
But the alcohol was ruining my stomach. I didn’t
have anyone with me. I saw horror. When I come here I feel a little frail.
usually I don’t go anywhere. (Nereida)

depression
hospital

.

.

.

Nereida’s “mental illness” happened as a result of continuous managing of her

—coupled with
problems—and coping with
own misery

the responsibility of taking care of other people’s

the difficulties of adapting herself to a limited existence.

The job of managing one’s own misery,
enormous expenditure of energy,
coupled with physical and

as Goldenberg’s puts

it,

“requires an

the kind of psychological energy which,

spiritual debilitation that invariably

when

accompanies the

hope, eventually leads to the development of emotional instability” (1978,

loss

of

p. 73).

Hilda associates her mental well-being with circumstances happening in her
life,

such as her daughter’s health problems, and her son’s involvement in gangs. She

also thinks that her past addictions to tobacco and alcohol had an effect on her nervios.

—

have a lot to say. It is all about my daughter, the one in the hospital this is
what is worrying me a lot. One day she is well, the other she is ill. I try to keep
myself busy, I call my friends, I go to the meetings in our community room, I
participate in all kinds of activities to keep my mind full of other things. My
daughter’s health makes me feel very sad. I feel depressed. It makes me sad to
(YM2) This is a boy smoking a
know that I camiot help my daughter.
cigarette. I used to smoke a lot. The cigarettes, and the alcohol have damaged
my nervios. I remember when my children were still young. .my youngest boy
got into a gang. He left home, and because of that I started having mental
problems. I went to the hospital for treatment, and finally gave up smoking and
I

. .

.

.

drinking. (Hilda)

Laura also describes the situation of her young daughter,

husband when she was pregnant, and had

to

who was

left

by her

undergo psychological treatment.

My daughter stayed in an apartment by herself with nothing to eat.

Her

am going to send your daughter to you because
neighbor called me and
you as a mother will understand.” When I went to the airport I cried, I could
said: “

I

not recognize her. She was able to recover after the treatment she received.
She heard her husband had another woman who was also pregnant she went
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crazy.

But

I thank the Lord, she got back
her health, and gave birth to her child
going through a very rough time and we can tell. She’s
seeing a
psychologist. This affects me so much, I suffer for her.
(Laura)

bhe

IS

The women
and

in

each case

s stories

we fmd

recount the history of social oppression in

individuals

whose

suffering

is

as

much

all its

forms,

a part of a process by

which groups of people have been denied of their humanity. The
women’s minds and
bodies have carried the scars caused by the abuse impinged
on them by a social
structure that has repeatedly denied the voices of poor

women

of color. In

this culture

of silence withdrawal into dRigs and alcohol, violence, and despair are the

predominant expressions of pain.

The common response of the helping professions
the form of symptom

to this expressed pain takes

reduction— “when confronted with the

sufferer, the

mental

health professional, rather than dealing with the systemic bases of the pain, tends to

focus his attention and that of the client’s on the possibilities of adjusting to instead of

changing the objective situation” (Goldenberg, 1978,

p. 97).

This approach to

“treatment,” while promoting individual adaptation and maintenance of the system,
reinforces the doctrine of personal culpability by blaming the victim for her

suffering and deviant behavior. Furthermore, once the individual

diagnosed and labeled with some

sort

is

own

classified,

of mental disorder she will carry that label with

her as a stigma, narrowing her chances of fully participating in society as a capable

human

being.

Substance Abuse: Drugs and Alcohol
Substance abuse

themes

in the

—

the use of drugs and alcohol

—and alcoholism

are recurrent

LWDG women’s stories. An example of this is the following story-line

created by the group using FotoDialogo pictures.
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Maria, this is my
drank everyday and
he week-erids too. She does not feel well. She had
to look for money to buy
the bottle. Well, he died of cancer, and I quit
drinking Maria quit drinking.
She quit like that because the alcohol was making her
sick. I have a daughter
who got married to a man who became an alcoholic, and made her
suffer

husband who

died, Otilio.

He drank

a lot and

me too. He

—

because of that. One day a good soul came and talked
to him about the
they have for alcoholics. This person convinced them
to get into a
rehab program. that person is here. And here I am with
my husband

pro^ams

.

.

. .

celebrating a happy

moment.

(LWDG)

Alcohol, a central nervous system (CNS) depressant and
intoxicant,

commonly used
abuse

is

is

the most

substance, and the distinction between social drinking and
alcohol

often unclear. Alcohol’s sedative effect and

its

ready availability

make

it

the

substance of choice for the relief of depression, anxiety, and insomnia.
Alcoholism

is

defined as the excessive use of ethanol-containing beverages. The effects
of alcohol

abuse can be devastating to physical and mental health. The etiology of alcoholism
still

debatable,

however

there

is

is

strong evidence of its genetic causes, as Kaplan and

Sadock suggest:
Alcohol dependence runs in families, and children of alcohol-abusing parents
are at a high risk of developing alcohol abuse whether or not they are raised by
their biological parents. The familial association is strongest for the male child
of an alcohol-dependent father. There are ethnic and cultural differences in
susceptibility to alcohol and its effects. (1990, p. 50).

According to researchers Hispanic men are among the groups who show high
rates

of alcohol dependence (Kaplan and Sadock, 1990). Some of the

group have witnessed the deterioration of their

due to alcohol abuse. As Margarita once told

fathers’, husbands’,

women

in the

and sons’ health

us:

My father died because he drank too much— so he was gone, he did not eat, he
do anything. This was a great suffering for me too. Thus I have no
mother nor father. Tlie alcohol killed my father. When he did not have money
he would come to me and say: “I want to have a ‘palito de rum,’ don’t you
have half a buck there?” He made me feel pity for him.
didn’t
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Substance abuse was viewed both as a chronic disease as well as a response to
social oppression in our dialogue sessions.

We took Goldenberg’s approach on this

issue.

There is, of course, one final option, not counting suicide but psychologically
analogous to it, available to the individual who finally perceives the basic
futility of his position. It is an option that can be called “involuntary
alienation,” for

it involves the individual exempting himself from the
social
order, generally via the process of chemical dissociation, that is, through the
reliance on drugs or alcohol as the principal way of insulating oneself against

the unending meaninglessness of a barren existence (Goldenberg, 1978, p. 87).

Goldenberg explains
is

that involuntary alienation

not a true option, in the sense that

improvement

it

through chemical dissociation

does not bring with

in the existential condition. Neither is

it

it

the possibilities of

a voluntary option because the

circumstances under which the individual was led to choose this option are not
substantially under the individual’s control.

individual to attain temporary relief by

However, chemical dissociation allows

numbing

the

the senses to the stressful

environment.
In

their

one of our dialogues the Latino

neighborhoods.

women

described a

common

situation in

.

Now we see the drug problem—the burden of someone who uses drugs... We
way we get to live. Sometimes we have to live side by side with
who have this problem and it is so annoying. And we get
not so much when they are adults but when they are youth. I worry

got to live the
these people

—
—

worried
about my neighbors, not the adults but their tliree children. They are immersed
and these people don’t sleep. This happens every night. Sometimes
in this
they fight and get out talking loud and stepping hard on the hallway. This is
drug trafficking. We learned about these things in the class the police gave us. I
see this and ask God “Lord how about the children?” I hope DSS will take
them away. In one moment anything can happen. Do you know that people can
get killed in these places? I know there is drug trafficking on several floors in
the building. Tlie hallways stink, they smell like burnt hair. These problems
affect us, first because they are right next to us, and also for security reasons.
This is a social problem! hi the past there was not so many drug problems.
Back home we had more control. Of course everything is changing. Drugs are
everywhere. .The govenunent should put these drug addicts in a place aside
so they would not bother other people. This is what we are studying here it
.

.

would be

—

.

black, and here

is all

worse and would

—

.

you see that area where Celia lives is all
they would feel
Latino. This would be discrimination

like racial discrimination

act worse!

(LWDG)
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We can hear m this dialogue that the women became
voices, and

would be

more aware of the various

of social oppression.

levels

racial discrimination” in response
to Celia’s

should put drug-addicts away, she

reflecting

is

a solution to social problems, at the

more

upon

same time she

is

comment

critical

of their

When Luz

that the

own

said “this

government

the issue of control of deviance as

taking into account racial

discrimination as a possible outcome. This
level of consciousness and
consideration

of several issues

m a situation marked the emergence of a new way of thinking and

perceiving social reality in the

LWDG. We

also noticed that this heightened

consciousness emerged as a process, and a product
of dialogue.

The Latina women discussed
perspectives.
their safety,

They looked

the substance abuse issue from several

at the issue as

a social problem affecting their community,

and peace of mind. They also experienced the

effects

of substance abuse

m their own lives, and in their own bodies. Since there were a number of women in
group whose relatives have contracted

AIDS and

correlated drugs with

daughter,

who

later

(SIT7) This

AIDS

the

through the use of drugs, they also

death. Hilda described

what happened

to her

died from AIDS.

—

a doctor with a patient
it is like with my daughter who has
a hospital. Each time I go to see her she is in this position.
.She
has been in the hospital for the last three months. She did not know
she was
HIV positive until she went to the doctor for a regular visit. She started with

AIDS and

is

is in

.

the treatment,

many pills and

visits to the hospital.

She

is 46 years old and has
with her and has two
babies, and the other one lives with her husband. My daughter is very ill
they
give her marijuana pills for her pain. She got the disease from the man she
lived with. He is in Puerto Rico now. He was doing drugs, but she did not
know that he was sharing needles with a brother who had gotten out of jail.

two daughters

—they

are married.

One of them

lives

—

(Hilda)

In

one of the FotoDialogo

rehabilitated drug addicted.

stories the

women told the

.
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story of Pedro, a

^^ntal

problem—he may be an

alcoholic, or drug addict. He lives in poor
conditions, he may not have money
to buy drugs ... He comes from a family
who did not take care of him. Or
maybe a family that didn’t communicate well. If his family
communicated
well
took good care of him he would have been happier.
Maybe he is the
son of a smgle mother, or his parents are alcoholics.
Maybe he is struggling to
survive, living with a relative. He found someone
to help him, and he changed
sip^ived. He got married, and had children. Maybe
if the mother shows
affection and understanding towards her children
they would not have the same
problems as their father. One can go to
meetings for the alcohol problem;
or to a mental health clinic, if he is mentally ill; or
to a rehab program, if he is
drug addicted. One can also go to the church to pray for
both spiritual and
physical healing. (LWDG)

^d

AA

Pedro

s story

served as the backdrop for a discussion the group had on
the

issues of drug abuse and

AIDS

drew on the newsprint during

The women

in the

community. Figure 4.7

is

a diagram the group

that session.

desci ibed the cycle of substance dependence beginning with

involuntary alienation, to escape from their problems, to drug-addiction, AIDS,
and

again back to the use of drugs as a

way to

alleviate the pain caused

by

further

alienation (see fig. 4.7).

Figure 4.7 The AIDS/Drugs Cycle as Described by the
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LWDG

Participants

.

There are also

stories

of adaptation, rehabilitation, and saving
of souls. As Luz

recounts her daughter’s situation.

.

compared this to the problems I had with my daughter. She got into drugs.
She was a Sargent of the National Guard she lost her job, with
a son in a
dangerous age, he was twelve or fourteen. My daughter finally devoted
herself
to God, and God saved her. She had problems with drugs
since she was 25
years old. When I found out my dau^ter was using drugs I
became very
anxious. She followed me to church and prayed to Jesus. This was
so powerful
that she did not need any kind of treatment. She is a tremendous
person! (Luz)
I

—

Stories about substance abuse, related illnesses and rehabilitation

LWDG dialogues.
drug-addicts

bom

Above

all,

there

is

abound

in the

a sense of empathy and compassion towards

from the sharing of common experiences among the Latino women.

My husband’s nephew has been hospitalized because his liver exploded. He is
only forty-seven years old, but the alcohol is killing him. He’s been fighting
against the addiction for six years, but he cannot stop drinking. One day I got a
call from Puerto Rico telling me that my son was in intensive care. He was
drinking so much ... he was not eating any more, just drinking alcohol for
breakfast, lunch, and dinner. After one week in intensive care he went to a
rehab program in the same hospital. After that he told me he would never drink
again. If you see him now you cannot tell that he was a drunken. He has
changed so much, he is fat now. Alcohol is a deadly poison. My ex-husband
had a store, and five houses. .he ended up losing everything because he turned
into an alcoholic after we got separated. I think that we can understand these
people better because we have had similar experiences. (LWDG)
.

Loss, Death and Illness
Grief, mourning, and bereavement are

syndrome precipitated by

the loss

synonymous terms

that describe a

by death of a loved one. Grief can occur

for reasons

other than the death of a loved one, such as the loss of a loved one through separation,
divorce, or incarceration.
initial

fear,

The

stages of grief vary

from person

to person,

however

stages can be characterized by shock or alarm involving feelings of distress,

and anger. Yearning

for the lost person, characterized

by preoccupation with

person, physical restlessness, weeping, and repeated reliving of memories can also

occur

at later stages

(Kaplan

&

Sadock, 1990).
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lost

—

Themes
seem

related to loss of spouse, friends, relatives,
health, and social status

to predominate

among

older persons (Butler

These themes often predominated
Since most of the
distress related to loss

women

& Lewis,

in the Latina elderly

in the

1974 Getzel, 1983 ).
;

women’s

stories as well.

group had expressed feelings of grief and

by death—particularly the death of their children—I
considered

appropriate to introduce in the dialogue a picture that
could be associated to the death

theme.

We used a picture from TAT in one of our dialogue sessions to help the group

disclose
first

memories

related to loss

glance of the picture the

and death, and ventilate feelings of grief. At

women

laughed and joked about

it.

As

their

the dialogue

progressed their voices became more sober and hesitant.
(Picture # 15 TAT ) This is a cemetery. it could also be a mummy
(lau^ter). This person is so skinny, he has a skull-face (laughter). His
hands
are tied. This person doesn’t know what to do or where to go. It
looks like a
woman with a mask. She seems to be alone in the world. It seems like this
person has lost a loved one. He is praying at the cemetery. This is very sad
and melancholic. This looks like a man who lost his wife. Going to the
.

.

cemetery is like therapy. I knew a man in NY who used to go to the cemetery
everyday to visit his wife’s thumb. He never missed a day. For me this is a
woman. She could be someone’s mother or grandmother. She is holding
someone’s picture. She is looking for something. Maybe she lost a relative
whom she has not seem at the time of death. So with that picture she is looking
for the location where that person is buried. Sometimes they have a picture of
the person besides the name engraved on the gravestone.
.

.

.

.

Do you know when someone dies in your family, and you live far away? It
could take a long time to find out about that person’s death. Sometimes one
receives the news by mail, or in the newspapers. At first glance this picture
looks like something negative... but in the end this brings something very
positive to us. If we look at this from the positive side.
it is like a call. I
mean, if we look at this woman searching for her beloved in despair
sometimes we feel uncomfortable, and in despair we don’t know what to do...
Suddenly we start reflecting upon and examining the deepest secrets of our
mind, and finally we understand from where the despair is coming. Once we
become aware of it we can then change it. It’s very hard to lose someone. .It
was very hard to lose my father. He died more than fifty years ago. In those
times he was everything for me. I stayed there like a mummy. I couldn’t talk, I
couldn’t cry, nothing. For a long time after my father died I acted like a
.

.

.

®

This time

we used

a picture from the second series of TAT. Picture 15 represents "A gaunt

among gravestones.” (Woodcut by Lynd Ward

in

Madman's Drum, New

York, 1938, Jonathan

H. (1971). Thematic Apperception Test Manual. Cambridge: Harvard University Press.
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man

with clenched

Cape and Harrison Smith,

hands

Inc.).

is

standing

From; Murray,

Yube very painful.working, doing everything with no life.
death rnust
.when the soul leaves the body—
’

.

^

IS

m reality the beginning of life.
material

^vt

life.

it

Real

I

believe

must cause a
life

begins

We are here in a ‘Valley of te^ars” to
“f “f<=

™S?st»diT(L"

how to be more

Ventilation of feelings in dealing with
grief has been encouraged in
counseling

psychology and support groups (Kaplan
their losses
in

&

Sadock, 1990).

and feelings of grief and despair, they come

common, and

the sharing of their feelings serves as
a

When the

to realize

way

for

elders talk about

how much they have

them

to express

themselves and relieve their pain, while giving
to and receiving support from each
other.

An

example of this sharing of common grief is expressed

in a

three-way

dialogue in which Luz describes her feelings and
coping mechanisms for dealing with

—whose son has developed full-blown AIDS, and

the death of her son with Carlota

Ceha—whose
the

son has bone marrow cancer. Both Carlota and Celia
are worried about

imminent death of their

sons.

-

Carlota: (SIT7) When a person gets
compassion and let them go...

-

Luz:

to this point the doctor should

have

What happens to us is not God’s fault.
cannot blame people for
getting the disease, because they used this or that
this makes people more

We

—

fhistrated.

-

-

Carlota: But do you know what Luz, if your son gets a disease like
this
because he uses drugs, or because he slept with a woman— it hurts, but for
me it hurts more when you know that your son got the disease from a blood
transfusion. My son got a blood transfusion when he was in the army. It
hurts me more the fact that my son got AIDS by accident—because he did
not look for it, like a person who uses drugs looks for it. My son loved his
life, he wanted to live so much!

Luz: Everybody loves

life Carlota! They all want to live. The same ones
take that step love their lives too. What happens is that they are
completely ignorant, they believe that this cannot happen to them.

who

My son is

-

Carlota:

-

Luz: All of them

-

Carlota: If I think too

a victim!

are.

much I go

crazy!
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eveiyone has her own way of being. I
passed by this, I had
^
my arms. I did the prayers myself, and dedicated
him
im to Ood. God takes us when He wants. I have
always
me resignation! God is the only one who can give you asked “God give
strength.
Carlota:

I

c^cer

1

have a brother who had a heart attack, I have
a husband who has
love my husband more than my own
eyes. I have a pacemaker
labetes, and I am alone. If I did not have
God I would have
out of
my balcony. The only time I feel good is when I come here. jumped
I am alone,
lonely, I don t have friends, neighbors,
nobody to visit me.

One comes

Luz:

Celia.

a

is

merengue playing

^

Carlota: Last

some

wants. Through our life stages
a stroke I felt the same—I felt

I

dance.

I

lost

I

turn on the radio

my feathers when my son

She said that her son has ADDS. My son has bone marrow
cancer
war veteran and got this disease when he was there. He has
been

When the

hospitalized five times.
he IS 34 years old.

-

God

When I had

are here for.

importance to loneliness.

u

he

world because

to the

we Imow why we

week

I

went

lotion on his back.

bones. People

tell

all in

patients that

God

my son cannot

sleep

my son in New York. He asked to put
did it I felt so sad—he has nothing, only
easy,” but how can I take it easy? I don’t

to visit

When

me “Take

know how.
Luz. Putting

weather gets cold

it

I

God’s hands.

gives

me

I feel in the work I do with the hospital
a strength that is supernatural.

-

Carlota: Death does not bother me,

-

Luz: Think about it how many people are there in the hospitals with this
disease? There are thousands, millions of mothers and families who are
feeling the same pain as yours.

-

it

is

the suffering that scares me.

—

Carlota:

I

my son came

remember when

handsome, chunk)'

—one year

ADDS, but only those who

later

he

are close to

is
it

back from the army, he was so
a skeleton. Everybody talks about
really know what ADDS is.

-

Celia: Sometimes the family suffers more than the victims
drugs for the pain, but what can we do about our pain?

-

Luz:

—

^they

can take

have Jesus as my brother. Tlie suffering makes you strong, only love
and faith can give you strength.
I

The acquired inmiune deficiency syndrome (ADDS) was
The human immunodeficiency
ADDS. Estimates place

the

virus

first

reported in 1981.

(HTV) has been implicated as the causal agent of

number of people

in the

United States infected with the

virus at 1-2 million, with most of these persons predicted to develop the full-blown

disease of AIDS.

The AIDS

virus

is

transmitted between individuals by
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means of

—

bodily fluids, such as blood and semen, and can be transmitted through
sexual activity,

through intravenous use of contaminated syringes and blood transfusions
(Kaplan
Sadock, 1990). The increasing number of HTV positive and

AIDS

patients

&

among the

Latino population in Springfield has been an issue for alarm and concern.
This issue

has been a

common theme

in the

FotoDialogo

stories.

(SIT12) This is me with my children. (SIT7) My son when he was sick. (P5)
My son at the moment of death. He had polio when he was six. When he got
better he was handicapped, with a side of his body paralyzed. The doctors gave
hirn very powerful medicine, and he got addicted to drugs. He was sharing
syringes and got AIDS. The spiritual life has helped me to keep going
it gives

—

me

strength.

(SBLl) Here

Besides AIDS, cancer

women

in the

is

I

am

praying to God. (Luz)

another major cause of death

group are cancer survivors.

When

among Latinos.

feelings of grief and pain

Several

were

ventilated also suicidal thoughts were expressed. In a response to Carlota’s suicidal

thoughts, Elaria commented:

My husband had cancer.

told me that he would only have two
died in three weeks. I was in a hospital with breast
cancer, my son was arrested in those same days. I was able to go through all of
that thank to God. I could not go to my husband’s funeral because I was still in
the hospital. I asked God to give me courage to undergo that test, and thank
God I never tried to take my life. On the contrary, I wanted to live because I

more months

had
take

to live.

The doctors

He

my children, and wanted to live for them. One can not say “I’m going to
my life,” because God gives you life, you cannot take it away.
I

Involvement

in

gangs and

street violence

both in the American inner-cities, and

urban Puerto Rico has been another factor shortening the
Situations involving the killing of youngsters have also
stories.

More

to the state

lives

of young Latino men.

become themes

in the

LWDG

often than one desires these stories are real, and they can too contribute

of mental health and well-being of Puerto Rican

elders.

Saturday night one of my grandsons was killed in Puerto Rico. My daughter
there helping Mildre, my granddaughter, who was having a baby. She
called me “Mammy, Pepe has just been shot to death!” They told us that the
kid was walking at the beach. Two days earlier a fi'iend of his was killed
when Pepe went to the morgue to see his friend he made a comment that he

was
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would do something

for his friend. So, that night when he was
walking on the
beach with his girlfriend some kids came and shot him. His girlfriend
came to
the house screaming that they had fired Pepe. By the time
they got there Pepe
was already gone. Now the girlfriend is in danger too because she
might have

—

seen the kids who shot Pepe. I tell my daughter to seek the
divine providence.
God gives us the strength to overcome any pain and difficulty. (Luz)

Among the

FotoDialogo pictures that most inspired the

involving loss, death and illness
bed, assisted

by a doctor

is

or nurse

telling

of stories

picture SIT7. This picture of a person

was

often chosen

by the

on a hospital

LWDG women to initiate

their stories.

This picture (SIT7)

is

telling

me

that this

is

me when I had Brenda.

—

I

went

to

the Hospital Regional de Caguas to give birth to her
she was bom with blood
problems. I left and she stayed at the hospital for 35 days. In this picture the
doctor is asking me if I wanted to have the girl bom alive. She was bom with
yellow blood. She also had fluid in her lungs. The doctor told me that I had to
sign a paper for them to change her blood. After 35 days I took the baby home

and from

that time on I had to deal with her. She kept going back to the
one time she stayed for one month. Another time I sign the papers and
they changed her blood again. The doctor gave Brenda one year to live because
she had too many complications. But I am so lucky that I still have her. God
knows what He wants! Today Brenda is 23 years-old. She is the last child.

hospital,

(Margarita)

Folk Healing, Santeria, and Black Magic

The Puerto Rican

elder

women

santeria, espiritismo, and botanicas

—

belief system. Santeria

—

in the

all

LWDG make many references to

part of the folk healing

a mystic ritual practiced in Puerto

and

their spiritual

— grew

Rico

as a result of

the syncretism between the European Christianity brought to the Americas and the

African spiritual traditions maintained by the black slaves in the Island. Other sorts of
traditional practices

were also influenced by the Taino Indians who

first

inhabited the

island.

Despite a natural fear of the unknown, magic practices have been a part of the
culture and of the

women’s

histories.
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ucvii; ^^lNt;relaa;

vyi

The women’s thinking
a great impact

on people’s

illness, disease,

is

so

imbedded

lives that they correlate the
source

deviant behav iors, to the action of bad

intervention to be also of a magic nature.
evil.

Some people need to be

priests

who

in the belief that the spiritual

exorcise people

As

spirits.

Isadora put

it

of evil,

i.e.,

world has

mental

Thus, they expect

“Satan

is

behind all that

is

exorcised to get rid of the bad spirit. There
are some

who

are affected by the demon. ”

In an attempt to delineate the psychotherapeutic
functions of spiritualism and
spiritualist

mediums

in Puerto Rico,

Rogler and Hollingshead described

Spiritualism as the belief that the visible world

is completely enveloped by an
world populated by both good and bad sprits. These spirits
have the
supernatural power to penetrate the visible world and
enter the psyche of
individuals to influence people and events in a negative
or positive manner.
Some people are able to develop special faculties which enable them to
comrnunicate with these spirits. As a consequence, an individual
with

invisible

such

faculties has the

power

to influence people

and events. Accordingly, mental
illness is generally caused by bad spirits; therefore,
individuals affected by
mental illness seek therapy from the spiritualist, a person who through
his/her
“faculties” can control the evil spirits and restore a person’s
mental health
(1961, p. 14)

The women

human

in the

LWDG compared the special “faculties” of a healer to the

senses, and a person’s learned skills as a counselor or therapist.

Some people

bom

with these special faculties. For example to talk, to see,
God has given us. There are people who are bom with
this faculty to heal. God has given you the faculty of counseling, and you’re
making good use of this. Some people use this for spiritism... (Isadora).
are

to hear are faculties that
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There exists a tendency among Puerto
Ricans

to seek help for physical

emotional problems from both health
professionals and

and

spiritualists, i.e., folk healers,

mediums, and santeros.
For SIX months

I

could not sleep.

I

went

to

an agency that deals with these

to give me some sleeping pills,
but heTri If
f give me pills. Thenhim
a new doctor came, and I told him
uf
^
Listen
doctor, if you don’t give me sleeping
pills don’t make another
appomtment for me.” So he gave me the pills. I took
so many of
^

and

for so long that

those pills

having black spots on my skin. When my
d^aughter
saw me she was frightened. She took me to a
spiritist" The man could
the pills were ^about by just looking
at them. He told me “Do you know
what
IS hapemn^ These pills with
the sun have burnt your skin, this is
your
poblem. Thus I stopped taking those pills. I was
able to sleep because the
ealer gave me some natural medicine
with herbs like sandalwood, mint and
I

started

tSXt

spearmint. (Isadora)

The

LWDG women also make mention of the use of herbs to cure diseases and

maintain health, as Isadora said: ‘‘My mother died when
she was 120 years

never took any medicine only natural herbs.

”

In

many

old.

She

situations the use of folk

healing has been an alternative to the lack of readily
available health clinics, and
affordable prescription drugs, as in the case of Angelica’s
father: ^‘When

anything he would take home remedies, lemon
diabetics.

found—have
make

—he never went to a doctor—he was

”

Botanicas

also

—shops where

special herbs

and healing paraphernalia can be

played a central role in the healing practices of Puerto Ricans. Botanicas

referrals to local healers or

shops are an active and

community (Delgado,

vital part

have healers working

at the

premises. Botanical

of an extensive healing network within the Latino

1996).

The theme of folk healing and santeria surfaced occasionally
I

my father had

noticed that each time

we had

to deal with the subject
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I

in

refrained from

our dialogues.

my role of

facilitator.

My ambivalence came from the confusion around the

facilitator’s role in

dialogical education in a cross-cultural
situation, and timing of consciousness
raising.

expressed this confusion

e got into the

in

my journal.

brujeria” subject again.

The group talked about a Haitian
involved in voodoo. Rosalba related a
country’s
socioeconomic development to its peoples practices
and beliefs: “That is why
these countries are in such bad conditions.
It’s because the people are doing,
bad things, they ’re giving in to the devil. You see
Haiti, Brazil-they do this
kind of things in those countries, and their
countries go backward ’’ Their
minds seem to be so immersed in magic thinking...
I have to refrain myself
from becoming a teacher” when I hear them
talking like that. I really want
IS process to unfold on its own,
and just be a participant observer for now I

woman they knew who was

^el

that

any mtei-vention

freeing the

women’s

I

make

at this

point

would

interfere in the process

voices. If their consciousness

seems to be immersed
about faith—their faith, their

mapc thinkmg, let be magic! Let’s talk
beliefs —if this magic is the stuff of their
thematic universe,
It

with

It.

I

(Journal Entry, 4/17/96)

Community
The community
group involvement

just

have to ^
eo

Participation

related themes, described below, concern the Latina

in the life

of

in

of their neighborhood, local social

women’s

institutions, natural

support systems, and participation in community development efforts.

Community Issues
When the

LWDG women talk about community issues they usually describe

situations observed in their neighborhoods. Since the majority of the

women

in the

LWDG live in the North End and Metro Area of Springfield they have observed the
deterioration of their physical and social environment.

At

are massive

two decades.

economic

shifts that

have vanished from inner

cities,

education and professional

have marked the

last

the root of these problems
Industrial jobs

and the newly created jobs either require higher

skills or

they are low-paying service jobs without

a future.
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much of

I

Images of crime and violence, joblessness
and welfare dependency, of gangs,
drugs, and homelessness, and of vacant
land and buildings are often associated
with

American

inner-city settings. Moreover, the drug
trafficking business, lack of security,

the emotional devastation caused by
the high incidence of AIDS in the
community, the

growing number of teenage mothers, and single
headed families have been among the
issues addressed

by the

elderly

women

our dialogue sessions. Looking

in

at a clip

from

a magazine Angelica observed:

I

chose this one because

it

seems

right for the

moment. She is a teenager. She is
sometimes they are still in
is carrying her child if it was a

so young, and she has a child at such young
age
schod
already have this responsibility. She

pd

—

oy. This IS what I see here. She got herself
in trouble and now she has to carry
this responsibility. This is something that
is happening this

yoimg

moment

girls

having babies, dropping out of school, and the baby.

. .

—

these

This

rashion.

Community problems haye an

when

effect

on the

liyes

of the elderly

is

the

women eyen

these problems are not happening within their immediate
families.

Neighborhood disturbances were reported
source of concern and

stress.

seyeral times in our dialogue sessions as a

For instance, Luz describes what happened to her one

night:

(SIT6) This reminds me of something that happened to me in the past. One
we were sleeping, my daughter, my grandson, and myself—we heard
some noise, someone was hitting the door yery hard. I got up and noticed that a
man was kicking and punching the door. I recognized the young man he was
my next door neighbor. I told him to go away, that he did not haye anything to
do with us. But he kept hitting the door. My grandson told me to call the
police. The police came and took the young man. I told them that I didn’t want
to do any harm to the young man
first because he was my neighbor, and
second because he was drunk. The policeman whom I knew from church, just
took the young man back into his house. When I think about the problem, what
is the problem? Alcohol
because the young man drinks too much. Since I
moyed to that apartment I saw him drunk. I always try to help him when he is
in trouble. .1 call his family. He liyes with his elderly grandmother, and a
handicapped uncle they all have problems. My daughter thinks that I should
not have called the police: “You should have left him alone, without calling
shame upon him.”
night

—

—

—

.

—
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The sense of interconnectedness of individuals
with

their

communities

remforced by the cultural values offamilismo
and collectivism— \s another aspect that
can either strength the

ties the

Latino

women

have with

their neighbors or

keep them

m isolation for fear of retaliation as in the case reported by Celia, an elderly
who

woman

lives alone in a drug-infested building.

cannot

call the police because they know I live
there alone, right? They have
^ver done anything to me but they have tried to steal things from
my home
fhey make me nervous when they climb up the stairs like
horses. I live in fear,
I

arn not a drug addict, but

need to take some pills to be able to sleep. I am
caimot call the police because I am new there all
the others are like flesh and bone. (Celia)
afraid because

Celia and
for friendship

I

many

am

alone.

I

I

othei elderly

and support,

hi

mental health counselors. In

women joined the

some cases they were

referred to the

CBO by their

midst of a primarily young-aged community there

tlie

high tendency for the elderly to

Latinos Unidos group looking

feel isolated

and threatened, mostly

is

a

if they are not

participating in mixed-age group activities.

(EWl) Look

at this

woman.

.she looks like a grandmother, very grieved, very
going through some problems. This means that we go
through problems and have this relief— sometimes we are so lonely and so full
of problems that we look for places like this to have more knowledge, to
share, learn and understand how people live. Since I came to this group I
sad.

We can tell

she

.

is

—

started feeling better. (Nereida)

Community-based organizations and
support systems for most of the Latino

provided

relief,

and a safe ha\ en

religious institutions

women

for these

in the group. Tlie

women,

but also the

have served as

CBO has not only

means

for

them

to

cormect with other institutions and seiwe as volunteers to their communities.

What

I

from

all

La Casa Hispana

understanding, love, and friendship. I learn
I get to travel with the Pleneros,
otherwise I would not be able to. I like to share the music, the fim, the dance
with the people who are sick with AIDS. Here I found the opportunity to meet
people from the island of Puerto Rico. (LWDG)
get at

is

the agencies and their programs.
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Since Luz

s

son died from AIDS, she became actively
involved with several

community projects. Luz belongs

who

to the

Pleneros de la Salud—a group of musicians

use music to convey health education messages;
and she also volunteers

at

a local

hospital.

0^1) For me this is Angelito Keys, one of the pleneros from Puerto Rico
countries representing Puerto Rico through the
plena,
in New York, at a music workshop.
use
the plena to teach the youth about ADDS. He
brings music with a message for
^ople who ^e suffering from AIDS. People feel good about
his music. (SIT7)
Ihis IS an AIDS patient—-he feels that someone
cares about him. At least this
person does not feel so rejected.
took the plena group to present at the jail
and one of the prisoners started singing along. He had tears
in his eyes.
he
told us I
one of those, I have AIDS.” I think he was very happy to
see that
there are people who hug and kiss him as if he didn’t
have anything. Many
people are afraid that they could get AIDS by being in touch
with people who
are mfected.
work with AIDS victims, we learn how to deal with them. I
have worked with people from the beginning to the end when they
get to this
e

had the pleasure

to

meet him

We

We

’

m

.

.

We

—

state, it’s pitiful!

Volunteer work

and

Luz

interests

s

(Luz)

— and

the consequent interaction with people of different ages

women

gives the elderly

a sense of self-worth, pride, and respect.

involvement with the Pleneros de La SaludhdLS given her more than a way to

serve others, as she puts

You know,

it:

ways you can serve God, you can work in a
on the streets like the young men we
have here who are giving us a good example. The other day we had a
presentation and many youngsters came to see how we were playing the Plena.
there are different

hospital, in a nursing

home,

—

in jail, or

I was playing the maraca, and enjoyed their enthusiasm. This is the kind of
thing that motivates me.
Wlien the youth introduce me to other people, they
don’t say “This is the person who plays the maraca.” No! They consider me as
their counselor, their friend. I am like a mother to them.
.

.

Natural Support

Delgado provides

a definition

Systems

of Puerto Rican natural support systems based

upon a composite of key themes noted

in a

key informant survey of social work

scholars in Puerto Rico and the United States:
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Puerto Ricm elder natural support
systems are a network of individuals with
or without mstitutional affiliation
(family/friends,

healers^

moup
^d coniniun.ty institutions). They providereligious
assistant

fo

k

(imt’rmnLtal
mformational and expressive) on a everyday
basis, as well as in times of crisis
represent a conmiiinity’s capacity to
help itself Natural support systems
mechanism for helping Puerto Ricans
maintain flieir cultural
herhaB^X!
ntage. ^ese support systems are
accessible (logistically psychological Iv
coriceptually, and geographically) to
all sectors of the

md

community;

the^

relationships (familial as wdl as nonprovision of services, but also entail
feelings
ofTov^
^
of
love, affections, respect, trust,
loyalty and mutuality. In short,
natural
for both giving and receiving
assistance

(DeCdri 9%!

The relevance of these
Latino

women

natural support systems

becomes

clear in the

ways

the

describe their interactions with family,
neighbors, and friends. Not

only they receive support from family members,
but they are also able to provide
support to their families and communities as
well. Most of the Latino

group have become second mothers to

their grandchildren,

and

in

women

in the

some cases have

raised their grandchildren, nephews, and nieces
from the time of birth.

(SIT2

& SIT 1) There are some people who become grandparents when they

I was a grandmother when I was
thirty years old. My daughter had a
grandson when she was twenty-nine years old. The mother
suffered a tragedy
and left her son with the grandfather. It is very common that
the grandparents
teke care of their grandchildren. They take care of them
since they are babies.
Here in this country the Puerto Ricans are like that we take
care of our
grandchildren. It is a tradition
the children get married and give their babies

are thirty.

—

—

to the grandparents.

Often the
cultural tradition.

I

women talk
However,

think grandparents are better parents than the parents.

about taking care of their grandchildren as part of their

that rationale hides

more

serious reasons, and dismisses

the real factors driving biological parents to give their children to other family

members.

(SIT2) I see many times the grandparents have to take care of their
grandchildren because their children are irresponsible. My husband’s brother
has brought up his seven grandchildren since they were little. The parents of
these kids have not been responsible. The grandparents had to deal with
everything, the school. The last one they are taking care of is eight years old.
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’

They

live

on SSI and

gets stressed out.

1

are struggling to support the kids. This

have seen many grandparents sacrificed

In addition to family

members,

religious leaders

is

too much, one

like this.

(LWDG)

and mental health

professionals have also played an important role in
providing support to the Latina

women

without a
Latino

time of crisis. As Hilda

in

said,

“I

husband—a priest helped me a

women

was alone with

lot,

three kids, without a father,

and a psychologist

”
too.

From what the

said in our meetings the support from priests and
psychologists are not

mutually exclusive.

Some women
loneliness,

in the

LWDG complained about feelings of isolation and

and blamed these feelings on a

lost

sense of community and

trust,

and

disruption of the sociocultural fabric of Latino neighborhoods. Usually
this ideal

community where people know
is

their neiglibors

and take care of each other’s children

— where

either placed in the past or in the country side of Puerto Rico

the elderly

women grew up.

—

(SIT12) This is the same picture... the problems within families ^the families
of today and the families of the past. However, nowadays there are more
family problems than before. Because of the vices, and because of the hard life
we live. Life before was hard because there was no money but we had much
to harvest and to eat
but there was more respect among human beings. If you
were my neighbor I could trust you to look over my children, and even
discipline then. Nowadays you cannot do this. We are creating a world which
we believe it is more civilized, but it is hopeless. We used to have a sense of
community, the respect and trust of our neighbors. The neighbors helped us
educate our children. Nowadays you can live in a community but you don’t
know your neighbors. We live in isolation from each other. I meet my
neighbors in the market or in the street, but we barely know each other. I
don’t know my neighbors
if there is no friendship, there is no trust, there is

—

—

—

no nothing.

(LWDG)

This lost sense of community

is

directly related to those social structures

tend to compartmentalize people and the ways in which they
stated:
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live.

which

As Goldenberg has

The compartmentahzation of people, both within
themselves and between
themselves and others, creates the kinds of
conditions through which the
development and mamtenance of a sense of community
is

if not totally impossible.

incredibly difficult

Without a sense of community, without relationships
between people, there ensues both isolation and
weakness, the essential
preconditions for one or another kind of exploitation
(1978, p. 11).
Despite their social isolation, the

which they played the

wives— and

role

LWDG women recounted several stories in

of caregivers. That role

is

expected from daughters and

almost taken for granted— among Latino families.
They have also played

the role of rescuers, life-savers, and caregivers
to others outside their families. In

circumstances their actions were not appreciated.

As

Isadora explains,

was thinking now. this happens in one’s life. I have here a
couple.
couple had four children. The daughter was going to
Catholic school
step she moved her parents beat her. Her father was
very severe,
I

.

some

.

.this

.

—each

and his wife
a rebellious son
the father kicked out of the house. I
used to meet with the boy, give him food, and clothes from
son. I was very
close to that couple
I met within the Charismatic
group. But after what
happened they did not like that I got close to their son.
suffered.

They had

whom

my

whom

However,
deed which the
favors

is

in

most cases taking care of friends

women

a cultural

obser\^e with passion

nonn among

in

need

is

considered a Christian

and a sense of duty. The exchange of

Latinos, and has helped to maintain the stability of

their natural support systems.

1) He looks like a 68 year-old-man who I usually visit in
know him for a long time, since we lived in Puerto Rico. He
father to my son. He has many problems. He broke his hip one

(ethnopicture #
Philadelphia.

I

has been like a
day when he was going to pick up his SSI check he slipped on the icy side
walk, and had 25 stitches on his leg inside and out. I stayed with him for one
week to help him and his wife. (Margarita)

—

Besides helping her friends, Margarita has also helped strangers,
offer her

any reciprocity, but were perceived as sent by God

This attitude

is

not

uncommon among

the Latina elderly

who

could not

to test her generosity.

women.

Yesterday something veiy intriguing happened to me. When I came home there
a girl with three kids sitting at the steps to my house. The girl told me “I

was
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—

came here because I need you.”

I asked her “Why do you need me?” She told
they were hungry and needed something to eat. It was one of these days
when you don’t have much to offer. However, I fixed sandwiches with ham,

me

gave the baby some warm milk, and made them some rice. I didn’t know that
girl at all, and had no idea how she came to me. They ate and
stayed for a
while. I gave her some money, and told her that my door would always be open
to her. TTiis is the kind of thing we need to do to help each other, because the
good deeds we do on this earth are what we take with us when the Lord comes
for us. (Margarita)

The Latina women have

stretched themselves to help others. Tliey sometimes

put their safety and reputation aside to care for the health and well-being of family,
friends,

came
males

and neighbors. In one of our dialogues the issue of cross-gender caregiving

out.

The women argued about

who were

the appropriateness of females taking care of

not their husbands, fathers, or sons and recounted situations in which

they were sexually harassed. Tlie following dialogue depicts some of these situations:

-

She was saying that when she goes to visit the sick if it is a man she would not
take care of him. For me it does not matter if it is a man or a woman. I had a
neighbor in PR, a 80 year old man who had kidney stones and had had a
prostate surgery. He called me one time at midnight. When I anived he was on
the floor with so much pain crying “I am dying!” I called an ambulance

where we lived no one had
the hospital we had to wait

a car to take

him

to the hospital.

When we

got to

shave his pubic hair. No one came,
so they asked me if I could shave him. Since there was no one to do it, I did it.
When I was finishing the shave a man from church came by My God! I was
so ashamed that he saw me there. I ended up taking care of that old man for
nine months. First he was sick, then he went crazy he almost killed me with
an axe. Then I had to call the police they came and took the man to a mental
for

someone

to

—

—

—

institution.

-

men too.

took care of an elderly

I

dealt with

a

young man he would not

I

let

a

woman take

man

for four years.

But

if he

was

care of him.

used to visit a man who asked me for “that.” I would tell him “You have to
look at me if I were your daughter, because I am your daughter now, since your
daughters do not take care of you” I scolded him. But he asked me over and
over for “that.” He had a wife but she went crazy and could not take care of
him.

I

—

-

had a brother who was like this small. He was never with a woman, and went
crazy too. I had a cousin who went with me to help that brother when he was
sick. She said “The two of us alone to take care of that crazy old man?” I told
her “You hold one hand, I hold the other and we put the food in his mouth.”
But we were not strong enough to hold him. So, in one moment he took hold of
What
us, shook us, and put his hands down there. We left running like rabbits!
I

a sinverguenza (shameless man)!
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I

remember going

me

asked

(laughter)

to visit

for “this.”

And

I

told

I

my brother-in-law when he was

took a bag,

him “Have

Faith

filled

it.”

sick in bed— and he
with ice and put on the top of “that”!

(LWDG)

and Religion

Faith and religion have been the core of many of our dialogue sessions.

of the

Most

LWDG women are strong believers in the Roman Catholic Church. However,

their beliefs are not limited to bible text.

santeria (spiritism,

Even though they deny the legitimacy of

and black magic) they believe

in its efficacy, as well as in the

potency of home remedies, often prescribed by folk healers. Their social construct of
realty

is

based upon the notion that occuiTences such as

illness,

misfortune, and bad

luck can be the result of spiritual intervention (Delgado, 1980) and that earthly events

and conditions can be influenced by the metaphysical (Delgado, 1996). The women’s
thematic universe

is

based on the idea that their individual lives are part of a bigger

scheme encompassing
spiritual growth.

impotence

life

These

beliefs provide

somehow

is

which human control

and death, heaven and

them with

hell;

and

that suffering is part

“the feeling that one’s

either purposeful or part of a

much

of their

own

larger chain of events over

both unwise and impossible” (Goldenberg, 1978, pp. 164-

is

165).

This

on

is

earth, hell

what the Latina

said in a dialogue regarding the purpose of life

and heaven:

-

This earth

-

This

-

I

-

women

is

a purgatory, a place

is

hell

.

.

.

so

much

where we are

tested.

suffering!

believe that hell and heaven are places one goes after death. If one is good
he goes to heaven, and if he is bad he goes to hell. Hell is a place filled

with

fire.

This

is like

we

believe

we
it.

is what we see, and because we see
what we live here.

see in movies. .This

But

.

for

me hell

is
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it

don’t believe this is hell, otherwise this would be paradise!
There must be
another place for hell. (LWDG)
I

Although the
hell,

women never reached

any agreement about the nature of earth,

and heaven, they have always agreed on the power of faith

to transform oneself,

transcend the unpleasant things of life, and change people’s destiny.

(P5) Let’s say this is a person who is out of everything. He has no faith, and no
belief in God. He has met someone, like a friend, who has talked to him, and
touched his soul... he went to the confessional to reconcile with his spiritual
life. So, this person has found that wonderful person, and is now trying
to
reshape his life. When this man was using drugs and alcohol, living in the
streets,

he was

in the dark. .he didn’t
.

know

anything of the bright side. His

mind were so clouded that he could not hear anything that was
beautiful. He was in the dark. That dark side is the most terrible thing that a
human being can experience. That darkness makes one want to end his life.
This person is ready to step into the bright side. One needs to have selfdiscipline, and make himself known to others in order to move away from the
darkness. Self-transformation is a gift from the Holy Spirit. (Luz)
heart and

Self-transformation

experience for

—

or behavioral modification

many of the women

in the

— has been a

LWDG. Some of them have experienced life

changes through conversion, prayers, or active involvement

They have
result

also witnessed changes in behavior in other

of faith and

religion.

From

real life

their point

of view

in religious activities.

members of the community

as a

spiritual transformation is the only

path to change, health, freedom from addictions, violent behavior, and suffering.

neighborhood who was really lost. he was
involved with gangs, doing drugs, having many women. But he saw the light,
and the light helped him get out of the darkness. Now he goes to bible classes,
he fasts, he does penitence. People like that need a chance, sometimes a
helping hand can lead the person to the right path. That young man is a living
testimony. I think that when someone is disoriented like that muchacho, we
the elders are the ones who should give them support. Many times family
members want to support them, like the sister of the muchacho, but at that age
they are not able to provide them with support. Spirituality is the basis for
everything. It brings together the people who are in search of light, it provides
the support we need, it helps people to transcend themselves. The people who
came out of darkness themselves can then help other people get out of
darkness. Like that muchacho, they can use their own experience as a
testimony to others. He talks on the radio “I was doing drugs, but the Lord has
saved me.” I believe that if you have not gone through certain experiences in

I

know a young man

in the

.

.
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.

.

your life you cannot explain them, and you camiot understand them. If you did
not have experienced darkness you cannot talk about enlightenment to anyone.
We need to experience both sides the negative and the positive to be able to

—

teach.

(LWDG)

Goldenberg (1978)

asserts that “religion has always provided the social

framework within which behavior becomes more ordered,” mostly when we
talking about “people for

whom the problems

of control can only be solved

has accepted and celebrated the symbolic power of one’s limitations”

The

power of their

opposed

after

one

(p. 165).

LWDG women believe they have the responsibility to guide the

youngsters in the path of spirituality, and use their

dialogue.

are

faith to

They

own

calm the mind, and influence

experiences as testimony of the

their behaviors

toward peace and

also stress the fact that everyone has equal access to spiritual riches as

to material

goods and power.

look at things from a spiritual standpoint. According to my belief, everyone
has equal access to spiritual riches. When I did not have God in my heart
for the lack of patience, the lack of
everything seemed more difficult to me
reflection. Since I started reflecting and putting God in my heart I realized that
one can do better things and have more grace. This is the power God manifests
in each human being. If you open your heart to God’s love you can see the
light, but if you don’t, you get into the guerrilla, the killings, the hatred, and
you cannot believe God illumines you, and then you have to get a knife or a
and reflect upon the situation
revolver. But if you think God is with you
I

—

—

—

will try to have a dialogue,

presented to you you
trouble hurting another person. (Luz)

.

In

many

cases the Latina

to transcend their

own

me

On the

will not get yourself in

identify themselves with Jesus Christ in order

oppressive situations, as Rosalba said in a dialogue about

racism and discrimination:

me.

women

you

other hand,

I

“On one

hand,

I

feel frustrated

when

these things happen to

am happy that these things happen to me

feel closer to Jesus, for

he suffered

the humiliation, discrimination, and torture.”

all

In one of our dialogue sessions the

themselves, and their participation in the

because they make

women took the

LWDG.
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I

time just to talk about

started the session

by saying.

Today we are going to take some time to hear
from each other talk about n„r
expectattons of this ^oup. and, if you feel
like, you can sTam

30“™

XtTk ou°r“Ss

“""S' "bout

The following statements show
emergence of faith

am

women’s

in the

the ubiquity of religious beliefs, and
the

discourse.

God for the meetings we have here at La Casa Hispana
I
who knew very little about all these things, but now with
so
many things, and rneetings, I am very grateful especially
to you for these
mental health meetings. I feel that I am learning
a bit more everydav
^
I

was

grateful to

a person

(Margarita)

Good

afternoon, and

God

I know we cannot have control
over the
suffers for her family, her loved ones
there
are family members that are there, but are very
detached from each other. I
have a large family, I have many nieces, and nephews, but
sometimes they

problems of the

heart.

bless us.

One

don t have much time for the elderly in the family. But,
having a spiritual family. (Carmencita)

-

I

am

glad for

have talked so much about my life, my husband, my children,
But if it helps my peers to learn from my experience I
would like to tell you of my experience as a girl. I was raised in a spiritists’
home, my parents believed in spiritism and preached peace and justice. But
at home we didn’t have peace and justice because my
parents were not fair
with us. There was no peace. I didn’t know how to name what was going
on in our home until I met a group of Catholic nuns who visited the barrios,
and I could see in those nuns the face of God. I saw in them so much peace’
and so much love they had for people. I started seeing the difference, and
asked my mom about those nuns. I told my mom that the nuns taught us
I

feel that

I

my suffering.

.

.

that children should respect their parents,

and

that the parents should not

My parents used to beat me because

mistreat their children.
bible classes after school.

I went to the
what was happening and he told
me “Sometimes you have to obey others and abide by the law to learn how
to obey God’s laws.” Sometimes I feel like crying for no reason, and every
time I feel this way I remember the “Passion of Jesus Christ” -and that
consoles me. Every time I have a problem, I go and talk to the priest. I feel
better, because he always give me some penitence for spiritual healing.
I

told the priest

(Rosalba)

-

Today

got a call from Puerto Rico telling me that I have a brother who is
I always think that when we are lent to this world we must
conform to the will of God. When our time comes we should dedicate our

very

I

ill.

lives to the Virgin

things.

Mary and

to Jesus,

and detach ourselves from material

We need to prepare ourselves for that moment.

I

am

grateful that

I

have participated in so many groups here, there is always something more
to learn. I have learned how to communicate with the youth, how to touch
people’s heart, and where to go for help. (Isadora)
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Community Organizing and Community Mapping
In

and

one of our dialogues the group brought up an interesting concept of justice

social oppression, which, in the

meeting

I

wrote in

women’s view,

constitutes abuse. After that

my journal:

Today we had an

interesting meeting. First I thought we would not have much
of a group discussion because some people were missing. Celia told me she
had a doctor’s appointment; Laura told me that Marta was in the hospital with
pneumonia; Isadora was busy writing something for an interview she was
going to have with a reporter. There were only three women waiting in the
room. I asked Isadora if she could come and share her writing with us. She was
very happy to do that and asked me if she could make copies of her document
for everyone. She told me: “Do you know people lose their tongues when
anybody important comes here and asks about their problems? Today I wrote
down what they were saying in our meeting, so when the reporter comes I will
have the information people brought up in the meeting.” Isadora came to the
room with her papers, and as a political candidate behind a podium she started
her speech. The problems she listed were the usual ones: they need better
transportation services, buses running regularly on Sundays, more English
classes, more accessible medical services, better housing, and safer streets. At
the end she asked people: “Do you know they are starting a new program on
crime at Brightwood? But I told them we don’t have crime here. We have
abuse. When people are thrown out of their homes and have no other way to
support themselves, that is not crime, that is abuse.” The whole discussion was
based on Ana’s statement about abuse. We talked about what constitutes
crime, and what constitutes abuse. We also talked about how laws are made
and by whom. I drew the Ira Goldenberg’s hourglass on newsprint and we
talked about oppression theory. I also discovered that “abuse” is a word they
can relate to better than oppression. (Journal Entry 10/9/96)

Since
that

we

demystified the system

—and portrayed

it

as an engine, a

keeps people in places, impacting their lives and their choices

women became more open

about their

own

—

the

mechanism

LWDG

oppression issues, using their

own

lives as

examples, not ashamed of themselves. They started distancing themselves from the
self-image they have internalized, and seeing the roles they have played as oppressed

without the guilt and shame.

—

and somehow I was
into a spiritual experience
the social agenda,
push
to
tried
identified as the facilitator of that process. I
so typical of
escapism
religious
feeling that the group may fall back into the

The dialog session turned
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—

desperate people. But, instead I gave in
maybe they would have something to
show me of what I was not aware. As I expected they added another dimension
to the oppression model
the empowering aspect of faith. Luz as the spiritual
leader of the group led the process. Angelica, the anchor of the group brought

—

the issues back to earth, using examples from real life and the media. The
relevance of the discussion was that they stopped using ethnic groups as

scapegoats and began to realize that the players may change but the oppression
garne remains the same. Then we talked about racial discrimination and
horizontal oppression. (Journal Entry 10/9/96)

Some of our

dialogue sessions centered on issues of racism and discrimination

against Latinos in the United States. At

social oppression as a crime

which Latino men and

some point

committed by the

women

the

women

state against

—were

to

name

their

them, and the crimes for

are spending time in jail as reactions to the abuse

imposed on them by the system. They also acknowledged
oppressed ones

began

that only

them

—

the

able to see things like that, and that the laws of the state

never agree with their views. As the

women put

would

it:

was no abuse there would be no crime. The person has been abused
before committing any crime. For me this is not crime but abuse of power.
Crime is when a person kills. We need to distinguish crime from abuse. I
would say that crime is like they are saying, to kill. But sometimes one kills
with his tongue, even if he does not take a gun to kill. We understand things
If there

way

but the laws don’t. The law does not understand that you kill with the
it understands that you kill with a knife or with a revolver. It is very
different, we notice these things. (LWDG)

this

tongue

—

The tongue,
abuse,

name

in the

LWDG women’s signification system, refers to verbal

calling, racial slurs,

and things people say about Puerto Ricans.

used in the sense of words as weapons. To

kill

It is

also

with the tongue means to perpetuate

negative stereotypes of Latinos, and the consequent erosion of self-esteem and the
potential of people of color to

When the women

become more.

discussed the issues of “crime” and “abuse,” they were

actually approaching the kind of perspective

which

rejects the notion

of alleged

deviant
criminal characteristics residing within the individual and, instead, projects the
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or criminal act onto the

Coles (1969) puts

come

to grips

it:

much

larger screen

of society

itself (Goldenberg, 1978).

As

“Violent, self-destructive, and antisocial
actions are an attempt to

with the lack of power, because no
one willingly accepts imposed

impotence. Especially not

in a society that

makes such

a fetish of power.”

Community Asset Mapping Exercise

A new model
rebuilt

of community development suggests that
communities cannot be

by focusing on

their needs, problems,

and deficiencies as most “needs-surveys”

have led to believe. Rather, community building

and capacities of residents,

assets, skills

(Kretzmann

& Mcknighlit,

starts

with the process of locating the

citizen associations,

and local

institutions

1993). “That alternative path, very simply, leads
towards

the development of policies and activities based
on the capacities, skills and assets of

lower income people and their neighborhoods” (Kretzmann
In order to assess a

& Mckniglilit,

1993, p.

community’s assets we begin by identifying the

and capacities of the community

residents.

Once people’s

5).

gifts, skills,

capacities have been

recognized and mobilized these people will be part of the action, not as
clients or
recipients of aid, but as full participants of the

community building

focus on the capacities of community members,
that

does not focuses on needs. This tool

& Mcknighht,

1993,

p. 14).

Community

is

it

may

be necessary to use a

new tool

called a Capacity Inventory^ (Kretzmann

asset

mapping includes

of residents as well as a map of local associations,
a

effort. “In order to

institutions,

the capacity inventory

and physical assets of

community.

We used the capacity inventory in one of our LWDG sessions.
women to

list

as

many

skills

they have learned

at

home,

in the

asked the

community

workplace. The result of the capacity inventory was the following:
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I

or at their

mentally

by bathing, feeding and preparing

ill, and the sick.
special meals for them.

We can assist people
^
We also have^

boo^eepmg; planting and caring for gardens; catering;
serving
^
food to large numbers of people; baking; caring
for the children; caring for
small animals; driving people to medical
appointments; singing; sewingdressmakmg; crochetmg; knitting. We have participated
in church fundraiserscommunity groups; neighborhood organizations; ADDS
prevention and health’
promotion workshops. (LWDG)
The capacity inventory with
given to the program coordinator

would be connected

individual names, addresses, and availability

at the

CBO with the hope that the elderly women

to potential partners in the

community, such

and schools); individuals (young people,

(hospitals,

associations (churches,

The

community

was

artists,

as public institutions

and seniors); and

organizations, and cultural centers).

LWDG women also identified a number of local organizations and their

services to the North

End Latino community:

La Casa Hispana

is a place where people find friends, meet
people from Puerto
Rico, participate in different committees, learn about health issues,
have
opportunity to travel to other cities, go to conferences, get to know other
agencies, and network with other programs. La Casa Gris is an agency
ran

by a
group of nuns. They used to have a program for elderly people. They still offer
English classes, and opportunities for volunteer work. Gandara is a mental
health clinic which offers AIDS education programs, counseling, and substance
abuse treatment. The New North Citizen’s Council offers some activities for
the Hispanic elderly, organizes coimnunity parades, and has maternal and
child
care programs.
parties,

The Centro Cultural provides English

and publishes a newsletter

in Spanish.

classes, Puerto

Rican

(LWDG)

In a later dialogue session the group discussed issues of empowerment and

community
the

women

organization. This dialogue happened almost spontaneously, and helped
later

organize themselves into “volunteer groups” to address some of the

problems observed
did since

I

in their

community.

I

am not aware

of what the volunteer groups

did not take part in that process.

Rosalba was putting her coat on and getting ready to leave with the little girl
she takes care of. However, we got into an informal conversation about
community organizing. Rosalba went to some workshops for “activists”
organized by the churches. The content of the alleged workshops led to our
conversation on community organization and empowerment. Half way through
the dialogue I got the markers and newsprint and started jotting down what the
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the dialogue

I

got the markers and newsprint and started
jotting down what the
talking about the experience of living in

women wer^aymg. They were

North End. The North End has been progressively
transformed from a
rimdown, drug-infected neighborhood into an organized

the

community in a period
drew a circle divided into two halves—the bottom half
represented what was happening before the change, the
middle represented
ot

two

years.

I

the

steps or action taken towards change, and the
upper half represented the
political power the community has gained.
(Journal Entry, 2/12/97)

According
initialized

to the

women

by the church, who

prayers and penitence.

Then

in the

first

group the North End community action was

prepared people to gain spiritual strength through

the action

became more public

—walks with candles

the evening, and posters carrying positive messages to the streets.

community
process

is

residents got

from the

local

The more

in

visibility

media the more strength they gained. This

better illustrated in figure 4.8. Several neighborhoods joined the effort,
and

organized a walk and demonstration

Figure 4.8 Newsprint from

LWDG

at

the City Hall.

Session: Community Organizing
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We went to tell the mayor and the police officers what was happening in our

—

neighborhoods not that they did not know already, but
we had a voice and we counted. (LWDG)

The Latina women say that

the North

End

is

much

better

that they should

now than

it

know

used to be.

We have activities for the youth in the church and at community-based
organizations. We have more police around the clock; new tenant laws to avoid
too

many

kids living together in the

In terms of the skills

Latina

women

people become

and attitudes one needs to have to become an

“One needs

said that:

become vulnerable

activists they

—we cannot

understand

its

translate

concept.

From

represents a turning-point

—

it

into

is

of violence.

in

women’s

Spanish

To be empowered

for

—

me

is

—

the

point of view

that point in a situation

knowledge and

”

better understood in English than in

one word

the Latina

to acts

when

being the victim and becomes the Subject in the situation
painful experiences into

activist, the

be brave, to have courage because when

to

Although the word empowerment
Spanish

same apartment. (LWDG)

women seem to
empowerment

a person, or a group, stops

—when she

is

able to turn her

action.

to love oneself, to be strong, to break barriers

—

“I

going to do it!” and to be responsible, to have character. For me is to
maintain communication with certain people, take part in neighborhood
meetings, and look for support from other people. (LWDG)

am

For Goldenberg, “to be empowered

is

to be able to exercise specific leverage

over events that impinge themselves on one’s existence; to have power

is

to

have

access to those resources which can be employed to either reduce one’s feeling of

discomfort or increase one’s sense of dominion” (1978,

Looking

for support

p. 59).

from other people, and connecting themselves with

— who can provide them with guidance and resources
Latina women
problems — has been one of

community-based organizations
to address

some of their

the lessons the
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have learned

in mobilizing

community

effort.

Isadora shared with us one of her

experiences as a community organizer:

In the building where I used to live. .we had a group of elderly
people who
took part in the Latinos Unidos. We noticed that there were people doing
drugs
in that building. We talked to the director of a CBO; we
made a list of the
people who were doing drugs, with their names and apartment numbers; and
we sent the list to the building office. They took care of the problem all the
problem-people were thrown out of the building. I would not be able to do that
alone, neither solve the problem outside of the building
there are drugs
everywhere but at least we solved the problem in that building. The building
is clean now. It is up to us to make the place where we
live a little better
we
can carefully find out what is happening and seek the help of people who can
help us.
.

—

—

—

—

Participants’

The

Feedback

Women’s

to Latina

LWDG participants provided informal feedback to each other member of

the group as well as to the facilitator on several occasions.
overall group process and methodology. Here

I

They

will describe

evaluations and an exit interview with the participants of the

Formative Evaluations The
.

June ’96

were

Dialog Group

—about half-way through

visiting the

Today

I

two formative

LWDG.

formative evaluation happened on

the project.

CBO, and we were

programs sponsored by the CBO.

first

also evaluated the

At

that time a

group of practitioners

requested to present our project as one of the

told the

LWDG participants:

SAU is hosting a group of people

from Denmark who are

visiting

several community-based organizations to learn from their different programs.

The executive director asked me to present the work we do in our group.
However, I think it would be nicer if we present the group together. Actually,
would like to ask you what do you think about the LWDG? What have you
learned here? And what questions do you have about this process and the
methods we use?

I

In preparation for the presentation the participants chatted informally, and

shared their feelings and opinions without any apparent constraints.
for

me to hear what they had to

meaning

in their

own

words.

It

say about the dialogue group, and

became

It

was

interesting

how they defined

clear after several testimonies that the
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its

work we did

participants associated the

expansion,

re-living of

in the dialogue sessions with ^hnind

memories,” and consequent self-development, and

enhancement of communication

skills.

believe that what we are doing here, reflecting upon these pictures,
helps us to
develop a certain kind of mentality, or to develop our minds according to our
age. We do this to see how our minds are functioning. There are
some people
who endure so many problems that the glands in their brains get rusty, so their
capacity to understand things diminishes. I think that this dialog group is
helping us to expand our minds. This happens because when we look at these
pictures we can imagine what is happening, or what could happen to this
person we are looking at. In this process we have to think about what has
caused that situation... divorce, drugs, also moments of happiness. When we
look at them [the pictures] we can capture those feelings. I believe this is a
study for us that we can learn, and behave at home in different ways, and
reflect upon things. I feel there is a connection between my spiritual being and
my mind. (Luz)
I

—

Sometimes the women seemed
instance,

when Luz

said ‘‘We

do

to think that they

this to

see

how our minds

sense of experimentation in her assertion, as
to think.

I

if the

I,

method would be

as a facilitator, could not provide

problems stem from the expectations they had about

education

—where

which the

Some
questions

stories.

we

there

is

a

testing her ability

initial frustration

them with

the

solutions to

traditional (banking)

The concept of dialogical education, and
which we

collective process in

women

”

the experts provide the content of learning and the answers to

students’ questions.

knowledge as a

“tested.” For

are functioning,

believe that this feeling of being tested, as well as the

group experienced when
their

were been

the construct of

are all learners

were foreign ideas

grasped with time.

participants

still

assumed

that there

would be

“right answers” to the

raised during our dialogue sessions, or a final conclusion to our endless

As Hilda

pointed out “I don

have these pictures and we

don ’t understand what

’t

understand

tell stories,

this all

means.

but

this

method very

we never get

”
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to

well...

because we

a conclusion, or climax. 1

—

Other women, as Nereida, emphasized the “therapeutic” aspect of
the group
process.

me this serves to focus my mind. I am usually depressed and this wakes
my mind up. When I first joined this group I was very depressed—“enferma de
For

..

and since I started coming here I have felt better. My mother died
with mental health problems. Being here with you helps me a lot.
When I look at these pictures ... I see the things that happened to me too. I
lived vvith a drunken man who dumped me. I left with my daughter and
put my
los neiwios,”
like this,

I had many fights with my children.
my son used to
buy drugs. Now I live by myself. I feel lonely and depressed.

things in a storage.

me

from

to

.

.

steal

(Nereida)

Being members of a dialogue group, sharing
talking

among

other

their life situations,

itself,

women, and

me

to

communicate

many words— “corta

better.

de palabras”

a group, but here I have noticed that I am able
have observed about these pictures is that they
situations

—“nuestro
muy

siento

am the kind of person who
have never said anything in

to talk. Tire other thing that

I

talk about our daily living
I

me

being here

is like

being with family

the necessary level of trust that enabled

and discuss intimate issues without

dialogue sessions became a safe haven for the
secrets

I

familia.”

The group had developed
to talk freely,

I

—

We comment about things that know are

diario vivir.”

happening around us everyday. For

“me

in

it:

think this has helped

does not use

discovering the commonalties and convergence of

have been for most participants an empowering experience

as Angelica put

I

their experiences with others,

fear

its

members

of retaliation or judgement. The

women to

set their voices

and

their

fi’ee.

don’t talk about in other places. We
we have kept for
have been able to talk from the
ourselves. .We talk about intimate things.
heart because we trust the group. (Laura)

Here

we

get to talk about things that

we

talk about our children, our marriage, things that

We

.

It’s

The

good

to “desahogar”

participants also

—open up

commented on

the dialogue sessions, as Isadora said:

among

ourselves.

Remember

one’s heart. (Marta)

the

the supportive aspect of the group outside

“We have developed unity and friendship

day we went together
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to visit

Hilda

’s

daughter? That

—

day we felt closer

to

each other.

”

Isadora

was

referring to the

On another occasion

LWDG’s purpose

— September’ 96—

the group

and progress.

•

Who are we?

•

What

drove four

was asked

to reflect

upon the

We used the following questions for reflection:

•

we doing here?
How have we formed this group?
What do we do in the dialogue sessions?
What have we accomplished?

•

What does one need to

•

I

LWDG to Chicopee to visit Hilda’s daughter at the clinic.

members of the

•

day when

are

participate in the

LWDG?

Participants’ Testimonials:

-

For

me this

is

a group of women

who support each other sharing our good
we have been through in this life. We

times, our bad times, and the things
trust

each other so

much

that

we can even talk about the things hidden in
we even don’t realize we carry within

the bottom of our souls, things that

those things can

-

-

harm

us. (Isadora)

This is like making history, portraying our stories. I also believe that this
group gave me the opportunity to open up my heart and let go of many
things I had inside for many years, but could not share with anyone. Here
we take advantage of the opportunity we have to discover things by
ourselves. This group helps us to express ourselves. We feel safe to express
our feelings here and we are no longer afraid of expressing them anywhere
else. This is like a school in which we improve ourselves both materially
and spiritually. (Luz)
.

.

We have worked on expressing ourselves, and with the pictures we have
We have discovered that we always share

written the story of our lives.

something in common with each other. From there we can create novels of
each of our lives. I used to be very quiet before I never talked! Tliere is
more trust in a group of women for us to express ourselves and talk about
our feelings. Here we are making fotonovelas! We create these fotonovelas
using the pictures brought by Flavia, then we choose the pictures we want
before we realize we have created a fotonovela
and make up our stories
learn things we didn’t know. (Marta)
Here
we
of our ovm lives.

—

—

-

We can tell our stories and our problems. It is nice to have a good
facilitator

-

who

helps us to elaborate on the problems

we

have. (Hilda)

We make novels of our lives, our lovers, our children. (Laura)
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All one needs to be part of this group
one s self-confidence. (Margarita)

At
their

and

of group development the

own ways of knowing, on the

less

own

this stage

dependency on the group

self-transformation as they

and outside the group

The idea

women showed more

and develop

confidence on

value of their life-experiences as learning
tools,

facilitator.

They

also

seemed more aware of their

became more comfortable expressing themselves

in

situation.

“we are making

that

to bring a message,

is

women’s consciousness of the

history,

”

not only telling stories, shows the

historical relevance

of their lives and shared

knowledge. Also the discovery that “here we learn things
we didn

’t

know ” appears

to

be linked to the unfolding of knowledge as an experience,
as a result of reflection upon
events already
stories

known

were not new

living situations

Only upon
give

to the

women. Although

to the participants—they

the reflection

reflection

upon these

and dialogue were the

them new meaning, and perceive

the events or situations revealed in the

were actually the replay of their own

situations

women

was something new to them.

able to re-name their situations,

the interconnectedness of their lives and the

surrounding world, past, and future— what they called history.

There were also criticisms about the group process, and perhaps the content of
the FotoDialogo stories. Isadora once told us that a group
to the dialogue sessions because she

Luz commented on

that

was

by saying: “This

even with the most painful memories.

upon the things we discussed
said that this other

woman

When we were
when

the group

’’

member had

afraid of bringing

back unwanted memories.

we

are all adults, able to deal

is

ignorance,

She said

that

when

she goes

in the dialogue session she laughs.

goes

stopped coming

home and

home and

reflects

However, Isadora

cries alone.

getting closer to our termination stage of group development,

was sensing

the project

was coming
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to

an end, one of the

women

said:

.

We are in this group—we don’t know for how long we are going to be in this

—

—

group

and within this group we have given a lot of care, and love
for
myself, and from what I have observed we all care very much
about Flavia
the day she leaves we are going to feel it, but each one of
us know
that

do

this is part

it,

This

of what

comment shows

They

also

seemed

dialogical education:

I

group might miss the presence of the

whom they do not depend to

to have understood the

we educate

Final Evaluation:
(February’97)

on

we

can

are studying here.

that the

as a person they care about, but

process.

we

facilitator

continue the dialogue

most fundamental

tenet of

ourselves mediated by the world.

Group

Exit-Interview

.

Towards the end of the

project

interviewed a small group of participants about their feelings and

opinions regarding the

LWDG and the FotoDialogo method. Here

I

transcribe the

content (summary) of the group exit-interview.
1

.

We have been meeting for a long time, and using these pictures as a way to

introduce certain issues or initiate our dialogue sessions.
has this method worked for you?

would

I

like to

know how

-

is for us a mental health. .many things that we have forgotten came
back to us. When we look at these pictures we bring to the fore different
parts of our lives, and our past
this helps us to put our mind to work.

-

This

This

I

.

is like

would say

therapy

—

—

that this

this is a

method

way to

assess our problems.

clears our

—

memory

like the case

of my

a very serious and lamentable situation. For my
daughter to get pregnant, be left by her husband, and have her daughter

daughter. Tliis

was

—because

with our help

she

was not

Now she does not live with me

able to deal with those things alone.

anymore, she

left

when

her daughter was

six years-old.

2.

How did this
-

situation

come

to your

mind?

—

came to my memory when I saw this picture the grandma and her
granddaughter. I took care of my daughter while she was pregnant. I took
her to the doctors, and went with her to the hospital the day she gave birth
to my granddaughter. After that it was daily living. My daughter was
traumatized she expected her husband to change, but with the drugs.
It

—

-

3.

.

—

it brings back memories of my
see pictures of family like this
childhood. We were very united in our family, we did not want to be
separated from each other. This talks about beautiful times in my life.

When I

How good was to talk about these things here?
-

It

was good because

it

made

us remember.
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.

—

Your method through these
what we lived.
4.

Why is
-

5.

good

it

It is

to

pictures

we

got involved in remembering
^

remember?

like living

it

again.

.

We lived the past another time.

Did the dialogue sessions have any impact on your present

-

life?

me yes. When each person talked about her problems, about her
children, her husbands
the things they went through with their families,
yet they were able to overcome. One knows one can do it!
For

—

One can

learn’

from these experiences.

-

-

6.

We

can also learn from other people’s examples.
seems that the youngsters of today are weaker than before—they get into
drugs and other things because they don’t have the will, or the strength we
observed in the stories told by our peers who struggled without any drugs to
make them forget any of that.
For me the sharing was important. When one listens to the other women’s
themes this fulfilled me. It filled me and made me feel well we shared
with each other and we praised each other.
It

—

Do you have
-

—

any suggestions for

this

group?

would be interesting to write a book of all the stories we shared. You
don’t need to give people’s names
it would be nice to see how these
women were able to overcome (superarse).
It

—

-

Could we make a drama, a play of what we have? We could make a drama
in which we interpret the things we have learned here
it would be nice to
do this in the form of a play.

—

7.

What do you think of the
-

-

8.

They

pictures?

are portraits of our daily living.

These pictures make us re-live the past and brings us closer to our
families
it brings more union and caring, more love in our relationships.

—

They helped me get closer to my family.
You know, this helps us to share more with our families, to look for them,
and get closer to them it helps us communicate better. We have more
communication with them, and we give them more.

—

How do you think these pictures represent you and your community?
-

I

think

we

are well represented.

We could add more pictures of situations between parents and their
adolescent children; more situations of violence and drugs; more situations
including single mothers, young mothers, and fatherless kids.

-

I

like the pictures

because they give us the opportunity to interpret them

different ways.
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in

-

One can

relate the pictures

with situations of our daily

living.

The Outcome of the Latina Women’s Dialogue Group
The outcome of the

LWDG as well as

disclosing the particularities of the
reflecting

women’s

back on them. The issues

the elderly

that

its

lives, illustrating their

had emerged from the

women and during our FotoDialogo

related to broader social issues

process was subjective.

—belonged

sessions

own

initial

—although

We began by
narratives and

interviews with

incontestably

to the particular, subjective, private

domain

of life.

The dialogue
the

women’s

process, and the collective reflection on the issues presented in

stories, led the

However, the

result

group to conscientization according to the

In the

—which involved mixed gender groups, and focused
—has suggested.

political issues

LWDG’s

case, the action

transformation experienced by the
turn, led

them

purpose.

of this conscientization did not follow a similar path to action as

Freire’s thematic investigation

on community and

initial

to take action

was

women

and intervene

realized

by a process of deep

self-

in the group. Their self-transformation, in

in situations at several levels

of their

lives.

Women who had taken a passive attitude towards certain problems in their families
and communities were then getting engaged
in

community programs, and by changing

in social

change by actively participating

their responses to

domestic problems. For

instance, Angelica used to complain about her husband’s alcohol abuse problem, and

did not see any

Angelica’s

way to change

fatalistic attitude

the situation. She used to say “that

is

felt that

was

is.”

she had the power to intervene and

help her husband help himself. She and her husband came to talk to
I

way he

changed as she became more aware of the problem,

understood her husband’s condition, and

alcoholism issue, and

the

able to provide

them with
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a

list

me

about the

of resources, local

Alcoholic

months

Anonymous meetings

later

her husband

in Spanish, free counseling,

came back to

let

me know he was

Belenky (1986) and her associates have suggested

and rehab programs. Few

doing well.

that as

women become more

aware of the existence of inner resources for knowing and valuing,
as they begin to
listen to their

own voices,

acknowledge

that

they find an inner source of strength. They also

women’s hearing themselves

through watching and listening,

(Belenky

et ah,

1986, p. 85).

intellectually isolated

from

think, while gathering observations

“is the precursor to reflective

Even

if these

others, they

women

current interactions with others, and although they
voice, “these

women

are ‘gaining a voice’

critical

thought”

find themselves emotionally or

still

have began

and

to actively analyze their past

may not have

and

acquired a public

and a knowledge base from which they can

investigate the world” (Belenky et ah, 1986, p. 86).

Another aspect of the
group members. This

trust

LWDG process was the trust developed among the

and

level

themselves helped them to speak the
guilt,

and share

process, as

had kept

women

of confidence the
truth, to

in silence for their

suggested.

whole

lives.

in

reclaim their voices without fear and

their experiences with each other. This

many women had

developed

They were

was

in itself an

empowering

able to disclose issues that they

The women were

apt to discuss difficult

themes, such as child abuse, domestic violence, drugs and alcohol dependence, and

engage in self-disclosure without the burden of watching for
honor. For instance, Carlota,
gotten

was

AIDS from

who had emphasized

a blood transfusion,

gay, and admit that her son’s lover

The women were

was able

so

their reputation

many times

to finally tell the

and

that her son

had

group that her son

was “a nice man.”

able to accept themselves, and their lives and also other

people’s lives, knowledge, and experiences without blaming the victims. This also

helped boost the women’s self-esteem, and opened their minds up to different ways of
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perceiving social

reality.

and engaging themselves
to see themselves

and

relationships

in the analysis

their

oppression and culture.
reciprocity, in

Reflecting on issues related to
social class, race, and
gender,

It

was from

own

nothing—they did not want

that the

that

women emerged

fi-om the

with a powerfiil sense

capacities for knowing.

the group process with the
helief that they

knew

to participate in the initial interviews
because -I don

anything, what do I have to say?

acknowledging

"-and emerged from

“We are making history.

At the end, self-acceptance,

and

the experiences of mutuality,
equality, and

among group members,
their

women

group in context, and understand
the dynamics of social

The Latina women entered

silence

social contradictions,
allowed the

which the women engaged themselves
during dialogue, and

of themselves and

know

of

the dialogue process

”

self-transformation, and the

were the key outcomes achieved by the Latina

storytelling.
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‘t

women

empowerment

to break

as a result of dialogue

CHAPTER

5

FOTODIALOGO WORKSHOPS: BUILDING DIALOGUE WITH
COMMUNITY
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICE PROVIDERS
In the previous

two chapters

Women’s Dialogue Group

project,

generative themes, and

reality,

I

described the processes and content of the
Latina

and examined the group’s perceptions of social

community

issues in the context of the inner-city Latino

community. The focus of these chapters was on how we can
use pictures and
storytelling to foster dialogue, disclose painful issues,

and reframe individuals’

perceptions of social reality.

This chapter focuses on the application of FotoDialogo method as a dialogue

among

builder

health and

human

service providers, and trainers, in the context of

community-based organizations. To examine the

among

different groups

facilitating a

in the City

of individuals,

of Boston. Following

to

stories,

engage

this,

I

method

describe two FotoDialogo workshops

human

community

service providers in the City of Springfield.

in

which groups can

in collective dialogue,

community development and

things

this

begin by describing the experience of co-

I

workshops we considered the ways

FotoDialogo

of using

FotoDialogo workshop addressed to a group of job training participants

addressed to community health and
In these

feasibility

education.

I

create and analyze

and apply the FotoDialogo method

conclude

this chapter

by examining the

service providers and group facilitators can do to build dialogue and

enhance communication with the people

in the
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communities where they work.

Cp-Facilitatinq a FotoDialoqo

Women
During the time
in

I

in

a

Wor kshop Addressed

Job Training Program

was conducting

to a firnnp

'

—

r^ f

this study

I

worked

for several organizations

Boston and Springfield, Massachusetts. In
1997

I

worked

as a Materials

Development Consultant

for a training organization in the
City

outreach educators to serve the communities
where they

live.

of Boston which

During

m contact with people who work with the most culturally diverse,
the

most economically disadvantaged populations
I

that time

in the city.

help people disclose and discuss social issues that
sometimes get in the

human

services. In

—

one occasion,

to outreach educators

I

was

invited

is

working

at a

in the city’s health

women

in transition

—one of

to the workplace. This

job training programs have emerged as a response

need of providing welfare recipients with
market

to conduct a

located in a residential project in Roxburry

from welfare

skills

and

job training center.

poorest areas around Boston, with a high concentration of immigrants
training to

way to

way of their

by a training coordinator

FotoDialogo workshop addressed to a group of women

The program, which

came

and, in most cases,

offered a series of workshops—using the FotoDialogo
method as a

self-development and learning

I

trains

to the welfare

the

— provides job

and other similar

reform and to the

necessary to enter a competitive job

in the nineties.

I

learned from informal interviews with the Department of Transitional

Assistance

(DTA)

personnel

that,

according to the welfare reform, individuals

head of households whose youngest child

is

who

are

school-aged (6 years and older) are

considered work-mandated. Work-mandated means that the person has to find a job or
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do community service for

at least

20 hours per week.

AFDC

recipients can remain

volunteers for a limited time while they gain experience
and training. Tliere are a

number of career and job counseling

centers providing assistance with recruitment,

counseling, job search, and labor/market information to

AFDC recipients who are

work-mandated.
There

is

a great need of training for the people

before time limit expires.

Time

December

limit

1,

younger than

1996.

six,

Time

limit is an old

is

for people

counting two years

law

who

eligibility

who

that has

are not

are not work-mandated,

been implemented since

FDY exempt, with children

within a continuous period of five

years.

Given the circumstances, the need

for job training

great,

is

and the number of

job training programs has increased since President Clinton’s welfare reform.

The Participants
Prior to

very young

my arrival at the training center,

women,

was expecting

since they were been referred to by

coordinator, as “the girls.” However, the group

from early twenties

I

to mid-forties; primarily

was

women

a

to find a

my hostess,

group of

the training

mix of women ranging

of color with very

little

in

age

formal

education.

When I got to the training room the
and were answering a quiz
anxious and asking

They

many

are aware that the

that

group had just finished watching a video

accompanied the video. Some of them were apparently

questions related to the quiz. The

new policies

women seemed tense.

suggest that either they
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make

into the job

market

or they lose their welfare benefits. For

some of them,

and concepts has not been an easy process,

it

as

I

observed, learning

new

skills

has been accompanied by self-doubts and

anxiety.

The majority of the women

room had dropped

in the

out of school before

reaching high school and were attending their children for a number of years before

Now they have to

being pushed into the job market by the welfare reform.
hours a week attending

this

job training program before they find a job.

The small group was composed of

six

women:

Rican converted to Islam, and single mother of two;

mother of six;

(3)

spend forty

(1) Diana, a

(2) Dione,

young Puerto

an African American

Rosemary, an African American, single mother of five;

Kathleen an European American

woman

(4)

married to a Salvadoran man, and mother of

two; (5) Robin, an African American, single mother of one small child; and (6)

Angela, a Jamaican middle-aged

woman

mother of

four.

The Workshop
At the beginning of the FotoDialogo workshop

I

introduced the agenda for the

day and the objectives for the workshop: getting to know ourselves deeper; developing
dialogue

skills;

working with our perceptions and imagination

to create scenarios that

based
lead us to discuss emerging issues in a supportive environment; creating a story

on a woman’s

lifeline

Participants

their “coat

it

using FotoDialogo pictures, and processing the experience.

were given paper and markers

of arms” representing

usually occurs,

someone

who

to introduce themselves

they are, what they do, and their

said: “I don’t

know how to
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draw.”

I

by drawing

gift to life.

always

tell

As

them not

to

worry about

in

words what

conventional

symbols.

As

how their
their

drawings look

like

because they will have a chance to explain

drawings represent. The important thing

way of thinking, of introducing
I

told

them

in the

is

to shift

from a

oneself verbally, to thinking in terms of

workshop:

Drawings are briefer than words, they communicate meaning
faster, even if we
have to use many words to explain them to others.
You can use stick figures,
anything that gets the idea across, nothing that
noticed

They draw
that

is

Once
them shared

is too elaborate. Have you
kids draw before they are told what is right and
wrong?
a dot and say this is mom, right? And you smile
because you

how

little

know

you, and you are in their thoughts.

the

women

themselves, then

when showing their

when

the help of a picture.

the idea that counts.

finished drawing their coat of arms, each and everyone
of

their thoughts with the group.

relaxed, in general,

It is

I

have noticed

that people

seem more

coat of arms, even if it speaks about

they have to think and introduce themselves verbally without

I

have used

this exercise

many times

as an icebreaker because

it

helps people share aspects of themselves, and relax as they laugh about their pictures.

Diana drew a

mother of two

girls.

figures representing

triangle with three figures

In the middle of the triangle she

”

Rosemary

a

mosque and

that her gift to life

Dione described herself as a mother of six

her yard, likes to talk and bring people together. Her

people.

drew

what she does: “I serve the community where 1 live.

bottom she drew three veiled women, and said
different people.

on the top representing who she

said,

program, and my gift

is

“lam: me and my five
that I raise

”

my children
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to be

tliree stick

”

On the

“sharing with

children; she plants in

gift to life is

kids,

is

is:

being there for

and “What I do: I come

good people.

”

to

a

Kathleen drew a

drew a

man holding

picture of a

part she

drew

circle divided into three panels. In the

an American

and two

flag,

who-I-am panel she

a house with one figure playing in a soccer field and another holding a

broom. In the third panel she drew two figures and words written

She

said,

1 teach

In the what-I-do

girls.

‘Tm a mother of two girls,

in a cartoon style.

1 take care of the house, I’m a

my husband to read and write

in English.

good listener, and

”

The Dialogue Session
Five FotoDialogo pictures were placed on the large table, and

activity

I

introduced the

by saying:

woman

These are pictures of the same
to

do as individuals and as a group

another pile of pictures over here,
illustrate

where she thinks
same, and
story.
lifeline

we

By

—

-

-

I

little

if

it

are going

story. Tliere is

Each person

story about that picture, and places that picture
life.

The next person

blanks with these pictures

makes

we

and

it

will

do the

woman’s
woman’s

to the

are creating a
life

span.

You

easier for the group to continue the story.

introduced the activity, the group started the following dialogue:

want to call her Maria. (YWl) She looks like a Maria to me. This is
Maria and she is the middle child in her family.
(P2) That looks to me as someone who needs help, who is in trouble. She
I

crying out for help. That

-

woman’s

sequence of events that happens in someone’s

woman

as an

life:

What we

are going to use these pictures to

will all try to relate the pictures to each other

like a

as

and we

of her

older age.

to create this

belongs in that woman’s

filling in the

can name that

As soon

a

tells

it

is

at

We can take turns, and go one by one.

her story.

chooses a picture,

at different stages

an adolescent, an adult, and

infant, a little girl,

When

she

is

young.

.

.

I

is

happening when she

is

a teenager.

want her to be a Mary. (SBLl) This

the mother of Jesus. (C2) This

is

the baby (Jesus)

is

Mary,

who grew up

to be this

man here with .on this cross. This is
happy to me,
I am going to pick this picture (SIT9) because it looks
the happiest times in my life, and I am going to put it over here.

-

But she

is

this is

the mother Mary.

-

.

is

.

not talking about Maria, she

supposed to talk about Maria?
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is

talking about herself

.

.

one of

aren’t

we

.

-

Well

if you are

choosing a picture because

relate that picture to the story

-

(SIT3)
is

-

even

it

When I think

when

she

of the time in Maria’s
a middle aged woman.

is

This

tells

if is related to

about happiness you can
your own life.

when

life

.

she

is

the happiest

it

is difficult
(SITIO) This is the mother of Christopher, she
is a
single parent and she cares a lot for her child
Christopher. Her husband
died, she is a lonely person, she is a widow,
and she is living in a hut in
.

.

.

Haiti.

-

(SITl) This

is Mary and her granddaughter. She
is happy because she can
see her granddaughter while she is still alive.
Sometimes people pass away
without having the opportunity to see their grandchildren.
.and here is her
.

when she is older. This is how I picture her with her
granddaughter when she is older and here when she is dying,
it’s a way
of life. (SIT7)This is Maria dying. This is the circle of life, we
grow, we
granddaughter

—

we

and

live,

situation,

die.

maybe

that life is a gift,

and
at

if

we

we

die

I

just

want

to.

every opportunity because

not saying that

we

are going to die.

I

.

(crying) I’m facing a

we

little difficult'

know when we are going to die. I am
right away but we don’t know when we

don’t

are going to die

know what

don’t

something happens to me,

..lam looking

.

could be with you guys, maybe not. We need to realize
it is an opportunity that God gives us to
do things good,
don’t have any more opportunities. So we should do good
I

I

is

going to happen to

And that

don’t know.

is

what

my children if
I am trying to do

someone who can help my children and teach them
good, and help them grow as good people. We have to face that, we have
for

die sooner or later,

because

At

I

this point,

was

I

am not

going to leave

my daugliters

to

behind just

irresponsible.

Diana told us

that she

about her children and their future

was HTV

she dies.

if

Then

positive and

was very worried

the group continued on with the

story:

-

(P5) Here she

because of so

-

(SIT4)
.

Yes.
is

-

Is that

Ugh. Yes.
.

.

the middle of her adult

a

.Is

is

gun

in her

And the man
I’ll

.

I

chose
.

relationships, she has
.
.

this picture

gone

socializing.

.

(laughter) they don’t look that happy!

hand?

is

her husband. She doesn’t

take the

.

.

that

little girl

is

little girl

now they are

Maria’s daughter. (SIT2) She was
left their

know what

she

not the way, but she does not

because the

parents in another country, and

parents

.

Maria the one with the gun?

going to shoot them.

(Cl)

life.

situations going around.

happy with her
looking at them now.

(SITS) Here she

Oh! I’m just

-

is in

many problem

left

left

doing, she

with her grand-

going to get her. The

girl is

with her grandparents because her

country and came to America.
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was

is

know that.

.

(Cl) This

Soma, she has an illness, she has leukemia.
(YWl) This is her
mother Patricia, who is afraid of losing her
daughter. This is her only child
and she is afraid of losing her. And three years
later Sonia died, and she
was terrified, she couldn’t keep her life together
without her daughter
IS

’

her

only baby. The family tried to comfort her but
she was too desperate
because the loss of her daughter. Patricia wanted
to be near her daughter
because she loved her that much, and the family
cried.
She couldn’t live
without her daughter. I chose this picture because
my baby girl was found
with leukemia.
.

(YM2)

This

is

John.

.

he followed the wrong people, he got into drugs,
he
t know what he is doing
because he’s doing
his mother, Maria. She went to visit him in
jail. He was
.

.

got in trouble, he doesn
drugs... This

is

using drugs and he
her son

made

a bad choice. She does not look happy because

there.

is

This one used to be Maria’s boyfriend. Now they are
separated.
Maria ends up in jail because she shot that guy (P3).
(1VI2)

.

(SITU) This

is

Maria getting back

so she can get a better job.

.

to school so she

And I would

say this

is

can get an education,

the best time of her

life

because she looks happy.

Sandy who is a nun in a catholic church who prays to God
save her family from being killed in Vietnam. She is Maria’s sister.
(PI) This

is

(SIT13) This

is

a doctor with his patient. This could be Maria’s son after

he realized what he
be a good person

make

,

did.

He

is

well.

am choosing this

I

older, he

is

he studied medicine

sure eveiything

(SBLl)

to

was

in jail,

he studied, he wanted to

—he’s checking

He became

his grandfather to

when he was in jail.
I know the virgin is

a doctor

for a spiritual reason.

extremely important among Hispanic families, and in general. I believe in
every women’s life there is a spiritual guide, so here is mother Mary just

watching

.

.

(SITS) This

and he’s
her that

.

.

Maria with her ex-husband. He does not love her anymore
with someone

else. .he
.

took her to a public place to

.because she could go crazy, you

(SITS) This

mom,

is

in love

with

is

Maria’s

many

a difficult relationship with her

conflicts, disagreements,

ten years. She stayed

with her. Maria’s

mom. She had

away

is

They were

also a

mom in

for that long because she could not get along

she was a very

getting into arguments all the time. After ten

years Maria decided to reunite with her
older and she

and she has not seen her

mom tried to tell her what to do in her life,

controlling mother.

tell

know?

mom,

mother so she wanted

because her

to

mom is getting
mom and get in

be with her

good terms with her because she is older. She took a picture of her and her
This is Maria and her mom. (Wl) She is happy here, she is looking
up to God, she is happier because her mom is getting better, she’s taking

mom.

chemotherapy.
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When

participants

were asked

to

.

summarize the FotoDialogo

.

.

Angela

story,

raised her hand, and gave the following
account of Maria’s story:

This was Maria’s infancy. This is at school age in
elementary school. She came
from a large family and she was the middle child.
Here she is a teen who
turned into a Madonna. We started looking at her
as representative of the
Virgin Mary. Then we moved on to this stage of her
life where things started to
solidify romantically. Here as a teenager going
through what all teenagers go
through. She came around to mid-life, into a darker
period, dealing with
difficult issues.

Over here her

life

was changing

into adult life,

and her husband
She is a grandmother. Here, Mary is
happy, enjoying life, dancing, something happened with
this man, she’s still
happy I don’t know what happened.

was cheating on

her, she is not happy.

.

Diana continued narrating the story
Maria

One day we

are

like

life,

good the other we

what happens

are sad.

to all

it happens. Maria as a
young woman. here she is confused, she does not know what
do. Here she messed up her life with different kinds of men. She went
.

.

child, teenager,
to

trembling voice.

facing different situations in her

is

people.

in a

.

.

.

.

through different situations, different people in her life: sadness, happiness...
Here she is happy dancing, and here she has a decision to make, and she is

keeping

it within herself. She does not talk to people. Here she does
not think
she can live without her man, and makes a big mistake... and she goes to jail

But she had the opportunity

for that.

happy

to be with her granddaughter.

in that picture with her granddaughter.

.

.

it

looks like she

She looks

made

it.

After listening to the stories, the group listed the major incidents in the

woman’s
-

life,

and considered the major turning point

in

Maria’s

When

she killed her husband. That was a stupid mistake!

She

really miserable

is

when

she

is

in jail,

when

a big mistake. She should have chosen another

-

She loved

that

man

—she shouldn’t have

Also

I

be.

she realized that she

man

made

in her life.

know

to talk to.

think she didn’t have any spiritual guidance. Because sometimes

don’t have people around us, but

we have God

in

mind

to choose

what

we
is

good or bad. When she knew he was having an affair and she chose to kill
she was going to jail, that is what she should have pictured in her
mind, because he is telling her “ I don’t want you no more”. He is telling
that to make her feel bad. So if she is with the gun thinking.
She is not thinking! She got only one thing in her mind and that was to kill.
him.

.

.

. .

.

-

.

killed him, but she didn’t

any other way to go. She didn’t have anyone

-

life to

That

is

what

I

am

saying, she had no faith, no inner guidance.
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.

.

-

If you don’t

know what
-

-

have anyone

to listen to

Put yourself in her shoes

you advice, you don’t

to give

in her heart, she
.

could think better.

.

.

don’t mess myself with no man!

Well, you know, she
If she

A
I

you and

.

to do...

She could have the bible

I

.

.

lot

may not have known.

had God’s guidance she would have thought
of people don’t know God.

think

we

are talking about

made of people around

is

who

can

listen to

two

. .

different kinds of support systems,

one

that

us such as family, friends, community, those

us and help us think. The other one

of support, the inner voices, or

spiritual

guidance

Apparently Maria lacked both kinds of support,

is

is

the spiritual source

we can
that

find in religion.

what you

are trying

to say?

-

That

is

why I was trying to change the

picture. If she

had had the inner

voice she would have been able to see the picture of herself in jail.

-

Do you have

—

to

-

if you

support systems in your

.

we know

Yes. Each of us have different religious beliefs, but
change, that
I

is

up

you can

get a helping hand, if

When I asked the

we go

to

you want

to

if

to the person.

don’t feel like talking to a priest about

prefer to have

someone

to talk to

my own personal problems.

on a daily

basis.

in,

This has been very good for

adding that

me

we had

as a trainer.

I

.

group “What have you learned from

the training coordinator jumped

we

-places or people you can turn

ever feel like “I cannot think straight. .”?

the churches or the mosques,

-

life

this

experience today?”

ran out of time, and said:

One of the

things

I

learned

is

that

need to serve more then the job search. Listening to everyone’s imagination

has been very helpful to prepare for the next things. Your interpretations

helped

me to prepare things

better for

you

in the future.

Key Issues and Themes
The main

character of the story

was Maria,

paradoxically as sinner and saint. Her value as a

or Mary,

woman,

who was portrayed

as well as her source of

other people in her
happiness or disgrace were associated with her relationships with

life,

lovers, and her husband.
such as her children, her grandchildren, her mother, her
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Maria/Mary was redeemed
killer

as the

mother of Jesus, and condemned as the

of her husband.
Issues related to death, suicide, drugs, crime, punishment, illness, religion,

guilt, loneliness, isolation, betrayal,

Maria’s

lifeline.

immigration, and romance were touched upon in

How reflective these

issues are of participants’ lives

is

hard to

determine with certainty since most participants did not make those associations
themselves. Except for Diana,

who

expressed her religious beliefs vehemently, her

concerns for her children, her feelings of guilt, and her fear of an immanent death due

to her

HTV

status.

From

a psychological perspective, according to the

TAT

manual (Murray,

1971), Maria, the leading role in the drama, demonstrated feelings of (1)

Intraggression,

stupidity

and

and remorse;

when

she blamed, reproved, and belittled herself for wrongdoing,

failure to control her impulses;

(2)

Succorance,

when

and suffered feelings of inferiority,

guilt,

she seemed to depend on someone else for advice,

forgiveness, support, and care, felt lonely and helpless in a crisis situation; (3)

Conflict,

when Maria found herself in

a state of uncertainty, indecision, and perplexity

due to her opposing needs, impulses, and

desires;

and (4) Dejection, when Maria

and
experienced feelings of disappointment, disillusionment, sorrow, unhappiness,

despair.

Other forces related to Maria’s environment were

(a)

emotional affiliations

(b) aggression and
represented by her affections to relatives and love affairs;

restraint, represented

by Maria’s crime and punishment;
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(c) rejection, implicit in

Maria

husband

s

s

unfaithfulness and abandonnientj and (d) lack, because Maria

lacked what she needed to

live, to

succeed and to be happy.

We can only assume that the issues, feelings and needs brought up in Maria’s
story have a correlation to those faced

by the women

Murray implies

in the group.

(1971) that people tend to say things about an invented character that apply to
themselves, things that they would have been reluctant to confess in response to a
direct question.

Both the topics brought up by the
their reactions to

consciousness,

women

during the storytelling session, and

and interpretations of them bear a relationship

e.g.,

magic, naive, and

The focus of

critical,

and ways of viewing the world.

the discussion that followed the story

of personal choices, examined from a naive

Drugs and crime were interpreted

as

was put

activities,

drug related

in jail for his

for killing her unfaithful husband.

—

to their states of

was primarily an

in Freire’s sense

“bad choices,” as

—point of view.

in the case

and Maria herself,

of her

act,

when

of Maria’s son,

who was

that

she had listened to

she killed her husband, because she was blinded by

God and her

that

Maria made a bad choice when she married

tied

up Maria’s destiny

man

own

fate

inner voices, and Dione thought she did not have

anyone to give her advice or support when she needed

to the

a source

Maria was not

love and jealousy. Diana argued that Maria could have been saved from her

if

who

imprisoned

The reasoning around Maria’s choice was

of conflict between Diana and Dione. In a way they both agreed
fully conscious

analysis

in her life.
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it.

Some

that particular

other

woman thouglit

man. Basically, they

Maria was portrayed as a

power over herself and her

woman

driven by her emotions, with not

The women’s arguments

fate.

much

rotated around individual

choices, character, and willpower to be “good” or “bad” people, a point
of analysis
typical of a naive state of consciousness as regarded

The naive consciousness places
the

magic consciousness

the

power

to

Freire.

change

refers to a fatalistic mentality, in

power only by magical means. The

access to

by

thinking, refers to a systemic

way of thinking

third level

in

in the individual,

which the individual has

of consciousness, or

which individual power

related to interconnected elements of his/her culture, and change

structural level to

whereas

is

critical

seeing as

must occur

a

at

be sustainable.

There were no inferences during the dialogue standing from a magic neither a
critical level

spiritual

of consciousness. The mentions of inner voices, God, religious or

guidance were placed

participants said that

listened to

destiny

an individual

at

level.

Maria could have been saved from her “bad choices,”

God, or her inner voices, they suggested

was

still

For instance, when the

that the

who made some “bad

is

typically naive, as

change his world, without taking
political,

it

coming out

of the system

in

well as

as a doctor.

focuses on the power within the individual to

among the

into account the inter-connections

economic, and environmental forces within a system.

critical analysis

As

choices” in the past, but was

able to transform himself by studying medicine in jail, and

This reasoning

she had

power to change Maria’s

within herself, they did not expect any miracles to happen.

with the case of John, Maria’s son,

if

By

which those events were happening,
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social,

lacking that

the

women

in the

group wound up blaming the victims, and consequently
blaming themselves for

their

powerlessness, lack of vision, poor self-control, lack of
education, and isolation.
Unfortunately, the discussion

power dynamics, gender

was not long enough

issues, systemic thinking,

to turn into a dialog

and to move the group

around

to a higher

of consciousness.

level

The Group Dynamics
The leadership

in

terms of group facilitation was clearly divided between

myself, as the guest trainer, and the training coordinator
active role during the workshop. Co-facilitation

approach

if

we had

co-facilitators in a

took an

a very useful

FotoDialogo workshop. Unfortunately, there was no planning
styles,

training coordinator,

and understanding of the method were out of sync.

who was

job training program, had established
supportive

would have been

in late but

both agreed on our expectations from each other and our roles as

involved and our training

The

who came

—bordering

protective

—

also playing the role of lead trainer in the

a rapport with the participants

style

of leadership

in

based on a

which she used

a lot of

positive reinforcement, motivation tecliniques, and encouragement to keep trainees’

level

of participation up. That

situation involving a group

However,

in the

style

of leadership may work

whose competence and morale

FotoDialogo

situation,

where dialog

is

vei-y

well in a job training

are at a

low

level.

expected to flourish from the

tension created by the various conflicting forces generated by people’s perceptions

and deeper emotions, the “don’t-worry-be-happy approach” becomes a restraining
force.
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I

observed the don ’t-worry-be-happy approach being applied

during the workshop. For instance,
for the creation of a

women’s

when I was

lifeline,

at

few occasions

giving directions and setting the tone

the training coordinator

was

trying to simplify

those directions by telling participants what they could and could not do, and making
sure that there

was no room

for ambiguity.

her for clarification of any issue.

wonderful catalyst

stir

As

a result the participants

would turn

to

Furthermore, ambiguity could have been a

in the dialog process,

because

it

can generate more questions and

up more issues for discussion.

We also had very different measures of dealing with tension. I tend to let
silence be part of the dialog process

burst into emotional outpour.

by waiting

As William

but one replete with richness” (1994,

follow

me on that

approach.

I

for as long as

it

Isaacs says, “silence

p. 363).

takes for silence to

is

not an empty void,

My impromptu co-facilitator did not

noticed, during the workshop, every time

period of silence she would say something to encourage people to

something funny to

liglit

was building up tended

up the present mood. Whenever she did

to dissipate.

with the issues that created

that

need to be released

it

a

talk, or try to

say

that, the tension that

However, releasing tension, without working

in the first place, tends to stock-pile the pressing feelings

in a different

manner. For example, when Diana started

talking about death, and expressing her fears and concerns about her

training coordinator looked for a

difficult subject.

we had

happy picture

in

own

death, the

an attempt to escape a painful and

She made the group laugh, and consequently relax

their tensed

was denied the
foreheads. Nevertheless, by releasing that powerful tension the group
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opportunity to deal with a real issue presented to them,
to express their support to

Diana, and for Diana to be able to express her fears and
to be heard.

Dealing with

group needs to face

conflict, pain,

in the process

and divergence

is

one of the major challenges a

of developing dialogue

skills.

The group can

avoid the challenges of gaining insight into barriers that are appearing,
or
to dialogue

by reflecting upon the experience

that leads

them

it

can

to conflict, pain,

either

move

and

frustration.

In order to seek

we need to
are

we

allow

and understand the deepest meanings of our human experience
ambiguity, pain and chaos to emerge and ask ourselves

crisis,

learning from this”?

At

As

Isaacs points out in his Levels

this crisis, skilled facilitation is

and Stages of Dialogue,

most

critical. The facilitator does not seek to
happening, but to model (in his or her
behavior) some ways to suspend assumptions. The facilitator might point

“correct” or impose order on what

own

“What

is

out the presence of polarizations, the opportunity to learn what they represent,

and the limiting categories of thought
group (1994, p. 363).
Partly due to the

and

I

that are rapidly gaining

mismatch of our leadership

never achieved a free flow of dialog in

this

momentum

in the

styles, the training coordinator

workshop. The story-telling was

chopped, the few emerging deep emotional issues were cut

short,

and the processing of

the experience itself never took place.

The group dynamics among

participants

classroom setting where the teacher, the
films)

occupy a center

role.

The

seemed

to be typical

of a traditional

trainer, or other training tools (e.g., videos,

participants talked

when they were asked to

talk,

and

they paid attention to the instructor for direction. They seemed to expect the instructor

to

know and to

provide them with information. They did not seem to really

listen to

each other, or to question the leadership. This was
reflected
created Maria’s lifeline.

The

were no correlation

there

in the

way the women

associations between the pictures were weak,
sometimes

at all

between one sequence and the

they were more concerned with their

own performance

other.

It

seemed

as if

as students than as learners in a

team. They seemed more preoccupied with the directions
to the exercise than with the
process of creating a
majority of the

woman’s

lifeline, or

women’s body language,

their narratives,

I

could

tell

when Diana’s emotional

for that kind of dramatic

outburst

From what I have observed
environment suggests
attire

—according

job-aspiring

women’s

in

in these

engagement

to

emerge was

and other job training programs the
of specific job

programs. There

is

not

—

skills,

proper manners and

are the primary goals of any

much room

for validation of these

experiences, hardships, and expression of emotions, solidarity, and

many of these job

Freire, refers to a

reflecting,

It

in this

most conventional standards

friendship in this type of program.

norm

and the focus of

was curbed.

that the acquisition

to the

woman

directions of eye-contact,

From the

they were quite disengaged from the dialog process, with

few exceptions. The momentum
lost

supporting each other to do so.

The banking

training programs.

style

of education seems to be the

Banking education, a term coined by

concept of education that denies people their power of thinking,

and speaking

their voice.

would take us more than just one workshop using FotoDialogo

to shake

up

those assumptions about education and ways of learning, and to open up the doors to

true dialogue.
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Workshops Addressed to Community Health
and Human Service Practitioners

Facilitating FotoDialoqo

The

first

FotoDialogo workshop addressed to a group of health and human

service practitioners took place at a

November, 1996.
Ourselves

clinic in Springfield

SAU sponsored a half-day workshop entitled;

And Our Communities

Approximately

community health

Better

fifty invitation-fliers

By Using

were sent

Pictures

to people

And

“Getting

on

To Know

Dialog.”

working

in

human and

health

services in the city.

The workshop took place

community room

in a spacious, comfortable,

located in the North

and well-equipped

End of Springfield. Twelve people showed

up,

however

three people left before the beginning of the story creation using FotoDialogo

pictures.

Most

working

relationship,

I

participants

had met each other before, or had had some form of

hence the climate was affable and informal.

asked participants’ permission to tape-record the session for

my own research

purposes, and to take pictures of the photo-dialogue sequence they were about to

create.

later

No

one opposed the idea of recording the

reproduce the text

I

results

of the workshop, so

I

could

recorded during the dialogue session in the participants’

own

voices.

At the end of the workshop

participants provided very positive feedback and

most of them requested another session

to

deepen

familiarity with the technique. Thus, Providers

workshop followed

this first

one a few months
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their

knowledge of and increase

Workshop
later.

II,

another FotoDialogo

Purpose, Process and Content of Providers Workshop
The goals of this workshop were:

Women’s Dialogue Group

(1) to present

I

an overview of the Latina

to those interested in the project;
(2) to share the

FotoDialogo method with human services and health care providers, mostly
those

working
fulfill

in close connection

with the

CBO where this research study took place;

(3) to

the research goals of investigating providers’ perceptions of social issues

affecting a portion of their client-population via pictures and story telling; and
(4) to

generate feedback from providers on the use and implications of FotoDialogo as a
dialogue-builder technique.

Profile of

Workshop

Participants

Among the twelve human

and health care practitioners taking part

workshop there were nine women

(Ratio:

75%) and

three

men

(Ratio:

in the

25%);

five

European/ Jewish American (Ratio: 41%); four Latin American/ Hispanic (Ratio:

33%); two African American (Ratio: 16%); and one Asian (Ratio: 8%). The
participants were, according to their

own

health educator; (2) European American

(3)

accounts: (1) European American man,

woman, women’s

health program director;

Jewish American woman, health educator and grant writer; (4) Jewish Ashkenazi

American woman,

MPH student; (5) Puerto Rican woman, elderly program

coordinator; (6) Puerto Rican man, media producer and coinmunity health educator;

(7) Puerto

Rican woman, health educator and community organizer;

American woman, public health administrator;
educator; (10) African American

woman,

(9) African

(8)

Mexican

American man, health

public health administrator; (11)
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Vietnamese woman,

MPH student; and (12) European American woman, smoking

cessation program coordinator.

At the end of the workshop
Questionnaire (see

APPENDIX

participants filled out the Social Identity

G) containing questions

their clientele’s social identity profile,

related to their

own

as well as

and information regarding the services they

provide to the community.

According
health and

human

to the responses to the Social Identity Questionnaire,

service providers working in the

levels of formal education

some of them speak

community have

(65% of them earned MBA, MPH,

most of the

attained high

and/or Ph.D. degrees),

a language other than English, and have lived in other countries

outside the United States; most are middle-class professionals, associated with

community-based health and human service organizations. In general, these
organizations provide health and

human

services to underclass minority populations,

primarily Spanish-speaking immigrants residing in the

Among the most common

city.

socio-economic and health related issues affecting

the client population, as indicated by the health and

human

difficult access to resources, e.g., education, health care,

barriers;

service providers, are:

and housing; language

unemployment, and poor educational opportunities; AIDS, chronic

diseases,

crime, high rates of morbidity and mortality; smoking, substance abuse, and poor

nutrition related to stress

The organizations

and poverty; and domestic violence.

try to

circumvent these problems by offering language and

culture specific programs; involving active participation of community
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members

in the

process of change; providing a home/respite/safe haven and respect;
promoting active
efforts to

combat homophobia;

coalition building,

affecting public policy, developing leadership and

working with medical

institutions. Latino

advocacy groups, health

education and health promotion programs in English and Spanish; and training health

promotion workers.

Thus, the services provided by the health and

from health education and

crisis intervention to

human

community development and

advocacy. Respondents acknowledged that most of their
to poverty, lack

To

clients’

problems are related

of educational opportunities, and language barriers coupled with other

cultural issues leading to misinformation, discrimination,

Icebreaker:

service organizations vary

My Personal

and chronic

illnesses.

Shield

introduce the participants to the topic, break the

have the participants introducing themselves,

I

ice,

and

at the

same time

designed an ice breaker called

“My

Personal Shield” (adapted from The Winning Trainer').

Each

participant

had a sheet containing an

“Who I AM,” “What I Do,”

and

“My Gift to

ellipse divided into three sections:

Life.” Participants

were divided

and asked to introduce themselves using pictures and signs representing
shield.

The icebreaker helped

the participants to shift their

way of introducing themselves

to a

more

minds from

'

The Winning Trainerb'^

Julius Eitington

their personal

a purely verbal

subjective and symbolic form. There

of laughter during the exercise, but also some resistance expressed

lot

in triads,

in the

containing a series of exercises, games, puzzles, and icebreakers that can be used

development programs.
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a

ways

(second edition 1989, by Gulf Publishing Company, Houston, Texas)
in training of trainers

was

is

a book

and organizational

participants waited to start drawing any figure, and
saying

anything. Maria, a

how

difficult

Mexican American woman, used an indigenous

it

was

to

draw

sign to represent

her culture:

chose that because

I

it

speaks to

my culture, to my people, to my land. What

I

chose the medicine wheel, because the medicine wheel crosses individual
and community lines, it is the medicine wheel of well-being, the medicine
do,

I

wheel represents everything
the community.

have two sons,

that

I

do, looking for balance in people’s lives in

My Gift to Life: The Zuni symbol for male warriors, since

that is

my gift to

life,

my two

I

children.

Deborah, a Latin American health-promoter and community organizer, used

more personalized,

abstract symbols.

Who I am: A
them.

What

I

She

said:

brilliant star.

When I work

with people

do:

give energy,

give a lot of energy to people.

I

shine.

I

I

I

try to clear things for

My gift

to Life: Energy.

After

all

the triads finished sharing the icebreaker,

by asking participants how they

felt

represent themselves, what they do in

drawing the

-

I

are;

life,

first

came

to their

and what signs had they chosen

and what they bring to

the exercise itself and

“Who I Am”

processed the experience

during the icebreaker; what

minds when they thought about who they

Commenting on

we

to

life.

how they represented themselves by

section of their shields participants said:

love this exercise using symbols.

We

see

them

a lot in our lives but often

do not pay attention to them. So having the opportunity to put them in
simple form it is a different way of thinking, and it is hard, it sort of
captures the essence of what we are trying to say.

—

We connect ourselves to people around us, Ray and
lot

and dimensions of our lives. The family

came up

who we
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are.

almost drew the same

of other things,

thing about ourselves in the middle of a

the center of things that add to

I

in

a

all

who we

the obstacles

are.

We

are at

identify myself in terms of ethnic
lines, as an African American,
and as a
man. 1 drew a male face and I curled my
I

hair.

I

had the same thmg

symbol which
people,

my culture, and I chose the “ZIA”
symbol for the sun which represents my
land my
This is a New Mexican symbol for
the desert people.
that represented

a Zuni

is

my culture.

During our debriefing of the icebreaker
identified

What I Do'? Have you

or family?”

-

I

asked participants:

"How have you

identified yourselves in terms of occupation,
hobbies,

To which they responded:

For me it was growing. That is the thing we do
from the cradle
of life, physically as well as professionally.

to the

end

what I do is very similar to who I am. I have drawn two
people
connected with the globe, and out of that came a heart
it is sort of a
connection to the work that we do daily, sort of an international
perspective
in life, in connecting people, but also of who I
am with my family, my
living outside of work. They were both very similar.
I didn’t realize that
I

find that

—

until

I

saw I had

similar symbols for

all

of them.

Participants considered their Gift to Life to be:

My understanding, my love. When you give your understanding people
give you feedback.

-

I

drew an

I

drew a mouth.

I

give myself a

ear because

I

lot,

listen to a lot

but

I

get a lot back.

of people.

A mouth with little arrows coming out.

partially a smile, laughter, the other thing

was

that

I

I

know

was

trying to say

several different

languages.

-

My gift is love, I just drew a heart.

After debriefing the exercise, the health and

how many things
others, their

human

services providers realized

they shared with each other: their inclination to giving and nurturing

ways of looking

at the

world, and feeling connected to their families and
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communities. They also acknowledged that many of their commonalties are associated
with the kind of work they have chosen to do.

Introducing the FotoDialoqo Method to
Service Practitioners
After the icebreaker

I

Community Health and Human

presented a lecturette in which

described the

I

FotoDialogo method and the use of projective techniques applied to dialogue

development

in

groups and individuals.

Some of the examples

mapping, storytelling and drawing of lifelines

included:

skills

community

and the use of pictures

in interviews,

to

illustrate life stories.

The

participants

were also provided with an overview of the Latina Women’s

Dialog Group project which was

group of elderly Latino

method

in full course at the time.

women who met weekly

to discuss issues affecting their lives.

at

The

The

SAU, and

women to

share their

applied the FotoDialogo

LWDG was formed with the

purposes of investigating individuals’ perceptions of social

environment for

LWDG involved a

reality; creating a safe

experiences with others, and connect with

life

one another; seeing the big picture by relating personal issues to broader
systems; and

moving from

in order to influence

At

a “blame-the-victim

mode”

social

to a “change-the-system

mode”

policy-making and service-delivery systems.

that point in time, the

had been meeting regularly

LWDG’s

for about ten months; the

necessary trust to discuss intimate issues
the group had developed

its

major accomplishments were

own

women had
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group

developed the

among themselves, and with

language, and

that the

the facilitator;

was comfortable discussing and

questioning theories of social oppression. The most
visited themes in our dialogue
sessions were related to family, gender, ethnicity,
language, health, and social class
issues.

Practicing FotoDialogo: Creating a
I

lifeline

I

Lifeline

placed five pictures on the wall, and drew a line connecting them,
as in a

sequence. Picture

woman (YWl);
Then

Woman’s

1:

Infant (C2); Picture 2: Little girl (Cl); Picture 3:

Picture 4: Adult

woman

(Wl); Picture

5:

Elderly

Young

woman (EWl).

instructed the participants to use these pictures and the FotoDialogo picture-

cards to create a story-line:

You are going to create a story about a woman’s life from birth to death. You
may choose a location where this story is taking place; you may choose a time
frame, when this story is happening. Was the woman bom in the 30s, in the
50s, or in the 90s?

It is

up

you

to

to decide if

story to a particular time and space.

it is

relevant or not to limit the

Whatever you come up with, it should be a
and imagination. Here you have a set

reflection of your collective experiences

of thirty pictures that you can use to

illustrate instances

of that woman’s

you may need to discuss among
yourselves each step of the way, the pictures you choose, where you place
them, and the context in which they fit. The story is open, you can go back and
forth, and change it at any time. You may use masking-tape to paste the
picture-cards to where they belong in that woman’s lifeline on the wall. You
can start now.
lifeline.

Since this

is

a collective effort

The group spent about
set the story at a

on

a time-frame.

They agreed

time that would be the average of every participants’ age, which

ranged from people
mattered, after

ten minutes deciding

all

bom

40s to the 70s. Then someone asked

if time really

lives are all so similar in different ways.

So the group

in the

women’s

decided to create a timeless woman’s

life.
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to

This process of negotiation,

common

communications involving tasks and collective

common

establish a

life

interpretation

(1990, p. 13).

I

development of FotoDialogo
individuals’ narratives

meaning-making process

becomes

in

for negotiating differences in

have observed

stories, that

may be,

interpretations into the public

that

of it. In Bruner’s words, “our

in

culturally adapted

no matter

people are

still

meaning and

numerous dialogue sessions and

how ambiguous

or complex

able to bring their meanings and

domain and negotiate them

there. Actually,

which participants engage themselves

in the

-

to dive into the task

the

FotoDialogo

defining a decision-making approach. The following

on

.

is

set

of

rules of the

a transcript of

tape.

When I think about the 50’ s I can relate to my own experience
but also to my mother’s and my grandmother’s experiences.

-

I

-

Maybe because

thought a

While the

of creating a story using the

began to organize themselves by re-negotiating the

participants dialogue

it is

the focal point of dialogue as an action-reflection exercise.

were getting ready

picture-cards, they

game and

to

their

Dialogue during the Creation of a FotoDialogo Life-Line
participants

need

depends upon shared meanings and shared concepts and depends
as well

upon shared modes of discourse

method

reflection, reveals people’s

code of communication amongst themselves and

participation in culture as expressions

way of

most narratives and interpersonal

in

lot

about

growing up,

my mother when I saw the pictures.

this pictures

have been drawn out of the experiences of the

people in that age group, and the issues that surround those people.

-

A lot of the pictures here, except for maybe a few... a lot of sadness, and
maybe

-

loneliness.

We know what we know from what Flavia has shared, and maybe what we
are saying

is

that these pictures depict a particular era, but can the question
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we may not have lived that particular era are there
enough
issues with respect to our lives as
women, and the man who just walked in
that we can draw from? Are there
also be: while

mmds that relate
regardless

we have to

enough experiences within our own

some way to the pictures that are here on this table
of which era it was? So Flavia, my question
to you is whether
in

identify a particular era?

You

don’t have

fine,

and as the issues come out and you

to. If you

decide to create a story with no time frame

belonging to a particular era that

-

Because

it

is

feel the

need

look

how the

at

role

them

women’s

lives.

as

fine too.

could be some major themes that happen

Maybe we can

is

to identify

in

of woman has changed,

how

it

has

evolved?

-

All these pictures are so basically unhappy...

hard to even wanting to get into this

-

I

don

t

see that they are

all

unhappy.

but also hope and happiness,

I

story.
I

more than happy.

It is

think there are

just think

it

I

think

just too tragic for

some unhappy

is life. It is like

At

lam talking

is

scenes,

when you

pictures of yourself when you’re not smiling in front of the
camera,
these are candid.

-

it

me.

see

I

think

about me.

this point the facilitator stressed the agreed

Appendix D). The person who

felt that

the pictures

upon group norms

were too

(see

tragic for her to get into

the story decided to be an observer without taking part in the story creation.

The group

then resumed their dialogue:

-

Maybe what you

said early in the beginning that

you have drawn some
lives, and we are
working in our communities with these life-stories, and so this is sort of
reality, or our projection of what might be hope, happiness, or joy, or
pictures that expressed

whatever.

Maybe

expressed

it,

and

how people have viewed their

they are reflected differently,

how you might have drawn

ourselves that there

is

it.

how we
So,

I

might have

just

a lot of struggle every day from the

the community, and in spite of all of the struggle

I

want

to

remind

work we do

always see a

lot

in

of

resiliency.

-

—

went through that as a person who works with theater that in any drama,
any book, any short story, there is always a conflict. Even though I don’t
see these images as sad, or anguishing, I think they do reflect moments of
conflict, moments of intense personal emotions. Because those are the
I
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images that provoke the greatest reaction for
folks. I think we should keep
track of that dramatic element as well to
create the story, a story that is
compelling in its form and content.
I

have

this inclination to right

away pick

and

a card,

I

really

want

to

do

that!

-

As I have

said in the beginning, this process is based
on dialogue, and
dialogue takes action and reflection. So you may
just do what you feel like
doing, and the group will respond to your action

by reflecting upon

agreeing with

it,

After the group agreed upon their
their

own

create a

it,

or negotiating the outcome of your impulse.

own norms and

procedures, and discussed

feelings about and perceptions of the FotoDialogo
pictures, they began to

woman’s

lifeline.

The FotoDialogo Stot7
-

Picture SIT

9.

1

want

to take this one.

I

will tell the story rather than talk

about the story. This woman, what

many, many

things.

You

all

is her name? Ana. Ana is many things,
know Ana. So you know of all the things that

she does in her community, in her family and

woman who
[...]

-

-

all

of that. But she

also a

Not only she feels great desire for men, but she
with her men. This is Ana’s man, and this is Ana with her man.

Picture SIT

Ana

had a very strong relationship with her
grandmother, and she spent a lot of time with her. So I’m going
one up.
Picture

P

1.

1.

is

woman,

Ana

at

to put this

come from
knowing that she’s
many ways not knowing

her older age. She’s

feeling very lonely, and

close to death, and feeling very scared, and in

—

how to deal with her age where all these years have brought
She doesn’t know what to do, she’s losing everybody, and so it’s

sometimes

becoming more evident

that she’s going to

go there too, and she

feels really

lonely.

-

Picture SIT

8.

change. She

is

caregiver.

-

a

also

This picture represents

girlhood to an older

her.

is

loves men.

Picture

M

She
2. 1

1

chose this card because

this is the stage

Ana’s ought

to

changing from the role of being a daughter to the role of
is

taking care of her mother, so she

chose

this

is

also growing.

one because even though she has had loving

relationships and she has loved the

men

she’s been out with, she has also

had abusive relationships. Although she stayed
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in the relationship.

Picture

P

m not sure.

I don’t know because everything
you went
through, that you just discussed about your findings, I can
see that

3. 1

happening

at

an

earlier age, the

age of entrapment, they want to do
something, or maybe the person wants to do something, but there
is so
much oppression, and issues that wont let you get to the next step, and
these bars represent that, like they can’t get through it. But, there
is some
space around here, so there is some hope.

had similar thoughts about this picture. It looks like she’s in
prison, or in a mental hospital. We have talked about the mental
illness
issues—there are a couple of things that we talked about, the abuse in
Basically

I

domestic situations,

know why that
Picture

P

5.

women

feeling entrapped as they get older.

picture draws me,

I

think

I

don’t

need some help.

I

She doesn’t know what emotions

...she

wants to go out and

have fun.
So,

is

that

happening between youth and adult age?

Picture SIT 12. I would like to use this one, because in her adult life Ana
became a caretaker of her mother, but she also had a large family of her
own. Her own children and some of her neighbors spent a lot of time at the
house, and also the importance of the
at

some

that she

in Ana’s life was
and the importance of the children was more.

point,

Picture SIT
is

men

That

5.

is interesting...

less interested in

men

because

I

less eventually,

thought, you did mention

at this point, I

think that the drinking

represents her getting frustrated with the men, just using something to

console herself.

come

Now she’s no

longer loving that man, but something had to

in.

And that

is

pain from

true, that

happens

that... It is either

depicted that.

women, and

.

.it’s

really the

that is part

in so

many of women’s

the abuse or.

men who

of her

.

Let

life,

because of that

are out in the street a lot with

reality.

That represents her losing respect, she was
him.. .and

lives

could also be that the picture

.it

all

just a lot of things happening.

into her

man, loving

How do I get this man back?

me

likes

go to the bar and have a drink with him, because that is what he
to do, but how long am I going to keep this up? I don’t know. I don’t

really like bars.

Where would this be? Maybe when
and spends

less

she

is

more involved with

the family

time with him.

She becomes more focused on her family.
Picture SIT

4.

What would you

say about this? She has a gun in her hand.
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would say that she got frustrated with her situation. Her husband has
woman, and she doesn t know what to do, so she ...maybe she just
came in and threatened them, but didn’t really carry it out.

I

^riother

think she got carried away, but then she thought about her family,
and
decided that was more important.

I

Or
I

it

could be that

this picture represents the death

of the relationship.

see those three pictures, the mother, the rest of the family,

I

see

them

as a

unit.

SBL

Picture

1.

I

pick a religious looking card. I’m going to place this in

the very beginning, after the baby, because she

religious

family. This

like in

grew up in a very
Latino families would have,

the kind of thing that

is

an

altar.

Picture SIT 11. This one here
children they really have to

her daughter. She realized that to help her

is

make on

their

own, she wants them

have an

to

education.

How about another story?
I

would

propose a change

like to

of one of the pictures.
with men.

I

That picture can be below her family pictures.

would

I

in the story.

propose that

change

like to

beautiful part of her
is

in love

And not

[...]

all

men

Picture SIT
she had, she

It

It

life, it’s

in a relationship that is

lot

it

all

now

also be

infected with

where the family

who

related to that.

it is

now

a

she

part of her family.

It
It

in her older age,

it

With

ill.

all

the different

men that

AIDS.
is,

when

got sick, or could

community, could

could be her.

and

she has gone through with these men, abusive

drinking... now she is very
is

life,

of things, and

in her life are abusive.

After

7.

could be her

in the

She has gone through a

part of her

is

part of her

is still

3.

men, and the

Could

it’s

men

change place

like to

of her relationship

And she is not sure, she is not sure now
found a man who can be her companion.

Picture SIT
she has

and

life.

She

this for this.

abusive, and bound. But her love to

would

I

this is the center

it

be

she

—

is

in a loving relationship?

since

AIDS

is

be someone within the family, a

such a big issue
sister?

could be after the anxiety about old age, that could be
could be

at the end.

This could be before her husband

died.

Picture

M

1.

An he

is

sick, but she dies quicker

Picture SIT

2.

I

am

Now she

right here.

because she

going to put

this

is

is

feeling lonely.

Not

that she

is

so sad.

even before that

first picture, this is

a

smaller baby than that one. This could be her with her grandfather, and that
explains why even thougli she goes through so much, something probably
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in her life, that she

had also love when she was so young,
and

that sustained

her in her other relationships.

Picture

C

When I look at this picture, maybe it is not her,
who come full circle at the end of her life.

2.

grandchild
I

think you have done something here Flavia,
this

Picture

YMl.

I

am

is

is

actually her

something really good!

going to take

nice-looking brother

who

is

a

this nice young-looking man. She
got a
bad influence on her first husband. They are

hanging out together.
Picture SIT 13. Ana was an amazing influence on
everybody around her
while she lived. She had a daughter who had a son who

and here he

is

Picture

YM 2.

What

he smoking?

A

is

became a doctor,
community where they live

taking care of the people in the

Well

I

am

going to take the guy

who smokes.

“tod.”

That was Ana’s brother Victor,

who

go out a

likes to

Victor’s best friend Enrique. Enrique,

who

is

lot right?

This

is

a bad influence on Ana’s

brother.
Is that

No,

because they were lovers?

this is

because they were young, they were like pachucos, you know?

So they were

hanging out together, homebodies.

really tight,

P 4. Ana was a very attractive woman, and she was a very loving
woman. And there was an African American woman who fell in love with
her. And this woman told her how much she appreciated her, actually in
Picture

some

instances of particular closeness they even kissed.

explore that, but

it

didn’t really

happened.

woman

I

would put

I

put this here because

that

Ana

I

in her

happy relationship period with men.

thought she was a support, she was positive during

that period, a supportive element.

Could it go when she was younger, and this
who became a friend in her middle life?

Or she

is

remembering her

at

is

a

memory of this woman,

her older age. Memories of things that she

did.

Why making

it

a

memory?

All the other experiences are in the moment,

why making her homosexual
Maybe

encounter a

memory?

this is a thing that she did not realize.

nothing happened after

that,

The woman kissed her but

she never explored
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that.

I

think that

devalues the experience to make that
homosexual experience
all the other relationships are in
time. I would put it with all

it

when

at side,

the other relationships.

We don’t have a whole lot between young and growing
teenager and young

Picture SIT

Some of Ana’s

6.

...

when

she

is

a

woman.

were seriously involved
caught by the police.

relatives, including her

son and her nephew

in illegal activities, nothing really bad, but
they got

We already have this picture up there. I’m thinking putting
underneath the picture where she looks like she is in jail.
She
thinking about her childhood, how simple life was, and
she wants to go
back to that simple life.
Picture Cl.

this picture

EWl. She had a nurturing,

Picture

loving grandfather, but

why not

is

a

nurturing loving grandmother?
Right! She looks so

much

like her

grandmother. (Laugliter)

Also when people had died, they would have a picture of them near
coffms. I think this picture could be one of those.

P

Picture

with
the

their

man she was involved
she was in an abusive situation, and he was drinking, just
he couldn’t problem-solving, getting his life together [...] it just
2.

I’ll

take this one. This represents the

earlier, that

way

took him.
This could be

her.. .going

through a

crisis,

not knowing

how to

deal with

all

that pressure, just letting go...

Oh! One moment of just releasing

all

of that. I’ve done

that.

That sounds really good.

W

Picture

1.

I’m going to say

right before the picture

young, and that
So,

who

That

is

So, she

is

is

why you

that old

woman

her grandmother.

was

raised

mother, and I’m going to put it
Her mother died when she was

this is her

of her as a

child.

see her with her grandmother.

with

Maybe

whom

she

that is her

is

sitting?

grandmother

who

by her grandparents.

Picture SIT 10. The story definitely does not end here. This
chapter of the story before that. That

very abusive, his
that,

who

man who was

name was Roberto, and

and while Ana had a very

children

full life

all

is

just another

drinking, and

she really never got

with

loved her, and grandchildren

dreams she wanted

raised her.

who was

away from

the different friends, and

who accomplished some

of the

for the future generations, Roberto really didn’t get to
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do much. He was always with his mother. In
mother is still taking care of him.

-

Picture

YWl.

this

photograph Roberto’s

Because she had a relationship with her— and
she

remembers...

-

She

-

She has not forgotten him

-

Oh! This

-

Well the first time you get married you get married for
love, the second
time for money, and the third time for companionship.

—

It’s

-

I

still

have some

ties

through his mother.

one of those thorns.

is

amazing we have used

thought

either.

would be very

it

all pictures!

hard.

Re-Tellin g of the FotoDialoqo Story. Usually
FotoDialogo story

I

Since each person

may

story might bring

This
in

ask participants to volunteer to

new

look

at things in a distinct

at the

end of a

re-tell the story in their

way, even the

re-telling

own temis.

of the same

issues and perceptions to fore.

of Jane. Jane is an African American woman who
a Latino neighborhood, in the North End of Springfield. Although she
is

really the story

lives

doesn’t speak Spanish, she had a very good friend called Ana, and by
becoming close to this woman, that she felt at times that she really understood,

she

was

able to get a glimpse of what the Latino

community looked like. Ana
had her mother living with her at that time, and she also had her children, she
had four children, two of her first marriage, and two of her second. Also one of

came from Puerto Rico to go to school in Springfield, because she
had a special condition that was very well taken care by the school system in
Springfield. Ana’s family was very tight. But Ana had had some very serious
her nieces

that. Now she had a very nice husband, Juan, lovely man.
Although occasionally he was a bit jealous of her friendship with Jane.
Although before she was involved with this other fellow, Roberto, who was

problems before

—

always drinking, and being abusive with her

telling her that she wasn’t

worth

would never get anywhere, that she needed him,
that she could not live without him. But somehow, and this is what is so special
about Ana, Ana got away from that relationship. She kept working and taking
anything, telling her that she

care of her family, getting a lot of inspiration from her background, her

grandmother. That changed the

story. (Puerto
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Rican Man)

Well Ana’s story continues. She had this very
difficult period of her young
young married woman, she had many, many
wonderful memories of
...a young woman. She grew
up with her grandparents, actually she
had both of
her grandparents, and to this day she still
have one of her grandparents. That
has always been a strong connection for
her. She never really knew her
mother
They were a very religious family, she went to
parochial school. Her
grandparents were very catholic people, they
worked very hard [...], and they
had many friends, they were very well respected
in the community, and they
took very good care of Ana, so she had many
good memories growing up and
being a very loved child. (Mexican American
Woman)
years, as a

Debriefing the FotoDialogo Experience
Debriefing an experience, exercise, or training activity

is

a

way to

analyze and

give meaning to the process that just took place. Participants
have plenty to say, and
the facilitator can learn a lot from

situations presented to them,

them

and about

—about

their needs, their perceptions

their reactions to the

FotoDialogo exercise the participants discussed

from

it,

and the feelings involved

method. Following the

their experience,

in creating a story using

of

what they learned

FotoDialogo pictures. The

following are excerpts taken from the tape-recorded dialogue during the debriefing
section of the workshop.

What Have We Learned from
were immersed

in the

this

FotoDialogo method

Experience? Workshop

at several levels

participants

—they engaged

themselves emotionally, intellectually, and socially. As they worked together to create
a story using a set

of picture-cards, they interacted with each other

described as cooperative and non-judgmental.

on the group process of creating

ways they

Some of their comments were

a story collectively.
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in

focused

It is

really hard to agree with other people’s
opinions.

“Oh

anything like
really

no!

we

didn’t get

We all tried to

work was

that we were very supportive with
a
did not feel comfortable participating in the
process. I thought

member who
you

But
go up there!”

have an open mind to change.

think part of our team

I

[picture] shouldn’t

It

articulated that very well. There are

many kinds of participation.

There was a lot of creativity. When I first looked at
the pictures I would
never have thought of some of the things that people
picked out. I can see
how much we can get when we work as a group.

One

participant correlated the level of enthusiasm and
participation to the

FotoDialogo method

itself,

as she said:

There

themselves and the enthusiasm generated

in the

is

ci

relationship between the tools

group.

”

Other comments focused on the cultural aspects and physical characteristics
depicted in the FotoDialogo pictures. The pictures were perceived as portraying
particular aspects of Latino culture, as the following statements suggest:

-

There are certain images

that didn’t feel as part

of my background,

like the

catholic images. There were a couple like that. But most of the pictures

seemed very

universal.

Even

the faces, they

may not

look exactly like mine,

the ideas and the images, those are mine.

-

personally

I

felt

relate to a lot

very comfortable in doing

of the pictures, and

the meanings, so

I

felt

this,

because

relate to either faces,

the connection. But

I

I

felt I

could really

and maybe some of

also felt that

it

may not

be true

for everybody. Often doing this kind of work, having relevant and

meaningful images, helps

I’m putting

it

out,

I

don’t

facilitate the process.

know how

not of the Latino culture. For
It

-

probably helped

me to

me

For

felt like to

it

me

it

wasn’t a barrier.

those of you

who were

personally. I’m very related to the images.

be a part of it.

we learned through acceptance. Many of us are not of the same
culture, many of us have not gone through the same things. We really have
I

think

to

be accepting of those differences to be able to work

something really

special.

Nobody

naturally.
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said

we had to do

it,

in this

but

we

way. This
did

it

is

The

fact that participants related to the pictures

projecting their

which

was

many

in

own

life

and to the story by

either

experiences or their observations of other people’s
lives

cases are part of health and

human

service providers’ everyday

work

also mentioned.

-

I

would say that we have

a natural

knowledge of people’s

That

lives.

is

a

resource in the participants.

-

Or

how much

we share? Because when you asked
go up and tell the story, what I was sharing was really my early time
growing up. I wasn’t really raised by my grandparents, but almost
also

practically

by both

of that

set

reality

of grandparents.

my parents were away a

lot.

The

I

had a

sister

religious part,

I

who was

went

me to

very sick and

to catholic schools.

We gave names to our stories here, but I agree to what you are saying that

-

came from experiences that I know, from my family. And
have family members whose lives have been like these also.

this really

It is

woman’s

also interesting to observe the

lifeline,

and

men’s involvement

their participation in a

in the creation

I

do

of a

A male

predominantly female group.

participant expressed his connection to the story in the following terms:

I

felt

an immediate solidarity with the men.
so in that sense

was very invested

I

I

in the

really

wanted

to portray

Ana because

that

was what

men. Actually the

first

picture that

spoke about

reality,

there.

I

men’s

saw over

I

I

put

represented Ana’s love for men.

Although one of the characters’ homosexuality seemed
tension in the group, no one

sympathy towards the male

commented on
characters, but

that.

to be a source

of

One of the men acknowledged his

nobody acknowledged any

feelings towards

homosexuality, or about the hint of a same sex relationship that was brought up

FotoDialogo

story.
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in the

The impact of the FotoDialogo method was
participants’

view of community problems and

which health and human service providers

-

articulated in terms of

client population,

relate to the lives

effect

and the ways

life

on

in

whom they serve.

of those

As a group, we can also go back and look at
Ana’s
some other thmgs that could be drawn out of her

its

and think about

life that

are big issues,

domestic violence, abuse, or whatever, and
what might be some good
solutions to some of these issues.
like

I

personally realized

to the very

same

have done, but our

we
-

how really vulnerable

situations

where

I

.

lives are not fictitious

have, you know,

some of those

as just a

am. .OK,
and

things,

human being I am too
we

this is the picture that

we

it is

are not perfect people so

just real! That

was

real.

That also relates to the values of the community. Do
you know when folks
come into the community, they didn’t plan an appointment with
you,
they

come

in

because

at that

moment

they have something that

very pressing, and they have to talk to you.
that is in the

moment,

have gotten stuck,

that

is

is

very present,

You may not have

the time, but

So when you say often times we
before, and I said that myself “I am

the issue.

have heard that
stuck.” But I am wondering where I picked that up, because
it is not part of
the way I was raised. We were never “stuck,” unless you
go back and you
look, but we never had the time to reflect back and look.
I think it’s good
to do that, I am not saying it as a value judgment. What I am
saying is that
for the

most

I

part the

community

deals with the

moment.

Being involved with both groups of “clients” and “providers” as a
allowed

me to

see

some of the

distinguishing characteristics between the

facilitator,

two groups

in

terms of their behavior in face of the FotoDialogo method. Tlie language used by the
providers during the narration of FotoDialogo stories

comparison

to the

way the

providers refer to “her

lifeline,

story”,

whereas the

Latino

life,”

women

women

in

and “she” quickly turns

to

LWDG

an “I”

somehow detached m

LWDG describe their characters. The

or “her experiences,”

in the

is

when

talking about a

woman’s

tend to switch from “her story” to

in their narratives.
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“my

The

some

LWDG women

fictitious character,

women

instance, the

are very elose to their stories,
they

may

start talking

about

however, they always wind up talking
about themselves. For
a fotonovela by creating the
characters, and then someone

start

recognizes one of the characters as her
cousin, thus the story takes a different
turn

because the characters become real
people, and the plot
situation.

Smce

the

women

in the

group have so

a narrative of a real

is

many common

they even talk about the places where
things are occurring.

It

points of reference

feels like they are all

watching the same movie. Sometimes they
cannot even finish the story because

someone needs

to cry, or to be consoled, so the attention
of the group shifts

story to the person in the present

For the most

moment.

part, the providers

remained detached from

sense that they created stories about Ana’s

or Maria’s

life,

moment. The group of providers looked

participant’s life

from a distance. With the

LWDG women there

characters and the storytellers.

When

the FotoDialogo workshop, one

from the

I

is

no

life,

their stories, in the

not a testimony of any

at the character’s situation

between the story

real distance

shared these observations with participants in

woman, who

is

a health educator

and counselor

replied:

I

think this

story.

But

is

I

exactly what you were saying that

think

it

is set

up

that

way because

we

didn’t personalize our

personally

don’t feel that

I

the permission to cry in a group of providers. If you asked

photos

it

last fall,

reminds

me

and one of the pictures

the permission to cry

something
artificial

of my personal

my eyes

like that, then

expectations

I

life...

really

was

would have done

—those

are the rules
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I

have

in those

my mother-in-law was murdered

reminded

out. If this

me where

it

we

me

of that.

a group in

probably.

I

don’t feel

I

have

my church or
I

think

are playing here.

we do

set

some

Perhaps, those “rules,” that

we have

of our differences—the social class rules
disadvantaged ones.

It

seems

learned to adopt and respect,

that distinguish the privileged

that formal education

have taught us

lie at

the core

from the

to compartmentalize

ourselves and behave in accordance to the
context where our social interactions
occur.

As

another practitioner put

are tramers,

we

can not do

“We

it:

that.

are a group of trained professionals,
in a

We are kind of detached in a way from telling our own

stories.” Participants suggested that being
emotionally detached

create

it

is

myself.

I

A

also an issue of education.”

When I come to
think

it

a talk or a

is

way we

workshop

I

different for people

from the

stories they

health program administrator said that

don’t assume that

who have

it

is

for

me

to talk about

not been trained into that.”

Years of formal education and research have trained us
ourselves for the sake of objectivity and scientific discovery.

to depersonalize

As

a result, the

expression of emotions or the disclosure of personal tales are banned
from formal-

education settings. Hence, in the context of the

LWDG, where participants had limited

formal schooling, emotions and personal tales abound.

Another point worth mention

women

in the

LWDG,

in

is

the fact that the stories created

comparison to the ones created by the providers

FotoDialogo workshops, show

compounded with

in the

less variation in their plots, and, despite their realism,

appear to be more dreadful and dramatic in general. Tlie
storytellers

by the Latino

their social

environment

life

experiences of the

may explain the

variation and

intensity characteristics found in those narratives. Bruner (1990) points out to the fact

that the

impoverishment of narrative resources
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that leads to a

breakdown

in the

culture,

by “a

commonly found amongst

total loss in putting story

comes

to

dommate

daily

the underclass of the urban
ghetto,

form

life that

it is

not caused

to experience, but that the ‘worst
scenario’ story

variation

seems no longer

to

be possible” (pp. 96-

97).

The

creation of narratives and storytelling

the ones fomented

—even

in artificial settings

by FotoDialogo pictures—provide us the opportunity
of re-creating

m order to reflect upon our ways of interpreting

social reality

it,

reinforcing Bruner’s

assertion that “our capacity to render experience in
terms of narrative
play, but an instrument for

Stories

make

Whst

‘reality’ a

making meaning

that

dominates

is

not just child’s

much of life

[.

.

.]

3r© th© lssu©s 3nd lmplic3tions of th© FotoDi 3 lo
90 3S 3 Di3lo9u©
Build©r Tool?

health and

human

communities a
practitioners

service providers,

lot better if

need

one another, but

we

most of them agreed

can use a tool

to face in applying this

emotional disclosure

it

it

in a process

that

like this one.”

method

is

“we can

risks to the

service

The main challenge

the issue of intimacy and

foments. Dialogue brings us closer, and more understanding of

also put us at risk of becoming too involved in the lives of people

community. This

engage

in culture

mitigated reality” (1990, p.97).

Although the FotoDialogo method involves some challenges and

in the

such as

is

a risk

some

practitioners are willing to take in order to

of transformation and healing, as a director of a community-based

organization said:

As we

get intimately involved in those relationships,

involved, can get in touch with aspects of their
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when people can get
you can see some of the

lives...

transformat^ion,
still

you can see some of that kind of change.

a lot of pam

m our communities, a lot of trauma, and

I

do think there

I

think our

should be about some healing.

Others see
struggles that

m this method a way to experience the problems, challenges

community members experience from

is

work

and

a closer perspective.

As

providers, we get into a warmer way of looking
at people’s lives. I only
have the mtellectual experience when I hear one
of our participants passed
away last weekend, I knew it. But I don’t have the real
contact with the
mdividual, and the sharing, my sharing with him
in the moment. I think this
kind of experience gives me a different
perspective. So becoming involved in
the shaping of the lives of people that we are
working with and our own—
because we are really members of this community
in one way or another, we
are all connected somehow
sharing our lives gives us a very

—

different

perspective and probably a more effective

way of participating

in the

solutions.

Dialogue and storytelling can actually bring people together,
help understand
the issues affecting the community, and enable people
to

change.

As one community development

practitioner put

work together towards

it:

think another application is similar to what you are saying, as we
become
more involved, and share our lives, I think it allows us to build more on those
resilient factors of the community and it goes towards becoming
less formal
about our work and more honest in those relationships with the people the
I

—

people that
start

we

we

serve.

sharing your lives.

that are going

better

on

Providers*

really does

You might have

that

we

know

I

II:

of ways when you
of stories, or other things

in a lot

to hear a lot

How do we use the tools we are

guess

everybody,

Workshop

change

are doing, to better understand, and to be

more meaningful?

to get to

It

in people’s lives.

do the work

realistic,

have

say

we

it is

learning to

more

more about building community. You

cannot be too formal.

Cultural Diversity

and the American Dream

The second workshop sponsored by S AU with
“providers” in the FotoDialogo process took place
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at a

the purpose of involving

community

health clinic on

Januao- 31, 1997. The provider group was
eomposed of health educators, community

development

specialists, researchers, counselors,

admimstrators. This time

and health and human service

we had eight participants; One European
American woman;

one Jewish American woman; two Latin
American men
Panamanian); three Latin American

women (two

(a Puerto Rican,

and a

Puerto Ricans, and one Mexican

American); and one Vietnamese woman.

The agenda
method; icebreaker;

Murray

s

for this

workshop consisted of an introduction

lecturette

on Paulo

Freire’s

to the

FotoDialogo

Thematic Investigation and Henry

Thematic Apperception Test; a group discussion on
“Understanding the

American Experience,” and presentation of
oppression; The

Power Flower, an

creation followed

Ira

Goldenberg’s model of social

exercise on social identity issues; FotoDialogo
story

by group discussion; and

a written

workshop evaluation

questionnaire (see evaluation instrument in Appendix D).

Workshop

objectives aimed at participants (1)

becoming

FotoDialogo method; (2) being able to use pictures and

familiar with the

storytelling to foster

group

dialogue; (3) discussing the impact of social identity and culture on individuals’

behaviors and their access to power, education, health,

etc.; (4)

generating ideas on the

use of FotoDialogo method as a dialogue-builder technique.

Participants’ Expectations for the

Workshop

Investigating participants’ motives for participation and interests regarding the
subject of a

regarding

workshop

its

is

a practical

way

facilitators

have

to find out

motivation and competence in relation to subject.
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where a group

When

is

asked about their

expectations for the Providers Workshop

Dream, and what they hoped

II:

Cultural Diversity

and the American

to learn, participants responded:

I do think that people in our
community work towards what we call the
American dream, whatever, a stereotype, but I think
there are some values
attached to that, and I guess, what I am hoping
to get is to better understand

how I

can validate, respect, and authenticate more that
process of people’s
development. We are working in a poor community,

so as a community
want to understand better my role and how to validate
and respect
this process of community development and
how it relates to people’s own
individual dreams (Mexican American woman, director
of CBO).

worker

-

I

am

I

interested in helping people express themselves to
communicate with
So that we can all start learning more about each other,

others.

and being

able to express that dream, not necessarily in the old
stereotypical way, but,
you know, individually, maybe learning a little bit more about helping'
others

-

communicate (Puerto Rican woman, health

lam trying to

get

educator).

more experience around the issue of cultural diversity in
work place, and how to teach other people to be

the open, especially at the

more

sensitive of people

from another culture (Puerto Rican woman, health

educator).

-

was so impressed with the other workshop that I wanted to come and
become more familiarized with the FotoDialogo (Vietnamese woman,

I

health educator).

Breaking the Ice
The icebreaker was done
group

in triads

who you are and where you work;

the term

“American Dream;” and

(3)

and consisted of three questions:

(2)

What comes

to

What do you want to

your mind when you hear
get out of this

workshop?

During the icebreaker we had a discussion on the American Dream.
the participants tried to define for themselves

meant

for them.

to agree

on a

members of the group
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Initially

what the term “American dream”

Almost unanimously they seemed

the attainment of power and goods, as

(1) Tell the

really

definition based

said:

on

It is

a struggle to attain material
wealth

—

a

good job car

'

health and

educ^ioT'"'"'
The American dream

is

more encompassing than

mancial security as an end

you access

-

It

that. It’s

not only the

m itself, but the belief that the money will

to health, education, status,
etc.

give
^

could be the individual dream
of achieving that kind of material
securitv
^
we hear from the media all the time.

that

I

The discussion took
American dream
color.

The

to their

a different course

when

own experiences as US

think

it is

also a class issue.

participants tried to relate the

citizens, immigrants,

and people of

cultural diversity in the group
contributed to an animated discussion
on the

issue.

The Puerto Rican dream is being able to return
to the Island.
People visualize the American Dream from
outside, but when

-

the

dream becomes

We

look

at the

they get here

a nightmare.

American

Dream— it’s

not the ideal dream for every
Americans have commercialized that
m a way that is what we see as the ideal dream that we have. That is why
we have the migration, people coming in and realizing that
this is not what
they were thinking out there. It is a struggle,
and the key
country. But what happens

is

that the

issue that

missing there

is

that they tell us

what the American dream

is,

or

is

how to

identify the dream, but they don’t give us the
resources to achieve that.
I didn t think of the different strategies
that people undertake in order to
realize the dream. This is true about a lot of
immigrants, people who

come

together, really

-

work very hard

Those of us who are here
it on our own, by ourselves, we
don’t even think about it.
That is why I say we don’t have the equality in health, we
don’t
together.

try to

do

have

equality in education,

we

don’t have equality in employment, and those are
key issues you need to get in order to reach your American dream.

-

We cannot compare the American dream between the people who are
living here in this country,

and those who come from other countries and
are living here. Because sometimes the people who are coming from
other
countries have just one dream, they are not interested in education, they are
not interested in health, they

As

come just

to

make money.

the people in the group tried to explain the

based on their

own

meaning of the American dream,

experiences and on the experiences of the people
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whom they

.

serve, another issue surfaced, that of cultural
identity.

show

a clip from a magazine.

I

took

statue

I

used the overhead projector to

.

this picture out

of an ad in Time magazine. There is the picture
of the
of liberty, the caption “American Dream” and
underneath it an
ad for

a course in diversity.

-

It IS

So how

is

that

American Dream

related to diversity?

true in terms of an immigrant experience.

refugees,

some people came

as slaves,

Some people came as
some people were already here

as

the native people.

-

The idea is that before you come to America you go through
this filter
where everybody who passes through that filter have the same
dream.

Is

that it?

-

would say

me depends on the previous learning
experience and other points of reference people had before, and
that is what
makes one diverse. That is why I said that my American Dream miglit be
different from anyone’s here because I go back to my point of
reference,
I

that diversity for

my learning reference,
-

That
the

is

why I

the things

American Dream

-

wanted

to achieve.

think of a stereotype.

I

people might have their
interpret

I

referred to the Puerto Rican dream, because

own

Now

individual dreams.

It

it

when

seems

I

think of

me that
how you

to

depends

it.

My husband comes from a very diverse background, he’s from South
America, and has some Indian blood.
but he was not.

I

thought he would be very proud of

that,

-

My experience was

in

Guatemala, where

75%

of the population

indigenous, and they try to be “ladinos”—they

start to

is

change the beautiful

it when they go to the city because they
don’t want to be identified as indigenous. They want to be “ladinos.”

colorful dresses, they start to losing

-

I

think race

is

a very strange concept. There are different features in

different countries that people wouldn’t be able to recognize

happening when
that

I

was not

...I saw that
were certain subtleties in features
the place were I lived there was a lot of

lived in Africa. There

I

able to identify.

In

between two groups of people, but an outsider would not be able
to identify the ethnic differences between the two groups. It all depends
where you are, and what are the dominant values in that context.
conflicts

-

Back home we
other one

is

find diversity within the

dark, etc. So,

assemble. The result

is

we have

that the

same

family.

One

is

blonde, the

racism superimposed on a multi-ethnic

dominant culture remains white, so

in a

family of many colors the light-skinned ones are the most privileged.

-

It is

so true, once

I

had a co-worker who told

me

that

when he was

used to hate Sundays, because Sunday was the day he went
grandmother, and

it

was very

grandmother’s house

sad.

He

my brother and
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told
I,

Yo

a kid he

to visit his

me “when we went to my
era el

mas

prieto

(I

was

the

darkest)

...they always had to wait outside in the porch,
they were not
aloud to get inside the house because they were the darker
ones. This was

one family, these two kids were the darker ones.
In this discussion the group articulated

US

and abroad, and touched upon some of the issues affecting minorities,
people of

color,

and the poor

in the

American

Goldenberg’s “basic model”, which
the

experience of diversity both in the

its

myth of social

and access

to

mobility,

inner-cities.

is

very

which assumes

goods and power.

I

At

much

this point

I

presented the Ira

related to the ideal

that all people

American Dream,

have equal opportunities

also presented the “modified

values of goods and power are the same but the access channel

model”
is

in

which the

much narrower

for

people of color, women, and the poor.

Cultural Identity Exercise:

There were

1

3 “petals”

the walls. Participants

The Power Flower
of the Power Flower drawn on newsprint and placed on

were asked

to identify themselves in terms of their education,

social class, age group, ability/disability, sexual orientation, sex, family, race, ethnic

group, geographic region (current

the inner petals their

own

be the dominant identity.

Chapter

4.

In this

Personal location:

& origin),

social identities,

language, and religion. People wrote in

and

reflected

how many factors you have

dominant

we

are/ are not as a

identity,

what they believe

to

A more detailed description of this exercise can be found in

workshop the group

the

in the outer petals

what

that

issues: (1)

as an individual that are different

factors can be shifted,

—and how

group

upon the following

changed?

(2) Representation:

might influence the task/ discussion
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at

from

who
hand?

(3)

The process

at

work to

establish

dominance of a

particular identity and, at the

same

time, to subordinate other identities.

Although we did not have much time

to discuss these issues in depth,

we were

able to take a look at this group’s social identity in comparison to the responses given

by the Latina Women’s Dialog Group to the Power Flower
table 5.1,

one becomes aware of the differences

and the labels they choose
its

exercise. After looking at

in self-perception

to identify themselves.

each group holds,

The discrepancy

consequent indicators, such as level of educational achievement

groups

Table

is

5.1

—between

— and

the

two

blatant.

The Power Flower Exercise

Community Health & Human
Service Providers' Group

Dominant

Identity

Service Providers)

Identity (as indicated

by Community Health &

Latino

Human

Women’s

Dialog

Group

Women’s

Master’s degree (60%)

College degree (60%)

Elementary school (50%)

Bachelor’s (30%)

High-school education (20%)

No

Ph.D.(10%)

Master’s degree (20%)

High school degree (10%)

Identity (as

Dialog Group)

formal education (40%)

Social class

Social class

Poor/Working class (100%)

Middle class (40%)

Middle class (60%)

Working class (30%)

Privileged/Ruling class (30%)

Lower middle class (30%)

Upper class (10%)

Age group

Age group
30’s (50%); 40’s (40%); 20’s

40’s (50%); 30’s (40%); 20’s

(10%)

(10%)

Elderly

Adult (30’s

(100%)

&

40’s)

Ability/disability

Ability/disability

Able (90%)

Able (70%)

Depression (10%)

A

mix (30%)

Sex

orientation

Heterosexual (90%)

Dominant

indicated by Latino

Identity

Education Attainment

Education Attainment

Sex

in social class

orientation

Heterosexual (100%)

Homosexual (10%)
Sex

S0X
Female (80%) Male (20%)

Male (100%)

Female (100 %)

Male (80%) Female (20%)

Family Type

Family Type
Single parent (30%)

Nuclear (20%)

Extended family

Nuclear (20%)

Married couple (70%)

grandchildren, relatives) and

Single (20%)

Single parent household (10%)

Married

Nuclear family (100%)

adoptive family (neighbors,
friends).

(20®/o)

(children,

The

Latino

women

consider family members: Those

Nuclear/ extended (10%)

who help and support us; those
who suffer for you; those for whom
/ would suffer; blood relatives and
friends; those you

can count on

both in qood and bad times.
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Continued next page.

Table

5.1 continued.

Race

Race
Puerto Rican/Latina/o (50%);

White; White “Americanos;"

Latina/Hispanic/Puerto Rican (mix

White/European

Gringos; American white; Anglo

of African, Indian,

White

and Spanish)

American(30%); Red (10%);
Vietnamese (10%)
Ethnic group

Ethnic group

European American (20%);

WASP;

Puerto Rican (20%); Chicana/

Anglo Saxon/Euro American

Mesatec (10%); Hispanic
(10%); Latin American (10%);

European American

Anglo Saxon; American

Group makes no

distinction

between race and

ethnicity.

Spanish (10%);
East European Jewish (10%);

Vietnamese (10%)
Geographic region (cument)

Geographic region (current)

North Eastern region of the US:

Massachusetts (70%);

New

NE

corridor

Springfield,

MA.

Urban area.

Mid-west

West

England (20%); Connecticut
(10%)

Geographic region

Geographic region

(origin)

Puerto Rico (40%); South East

Midwest/USA

Asia (10%); Brazil (10%);
Midwest/

US

(10%);

(origin)

Puerto Rico/Campo (100%)

America (50%)

Panama

Campo refers

West

and

(10%); Russia (10%);

to the countryside

rural areas.

Southwest/USA (10%)

Language
Spanish (40%); English (20%);

English

Language

English

Spanish (100%)

“The fact that

we

live in

English/Spanish (20%);

place where everybody

Portuguese (10%);

speaks English

Vietnamese/English (10%)

problem

is

a

a big

for us."

Religion

Religion

Catholic (40%);Jewish (20%);

Christian world (20%)

Catholic (90%)

Protestant

Baha'i (10%); Spiritual (10%)

Protestant (60%)

Universal (10%)

“They have different

Unitarian-Universalist (10%)

Catholic/Protestant (20%)

traditions.

Christmas

Episcopalian (10%)

They celebrate
in different

ways.”

FotoDialoao Story Creation
Workshop
a story using

two

participants

were divided

into

two small groups and asked

different sets of FotoDialogo picture-cards.

groups finished their

stories,

When the two

to create

small

they were brought together to reflect upon the following

questions:

•
•
•

What

are the

main themes portrayed

in the stories?

Are there any common issues among the different stories?
How do the stories and their characters relate to the stories of real people
your community?
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in

•

How is race,

class, gender, sexual orientation, age, etc., depicted
in these

stories?
•

Group

How do the issues

in the stories relate to the larger social context?

I

(YWl)

This

is

Maria, and this

the guitar. Maria and Hector

is

met

Hector (YMl), and his
at Ruffles,

is

a musician, he plays

a Hispanic club.

catholic, so they got married or got the permission

(SBLl) They are
from the church, whatever.

They went on a honey moon to Puerto Rico, this is a picture of them in the
honeymoon (SIT9). Maria got pregnant, and childbirth is here (P2). This is her
baby, she had a baby girl named Ivete (C2). This is Ivete when she is five (Cl),
and this is a school picture they took of her when she was in kindergarten.
Maria and Hector grew out older, here they are celebrating the joy of being
together for so

had two

kids,

Hector, he

is

many

years (SIT3). This

and they came
older

is

Ivete, she’s a

to her mother’s

now and he

is

grown up now and she

house to see Maria (SITS). This

with his grandson Jason (SIT2). Maria

is

is

here

with her granddaughter Jandira (SITl). They had some bad news because
Hector got sick, and he went to see Doctor Gutierrez (SIT13). Maria’s

grandson got

Maria

is

he was stealing something), and that

in jail (P3) (because

so preoccupied. She

is

is

why

thinking about her grandson Jason, and her

husband’s health.

Notes from Newsprint
Issues

& Themes:

•

family values

•

life

•

joy/celebration

•

health

•

religion

•

music

•

incarceration

Group

Expected Behaviors/ Stereotypes:
People represent the Latino community.

cycles

They abide by the rules and values of the Catholic church.
They like music, and are likely to play an instrument.
Family ties are strong. Family members are supposed to
care for their elders.

II

Here we have a family (SIT12),

Maria (P4). The story
This

is

is

a nice nuclear family.

mostly about the son Alberto

the son getting in trouble (SIT6). This

when Alberto
while when that
is

girlfriend

and he

started

clears

smoking

is

Here

is

into

some

her daughter.

a picture of the family. Here

ganja, and he got arrested for

up he runs

the avuela

(YM2) and

trouble. (SITS)

it.

Then

Here he

drinking, they are drinking, and he gets sick from

is

is

after a

with his

all

the

drinking that he does and he ends up in a hospital (SIT7). Then he is
recuperating,(SITIO) here is his girlfriend visiting him and nursing him while

he

is

recuperating.

.

.

then

when he

gets better that relationship ends up.
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Now he

IS

dancing with his old

girlfriend, even though he has another
new girlfriend
pregnant (SIT4). Meanwhile the new girlfriend is
ftirious about this and
she holds a gun to shoot the old girlfriend and
he is “Wow! Stop it!” (M2). He
is trying to stop the violence with
his hand.

who

is

Notes from Newsprint
Issues

& Themes:

Expected Behaviors/ Stereotypes:

•

adolescence

•

violence

•

sickness

•

substance abuse

Adolescents are expected to get in trouble, break the law,
experiment with drugs, lose control, have unsafe sex.

Participants gave

meaning

to their

FotoDialogo

stories

by explicating

deviations from the ordinary—those accepted norms of behavior and
interpretive

procedures— in a comprehensible form. By “ordinary,”
granted about behavior that

behave

in a

is

I

mean what people

take for

going on around them. In every culture people tend to

manner appropriate

to the setting in

which they find themselves. Roger

Barker (1978) says that people are expected to behave situationally whatever
roles

and personalities

office, they

make

mental

For instance, as Barker put

it,

when people go

into the post

behave “post-office.”

In contrast,

to

are.

their

when we

confront an exception or deviation to the ordinary

—

sense or to give meaning to the exceptional behavior

state, belief,

deviations from the

values. Thus,

when

are associated with moral

common

commitment, legitimacy, and

the providers listed the themes found in their stories, and the

expected behaviors of their protagonists, they were creating the meanings of what,

their

minds, constituted the culture

protagonists.

What

try

usually based on the

or desire of the protagonist. In storytelling, the

norm

we

is

in

—including ordinary and deviant behaviors—of

intriguing about the “expected behaviors” described by the
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the

storytellers is that these behaviors are considered deviant

culture, but are

deemed ordinary

What

are Latinos.

follows

is

by the dominant (outside)

in the context of the stories in

which the protagonists

which these meanings

the dialogue in

are negotiated and

justified.

Group Dialogue
The two small groups presented

their stories,

and together discussed the

issues,

themes, and expectations they had about the characters they created.

-

How are

issues of diversity portrayed in these stories? Religion, race, class,

gender, etc.?

-

-

I

think in very traditional ways.

I

can see

how we

played the old stereotypes.

of age, you want to grow older and happier without worrying
you will be ill. We have stereotypes of older people, and also about
In terms

adolescents getting in trouble, drugs, alcohol, sex and pregnancy.
this (musician) is

very stereotypical of young people

who

like to

I

that

think

look

flashy, shades, cool, in a band.

-

I

think the role of Ivete

— caring

for her elders

—

it’s

expected.

Were you making any assumptions in terms of how the
expected to behave by the way they look?

characters were

We said first they need to get married, get
permission in order to have sex. We were thinking they should be good
Yes,

we

did that here.

Catholics (laughter),

-

I

think

we

associate that with the Latino culture. Also caring for the

elderly, going to church. This picture was more accepted

after they got

married in the church and they were blessed.

-

I

think those values are

values. But
lot
I

-

I

still

don’t think

of teen pregnancy, and a

thought this

there,

and our elders hold those traditional
folks are practicing them. There is a

many young
lot

of unsafe sex going on in our communities.

is more like my mother’s

The teenager smoking ganja...What

it’s

generation.
interesting is that the

got very sick from alcoholism, and his mate

was

still

young man

caring for him.

soon as he got better he dumped her. I think this is just general
there is a lot of drinking, and a lot of relationships...

-

We shared our own experiences, our values,
are

many values that we

still

like the

in society,

church picture, there

hold from generations. The values that

use drugs you get arrested, those are our values.
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As

if you

Analysis of FotoDialoqo Stories

The

analysis of images, and the

way people

methodological and theoretical issues. One of the
is

interpret them, raises

working with images

difficulties in

the range of theoretical traditions available. Semiotics

is

complex

one tradition

that has

been

used in the analysis of sign systems, as well as in the analysis of texts, or systems of
narration.

From

a semiotic point of view

are structured not

we

can say that most narratives, as

by the nature of the characters

that appear in

it,

fairytales,

but by XhQ function

they play in the plot (Propp, 1968; Greimas, 1966). The Russian folklore

morphologist, Vladimir Propp, was

are, as

he put

\X,

among the

first

to point out that “parts” of a story

functions of the story rather than autonomous “themes” or

“elements.”

In general narratives are

states,

composed by

happenings involving people as characters or

the fact that “these constituents do not, as

Their meaning

whole

a unique sequence of events, mental

—

its

is

it

actors.

were, have a

Bruner (1990) points out to

life

or

meaning of their own.

given by their place in the overall configuration of the sequence as a

plot or fabula” (p.43). Bruner suggests that

human

beings have “a

readiness or predisposition to organize experience into a narrative form, into plot

structures

and the

rest (1990, p.45).

or “imaginary” without loss of its

Another feature of narrative

power

We can see in the FotoDialogo

is

that

it

can be “real”

as a story.

stories

an underlying structure repeated in

Functions
different ways, because each element in these stories has a z^xXom function.

breaking contracts,
are actions like prohibition versus violation, establishing and
action,
leaving and arriving, etc. These functions are played out in “spheres of
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the

Viliam, the provider, the helper, the hero and the false
hero.

FotoDialogo

stories in

terms of their elements or subjects, functions, spheres of
action,

and structure of narratives (see Table

which the

We can deconstruct the

In this

5.2).

storytellers arranged their sets

way we can observe

the

way

in

of images (picture-cards) into a structured

narrative.

Table 5.2 Elements, Functions, Spheres of Action, and Structures of FotoDialogo
Narratives

GROUP

1

1

ELEMENTS/SUBJECTS

FUNCTIONS

• Maria (the heroine, lover,

mother, grandmother)
• Hector(guitar player,

husband,

father,

SPHERES OF ACTION

STRUCTURE

Authoritv/Obedience

Hector gets

sick,

Story focuses on a Hispanic

Maria and Hector get

goes

and Maria

married with permission

worries.

• Ivette (Maria's daughter)

jail,

Jason

couple and

norms and

and grow older

follow traditional

expectations: religious (the

together.

heroes get married

• Jandira (Maria’s

•

their offspring.

Characters abide by cultural

from the church; have
children,

grandfather)

to

in

the

Catholic church, and stay

granddaughter)

Prohibition/Violation

married); gender

Jason (Maria's grandson,

Jason breaks the law and

play passive, nurturing roles

the

goes

villain)

to

(women

as lovers and mothers,

jail.

• Dr. Gutierrez (the helper)

whereas men play more

•

active roles as risk-takers,

I

Scenarios: Catholic

and trouble-makers).

church, Hispanic bar,
jail,

GROUP

and

hospital.

II
1

ELEMENTS/SUBJECTS
• A nice nuclear family.

FUNCTIONS

• Maria (the grandmother)
• Alberto(Maria’s son, the

law and

• Alberto's old girlfriend (the
girl,"

• Alberto's
(“the

•

bad

the helper)

new girlfriend

ProhibitionA/iolation

Maria's grandson gets

Story focuses on a young

The

trouble,

smokes

punished

abuses

alcohol, gets sick,

&

ends up

hero/villain
is

Scenarios:

brakes the

illness).

Girlfriend #1 plays

in

in

ganja,

a hospital,

breaks relationship with old

a

Hispanic male,

who comes

from a nice nuclear family,
runs into trouble with the
law,

abuses drugs and

supportive/passive role by

girlfriend,

impregnates

alcohol, gets involved

nursing and nurturing the

girlfriend,

and stops

new
new

multiple relationships with

old

women, engages

hero,

girl")

hospital,

STRUCTURE

(incarceration

hero/villain)

“good

SPHERES OF ACTION

who ends up

leaving

her.

girlfriend
girlfriend.

from

killing

in

in

unsafe

sex, and

becomes

the

center of

women's

dispute.

jail,

and dancing

Girlfriend

# 2 plays a

rebellious role, gets

floor.

pregnant, and attempts to
kill

If we

old girlfriend.

compare the two

stories created

by the practitioners we find several

similarities in their structures. In both stories the characters are Hispanic/Latino, are
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—no

defined by their relationships to each other

with the exception of the doctor

—and

traditional (expected) cultural values.

professional affiliations are mentioned

their behaviors

seem

Most of the events

be determined by

to

are

happening within the

family realm. Gender roles also seem to follow traditional or stereotypical patterns.

Female characters tend

to play the roles of caregiving mothers, nurturing lovers, and

loving grandmothers, while male characters are getting sick, getting in trouble,

breaking the law, and leaving their female counterparts to their

are

somehow

similar to the ones created

One may
FotoDialogo

by the Latino

women

own

in the

question the possible reasons for the similarities

stories: (1)

Are the

stories

bound by

the limitations

fate.

These plots

LWDG.

among

several

imposed by the

choice of FotoDialogo pictures? (2) Are the stories inspired by stereotypes held by

both groups of practitioners and community people? (3) Are the storytellers projecting

their

own

reflective

dwellers?

somehow

perceptions of social reality onto their stories? Or yet, (4) Are the stories

of the experiences and occurrences

in the

everyday

We cannot consider these questions in isolation,

life

of the inner

since they

seem

city’s

to be

interrelated.

The

first

hypotheses

is

plausible, however, even

interpretation of living situations reported

though tinted by

my own

by the Latino women, the pictures were

in the
sketched on the basis of data collected from interviews with Latinos living

community, and on participant observations of the research
that all groups created their stories using the

same

set

site.

Nevertheless, the fact

of FotoDialogo pictures may

created by the group of
explain the tendency to evoke similar plots. Yet, the plots

practitioners

were construed

in a different

manner
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in

comparison to the way the

women

in the

seem

fit

to

LWDG construed theirs. The characters in the practitioners’

stories

a prescription dictated by the storytellers’ expectations and
stereotypes of

Latinos, e.g., Catholics, family-oriented, drug-addicts and alcoholics;
and the plots

appear to be a product of their imagination, construed upon practitioners’
knowledge

and perceptions of the community. Whereas the characters

in the

stories tend to simulate “real” people, narrate events that the

lived,

and the

stories appear to

come from

their

imagination. In addition, the participants in the
characters with

LWDG women’s

women have

own memories

rather than

witnessed or

from

their

LWDG seemed to treat their

more compassion and leniency compared

to the

way practitioners

treated theirs. For instance, in the practitioners’ stories, the villains are immediately

punished for their wrong-doings without much questioning about the righteousness of
the penal system. In the stories created by the Latino

women

in the

LWDG, the drug-

addicts and drug dealers are portrayed as victims of the social system, and the

criminalization of their deeds

Although the

is

sometimes considered an “abuse” of the law.

stories created

similar spheres of action, the

ways

by

in

different groups of people

which the

seem

to portray

storytellers construe the reality

depicted by these plots vary according to their points of view and function in society.

The Latino women

in the

whereas the practitioners

LWDG narrate their stories from an insider
in the

FotoDialogo workshops narrate their

outsiders looking inward to their communities.

that “the realities that people constructed

distributed
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perspective,

stories as

To quote Bruner’s words,

were social

between them” (1990, p.l05).

’s

realities,

I

may

say

negotiated with others,

Despite their differences in perspective, people

of FotoDialogo stories agreed that the stories

who

reflect their

participated in the creation

own

understanding of life in

the community, their personal experiences, stereotypes, and
perceptions of living

The women

situations.

in the

LWDG were emphatic in asserting that their stories, as

well as the FotoDialogo picture-cards, represent a close description of
the people and
events surrounding them.

Workshop Evaluation
In the final written evaluation (see

they learned a

Appendix D),

new method which they could

participants indicated that

apply to their work in order “to

understand the community and the community members’ experience,” and use
participatory methods. In general, participants like the FotoDialogo

can take different perspectives of a
health and

human

better listeners

A

their cultural beliefs to

engage

“it

and ethnicity.” The

service providers have also acknowledged that they need to

and explore

community they

story, using values, culture,

method because

become

in true dialogue with the

serve.

few modifications of the FotoDialogo method were suggested

to ease

its

application to different settings. For instance, one health educator said that “I could

use the storytelling with the pictures.

I

will use pictures of different situations

experienced by other people of different races;” others suggested the use of photos

from magazines instead of drawings. Another recommendation was

community people and
to create

to involve

practitioners in a teacher/leamer process, hands-on

code materials.
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workshop

Building

Community Dialogue Using

The experiences we had

as teachers and learners during the FotoDialogo

workshops provided us with invaluable
and the

Self.

the FotoDialoao Method

insight into the nature of dialogue,

This learning came as a product of the method, but,

at the

community,

same

time,

helped us develop the necessary knowledge to use the FotoDialogo method as a

community builder

tool.

In the following sections

when applying

the FotoDialogo

I

present

method

some of the

to foster

issues one needs to consider

community

dialogue.

The Community Nature of the

Self

We observed in the FotoDialogo workshops as well as in the LWDG sessions,
that

when

participants

were asked

to talk about themselves, they actually talked about

family, work, and things they are concerned about.

The Self^ti

se

was nowhere

to be

found, for the Selfh not a thing, and our self-construals are deeply rooted in our sense

of community and relationship to others. Bruner (1990) says that both mind and the
Self are part of a social world. Michele Rosado argues that the concepts of Self “grow

not from ‘inner’ essence relatively independent of the social world, but from

experience in a world of meanings, images, and social bonds, in which
inevitably involved” (1984, p.l39). Likewise, “the stories

we

all

construct to

of our experience, to give meaning to our actions and thoughts, are

persons are

make

stories that

sense

we

have learned to construct” (Senge, 1994, p.26).

The psychologist Jerome Bruner (1990)
culture

insists that “it is

and the realization of his mental powers through culture
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man’s participation
that

make

it

in

impossible to construct a

human psychology on

the basis of the individual alone”

(p.l2).

As

human

nature independent of culture.” Moreover, as Staub asserts, “our experience of

the anthropologist Clifford Geerts (1973) says, “there

connection and community shape

how we

are,

how we

no such thing as

experience other people, and

bear the stresses of both ordinary and extraordinary events,” and that “the

evolution of the self

.

.

.

The

we engage

—

as well as the capacity for separateness” (1989, p. 269).

inter-relatedness that exists

reinforces the

full

requires relationships and the development of deep

connections and community

community nature of the

between

Self,

culture,

community, and individuals

and challenges us to re-examine the ways

ourselves and others in the learning process. Peter Senge (1994) says that

“when we do not

human

who we

is

take other people as objects for our use, but see

beings with

whom we

can learn and change,

them

we open new

possibilities for

being ourselves more fully” (p.26). The equal ground on which basis

communication with our fellow human beings
and discovering ourselves

—

—

in the process

as fellow

we

establish our

of uncovering

sets the stage for dialogical education. In Freire’s

reality

words.

Problem-posing education, as a humanist and liberating praxis, posits as
fundamental that the people subjected to domination must
emancipation.

To

that end,

it

fight for their

enables teachers and students to

become Subjects

of the educational process by overcoming authoritarianism and an alienating
intellectualism; it also enables people to overcome their false perception of
reality.

The world

words —becomes

which

—no longer something

to

be described with deceptive

the object of that transforming action by

results in their

men and women

humanization (1997, p.67).

Dialogical education, thus, requires that people as teachers/leamers reflect

upon

their social realities in order to

acting

upon

their past

change the world. This process of reflecting and

and present conditions constitutes a cultural
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act

of freedom

in

which human beings employ their

intellectual capacities to envision alternatives—
to

conceive of other ways of being, of acting, of striving
In this sense, Self^nd culture are

put

human

—

as Subjects

of their

own

fate.

aspects permanently intertwined, as Bruner

it:

The Self, then, like any other aspect of human nature, stands both as a
guardian
of permanence and as a barometer responding to the local cultural
weather. The
culture, as well, provides us with guides

between

stability

commitments
reflection

and change:

it

exhorts, forbids, lures, denies, rewards the

that the Self undertakes.

and for envisaging

and stratagems for finding a niche

And

the Self, using

alternatives, escapes or

its

capacities for

embraces or reevaluates

and reformulates what the culture has on offer. Any effort to understand the
nature and origins of Self is, then, an interpretive effort akin to that used
by a
historian or an anthropologist trying to understand a “period” or a “people.”

And

ironically enough, once an official history or anthropology has been
proclaimed in a culture and enters the public domain, that very act alters the

process of Self-construction. (1990,

p. 110).

— by bring about people’s perceptions of
and of themselves — allows
emergence of themes, and

The FotoDialogo method
reality,

of others,

social

the

the

discovery of individual and community needs and interests which become the

program content of education. For the Latino women

emerged from

their narratives

in the

and dialogue sessions disclosed

being oppressed, and enabled them to reclaim their voices

becoming

fully

and taking part
around them.

human

—by expressing themselves

in the process

On the

from

skills,

their consciousness

—and recover

freely, asserting their

the

of

power of

human

rights,

of self-transformation and re-creation of the world

other hand, FotoDialogo helped the group of providers to

become more aware of the
knowledge,

LWDG, the themes that

and

false perceptions

issues they need to

attitudes they

of reality

need

—and of

work

on; pointed out the kind of

to develop in order to liberate themselves

others.
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It

also freed this group of

practitioners

from the functional

roles ascribed to

them

as providers of services, and

enabled them to become co-learners in the
process of unfolding and transforming
the
structures of social reality.

Given the community nature of the
their consciousness

self,

and communities

The term community
related, but distinct,

fact that individuals

develop

mediated by the world, the need for a deeper
understanding of the

parts that constitute the whole of a community
practitioners,

and the

is

of great importance to educators,

at large.

derived from the Latin communitas, which has
two

is

meanings: (1) the quality of “common

quality of fellowship” and (2) “a

body of people having

in

interest

and hence the

common

an external bond”

(Rosenthal, 1984, p. 219). Daniel Yankelovich
(1984) argues that community evokes
the “feeling that ‘Here

care for me,

I

is

where

am part of them’

.

I

.

belong, these are

.its

absence

is

my people,

I

care for them, they

experienced as an achy

loss, a void,

feelings of isolation, falseness, instability, and impoverishment of
spirit” (p. 227).

Martin Buber (1958) sees community as a choice around a

common

center; the

voluntary coming together of people in a direct relationship that involves a concern for
self, other,

and group.

Maurice Friedman (1983) defines two

different kinds

community of otherness and community of affinity.
of a group of like-minded people

who have come

A community of affinity consists

together for security. Friedman says

that they feel safe because they use a similar language

but they do not have close relations with one another.
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of community:

and may share

common

beliefs,

A community of otherness, on

the other hand, consists of people

although they share

common

who

are not alike,

concerns.

The group of health and human
affinity, for

they share some

have different points of view,

common

close to each other, although they

service providers

knowledge,

may have

skills,

seem

to

and language, and are not

different points

of view. There

feeling of separateness between the provider and the
client group

many

residents.

For

economic

differences, there

form a community of

—

the

community

different reasons, e.g., linguistic barriers, sociocultural

seems

to be a

exists a

and

gap between the two groups that needs to be

bridged for communication to flow freely and openly in the community.
The two

groups must examine together the sources of their differences and similarities

in

perceptions of each other. Gudykunst (1994), suggests that

We also must recognize how culture, ethnicity, and other forms of diversity
way we think and behave. We must understand real differences

affect the

between our group and others’ groups, not base our interpretations of
differences on our stereotypes and prejudices. We also need to search
commonalties on which community can be built (p. 227-8).

believe that by engaging in dialogue, individuals can build a sense of

I

community
nations,

for

in their

communities,

and the world. However,

more than just

a sense

e.g.,

marriages, organizations, schools,

in a diverse society,

our experiences and interpret social

what people

makes

are like

to constantly

ways we and others make meaning out of

reality, as

takes the position that what

beliefs about

enter dialogue with

shared meaning and open-mindness, we need

forge the tools with which to negotiate the

It

we must

cities,

Bruner (1990) suggests:

a cultural

community

and what the world

just shared

is

is like

or

how things

should be valued. There must obviously be some consensus to ensure the

achievement of civility. But what may be just as important to the coherence of
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a culture

is the existence of interpretive procedures for adjudicating
the
different construals of reality that are inevitable in any diverse society
(p. 95).

The Nature of Dialogue
The philosopher Martin Buber (1958) acknowledges

three forms of

communication: monologue, technical dialogue, and dialogue. Monologues are
centered conversations in which the other individual or group

self-

treated as an object.

is

Technical dialogues are information-centered conversations. Both forms of

communication are often found
participation

is

in the

banking education method, or in settings where

not encouraged or granted inappropriate. Buber (1988) used the term

mode of exchange among human

“dialogue” to describe a

beings in which individuals

appreciate one another not as objects in a social function, but as genuine beings. Freire

(1997) defines dialogue as “the encounter between
world, in order to

name

achieve significance as

the world

human

.

.

.

beings”

skill

way by which

they

(p. 69).

is

necessary. Dialogue involves

individuals, openness,

observed that “members of an intimate team.
advocacy; this

[and women], mediated by the

dialogue imposes itself as the

For community to develop, dialogue

communication between

men

.

and intimacy. Charlotte Roberts

.are skilled at

994)

balancing inquiry and

appears to be far easier to learn and practice

threshold level of intimacy” (pp. 70-71).

( 1

when

there

To produce intimacy one does

is

a

not need to

probe into secrets, or invade others’ privacy. “Intimacy should never put anyone under
pressure to unveil the details of his or her personal

p.71).

life

or desires” (Roberts, 1994,

However, intimacy involves truthfulness and trustworthiness; the

ability to

express true opinions about an idea, and the manifestation of feelings and emotions.
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Yet, as Roberts (1994) says, “while intimacy offers a rich sense
of involvement,

implies vulnerability

when
level

(p.71). This fact

was perceived

in the

it

also

FotoDialogo workshops,

participants feeling vulnerable and “exposed” resisted to collaborate
with the

of intimacy the FotoDialogo method

calls for.

People often express their need to have a safe setting where they can express
themselves freely, however, as Isaacs (1994) points out, “the safety of dialogue comes
directly

group

from the willingness

facilitators

to touch the dangerous” (p.375), a challenge that both

and team members need

to confront if they

want

to reach collective

consciousness.

The goal of dialogue
aware of the context around

is

to create “a setting

their experience,

where people can become more

and of the processes of thought and

feeling that created that experience” (Isaacs, 1994, p. 353).

allows the emergence of generative themes because
creation of those experiences, and the reflection

it

The FotoDialogo method

provides the tools for the re-

upon the thoughts and

experiences evoke. Buckminster Fuller (cited in Senge, 1994,

you want

to teach people a

Instead, give

them

new way of thinking, do

p.

feelings the

28) suggested that “if

not bother trying to teach them.

a tool, the use of which will lead to

new ways of thinking.”

Pictures and storytelling can definitely be used as tools to foster dialogue and

collective reflection.

unlimited.

The choice of codifications and/or

They can be custom-made drawings

picture-cards

—

projective techniques

like in the case

is

of FotoDialogo

—

or they can be taken from other media sources, such as newspapers,

magazines, videos, photographs,

common object with the

intent

etc.

The important thing

of reveling

its
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meaning.

is

that people reflect

upon

a

As people become involved
share grows deeper.

They begin

perceptions of reality.

group

it

No

in the dialogue process, the sense

of meaning they

to gain insight into their fundamental views

one can engage

in this

and

form of thinking alone, and even

in a

takes a deliberate will to build a context for collective reflection. Freire

(1997) asserts that “the pursuit of full humanity [which

however, cannot be carried out

and solidarity”

is

achieved through dialogue],

in isolation or individualism, but only in fellowship

(p. 66).

Although no one can force dialogue

to happen,

one can forge the tools and

techniques to create an environment that promotes collective reflection. Isaacs

suggests that

“it is

best to approach dialogue with no result in mind, but with the

intention of developing deeper inquiry, wherever

it

leads you” (1994, p.375). This

is

also the underlying assumption supported

by the dialogical education approach, which

may not

elaborate a program to present to the people,

implies that “just as the educator

neither

may the

investigator elaborate “itineraries” for researching the thematic

universe, starting from points

89). This characteristic

which he

of openness

FotoDialogo method, as well as

[or she] has

predetermined” (Freire, 1997,

—and apparent lack of

in other

—found

objectivity

p.

in the

forms of participatory research

methodologies, has been a source of difficulties program coordinators encounter in
fully
the process of implementing research and education programs that are

participatory, qualitative,

and

dialogical. Paradoxically,

due to the subjective nature of

programs are harder
the dialogical approach to research and education, those types of
to fund, sustain, attract support

from community and organizations, and have

impact evaluated in objective terms.
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their

Nevertheless, program coordinators and facilitators can help create
the
conditions under which dialogue can occur. The knowledge,
facilitator brings to the

spite

of that, the

skills,

and

attitudes a

group are of extreme relevance to the group’s development. In

facilitator

should not be seen as a leader, or the “cause” of the

dialogue session. In the application of the FotoDialogo method, the facilitator can help
the dialogue process evolve by familiarizing participants with the method; introducing

icebreakers that promote a relaxed atmosphere; setting the ground rules for effective

group communication; easing

difficult

emotions and misunderstandings; and helping

people through the difficulties and crises involved in the dialogue process.

The group
intervention

facilitator

becomes necessary. For

collective attention

systems,

can step in the dialogue process when the need for

when group

instance, he or she can

focus

disperse; intervene in

is

when awareness of members’

evoke the group’s

complex

social

perceptions of social issues can be

enlightening; and actively question groups’ assumptions, in order to enhance

individuals’ consciousness of their

own thought

processes.

The

develop a good sense of self, an awareness of how his or her

facilitator

own

must

defensive reactions

might be triggered, examine his or her own perceptions of group members, and

examine

how

group’s perceptions of her/himself might affect communication.

When planning a FotoDialogo workshop
should allow

at least

two hours, or more

or long term training, facilitators

if possible, for

every dialogue session.

It is

helpful if at the begirming of every session, participants are given a chance to simply

speak for a minute about his or her feelings and thoughts. Participants should also be

encouraged to speak from personal experience.
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There

is

no

rule about

group

size, but,

based on

my experience with groups,

I

would say that working with groups

that are too

small (less than four people) or too large (more than twenty people) can be detrimental
to the dialogue process.

Group

participation in dialogue sessions should always be voluntary, and

people must be given the choice to participate the

Group members should be encouraged
by listening to

their deeper silences,

to

way they

enhance

feel

most comfortable.

their listening

and observation

and hearing beneath the words

skills

to their meanings.

Isaacs (1994) says that.

When we

observe the thoughts that govern

change and transform ourselves
individual.

Many of the

—and

dialogue techniques

developing an environment that
their thoughts,

how we

is

see the world,

team as

this is as true for a

quiet

—

like silence

enough so

and the team’s thoughts. Once

—

we
it is

begin to
for an

are based around

that people

can observe

that happens, things can

change

without conscious manipulation (pp. 377-378).
This view

is

consistent with the principles of problem-posing education in

which “people develop
world with which and

their

in

power

to perceive critically the

way

which they find themselves; they come

they exist in the

to see the

world not as

a static reality, but as a reality in process, in transformation” (Freire, 1997, p. 64).

One of the most powerful
from people who were learning

experiences

and bodies

in the

The

LWDG—when they began to speak from

—was meaningful

was taking place around them, allowing them
situations,

observed in our dialogue sessions came

to listen, not to the group, but to themselves.

emergence of the women’s voices
their hearts, minds,

I

and renew collective meanings.
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to the entire

to generate

group because dialogue

new perceptions of old

Principles of Dialogue Building

To

conclude,

I

want

summarize the information gathered

to

into a set of

principles for dialogue building. These principles are based on the following

assumptions:

a)

Without love there

is

no dialogue.

Without sounding too corny,
to

be extremely committed to what

I

have realized through experience that

we

set

out to do as dialoguers, which involves love

and commitment

for the people-in-a situation

we need

to the cause

of liberation, including our

own.
Dialogue cannot

exist,

and for the people.
dialogue

itself.

commitment
The love
regarded by the

b)

.

in the

the

is at

absence of a profound love for the world

same time the foundation of dialogue and

.No matter where the oppressed are found, the act of love
the cause of liberation (Freire, 1997, p. 70).
their cause^

.

to

.

however

.Love

.

—

feeling generated in the

women

is

in the

LWDG dialogue sessions was many times

group as a spiritual and elevating experience.

Without humility we cannot learn.

If we

come

into a

to peoples’ problems,

group or community ready to teach and provide the answers

we may become

reality that presents itself to us

preachers in the desert, and blinded to the

through the experiences of others.

Dialogue cannot exist without humility. .Dialogue, as the encounter of those
addressed to the common task of learning and acting, is broken if the parties
with
(or one of them) lack humility. ...Self-sufficiency is incompatible
.

dialogue.

Men and women who

lack humility (or have lost

the people, cannot be their partners in

Humbleness

is

.

naming

it)

cannot come to

the world (Freire, 1997, p.71).

not only a virtue, but a necessity

if

we

are to

implement

needs, aspirations.
research and education programs that are suited to community’s
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and resources. Dialogue must emerge from a collective

which we

effort in

investigators of social reality, and teacher/leamers in the process.

means not

to alienate the people to

committed.

As Adrienne Rich

say, describes the

puts

We

it,

“When someone

world and you are not

in

it,

there

is

a

all

are

with the authority of a teacher,

moment of psychic

saw nothing” (quoted

Bruner, Acts of Meaning, Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1990,

Without faith we lack

should try by

whose development and empowerment we

disequilibrium, as if you looked into a mirror and

c)

are co-

in

Jerome

p. 32).

vision.

We need to have faith in what dialogue can trigger. We need to gaze further
and see beyond the present situation

into the possibilities.

Every

crisis

encompasses an

array of possibilities and potential for change. Every oppressive situation can stimulate

an insurmountable release of power

As

revealed.

Freire (1997) puts

when consciousness of

its

cause and nature

is

it:

Dialogue further requires an intense

faith in

humankind,

power
be more

faith in their

to

make and remake, to create and re-create, faith in their vocation to
fully human (which is not the privilege of an elite, but the birthright of all).
.

.Without this faith in people, dialogue

.

is

a farce

which inevitably degenerates

into paternalistic manipulation (pp.71-72).

I

learned so

much from

the Latino

oppression and losses, had faith in the

d)

human

in the

LWDG, whom despite their

potential to

become more.

Without trust we are stuck.

Freire (1997) says that

“Whereas

for dialogue, trust is established

when we begin
and

women

faith in

by dialogue”

humankind

(p.72).

is

an a priori requirement

We may feel initially awkward

to exercise our dialogue skills, both as facilitators

we may not trust the

group from the

start.
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and group members,

However, with time and the willingness

—

to listen

and to make ourselves vulnerable, we reach
a

level

of intimacy and

trust that

can strength the group process and enhance
collective reflection.
e)

Withou t hope we can get nowhere.

Freire (1997) admonishes that “if the
dialoguers expect nothing to
their efforts, their encounter will be

(p.73).

empty and

sterile,

come of

bureaucratic and tedious”

We may not have an agenda or an itinerary when we begin our search,

however, without hoping to find something,
our environment, or transform ourselves to

becoming more

Not

fully

human we

really

to

add something to our

fulfill

from which they move out
out only in

Hope

in constant search

communion with

it

(Freire,

1

to flourish.

rooted in men’s incompletion,
a search which can be carried

is

—

others. Hopelessness

denying the world and fleeing from

change

our ontological vocation of

do not allow dialogue

yet can dialogue exist without hope.

lives, to

is

a

form of silence, of

997, p.72).

J) Without critical thinking reflection is mute.

Finally, true dialogue cannot exist unless the dialoguers

thinking

—thinking which

engage

in critical

discerns an invisible solidarity between the world

and the people and admits of no dichotomy between them

—

thinking which
perceives reality as process, as transformation, rather than as a static entity
thinking which does not separate itself fi-om action, but constantly immerses
itself in

temporality without fear of the risks involved.

requires critical thinking,

is

.

.

.Only dialogue, which

also capable of generating critical thinking. (Freire

1997, p. 73).

Freire(1997) says that the objective of dialogical education

is

to

come

to

know

through dialogue with the people-in-a situation both their objective situation and their

awareness of that situation

world

in

—

the various levels of perception of themselves and of the

which and with which they

exist.

He

also observes that

“many political and

educational plans have failed because their authors designed them according to their

own

personal views of reality, never once taking into account (except as mere objects
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of their actions) the men-in-a-situation to

whom their program was

ostensibly

directed” (1997, p.75).

Thus the program content of education must be based on the

investigation of

people’s perceptions of reality, and examination of their generative themes. The

methodology of that investigation must be dialogical and participatory

as well,

allowing the opportunity both to discover the generative themes and to stimulate
people’s awareness in regard to these themes.
g) Without

communication there can be no true education.

Freire (1997) says that “without dialogue there

is

no communication, and

This
without communication there can be no true education” (pp.73-74).

for initiating

any dialogue. This principle inaugurates the idea

is

the reason

that true education

beings mediated by the
emerges from a process of communication among human

method of education in which
world, which differs from the traditional banking
instead of meaning-makers. This
students are treated as deposits of information

assumption

is

program content of
of extreme relevance to the formulation of the

education, as Freire (1997) puts

it:

student, the program content of
For the dialogical, problem-posing teacherbits of informafron to be
education is neither a gift nor an imposition—
organized, systematized, and
deposited in the students—but rather the
of the things about which they want
developed “re-presentation” to individuals
to

know more

(p.74).

an openness to listen to others and to
Yet, communication also implies
“everything in
ourselves and to consider that

life

depends on the thoughts

we choose to

as Gerald
to change our belief systems,”
hold in our minds and our willingness

Jampolsky said (1989,

p. 31).
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Thus, dialogue, as a means of true education, requires an open-mindness
defined in Bruner’s words to be “a willingness to construe knowledge and values from
multiple perspectives without loss of commitment to one’s

Bruner also says

own values”

(1990, p. 30).

that:

Open-mindness

is

the keystone of what

we

call a

democratic culture.

Like

[...]

ways of life and

premised upon values that generate distinctive
[. .] It demands that we be conscious of

all cultures, it is

corresponding conceptions of reality.

how we come to

.

our knowledge and as conscious as

we can be

about the values

that lead us to our perspectives (1990, p.30).

I

hope the step-by-step description of FotoDialogo workshops, the incursions

into the stories created

building

by human and health service providers, and the “guidelines”

community dialogue have offered

at least the basis for

for

group coordinators to

begin considering the application of similar methods of adult education in their

organizations.

other

method

I

it

clear that the FotoDialogo method, as any

that involves collective reflection,

storytelling, is

concerned with Self-discovery

that this process

creating,

have wanted to make

and the creative use of pictures and

—both

emerges from our natural human capacities

and making meaning out of our everyday

The materials developed

life

for imagining, reflecting,

experiences.

are
for this method, such as the FotoDialogo pictures,

only tools to help facilitators and team members to
tools, these materials should not

and

individual and collective

initiate collective dialogue.

As

be seen as ends in themselves, for they are research

instruments, and should be treated as such.
In the next final chapter

I

will

implement the FotoDialogo Method
this

examine the conditions necessary

in different settings,

and the implications of using

community-based
method of research and education within
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to develop and

organizations.

CHAPTER 6
FOTODIALOGO METHOD: A TOOL FOR DIALOGICAL EDUCATION
This final chapter examines some of the issues which have
emerged from the
experience of developing the FotoDialogo method, and applying

with Latino

women

in the

Women 's Dialog

Latina

Group, and

it

to dialogue sessions

in the

FotoDialogo

Workshops with community health and human service providers. From
certain conclusions can be

study:

drawn

in

response to the

initial

How, under what circumstances and with what

this

experience

questions which guided this

results is the

FotoDialogo Method

appropriate as a tool for building dialogue across cultures, narrowing the communication

gap between health and human service providers and
Latino

women

in inner-city settings in the

These questions
this

their clients,

and empowering

United States?

will be considered in regards to the context

and location where

study took place. Althougli the conditions for implementation of thematic

investigation and dialogue suggested by Paulo Freire were a source of inspiration for the

development of the FotoDialogo method,
significant to the implementation

found that some of those conditions were not

I

of this particular study. With regards to the Tliematic

Apperception Test (TAT), which was also a source of inspiration

FotoDialogo Picture Cards, the conditions

for

its

in

developing the

set

of

implementation were never meant to

be followed, for most of the traditional applications of TAT happen within the context of
a psychiatric examination, and the

TAT is usually administered as a test of personality,

which was not the purpose of this method.
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What

follows

is

a set of conditions which, according to this research,
are found

necessary for the successful application of the FotoDialogo
method as a tool for
dialogical education, self-discovery, and collective reflection.
Tliese conditions are
related to the organizational

and sociocultural contexts

in

Other factors that fostered the dialogue process, or stood

Method to

which
in the

this study

was

set up.

way of the FotoDialogo

operate as a tool of empowerment education and dialogue building are also

examined.

Organizational and Sociocultural Conditions

One of the

conditions necessary for the development and implementation of the

FotoDialogo method

is

an organizational basis, hi the case of this particular study, the

method was developed and implemented within
is

committed

to the principles

a

community-based organization which

of humanistic education, people’s empowerment, and

popular education methods. Tlie Spanish American Union (SAU) seemed an appropriate
organization in which to develop and implement the FotoDialogo method due to

its

time uivolvement with the Latino community, and to the conmiitment expressed by

long

its

executive director to develop progi'ams based upon a philosophy of empowerment and

conmiunity development.

The organizational support

members of the

staff at

create the Latina

I

received from the executive director and from other

SAU helped me initiate the process of thematic investigation,

Women’s Dialog Group, and

Workshops addressed

conduct a series of FotoDialogo

to providers serving the Latino

the city.
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and other minority populations

in

The informal way
seemed appropnate

in

which

I

to the purposes

was introduced to

of

participant observer, and finally taking

The lack of formality,

the various programs at

initiating the participatory research,

SAU

being a

up the dialogue sessions with the Latino women.

the absence of predetermined topics for
discussion, and

the small size of the group allowed the development
of a

of new concepts and ideas to people with

little

new method, and

formal education,

who

felt

introduction

threatened by

an>fhing related to research and education.

Being connected

to

and sponsored by an organization, such as SAU, which has

history of commitment to the

community

in focus,

a

and which embodies the values,

knowledge, and attitudes required to perform participatory education programs,
proved
to be

an important factor in implementing a dialogue project and testing the FotoDialogo

Method.

Although there was a strong

interest

on the

participating agencies to continue the FotoDialogo

engage

from

in

fiilly

part of the

CBO and other

Workshops with the providers and

commumty dialogue, people’s ongoing responsibilities prevented this process
developing. Only a few health and

FotoDialogo Workshops sponsored by the

human

CBO,

service providers participated in the

and, despite their suggestion to

continue this process with the participation of community people, dialogue sessions
involving the whole community were never realized.

Part of the restrictions imposed

was due

to the lack

of financial support

on people’s
to sustain

participation in collective dialogue

such an

initiative,

and consequent

logistical difficulties in gathering staff support, providing transportation, childcare.
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translators,

and other necessary arrangements

to

accommodate

the needs of community

members.

The CBO, where

this study

limited resources. Despite the

a grant to fund this effort.

took place,

very small and functions on very

is

numerous requests

we were never able to

for funding,

The lesson we learned from

this

experience

is

that

implementing the FotoDialogo Method within community-based
organizations

consuming and

Due

interferes

only one small group of elderly Latino

community health and human

difficulty

community was due
about

— and

parallel to

method was developed to

women, and introduced to

service providers.

to

since the

However, we can

potential with

number of
still

infer the potential

its

I

reality

encountered in presenting the FotoDialogo method to the

—people did not know what

novelty

this

method was

method was created and developed with people’s

progress, and the objective of this

all I

to help people

we have

conclusion, or climax. I don

in the

LWDG said:

these pictures

’t

participation and

know themselves and their

storytelling.

Although some participants never comprehended

woman

all

could say was that this was a work in

method was

communities better by using pictures and

achieve our goals, as one

expressed

and workshops.

an ongoing dialogue process,

very well... because

a

its full

by each group, and perceptions of social

in dialogue sessions

Another

time

between these two groups, based on the emergence of themes,

analysis of stories generated

by participants

is

with other ongoing programs and people’s work requirements.

to these limitations, the FotoDialogo

for dialogue building

get

and we

understand what
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fully the process

“I don

’t

applied to

understand this method

tell stories,

this all

we

means,

but
”

we never get to a

the majority of the

Latino

women had positive

feelings about their experience in the

LWDG,

as the

following statements suggest:

thmk

I

that this dialog

group

is

helping us to expand our minds. This happens

when we look at these pictures we can imagine what is happening, or
what could happen to this person we are looking at. In this process we have to
thmk about what has caused that situation. divorce, drugs, also moments of
because

.

happiness.
I

When we

believe this

is

different ways,

look

at

them

a study for us

and

reflect

—

upon

.

[the pictures]

that

we can

things.

we can

learn,

capture those feelings.

and behave

at

home

in

(LWDG participant)

me this

serves to focus my mind. ..lam usually depressed and this wakes
my mind up. When I first joined this group I was very depressed— “enferma de

For

los nervios,” and since I started coming here I have felt better. Being here with
you helps me a lot. When I look at these pictures ... I see the things that
happened to me too. (LWDG participant)

This

is like

group gave

had inside

making

me the

for

history, portraying our stories...

opportunity to open up

many years,

we have to

group helps us to express ourselves.

we

also believe that this
let

We

we

I

take

discover things by ourselves. This
feel safe to express

no longer afraid of expressing them anywhere
which we improve ourselves both materially and

our feelings here

else.

are

school in

go of many things

but could not share with anyone. Here

advantage of the opportunity

and

I

my heart and

This

is like

spiritually.

a

(LWDG

participant)

For

me the

themes —

sharing

^this

was important. When one listens to the other women’s
me. It filled me and made me feel well we shared with

—

fulfilled

each other and

we

praised each other.

(LWDG participant)

Differences in perceptions regarding the FotoDialogo pictures were expressed

by the two groups of participants. While the majority of the Latino women agreed

that

the pictures "are portraits of our daily living, ” one of the participants in the providers

group thought that

"all these pictures are so basically

unhappy, more than happy. I
’’

think

it is

hard to even wanting

Nevertheless,

some

to get into this story. It’s just too tragic for me.

other participants in the providers group expressed very positive

feelings about the pictures and the

method

itself.
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was impressed by the enthusiasm and

I

the group. There

is

willingness to participate expressed by

a relationship between the tools themselves and the

enthusiasm generated in the group. (FotoDialogo Workshop participant)

As

providers we get into a warmer way of looking at people’s lives. Becoming
involved in the shaping of the lives of people that we are working with and our

—because we

own

members of this community in one way or
somehow sharing our lives gives us a very
different perspective, and probably a more effective way of participating in
solutions. (FotoDialogo Workshop participant)

another,

I

we

are really

—

are all connected

understand that there are big differences in

everyday

life. I

am struck by this

the

how to communicate and relate to
it affects how to

difference because

authenticate, validate, and respect people’s lives. (FotoDialogo

Workshop

participant)

The group of providers

realized that there needs to be an ongoing dialogue

between community members and the community-based organizations, so
strategies to

overcome community problems and

examined by both

parties in order to develop a

utilize

that

community resources

are fully

shared meaning necessary to the

implementation of culturally appropriate programs.

The FotoDialogo method

is

a type of non-formal education

which

is

based on a

participant-centered and small group format that promotes open dialogue and self-

discovery which

is

pertinent to

meet the needs and

interests

of adult learners. The

small group setting and informal conversations seem to be particularly suited for

women because this kind of environment
connection with one another, build

freely,

trust

allows them to develop a sense of

and self-confidence

and to see the interconnectedness between

broader social issues affecting their

The

their

own

to express themselves

personal experiences and

lives.

LWDG emerged from a previously existing group at the CBO—the

Latinos Unidos Program

—which made my

task as a group coordinator easier because
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the Latino elders

were already organized as a group.

dialogue sessions consisted in creating a

new group

My task as a facilitator of
exclusively for

establishing a regular meeting time, and transporting the

after

each meeting. The challenges

discussed in Chapter

From the

we

women,

women back to their homes

encountered in forming the

LWDG were

3.

experience of this study,

a kind of atmosphere

I

think that the FotoDialogo

which encouraged Latino women, whose voices

method created
are rarely ever

heard, to express themselves openly and without fear. Referring to their experience in

the

LWDG the Latino women said:
We have worked on expressing ourselves, and with the pictures we have
We have discovered that we always share

written the story of our lives.

something in
each of our
trust in a

common

lives. I

From there we can

with each other.

used to be very quiet before

—

I

create novels of

never talked! There

is

more

group of women for us to express ourselves and talk about our

Here we are making fotonovelas! (...) Before we realize we have
created a fotonovela of our own lives. Here we learn things we didn’t know.
feelings.

(LWDG participant)
Here we get

to talk about things that

we

don’t talk about in other places.

talk about our children, our marriage, things that

ourselves.

.

.We

heart because

We

kept for

We have been able to talk from the
(LWDG participant)

talk about intimate things.

we

trust the group.

Through the dialogue sessions

it

we have

a learning environment

was created which made

possible to validate the knowledge and experience which participants brought to the

sessions.

still

These Latino

women have

fragile. Nevertheless,

we

been oppressed for so long

think this has helped

silent

and shy women.

me to communicate

better.

I

—
does not use many words “cor/a de palabras —
"

in a group, but here

I

were

observed that the development of a supportive

environment brought out even the most

I

that their voices

have

noticed that
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I

am the
I

am able to

kind of person

who

have never said anything
talk.

The other thing

that

I

have observed about these pictures
situations

happening around us everyday.

You know,

is

that they talk about our daily living

We comment about things that know are
(LWDG participant)

''nuestro diario vivir^

I

this helps us to share

more with our families, to look for them, and
them it helps us communicate better. We have more
communication with them, and we give them more. (LWDG participant)
get closer to

The value of the dialogue

sessions for the Latino elderly

considered in terms of the opportunity
other

their

women,

to

come

communication

it

women

needs to be

has given them to develop relationships with

together and lessen their isolation and loneliness, to improve

skills,

and to become actively involved

in advocating for

themselves and their needs.

For

me this

a group

is

of women

times, our bad times, and the

each other so

much

that

who support each other sharing our good
things we have been through in this life. We trust

we can even talk about the things hidden in the bottom
we even don’t realize we carry within those things

—

of our souls, things that
can harm us. (LWDG participant)

The informal conversations
small size of the Latina

that characterized the dialogue sessions,

women’s group have allowed

all

members of the group

express themselves without restraint, and promoted intimacy which

among

Latino

An

and the
to

a valued quality

is

women.

interesting distinction

was noticed

self-disclosure in the different groups. In the

stories they created using the

in the value ascribed to

intimacy and

LWDG, the women were

FotoDialogo pictures. There was a fine

immersed

line

in the

between

themselves and the characters they invented; the plots in their stories narrated scenes

of their

own

lives;

and they were intimate with both the characters

well as with the other

members of the group.

participants (health and

human

In the FotoDialogo workshops,

service providers) were detached
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in their stories as

from

their

FotoDialogo

stories;

they did not considered the pictures as representative
of

themselves and their culture; the characters depicted

and the scenes described by the

storytellers

In general, participants in the FotoDialogo

other,

in these stories

were

fictitious;

belong to the lives of others, not their own.

Workshops avoided intimacy with each

and controlled any hint of self-disclosure.

The two groups of participants described

women and the

health and

human

in this study

service providers

—

the elderly Latino

—were very

different

from each

other due to their socioeconomic, cultural, and educational backgrounds. There were
also differences in the

The

way these groups were formed, and how people came

together.

LWDG was a subgroup of the Latinos Unidos Program, and was formed as a

long-term project which lasted for more than one year. The weekly meetings allowed
the

development of trust, intimacy, and a sense of connection among the Latino

women. Time and

reflection over repeated issues also allowed the group to see the

emergence of common themes and analyze these themes
theory and in relationship to broader social issues. The

culturally

homogenous group, most of them were

in the light

women came

of oppression
together as a

underclass, Puerto Rican elderly

women.
The group of health and human
the FotoDialogo Workshops.

participants

service providers

met only twice

Even though each workshop took

were intensely involved

in the process

as a group for

several hours, and

due the dramatic nature of the

FotoDialogo method, they did not have a chance to develop

trust,

intimacy, and

deepen relationships among themselves. They came together as a diverse group of
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providers interested in learning about a

new method which they

could apply in their

programs.

Differences in perceptions of social reality and in the
ways each group

construed the meanings of their FotoDialogo stories were
observed, and discussed in

Chapter

5.

The most

salient distinction

created their FotoDialogo stories

is

between the way

in

which each of the two groups

related to participants’ focal point of observation

in relationship to their stories. In other

words, the storytellers are either insiders

narrating their stories from personal observations, experiences, and
are outsiders

their

own

—

telling about other people’s stories,

living situations.

in the social reality

The Latino women

of their characters and

providers viewed themselves as outsiders,

and stood as observers of their own

These differences

memory

or they

which may have no resemblance

told their stories as insiders,

plots,

—

to

immersed

whereas the health and human service

somehow detached from

their narratives,

fictitious characters.

in perception

might also be associated with the way people

are portrayed in the FotoDialogo pictures.

While the Latina participants

pictures represented themselves and their living situations,

felt that

these

some of the providers could

not relate to the pictures, and perceived them as “tragic,” “sad,” and portraying scenes

associated with another culture. This observation confirms what Freire has said about

the development of visual aids to be used as codifications. Freire urges researchers to

pay particular attention

to the

way people

are depicted in these pictures, assuring that

the visual materials developed for the purpose of thematic investigation represent the
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people and their environment, so that learners can recognize themselves in these
pictures.

Since the FotoDialogo pictures were drawn based on

my personal

observations

of the people in the area, and on the Latino women’s accounts, they intentionally
resemble the Latinos in the region and scenes related to their living situations. The
that these pictures

provoke different reactions among diverse groups of people, and

inspire people to tell stories

storytelling

fact

from

different perspectives suggests that pictures

can be meaningful tools

in the assessment

and

of cultural differences among

groups and individuals.
Participants’ educational levels

affected the

Latino

women,

seemed
the

ways

in

which they

and previous experience

in

group

activities also

dealt with the FotoDialogo method. Whereas, for the

talking, creating stories,

and participating

—

to be associated with group therapy

women had undergone before

—

as this

for the health

was

in small

group

activities

the type of experience

some of

and human service providers, the same

type of activities were associated with training and education. Thus, participants

perceptions of the setting in which the FotoDialogo method was being applied also

contributed to their behaviors in the setting.

While the Latina

women felt that the

to disclose personal issues, tell secrets,

and with each

“We

detachment from the

are a group of trained professionals, in a

can not do that [become involved].
stories.”

and become emotionally involved

other, the providers explained their

created by saying:

own

dialogue sessions were an appropriate place
in their stones

stories they

way we

are trainers,

we

We are kind of detached in a way from telling our

Another provider added, “When
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I

come

to a talk or a

workshop

I

don

t

assume

that it’s for

been trained into

me to talk about myself.

I

think

it’s

different for people

who have

not

that.”

The ways

in

which individuals behave according to

their perceptions

of their

environments can be attributed to a human need to compartmentalize the social world

in

order to behave appropriately and avoid embarrassment. Jerome Bruner (1990) suggests
that in every culture, for example,

we

take for granted that people behave in a

appropriate to the setting in which they find themselves.

when people go

to the post-office they

As Roger Barker (1978)

behave “post-office.”

When people

are pressed to

what seems self-explanatory, they may reply with

either

put

When people behave

accordance with Barker’s principle of situatedness, the behavior
without need of explanation.

manner

is

in

taken for granted

come up with an account of

“Everybody does

that,” or

“That’s what you’re supposed to do” (Bruner, 1990). The point of their explanation

declare the appropriateness of the context as a location for the act in question.

and the context are interconnected aspects bound

it,

to the culture

The

is

to

act

and perception of the

people in the situation.

In

summary, the Latina women’s perception of the dialogue sessions

as an

appropriate context for the expression of their personal stories seemed to be associated

with their previous experience of support groups and therapy, and limited exposure to
formal education and training.

in the creation

of FotoDialogo

professionals,

who have

settings.

On the other hand, the providers’
stories,

revealed the culture of highly trained

learned the norms of appropriate behavior in educational

Perhaps the naming of these groups

the FotoDialogo

depersonalized behavior

Workshops

—

—

^the

Latina

Women’s Dialog Group and

led participants to interpret their
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meanings and construe

their contexts.

Thus, naming

is

another aspect to pay attention to in setting up

educational programs.

In the end, the FotoDialogo

method was a useful

tool to disclose people’s

perceptions of social reality, to foster group dialogue, and to create positive learning

experiences for both the

LWDG and FotoDialogo workshop participants.

Adaptability of the FotoDialogo

The FotoDialogo method has
related to

Method

to Cultural

the potential to be used with any content area

human and community development that aims

at self-discovery,

of social issues, and communication among diverse groups

meaning and dialogue.

It

Group Characteristics

in the

understanding

pursue of shared

can be used with any age and/or gender group, and

in different

educational and organizational settings.

At the
and

CBO the FotoDialogo method was developed primarily to suit the needs

social reality

Dialogue Group

of the elderly Latino

women who took part

(LWDG). The FotoDialogo

pictures

were made

emotional, social, and environmental features of the Latino

their narratives during interviews

pictures,

in the

Women’s

to portray the physical,

women’s

and dialogue sessions. In due time,

and the themes discussed

community health and human

in the Latina

lives, reported in

this

method, the

LWDG sessions were shared with a group of

services providers

who were

interested in learning about

the method, enhancing their communication skills and better understanding the problems

faced by the Latino community. For this purpose the

Workshops, which were held

at

a local

CBO sponsored two FotoDialogo

community health

community.
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clinic in the heart

of the Latino

We learned from the dialogue sessions with the Latino women and the health
human

service providers, that the Latino

community

in the inner city is confronted

and

on a

daily basis with severe issues of poverty, racial
discrimination, and health deterioration.

People in this community spend

all their

The experience described

energy dealing with issues of survival.

in this study indicates that issues

of oppression,

mequality, poverty, and discrimination which concern people in
the Latino community
are not appropriately addressed in dominant society. These issues
are usually

from a “blame-the victim” perspective. Consequently, programs which
alleviate the situation

of the poor, women, and people of color

fail

produce more

stress

are designed to

to respond to the real

needs of the people, and end up reinforcing the structures of societal
result, these societal inequalities

viewed

inequalities.

As

a

and contribute to people’s sense of

powerlessness and despair. These issues emerged as themes in the dialogue sessions
with the Latino

women, and were

reflected

upon and discussed

in

both the

LWDG and

FotoDialogo Workshops.

Through the dialogue process we learned
discovery and personal change.

oppression in their

lives,

When people

that social

change begins with

begin to realize the effects of internalized

ways of thinking and behaving, they begin to change how they

perceive themselves and their social

realities.

These changes lead them

ways, and to seek alternative means to bring about change in

their

self-

to act in different

their personal lives

and

in

communities.

Another important aspect of the dialogue sessions was the
provided a place where the Latina

women

fact that the

LWDG

could speak their language and share their

memories with other Puerto Rican women. The dialogue sessions were
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also comfortable

for these

women,

for they

promoted an environment where intimacy, shared meaning,

and support were natural expressions. The
Latino

women’s

LWDG became an extension of the elderly

natural support system. For

many of these women,

represented a safe haven where they could free their voices, and get
intensity

the

LWDG

some

relief from the

of problems and concerns with which they occupy their time.

Even though

participants in the

development

in the group,

development

is

LWDG reported being very satisfied with their

and happy to have participated

in the project, this kind

of

hard to foreseen. The reluctance with which participants considered

participating in the dialogue process should be expected. People in the Latino

community who

are compelled to deal with issues of survival

do not come

to an

organization in search of self-development. They seek the agencies for services which

can help solve immediate problems which seem overwhelming to people
speak English or have trouble understanding

how the

who do

not

system works.

Conclusion
In developing

and applying the FotoDialogo method

community-based agency,

I

found that

this

method

in the context

offer the tools necessary to

implement a non-formal education program grounded on dialogical

method seems

fulfilled the

of their

The

need for self-development and connection expressed

women participants,

providers in learning a different

lives

principles.

to be adaptable to different settings and groups of people. In this study the

FotoDialogo method

by the Latino

of the

and the

interests

of the health and human service

way to communicate with

client population.
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others and get involved in the

The experience described

in this study suggests that small dialogue groups are

appropriate to the development of learning methods, like the FotoDialogo method, that

are participant-centered

and aimed

at self-discovery

and dialogue building as means

to

social change.

Although

I feel

that the

FotoDialogo method can be a powerful tool

in initiating

dialogue across cultures and open the paths to people’s self-discovery and development,

I

am

aware of the

difficulties

involved in launching this kind of project.

Recommendations
This study has provided some information regarding the development and

implementation of a
storytelling as a

new method of non-formal

way to know ourselves and

the potential for the FotoDialogo

method

to

education that uses pictures and

our communities better.

become an

To

effective tool for

further develop

empowerment

of women of different ages and from diverse backgrounds, and to build dialogue among
culturally

and functionally

distinct

promote self-discovery and

social

groups

(e.g., clients

and providers)

in order to

change of disadvantaged communities the following

recommendations are suggested.

For Program Designers and Community Service Providers
People

who

are planning, designing, and implementing education and

community development programs need to examine
knowledge about economically disadvantaged and

their assumptions, attitudes

and

culturally diverse communities.

conscientization of
Attention and resources need to be allocated to the education and

trainers,

program coordinators, and service providers
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at

various levels in order to

enhance

their intercultural

economic,

communication

cultural, linguistic,

Health and

human

and social

train

and supervise

others,

realities

service providers,

of community-based orgamzations

who

and

skills

abilities to investigate the

of people from

distinct

community organizers, and

are in positions of power

backgrounds.

administrators

and leadership, who

need to be aware of their own values, expectations, and ways

of perceiving and interpreting social

reality, for these

tend to differ from the lives and

experiences of the Latino population their programs are intended to serve.

People

at

various levels of the community, and staff at community-based

organizations need to be involved in collective dialogue and participatory decision

making
color,

efforts regarding the education

new

Latino

immigrants, and non-English speakers in general, especially of the elderly

women who

are the recipients of the services provided

The problems
demands made on
childcare,

and participation of the poor, women, people of

the elderly Latino

their

by those organizations.

women encounter due their own health,

time by family members, lack of adequate transportation,

and other support services must be taken

into consideration in the

development and implementation of any educational program.

The needs of disadvantaged women and women of color need to be incorporated
into the

program content of educational programs sponsored by CBO’s. This should be

achieved by enrolling the participation of those

women

in the planning, designing,

implementing and evaluating health, educational and other types of programs.

Ongoing dialogue between the

target population

and service providers should be

an integral part of any program intended to address people’s needs and
resources available in their communities. Furthermore, incorporating
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utilize the

women’s ways of

knowing and the
of their

own

participation of female learners in determining the content

and process

educational programs should be encouraged. Gender issues must be taken

into account as determinant factors in

program design, goal

programs intended to improve women’s

lives

setting,

and direction of

and acknowledgement of women’s

contributions to family and society.

Programs designed exclusively
implemented

in

ways

to allow

for

women to

women need to be

developed and

express themselves freely, and develop the

necessary self-confidence and trust to break silence and strength their voices.

Programs designed

for

women need to value

experiences. Such programs need to

start

from where

knowledge, experiences, and perceptions as the
analysis of social reality.

and build upon women’s
consider

starting point for reflection

The content of dialogue

techniques and codifications used to investigate

women are,

women’s
upon and

sessions as well as the projective

women’s thematic

emerge from women’s own narratives and descriptions of their

universe should

living situations.

Small dialogue groups, such as the Latina Women’s Dialog Group, should be

promoted as environments conducive
This kind of setting allows

themselves without

fear,

to learning

women who

and intimacy instead of large groups.

lack self-confidence the opportunity to express

while strengthening group’s cohesion and nurturing shared

meaning.

For Material Developers and Dialogue Group Facilitators
Facilitators

to

of dialogue sessions and workshops using FotoDialogo method need

have certain personal

qualities,

which besides
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leadership, should include love for the

people and commitment to the cause of liberation; humility to become
people’s partners
in learning; faith in the people

and

in their

power

to change; critical thinking to perceive

reality as a process, as transformation, rather than as a static
entity;

skills to listen,

good communication

pose as questions people’s perceptions of reality, and represent to the

people the things about which they want to

know more; open-mindness and

a

willingness to construe knowledge and values from multiple perspectives. Nevertheless,

along with these personal characteristics, dialogue
conscientization process,

know

facilitators

need to understand the

about issues of oppression and empowerment, have some

experience related to intercultural communication, and be well trained in group
facilitation.

In the case

of the FotoDialogo method,

trained as a graphic

lives,

artist,

so

I

I

was

could simultaneously

fortunate

enough

listen to people’s

to

have been

accounts of their

observe their surroundings and sketch some pictures to be used as codifications

and projective techniques. Despite
limitation to researchers

convenience, this

and educators

materials. There are several

contracting a graphic

its

ways

artist to

in

who want to

skill

should present no

develop their

own FotoDialogo

which they could accomplish

accompany them

in the initial

that,

including

phase of the research, using

photographs, clips from newspapers and magazines, tracing over real pictures of the

people involved in order to maintain their anonymity, using photo-collage, and

many

other print-media techniques.

The main consideration

in developing

FotoDialogo materials should be placed on

the representation of physical features, gender, dress codes, expressions, ethnic
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characteristics

live,

of the people to be portrayed, and the physical
environment

which should represent the people whose thematic
I

have also learned from

in a briefcase,

are

more

slides

and standard

this experience that print materials

Media

which can be

which can be

that

that

carried

easily reproduced

effective than large size newsprint paper, color
pictures, or other

and overhead transparencies)

which they

being investigated.

is

size black-and-white pictures

in

depend on technical equipment

media

(e.g.

to be seen.

can be transported and reproduced easily also allows for
participants to have

them and even do some homework using these

free access to

way to show that these

print-media. This

is

also a

educational tools are not a property of the researcher or

facilitator.

Hearing the Silent Voices:

When
commitment

who I am

I

to

looked for a place where to carry

myself that whatever

as a person, including

was not so

to

I

Personal Account

my doctoral

wound up doing would have

my gender,

cultural identity,

close

in

some

I

made

a

to be linked to

and professional

enough where

I

exotic region of the third world.

could reach by

car.

However,

doing something related to education for development

community, or individual. As
project at a

research,

skills.

inclined to devote myself to any development project taking place in a

remote geographic location

some place

A

a result,

I

—an

either

ended up carrying

community-based organization (CBO)

Massachusetts

—

in the

I

was

I

looked for

still

committed

economic,

my doctoral

research

North End of Springfield,

inner city setting just thirty miles from picturesque Amherst.
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I

The community-based

organization, located at the core of the Latino

community, provides several programs encompassing a wide range of
training, health
education, advocacy and
the inner-city

with

my own

community development

CBO, I was enveloped by a

whom I worked, the

the lives of the people with

me

as an outer-body experience,

metropolis as a space explorer enters a
research tools

new

—non-formal education and

open mind, language
social intervention,

skills,

entered the realm of

I

reality that did not bear

—

participants, hit

As

efforts.

I

galaxy.

any

common

elderly Latino

ground

women

entered the third world of the

I

went there equipped with

participatory research, of course

—with an

and knowledge of power dynamics, oppression theory and

and the willingness to

listen.

Nevertheless,

I

was

surprised, or

shocked, or baffled. Not surprised by the problems inner-cities in the United States are
affected with, such as crime, drugs, poverty, high rates of teen pregnancy and school

drop-outs,

low

escalating

number of AIDS

literature,

Latino

thus

women

rates

I

of literacy, dilapidated buildings, unemployment, and an

was not

surprised

I

These problems have been well documented

by the

facts. I

was

surprised though by the

found the strength to survive, to cope with life-threatening

deal with their losses, and

knowledge

cases.

make meaning

out of their

life

in the

way the

situations, to

experiences. That

was

the

didn’t have.

The research

project consisted of weekly meetings at the

group of elderly Latino women, which

(LWDG), and

we

called the Latina

CBO,

Women ’s Dialog Group

a series of training workshops addressed to health and

providers in the community,

named FotoDialogo Workshops.

workshops we applied the FotoDialogo Method,
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a

model

I

involving a

human

In both the

service

LWDG and

developed based on Paulo

Freire’s

Thematic Investigation and Henry Murray’s Thematic Apperception Test

(TAT).

We used FotoDialogo picture-cards —pictures I sketched based on
accounts and descriptions of their lifelines

participants

reveal

common themes,
As an

outsider

for a long time

I

and engage

women’s voices

—voices

in the stories they shared with other

Women’s Dialog Group. On
in a

storytelling as

means

to

in collective dialogue.

listened to the

—expressed

—and

that

had been

women

silent

in the Latina

the surface, these stories narrate the pain of growing up

poor environment; of not having access to education, health, and appropriate

housing; of losing their sons

who

died from AIDS, drug-overdoses, or as victims of

violent crimes; of being battered by their lovers and husbands; of being sick, confined

to psychiatric wards, or in city jails; of being discriminated against

ethnicity

and language.

Despite the sadness, within the narratives

faith.

It

on the basis of their

was

the surfacing of the

we

can hear resiliency, power, and

women’s powerful voices

that enabled the

group to

evolve from a consciousness deep in magical or naive ways of thinking and perceiving

reality to a

more

critical

view of the world. Their

the depth of their silence

that resulted

upon

As

call to political activism,

a result of their

reality, instead

own

consciousness erupted from

of compassion, forgiveness, and hope. The action

from the process of reflecting upon

emerged not as a
out.

still full

critical

reality

and on the women’s

lifelines

but as a quiet transformation from inside-

self-development, the

women became more

able to act

of being the objects of reality, by accepting themselves not as

victims of magic powers, but as creative actors of their
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own

lives.

For me, as a researcher and
profound.

Now, when

I

drive

beyond the narratives of the
the potential, the

power

still

by the
lives

LWDG, the transformation was

of inner-cities or third worlds,

streets

of community residents, they see the

see

possibilities,

me with

to be doing in the age of pluralism

my eyes

insight

on

and globalization.

the educators, trainers, and teachers, ought to be transformed by engaging

ourselves

—

invisible.

or merging ourselves

power

—

The only way we can do

voices, and

the

of the

untapped. This experience provided

what non-formal education ought

We,

facilitator

maybe by

in the lives

this is

of the unknown, the

by allowing ourselves

listening to their voices our

structures that have hindered the

own

will

silent, the

to listen to their

come

out uninterrupted by

emergence of dialogue and
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true education.

APPENDIX A

PROJECTIVE TECHNIQUES & CODIFICATIONS:
FOTODIALOGO PICTURES

FotolMaloiio
©Flavia

Ramos

Projective techniques applied to dialogue

development

in

groups and

individuals.
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skill

F4»follialo4|«i® l*ictiireK-Car«l»
Description of Pictures; Below is a list of the pictures constituting the FotoDialogo
Picture-Cards with their respective code numbers.

1)

An

C2:

infant

is

lying

down

in

diaper pants holding his/her feet up with

his/her hands.

2)

C1:

Portrait of

little girl

3)

YW1:

Portrait of

young woman looking pensive,

4)

EW1

:

Portrait of elderly

5)

SIT1

:

Young

girl

smiling.

woman

with right

staring into space.

with half of her face

in

darkness.

arm around the shoulder

of

an elderly

woman

in

an embrace.
6)

SIT2:

Elderly

7)

SITS:

A

man

holding a sleeping infant tight to his chest.

middle-aged or elderly couple of

man and woman

dancing and

laughing.

8)

In the foreground a woman is standing holding a handgun. She looks
disheveled looking at the gun, and leaving the scene. In the background a
couple of man and woman stand together facing the other woman’s back. The
woman in the background has her right arm over the man’s shoulder, if they

SIT4:

were about

to

dance or embrace. She stares

at the leaving

woman

with an

astonished look.
9)

A man

SITS:

gazing

two

and a woman are

in different directions. In

half-full

glasses, and a few

behind a table. They both look aloof,
front of them, at the top of the table are: a bottle,
sitting

pills.

policemen stand on each side of a handcuffed man. The
policemen are clutching the man’s hands and shoulders. The man in the center
is looking down at the ground and has an unkempt appearance.

10) SITS:

Two

A young bald person is lying down on a hospital bed with his/her eyes
11) SIT7:
closed. Next to the bed stands a figure of a doctor or nurse with cap and mask.
12) SITS:

Young woman and

The young woman

is sitting

elderly

at

woman

a higher

are

on the same armed chair.
two arms around the elder’s

sitting

level with her

shoulder.

nude couple embracing. The man is holding the woman from the
back with his arms over her hands around her chest and belly. The man is
cuddling the woman’s neck while she is looking away.

13) SITS:

A
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14) SIT10: In the

background a man is lying on a couch with his hand over
his eyes.
the foreground a young man, with a hat or some
kind of fabric wrapped
around his head, stands looking outside the picture with a
sadden gaze.
In

1

5)

SIT1

A

school scene. Four young students are sitting behind their
desks. A
glasses holds a pen and looks attentive, gazing straight ahead.
The
white girl next to her is looking at the sheet on her desk; a
Hispanic-looking girl
is holding a pen and gazing at a paper
on her desk; a boy in the background
1

:

black

girl in

seems

to

be writing on

A family

16) SIT12:

boys and two

his desk.

portrait.

girls), all

A dark-skinned woman

facing the

same

stands next to six children (four
if they were posing for a

direction as

picture.

An elderly man is being examined by a male doctor. The doctor has
hand on the older man’s shoulder while examining his back with a

17) SIT13:
right

his

stethoscope.
18)

YM1:

Young man dressed

and holding an open
19)

violin

A young man

YM2:

cigarette or joint

An

20) PI:

in dark suit and wearing sunglasses. He
case which rests on the floor in front of him.

is sitting

holding a lighter with both hands while lighting a

between

eerie figure

his lips.

wrapped

in

a dark cloak with praying hands

in

a

supplicating gesture.

A person lying down on a bench with eyes closed and mouth open
desperate gesture, either crying or screaming.

21) P2:

The

22) P3:
prison

cell,

incarcerated.

A

person looking ahead from behind a window or

holding bars with both hands.

23) P4:

Portrait of dark-skinned

24) P5:

Silhouette of a person’s face looking down.

25)

M1

person looking

Man’s torso seem from above

:

back

in

his

off into

head, as

if

space.

the

man

is

lying with his

to the ground.

26) M2:

Portrait of a dark-skinned, bearded man, holding his hand up with
spread out fingers. His has a despairing expression on his face.

27)

W1

28)

SBL1

:

Christian icon scene of two

29)

NAT1

:

Abstract picture suggesting a nature scene of sky or ocean.

Profile of a

:

woman

looking up

and

women
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smiling.

sitting

down by a

crucified Jesus.

a

C2

493

Cl

494

YWl

495

EWI

496

SITl

497

S1T2

498

SIT3

499

500

501

502

SIT7

503

504

505

SIT 10

506

507

SIT12

508

509

510

1

YM2

51

512

513

P3

514

P4

515

P5

516

Ml

517

518

W1

519

SBLl

520

EfliiKil^ietiireK©
Description of Pictures; Below is a list of the 14 pictures
constituting the FotoDialogo
Ethnopictures with their respective code numbers.

Middle-aged or elderly

man

1

•

2

.

Native American

3

.

Middle-aged white-skinned

4

.

Young

5

.

Middle-aged

man

man

Light-skinned

7

.

Middle-aged balding

.

Light-skinned

9

.

Young

.

woman

man

woman

woman

and beads.

and beard, and hazel eyes.

with long red hair.

brown eyes, and light-brown

skin,

wearing a

with dark

brown

and blue eyes.
hair,

light-brown skin, wearing a suit

with black hair

woman

and brown eyes.

with yellow-brown skin, long black hair, wearing

suit.

Oriental-looking

Man

with brown/red hair

with short blond hair

Oriental-looking

a brown

11

of feathers

tie.

8

suit

made

fair skin.

shirt.

.

.

man

with gray hair,

6

10

brown eyes, and

wearing a headpiece

white-skinned, blue-eyed

turtleneck

and

with gray hair,

and red

man

with yellow-brown skin, short black hair, wearing a black

tie.

with black hair

and mustache, tanned

1 2.

Young woman

13

.

Dark brown-skinned man with short black

14

.

Dark brown-skinned

with black

full hair,

woman

skin,

wearing a blue/gray

brown eyes, and
hair

light
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skin.

and mustache, wearing a

with short curly black hair

wearing an orange jacket.

brown

shirt.

and brown eyes,

suit.

1

522

523

524

525

5

526

527

528

529

9

530

531

532

533

534

535

}}}}}}
}

}}}

} } }}}}

} }}

}}

} } }}}

}}}}}}

APPENDIX B

FOTODIALOGO® ETHNOPICTURES PRE-TESTING QUESTIONNAIRE

Looking at the 14 pictures in front of you, please fill out the following questionnaire
according to what you feel or perceive as the appropriate answer. There is no right or
wrong answer in this pre-test. Make sure the picture number in this form
corresponds to the number on the bottom right of each picture.

Thanks

for taking the time to participate in the pre-testing of

PICTURE #

1

African American

{

adolescent
adult

female
{

{

{

European American

{

personality traits

{

{

Asian

{

elder

gender

male

Arab

{

occupation

race/ethnicity

age group
child

these pictures!

Jewish

{

{

Latin American/ Hispanic

Native American/Indian

{
{

Other

PICTURE #2
child

African /\merican

{

adolescent

{

Arab

{

male

{}

adult {

elder

European American

personality traits

{

{

{

Jewish
Latin

gender
female

Asian

{

occupation

race/ethnicity

age group

{

{

American/ Hispanic

Native American/Indian

{
{

Other

PICTURE #3
child

adolescent
adult {

elder

African /'jnerican

{}
{

occupation

race/ethnicity

age group

Arab

{}

{

Asian

{

European American
{

Jewish
Latin

{

{}

American/ Hispanic

Native American/Indian

{
{

Other
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gender
female

{

male

{

personality traits

}}}}
}}
}

}}}}

}}}}}}}}}}

}}}} }}}}

}}}}}}}

}} }}}

PICTURE #4
age group
child

race/ethnicity

African American

{

adolescent
adult

Arab

{

elder

{

male

Jewish
Latin

personality traits

{
{

{

European American

{

gender
female

{

Asian

{

occupation

{

{

American/ Hispanic

Native American/Indian

{

{

Other

PICTURE #

5

age group
child

{}

adolescent
adult

elder

race/ethnicity
African /\merican

Arab

{

{

male

personality traits

{
{

{

European /^erican

{

gender
female

{

Asian

{

occupation

Jewish

{

{

Latin /'imerican/ Hispanic

Native American/Indian

{

{

Other

PICTURE #6
age group
child

African American

{

adolescent

{

Arab

{

male

Asian

elder

European

personality traits

{
{

{

Jewish
Latin

gender
female

{

adult {
{

occupation

race/ethnicity

/'imerican

{

{

American/ Hispanic

Native /\merican/lndian

{
{

Other

PICTURE # 7
child

adolescent
adult

elder

African American

{

{
{

{

occupation

race/ethnicity

age group

/\rab

Asian

female
{

male
{
{

European American
Jewish

gender

{

{

Latin /American/ Hispanic

Native /'anerican/Indian

{
{

Other

537

{
{

personality traits

}}}

}}}}}}}}}

}}

PICTURE #

adult

elder

}}}}}}}

race/ethnicity
African American

{}

adolescent

}}} }}}}

}}}

8

age group
child

}}}

Arab

{

{

{

Jewish
Latin

personality traits

{

male

European American

{

gender
female

{

Asian

{

occupation

{

{

{

American/ Hispanic

Native /^erican/lndian

{
{

Other

PICTURE #

9

age group
child

{

adolescent
adult

elder

race/ethnicity
African /'anerican

{

/Vab

male

Jewish
Latin

personality traits

{
{

{

European American

{

gender
female

{

{

Asian

{

occupation

{

{

American/ Hispanic

Native American/Indian

{
{

Other

PICTURE #10
age group
child

adult

elder

African American

{}

adolescent

race/ethnicity

{

Arab

male

Jewish
Latin

personality traits

{
{

{

European American

{

gender
female

{

Asian

{

occupation

{

{

{

American/ Hispanic

Native /\merican/lndian

{
{

Other

PICTURE #11
age group
child

{

adolescent
adult

elder

{
{

{

occupation

race/ethnicity
African American

Arab

{

male

{

Asian

{

European /^erican
Jewish
Latin

gender
female

{

{

/^erican/ Hispanic

Native American/Indian

{
{

Other

538

{
{

personality traits

}}
}

}

}}}}}

}}

}}} }}}

}}}

}}}}

PICTURE #12
age group
child

{

adolescent
adult

elder

race/ethnicity

African American

Arab

{

gender
female

male

{

{

Asian

{

European American

{1

personality traits

J

{

{

Jewish
Latin

occupation

{

{

{

American/ Hispanic

Native American/Indian

{
{

Other

PICTURE #13
age group
child

adolescent
adult

Arab

{

Asian

{}

elder

race/ethnicity
African American

{

Jewish

gender
female

male

{

personality traits

{
{

{

European American

{

occupation

{

{

{

Latin /\merican/ Hispanic

Native American/Indian

{
{

Other

PICTURE #14
age group
child

race/ethnicity

African American

{

adolescent
adult

Arab

{

Asian

{

elder

Jewish

gender
female

personality traits

{

male

{}

{

{

European /^erican

{

occupation

{

{

{

Latin American/ Hispanic

Native /Vmerican/Indian

{
{

Other

Questions:

1

.

2.
3.

Which one of these pictures represents the person with most social power? Why?
Which one of these pictures represents the person with least social power? Why?
What was the dominant mental process influencing your selections?
In other words, did
{ }

you judge

experience

the pictures based

(e-g-» the pictures

on

your...

look like people you

know who

fit

those

categories)
{ }

intellect

(e.g.,

the pictures portray

what you think people

in those

categories might look like); or your
{ }

test-biased opinion

(e.g.,

you made your

selections according to

thought was the “right” answer)

Comments:

539

what you

}

}} }

}

}

}

} }

}}

You do

not need to write your name on this form. However, if you don’t mind filling
out the demographic information about yourself in the table below I would appreciate
it

very much.

You may give

as

much

information as you feel comfortable with.

Your PICTURE
age group
child

{}

adolescent
adult

elder

{
{

race/ethnicity

African American
{

Arab

male

{

European American
Jewish

gender
female

{

Asian

Latin

occupation

{

{

{

American/ Hispanic

Native American/Indian

{
{

Other

Thank you!

540

{
{

personality traits

RESULTS OF PRE-TESTING OF ETHNOPICTURES (QUESTIONNAIRES
Picture
1

#

Respondent

European American, male, president

Adult,

.

2.

Adult, native

3.

Adult, Hispanic,

Mexican singer, male.

4.

Adult, Hispanic,

Cuban, she looks

5.

Adult, Hispanic,

Romero

6.

Adult, Hispanic, Mexican, Judy,

7.

Adult, Hispanic, Puerto Rican,

he looks

8.

Adult, Hispanic, Puerto Rican,

she looks

owned a

American

restaurant

in

(indio

Clinton.

Elder

heurecano, from a Puerto Rican

tribe),

merchant, he

PR.

Rican Female.
Occupation:

on of Tito Puente's singers.

like

Barcelon, a politician

she works

Volunteer

church and hospital.
Personality

a salsa singer.

Carmen

like

Adult, Hispanic,

Delia,

Very

a Puerto Rican singer

who

the people

like

likes to

10. Adult, Hispanic, male, he reminds

tell

me

who

present the “chupa cabra,"

“la

and

giving.

jokes.

of a Puerto Rican poet.

European American, a psychologist or teacher, he has a concerned look and an
attractive smile, he inspires trust for dialogue.

Adult,

.

1 2. Adult, African

American, “raza morena,” she works

offices that offer

“moreno" people, someone who fought

14. Adult, Hispanic, Puerto Rican, female,
listens to

Picture

for

government

in

one

of those

coupons, and assistance to people.

13. Adult, African American, Martin Luther King

1

traits:

religious,

involved, motivated,

Cuban, she looks

vampira,” a funny person

1 1

in

community groups,

PR.

a soap-opera.

in

like

in

(“besos de fuego").
9.

(LWDG)

Hispanic, Puerto

Jr.,

for his

He

represents a leader of the

race and against

injustice.

social worker, a kind, hardworking person.

people and observes them to see

if

they are

She

the truth.

telling

#

Respondent

He wants to do something;
the kind of person who worries too much, that is why he has so many wrinkles. He has
a male character, but nowadays they have changed their roles, there are men who
look like women.
Elder, Hispanic, Latino,

.

he does not look

Native American, the truly American.

2.

like

an American.

seen a

I’ve

lot

of movies about Indians. There

are Indians from Africa, from America, and from Puerto Rico.
dedicate themselves to agriculture and to
3.

Adult, Hispanic,

4.

Adult,

he looks

like

who own

castles.

She has a

like

an

artist, like

Marilyn Monroe,

Queen

Isabel,

Latina character.

who speaks

Adult, Hispanic, a Spanish-speaking person

5.

better.

life

a different dialect, a male

politician.

Adult, Hispanic, Puerto Rican,

6.

most

women

work.

She looks

Female

politician, intelligent,

like Lolita,

an aggressive

educated, these days

woman who

fought for

freedom. She wanted an independent PR. She has a strong, dominant character.
Adult, African American.

7.

8.

Adult,

Hispanic, she

hospital,

is

A male

lawyer. I've seen

many

not blonde, she looks like Latina.

faces

She could be a politician, some kind of leader. She looks
before. She is not Latina. She works for the community.

10.

Adult,

1 1

Hispanic, male teacher, kind of person

European American. “Americano."

people

in

a

she wants to be a doctor.

9.

.

like this.

She works as a nurse

telling

them how

to

do

A

like

male doctor with

who

likes to

work

someone

I've

seen

political influence.

for society.

He works

with

things.

12. Adult, Hispanic, female teacher.
13. Adult, African American, he looks like a Haitian man from here. He is Moreno by
skin, but there are Puerto Ricans who look morenos also. He is a politician.
14. Adult. Hisoanic, Latina and morena

(Black).

Female teacher.

541

Puerto Rican Male
Occupation: Handy-

man
Personality

traits:

outgoing, talkative.

times they

a teacher or a painter.

European American, she looks

people

make

In their

Adult (53 years old)

his

11

Picture
1

#

Respondent

Adult, Hispanic,

.

campesino, farm worker. Male.

2.

Elder, Indian, leader of a group, male, strong.

3

Elder, Italian— there are

.

many

A

He

strong personality.
likes to

be

Elder(LWDG)

power.

in

4.

Adult, Hispanic,

5.

Adult, Indian (from India). Lawyer, well educated. Male. Friendly.

6.

Adult, Hispanic, Puerto Rican.

7

Adult, Asian (Chino), doctor. Friendly person from a middle-class family.

.

Hispanic, Puerto

here. Merchant, middle-class, male. Very serious.

Honduran. University student. Female. Middle-class.

Housewife

\with

many

Retired

family problems. Middle-class.

8.

Adult, Latino from Central America, female nurse, with college degree. Middle-class.

9

Adult, Asian.

Friendly,
.

very

Rican Female

like someone who works in the hospital here.
She works in a store. Middle-class, female. These (Asian) people

she looks

are

polite.

10. Adult, Hispanic, Venezuelan. Male, university professor (because of

his shirt).

Upper-

class. Serious person.
1

He works

Adult, Hispanic, Puerto Rican.

.

12. Adult, Hispanic, Mexican

(for

at a radio station

as a

talk

the hair). Housewife, middle-class

show

woman

host.

from a poor

family.
1

3

Adult, African American, person of color,

.

14. Elder, Arab

Moreno

(Oriental, Middle-Eastern person).

with big

He

is

flat

nose. Male teacher.

a musician

(for

the clothes and

hairdo). Middle-class. Youthful character, funny.

#

Picture

Respondent

European American, male lawyer, rude.

Elder(LWDG)

1

.

Elder,

2

.

Adult, African

3

.

Elder, Hispanic, Puerto Rican.

4

.

Adult,

European American, female student.

Elder,

Jewish, male manager, strong character.

Friendly person, likes

Adult,

European American, female teacher,

to give advice to

5

.

American

(Indio Africano).

Salesman, male, happy.

Male doctor, humble.

6

.

7

.

Elder, Hispanic,

8

.

Adult, Italian,

9

.

Adult, Asian (Chinese), female merchant,

male bank

clerk,

female secretary,

active person.

others.

dynamic.

friendly.

Chinese restaurant manager. Sweet and

10

.

Adult, Hispanic from

Guatemala, male orchestra

1

.

Elder, Hispanic from

Panama, male

12

.

Adult, Hispanic from Mexico.

.

Adult, African American, male, radio broadcaster, attractive personality.

.

Adult, Indian, female, hospital genitor.

director.

farmer.

Female

Rican Female
House\wife

friendly.

13
14

Hispanic, Puerto

television

news anchor.

542

Picture
1

#

Respondent

European American, does not work, male, looks like a drunken, alcoholic.
Looks like one of those Puerto Ricans who are drug-addicts, with AIDS, who sell
Elder,

.

Elder(LWDG)
their

wives.

2.

Hispanic, Puerto

Rican Female

Adult, Native American, farm worker,

works

in

corn

fields.

Americans and Spanish made them bad. They sold the

The

were good, the
Manhattan for

Indians

Island of

$25.00.

Seamstress, sewing

machine operator.
Joyful, likes to

3.

Elder, Hispanic,

4.

Adult,

5.

Adult, Mexican, street fighter, male,

6.

Adult,

does not work. Male, looks

like

a drug-addict, he does not care about

tell

jokes.

life.

European American, female

prostitute, calm.

bad character.
European American, female, housewife, she
shameless husband.

7.

Elder, Dominican, a do-nothing,

8.

Adult, Puerto Rican, female,

9.

Adult, Asian (China), female,

10. Adult, Hispanic, manager

he hangs

Italian,

a witch,

he

is

womanizer.

works

in

a factory, happy.

(well dressed), male, serious,

he doesn't

like to play.

friendly.

“espiritista,"

13. Adult, African American, male, he
black,

because she has a

mother and housewife. She looks happy.

11. Adult, Hispanic, mechanic, male,
12. Adult,

out,

is bitter

female.
is

a

thief,

a pickpocket.

He

looks

like

a frightening

angry with everybody.

14. Adult, African American, female secretary

(well dressed), pretty.

#

Picture

Respondent

Adolescent, European American, laborer, male, friendly, but keen-witted.

Adult (FotoDialogo

2.

Adult, Native American, chief, male, wise.

Workshop)

3.

Adult, European American, salesman, but having

1

.

difficulty

hold his job, male,

4.

Young

5.

Adult, Arab, tax preparer,

6.

Adult,

7.

Adult, Latin American,

8.

Adult,

9.

Adult, Asian, teacher, female, determined, optimistic, earnest.

adult,

European American, secretary, female,
salesman

European American (Swede),

in

Researcher

precise.

A

a dept, store, male, cordial.

sailor,

waitress/cook, female, savvy.

bank administrator, male,

practical.

European American, nurse, female, upbeat.

10.

Adult, Asian or Native American, Federal administrator, conflicted, hard-worker.

1 1

Adult,

.

Latin American, clerk

in

a small store, owner of his

own

small business, male,

hard-working, cheerful, upbeat.

12. Adolescent, Native American, H.S. student, female,

“a

good sweet

girl."

13. Adult, African American, health administrator, insurance agent, businessman, male,
intent,

Jewish Female
Public Health

drunkard.

hardworking.

14. Adult, African or

Latin

American, tour guide, female, organized,

543

efficient.

bit

shy, progressive

politics.

1

#

Picture

—Respondent
*

1

Elder, Latin

.

2.

American,

retired, uncertain

Adult, Native American,

works on the

more communicative among

family

about gender, reserved, thinks before acting.

land, male, reserved

and

and quiet

in public,

and

Workshop)

friends.

European/Latin

3

.

Adult, “Cabocio" (African/Latin/Native American),

4

.

Adult, European/Latin American, managerial work, female, shy

.

Adult, European/Jewish/Latin American,

.

Adult,

works on the

American Female

land, male, quiet,

reserved.

5
6
7

Graduate Student

Adult, European/Latin American, upper

and

(Education)

quiet.

manager, male, serious, angry.

European American, manager and
worker, doesn’t have big social life.

.

Adult (FotoDialogo

house\A/ife, female, efficient,

Likes people, worries

a

competent

lot

about the

future— mine and the

management

or politician,

good

at

convincing

world's.

people, pushy.

8
9

Jewish Latin American,

.

Adult,

.

Adult, Asian, musician, female, active social

scientist, female, quick thinker, intelligent, kind.
life,

sensitive.

10. Asian, upper management, male, serious, puts work before
1 1

.

play.

Adult, European/Latin American, Blue-collar worker, male, happy, likes to talk,

has

and

lots of friends.

12. Young

adult, Arab/Latin

American, works

in

bank or fancy

store, female, quick thinker,

assertive.

13

.

Adult, African/Latin American, too nice to

be

politician,

works

in

bank, male,

intelliqent,

kind.

14

.

Adult, African/Latin American, sales person, female, happy, kind, hard worker.

#

Picture
Elder,

Respondent

European American, construction worker, male, hard

1

.

2

.

Elder, native American, Indian chief, male, wise.

3

.

Adult,

European American,

4

.

Adult,

European American, model

5

.

Adult, Arab, teacher, male, stern, fatherly.

6

.

Adult, Je\wish,

7

.

Adult, Arab, politician, friendly, caring.

8

.

Adult,

janitor,

human resource

human resource

Workshop)
Graduate Student

actress, female, sexy, selfless.

(Public Health)

Open minded.

personnel, female, stern, direct.

friendly.

European American, teacher, female,

intelligent

.

Adult, Asian, lawyer, male,

1

.

Adult, Arab, taxi-driver, male, talkative, friendly.

Adult, Asian,

Adult (FotoDialogo

Asian Female

male, sleazy, un(pustworthy.

9
10
.

to get along with others.

and warm.

personnel, female, cheerful, friendly.

mean, aggressive.

12 Adult, Arab, secretary, female, organized, direct.
13 Adult, African American, business man, male, quick talker, smooth talker.
14 Young adult, African American, teacher, female, easy going, open minded.
.

.

.

Questions:
1

.

Which one

of these pictures represents the person with

The

#

3. Clinton.

#

5.

Dominant character,

#

7.

Active

man

politicians,

with a

because they have the

10.

#

7.

Male Asian wearing

#

10.

#

7. Politician,

open,

social

strong, can take things to completion.

good character.

The professional man, for the way he dresses, and
You know, a man in a jacket and tie.

#

most

poiwer.

suit,

looks

like

person

his serious look.

who works

friendly.

544

for

what he wants.

power? Why?

2.

Which one

of these pictures represents the person with least social power?
Why?
little power. They have to fight to be
something.
#11. Latino who works for a business that is not his own. Latinos are the most
submissive, they have no

#6. Judy. Artists have very

leadership.

#

13. (African

#

3.

The drug

American) He has struggled a
addict,

what

is

lot,

fighter, tired.

he good for?

# 3 or #

3.

#

2.

#

3.

1

12. Youthfulness, non-Euro-American, women. Some men get away
with being drunks.
perceive the native person as having no voice within the structure of power that
exists in the world today.

Janitor—less say

What was
In

in social

issues.

the dominant mental process influencing your selections?

other words, did you judge the pictures based on your...

experience

{5}

(e.g.,

{2} intellect

(e.g.,

the pictures look

might look
{ }

test-biased opinion

(e.g.,
“right"

Do

{1}

like

people you know

who

fit

the pictures portray what you think people

you

like);

made

those categories)
in

those categories

or your

your selections according to what you thought was the

answer)

not know.

women in the LWDG—were influenced by their own
experiences whereas the FotoDialogo Workshop participants were primarily influenced by their
Note:

The

Latino participants— mostly the

intellect.

Comments:
Clothes affected

me

a

lot,

e.g., suits

Wrinkles and white hair don’t

and personality

me

a

ties

tend to speak of influence/power.

dark shadows on the face

when

it

comes

to occupation

traits.

Eye contact—is the person
influenced

and

mean as much as

lot,

looking at me, or does the person

also.

545

seem

to

be “avoiding" eye contact-

APPENDIX C

TEXT-CARDS
Source: Oppression

and Social Intervention'a^

The main purpose

in life is

\xdi

the

Goldenberg, 1978.

de

El proposito principal

attainment of goods and power.

Goods

refer to those material things (e.g.,

property,

any other social commodity

that

money,
can be

converted into alternate forms of resources).that

guarantee survival and can be

utilized to

ease the

burden of one's existence.

Power

is

the

ability to control

indirectly the conditions

vida es alcanzar bienes y

or influence directly or

under \which one

lives.

Bienes son las cosas materiales

are indicative of a person’s

self-

como

dinero,

propriedades, y otras formas de bienes sociales que se
pueden convertir en recursos que garantizan la

supervivencia y pueden ser utilizados para
carga de la existencia de uno.

Poder es

la

aliviar la

capacidad de controlar o influenciar directa o

indirectamente las condiciones bajo las cuales vive uno.

El valor y lugar social

Goods and power

la

poder.

los

bienes que

ella

de una persona son juzgados por
posue y poder que

ella desfruta.

worth and social meaning.

To be empowered

is

to

be able

to exercise control

over events that impinge themselves on one's

Ser

libre y

autor de su propio destine es ser capaz de

ejercer control sobre las circunstancias

existence.

To have power

is

to

have access

to those

resources which can be used to reduce one's
feeling of discomfort or increase one’s

sense of

infinite

Can goods and power be shared

la

Tener poder es tener acceso aquellos recursos

or limited?

equally

among

de incomodidad o aumentar

^Son

sentido de control que

el

una persona sobre su propia

los

bienes y poderes

^Considera Ud. que

infinites

los bienes y

vida.

o limitados?

poderes podrian ser

compartidos igualmente entre todos?

the people?

Does everyone have equal access
to goods and power?

los

cuales pueden ser usados para reducir los sentimientos

tiene

control.

Are goods and power

que impactan

vida de uno.

(f,Considera Ud.

que todas

acceso a
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las

personas tienen

los bienes y al

poder?

igual

We have learned from the media (e.g., the written
word, songs, legends, fables, billboards, television,
radio, etc.) that

goods and power are the most

important factors

etc.,

“As far as the offspring of the oppressed are

lives

donde sus propias vidas deben

must grow.”

Ira

our society the oppressed groups have

been comprised

traditionally

the poor, people of color, and

The

los bienes y el poder son los factores
importantes de succeso en la vida.

En nuestra sociedad

women.

personas de

function of the social institutions (e.g., courts,

law enforcement

La funccion de

seguro

institutions) is to maintain,

Individual

try to

himself/herself to a limited

,

broken-dovm

of

managing one's

life in

face of material and spiritual adversity requires an

enormous expenditure

of energy, the kind of

psychological energy that leads to the development
of emotional instability.

experiences as a result of
depression,

stress are: anxiety,

hostility, fear, w/ithdrawal,

depersonalization.

The

help to restore a

life

individual

is in

dire

and

need

of

increasingly viewed as

disrupted, irresponsible,

and

inferior,

que degrade y
brutalidad.

self-defeating.

individual's

will

encourage the

adjustment to society by reducing or

eliminating the

symptoms

permanece como un
mundo de pobreza y

divide, todo esto

recuerdo constante de un

La tarea de manejar

la

vida de

uno contra

las

adversidades materiales y espirituales requiere una
cantidad de energia extraordinaria, el tipo de energia
psicologica

que

lleva al desarrollo

de

instabilidad

como

resultado del stress son: ansiedad, depresion, hostilidad,

miedo, desinteres, y despersonalizacion. El individuo se
encuentra en extrema necesidad de ayuda para
restaurar

una vida cada vez mas considerada como

desbaratada, irresponsable, y auto-destructiva.

Respuesta: Reduccion de los sintomas

Response: Reduction of Symptoms
Mental health professionals

viviendas de alto precio, asistencia medica

emocional. Los sintomas que uno desarrolla

The symptoms one
life

de ajustarse y acomodarse a una

inadecuada, desempleo, un sistema de seguro social

welfare system designed to degrade and divide

The task

es mantener,

existencia limitada y estatica. Escuelas de calidad

remain a constant reminder of a world of poverty
brutality.

de salud mental, empleos,

Adaptacion y Acomodamiento

housing, poor medical care, unemployment, a

and

las instituciones sociales (ejemplos;

El individuo trata

static existence.

Substandard schools, overpriced

color, y las mujeres.

preservar, y proteger la orden social.

accommodate

and

grupos oprimidos son

social, y instituciones legates)

Adjustment

must

los

cortes, escuelas, clinicas

preserve, and protect the social order.

individual

emergir.”

Goldenberg

tradicionalmente compuestos por los pobres, las

of

schools, mental health, employment, welfare, and

The

mas

Goldenberg

Ira

In

own

their

que

hijos y hijas de los oprimidos, los pecados
que han acometido sus padres se tornan el suelo de

and mothers become the functional

ground out of which

palabra escrita,

“Cuanto a los

upon

visited

la

canciones, leyendas, fabulas, afiches, television, radio,

in life.

concerned, the sins that have been
their fathers

Nosotros hemos aprendido atraves de

Los profesionales de salud mental tenden a encorajar

el

ajuste del individuo a sociedad reduciendo o eliminando
los

of distress.
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sintomas de

la

angustia.

Criminality

The oppressed

Crimen

individual tries to break through the

El individuo

oprimido intenta romper con las barreras
que
limitan las condiciones en que el es
obligado a vivir.

barriers which limit the conditions under
which

he/she is bound to live. Barred from acquiring
goods and power through legitimate means, some
choose to extract goods and power through means
that are either illegal or antisocial. Violent
acts

be viewed as an attempt
power, because no one

overcome the

to

Impedido de alcanzar los deseados bienes poder
y
atraves de medios legates, algunos optan
por extrair
bienes y poderes por medios que son o ilegales
o

can

lack of

intento

accepts imposed

willingly

anti-

sociales. Actos violentos

de superar

la falta

pueden ser vistos como un
de poder, porque nadie por su

propia voluntad acepta

la

impotencia impuesta.

impotence.

Response; Control of Deviance

The deviant behavior will probably
individual’s incarceration,

and

Respuesta: Control del desvio

result in the

El

further social

comportamiento desviado probablemente resultara en
el encarceramiento
y aun mas vasta marginalizacion

marginalization.

social del individuo.

Alienation

The

exempts

individual

Alienacion

himself/herself from the

social order via the process of chemical

dissociation (e.g., drugs
principal

way

of

El individuo aislase

and alcohol) as the

numbing himself /herself from the
The circumstances

pain of a barren existence.

alcohol. Esta es

individual's control.

temporary

relief

The

individual

la

orden social atraves del

el uso de drogas
y
una forma de anestesiarse contra el

una pobre

dolor de

existencia. Las circunstancias

llevan el individuo a escojer el

which lead an individual to choose the use of drugs
or alcohol are not substantially under the

de

proceso de disociacion quimica, por

no estan necesariamente bajo su
busca

el

escape o

seeks oblivion or

el alivio

que

uso de drogas y alcohol
control. El individuo

temporario para aguentar su

propia existencia.

through which his own existence

becomes

bearable.

Respuesta: Tratamiento

Response: Treatment

The drug

addict

and the chronic

considered by the social

El

alcoholic are

institutions

drogadicto y
social

el alcolico

son considerados un problema

que merece tratamiento

y intervencion.

a social

problem meriting intervention and treatment.

Definition of

Oppression

is,

Oppression

above everything

being, a particular stance

one

else, a condition of

is

forced to

with respect to oneself, the world,

exigencies of change.

It

is

hopelessness and helplessness,
oneself as

static, limited,
Ira

Opresion

assume

and the

a pattern of
in

which one sees

Opresion es, sobretodo, una condicion del

ser, una
que uno es forzado a asumir con
mismo, el mundo, y las fuerzas de cambio.

situacion particular

respeto a

si

Es un patron de desesperanza y impotencia en el cual
uno mira a si mismo como paralizado, debil,

and expandable.

reemplazable.

Goldenberg
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Expressions of Oppression

Formas de Opresion

Containment
All

Contencion

forms of oppression seek

limit

the range of free

to contain or

movement

Todas

available

0

las

formas de opresion buscan contener

belief that within

Reemplazo

a given group of

La creencia que entre un determinado grupo de
personas los individuos pueden ser

people individuals can be replaced or
substituted by others with

no

loss to the

reemplazados o sustituidos por otros

whole.

nenguna perdida para

Ideology

The

desviar

focusing attention on the systemic

internalization of

abuse upon

The myth

encoraja

El mito

is

creerse

himself/herself to be the principal author

own

Ira

la

sirve para

atencion de las limitaciones
el

sistema. Esta doctrina

internalizacion

de

la

culpa y

el

abuse devastador a que uno submetese.

maintained by making the victim believe

of his

la

impuestas por

encourages the

blame and the heaping

oneself.

sin

todo.

La doctrina de culpa persona! o^\se

serves to detract and distract one from

It

el

Ideologia

doctrine of personal culpability that

constraints to growth.

mobilidad de un

determinado grupo.

Expandability

The

campo de

limitar el

to a particular group.

victimization.

Goldenberg
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el

es mantenido por hacer

la

victima

autor principal de su propia situacion.

APPENDIX D

FOTODIALOGO WORKSHOPS

FotoDialogo® Workshops
^nmos

FotoDialogo®

is a training method developed by Flavia Ramos
based on the principles
of participatory research and the use of projective teclrmcjues in cjiiahtative
research.
It consists of a set of pictures of people and
hving situations used to foster dialogue

in

group

settings.

Tlie pictures depicted in

FotoDialogo® were inspired by real
low-income women of color. The name was
woman in one of the workshops who said “What we are creating
here are foto-novclds of our own hvesi” Photo-novella is a geme of comic-strip,
very conunon in Latin America, that apphes pictures of real people to illustrate

by
suggested by a
stories told

different iimer-city,

narrative plots similar to those in soap-operas.

dialogue generated by the pictures

•

FotoDialogo

©

has the potential of

it

Smce the method evolved from
was named FotoDialogo®.

fulfilling several training

depending on the audience and the way

©

Getting to

and

©

it is

and research purposes

apphed, including:

know ourselves and our coimnunities better by using pictures

story-telling.

Developing dialogue

and search

skills

for alternative

as we discuss issues brought up in the stories
ways of solving problems, and analyzmg

situations presented in people’s hves.

©

Assessing people’s perception of social reahty, their needs, behefs, and
values.

©

Raising awareness of how pohtical systems, enviromnent, and culture
affect people’s individual hves, and learning how to break away from a
blame-the~victim to a change-the- system mo&t.

©

Creating social support groups for people who share conmion
situations bound to their gender, etlmicity, and social class.

life

FotoDialogo® can be used with all kinds of groups. It has been used with women’s
groups, mixed gender and age groups, and with health and human service
professionals.
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Providers’

Workshop

KNOW OURSELVES AND OUR COMMUNITIES BETTER BY
PICTURES,

GETTING TO

STORY-TELLING, AND DIALOGUE”

USING

PART
CULTURAL DIVERSITY & THE AMERICAN DREAM
II

Facilitator; Flavia

Ramos

January 31, 1997
2:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Brigthwood Health Center, Community Room
Sponsored by the Spanish American Union

WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES
By the end
•

•

of this

workshop

become
be able

participants

familiar with the

to

FotoDialogo© technique

adapt the use of pictures and story

related to cultural diversity
•

The

will

telling to foster

group dialogue on issues

and power dynamics

discuss the impact of social identity and culture on individuals’
behaviors and
access to power, education, health, etc.

their

facilitator will

•

fulfill

the research goals of investigating providers’ perceptions of social
issues affecting

their client-population via pictures

•

and

story telling

generate feedback from providers on the use and implications of FotoDialogo©
as a
dialogue-builder technique

WORKSHOP AGENDA
1.

Welcoming, presenting agenda, workshop

2.

Ice-Breaker

3.

Lecturette

4.

Exercise:

5.

7.

FotoDialogo: Story Creation
Group Discussion
Debriefing

8.

Evaluation

6.

•

•

and group norms.

The Power Flower

Icebreaker; introductions
•

objectives,

&

brief

discussion of questions (individual/ small groups).

group who you are and where you work.
What comes to your mind when you hear the “term” American Dream?
What do you want to get out of this workshop?
Tell the

Please answer to the questions on your form individually first, and then share them with your
When you finish filling out the form, please return them to the facilitator.
The facilitator will write the summary of groups’ answers to the last two questions on
group.

newsprint.
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AMERICAN DREAM

PEOPLE’S EXPECTATIONS

LECTURETTE
Project

Background (Latino Women’s Dialog Group).

Introduction to FotoDialogo©

Paulo Freire’s Thematic Investigation and Henry Murray’s Thematic Apperception
Test
Understanding the American Experience: Ira Goldenberg’s model of social oppression.

EXERCISE
The Power Flower(from Educating For A Change):

Reflection on our social identities

(individual/large group)

Questions for Reflection
•

•

Personal location: how many factors you have as an individual that are
from the dominant identity; what factors can be shifted, changed?
Representation:

who we

are/ are not as a group

- and how that

different

might influence

the task/ discussion at hand?
•
•

The relationship between and among different forms of oppression.
The process at work to establish dominance of a particular identity and,

same
FotoDialogo©

at the

time, to subordinate other identities.

STORY CREATION

GROUP PRESENTATION:
and contextualize the

(3 small groups)

Groups present

stories,

identify

main generative themes/ issues,

stories within the larger picture.

LARGE GROUP DISCUSSION
•
•
•

What are the main themes portrayed in the stories?
Are there any common issues among the different stories?
How do the stories and their characters relate to the stories of

real

people

in

your

community?
•
•

How is race, class, gender, sexual orientation, age, etc., depicted in
How do the issues in the stories relate to the larger social context?

these stories?

DEBRIEFING THE EXPERIENCE
•
What have we learned from this experience?
•
How can we apply the knowledge generated by this experience?
•
What barriers/difficulties have we encountered in this process, any?
•
What was the most important motivation factor in our participation?
•
Any comments?
if

EVALUATION
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WORKSHOP EVALUATION FORM
Workshop Title
Date:

1

.

2.

What happened

for

What could you use? How
alternatives could

3.

What

part of the

4.

What

part did

5.

What

ideas could

6.

What

topics

In

you --summarize what you learned or

could you change

it

to

felt.

meet your own situation? What

you think of?

workshop did you fmd most useful? Why?

you fmd

least useful?

you suggest

would you

you opinion the following item

for

Why?

improvement?

like to see

be presented in the future?

EXCELLENT

was...

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

Participation

Pacing (did things

move

too fast? Too slow?)

Content
Training materials

Group work

Language (Could everyone understand?

Is

the

terminology clear?)
Facilitator’s skills

Logistics (time, location, refreshments, etc.)

Please indicate discipline:
Counselor/ Case Manager
Social Worker
Program Director/ Administrator
Community Development Specialist

T rainer/T eacher
Health Educator
Other, please specify
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Workshop
Workshop

Evaluation (Results)

Title: Cultural Diversity

& The American Dream

Date: January 31, 1997

1.

What have you

learned in this workshop? Please summarize what you

thought or felt.
a)
Another method

community and
b)

how to
d)

community members’ experience.
how to communicate and
everyday life, I am struck by this difference because it affects
the

understand that there are big differences in

I

relate to

c)

I felt

authenticate, validate, and respect people’s lives.

an spontaneous relationship with the group.

learned another

I

way to

be applicable in a group
e)

way to understand the

for FotoDialogo, another

didn’t

I

use the FotoDialogo method that
I

I feel

might

plan to run.

know what the workshop would be; I enjoyed

it

being

participatory and not just lecture. Interesting follow-up questions about

stereotypes in pictures.
f)

2.

What

Good overview of techniques
could you use?

situation?
a)

Too bad we

I

What

How

didn’t process “petals” at

that will help or facilitate information.

could you change

alternatives could

all.

it

meet your own

to

you think of?

could use FotoDialogo to help

my women to

express themselves more

openly.

3.

have to become more of a

listener.

b)

I

c)

I

d)

I

e)

Probing of cultural influences.

f)

More time

What
a)

b)

could use the story telling with the pictures. I will use pictures of
different situations experienced by other people of different races.

would have to fmd pictures that were more racially
use photos from magazines instead of drawings.

I

would

to discuss issues.

part of the workshop did you find most useful?
The reflection part after the FotoDialogo stories.

and
— because each
impacts on communication and
an opportunity
The Power Flower—
part

All of it

is

relevant

Why?

related to

world view and

relationships.

that
c)

diverse.

it

gives

to the

whole group

to

express themselves.
d)

The discussion of the American dream and

e)

FotoDialogo, because

it

the FotoDialogo exercise.

can take different perspectives of a

values, culture, ethnicity.
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story, using

What part did you

4.

a)

find least useful?

The Power Flower

Why?

—maybe spend more time

in talking about the

group’s view,
b)

All of the workshop

c)

The Power Flower
with it. Still it was
None.

d)

was

useful!

—only because

I

interesting to see

have used
it

it

before and

in another

group

am

familiar

setting.

What ideas

5.

could you suggest for improvement?
The involvement of community people with us might be challenging,
but a “teacher/leamer” process, hands-on workshop to create code

a)

materials.

b)

N/A

c)

Try

to plan

fewer items. Groups always run behind the time schedule

facilitators set.

Very welcoming format,
None.

d)
e)

What topics would you

6.

In

like to see

a)

Racism, more cultural

b)

More about

be presented in the future?

issues,

cultural diversity in the workplace.

excellent

you opinion the following item was...

Group

Pacing (did things

move

too fast?

Too slow?)

Content
Training materials

Small group work

Language (Could everyone understand

it? Is

the terminology

good

30%
40%
80%
60%
80%

40%
70%
60%
20%
20%
20%

80%
20%

20%
80%

60%

participation

clear?)
Facilitator’s skills

Logistics (time, location, refreshments, etc.)
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fair

20%

poor

Group Norms
Its

important

whon

conducting

norms before embarking

this

typo of workshop to hav© agrsod upon group

discussions

in

in

which participants feelings and

opinions are disclosed.

ROPES**
R

Respect

different people, experiences, opinions,

and

levels of understanding.

O

Openness to

P

Participation or

well

other thoughts, ideas, and opinions.

Pass (you can be an

as an active

active observer as

participant!).

E

Education/Exploration

S

Sensitivity to

(We

are

each other and

**Adapted

from the Anti-Defamation
Massachusetts/Amherst.

League.

all

learners!).

to confidentiality.

Training

& Development

Unit,

University

TARGET*
T

take a higher

A

act your mind

R

reflect

risk

upon the issues presented

to

you by the

current experience

G

get deeply involved

E

experiment with new ideas and explore unknown
territories

T
*

touch and be touched

by Flavia Ramos

for

FotoDialogo workshops.
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APPENDIX E

CBO ORGANIZATIONAL HISTORY: INTERVIEW-GUIDE
Questions

When

Focus

begin? How? Who found it?
With what resources? For what purpose?
did

it

Who was the

client

population?

What

did

they need?

The Beginning
What was happening

at

the community level at
the time?

•

Vision/ Mission/ Goals

•

Support

•

Changes

What has happened so

•

Your personal influence/Other

far?

The Development

influences
•

What

Impact on the community

moments
Needs

•

Barriers/Critical

•

Client population/

is

going on

now? How

is

it

now

compared to then? What is working well?
What needs to be improved? Who are the
participants? What are the current needs?
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The Present Times
What

is

happening

the community

in

now?

APPENDIX F

INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR SINGLE-INTERVIEWS WITH LATINO
ELDERLY GROUP
Questions

1)How

in

English

Questions

long have you been a

member of the

Latinos

in

Spanish

1)Hace cuanto tiempo eres miembro del grupo Latinos Unidos?

Unidos group?

2)

How did

you

3)

Why did

you want

4) In

find out

what ways has

5) Are

you

about

this

group?

to participate in it?

this

group helped you?

satisfied with the services provided

2)

Como encuentraste

3)

Por que deseaste

este

gmpo?

participar

en este grupo?

4)De que manera este grupo hay ayudado a Ud.?
by

this

5)Ud. esta satisfecho/a con los

servi'cios ofrecidos

poresta agencia?

agency?

6)

What

7)

How is

8)

How would

9)

How old

are your most pressing needs?

this

6)Cuales son las necesidades mas urgentes que Ud. tiene?

agency addressing your needs?

7)De que forma esta agencia esta respondiendo a sus necesidades?

you

8)

Como

9)

Que edad

like to

be assisted?

are you?

10)Where are you from?

1

12)What did your parents do

last

year

for

1

a living?

in

the

US?

16)Do you have family here? Do they

live with

most

in

21)What do you miss most
22)Life-line drawing:

draw a

from the time you were
line five

your

line

19)Ud. tiene seguro de salud?

20)Que es que mas

le

life

now. Indicate on

this

where you are now.

life,

22)Dibu]o de
del

la linea

Que

tipo?

gusta en su vida?

21)De que Ud. mas siente

life?

representing your

to

to

ellos,

18)Cuales son sus fuentes de renta/ingreso?

major events that had an impact on your

and somehow brought you

Estados Unidos?

los

17)Ud. es soltero/a, casado/a, viudo/a, o divorciado/a?

life?

your

bom

escuela?

y que tipo de parientes son ellos (hijos, hermanos, sobrihos, etc)?

income?

in

la

16)Ud. tiene familia aqui? Su familia vive con Ud.? Cuantos de

you?

19)Do you have health insurance? What kind?

like

aho que Ud. curso en

el ultimo

15)Ud. habla ingles? Cuanto habla?

are they?

of

vivir?

14)Hace cuanto tiempo estas en

17)Are you single, married, widowed, divorced?

20)What do you

Ud?

1)Cual fue/es su ocupacion?

13)Cual fue

How well?

15)Do you speak English?

18)What are your sources

tiene

12)Que hacian sus padres para

school?

in

14)How long have you been

How many and who

gustaria ser asistido/a o ayudado/a?

10)De donde eres?

1)What is/was your occupation?

13)What was your

le

de

falta

en su vida?

vida: dibuje

una

momento de su nacimiento hasta

linea

que representa su vida

ahora. Indique en esta linea

cinco acontecimientos que tuvieron uno impacto en su vida, y que

de alguna forma
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lo

trajeron

adonde Ud. esta ahora.

APPENDIX G
SOCIAL IDENTITY PROFILE QUESTIONNAIRE

I would like to ask you to participate in this research study by completing the
to sign your name or identify yourself in
any of these questions is optional. When you

following questionnaire. You do not need
this questionnaire.

Responding

to

complete the questionnaire, please place

it

in the

assigned envelop.

Your collaboration will be deeply appreciated.

0

-

The following questions

you

are related to the people

serve, or your clientele.

respond by placing a check mark next to the item that best describes your average

may add percentages

next to the item

I.

2.

You

client.

can

You

if appropriate.

Profile of your Clientele

Ethnicity

3.

Language

4.

Gender

elderly

a)

Latin American

a)

English

a)

Female

b)

adult

b)

b)

Spanish

b)

Male

c)

youth

c)

European American
African American

c)

Portuguese

Vietnamese

a)

d)

children

d)

Asian

d)

e)

infants

e)

Native American

e)

Russian

f)

Other:

f)

Other:

5.

Social Class

6.

Education

(last

educational

achievement)
a)

No formal

b)

Elementary school

c)

Middle School

middle class

d)

Vocational School

e)

upper middle class

e)

High School

f)

upper class

f)

Technical Training

g)

College Degree

h)

Graduate Degree

a)

poor

b)
c)

low-income working
lower middle class

d)

7.

In your opinion what are the most
issues affecting

8.

class

your

schooling

common

social-economic and health related

clientele?

What methods have you

or your agency applied to respond to those issues?
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9.

What

services does

The

your agency/ organization provide

to the

community?

following questions are related to you as a provider
of services.

Occupation:

©

Last educational achievement:

Indicate

10.000

on the

line the

amount

20.000

closest to your annual salary range:

30.000

o

Primary language:

0

Other languages:

0

Ethnicity (race

& ethnic heritage):

O

Gender:

male

©

Status:

single

©

[ ]

married

40.000

female

[ ]

[ ]

widowed

Number of children:

560

[ ]

50.000

[ ]

divorced

[ ]

other

[ ]

RESULTS OF SOCIAL IDENTITY QUESTIONNAIRES
I.

Profile of Health

1.

Age Group

and Human Service

Providers' Clientele (n=8)

2.

Ethnicity

Language

3.

a)

elderly

(5)

Latin

American

(7)

English

(5)

b)

adult

(7)

European American

(2)

Spanish

(7)

c)

youth

(5)

African

(3)

Portuguese

(0)

d)

children

(2)

Asian

Vietnamese

(1)

e)

infants

(1)

Russian

(1)

Gender

4.

American

(2)

Social Class

5.

Education

6.

female

(8)

poor

(5)

no formal schooling

(3)

male

(6)

working class

(5)

elementary school

(4)

lower middle class

(1)

middle school

(5)

middle class

(3)

vocational school

(3)

upper middle class

(0)

high school

(5)

upper class

(0)

technical training

(0)

college degree

(1)

graduate degree

(0)

7.

Most

common

socio-economic and health related issues

affecting client population:

access to resources: education, health care, empowerment.

•

Difficult

•

Acculturation: loss of language

and

school, media, and

AIDS and substance

institutions.

habits,

ways

of the ethnic group

in

favor of “mainstream"

ways imposed by

use.

•

Unemployment, and lack of education.

•

Welfare, adjusting to the

•

crime, high rates of morbidity and mortality.
Poverty, poor educational opportunities, AIDS, chronic diseases,

•

Language, housing, and

•

relates to stress and poverty.
Stress related to oppression/poverty. Smoking/nutrition which

•

barriers, lack of
Poverty, substance abuse, domestic violence, language

new US

society.

health.

and no health insurance.
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political

representation, lack of jobs,

8-

Methods applied by

•

individuals and/or agencies to

Cultural programs,

respond to the above mentioned issues:

use of the Spanish language. Active

effort to

combat homophobia. Active

participation of

community member in the process of change.
•

None

•

Crisis intervention, but

yet.

we

are trying to expand to include programs that would

empower them

to build their

skills.

•

Building

•

Work with

•

Nutrition education,

•

Affect public policy, develop leadership, coalition building, training health
promotion workers, working with

on strength; providing a home/respite/safe haven and respect.

medical

different agencies, outreach, media.

smoking cessation. Plan

institutions. Latino

to start stress

management support group for

parents.

advocacy groups, health education and health promotion programs

in

English and

Spanish.

•

9.

Setting

up network of outreach workers

Community

to serve in a

more comprehensive,

holistic, efficient

way.

services provided by the agency/organization:

•

Crisis intervention, interpretation, trips to hospital, welfare, immunization, elderly

•

Community

health education, training

in

and youth programs.

health promotion, cultural education programs,

employment

in

promotion.

•

Coalition,

Health and

II.

1.

so wide range, comprehensive.

Human

Service Providers’ Identity Profile (n=8)

Occupation

Media

2.

Producer,

Community

Health

Education

3.

Annual Salary Range

high school degree

(1)

less than 10

K

(2)

bachelor’s degree

(2)

between 10

K and 20 K

(1)

graduate school

(2)

between 20 K and 30 K

(2)

master’s (mph)

(3)

between 30 K and 40 K

(2)

more then 40 K

(0)

Educator

MPH

Student

(2)

Health Educator, Grant Writer

Program Coordinator

(3)

Public Health Administrator
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health

4.

Primary Language

5.

Other Languages

First

English
(

Spanish

Vietnamese & English

Addition

To

5)
(1)

Spanish

(2)

(2)

(

1

Mexican/Red
Spanish,

European American

English

Jewish

(2)

French,

8. Civil

(

Female
(

1

)

7)

Mandarin

Chinese, and Sango(1)

Vietnamese

Male

Ethnic Heritage

Hispanic

)

Gender

6.

Puerto Rican

Hebrew

French,

7.

In

Language

Jewish Ashkenazi American

(1)

Italian,

English (1)

Status

single

Vietnamese

9.

Number of Children

(1)

no

mam'ed

(3)

one child

widowed

(0)

two children

(2)

divorced

(2)

three children

(1)

other:

In

a long term homosexual

relationship (1)
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children

(2)

(2)

"

APPENDIX H

QUESTIONNAIRE TO HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICE PROVIDERS
/

would like

to

ask you

to participate in

a research study by completing the enclosed
be deeply appreciated. I am sure you have questions about
and hope the following will respond to some of those.

questionnaire. Your collaboration
it,

will

Who is the researcher?
Flavia Ramos is a graduate student at the Center for International
Education, at the University of
Massachusetts, currently conducting her dissertation research. She also works as educational

consultant for various local organizations.

What

is the research about?
The proposed title of the study is "Building dialogue across cultures: Materials development for
research and training in intergroup communication within social service and community
development organizations. The purpose of the research is twofold: (1) to promote effective

intergroup communication between service providers and their clients concerning issues of
problem diagnosing and problem solving; (2) to develop guidelines for the production of
educational materials to be used as tools for fostering effective intergroup and interpersonal

communication

What
As

within a multicultural organization.

this questionnaire for?

is

part of a series of data-collection instruments this questionnaire

kind of setting this
of services

it

is in

provides.

terms of

The

its

will

size, work-force, clientele, mission,

serve to determine what
funding sources, and type

questionnaire also includes questions related to respondents

demographic data, and their opinions regarding the programs provided by the
role in
and their goals as health educators.

organization, their

it,

Who will

read it?
Only the researcher

Respondents

human

will

have full access to the information provided in the questionnaire.
and anonymity will be protected at all times. Please read the attached

confidentiality

subject consent form**.

Why

is

Your

participation in this study,

important that you try to answer all the questions in this questionnaire?
and the information you share are extremely valuable. They will be
the basis for new knowledge, materials, and projects to come.
it

How should you answer the questionnaire enclosed?
Use an "x" or a check-mark over the box to indicate your answers.
Check as many boxes as you think its appropriate.
Answer the open questions in your own words using English, Spanish, Portuguese,
[]

or a
combination of the above.
Try to be as honest as possible, by describing things the way they are, not the way they should be
or the way you would like them to be.
Do not respond if you feel uncomfortable giving out certain information.
If you don’t know the response just say so, but please justify your answer -to know you do not

know is also informing.
You do not need to share any of this

When
send

it

you

finish

information with

anyone else besides the researcher.

answering the questionnaire, please place

it

in

the assigned envelop, seal

to the researcher.

Thank you

for taking time to

respond to the following questions...
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it,

and

HEALTH EDUCATION TOPICS AND SERVICES YOU PROVIDE:

1

.

1

•a.

Women's

Health:

[]

1

-b.

pre-natal and maternal care
cervical cancer

[]

breast cancer

[]

osteoporosis

[]

breast

[]
[]
[]

1

-c.

exams

Tobacco Program:
[]

1

perinatal care

[]

[]

tobacco cessation
smoking prevention
second hand smoking
tobacco and the media

Environmental Education:

.d. General

[]

use of chemicals and pesticides

[]

home

[]

lead poisoning

safety

Health Education:

[]
[]
[]
[]

2.THE PEOPLE

family planning and birth control

HIV/AIDS education
nutrition and exercise
substance abuse

[]

immunizations

[]

diabetes

[]

others

YOU SERVE:

2.a.Aae Group 2.b.Ethnicity

[]

elderly

[]

[]

adult

[]

[]

youth

[]

[]

children

[]

[]

infants

[]
[]

American
European American
African American
Asian
Native American
Others
Latin

2. c. Gender

[]
[]

female
male

2.d.Lanauaae

[]
[]

Spanish
English

[]

Portuguese

[]

Vietnamese

[]

Russian

[]

Others

2.e.Social Class (classifications are usually based on income, occupation, education, style
of

[]
[]

[]
[]
[]

life,

and kind of family people have).

upper class
upper middle class
middle class
lower middle class
lower class
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3.EDUCATI0NAL MEDIA & MATERIALS
3.a. Indicate

[]

videos

[]

brochures

[]
[]

what

are the educational

demonstrations

[]

flip-charts

[]

leaflets

[]

3. b, Where

posters

[]

mannequins
songs

[]

theater

media and materials available to you:

[]

models

[]

games
[]

other

do you get your materials from?

3.c.Who does produce the materials you use?

3.d.Do you develop your

own

materials?

What

kind?

How?

3.e.Do the educational materials available to you represent multicultural
audiences?
[] no
Indicate the frequency with which these materials represent the
categories below:

Social Class

Gender
Ethnicity

Lanquaoe

3.d.Do

you

[]

never

[]

rarely

[]

sometimes

[]

often

[]

always

[]

never

[]

rarely

[]

sometimes

[]

often

[]

always

[]

never

[]

rarely

[]

sometimes

[]

often

[]

always

[]

never

[]

rarely

[]

sometimes

[]

often

[]

always

have

any

comments

educational media

(e.g.,

how

regarding

videos,

booklets,

materials have on your audience (e.g.,

multicultural
or

etc),

comments

issues

what

kind

participants

are
of

[]

yes

treated

in

impact these

make)?

4.C0MMUNITY HEALTH EDUCATION
4. a. What

4. b. What

is

your

role as a

community

health educator?

are the goals of your organization's

community

health education programs?

(name)

4.C.H0W does your organization assess community needs?

4.d.How does your organization measure the impact

of

its

programs on the community?

4. e. What are the basic principles guiding the organization's
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program development?

4.f .What are the funding sources

government, private agencies, grants, foundations)

(i.e.,

supporting your community health programs?

4.g.How does the organization

deal with multicultural
ethnicity, education, social class, age)?

4.h.To what degree do (you think) you
[]

I

[]

I

[]

I

[]

I

know them
know what

I

don't

know them

at

health

because the

know

information to clients

in

enough

in

true

[]

false

[]

true

[]

false

[]

true

[]

false

[]

true

[]

false

[]

true

[]

false

health

[]

true

[]

false

topics

[]

true

[]

false

[]

true

[]

false

[]

true

[]

false

health related issues

are not used to talk about these issues

are too

to talk about

young

settings

[]

are not familiar with the technical terminology

are not interested

community

can be challenging

clients/participants...

their bodies well

ashamed

audience?

all

don't understand the language

are

clients or target

gender, language.

need to know about them

know them enough

don't

(e.g.,

very well

don't

4. i. Conveying

know your

issues

for these

are too old for these

topics

are too busy taking care of other things

4.j.What are your major challenges

in

communicating with your

clients/participants about

health related issues?

4.k.The following are some beliefs around

community
People don't

come

difficulties in

if

the program doesn't offer them any incentives

diplomas, food, etc).
[]

agree

Transportation
[]

agree

[]

is
[]

disagree

agree

[]

[]

not sure

[]

not sure

a problem.

disagree

The program does not have
[]

reaching the target audience for

health education...

disagree

a clear plan of action.
[]

not sure
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(e.g., gift certificates,

The program depends too much on

individual contacts

and connections to reach the target

population.

agree

[]

[]

The schedule
[]

agree

There

a

is

is

disagree

a

problem.

[]

disagree

community

lack of

[]

not sure

[]

not sure

health educators

who

truly

represent the people

in

the

community.
[]

agree

[]

disagree

not sure

[]

5.STAFF MEETINGS
5. a. What
•

opinions do you have about:
The way the agenda is set up

•

Meeting schedule and frequency

•

Organization of staff meetings

S.b.How do you

5. c. What

about your

feel

own

participation

in staff

meetings?

do you think about the group dynamics (how people

interact with

these meetings?
5. d. What

would you

6.PARTICIPATION
6. a.

How

see happening

like

IN

these meetings?

RESEARCH STUDY

does the subject of

much
much

this research

[]

[]

to

[]

not

[]

not at

like

study interest you?

some degree

very

6.b.How would you

in

all

taking an active role

in this

research study?

[jparticipating in focus-groups
[jgiving interviews

[jparticipating in study

groups

[jhelping the researcher identifying participants for the focus-groups

community workers/participants
participate in and observe my workshops

[jintroducing the researcher to other
[jallowing the researcher to

6.C.H0W could the researcher contribute

to your organization?

(specify)

[jby volunteering her time doing
[]by helping

me

(specify)

doing

[jby writing a report to the organization with the findings of her study
[jby designing and facilitating workshops on: [j diversity training,
[j

training of trainers,

[j

how

to facilitate focus-groups.

[jother suggestions:
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each other)

in

PERSONAL INFORMATION
Name:

(optional)

Occupation:

1.

2. Relationship

with SAU:

Current Employer:^

3.

4. Previous Employer:^

5. Indicate

with an "X" your

educational achievement:

last

[lElementary School
[]High School

[]

HTechnical Training

[]

Middle School
Vocational School
College

[]

Doctoral

[]

^

[JMaster's

Other

[]

6. Indicate

on the

line

10.000

7. Sources of

amount

closest to your annual salary range:

more than

15.000

20.000

25.000

[]

Family

[]

0.

1 1

35.000

40.000

Government

[]

Others

Primary Language(s):

9. Place of Birth:

1

30.000

Income:

n Job
8.

the

.

Date of

Nationality:

Birth:

Ethnicity:

(race

12. Countries

where you have

13. Gender:

[]

Female

14. Status:

[]

Single

15.

Number

ethnic heritage)

lived besides the U.S.:

[]

[]

&

Married

Male

[]

Widow

[]

Divorced

[]

Other

of children:

16. Affiliations:
(professional, religious, civic, volunteer groups, etc.)
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APPENDIX I

THE PUERTO RICAN ELDERS IN SPRINGFIELD: INTERVIEW WITH
PROF. MELVIN DELGADO
Gathering data about the Latino elders in Springfield involved
several methods
including review of literature, participant observations, interviews
with the elders, and

key-informant interviews.

I

interviewed three key-informants

who were

either in close

contact with the Latino elders in Springfield or were involved in
research with that

population or both.

One of the key-informants was Prof Melvin Delgado, whom

interviewed personally on February

Women’s Dialogue Group
Melvin Delgado
Macro-Practice

worked

at

is

8,

1996— at the

I

formation stage of the Latina

project.

a Puerto Rican Professor of Social

Boston University. He has a Master’s

for several years with families, groups,

Planning, Research and Administration. The

in Clinical

Psychology; has

and individuals; has a Ph.D.

last

have been focused on Latino communities and

Work, and Chair of

in

15 years of Prof. Delgado’s research

their natural support systems.

He

has

recently conducted research with the Latino elders in Springfield.

Five years ago Prof Delgado was contacted by the
Institute,

because the National

particularly interested in

Institute

New England Research

on Aging had put out a request

communities of color. They were interested

for proposal,

in taking a look

at the role

of natural support systems, and helping systems. That research project was

then in

fourth year.

its

The Springfield study
American

elders,

700 white non-Puerto-Rican

The following

Q.

entailed interviewing approximately 700 Alfrican

are excerpts

from

elders,

and 700 Puerto Rican

my interview with Prof

Delgado.

Why interviewing Puerto Rican elders instead of Latino elders

According to the
Rican.

US

Among the

Bureau data

89%

elders.

of the Latino community

is

in general?

Puerto

Latino community in Springfield 9 out of 10 names are

Puerto Rican. The 700 Puerto Rican Elders are

570

all

the elders in Springfield

who

are Puerto Ricans.

We also interviewed 200 of their primary caregivers.

Caregivers for those

of disability.

who

are frail,

and by

frail

we mean those

with some form

We talked to the persons who were most responsible for the

elders’ health.

Most of the interviews were done by telephone, and about one
interviews

was done

in person.

The research

third

of the

project includes data that are quantitative

(about 2000 interviews), and qualitative data to set the context. The study also
includes consultations with an advisory board
are

members of the Latinos Unidos group

Q.

What

at

composed of Puerto Rican

S AU.

whom have

research methods have you applied and with

out what support systems are

Out of the 700
those

we

PR elders

PR elders we

who

elders

you talked

to find

relying on?

On

interviewed 360 had a fimctional disability.

asked to give the name of their primary caregiver, then

we

We used the data from
key-informants and focus-groups to clarify certain things. We met the advisory
interviewed them. That was a cross-sectional piece.

committee

five times at

La Casa Hispana. The committee was instrumental and

One of the

played an important part in the qualitative end.
to

do was to bring a qualitative

study. In other words,

taking a look at what

it

is

was

sight to this.

a snapshot

The study

is

of point and time

the impact of social

participation belonging to people with

and

things

I

wanted

a cross-sectional

in there.

economic

disabilities,

first

We were

class, the ethnic

who

is

group

helping them

(natural support).

Q.

What

are the specific natural support systems used

In the case of Latinos

we

by the

PR elders?

are talking about four types of support systems:

1.

family; 2. religion (e.g., Catholic, Pentecostal, folk healing, espiritismo,
santeria); 3. merchants;

and

botanicas, beauty parlors,

4. social

etc.).

clubs

(e.g., restaurants,

So we wanted

bodegas,

to get a sense of the

map of each

of those individuals. There is a qualitative side to this where we had two
advisory committees set up. One made up of professionals (gate keepers in the
community), and another advisory group of Puerto Rican elders composed of
times. We always came
1 1 Puerto Ricans from 60 to 75 years old. We met five

back to

say:

“Here

is

what we

are finding."

informant focus groups.
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Then we did

a

whole

series

of key-

Q.

What

is

the situation of the Puerto Rican elders in Springfield?

Most of the Puerto Ricans
there

by working

elders

who

means.

in Springfield

are there for so

It is

a

come from

and some got
There are so many

rural areas,

in the Connecticut Valley picking tobacco.

community

many years. So

in

it

is

not a

new community by any

tremendous need, but

it is also a community where
the resources are not there. Either formal by agencies, or the
informal by the
form of natural support systems. They are very isolated, that is why La Casa

Hispana

so important. That

is

is the extent of their contact.
.It is very
Puerto Rican elders. Our sense is that Puerto
Ricans are not using formal systems. In Springfield there are not many
people

depressing

when I look

.

.

at the

who

are bilingual, bicultural. However we pictured that they had their
families,
neighbors, religion, a rich natural support system. That was not the case. They
are not using formal systems, nor they really have their own systems.

Q.

What

role does religion play in the context of natural support systems in the lives

of PR elders?

Don Carmelo, one of the members of the
is

a Pentecostal minister.

have a

you

lot

of people helping you, because that

we

is

He

also a minister.

is

like

being part of the family. If

Don Carmelo said to me: “This
“In New York we may do that, but here we don’t.” So being

are Catholic

real life.”

advisory group,

We expected that if you are Pentecostal you would

did not expect that.

Pentecostal you can relieve

some of your

spiritual needs, but

is

not

any kind of

physical needs, no

,

research out there.

We did a focus group with the elders, and what the elders

said

was “There

focusing on us.

they don’t deal with that there. That

is

counter to

all

the

many needs, that a lot of the churches are not really
had a life, and we are welcome there, but our needs are

are so

We

not

the needs being addressed.”

Most of the Puerto Rican
parts of the country,

moved around

Q.

What

is

and

quite a

elders have family

in Puerto

and

relatives living in different

Rico as well. Some of the elders themselves have

bit.

the impact of migration and displacement

on the

elders’ support systems?

We did another focus group with the elders, and one elder stated very
eloquently: “I

left

a rural part of Puerto Rico (Las montanas), and

I

went

to

San Juan, a part of my system stayed behind me.
When I went from San Juan to New York, part of my system stayed behind
San Juan. Even those who were here, they got their own lives.” The other
elders were saying “Yes, yes, yes.” So what they were saying was as you

Juan. But,

when I went

San

to
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uproot you leave part behind. Eventually, when they got
to Springfield they
left most of their support systems behind.

have
Q.

Why do they move?
For economic reasons, health reasons, crime. They move in
search of a better
life. The North End in Springfield looks like
paradise compared to some areas
of Boston and New York. It is all relative. You got trees, there are
places where

no trees. When you look at their existence is contextual. Springfield
looks awfully good compared to New York. For the elders with
whom I came

there are

across there

was

a series of steps that they have taken in search of a better

But, in search of a better

Q.

Who

is

life

life.

they have also lost part of their lives.

helping the elders in Springfield?

56%

of the elders

who

are functionally disable have caregivers.

have anybody, contrary

to

what

I

expected.

44%

do not

Then we interviewed people who

56%. We interviewed 192 Puerto Rican primary caregivers,
and out of 192 there were 18 sons (8% were sons). When we asked the elders
“Where are the sons?” The elders said “They got their own family, they do not
have time for me; They are missing, I do not know where they are; They are in
jail.” The urban context takes a tremendous toll on you whether you are male
or female. But it seems to have taken a disproportionate toll on males, so they
are helping those

are not there.

Q. So, these are the Puerto Ricans,

how

different are they

from the others?

In looking at sons for example, African

many

sons either providing care.

that Puerto

Rican elders are much more disable

greater severity that their cohorts

Q.

What

Americans and whites do not have that
What comes across as we have done this is

who

at

much younger

are African-Americans

age, and with

and whites.

will be the applications and/or the implications of this study?

My interest is not just the research, which is important, my interest is also the
comes from it. Reviewing the literature we see that is not a lot
on Latino elders, there is even less on Puerto Rican elders. In terms of
applications, we expect that some of that data will be used for academic
action that

written

We gave that data back to the stakeholders so they can use for
writing proposals. We developed a series of recommendations for developing
purposes.

it

programs. For example, one of the things that have come out, that

pursue

it

further, is that a lot

of PR elders do not

feel

we want to

comfortable utilizing

formal services, particularly health aids, because they do not speak Spanish and

do not understand the

culture. So,

I

want
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to

know from the

agencies

why not.

Q.

How did you explain the purpose of the study to the elders in the advisory group?
The first time we met with the advisory group, one of the elders
asked me
“What are we getting out of this?”. It is going to take time, by the time
.

the

.

and someone writes a proposal, raises the money, it is going to
take some time. But we know more about the PR elders
in that community than
probably any other community in the country. We contacted practically
all of
results get in,

them. The data from the research will help agencies get the moneys
they need
to implement their programs. We started in 1992. There
is no guarantee that it
will be a pay off at the end, but if there will be a pay off we
need the data, and
there is no way around that. I know the seniors want their own
center. They

advocate themselves very well, they do not strike
are very warm and very giving.

The Latinos Unidos group
elders in

Western Massachusetts

level, migration,

represents a very

in

me

as a passive group.

They

good sample of the Puerto Rican

terms of their needs, social class, educational

and support systems.
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APPENDIX J

demographic characteristics of latino elders

in

SPRINGFIELD

The following demographic data (Table

J.l)

was extracted from a survey conducted

1989 with a cross-section of the Latino elderly
citizens
carried out

in Springfield.

by the Executive Office of Elder Affairs through

in

The survey was

a grant provided to the

Sprmgfield Council on Aging of the Department
of Human Services (Hispanic Elderly

Outreach Findings, 1989). Prof Delgado was also
involved in

Table

Demographic Characteristics of Latino Elders

J.l

Demographic Characteristics

this study.

in Springfield

of Latino Elders in Sorinafield

Percentage

A(jt

100 Or Older

80-99
70-79
60-69
57-60

1%
13%
25%
47%

^

2%

GENDER
Females

52%
48%

Males

MIGRATION, LENGHT OF RESIDENCY

IN

THE UNITED STATES

IN

YEARS

30 or More
^

^

20

29

to

lOto 19
5 to 9
1

to

4

Less Than

1

“

EDUCATIONAL AHAINMENT

No Formal Education
1

36%
50%
10%

To 7 Years Of Formal Education

7 To

1

1

Years Of Formal Education

Completed High School
In

general,

69%

4%

more males attended school and were

of those

who went

27%
26%
20%
12%
10%
5%

to school learned to read

able to finish high school.

and write

in their

native language,

Spanish.

LANGUAGE
Read And Write

In

English

Reported Interest To Learn English

Continued next page.
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10%
24%

Table

J.1

continued.

Reported Interest To Converse

In

English

80%

SOURCE OF INCOME
&

Social Security

SSI

59%

Assistance From The Dept. Of Public Welfare

6%
45%

Food Stamps
Pension Funds

1%

HEALTH INSURANCE
MEDICARE

88%
63%

MEDICAID

COMMUNIYT/SOCIAL PARTICIPATION
Religious Activities; Senior Centers; Volunteer

Work

30%

SUPPORT SYSTEM
Children are the main source of support
*

40%

of the

men and 69%

of the

women

40% - 69%
indicated that they

call their

children at a time of

*

need.

Other members of the family

16%

Cannot get anyone to help them
Reported feeling lonely and had no one with

whom

47%
47%

to share their feelings

SOURCES OF TRANSPORTATION
Children

Public Transportation

39%
20%
19%
16%

Own

14%

Other Family Members
Walking

Car (Primarily Males)

Friends

7%

Taxi

5%

SAFETY
Feel safe

in

Feel unsafe

Those who

their
in

neighborhoods

their

feel

86%
14%

neighborhoods

unsafe indicated that drugs are a serious problem

Feelings of isolation and noise were also mentioned.

3%

in

their communities.

of those indicated having

been the

victim of a crime.

HOUSING

58%
25%
14%
3%

Live With Relatives
Live Alone
Live In Subsidized Housing

Own

Their

Homes

TYPE OF JOB HELD BEFORE RETIREMENT
Agricultural

26% To 63%
17% To 42%
7% To 16%
39%

Work

Factory Work
Construction Work

Homemaking (housewives)
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APPENDIX K

CONSENT FORM FOR VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCH
PROJECT
Study of the Latino Women’s Dialogue Group sponsored by the Spanish
American Union
(community-based organization); and intergroup communication between health
and human
service providers and their clientele by

means

of pictures

and

Fotodialogo Workshops at Brightwood Community Health

volunteer to participate

I

1.

I

will

in this qualitative

study and understand

that:

be interviewed by Ms. Flavia Ramos using open-ended interview questions and

projective techniques (pictures);

The questions

will

I

demographic and personal data
groups facilitated by Ms. Ramos.
2.

used during

storytelling

Clinic.

out a questionnaire containing questions regarding
gender, ethnicity, age); and will participate in focus

fill

(e.g.,

I

will be answering address my views, opinions, and feelings related
to issues
addressed by the educational program in which
participate (either as client or staff).
understand that the primary purpose of this research is to identify research methods that will
effectively enhance knowledge and skills associated with intercultural and intergroup
communications.
I

I

3.

The

4.

My name

interviews

will

understand

it

(e.g., clients,

5.

I

6.

I

7.

and focus groups

will

not be used, nor

will

will

be necessary

be tape recorded
I

be

to facilitate analysis of the data.

identified personally in

any way or

to identify participants in the dissertation by

at any time.
group affiliation
I

service providers), or by the use of a pseudonym.

may withdraw from
have the

I

right to

part or

all

of this study at

review material prior to the

any time.

final oral

exam

or other publication.

understand that results from this survey will be included in Flavia Ramos' doctoral
and may also be included in manuscripts submitted to professional journals for

I

dissertation
publication.

am free to

8.

I

9.

Because
be

participate or not to participate without prejudice.

of the small

identified

number

as a participant of

of participants,

I

understand that there

is

some

risk that

I

may

this study.

Director of the Spanish American Union, La Casa Hispana, will grant
the right to use the name of the organization in her doctoral dissertation for
the purpose of describing the site selected for her research, including its history,
organizational culture, and programs.

As the Executive
Flavia

I

Ramos

No

Yes

Researcher’s Signature:

Participant’s Signature:
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APPENDIX L

FORMA DE CONSENTIMIENTO PARA PARTICIPACION VOLUNTARIA
EN EL GRUPO DE MUJERES LATINAS EN DIALOGO
Organizacion

Nombre

del Participante:

Estudio de materiales y metodos educativos usados para fomentar

el

dialogo y

la

comunicacion

inter-gmpal.

Yo deseo

participar

en esto estudio y entiendo que:

1.

Yo sere

2.

Las cuestiones que yo respondere estan dirigidas a mis opiniones y sentimientos
relacionados a los asuntos y programas desarrollados por esta institucion. Yo entiendo
que el enfoque principal de este estudio es la identificacion de metodos de investigacion
para mejoramiento de las relaciones interculturales entre las organizaciones de servicios
sociales y educacion y sus beneficiarios (o miembros de la comunidad).

3.

Las entrevistas y grupos de enfoque seran grabados para

4.

entrevistado/a por Flavia Ramos, llenare un cuestionario con preguntas
relacionadas a datos demograficos y de informacion personal, y tambien podre participar
en reuniones de grupos de enfoque dirigidos por Flavia Ramos.

Yo puedo

6.

Yo tengo

7.

Yo

dejar de participar en este estudio a cualquier

el

derecho de revisar

analisis

de datos.

Yo

el

material antes

de

los

momento.

examenes

finales

entiendo que los resultados de este estudio estaran inclusos en

de Flavia Ramos, y que

9.

de

Mi nombre no sera usado, tampoco yo sere identificado/a como persona en ningun
momento. Yo entiendo que sera necesario identificar participantes en la tesis de
acuerdo a los grupos que pertenecen o por uso de un seudonimo.

5.

8.

fines

estoy

libre

la

o publicacion.

tesis

de doctorado

podr^n estar inclusos en otras publicaciones.

para participar o no participar en este estudio sin

prejuicio.

Por causa del pequeno numero de participantes en este estudio, yo entiendo que hay un
riesgo de ser identificado/a como participante en este estudio.

Firma del investigador

Firma del participante
Fecha:

Fecha:
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APPENDIX M

GRANT APPLICATION LETTER OF INQUIRY
January 24,

Dear

am
1^

1

996

[...],

writing to inquire the possibility of applying for a grant
to support our upcoming project
If after reading this information
you think this project is eligible to

“Women’s Dialogue Group.”

receive a grant from your foundation, we will be pleased to send you
a
itemized budget and all relevant documents.

full

proposal including an

The Spanish American

Union, Inc. (La Casa Hispana) is a Latino community-based health
education and training organization serving the Latino community since 1968 and most
recently
immigrant and refugee groups.

SAU’s educational and training programs are culture and language specific and are rooted in the
principles and methods of popular education. SAU’s goal is to empower
individuals and
communities through education and health promotion. SAU’s mission is to promote the health and
well-being of the Latino community through empowerment education programs that foster individual,
community, and institutional change.

we have initiated a needs assessment process at the Spanish American Union,
two groups of women from two SAU’s programs; (1) The Latino Elderly, and (2) The
Sisters’ Empowerment Program.
Flavia Ramos, M.Ed. and Ed.D candidate at the University of
Massachusetts, has facilitated this process, and gathered data from women from both programs
through a series of interviews, and focus-groups.
Since August 1995
involving

The purpose

of the interviews and focus-groups v\/as to have the groups identifying issues related to
community development, empowerment, individual development and health needs. The themes
identified in interviews and focus-groups as affecting Latino women in Springfield were: substance
abuse, street violence, domestic violence, HIV/AIDS epidemic (death of relatives due to AIDS and
drug use), institutionalized racism and cultural discrimination, language barriers, lack of substantial
formal education, illiteracy, cultural assimilation, gender biases, and behavioral patterns detrimental
to women’s development and emancipation.

Taking these issues into consideration we would like to propose an educational project which we
would call “Latino Women’s Dialogue Group”. The purpose of this project is to bring Latino women
together to talk about their issues, listen to and support each other, and devise strategies for selfeducation, self-reliance and empowerment.

The

will consist of dialogue sessions, group meetings, talks on specific issues by invited
and training sessions. The purpose of the training program is to enable traditionally
disempowered and disadvantaged women to develop communication, leadership, and reflective
thinking skills to turn their life experiences into educational tools for community development, selfreliance and change. Emphasis will be given to issues identified by the target group members as
affecting their social, emotional, intellectual, and physical well-being.

project

guests,
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our belief that group reflection can lead to mutual understanding and shared meaning,
and that
the time a group spends reflecting, building shared meaning, and jointly planning
turns the action
into a polished initiative.
It

is

all

The

target population consists of disadvantaged, Spanish speaking Hispanic
(mostly Puerto Rican)
women living in Springfield. Many of these women are grandmothers, mothers, and sisters

elderly

who already have a

great impact on the future of the children and youth surrounding them.

The proposed program

will be conducted entirely in Spanish by an outside bilingual facilitator.
The
program will be implemented in Springfield, Massachusetts, and will involve the collaboration of local
human and organizational resources serving the Latino population of Western Massachusetts.

Despite the successes of many local programs, there is no program currently structured to educate
and train Latino women of different ages to use their personal experiences and history as resources
for community education, team learning, and empowerment.

The

duration of this “pilof project

be of

weeks, including ten consecutive weeks of
one week of needs assessment
interviews prior to the training; one week of evaluation interviews after the training; and one week to
\write a final program report. Group size should be no more than 15 and no less than five women.
We expect the program to start in March ‘96.
training;

The

will

fifteen

for participant recruitment

and

pilot program including consultants’
and communications is of $ 6,000.00.

cost of this

elderly),

On

one week

our letterhead you

information, please

\A/ill

do not

find

for

and speak

your anticipated cooperation.

Sincerely,

Flavia Ramos
Women's Dialogue Group,

fees, training supplies, transportation (for the

our address and telephone number,

hesitate to call

Linda Cooper, Coordinator of Program Planning.

Thank you

selection;

Project Coordinator
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to

if
you need any further
Maria Morales-LoebI, Executive Director, or
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